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Date................................ig

.. . ,. Shanghai Power Company - labour situation at
Siwiect > in hih !______ . ... ------ ------- h.. ---- -------------- ---------------- ------------------ .-------------------------------------

Riverside normal.

, 9.3.’. Kao Yen-ken. r , , , T. T. Crawford.\lade vy.................... ............. ......... ........ ........... .......  Forwarded by.................................... . ........................... ...................

The labour situation in the .Riverside 

Power Station, 2£Q0 Yangtszepoo Hoad, is normal this 

morning, may 4th, and all labour unrest has now 

subsided.
a; ',-h ■

àhun fuo-hung U'*- It ' /, a testing 

assistant, who was discnarged on May 2nd for posting 

a copy of tne management’e letter without permission, 

was reinstated on May 4th, after being cautioned by 

the management.

d'. C. f Special Branch ).
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REPORT y
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Subject

Date..^....3..

Shanghai lower Company - Labour ..situât ion at ..Riverside

blade by Ka-.o....Yen...K'.en Forvcarded by..

The labo’-r situation in the Riverside lower

Station, 2800 Yangtszepoo Road, is norml this morning-,

Following the discharge on Ihy 2 of Shun Yao

), the testing assistant, who meanwhile

serves as the spokesman of the workers to demand an

increase in there was much talk among the workers

at Riverside lower Station on Lay 2 They supported th

t est ing ass istant their leader and opined that it v

not justifiable to discharge him no definite form

of support s decided uron on lia y 2

On the afternoon of 2, L'r

Chief of the Personnel department Tower Company,

had an intervieyr with the dischar rea man fficê

and tactfully investigated the matter. Apart

in posting the copy of a letter

b el on." in r the management tlie Permission of

nt ion

”nd -■’iviri that he had no

strike even the workers

refused, Shun Yao Hung

3PXVQ

f inally a ssurred Big. would keep the worker

quiet stated that he was willing to abide by

.e result of investigations being conducted by t'.ie

O f f i ce

number of

called at the home of the discharged Lane lb 2b

a

(s/ (Zung llgoeh Li), 7 Yangtszepoo Road and expressed thei r

opinion to him that something should be done by the
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Subject........................         r.... _2.„_

Made by__ ________....__ — ________ __________Forwarded by...... .........      .........

workers to demand his reinstatement * He, however, advised 

them that the more agitation the workers conduct, the 

worse would His position be with the management, The 

workers agreed to keep quiet for the time being. It 

is believed that this man will He re-instated in the 

near future after the Company is satisfied that he has 

exercised a restraining influence on the workers.

(...r- e c i a 1 3r^- n ch )
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__L2*_ l-s । /.A jy0 A.rJ-Jj'.
b SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. s 0 ^^3/^ !

section 1, Specif ft....H

REPOBT
Shanghai Power Company - Unrest among employees in

Riverside Power Station - further report.

Made by....^..‘.§. &0P...X.^n ..Me n........ ..... Forwarded by............. __________

Between 12 noon and 1 p.m. May 1» while the

meals in the mess

employees of the Riverside Power Station were taking 

room, Shun Yao Hung a

testing assistant in the Generating department,

DA’

made known to

to the demand

received from

them a letter

the

for

the

employees that

an increase in

management.

a negative reply

wages had been

He then read to

addressed by the General Manager of

the Shanghai Power Company to the Manager of the

Riverside Station to the effect that the company

could not grant a further increase and that the

company had always considered the employees’

interests. After some discussion, the workers

decided that some investigations should be made

regarding the treatment in other firms and thereafter

another letter demanding an increase in wages will

be sent to the management

Gn the morning of May 1, Shun Yao Hung was

handed a copy of the Chinese translation of the

letter He had a copy printed and had it posted

in the Mess Room on the morning of May 2 for the

information of the employees. Taking into

consideration the company’s regulations that any

body posting notices on the company’s premises

without permission of the management is

dismissal, the Manager of the Riverside

Station dismissed this man. It will

liable to

Power

be noted

that he added nothing to the printed copy

a
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Date.19

Subject............................................................................................................................................................... ..............................

Made by................................      Forwarded by....................... .................... ...................... ...............................

It is learned that the -workers are

naming him their leader in the present agitation 

and it is expected that his dismissal will result 

in some reaction from the employees in general 

when they gather in the mess room at noon to-day,

May 2. The situation is being watched.

x».C. (Special Branch)
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S. 1. Special. 

REPORT \ ■> znDak.^^L^±.. .̂....... ig 40

Subject. Shanghai Power Company - unrest among workers in Riverside

Power Station.

Made by. 73.S.I. Kao ,yen./*etl Forwarded by.........,...Z).-....I.-...2raWf °.rd *

Laoour unrest now prevails among the 1,500

workmen employed at the Riverside Power Station, 

Shanghai Power Company, 2800 Yangtszepoo Road, who 

are agitating for an increase in wages.

Cn April 29, Shun Yao-hung, ( (tk 'Xl X )t aged 

48, a native of Shanghai, residing at Lane 1825, 7 

Yangtszepoo Road, a testing assistant in the Generating 

Department, Riverside Power Station, delivered a letter 

to the management. The letter was signed by 39 employees 

mostly clerks and foremen in the Riverside Power Station, 

They demanded that a further increase in pay be granted 

to all employees at Riverside.

it will be noted that since the outbreak of 

hostilities in 1937, the management has granted a 50,? 

increase in wages in audition to a rice allowance on a 

sliding scale;the present rate being $10 a month while 

the price of rice is around $40,

In connection with the demand, it is learned

that the management is not prepared to grant any increase

D ATE

inde:\
as (fF^has been looking

employees from time to

after the interests of the

time of its own accord. On

the morning of May 1, the management had an interview

with the writers of the letter, at Riverside Station

and explained to them that a further increase would not 

be granted

It is now learned that the agitators will hold

a meeting in the mess room of the Riverside Power

Station at noon to-day, May 1, to discuss the is^pue

D.G.(special branch)

. ■/

Mi,
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Date Sest. ember 14 u J

Subject Shanghai ...tower .Company_-janployees at riverside Station

attempt to form organization

Made by......... D.».S-»-I-«- Kao.Yen-ken.__ Forwarded by.

xnf ormation w as received to the effect that

a number of Chinese employees at the riverside Power

Station had formed a “Yah Dzu society" 

and that the society was soliciting members among the 

employees, the cr ganizati on havi ng the ostensible 

object of promoting mutual friendship among the workers»

1’he members, according to the schedule, should meet once 

a month and hold a dinner party.

When asked about its formation in detail 

and informed that organizations situated in the 

International Settlement are required to register with 

the shanghai Municipal police, Chen ’Wen-chi ( 

one of the promoters, who is a clerk in the lime Office 

of the Kiverside .rower Station, on September 13 declared 

that the workers of their own accord had decided to 

cancel the project of forming the society.

Attention is being paid to the matter by 

Special Branch in order to ascertain whether the

promoters have really abandoned the scheme which would
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REPORT ......... <5.....Y-'J
Date...August. .. 30»...19 354

Subject......... ....... Shanghai .Power Company - A.,handbillurging..work ers ..in..... .......... .........

................... the ..Ri ver.s ide. _D.ep.Qt t o ...e&pLQ.se ...a clerk 

Made by .D.«.S_,I,..Kao.Yen-ken....... Forwarded by..

----------------------- Qn August 28, a copy of a mimeographed handbill, 

----- purporting to emanate from the "Whole Body of Workers in----------  

---- the Riverside Power Station? entitled "The. Cunning Clerk_______

in the Coal Department" was delivered to the Manager of

__ 'the Riverside Power Station of the Shanghai Power Company»

____It.is_reported that copies of the same handbill were also______ 

found in the Riverside Depot on .the same day._______________

________________ The handbill states that Sung Dz-tsung___________._____  

__ a clerk employed at the Riverside Power Station, has __ ,■

approached the Shanghai Power Company*s coal contractors_______

on behalf of the firemen, ashmen and coal transportation_______

coolies, and extorted money from them._____ _________________ _____

On the ground J&a-t__the...good reputation of the________

___ workers has been affected by Sung*s misconduct, the________ • 

___ pamphlet concludes by urging..the workers to rise and____________  

expose Sung Dz-tsung.____________________________________________

Attempts to obtain a copy of the handbill have_______
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Activities of tne Shanghai Veter & Electricity Supply L&oour

Union, Eastern trancn, Lane 1963, House 12 xangtszepoo Koad.

D.S.I. Smith.

Sir,

On the morning of the 3/2/41 tir. V. LOgen, personnel 

Department, Shanghai Power Company, ino.181 ranking Hoad, 

came to this station and reported to l.S.i. Smitn tnat 

ne had reason to oelieve tnat tne Snangnai water 

Electricity Supply laoour union, Eastern x>rancn, tane 

1963, House jno.12 Yangtszepoo Road, was attempting to 

induce employees of tne Riverside power Station, to join 

the union.

Un tne 30/1/41 a petition containing a numoer of 

demands for an increase in oasic pay and general improve

ment of conditions, is alleged to have oeen passed among 

tne Chinese employees at the Riverside power Station, 

for signatures. Eighty workers are oelieved to have 

signed the petition some of whom later reconsidered their 

action and deleted their names. it is said tnat tne 

petition was eventually destroyed

At 8 p.m, 3/2/41 four Riverside power Station

names.

Koo Ah.

letailed to keep the

Electricity Supply Lacour union and registered tneir

Yang Ah byi ( Fty fl ) toiler-room foreman,
residing at Lane 2747/27 ï’poo Hoad.

Woo Kuo Pau ), clerk, residing
at Lane 2747/37 Yangtszepoo Road.

Wong Kuo Tsang ) toiler-room foreman
residing at 2725 Yangjstzepoo Road

C.D.S. 108

employees named Delow visited the Shanghai water &

1

- T® ' : /W

) toiler-room foreman, 
lit Lane 1963/r ï’poo Hoad
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premises under Observation, questioned the four men and

they stated that on the 1/2/41 an unknown male Chinese

visited their homes and informed them to present

themselves at the union’s office 

otherwise they would oe nunished

at 8 p.m. 3/2/41.,

The activities of the staff of this union are

being kent under ooservation and in cases wnere

proof can De ootgined that threats are oeing 

employed to secure members, necessary action will 

oe taken.
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Februa/y 5,-^941^/

Eastern District Water à Electricity ’Yorkers* Uni-on - new union
formed to organize shanghai power Company workers.

An ’’Eastern District Section of the 

Shanghai Branch of the Social Movement Direction 

Committee" has been established at Lane 1963, 12 

Yangtszepoo Road. Tsang Vee Liang) 

is in charge. Tsang is also connected with the 

Youth’s Group, Lane 37, 119 Brenan Road, 0.0.1., 

and most of the staff members are former members 

of the now defunct Eastern District Squatters’ 

Federation, Chaoyang Road.

A new union entitled ‘"Shanghai municipality 

Eastern District 7/ater *. Electricity Workers’ Union"

recently formed with an office in the "Eastern 

District Section of the Shanghai Branch, Social 

Movement Direction Committee".

This new union is endeavouring to canvass 

members from amongst the workers of the shanghai 

Power Company at Riverside Power Station. Between ;

7 p.m. and 8 p.m. on February 3 and 4, a total of ’• 
er/some 40 word's of the Shanghai Power Company

registered with this union. On registering, each ;

Worker was made to fill in a form (specimen attached), 

a translation of which is given hereunder j



i

"Shanghai Municipality Eastern District 
Water and Electricity Workers’ Union.

Registration Norm

No. Date .:

Name :

Age : PHOTO

Nativity :

Profession :

Residential address :

Remarks :

Registrar : Introducer :

Note : 1. Members of this union should 

strictly observe the regulations i

and resolutions of the union. ' ’
■ ■■.- V . «3- £ :

2. Members are not allowed to reveal t

the secrets of this union on pain i

of severe punishment".

This union is in the course of formation at the 

present time and has the intention of controlling . i 

the labour in the employ of Shanghai Power Company. ; 

Tsang Vee Liang is assisted by a loafer named Wong

ching Hsiang ( ) who is handling the

management of the union.

A. C. (Special Branch;
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. 1, Special..Branch r 
!Fite r-~.z_.y

Date. Mar ‘REPORT

Subject ( in full)„. Shanghai..Power. Company - Unrest, among chauffeurs......

subsides. , _#../....................

Made Clerk Kao Yen-keng Forucarded by

The unrest which existed among the 70 chauffeurs

of the Shanghai Power Company who were agitating against_  

the order requiring them to stand-by_in. turn during the

- .nijghkJLnd on Sundays, has subsided. Three new chauffeurs

—have._be.en. taken on by the management so that the work________—

—of the -Chauffeurs will not be so arduous.______ _______________

----- ..Information obtained by the undersigned.___  

 ____________________
 Cle^rîÛ ~~ I

ton w
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S. B- REGISTRY.

Z ■*»—-» SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. !jA&. U------Ï™—
S»1, Special^.""***| 

REPORT /)^... March 18, /p 35.

Subject Shanghai Power Company - Unrest ..among, chauffeurs.,...............................

, ......rf

Made by......Gljerk..K.a.O...Ye.n.-keng............ Forwarded by........... J-'-....... .................. -................... -..............................

_______________Unrest now exists among the 70 chauffeurs of

the Shanghai Power Company who are agitating against— 

being required to stand. ~bv in rotation for Sunday and___________

night work._____For this no extra pay is issued.

_______ ______ On March 9, some thirty of them called at the_______ _ 

Transportation Department, Fearon Road Depot, Chauffeurs 

Nos. 62, 49, 42 and 13 interviewed and lodged complaints

_  with Mr. E.R. Rodgers.________ The latter promised to _______ __ 

consider the matter and reply later.__________________________

Enquiries show that these chauffeurs are not_________ _

___ organized..nor have they-any_particular leader, matters________  

being discussed among themselves in the vicinity of_____ ____

their garages when they are at leisure.
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s.i, Special..®rancK2
REPORT

Date...P.$fh

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Subject (in full) Shanghai ...Power Company. -, Col lection., of ...Subscriptions
...................... among Workers at Riverside to maintain

........ ............. .............................Union.. ,o.f f ice..

Made by..... D..... S........Sansom .Forwarded by.

___________Woo Shang (^^7 ), Yih Zuan-sung ) and_

Chu Ah-zien ). foremen of workers of Nos.lt_a&3

Boiler Rooms at Riverside Power Station respectively,---------------------

collected on or about November 30 subscriptions from amongst __ 

workers under them to pay—for—the maintenance—of—the------------- ----- -—

office of the 4th District Water & ElectricitvLjrorkers.1 

Union, 117 F oh Yeu Road. City.______ There are .about .60

mechanics and 50 conlies employed in the said workshops..----------------

the former being charged_ 20 cents—each and—the—latter—10--------------

gents each.__ ______ The money was disposed of by_--Yih.-.Zuan.-siing-____

________ It is learned that these three collectors

conducted a simii ar campaign—in .October» 1934.------------------ -----------------

------------------------------ |

rs_of_Nos.lt


I
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"G. 35000-1-34 * File REGISTRY. ji

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 5"3/<?
So 1, 

HEPORT

Subject (in full ) Shanghai ...Power Company - Act iy i. tis s 0f Worker\s’ Union....................

Made by.............P.Î.®*.... ................................ Forwarded by......... -........................................... -----...................

___________The functions of the 4th District Water and._______  

Electricity Workers1 Union, 117 Foh Yeu Road, City, remain 

suspended,-

3, That Fang Dz-sung

On the afternoon of November 24, Uhen Pao-an_____

), Wu Yeu-sung ( ) and Yu Ling-zien

( ) met in the Union offices, the following were

the points they talked about and decided to carry out 

1. That a meeting of committee members should be convened

to discuss means to assist Li Teh-tstng ),

a worker of Boiler Room of the Riverside Rower Station, 

who was recently dismissed owing to alleged negligence

in work.______________

2. That measures should be devised to deal with Yang Yoong 

and Chun Sz-foo ), foremen in Fearon Road

Depot, who were responsible for allying with other 

foremen to break the Union.

a clerk of the General

Labour Union, should be requested to draft a reply to 

the Bureau of Social Affairs who had in writing instructed 

the Union to send a representative to the Bureau on

November 23 to report the Union activities. The Union 

failed to comply with the Bureau instruction and intends

to report its activities in black and white

4. That Wu Yeu-sung should approach Chu Ah-zien for means

to pay the wages due to ex-clerk Ghow Hsueh-shing and 

rent in arrears.

pecial Branch)

D S.

L
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November 26, 1934.

Labour

General Labour Union - ..Zeuting

Sone ten members- of the General labour Union

held a meeting in taoir office at 117 Poh Yeu Road,

at 3.15 p.m. November 24 and passed the following

resolutions

1. That Tu Yuch-sung be requested to negotiate with 
the Zhnagement of tzxj Great China Rubber Shctory 
for the reinstate... ne of the 1?3 ex-xvorkers recently 
dismissed.

2. That the local Kuomintang and the Bureau of Social 
Affairs be requested to secure the release of the 
three members of the Ship .Passengers’ Safety 
Association, who have been arrested by detectives 
attached to the 'Toosung Shanghai Defence Commissioner's 
Headquarters.

3. That local labour unions be instructed to forward a 
report on their activities and the existing agreements 
between their members and employers to the Committee 
of the General Labour Union.

4. That the application of the 4th District Water and 
Electricity Workers’ Union to suspend the payment 
of membership fees to the General Labour Union owing 
to financial straits be approved.

With reference to Resolution No.3 an instruction

has been received from the ministry of Industry to

compile statistics on the activities of local labour

unions as well as the existing Labour-Capital agreements.
+

Dispute between Seamen's General Labour Union and
Ship l&ssengers1 Safety Association over vacancy 
for cabin boy on sts. "Hsin Kiang Tien" -, members ;
of the latter Associât ion arrest ed by the Soong-Wu j
Headquarters i

At 7 a.m. November 24 the Detective Corps of the

Woosung and Shanghai Defence Commissioner’s Headquarters 

arrested three cabin boys of the s.s. "Hsin Kiang Tien" at •

theKyung.,Lee _ Yuan Wharf. French Bund. These three
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICÉ H
-File REGISTRY, i

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. _ .S 1 S .M.l J
S. 1, Spécial By^.qn.T?hgW»6wX * 4

REPORT
Date...§&

Sublet (in .......Shanghai Power Company; - Secret Moyement for the

......... ......   ReauBcitatiQnof.WQr.kers ’.Union, ......................................................
Made U.J 

.and ..................  Forwarded by............. D........I>.......... Gmbh...................................

Secret enquiries made at the Shanghai Labourers1

Club, 545 Kiukiang Road, show that Chu Ah-zien .
<i&L and Changan

Pao-

Yih Yeu-keng (

movement, have formulated a planof approaching, those

workers in sympathy with the movement and forming cells

among same as the initial step in their project._____ Yu_____ ____ _ 

Ling-zien and Chao Teh-z ten operatives_____ 

of the Fearon Road Power Station, will be responsible for_____  

carrying out the scheme at Fearon Rpad, while Loh Ching-wu______  
d'l* and Chen Pao-an ([^ . workers of the________ „ 

Riverside Power Station, have been appointed to undertake_____ — 

the same task at Riverside.______ These agitators nlaim__________  

that there are more workers in support of the movement at_______ _

Fearon Road than at Riverside.



"G. 35000-1-34 îi WWJMKIML POi-FCE

m SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ; S. ÏËgÎstrï. :
* 1 <5 'î

S.l, Speçi^..feaLn©J@gggi;____ J!J
REPORT '

Subject (in full)............... Sh^ghai Power Company - workers inRiverside Depot.............

............................................. makeendeavoursto resuscitatetheirUnion....... .................

Made/f/....................... and.........................Forwarded by......... D »....... J.»_..........Grubb.........................

In view of the fact that part of the workers at 

Riverside Power Station hold the opinion that the closing

dawn, of their 4th District Water & Electricity Workers*

—Unlonwill possibly give rise to more oppression on the

part of the management, Chu Ah-zien (

) of the Wo.2 Boiler Room of the Riverside Station
are reported to have been discussing measures to resuscitate-----  
jthft union—Wu._.Yeu-sung_L^^^ ). a leader in the union_____  

■movement..- is not taking any part in the resuscitation activities

Riverside

----------------- Observation, however, shows that the majority

Of the operatives of that power station are not in fawnnr

of the revival of the Union at prenant

D. I.

Officer i/c Special Branch.
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< SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. S. B- REGISTRY,
w i Ô -CS>1, Spe ci a1 ..IwDjshw--—1|

REPORT 
Date. Se^C^be E. ;1£> z 9 34^2---- 1|

Subject (in full ).....Shanghai ..Power. .Company...-. meeting of Worker s.*.. Union............................

Made jf"^.................and..... ... ...........................Forwarded by.......D.I. Grubb

Nine committee members of the 4th District Water

& Electricity Workers1 Union held a meeting in their office, 

117 Foh Yeu Road, City, between 6 p.m. and 7 p.m. September 15. 

Chu Ah-aien presided and reported that the Union

had been compelled to discharge its staff and suspend its_______

daily work owing to the lack of support from the workers._____

The following resolutions were then passed t-___________________

__ 1- That the committee members each contribute half a dayh_____ 

______ nmgftA per mensem for the maintenance of the Union’s office 

______ antLlLquidation of its.-debts.__________________________________

2. That the General Labour Union be requested to prepare______

______ all documents, if any, in future on behalf of the Union.
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G 35000 1 34 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ' ' S. B-R2G! . r.

A», '|! rv 53 '3* b.l, Special .Brjsgfljti ___ ;_____ '
REPORT 34V-X-

Subject (in full)......... Shanghai.Power Company...Workers*... Union in.a.state.of................

dissolution.»..................................

Made />/(/........... ..........and.............................Forwarded by...............D»....ï.»........Grubb.................................

The 4th Di strict Water & Electricity Workers *

Union, 117 Roh Yeu Road, City, again failed in its efforts 

to convene a weekly committee meeting on September 8 owing 

to lack of attendance.it will be recalled that for the 

same reason no such meeting has taken place since the one________

held on August 18»____________________________________________________
______________It has been disclosed by Chow Hsueh-hwei ( T-ff? ) «__

Clerk employed by the union, that it is in extreme financial____

straits owing tn non-payment of membership fees and has_______

practically no influence over the workers of the Shanghai 

Power Company.This clerk, with a monthly salary of 

$24.00, has not been paid for the past three months and has_____

been working with the 4th..District Cigarette factory Workers1___

Union, T.an p 387, 42..Wayside Road,—since September 6.________________ _

ûn the afternoon of September 8, only the following 

seven committee members attended _________________ _

Chu Ah-zien( d- J 

_____________________ Chen Pao-an _____ )________________________________ ; 
_____________________ Chiang Tseng-ming (_______________________________ _ | 

______________________ Lsh-Ching-wu l 1; 

______________________<u Fah-ning________ ’ . 
______________________Moh Ah-keu_________ ( Jê fàfoï )_______ _______________  

Ch^.Q_Ts-fang______I )_____________________

They held an informal discussion between 5 p.mo and 6.20 p,m> 

__ and decided that owing to financial difficulties and lack of____ ""7 

__ enthusiasm .on the part of the committee members, the staff_______ 

of the union be discharged and work suspended from date____ __

 until such time as an opportunity arises to bring workers

again under the sway of the Union.______It was, however, __ _____
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resolved that the Union office be retained and that enthusiastic 

committee members should attend and meet on ho11 days 

occasionally,__furthermore, the enthus!astic committee

__ members should, according to their decision, continue to

i exert their efforts in collecting voluntary memcership fees

from union supporters as well as money due to t.ie Union from the 

wokkers with a view to liquidating the debts of the Union._______

Subject (in full).................................................      ■>..........

Made by.......................... .................................... Forwarded by................................... ............. ..................................
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Eleven committee members of the 4th District Water 

and Electricity Workers' Union held a meeting in their office, 

117 Eoh Yeu Road, City, between 7,30 p.m. and 9 p.m. on 

August 18. Chen Pao-an presided. The following

résolut!ons were adopted _______ ___________________________________

1. That in connection with the opposition to the dismissal

of workers in the Shanghai Power Company, the members of _

the Standing Committee of the Union call on Ghu Hsueh-fan

and ask him to endeavour to bring about an early settlement 

of the dispute through the medium of Tu Yueh-sung.

2. That with regard to the lack of support of the Union from 

the workers, representatives of the workers be urged to 

make strenuous efforts to induce the latter to come under

the control of the Union.___________________________________ _ ___ |
J

3. That in view of the fact that only 10% of the members are |
I

paying membership fees regularly every month, the expenses |
i

of the Union be cut down; this matter to be dealt with by 

the Standing Committee.__________________________________________
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Four members of the Standing Committee of the 4th 

District Vater and Electricity Workers* Union held a meeting 

in their office, 117 Foh Yeu Road, City, between 7 p.m. and. 

8 p.mj> on August.. 14, when it was decided to shelve the decision 

to declare a strike for the time being in compliance with the__

advice of Loh Ching-dz. committee member of the local Kuomintang. 

It was also resolved that the following places be utilized as ___

members of the Union»________________________________________________

___________ Home of Chen Pao-an ( , 34 Shao Shing Road,__ r_.

off Yangtszepoo Road.

Yangtszepoo Road
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_To-day, August 13, 1934 at 9 a.m. Chu Hsueh-van 

committee member of the General Labour Union had an interview 

with Loh Ching-dz, committee member of the Local Kuomintang, 

when he asked the_ latter for advice and support in the matter  

of the proposed strike among the workers of the Shanghai Power 

Co* Loh, however, after hearing the whole situation as it____

now stands stated that the workers had as yet no true grievance, 

__ sufficient to warrant the declaration of a strike._________________

He assured Chu Hsueh-van that the only course for______

the workers to adopt was to wait until the Management had dis-' 

missed more workers, when they might have a better cause for_____

complaint. In view of this advice Chu Hsueh-van agreed that 

the Union would wait for the Company to dismiaH more hands-----------

before taking any further action............................................................ ...... ...... ..
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sir,

C.L.S. 63 reporte that temporary coolies from the C.P.q. 

Department and one from the C.P.B. Department of the Riverside 

Power station were di emi seed on 3/8/34.

n 7/8/34 one fitter named Woo Kung Zieng ( ), a

member of the Union Committee and another 7 v.oxkers -ere 

dismissed, the first mentioned being dismissed on account of 

his union activities and the remaining 7 due to shortness of 

work.

... am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,
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On August 3, ten coolies (C.P.Q. Uo.l - 10) of the 

Riverside Power Station and another of the Fearon Road De not 
-OUt ------

were paid off witi/any incident, ____________ _ _________ _

______________The services of seven workers of the Riverside_____ ___  

Station including G.A.B.22 Wu Keng-zien a member

of the Executive Committee of the 4th District “Water &

Electricity Workers* Union, were dispensed with on August 7,

These latter are not satisfied with their dismissal and have 
approached the Union for the necessary assistance. In

connection with the matter, Chen Pao-an (Tj )» Chu Ah-

zien (■$ a^d ^hang Pao-tai fyt, ), leading members

of the Union, solicited the opinion of Chu Hsueh-fan )j_

committee member of the General Labour Union, in the Shanghai

Labourers’ Club, 545 Kiukiang Road, at 8 p,m, on August 8,_____ _

Chen Pao-an and Chu Ah-zien advocated the declaration of a______

strike to oppose alleged unreasonable dismissals, but Chu------------

Hsueh-fan advised them to consolidate the strength of the--------- _

Union as the first step before trying any other action. The __

Union has decided to put the matter before the weekly committal.

meeting to be held on August 11.----------------------------------------—--------- —
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Thirteen committee members of the 4th District Water

& Electricity Workers’ Union held, a meeting in their office, 

117 Foh Yeu Road, City, between 7*40 p*m* and 9*20 p*m* on

August 11* Chang Pao-tai presided* The following

resolutions were passed:-

___Power Company be declared*_________________________

2* That Chang Pao-tai and Chiang Tseng-ming (-/# <E )

be assigned to discuss with Chu Hsueh-J’an, committee 

member of the. General Labour Union, the necessary 

arrangements for the strike and the securing of a

loan for the strike fund*_____________ _____________

3. That the members of the committee of the Union 

___ form a "Special Committee* (that is, a strike_______

committea) to deal with all affairs of the Union 

until further decisions*

4* That in order to prevent any leakage of the Union*a

new», a secret rendezvous be established in the_____
(d- U i )

Settlement. Wu frah-ning, Chen Pao-an and Loh Ching- , 
wu to be held responsible for selecting such a place* }

5. That drastic measures be taken against any labour • 

 traitors or "running dogs", who may be found out*

6. That a meeting of representatives of the workers of

the various rooms and sections of the Riverside and

_ Wearon Read Power Stations be convened to diaanew 

measures to start a strike, the..time for thia,_____

however, to remain unsettled*____________£_1L
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7. That the more enthusiastic members of the Uninn

be instructed to conduct propaganda among the_

workers^ so as to enlist the!r unanimous support

----------------------- of theUnion*___________________________________________  

_____8. That a manifesto to the same effect be issued______________

to all workers._________________________________________

During the meeting, Chiang Tseng-ming, Ghen Pao-an,

Ghang Pao-tai^and Doh Ching-wn made fiery speeches advocating 

the declaration of a strike» The date of the Commencement of 

the scheduled strike has so far not yet been fixed, but it is 

expected that attempts will start as soon as money has been

____________ in view of the fact that the workers as a whole are 

_ contented with their management, and, not showing any support 

tn the nniwn at any of its meetings oyer the past few months, 

it is not expected that this attempt on the part of the Union 

will meet with much success. A few of the more active members_

of the Union, howeyer, who feel that their attempts to organise 

__the workers against the management are known to the latter, may 

make * final effort^ to cause trouble^by intimidating workers 

ATt+gjite the gate» or even attempting to damage machinery»____
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Sir,__________ ________________________________

At about 6 p.m. on 11/3/M, a meeting was held by 43

members of the workers from the Riverside and Pearon Road

Power stations of the c. ,c. at iX;- labour Union No.

117 goh Yue Road, Maatao._____ The meeting was presided over by_
one named yang Kv.ei pah (TO#). Members from the 2 above 

mentioned powex* stations present gt the meeting demanded that___

the workers who e-e dismissed recently receive the same treat

ment as that received by the 54 employees dismissed during the 

strike. All the employees ar~- dissatisfied with the management 

because no retiring gratuity (I month wav) is issued to those 

workers dismissed at pre-ent- and the deduction of 26 days* 1 2 wages

following points;-

(1) pedution of 26 days* wages.________________________ j_________

(2) issue of 2# bonus.__________________________________________

__ (3) Non-payment of 1 month’s retiring gratuity._________________  

______ Tsang pao Teh of the Dynamo Room of the ______ _ 

__gearon Road power station stated at the meeting that the above 

__methods. _a»nl led by the management affect the privillage* of all 

—the workers employed in S.P.C.. Tses Kwei Pao stated that the__
situation win sot be affected if ths management carries out the 

system they stipulated after the lest strike, other-wise agitation

during the period of strike -.s being enforced.__ Representatives

of gear on Road power station named Chiang Ah Doo ( 1 —L,— 
Shih Wax Kei?g ( 4W) and Tn ou Kwei Pao jstatei

at the meeting that the managezaent had given special treatment

to those workers who were agitators during the strike, but failed 
to give kind treatment to those honest workers dismissed at 

present. The difference of the treatment is proved by the

f*.
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will be made .ill the employees to start another strike.

Woo Keeg lieu ( ) stated that after the discussions at

the meeting, all members present go to Tsu Yoh Vai’s (tft $• fflS ' 

residence and r^.o. . to hin Jn* result of the meeting and _

Xu > ieh 2 eng ) asking_____

.he r.E-3-t.e-r» with the management of S»P«C

at >.x,45 n.in» on 11/ 8/34

T un. Sir,----------- ----- -------
Your obedient servant

___________  

_______

c Special Branch

Z

A,,,.
fl ;;
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_The general meet i ng.-Of_ jt epre_sentative-a__of workers----- -

of the Shanghai Power Company scheduled, for the afternoon______ -

of July 28 in the office of the 4th District Water & Electricity 

Workers* Union, 117 Poh Yeu Road, City, failed, to materialize-,— 

none of the so-called delegates turning up.__________________ ____

At 7.20 p.m. the same day, fourteen committee— 

members of the Union held a meeting in the abovementioned 

office of the Union. Waung Pah-nien ( yj-) and Chen _

Ping-shiung two recently dismissed workers,_______ —

Pan Keng-ling unemployed ex-committee member______

of the Union, and three of the 119 casual workers discharged—— 

in June also attended. Chu Ah-zien presided______

and reported that so far Tu Yueh-sung had been approached_______

in connection with the recent dismissals but that nothing_______

had achieved. Loh Ching-wu the second speaker,------

advocated that measures should be devised to prevent the_______ -

management from dismissing farther hands without substantial 

cause and suggested the declaration of a strike as an__________ _

Sfef^ective measure against the "Imperialists*. The third_______

speaker, ^Chen Pao-an ), then remarked that meana______ "

should be, first of all, taken to remedy the only defect_______ _

of the Union, namely its lack of support by the majority of___ —
workers. Chang Pao-tai ( 4? ) then stood up pnd stated____ -

that as the 119 workers discharged in June were casual hands 

and non-members of the Union, the same as Waung Pah-nien - 1

and other who were recently dismissed, it was not necessary^ 

for the Union to conduct any more negotiations, these men_______

having been paid their, full share in the superannuation fund.___

At this point Wong Siu-pao ) and Waung Pah-nien_______ _
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raised opposition and ridiculed the disability of the Union, 

•/aung said they were demanding the return of the one month’s 

pay which was deducted to refund the loan, and also the 

issue of a retiring gratuity equivalent to 7 weeks* wages 

as was granted to the dismissed hands after the 1933 gtrike. 

In reply Chu Ah-zien tried to console the unemployed by_____

promising that the Union would do its utmost to assist the— 

labourers. The following resolutions were then passed 
1. That in connection with the demands of the discharged

hands, representations be made, through the medium of____
Chu Hsueh-fan ( )Jl» ), committee member of the General 

labour Union, to Tu Yueh-sung, for necessary assistance, 

and the local Kuomintang and the Bureau of Social Affairs 

be likewise approached.

2. That in view of the fact that the representatives of_____

workers continually disobeyed the instructions of the 

Union to attend meetings, that they be warned against 

a repetition of this default.

3» That as a means to prevent further dismissals, (1) the 

local Kuomintang and the Bureau of Social Affairs be 

requested to effectively protect workers, and (2), that 

in the event of services of further workers being_____

dispensed with^the workers be instructed to. .declare .a—:— 

strike.;

4, That in view of the fact that when copies of a manifesto 

(referred to in the report on the same subject dated 

24/7/34) were distributed among the workers on the____

Company’s plants. a number of workers had refused to---------
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take same and even threw same away without reading them, 

the representatives of workers should be held responsible

for carrying out necessary Propaganda to win these non

supporters over to the Union*s side>

5» That in view of the fact that the majority of workers

refuse to pay their share in the Union*s Compassionate

Grant fund, the receipt books for the subscription kept 

by the representatives of workers be collected to the

Union and from now on the collection of the fund be 

undertaken by the staff employee» of the Union»

6, That Pan Ke ng-ling an unemployed ex-committee

member of the Union, be engaged by the Union as a staff 

employee with a pay of $15*00 per mensem»

7» That strenuous efforts be made by the representatives of 

workers to persuade the workers to pay their respective 

membership fees regularly, since the majority were still 

refusing to pay same»

At 8»30 p»m» on July 29, Chu Heush-fan, committee 

member of the General Labour Union, in company with Chen Pao-__
an )> Loh Ching-wu and dm Ah^zien ( ^ ),

committee members, and Pan Ke ng-ling an unemployed

exo»eammittee member of the .District Water & Electricity Workers* 

Union, called at Tu Yueh-sung*s residence, 216 Rue Wagner, 

in connection with Résolution 1 referred to above. Their 

efforts, however, proved a failure due to the absence of■
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Loh Ching-wu ( , Chen Pao-an ) t

Chu Ah~zien Chiang Tseng-ming ( ) and 

Wu Eah-ning committee members of the 4th District

Water & Electricity Workers* Union held a secret meeting 

in their office, 117 koh Yen Road, City, between 8 p.m. and

9 p*m* July 22.____ Chu Ah-zien presided._____ The following

resolutions were discussed and passed »-________________________
1. That in view of the fact that Tu Yueh-sung and others have 

not scored any victory on behalf of the Union in connection 

with the recent dismissal of workers and for fear that the 

management should continue to dismiss further members of 

the Union, the following measures be adopted»

a) That the Union make strenuous efforts to engineer a

strike, either a "go-slow" or a "walk-out* strike?in 

the two Power Stations of the Company,

b) That an urgent meeting of committee members be convened

ï 7 '"' '
! s ■' '
; I J' -,.V
; A’ 7 u n
> i 4 v Y J
i 7
J p

, for the evening of July 25 in the office of the Union

to discuss measures to carry out the scheme*
c) That for the same purpose a meeting of representatives of

workers be held on the afternoon of July 29 at the same

address*

2* That in view of the fact that the majority of the workers

do not trust in the Union, a manifesto be issued in order

to draw their attention to the oppressive treatment of the

Company and urge them to support the Union*

3. That with regard to the strike fund. Chu Ah Zion and
Chang Pao Tai be assigned to approach Chu Hsueh Pan,

committee member of the Geneval Labour Union, for assistance*

______________ In connection with Resolution 2 referred to above,
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a copy has been secured and the following is a translation

of the contentât- _ 

"Circular of the 4th District Water & Electricity Workers1_____

" Union to the whole body of workers_

_________________________________________July 23, 1934._________ _  

"Dear Labour Friends?____________________________________ _______
_______ Over eight months have elapsed since the gigantic_____ __ 

**tai-kung" strike in 1933. Just at present, the Union is 

"not in a position to report success, owing to the Union’s_ ____
^affairs being interfered with by the Company. The Union, 

"however, does not relax in its work even under such adverse 

"circumstances. This fact can be evidenced by its work in 

"the past.

Labour friends, the management has been using a large 

"sword and an axe to deal with us. Apart from the dismissal 1 

"of about a Mhndred workers of the Ground Cable Department of 

"the Fearon Hoad Station (casual hands)in connection with______

"which dispute negotiations have not been concluded, the_______ J
"services of Waung pah-ni en ), Chen Ping Shiung
"Wong Kwei Ching (3^^) > Chow Wei An Chang Ts Ming

Kwan Ching Teh Tao Zung Liang _

"Koo Pao Sung Chow Siao Sung etc «of the____
"Riverside Station have been dispensed with one after another. 

"Meanwhile the medical expenses of the workers of the______ ____

" Ir onsmi ths * Section have not been paid bv the Company.____ -

"The above are only instances of r major type, but there____ _—
"are a large number of minor cases._____ In brief, the______  ..

"company has accelerated its-eppressive measures.-----Of---------------

■ y :■ ;y SOy&yS Sil’:''. '
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* course the majority of the workers know full well the harm, 

“yet there are not few versons who are still hesitating

“and, who do not know what to do._______________________________ __ ...

»Labour friends, the situation has become so 

"critical and tense that it does not allow you to hesitate 

"any more. Po your best I_____ To struggle means a safe______ ._

"and great "i^iknver11 , while cowardliness_________ _

"signifies the road to suicide 1-------- Eor the sake of justice___

wand humanity and in order to safeguard the labourers,_

"the Union swears to adopt the policy of preferring an________ __

«honourable death to a life of dishonour, and hopes that______ _

«all our dear labour friends will accelerate their efforts.**

Officer i/c Special Branch.
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Sir, ________________ ________________________

 C.D.S. 63 hronght to atatien a pwmyfoiet iaaued ly the 4th 

Division water and Electricity Trade Union to th* workers of 

Rivers ide Po we r Station._______________________ _____ ___________

Copy herewith attach'd.
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The regular weekly committee meeting of the 4th

District Water & Electricity Workers* Union schdduled for the 
*

evening of July 21 in its office at 117 Foh Yeu Road, City,______

failed to materialize owing to lack of attendance. Only________

Chen Pao-an ) t Chu Ah-zien Wu Fah-ning

Chiang Tseng-ming ) and Moh Ah-keu
turned up, _____ ___ ______ ___________ ,___

These five men held an informal conversation__________

between 8,45 p.m, and 10,20 p.m, on the subject of the

recent dismissal of workers, etc., but no decision whatever

was reached.__  _________________________ .
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With regard to the attached report 1 have to report 

that when an attempt was made to verify the facts as stated 

therein, at the head Offices of the Power Company to~day, 

the Management stated that there had been no case of the

worker jrefusing to receive his pay, but that he had taken 

everything offered to him and gone away quietly. There 

is however, a possibility, that he was chided by his 

fellow workers for taking his discharge so unprotestingly,

and that he spread a false report to save "face*. The reason
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File

REPORT
Tangtaaepoo... station,

Date. ...JWX.15L......... z934-
Subject (in full).....FJnployee dlanissed from .MV9.rs.Uft..*Q1Nir.8tatl.9ll.<.

Made^fy.......Snd...............  ....Forwarded by..D.«.8.«.I«..Shl.eldR.*.............................. —.....................

8 ir,. . -. -______________________________________________ _

_____ c 4^5 on Rioyftln|| of ____
named Tseu Tai geng (/i/ ) employed in the fitting shop at

Riverside Power station was dismissed by th» Management because 

he was the chop representative of the gnion and had been rear 

active. Tseu refused to receive hie wages and the retiring______
gratuity etc., due to him, he however left the office quietly.

Electric Trade Pnion for assistance to secure hie, reinstatemait 
or demand an explanation from the management as to the reason of
his dismissal.

D.S.I.

D.B.O. «D»

Copy forwarded to Officer i/o Spécial Branch*

• ■ i — — ——
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Subject (in full).....Shanghai..Hftwer...CQW.aw...-..®.oxkerA..©ee.t...tQ. diacnas..measnrea...... .

Made by D.P.S.

At 8 p.m. on July 12, six committee members of the 

4th District Water and Electricity Workers* Union, namely 

Chu Ah-zien Chen Dao-an Chiang__________
Tsang-ming ( Loh Ching-wuf/^/^’^2—-), Vu Fah-ning_____ .

vk'Ad'l < and Chang Pao-tai and also Chu_________ _

Hsueh-fan member of the Standing opEmiittee of the

General Labour Union, held a meeting in the Shanghai Labourers*__
Club, 545 Kiukiang Road. They discussed the recent dismissal 

of workers without substantial cause^and the alleged plot of 

the management of the Shanghai Power Company to discharge a______

large number of enthusiastic supporters of the 4th District______

Water & Electricity Workers* Union. The attendance at first 

advocated the declaration of a strike in the event of further 

dismissals. However, in view of the fact that the majority of 

workers, since the failure in the strike in 1933, have____________

disbelieved in the labour union and have been prejudiced against 

a stoppage of work, the attendance were aware that it was________ _
impossible for them to be successful in such a scheme. Finally 

it was decided, as a better alternative, to authorize Chu Hsueh- 

fan to approach the Bureau of Social Affairs, the local__________

Kuomintang, Tu Yueh-sung, Ling Kong-hou and other notabl-es for 

assistance in negotiating with the Management of the Shanghai 

Power Company, with a view to ensuring discontinuance of any 

further dismissals without substantial causes.____________________

At 6.30 p.m, July 15, Chen ^ao-an, chu Ah-zien  

and Chang Pao-tai again called on Chu Hsueh-fan in the 

Shanghai Labourers* Club, 548 Kiukiang Road and urged him to 
approach Tu Yueh-sung, LlaggKbng-hou and others for aaaiatanee 

on behalf of the 4th Di strict Water and Klecttioity barkers*



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
.............................Station,

Date................................... 19

F orwarded by................................................................... -..................

Union, chu promised to take up the matter._____ __ _____________

rhe meeting set for 7 p.m. on July 14th at No.117

Joh Yeu Road which was originally intended to be a joint meeting 

of committee members and ordinary members, resolved itself_____

into merely a committee meeting owing to the fact that the_____

ordinary members were afraid to attend. This shows that the 

Union has lost a lot of its hold on the workers. The meeting

commenced at 7 p.m. with only 14 committee members and 4________

unemployed members of the 4th District Water & Electricity 

Workers* Union present. Chen Pao-an a committee

member» who presided» made a speech expressing his dis- 

satisfaction with the manner in which the workers of the 

Shanghai Power Company were showing their distrust in the 

Union. he stated that the Management had been trying to 

encompass the downfall of the Union. "Running dogs"» Chen

went on to say, had been employed to seek information_________

regarding the activities and conditions of the Union, the____

Management had decided to dismiss a large number- of hands 

and oppress them more than ever. he concluded his address 

by stating that, in the event of future oppression of workers 

by the management, the blame would rest with the workers 

themselves. Pan Keng-ling, an unemployed ex-committee_____ _

member, then enquiried about the relief of ex-workers 
discharged in the 1933 strike, as promised by the Union, 

Wong Siu-pao (-£ ), claiming to represent the 119______

casual workers dismissed in June, requested that negotiations 

be carried out with the Company with a view to obtaining 

the same treatment for the recently discharged hands as that

- 2 ~
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granted, to those dismissed in the 1933 strike» and for the

return of the money which was deducted to refund the loan 

of one months pay. In response, Pao An declared that the 
Union was considering both these matters. As to the second 
matter, Chen supplemented his reply by asking the pardon of

the dismissed hands in the case of the failure in the negotiations 
through ^hu Hsueh-fan and Tu Yueh-sung. he admitted that the 

Union was not sufficient^ powerful to succeed in thia matter.
The following resolutions were then discussed and passed »-

1, That the Standing Committee members should attend the 
Union for one hour each evening to deal with Union affairs 

in the following order *-
Monday ±>oh Chi ng-wu

Tuesday Chen •t'ao-an

Wednesday Chu Ah-zien

Thursday Chiang Tseng-ming

Friday Wu Fah-ning

2, That in view of the management going to dismiss a large 
number of enthusiastic union supporters amongst its staff, 

efforts be made to raise funds preparatory to the________
engineering of a strike, either "tai-kung* or "walk out" 

although the Union could hardly hope to succeed in this 
undertaking, owing to the lack of support as shown by the 

members’ at present.
3. That Chen Pao-an, Chu Ah-zien and Chang Pao-tai be assigned 

to call on Chu Hsueh-fan on July 15 with a view to requesting. —. . ______
him to approach Tu Yueh-sung for assistance in the matter 

of the recent dismissal of regular hands and the retarn of
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deducted money to the 119 ex-caixaal workers»

Officer i/c Special Branch»



> z SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ! * »-ïæ«S?RY. j
/ w * .il »r- rx „ ?

REPORT JL. // I > i^z
Date......- zo XTr^-1

Subject (in /»ZZ;..Jh»ther.,n®®pt.JlinLM^...TOJlk«x». from the Riverside.............. .....
.......... .............. PowerStation........................................................................ .. ........... ...........

Î Made XjJL .and....................................... ..Forwarded by D.aS..l.ShialdS..................................... ’

Sirs-___________________ ________ ___________________________________

--------- C>D»g» €3 reporte that at 7 P»m. an 14/7/34, over 40_______
workmen from the Riverside Power Station and Pearon Road Power 

-Station assembled at the general Labour Union no. 117 Poh Yu Rond 
-Rantao where a meeting r.as held, Yeh ziang Kao xtM presided 

-over the meeting.__ Ah Yui ), Tsang Pao Tah -Qf_
- the Pearon Road Power Station and Too Yn Seng ) and______
Yang Kwei Poh of the Riverside Power Station suggested that the_

management of the Shanghai power Company be requested to issue _to. 

those workers Who were recently dismissed a retiring gratuity and
-Bodteal expenses, in order that these workers be treated the same. 

as those dismissed during the strike. The chairman Yeh Ziang had 

then announced that Tsu Yoh Yai be instructed to approach Tn Yueh
-Seng (te.fi % ) requesting him to take ucthe matter with the-------

dégagement of the company, if there is no reply from the manage-» 

-ment, the workmen will deal direatly with the management. ---------



Memorandum,

L’ 
Fm. 1 f

POLICE FORCE.

MUNICIPAL COUNCIL,

Shanghai ____ 13 A ___i g
To Officer i/c Special Bran<&.

F It is apparent.that information 

obtained by the.Special Branch re

garding. the activities of the 4th 

District Water & Electricity Workers’^ 

Union, which is subsequently passed 

to the management of the Shanghai-----

Power Company4 is being misused. As 

our source of information depends 

upon the utmost secrecy,! suggest— 

that ip future nothing, except .£■<. __ (

of vital iæPhy^ahce^-bc divulged.
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REPORT 

Subject (in jull) Shanghai Power Company - Management’s activities
in Riverside Power Station

Made by.......D.P.S. Lingard................... Forwarded by.

At 3 p.m. on July 12, the Management of the

Shanghai Power Company invalided two Chinese workers, 

while a third worker resigned from the Company.

During the afternoon of the same date, about 

300 of the workers were approached by the various foreigners 

in charge of their sections, and asked for particulars as 

to their age, birth place, present address, etc. These 

particulars were all recorded in a special book. ____________
A rumour is in circulation amongst the workers 

at Riverside that 80 envelopes containing Discharge pay 

were sent from the Head Office to Riverside Power Station 

on July 12. The effect of this information amongst the 

workers is a general feeling of uncertainty as to who will 

be in the next batch to be dismissed.

At 5 p.m. on July 12, the five workers discharged 

on July 11 waited outside the gates of Riverside Station 

and warned the^rorkerg, as they came out, to expect the 

same unfair treatment from the management as they had__________

received, and to expect further unreasonable dismissals



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.l, Special. Branch.....XOTZ>
REPORT 

Date.......Juhy.....l2.>..—19 34.
uliy Shanghai:..Power Company -.Workers?„.UnJtîfe..hoMa„aeelliag.................

“..Dismiss^ ..of Workers...ftt...R.iyersi.de.Den.ot*...........J..........
P • P • S •........pingard........ Forwarded by...................................................... 'dL.y.:..............

_____________ Fourteen committee members of the 4th District______ _  

Water & Electricity Workers* Union held a meeting in their____

office, 117 Foh Y e u Ro ad, . City, between 8 p.m, and Q.45 ptmt_____

July 11,_____ Chu Ah-zien ) presided, A report was____

made by Chan Pao-an a committee member, to the________

effect that the management of the Shanghai Power Company w»a 

plotting for the downfall of the Union, which could be___________

evidenced by its antagonistic attitude towards the union.________

He continued to say that a number of workers at Riverside________

were summoned by the management for interrogation and that_____ _

this waa a step preparatory to dismissal of all the workers._____

who are enthusiastic supporters of the Union._______ He then______

drew the attention of the attendance to the fact that five ._____
workers had been discharged and advised that effective 

measures should be devised to safeguard the labourers from_____ _

further reductions._______ He also remarked that the management

had a comprehensive knowledge of pr sot io. ally all antiviti.es of 

the Union and expressed hia_npini on that aye ry effort should--------
be made to prevent leakage of news and that severe measures______

should be taken_ag-ainst such "traitors" amongst the workers,____ _

as were causing the leakage._______ The following resolutions_____
were then discussed and passed t-

1» That in view of the present staff being insufficient to cover 

all the work of the Union, the members of the Standing_____

____ Comal tt eft, and. its sub-organs should be increased and be .______  
comprised as follows »*_________________ _7'_______________ ..

Standing Committee___ ;_______ _______________________ • . .......... ..

îohChing-wu Chen Pao-an
Chu Ah*zien ) Chiang Tseng-ming

------- Wu Fah-ning ---------______________________ :------ - ---------

viti.es
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Chief of General Affairs Department____

Loh Ching-wu (#<*>)

Chief og Organization Department 

Chen Pao-an _ tffi. 1> ----
Chief of Accounting Department.

Chu Ah-zien ______ )
Chief of Propaganda Department 
___ Chi ang_Tgeng-mi ng__fâ 1

Chief of Purchasing Department _
Wu Fah-ning______

Chief of Training Department___
Li Ching-wu 

Chief of Liaison Department____
Chang Pao-tai______(5^- )

Chief of Investigation Department 
Moh Ah-keu__ __ (4È32SJ-

£££££&fi£X.-----------
____ Eang~Dz=aung._______ _

Labour Union.
)« clerk of the General

P^erk--------------------------------------
Chow Hsueh-shing )

2. That in view of a report that the Company is going to________

___ dismiss a large number of workers who are enthusiastic______ 
___ nnmpnnenta. of the Union, the following measures be adopted t »

(a) That when Chu Hsu eh-fan returns to Shanghai, ha be 

approached with a view to seeking his advice in the f ?
; matter* *

------(b ) That-Tu Yueh. «nd other local natabls.sWi

jè—±
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to render assistance. 

(o) That a joint meeting of committee members and 

_______ representatives of workers of various departments 

_______ be convened for the evening of July 14 in the____  
office of the Union. 

3. That in connection with the discharge of five workers 

___ of the Riverside Power Station on July 11, a letter__  

be addressed to Tu Yueh-sung asking him to negotiate

with the management for their reinstatement
4. That in view of the fact that the majority of workers

fail to pay membership fees to the tfaionF_the______________ 4 

representatives of-wnrkers be held responsible for_________ ' ' 
persuading the workers to pay up all money due to the______ ;

Union, and that efforts be also made to visit 

residences of the workers concerned, for the same purpose

5, That efforts ba also made by the representatives of-------
workers and the foremen of various departments to 

collect $0.10 each from those workers who have not paid

their share towards the Unions "Compassionate Grants 

___gond".__________________________________ ________________  
6. That Tu Yueh-sung and other notables be requested to

bring an early settlement in the matter of the demand of 

the 119 casual workers dismissed in June for the

_______ return of the loan of. tons month«a pay which was deducted 

from their wages by the management................. .
7. That strict investigations be made to ascertain the 

------------aaaes and whereabouts nf any Sywnnlng dogs? who are 

------------ SEXing on behalf of the management into the Unlon^s
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activities and that drastic measures be adopted

against them»__________________________________ __

________________ On the afternoon of July 11, four fitters_____  

_____of the Ho.3 Boiler Room of the Riverside Power Station 

____ as well as a coolie» were dismissed owing to their_____  

undesirable character._ At 3.45 p.m. that day, they

-------were summoned to ifaqc Mr. Hay *6 Office where Mr. Hay_____  

_____ informed them of their dismissal and then paid them--------  

in full.

_______________ Observation among the workers at Riverside------- 

..........reveals that a portion of. the workers advocate that______ 
_____strict investigation be conducted to ascertain the names 

____ of persons who cause their dismissal, as well as of those 

who report the connection of each worker with their_

_____labour union, while the nthers-hnld the.-Opinion that the 

Union be held responsible to deal with the matter,---

and should its efforts prove a failure, that the Union

be disregarded by the workers. It is also worthy of

note that the leading members of the Union kept silent,_____

and appeared to be astounded when the five workers were

discharged. There is definitely no sign among the

____workers to declare a "tai-kung" strike or a "walk-out"______

strike or any other drastic measure to oppose the___________

in the matter in question.

Particular attention is being paid by this

____ Branch to ensure that Should any stir-h aissrganay threaten,

_____ we CM have immédiats knowledge n-f mn».T__________________________

?..............   • ........ ....... .....L—
’ .. •; ’• ' — :

.wa.,

' • W K
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The names of the dismissed, referred, to

above are as follows t-

G. W. B, 46 Koo Kvung Tuck

*_____ 1Q4____ Dau Dzung Liang

_125____ Tseu Seen Sung

Officer i/o Special Branch»
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TT^S- File No........ ..........
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.Station, 
REPORT

Date................................................/p
2 

Subject (in full)..............................................................................-......................................................................... - -

Made by........... ..........    Forwarded by............................................................................... —

aeked for their Meiotanee to hare sms refaaded.

I to, Sly,

Tour obedieat sortant,
| 9. /Uv&Lg/

D. S. I.

D.D.O.

Coir forwarded to officer i/o Special Sranoh.

j
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
S. 1, Sp eci al Bra:

REPORT

SIMM»! IIMGirAL POLICE V
"tie No-AA-REQ*klRY. |i'

Subject (in full)..... Shanghai..Power...Company -..Workers' . Union collects from

.?9?M®.?.® ..l?.9.n®X...^¥® ..t.9..Union.

Made M)/„.... .......... and Forwarded by.........P».... ..............Q?.V*U.b.

Being in need of funds for_ a planned strike of 

postal workers, Chu Hsueh-fan , committee member

of the local General Labour Union and concurrently of the 

National Postal Workers' General Union, recently made repeated

—..requests to the 4th District Water & Electricity Workers' ______

Union, 117 Foh Yeu Road, City, for the return of a loan of 

some $300 which formed a part of the money given to Shanghai 

Power Company Workers as relief during their strike in 1933 

at the rate of $3.00 each.Chu claims that he obtained 

the said loan from the sinking fund of the Postal Workers'

Union. in compliance with Chu's demands, Chen Pao-an______ _
) and Chu Àh-zien Ç^-T5fmembers of the Standing

Committee of the 4th District Water & Electricity Workers* 

Union, have been busy in approaching the so-called representatives 

of workers of the Shanghai Power Company to collect from their ;

respective workers money due to the Union including the relief <

loan of $3.00 made to workers during the 1933 strike*____________ |

___________ Chi Ah-zien a so-called representative  * 

of workers of the Mechanics* Room of the Riverside Power________ |

Station,handed to Wu Yeu-sung ), a member of the------------\
I

4th District Water & Electricity Workers* Union and concurrently -i
I a reserve member of the Executive Committee of the General J 

Labour Union, a sum of $84.00 in the General Labour Union________ |

premises, 117 Foh Yeu Road. City, on September 1.______Of_________ |

this sum, Chi claimed that some $60 was collected from the____ __

mechanics at Riverside while the remaining part from, the_______

workers Of the Jtearon Road Depot. Tha money was later--------------

passed to Chu Ah-zienr Chief of the Accounting Department gf------ -

the Union, who in turn remitted same at 7 p.m. on September $ ?-' w 

' ' ‘ 

.
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G. 35ÔÔcm^34~

w

Subject (in full) ShanghaiPower...Company - ...Weekly .committee meeting 

of ..workers’. ...Union fails. tp..n^terialize..................... .

Made Mnd.....................................Forwarded by.....^.*.^. *.................................

The regular weekly committee meeting of the 4th 

District Water Æ Electricity Workers* Union scheduled for 

August 25 in its office at 117 ü'oh Yeu Road, City, did not 

take place owing to lack of attendance, only seven out of 

fourteen committee members turning up. In view of the 

fact that the remaining members lack enthusiasism in the 
Union’s affairs, they decided to notify in writing the 
missing members to attend the next weekly committee 

meeting on September 1.

The persons present were »« __________________

 Chen Pao-an_____ ( )______________________

Chu Ah-zien_____ ( J ______________________

___ ___________ Wu Fah-ning ( ft )______________________

Loh Ching-wu ( feSt )______________________

Chiang Tseng-ming ( Æ 9^ )____________________

Mbh Ah-keu ( H fa )______________________

Wong Lai-shiang ( 3. )
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Subject (in full) Shanghai Power Company -. Coia^t^e_ meting^of Workers’ 
.Union fails to take place owing to lack...............

................................................... .support..

Made by......... .......................Lingar.d...... Forwarded by 4 trf
The regular weekly committee meeting of the 

4th District Water & Electricity Workers* Union scheduled  

for the evening of August 4 in its office, 117 Foh Yeu__________

Road, City, failed to materialize owing to lack of attendance. 

Only Chu Ah-zai ), Chen Pao~an ). Chiang_______

Tseng-ming, ). Chang Pao-tai ) and Wu Fah-ning__

__ turned. ..up.__________________________________________ ________________
On August 4, the Union issued copies of a 

notification (Kung ( ) No.l)._____ This notification____________

points out to the Shanghai Power Company workers that____________

those who do not pav their share in the Union’s Compassionate 

Ground Fund will not be entitled to .the.benefits of this 

Fund._____ The document farther gives the statement of____________

__accounts of the Fund, whinh shows a balance of only ft a.47______  
held by the Union.______________________ _ _______________________



' SHANGHAI MUNieiPAL POLICE. I s- B R£GIST,a •;l| 5'3 Zc?
S.l, Special Bram<#b. ........ ..'

REPORT

Subject (in full).... Shanghai PowerCompany- Meeting of Workers' .Union,

Made by........D.S........Lingard........... Forwarded by.............................................................. "...Lt........... .

____________ The regular weekly committee meeting of the_____________

4th District Water & Electricity Workers1 Union for 3 p.m._____-J
on July 7 at 117 Poh Yeu Road. City, was delayed to____________

8 p.m. of that date owing to lack of attendance. Loh_________

____Ching-wu ), Chu Ah-zien Zfr- ), Chiang Tseng- 
____ mi ng ( ^ £ Wl ) and Chang Pao-tai ( f- %- ) of the____________

Executive Committee, the five members of the Supervisory_______

____ Committee, some ten so-called representatives of the___________  

——workcra of the Shanghai Power-Company and two unemployed_______

____ hands (Pan Keng-ling and Yang Shao-keng) were present,_________

when the meeting eventually started._____ Chu Ah-zien__________ .

who was Chairman, announced that Chen Ching-hwa {Tfy ),______

Chow Pah-nien (/%]{&■%- )« Tao Keng-zien ( , Chao_______

Pah-zien ). Chang Ching-tao and_____________

King Shing-hwa (4~-^ ) had tendered their resignation d

____ from the new Executive Committee of the TTnipn because of_______  

__ __their lack of knowledge of the Union's affairs. .—After_______

a short discussion, it was decided tn parmit them tn___________

resign from their posts and tn assign the foil owing person*------

to take their place I-_____ _____________________________ __________

.____________________ Ghtn Paoran------------- )______________________________
Wu Fah-ning ( -f . W-A

____________________ Li Ching-wu------------- Qy 4s- )___________________  
Chang Pao-tai b£ j

____________________ Wu Keng-zien________( £ -, ;7 
Wu Shao-yu)•

The allocation of work was then made amongst the new member» ; 

of the Union Committees as follows I-_____________ ZZ Z.

__________ Standing Committee________ _________ ' ________ ~ , ■

________ Loh Ching-wu (fl V ) ________:: -y; 
Chen Pao-an_________(ft

-- '. ' ___________ Chu Ah-zien_________ÀZZ'4
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_J________________- 2 -______________________ __

Chief of the General Affairs Department

 Loh Ching-wu(ft ? H

Chief of the Organization Department 

____________________ Chen Pao-an________ (H ) 

____________ Chief of the Accounts Department_______________________ _ 

____________________ Chu Ah-zien _____ )________________________ _ ______  

____________Chief of the Propaganda Department_____________________   

______ _______________Chiang Tseng-ming_________________________________ _

It was further resolved at the meeting to convene another 

------ conference of committee members for 7 p.m. July 11, at---------------_ 

------ the same rendeg-g-niin to di sours the proposals Which had_____  

been passed on to them from the Annual Meeting on July 1. 

The meeting broke up at 9.30 p.m.

Officer i/o Special Branch,
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Subject (in jull).... Shanghai Power Company .. -Workers* ...Union holds

..................................... Annual. .Keeling»...........

Made by....... D» .P.»....$.»...... Lingar.d.....  . ..Forwarded by.

The 4th District Water & Electricity Vorkers* Union»

__ 117 fob Yeu Road» City, held its annual meeting in the___,______  

General Labour Union located in the same address at__________

—3.^15 p,m». July 1.-------Soma 16O..perso.n3_.claining_tQ---------------------
_ represent the Shanghai Power Company workers were present»______

Chiang Tseng-ming )» Chang Pao-tai )

__and Loh Wu-ohing ( ) formed the presidium of the___

__ meeting»_________________________________________________________ 
_____________ The meeting was supervised by the local Kuomintang

who were represented by Tai Yeu-heng 1Q ) and the_________

Bureau of Social Affaira who were represented by Sung Sing- 

t fifing )-_____ The former delivered a speech_________

__ explaining that the workers were not defeated. in the------------------. 
strike in 1933 on the grounds that the resumption of work------

__ waa undertaken conditionally.______ finally he urged the ___

__ g&rkera to unite and wait for a further opportunity tO_________  
offer resistance, with the ultimate object of overthrowing ,

__ the Imperialists»_____ A similar speech was made by .the-________  : 

__Bureau dalegate.___________ The third speaker was l»i Wa.................  
____________ ), Claiming to represent the General Labour Union.

who stated that although the workers did not score a one-______  ;

__ sided victory in the strike of 1933» yet the labourers should
practise p^tienae under the yoifk' of the Imperialists» He_____

expressed his opinion that the labourers would struggle 

with and gain over the Imperialists and capitalists in the 

naming 2nd World Tar, and exhorted the workers to unite

----and ooncentrate in their support of the activities Of the
----4th District Eater A Electricity Workers* Union» > | 

■__ —t--------:;----- —-------—-------------- ------- ---------- .--------------- —
'«rA’ 

■ ;
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The election then took place and the following

committees were chosen to serve for the Union during 

the ensu ing y eart-

------Executive Committee

_ Che nChing-hwa

Chu Ah-zien alias Chu Lien-dom

Chiang Taeng-mng
Chow Pah-nien {g{6i| )

____________LpKChing-wu___ _

Tao Keng-zien_____

____________ChaoPah_-_zien------

_____________ riiang Chi ng-tan__

w—. J   *------------ -

_45tbfH )
TC 4 n rr Sh±ÛÆ«h3ra___ I

T?A ft A YVft fl_______________________ t___  ____________________________________________________ !___

Chang Pao-tai -isWfe- )
____________Hsu Ching-loong )
____________Li_Ah-hung

nhang Ching-sung

Sh no yv iso yv tîftffipdttfte--------------- -------------------------------------- -----------------------

_____________ffhfln Ta-fang_____ ft 15- )
____________Wong lei-hsiang_ _(3ÜJ_______
____________Yfljng Kwei-foh___ )

__ )
____________KiJÇengsJÆflng____

Reserves—---------------------
..............Hsu Chung-dah )

____________ Sung Ching-hwa j_______
■* :

* ' ■ iiBy

-,

<’, ‘«yd? M-
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_____________A ceremony was then held in which the newcommittee 

—members formally assumed office»____ _______________ _____________
proposals, 

__ at the annual meeting were not put forth but were referred--------- 

---- to__thenewcoEindtteesjfor_disposait-------------------------------------------  

----!■ Measures to be taken against those workers who refuse------------  

---------to pay membership fees._____________________ _________________
2. Belief of unemployed workers of the Shanghai Power Company» 

__ 3. Measures to be taken against those workers who oppose the __ 
periodical 

_____ payment of $0.10 per head towards the union’s______ __________  

_____ WCnmpaasi nnyfce ffrnnt* fund for families of deceased or_____ --  

_____ disabled workers» .____________________________________________
4» The loan of one month’s pay deducted by the management 

______ from wages of the 119 discharged casual workers*___________ __  

_____ :_______ During the meeting copies of a statement of___________

accounts of the Union from December lf 1933 to May 31, 1934 

were diatribnted amongst the meeting._____ The statement ahOWS —

___that the receipts amounted to $2,545.35. whereas the___________ _ 
disbursements totalled $2.605.36- . The Union consequently 

is left with a balance of only $39.99»________________________

______________ Attached is a list of so-called Bepresentatives  

of workers nf the Shanghai Bower Company who are held______ _

yeapona-thla hy the Union far enforcing its instructions_________

amongst the workers, and who are eligible for the Union’s____ ___
in the attached list 

Committees.______Those names which are ticked off/attended______

tW'H Officer i/zc Special Branch»
MM,. Ï ■' y .

li'i' y v;,,-.' - . -

- ■ ■ - d.^-^.d^d

' ' ' : 'N -,4 1. : '■ M,■yM ' - . '
,.........

! ■ ' : ' ‘ . .4: J^Sk'M



4th District Water & Electricity Workers' Union

Id st of so-called Representatives of 
Workers of the Shanghai Power Company 
who are held responsible by the Union 
to execute its instructions among the 
workers and who are eligible to the 
Union's Committees.

RIVERSIDE POWER STATICS

Electrical Room

Chen Tseng-faung 
/Liu Zih-zung 

Kwei Yung-kao 
Zia Keng-yoong 

/Chang Ah-sung

,ur Yung-chi en 
i Shao-yu 

Chen Hgoeh-nien
I**A 
(ftzï-Æ /Che_____

YOo An-sung
<u Keng-lo<Keng-loong

Engine Roon

Chao Ts-fang 
■/Chen Yung-kong 
JChi Hung-sung 
^Chiang Ah-mau. 
/Wong Ah-aau 
VYih Yeu-keng

Wv .
xjh .Ching-jYu
»oo Fao-ling 
(a Shi ng-ding 
Fen Yuin-tsing 
fai Jen-hang

Balcony
</chao Kai-ming 

Van Han-dong
Chen Pao-bing

Engine Room Shift Poreman

1rs.

•iliox Puh-wu 
/Wong Da-sung 
/Tsoh Ling-shiun 
/Chen Teh-yuan 
vVong An-paung 
Li Yaa-hwa

/chen Van-aiang 
vYong Wei-ching 
/Yang Ping-yien 
/Wu Bung-aien

Chu Yu-sien 
Vong An-fu 

Wen-kai 
j Teh-ming 

Zia Pao-shing

zChen Teh-chong 
Yd Kwei-ling 
Yang Ping-sih

Coal Convenor

Wyi Wen-foo Pae-an
yisaung Keng-taing^f|(T^^ j ^^jiang Pae-keng 
VYaung Yung-sung (>^ ) zia Kwei-sung
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Drawing Office
/Liang Heng-teeng 
/Li Ah-pao 
/Chang Keng-fah

) Cheu Zai-ta 
VT ) /Ying Zuan-hang IKJI

Out-Door Section
/ffu Liang-tsing 
•Æiu Wen-ming 
/Chiang Zuan-yuin

(A Â $ ) /Chu Yung-kwun \
) H»u Ya-yuin )

Chang Yuan-yung (7^ ^ j
Bob» 1*8 Boiler Room a 
/Tsai Ah-pao 
/Wong Ah-nyi 
/Vu Keng-fah 

Ting Teh-zung

vYao Chang-ling
/Chun Ming-kwang 

Yih Zuan-sung )

Bo«3 Boiler Room
Chu Ah-zian 

/Teng Keng-ziang 
/Chang Dah-ching 
/Wong Yung-f oo 
/Yen Yoong-keng

Chow Zung-ning 

la&AJBoilerJ^gB

Wu Yeu-sung 
/Sung Yuan-1eh 
/Chen Teoong-dau 
/Loo Zuan-sung

Chang Dah-ta

/Vaung Kuo-hung 
/Li Ohing-fah 
/Doo Teh-ching
Vong Teh-yu 

/Loh Kwang-zeu
Vong Kuo-chwang

Store» Worfcafcop
Vvu Teeng-hwa 

Mao Hou-loh

Masons A Carpenter»

Vong Mlao-kiang 
/Chang Ling-kiang
k«h Dmm

/llh Ah-fah
/Kuh Ziang-wu 

Sung Ah-zung
Boiler Rooa Mrewan
/lai Ah-yeu
/Xhow Yeu-fah 

Chih-lee 
Sih Kgo4h-tung

) /Doong Dz-yung
) /He» Ah-li"5

çz-ty y£~ \ yfu Moh-aung
) yChang KWan-aung

( *5 ) '/Mwa Dau-yoeh
) Van Ming-ahiM

A/ )

Vmoî S

iW
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Bunker Room
Tu Sur-ding ) ZHsu Dz-riling
Yang Chi-ling^ ,(^-^^ ) Song Yoeh-wei

✓Tong Chang-yungJ (,? /Loh Hung-ping
/Loh Yung-sung • )

' (T^z*^ )

CoaO_Laboratorx

/Jhao Shun-fah Tsai Tieh-zeu
Tu Zai-yu (^ ) /Huang Boo-cheu lit*!

Lathe Section (Torkshop)
/Tong Hal-dong (/ ) Àing Tsoong-kwan )
Titters Section (Torkshop)
/6hen Chi-zeu (T^^f- ) Chang Keng-sung l^M^)
Tinders Section (Torkshop)
✓Chow Tei-un )
Motor Room (Torkshop)

Ting Dien-yoong )

Hee tri cal Tel ding Roots ( )
/Oong Liang-foh (3# $-7^7 )

Construction Section
7 Chi ng Shou-tsung ) Chang Joh- shing
/Hsu Hgoeh-san Yoong-kong
/Chao Yung-ziang (^#. )

Cqndenser Room
^Chang Ah-keng ()t* i
Blacksmith Section (Torkshop)

Chow Ban-pao (/^^^ )

ÇlgmJfMP ■ yo.rk.ahop, 
Hau Tgeng-ling ^4-

Contract labour Torkshop

Kung Keng-foh (£zL^£t-'7l,)
Mntert Tork&ap

Chen Hing> sung )

1 1

Sung Chi ng-f oh )* / .

i
i ;1 :

> ..

'WWW"--



FEARGK ROAD POOR STATIOH
Eastern District Foreman (Yangchow Road)

/Chen Mao-ling (/#&#- /fihih Kong-fob
Chow Ah-ning (/^^ । Sung Chigg^fah I/Ching Miao-keng /Chao Chi ng-f oh )/Huang Ling-sung ] /Koo Hang-si en
Chen Yao-dee 1 Sung Foh-ching )Koo Ah-fu

>om
Eastern District Traneformer/(Yangchow Road) Sub-station 

Workers
VShing Foo-ching

Western District Foreman (Haiphong Road)

(l^œ- '^1 Au Tsai-sung

/Yang Loong-zien
Chen Liu-liu

«/Kwan Siao-dee C-jr^ '
Hsu Hung-nyi GL/. À

Western District Sub-Station

i /bhang Shao-hai )
1 /Chu Wgoeh-sung )
z Chang Ah-chao )

1 Chen Yoong-fafa-w^

Workers (Haiphong Road)
/Doong Ah-keng 0/^7

Doong Ah-mao
Central District Foreman

Chun Yu-sung
/fh Sih-1sung
yChang Toh-keng

Huang Wei-sung fe$j
yChun Siao-mao ^4.^

Central District Sub-Statien
v*X&ng H&nfi^sung ]

1 /Chow Hang-sung )

1 7 Chang Hai-sung )
l Chang Zien-yuen )
1 Kang Ling-yoong 
I /Chao Sung-sung )

Workers

1 Kung Woo-shang

Pndergroun^, Cable. Worker s

Chang Wei-ehow 
Zfou Wing-yoong 
/Chiang Chi-pi tig 
yChu Miao-si en 
yToong Yung-hwa

Chao Teh-zien

) /ghang Heng-poo 
3? Chang Heng-wai 

\A«hang Ah-fohn; 
/Yw Ling-zien

) /Liu Ling-sung 
(rat)

Power Department (Yuhang RtrnO

/Moh Ah-keu 
/Chang Pao-tai 
vKam leb-siang 
y Chen Liang-hwa 
Aoo Teh-di en 
Ai Zien-we



Distribution Office» Fearon

v/Chiang Tseng-ming 
^Chen Kung-yu 

Tao Chuen-xiang

Transport Section

v' Shi Ching-sung 
w'Ma Teh—f oh

) 
)

^Ting Hung-yuen >Sung Cha ng-mi ng
/Vu Wen-yuan Utzb /Koo Yu-ling

Soo Wen-foo )

Garage Workshop

/Woo Tah-ning (^b'£ Ai ng Ah- ching
Wong Yeu-sung lï t)

Meter Repair Shop
/Yang Ah-ss Chao yao Mao

Meter Assembly Room

Sung Sung-liang OX'£ /sung Dah-hwa

Stores Section

Fang Yoeh-loh

Drivers of Transport Sectian

/zah Teh-foh 
yWong Ah-foh

./Liu Ching-yu
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S.l, Special BrAiKlCT»-_____
REPORT D.,......

Subject (in full)............................ Shanghai.?.»»er Company . ....../............. ......................................

Made by P.. P ....3 . Lingerd .Forwarded by__

Eleven members of the 4th District Water & 

Electricity Workers* Union held a meeting in their office» 

_____ 117 Eoh Yeu Road, City, between 4 p.m. and 6 p.m. June 23» 

_____ when it was decided to wind up the accounts of the Union_____  

____ for the past year with a view to handing them over to the_____

, On June 23» the 4th District Water & Electricity__

Workers* Union Issued a grant of >30 to both the families____

_____of Sung Wgoeh-ling a deceased worker in the______  

_ ___ Eear on Road Power Station and Chu Kwang-chiu ______  

an ex-worker in the Riverside Power Station who is blind»_

aa relief from the Union’s «Compaeeipnate grant Pond*.____
The 119 casual workers of the Fearon Road Power

Station, whose services were dispensed with on June 10 and 

who refused to accept their pay on the following date 

as a protest against the management deducting from their

7/

wages the loan of one month's pay» returned to the Fearon 
the

Road Station on June 23 and asked for/money due to them.

They received their wages^ess the amount of one month's__

pay which they had been loaned» without any protest.---------
This action on the part of the discharged workers was 

the outcome of advice from leading members of the

negotiation between these ex-workers and the Chamber of_______

___ Commerce are as follows»------------ —------------------------------------- — 
_______________ Prior to June 23» the temporary hands^represented

by Liu Taung-fu & h Id Foh-kong L^A^^ ). Meng 

Ching-loong Li Chong-ahing ) and Chan '___

Han-ehwang ) repeatedly approached the 4th District
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- R -_______________________ ________________

Water & Electricity Workers*  Union, and Chu Hsueh-fan.________

* ■■■'■ -

combi ttee member of the General Labour Union for assistance 

in their demand for the non-deduetion of the ln»n.

_____ ref erredthedeputa  tiontothe leading w^ara nf the_________  

_ Chinese Chamber of Commerce.with a letter,_____ Accordingly.

_____ Tu Yueh-sung, Ling Kong-hou. Wong Shiao-lai. Yu Yeh-chi ng____  

and Kwei Yien-fang, committee members of the Chamber._____

were interviewed. _ These latter exhorted the casual_________

workers to accept their pay less the Inan nn .Tuna 23,.--------------

_____and promisedto carry out negotiations with the management------

of the Shanghai Power Company in the matter. The____________

labour delegates were also assured that should the_____________

Company refuse to give way, Tu and his colleagues in the----------

Chamber of Commerce promised to pay the workers nnnaernad

the ex-workers have heard nothing further from Tn ar-----------------

his colleagues.________________________________________ _ —-------------

On June 26, the ex-casual workers addressed a-----

letter to Tu Yueh-sung and the four othersf requesting-------

them to ejopedita_thelr negotiations with the Shanghai--------

Power Camppuy in the agytt-r nf tha 1as,» w>Ar»ffy,----- fhO----------

letter was sent through Chu Hsueh-fan of the flenaral----------

Labour Union, but it is, howeverf being detained by the-----

Union, as dm has proceeded ta Tainantn attend..* ---------------

Postal Worker Représentatives General Meeting tn ha held.— 

____there on July 1. 1934.______ ,____ :--------------------------------- ■-------- r----------
’ It is learned from the Union that «a the<u----------------------------------------
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afternoon of June 21, Pan Keng-ling and Yang Shao-keng,________

unemployed and ex-commit tee members of the Union, who_________

____ have beenassigned to collect overdue membership fees from__

____ the workers, called at the home of Kyi en Han-sung ____  

____ a junior foreman attached to the Fearon Road Station, _

and tried to hold him responsible for the collection of___ ____

union fees from his subordinate workers. The latter________

refused and a fight ensued, but was soon stopped on the________

interference of on-lookers. Neither parties received_________

____ any injury.____ Pan and Yang have referred tbe matter to____

the Union which in tum have decided to pags the case on_____ _ \

____ to the naneval Meeting of Meiabers to be held, on July !•______ —
_______________ The Union has prepared copies of a notification,__ __  

____ calling for an annual meeting on July l^for distribution_______
1

____ among the so-called representative* of workers of vari ftMa_____ _ <

depar tmentsuoftha Shanghai Power Company.-----Hereunder------------- -

is a full translation of the notification t-_______________ _—

_________________________________________"June 25._______________ ______ _ |

"Comrade ..............._________________________________ __________ s------- ----------- ।
______________________ The period of operation of the Committee*--------- J

' 1
"of this union for the first year has expired and it has------ ---- ‘

"been decided by the outgoing eommitt*»* ta hold * janami-------- i

____ "meeting at 2 p.m, July 1 in the General labour union,------------ .

____ *117 IToh Yeu RoadF Kantuo» to elaat, «air onmaittay» for the—....

"ensuing rear.____ As you are one <*f"the responsible i-—

"representatives in possession of rights ta alaat and ±e-----------

____"be elected, you are expected ta bq present at the meeti-^g-------- 

"punctually, (During the nra.ant ir.» t.<», __ .*— ---------—

■ 
f

(

!

■■
 . . ' - { ! .. . r ।
• 

r 
<

- ' - 
A
 

' 
<1

■■
■ £ x 1
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*ia expected, that you will attend the meeting in time)» 

(Chop of the Union)»

*Sote Yon are requested to bring with you thie

exchange before entering -the meeting place»*

Officer i/c Special Branch

•W



Form No. 3 f : SHAÎ.8HAI SUrfifi|?At > 1 .

G. 25,dfo-l-34 MlSOa No--Ï£aL.~
, SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. |( « « IftEGisi ♦ ;.

BEPORT

Subject (in full)..... Purthi.r. ÆQp.urt ..r»..a panjâilct. ..iBsaed at the.Riverside....... ..............
”o er flattenreport..........................................................

Made b$........   arid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Forwarded Z'y....D.AS»I< gh.iCl.d.8

’.'ir

_____üt„L JPpn. the 2o/g/H. 37’Torh.rsf rom th^ 21_vûrside. ___

’ower station and Vcaron R ?ad tution, attended a oah. yai

.abour Union nceting at 117 y.)O yun Road, Mantan. Hr. ?au

Yoh Van ( ), représentâtive of tho above Union, presided

at th' meeting .’ir. *su d c red one foremen

of the faP.C, ung

month ago, hia relatives had been givon $3' .^ n for the purchase 
of a coffin. He further stated that one Tau K ;ang Jeu ( A.

a coolie ompioyef by th^ Union, who lost his sight had also

been given S3o«. O- Both the grants acre given by the above

Union

o

i am, ixrt_
Your obedient servant, 

/^ux-auy

D. U. I.

“D“D. .

Copy forwarded to Officer i/o si^oial Branch.

Z7 G m27 01934



Subject (hi fuit) A pamphlet ls«Md si the Riverside Power station.

_ Sir._____________________________ ________________________________
The following pamphlet issued by the 4th district ?ater and 

lectrioity Trade Union of Shanghai was received by C.D.S. 43 at 
5.30 p.m. on 21/6/34. They were distributed to all workers 
going on night shift at the Riverside Power Station by members 
of the Labour Union. 

Translat ion;-  ------ o------- ---- „---------------------- -------------------------------- -
Thia is to notify you that the functioning period of the 1st 

committee has expired and in accordance with the resolution ______ 
adopted at the temporary committee meeting held on 16/6/34» it is 
decided to hold a general meeting to elect the 2nd committee» 
all members are earnestly requested to attend this meeting. Axtj 
suggestion may be sent to this uni os for ag**da."

• This is to notify you that it has been passed at the 

Representatives* meeting of the public compensation fund that 
each member subscribe 10 cents big moacy. The Committee has 
notified all members to this effect and subscriptions are now 
being collected. All members should show a willing spirit and 
contribute. there are some members who do not show enthusiasm in

this, it is a hindrance to the development if members refuse to■ 
contribute because it has already bean adopted at the represents- 4 
tires* meeting and every member will receive benefit by ths______
system, it was passed at the committee meeting that those maabers | 

who refuse to contribute money shall hare their names published , 
monthly and in cases of strikes, etc., those who refuse to pay

that all'member* will net acoordlngiy» Date go/jlZH.
i .___________

copy sent 
tu otfiamr
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Twenty-seven members of the 4th District Water

& Electricity Workers' Union held a meeting in their office 

117 Eoh Yeu Road, City, between 10 a.m. and 11.30 a.m,

___ June 16, Chu Ah-zien ( fr] ) , a committee member»_____

___ presided^________________ :____________ _

_______________ During the proceedings» Meng Ching-ziang 

claiming to represent the hands of the Shanghai_____

Power Company^ who were recently discharged^ reported their. :

dismissal and solicited the assistance of the Union in

___ requesting the management to refrain from deducting the_  

_ loan of one month's.pay granted tn. .them at the close. of the_____ ’ 

1933 strike._ Chu Ah-zien, on behilf of the Union, replied

that the Company had full right to discharge the casual________

p workers when they could find no further work for them.

,j Chu also asserted that in the present case, the Company wae !
I . i
5 dealing very leniently with the temporary workers as it ________ . *£ ' I

I was paying them,in addition tn their ordinary pay, a sum__________ ;

j equivalent to the amount which the Company pays into the

superannuation fund of the regular hands and to which

' casual workers are not entitled._____ Chu went on to say that -

in connection with the request for non-repayment of the loan, 

the Union had written lett.era.-tn Tu Yueh-sung and the------------------
them

Chinese members of the S.M.Dv reqnesting/tn take . ne.c.e.s.aary----------

action.Chu further drew the attention of the casual

workers to the fact that although they are not members of______ _ Z

the Union, yet they had been issued with the...$3.00. relief----- -
money^ as were the regular workers, by the Union in the 1933_____. ■',

strike, and that the Union was not demanding the repayment--------- -
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pacifying the casual h-nds 1th the assurance that the Uni.on

•fas always willing; to assist the workers.and that Chu Hsueh- 

fan of the General Labour Union had been entrusted with the 

___ task of dealing with the demand for exemption from the----------------  

----- refunding of the loan. _________________________________________ .

The following resolutions were then discussed_

and adopted î- s..

1» That an Annual General Meeting of members be held in_________ _

_______ the office of the Union at 2 p.m, July 1 to elect_____________ 

_______ new union committees to serve for the ensuing year.___________

2. That prior to the date of the general meeting, voting________ _

_______forms be issued through the medium of various fniwiRn________.

* _______to the workers, and collected after being filled in,__________
É I
I _______ through the some channels.________________________________________ ;
I 3. That Pan Keng-ling jJÈÜLi_ Yang Shao-keng

Chwang Teh-sing ( J - 4/^ ), Chao Pe.o-yien 1 ;

Li Chi-sung ( 4 j ) and Chen Puo-an (. < > in

i company with various faremen visit the homes of various.
i
j _______workers for the purpose of collecting membership fees_______ _ ■

i _______due to the Union and adopt drastic measures in the event____ _ ,
1 1 A
i of a refusal to pay on the part of the workers._______________________

i 4, That a manifesto be issued informing the workers that________ _

the Company is going to dismiss a number of workers in________

the near future, and exhorting the workers tn units_________

forthwith under the union for self-defence._____________________

5. That the workers be notified tn submit forthwith tp---------------- -

_______ the Union all their proposals, for dissuasion in tha-------------x.

annual general meeting
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______________The following persons attended the meeting t-

Chang tao-tai______ ( i' -
Chiang Tseng-ming Cira ~
Koh Ah-keu______ ( & ffî ) )_______________________________ ___
ïih xeu-keng k -IL f r ) )
Chen .E'ao-an alias 1 ) Members of Executive committee.»

Chen Ah-pingk ) )
Chu Ah-zien alias l ) )____________________________ _ _ _____
Shu Lien-dong k "ip 7 JT ) ) j

Chu Ah-zai---------------k-^ )__ )--------------- -------- ------- ------------ - ------

Chang Ching-tap-------1 ) ) Reserve members of the________ —
Wu Shao-yu v fé ffl- ) ) Executive committee.

Wu 1’ah-ning alias v 1 )
Wu X eu-sung________ ) Members of the supervisory____________________

Chiang û.eng-loong < ) ) committee.
Yang ching-chien i A 1 )_____ _____ •________________ ____

Chang Hen-wei_______ 1 tfE j ) Reserve members of the__________
Wu iteng-chien k ) ) Supervisory Committee.

J?an Keng-ling k ) T
Yang .Shao-keng--------) unemployed sx-nnmmi rt.pp members.

Wong 3iu-pao________ 1 X ) ) ______ ____________________
Meng Ching-ziang k > 4 Recently discharged
Chen Han-chwang ( [f ) ) temporary hands.

Eight persons claiming to be representatives of the_______________
Shanghai tower Company workers.
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At 3 p.m. on June 11, 119 of the casual employees 

from Fearon Road. Depot were dismissed by the management 

owing to there being no further need for their services. 

___________ These men drew more pay than the regular hands, 

in view of the fact that they were liable to be dismissed

at any time the Company chose, and they were engaged on________ 

this understanding.____ Owing to the fact that they had_______ _  

served with the Company for a year the management decided

to grant them all a gratuity of $5.00, which is the equivalent 

to the amount they would have accrued in superannuation, 

had they been regular hands.

On the management attempting to pay them at 3 p.m, 

on June 11 at Fearon Road, however, they refused to accept 

their pay and walked away.They stated that as long as 

the month's loan, which they had borrowed at the conclusion 

of the 1933 strike^ was deducted from their pay^ they would

refuse to accept it, as Mr. Tu Yueh-sung had assured them that 

their signing an undertaking to pay back the loanwas only____  

a matter of foraand that he, Tu Yueh-sung, would guarantee___  

that the repayment would be overlooked by the company in time.

■____There were no signs of disorder at the Depot, and 

the regular employees are definitely refusing to have anything 

to do in the way of sympathizing with these discharged men.

The 119 ex-employees arre now trying to gain the; 

support of the union, but the latter state that all they can !

do is to approach Tu Yueh-sung to request him to intercede, for__

the cancellation of the.r apayment of the loan.__________ ________ —
So far there have been two meetings held by members

A+Vt .Tin es 4* •** 4 4* Sl TSIT + 4 n* es ♦ TTn Î ATI . ? 4
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connection with the dismissal of the 119 men, mentioned above.

The first meeting was held at 545 Kiukiang Road

at 7 p.m. on June 12, when Chu Ah-zien ), Chu Ah-zai
4 ), Chang Pao-tai (jé ), Chen Pao-an (7% $)

and Pan Keng-ling ( , interviewed Chu Hsueh-fan

_ At this meeting it was dedided t-_______________________________

1, That Chu Hsueh-fan together with representatives from 

this union should, approach Tu Yueh-sung, the Bureau of

Social Affairs and, the local Kuomintang for assistance to

I. have these 119 men re-employed._____________ _ _______________ .

!__ 2. That a general, meeting .of-representatives from the________________

_____ Shanghai__Power Company workers be convened in the near______ _____ 

_____ future to discuss the-matter at issue.________________________

______________The second meeting was held in 117 Foh Yeu Road,

City, between 7 p.m, and 8.30 p.m, on June 13. Chu Ah-zien 

presided and thirteen members of the 4th District Water & ___

Electricity Workers* 1 2 3 Union attended.--------- The following________ ____

__ decisions were reached t-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_____

1. That the request of the dismissed temporary hands fif the __ .

Shanghai Power Company for assistance in their demand for----

_____ reinstatement he turned down on._the ground that the_______ _____ 

_____ Company Ua<? right tn discharge casual workers at any ,—— 

time it likes.,•-

2, That the appeal of the dismissed temporary hands for help ’ y

_____ in their demand for being freed from refunding the loan...........— 

______of one months pay be referred to Tu Yueh-sung and Yu........... ... .  

_____ Yah-ching and other Chinese Councillors of the S.M.C. ......... —

3, That a committee meeting be convened for 9 a.m. June 16
s . : - ■

. ......... .......... . .......... , t ; ...
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______in the office of the union for the purpose of discussing __-----

______ the convention of a general meeting of representatives of

______Power Company v/orkers.___________________ _________ ___________ _____  

_______________The activities and intentions of the union_________ _ 

are being kept under close observation.______________________

It is learned through confidential sources

that the 119 ex-workers propose trying to put forward the

following demands ____________________ __ __________________________

1» That no dismissal be effected without substantial causes^___ _____

and that they be reinstated.________________________ ___________ ______

- 2. That should they be discharged, the .Company issus a_________ __

_____ gratuity equal to 3 months* wages to each of the dismissed.

3, That they be freed from refunding the loan of one month*s ___ 

______pay granted to them at. the end of the Strike in 1933._______ __ ;✓ ' I
_______________ It is not expected that the first two demands_______  5 — - .

will ever materialise, however, in view of the decision_________ I

of the Union
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__ .__________The meeting of representatives of workers of_________ 

the Shanghai Power Company scheduled for 2 p.m, on June 9_____ __ 

in the 4th District feter & Electricity Workers' Union,_________

-----112. P.O h Yeu Hoad. Citv. failed to materialize owing tn

lack of attendance. Only five persons attended at 4.30 p.m.__

namely Paung Tseng-yoong )f Tao Teh-chi en __
^hing--Hwa-ding__tfc^' ). Liu.. Chi ng-fu ) and Th_________

Ching-fu { 'î')._______________________ ____________
_____________ These workers together with Yih Yeu-ke g (

Chen Pao-an . Chang Ching-tao (<& 1, Chu Ah-zien

,__ l.j_J»Yu.._Y.eu-sung ( __ ), Chiang Keng-loong__________ _

( fand Moh Ah-keu ), committee members--------—

of the Union, as well as Pan Keng-ling ( ) and Yang_____

Shao-keng ), unemployed and ex-committee members,--------_

___held the weekly committee meeting in the affine on Fob Yen---------- 

Road, City, between G.30 p.m. and 7.15 pfm, June 9._Chu------------

___Ah-zien presided.____ The following resolutions -were adopte-d-------- 
at the meeting >«_______________________________

1. That in view of the fact that several meetings of------------- ------

representatives fif the workers convened by the Union.---------- -—

have been abandoned owing to lack of attendance, the_______ __

representatives concerned should be warned.______________ .

to approach the management of the Shanghai Power Company

to persuade them to excuse the workers from refunding

Union, their respective-membership faae whioh are In arreari^

2. That further efforts be made to request Tu Yueh-sung

the loan Of one month's pay fynm their superannuation fundr

3• That the workers be notified to hand forthwith to the--------

i

Ppwgr..Com
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Affairs be requested to render assistance to the Union

in investigating and punishing certain elements among

Union

the workers who are plotting for the downfall of the

4. That the local Kuomintang and the Bureau of Social

___ Fm. 2
G. 35000-1-34 File No.

■Officer., i/c SpeGial__Brannh
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The 4th District Water & Electricity Workers*

Union has decided, to convene a meeting of représentâtives______ _

of workers of the Riverside and Fearon Road Power Stations______

of the Shanghai Power Company at 3 p.m. June 9 (Saturday)____ ___

___ in the office of the.. Union. at_117 Foh Yeu Road, City,____________  

to discuss union affairs.________________________________________

______________ At 7 p.m. June 5, Chang Pao-tai /&}, Chu, ___

Ah-zien ( , Chu Ah-zai }, Pan Keng-ling_____

( 1/^ ) and Yang Shao-.keng ) t members of - ----- -

the Uninn, nailed on Chu Rsn&W an, nnmmi t.t.sa n-pmYpr nF--------------

General Labour Union, in the Shanghai Labourers* Club,_

___545 Kiukiang Road. Chu was requested to approach Tu________- 

Yueh-sung for assistance to persuade the management to______ _

"write Off" the amount due by workers for the loans made tn

__ them at the end of. the 1 933-S.tr.i ke t ------------------------------------ i
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Hine committee members of the 4th District

Water & Electricity Workers* Union held their regular 

weekly meeting in their office, 117 Eoh Yeu Road, City, 

between 6 p.m. and 7 p.m, on June 2.____ They decided to__________

shelve the agitation against the Regulations Governing the_______

Conduct of 77nrkers until__such time as some definite_______________

nppr.es.sinn of the wnrker-s .has oome to notice.________________________ __

The following attended the meeting t-

Chiang Tseng-ming committee member.
Woo Yeu-sung 
Chu Ah-zien

/ >

i
1 

1 
o o1 

1

Chen Pao-an
Chang Pao-tai

-do-
______ -do-______

Chiang Keng-loong
Woo Keng-chien ( ./ M .< / 9 1 

1 
o o

 
rd rd
1 

1

Pan Keng-ling 
Yang Shao-keng IMS>), unemployed, ex-committeeman.

______ -do- _________________
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Six members of the 4th District Water & 

Electricity Workers* Union called at the Shanghai Labourers* 

Club, 545 Kiukiang Road, at 7 p.m. April 26, when they_____

requested Chu Hsaeh-fan. committee member of the General 

Labour Union, for assistance in the matter of opposition 

to the Regulations Governing the Conduct of Workers issued 

by..the Shanghai Power Company._______Chu Hsueh-fan informed

thorn that ths mattpr had been taken up and was being________

considered by the local Kuomintang .and the Bureau of_________

Social Affairs._______________________________________ ___________

Enquiries show that the following is a complete

list of committee members of the 4th District Water &______

Electricity Workers* Union with correct names in Chinese >•»

Executive Committee t

Chang Pao-tai________ (0- T .A )_______________________ _
Tsiang Tseng-mi ng (^ i )
Moh Ah-keu___________ ____________________________________
Yih Yu-keng )
Chen Pao-an__________( __ 1_______________________ _
Chu Ah-zai (^ 5 )
Chu Ah-zien______ ( 3, frT /E— ) (who is concurrently,

the Chief of the General Affairs Department).

Supervisory Committee « _______ _________

___________ Hu F oh-al ng________ (*g W-
Chiang Keng-loong ($F 'T

______ Yang Ching-chien (>& & Mr
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Made by........P.»....... S».........Pitt®.

Fourteen members of the 4th District Water &

Electricity Workers* Union held a meeting in their

office._ 117 Foh Yeu Road, City, between 5.30 p.m. and ______

5,30 p.m. April 21. Chu Ah-zien Chief of the______—

___General Affairs Department, presided.______The following

___ resolutions were adopted by the gathering t-_____________________

1. That the unemployed members of the Union be assigned 

_______the task of collecting membership fees in arrears from_______ 

______ the workers.________________________________________________ ______  

___ 2, That, should member workers refuse to pay their membership— 

_______fees, they be adequately punished with a view to_____ ________

3. That representations be made to the local Kuomintang_____

and the Bureau of Social Affairs for assistance in the 

matter of opposition to the Regulations Governing 

the Conduct of Workers.

4. That Chu Haueh-fan be asked to approach Tu Yueh-sung_________

______ for help in the same matter.______________________________ .

5» That the expenses of the Union be cut down in order to_____

______ meet the fixed expenditure of the Union of $100.00_______ _—

_______per month*____________________________________________________ _____

The attendance of the meeting comprised the following t- ____

_________ Chang Pao~tai UiM" !1, committee member»______ ____

rt • 1—
Chu Ah-zai 

_________ Chen Pao-an______ )

1 
1 

0 0 
t 

1 

» 
*

Wa
Wu Yeu-sung 

_________ Chang Tseng-ming
f -do- 
, -do-

Chu Ah-zien it Chief of the General 
__ Affairs Department.

s Fang Tseng-yung irrtl , claims to be a representative 
__ of workers of a certain dent.

Ching Hwa-ding 
_______ Wong Sia0-mao _C£ <7 1

1, -do-
11 -do-

Tao Teh-zien 
Id Ching-fu______ 4^ it\ 1

1 , ' -do- 
1 r -do-

Liu Ching-fu Cÿ'AF
Yih Chi ng-sung Qa. ]

Officer i/o Special Branch^’

1t -do-
I » •d0“ D? 8.

. • “ . .... .........Ji
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__________ give members of the 4th District Water &_________
Electricity Workers* Union and Chu Hsueh-fan {%-'£$&') t

committee member of the General Labour Union, held a

meeting in the Shanghai Labourers* Club, 545 Kiukiang

Road, between 6 p.m. and 7 p.m, April 16, The_________________

following decisions were reached at the meeting t-

1. That the foremen of various departments of the two_____________

instructed to collect from the workers the loan of 

$3.00 each granted by the General Labour Union with 

the help of Tu Yueh-sung during the strike of 1933

2. That Chu Hsueh-fan be requested to approach Tu Yueli

sung for assistance in the matter of opposition to the

Regulations Governing the Conduct of Workers

In connection with Resolution 1, it will be

recalled that the refunding of the money in question

was insisted upon by the Union after the conclusion of

the labour dispute in 1933 However, up to the present

the majority of these workers have ignored the Union*s 

notice to refund the money

The members of the Union who attended the meeting

were x

Chang Pao-tai committee member

Ghu Ah-tai

Chief of General AffairsAh-zien

—do—

Pan Keng-ling
ô l Department. '

( 4^) » ex-committee member.

______ Hg-U Hung-sung__ U-4 t ). -Ho-.
__________________________________ '________________

■ -..—.. ...........  -__________________ D^_.......St______________ -
Officer i/c Special Branch

it

&
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&

Ten committee members of the 4th District Water

& Electricity Workers * Uni on held a meeting i n their office»

117 Foh Yeu Road, City, between 5.20 p.m. and 5.30 p.m.______ __
_April 14. Chang Pao-tai 3^4;. one of the number,_______ _

presided.The following decisions were reached i-

.. 1. That further efforts be made to urge the local Kuomintang 

____ and the Bureau of Social Affairs as well as Tu Yueh-sung, 

____ Ling Kong-hou and Yu Yah-china to approach the______________ _ 

____ management of the Shanghai.Power Company for the____________ - 
cancellation of the Regulations Governing the Conduct

_____of Workers.________________________________ _____________ ______ - 

2, That in view of the fact that the decision of the___________

Shanghai Power Company to deduct certain sums from the_____ _

wages of the workers with effect from July, 1934, for_______ _

the repayment of the loan of one month's pay granted________

__ __at .the close of the strike of 1933, has made the------------------- .

workers despise the prestige of the Union, the union 

_ representatives in various departments of the two

Power Stations be instructed to earnestly advise the________

_ workers to continue supporting the Union.______________ ' 

3, That the foremen of various departments be instructed_______

to collect fO.10 from each of their respective____________

subordinates as a special subscription to the Union_________

which will be employed to form a compassionate grant________

___  fuad._____Sums from this fund will be allotted to____________ : 

_ __  families of deceased workers- _________________________  

_ 4.À That the monthly a-rpanaaa of t.hw Union be limited to________  

>100.00.
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a staff

_________ - 2 -______________________

Secret enquiries from the Bureau of Social 

Affairs show that Chu Kwei-ling (

employee of the Investigation Section of the 3fd 

Department of the Bureau, has been assigned the task_____

- of making enquiries into the matter of the Regulations 

Governing the Conduct of Workers issued by the Shanghai 

Power Company. Chu has made the 4th District Water & 

Electricity Workers* Union understand the difficulties

—with which the Bureau is beset in extending its influence 

 over the Shanghai Power Company.On April 14, the  

Bureau advised the Union to instruct the foremen of the

Company to approach the management direct for the
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Subject (in full} Shanghai Power Company - Workers’ Union consults 
.wi th’ the General Labour Uhfon'in "the matter

—..........................................  the ..Qne..M.Q.nth’_s_. Pay. .......................................
^6/..................and................ ..............Forwarded by.................S ....PftP.çan.»

___________ Seven responsible members of the 4th District 

Water & Electricity Workers* Union and two committee______

members of the General Labour Union held a meeting in_____

the Pah Kung News Agency,, 545 Kiukiang Road, between______

7 p.m. and 8 p.m. April 12, when the following resolutions 

were passed t-________________________________________________

1. That a letter be addressed to the management of the

Shanghai Power Company, requesting it to cancel its____

decision to collect with effect from July, 1954, the 

loan of one month’s pay granted to workers at the___  

close of the strike in 1955.__________________________

2« That Chu Hsueh-fan, committee member of the General

Labour Union, be requested to again approach the local____ 

___ Kuomintang and Government Authorities with a view to_________  

___ securing their assistance in the opposition tn the____________

Regulations Governing the Conduct of Workers recently________ ■

issued by the Shanghai Power Company.___________________ ___ 

_!__________ The attendance of the aforementioned gathering________  

comprised of the following persons »-_____________________________

Chang Tseng-ming___ (*£ £ 1 ( ftnnnni t’tôe meTtfhATR nf* t.

Chang Pao-tai 
Woo Yeu-sung i )Cifl /n *4. ) (4th District Water & j

(Electricity Workers*__________ !
Chu Ah-zai >5 i (Union. (
Chu Ah-zien alias (£, V’l ft-' ) 

_____ Chu Li en-dong alias . , .
(Chief of the General Affairs
(Department of the 4th________

Chu Mur-dong ( ) (District Water & Electricity
(Workers' Union. ______ .-4

Pan Keng-ling 414^4-) (ex-committee members of the
Hsu Hung-sung (4th District Water & Electricity 

(Workere » Tin i nn.________ ' ,
- Chu Hsueh-fan -IÀ-’Y fc/ ) (committee member of the General

(Labour Union and Chief of the 
...... .2---------- ------------------— (Dah Kung Hews Agency.
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Six committee members and three ex-committee 

members of the 4th District Water & Electricity Workers* 

Union held a meeting in their office, 117 J?oh Yeu Road, 

City» between 4 p,mt and 5.30 p.m. April 7.____ Chu Ah-zai

(/jtirf ). a committee member, presided.________The_________

___following resolutions were passed t->___________________  
1. That further repsesentations be made to the local 

Kuomintang, the Bureau of Social Affairs and the general 

Labour Union for assistance in the matter of opposition 

to the "Regulations governing the Conduct of Workers", 

, w_____ recently issued by the Shanghai Power Company.__________

2. That the foremen of various departments of the Riverside

2 ______ and Fearon Road Power Stations be notified to collect

from the workers under their respective charge membership

, ______ fees every month on behalf of the Union.___________________

? 3. That Pan Keng-ling Yang Shao-keng .

______ Hsu Hung-sung ) and other unemployed members 

! ______ pay visits to the residences of workers who have not_____

_______ paid their membership fees in arrears, and enlleot marne.

D. S.

Officer i/o Special Branch.
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At 10 a.m. April 5, Hsu Hung-sung Pæ1
‘'ÉungMdng and Yang Shao-keng unemployed, and 

ex-committee members of the 4th District Water & Electricity

Workers* Union, in company with Chu Hsueh-fan _____

iîîîtîlittee member of the General Labour Union, called, at the 

local Kuomintang Headquarters, Feng Ling Jao, off Route

Ghisi and appealed for assistance in the matter of opposition

to the Regulations issued by the Shanghai Power Company_____
Loh Ching-dz ( fi. F )governing the Conduct of Workers

representing the Tangpu, promised to refer the matter to 

the Tangpu Committee for the discussion of measures to be 

adopted against the management of the Company and to cooperate 

with the Bureau of Social Affairs with the object of conducting 

negotiations with the public utility concern

_________Qn the afternoon of the same day, Chu Hsueh-fan______  

interviewed Hsu Ya-fu (f-f Æ , Chief of the 3rd Department 

of the Bureau of Social Affairs, in the latter*s office in 

the Hew Civic Centre, in connection with the same matter

The Bureau official explained that it was extremely difficult 

for the Bureau to carry out anv negotiations with the Shanghai

Power Company, which, he said, was "under the protection of

Hef.he influence of. the Settlement Imperialists" 

expressed the opinion that it would be better for the Union_____

to approach Tu Yueh-sung, Ling Kong-hou or Yu Yah-ching______ --p

The Bureau, however, promised -for the necessary assistance

to conduct investigations into the matter and to see what

could be arranged

Officer i/o Special Branch.
S.

■w
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Under the auspices of the 4th District Water & 

Electricity Workers* Union, some 150 Chinese claiming to 

be workers of the Shanghai Power Company held a meeting

in the offices of the 1st District Water & Electricity_________ _

Workers* Union. 231 Kuo..HU Road. Hantao. between 3.30 p.m. 

and 5.45 p.m. March 31. Chang Pao-tai ), Chang

Tseng-ming (J-jt-iE , Chen Pao-an Chu Ah-zai
% ) and Wu Yeu-sung ('ffil T ), committee members of

_AhÆ__4tll_JDi strict Water..&-Elec tri city Workers* Union, formed
the presidium. Tai Yeu-heng (^V, 1*1 representative 

fif the local Kuomintang, made a speech denouncing the 

management of the Shanghai Power Company as unscrupulous

Imperialists who issued regulations to oppress the labourers»

1 He urged the workers to unite and resuscitate the activities
f

I of the Union and to swear to struggle against the Imperialists.

j; He finally exhorted the attendance to further the *Hew

Livelihood Movement” promoted by General Chiang Kai-shek._______

; Yih Ziang-kao ) representing the General Labour

Union then took the platform and expressed his dissatisfaction 

With the small attendance. He blamed the workers for-------------

their indolence when the Company management issued regulations 

to maltreat them and stated that it would be too lata-----------------

for them to regret disregarding the Union when they had 

been dismissed by the Imperialists._______The third speaker
was one Chen (fJfr ) claiming to represent Chu Hsueh-fan

), committee member of the General Labour Union, 

He advocated a struggle to overthrow the Imperialist*.-------

The following resolutions were then discussed and passed t-

Kuo..HU
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1» That the following persons “be assigned the task of 

discussing measures to “be adopted against the Regulations 

published by the Shanghai Power Company governing the--

Conduct of Workers t-

Committee members of the 4th District Water & Electricity 
Workers’ Union.

2. That the workers be nofitifed that collection of membership

Fang Tseng-yung 
_______ Fang Yung-sung__

( -ÿ it & ’) (representing the workers of the 
> (Riverside Power Station.

Tao Teh-chien I (representing the workers
Sung Tgih-kong ■) (of the Fearon Road Power
Ching Hwa-ding 1 (Station.

Liu Teh-fu % :1__ representing mechanics. _____

Wang Siao-mao (£ L representing the workers of
the Outer Mechanics Room.

fees on the following scale be adopted by the Union t-

Daily Wages_____________________ ^Monthly membership fee

,_______ $l>00___________ _________________________ $0.10____________
between $1.00 and $1.50 $0.20

" $1.50 and $2.00______________________ $£k3fi__________ __
* $2.00 and $3.00 $0.50
" $3.00 and $4.00______________________ $0.60____________
■ $4.00 and $5.00 $0780 "

3. That the workers be asked to pay to the Union membership

fees in arrears by instalments.

4. That membership fees be collected by unemployed members

of the Union from workers at their respective, homes,-------

who fail to pay their subscriptions by the 3rd of every

month

-, r?'"'

5. That each member be asked to pay a "special eontribution * s 

of $0.10 to the Union as funds which will be paid to 

families of deceased workers.

D'-‘
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6. That Yih Chien-sung ) and Li Ching-fu )

be instructed to undertake the control of the fund.

The seven individuals referred to in Resolution 1

mentioned, and the five persons who formed the presidium of

.... the above meeting as well as Chu Ah-zien

G.W.B. 102 of the Ho.3 Boiler House of the Riverside Power

Station, who is the Chief of the General Affairs Denartment

of the Union, held a meeting in their anion, 117 Foh Yeu_______

Road. Citv. between 11 a.m. and 12.30 p.m. April 1. Chu

Ah-zai )» presided. The following resolutions

were discussed and passed J-

1. That representations be made to Tu Yueh-aung, Ling Knng.hn»

and Yu Yah-ching for assistance to negotiate with the

management of the Shanghai Power Company for the amendment

_______ of the Sèe-éé Regulations Governing the Conduct of___________

Workers.

2. That the local Kuomintang, the Bureau of Social Affairs,.

and the General Labour Union be requested to negotiate______ _

with the management of the Shanghai Power Company fn_________

the same matter.___________________________________________________

3. That all foremen proceed to their respective managements

at 2 p.m. April 1 and, submit the following demands »-________

a) That the Regulations Governing the Conduct of Workar, \ 

______ be cancelled.______________ _________________________________ _

b) That the bath rooms and mess rooms of the two Power___

______ Rtationa hw enlarged and nnndiAlans thereof _improve<L.  
c) That an increase in^w^ks Panging from $0.05 t<? ----- L-
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_ _________be granted, to the workers annually»

d) That quarters to accommodate the whole body of workers 

be constructed»

_______e) That waiting rooms be built in the Company premises______  

__________ for the convenience of workers to receive relatives______ _ 

________ _ and, friends, and, that coolies be engaged by the___________  

__________ management for their supervision.-------------------- ------________

f) That the superannuation fund of the workers be computed

on February 20 of every year and that the record of 

same should be signed before being passed to the

_________ workers*__________________ .______________________________ ____

4» That efforts be made to carry out propaganda among-ihe______

______ workers of the Shanghai Power Company for the purpose of 

_______ inducing them to again support the Union.___________________

___________ A further meeting was held at 7 p.m» April 2 ________  

at the Pah Kung Hews Agency, 545 Kiukiang Road, by Chu Ah-____

zien (, Chu Ah-zai ). Chen Pao-tai

Chen Pao-an ). members of the 4th District Water______

& Electricity Workers* Union, Hsu Hung-sung —;------------
Yang Shao-keng Pan Keng-ling (if-.

ex-committee members of the Union, and Chu Hsueh-fan ,_________

committee member of the General labour Union and Chief of 

the Pah Kung news Agency, when the following decisions 

were reached t*_ _____

1» That Chu Hsueh-fan assist the Union by requesting Tu_______

Yueh-sung. Ling Kong-hou and Yu Yahj»ching ta carry ent---- ---- -

negotiations With the Shanghai Power Company far the ______
: ' ' ■ : J: ■ ' J i ;
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cancellation of the Regulations Governing the Conduct 

of Workers»_ ___ ___________

2» That Chu Hsueh-fan and Loh Ching-dz F )t committee

-----member of the General Labour Union and the local______________  

___ Kuomintang, undertake the task of approaching the____________ _ 

------ local Knnmintang anrl the bursau of Social Affairs far_________ 

necessary assistance»

3» That the foremen of various rooms of the Shanghai Power_____

Company be notified to urge the workers to continue to_______

support the Union. .
&

On April 2, the Bureau of Social Affairs received 

from the 4th District Water & Electricity Workers1 Union 

a petition informing them of the Regulations governing the 

Conduct of Workers published by the Shanghai Power Company which 

the Union stated oppressed the workers and requesting___________

the Bureau to mediate in the matter.

D. S. I»
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The offices of the 4th District Water & Electricity

Workers' Union were on March 25, 1934, removed to the 

premises of the General Labour Union, 117 Foh Yeu Road, 

City,_and_commenced functioning from the new quarters on

....the following day
At about 8.30 p.m. March 26, Chu Ah-zai (,LIMJ_.)_

ft. committee member of the Union,_ interviewed Chu Hsueh-fan
, / a. committee member of the General Labour Union;

in the affines of the Dab Kung News Agency. 545 Kiukiang

Power Company governing the conduct of the workers.___ They____

eventually decided that the Union should make representations 
to Tu Yueh-sung -4M £>. the local Kuomintang and the Bureau 

__ of Social—Affairs .requesting assistance for the amendment.of 

__the new rulingsT which in the opinion of the Union, were too__

Since Tu Yueh-sung has more than once during the

Iw.et year appeared in the role_-.of a. labour benefactor i.n_ 

opments, should the;

materialise, win be carefullyiwatched, but .according..to
the latest Information to hand, Tu is more than disgusted 

with the leaders of and participants in the last Shanghai 

Power Company strike, with the natural outcome that he is 

net prepared to look favourably upon any attempts to

____resuscitate trouble with the Company

Officer-i/o Special Branch
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As from March 21» 1934, the management of the 

Shanghai Power Company brought into operation a set of 

_ regulations governing the conduct of its regular Chinese 

staff.A copy of these regulations is attached herewith. 

The striking advantage of this new system permits a worker 

to draw one month's pay for one month's work, whereas under_

the scheme in force prior to March 21. there was always the______

___possibility that one or more day's pay would be stopped__________  

from a man's monthly salary should he have been reported for 

__ some offence or breach of the then existing rules.

The older hands in the company realise that 

though the new scheme, from their point of view, has may 

drawbacks and is intended to eradicate any evil practices, 

their month's salary is safe. On the other hand, . among 

certain of the younger element, some unrest is noticeable, 

due undoubtedly to representations made on behalf of the 

4th District Water & Electricity Workers' Union, which organ 

is most indubitably opposed to the Company's scheme.______________

Ghu Ah-zien of the No.3 Boiler House

at Riverside Power Station, now definitely known to be 

the Chief of the General Affairs Department of the 4th District J 

Water & Elec tri ci ty Workers' Union, and one of the persons• i 

responsible for the Union's activities at the Riverside, 

Power Station, obtained a copy of the new regulations 

shortly after they were issued,and submitted it to the Union.

Offence Ko.2 (A.B.C.D.) - Agitation » appearing 

on these regulations appears to be a definite stand taken 

by the Company in an effort to curb or limit the activities 

of the Union among the worker». There is alaa na------ -------------- S
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_______

__ doubt that the putting into_effect of this new scheme by the

__ Company was done at a most opportune time» since the morale 

of the men is at a very low ebb, only one-third to one-half

___ of the personnel of the Riverside plant at present paying 

membership fees to the Union, whilst the interest shown in

___ Union affairs by the staff at Fearon Road can be almost c-

---- considered as -negligible,____________________________________________

That the union is more than perturbed by the new

__ rulings in its efforts to compel the workers to recognise 

its authority, is manifest, since it is arranging to 

convene a General Meeting of members on Saturday, March 31, 

in either the offices of the General Labour Union or in the |
I

Public Recreation Ground. West Gate, the object being to 

discuss measures to be adopted for the frustration of the new

scheme.___________________________ ______________________________________J
I

Careful enquiries indicate that the following< 

workers of the Riverside Power Station are handling all 

matters and activities of the 4th District Water & Electricity

Workers' Union among the operatives in the Riverside plantt-

(1) Lieu Shun-sung Chief foreman of

the No,3 Boiler House,

(2) Woo Yeu-sung "Small" foreman

of the No,3 Boiler House

(3) Chu Ah-zien eaPloyed in

No,3 Boiler House,

(4) Zuan Sung

Mo.S Boiler House,

foreman of the
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It is also learned that followers of the 

abovementioned individuals intend to assault one Li ( ,

a worker at Riverside, on March 26, for hi s c omp 1i c i ty 

in denouncing the Union in addition to refusing to pay  

membership fees.

The scheduled meeting of foremen of the. 

Shanghai Power Company in the offices of the 4th District" 

Water & Electricity Workers* Union, 15 Shou Ying Eaung, 

Tien Doong Road, Chapei, on March 24 (as previously reported) 

proved to be a fiasco owing to lack of attendance, in 

consequence of which it was abandoned. It was expected________

that at least 70 foremen and skilled workmen would attend,  

but the Company’s new regulations coupled with the fact 

that some of the intending participants were compelled to work 

during the time of the proposed-meeting, completely upset 

the Union’s arrangements, with the result that only ten 

persons including two or three foremen, made their way to 

the Union's office

These men held an informal meeting between 3.30 p>m>

and 5 p.m. on the same afternoon, one Chu Ah-zai )»

The following resolutionsa committee member, presiding

were decided upon :

1, That the foremen be instructed to deduct one day’s pay

each month from the salaries of the workers as payment 

of their membership fees in arrears, and that these steps 

be continued until such time as they have paid all 

monies due to the Union

2. That Chu Ah-zai ( , ), Chu Ah-zien
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Chang Teeng-ming and Chang Pao-tai (

approach Chu Hsueh-fan committee member of the

General Lab our Union, in order to discuss with him

measures to be adopted for the frustration of the 

regulations governing the conduct of the workers as

_______ put into effect by the Company.

3. That the assistance of the local Kuomintang and the_________

_______ Bureau of Social Affairs be—solicited in opposing-----------------  
the severe treatment meted out to the workers by the 

Shanghai Power Company.,

4. That a meeting of representatives of the workers be 

_______ convened in the near future in order to discuss matters 

_______ relating to the treatment of the workers._____________________ .

As regards Resolution (1), it is very problematical 

as to whether this will be put into practice, as it_____________ 

necessitates to all intents and purposes, the breaking of 

offence ho» 2C - Agitation, and it is not probable that 

men who have refused to pay their membership fees for the 

last few months are going to do so now, especially as they

they themselves are not

by refusing to pay, whilst the Union people definitely are

Offtcpr£l/c Special Branch

insofar aa

SU
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Conduct, rules, report, and record of (in Control No.3) STAFF OHDER NO. s/2

March 19, 1934.

POSTER COMPANY
REGULAR CHINESE STAFF 

RULES OF CONDUCT

The following notice has been issued to the Chinese Staff *

NOTICE TO EMPLOYEES
In order to give good service to the public the Company’s employees are 

required to comply with the rules of conduct for e* nloyees while working for the 
Company.

Employees violating the rZles of coud et will hare a demerit mark placed 
against them on their conduct record in accordance vi th the following table of 
demerit marks for the offense coimitted.

Whenever an employee’s record reaches 9 demerit -arks against him in a threez 
year period he shall be subject to discharge without benefits or gratuities.

v
Employees will not be eligible for service increase where they have received 

more than five demerit marks during the preceding calendar year.

Employees having demerit rar-’s against them can reduce the number of marks by 
good conduct. Three demerit marks will be tuken off for each year in which no 
demerits are recorded until all demerits are cancelled.

TABLE OF OFFENSES AND DEMERIT MARKS

OFFENSE CLASSIFICATION MARKS

1. ABSENCE FROM DUTY:
A. Being late to work (bad timekeeping)
B. Absence without permission or good reason
C. Being found asleep
D. Being found loafing
E. Being absent with deliberate intention to 

avoid disagreeable work
F. Being absent more than 3 consecutive days 

without permission or sufficient reason

\ a 2. AGITATION;

y A. Testing notices on Company*s property
X without permission
/ \ B. Holding meetings on Company’s property

/ \ without permission
\ C. Soliciting money on Company’s property 
\ without permission

' D. Any other act of agitation contrary to
the interests of the Company

Minor 1
Minor 1, 2 or 3
Minor 1, 2 or 3
Minor 1, 2 or 3

Minor or major 3 to 9

Major 9

Major 9

Major 9

Major 9

Major 9
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OFFENSE

CARELESSNESS*.

CLASSIFICATION MARKS

A. Bad workmanship due to carelessness Minor 3
B. Attempting to conceal "bad vorkiianship Minor or major 3 to 9
C. Falling off in quality or quantity of vrork Minor 3
D. Using improper mat rials Minor 2
E. Waste and/or misuse of tools end materials Minor 2
F. Losing cap badge, pass or uniform Minor 3
G. Neglecting to wear cap badge or uniform, or

to carry pass whilst on Company’s business Minor 3

DISHONESTY; «
A. Conspiring to defraud the Company of its

legitimate revenue from sale of electricity Major 9
B. Demanding and/or accepting gratuities from

the Company’s consumers, contractors, or
employees of the Company Major 9

C. Theft of Company’s property Minor or major 3 to 9

INCŒPETSNCE:

A. As shown by inability to carry out ordinary -
work of the grade for which he receives pay Minor e

B. Lack of responsibility Minor 6
C> Lack of supervision of running plant Minor 6

INSUBCFDINATION:

A. Refusing to carry out orders given by superior Major 9
B. Malicious damage Major 9
C. Insolence Minor or major 3 to 9

LACK OF PRECAUTION:

A. To avoid damage or accidents to the Company’s
plant or employees Minor or major 3 to 9

B. To avoid damage or accidents to consumers’
plant or personnel Minor or major 3 to 9

C. To avoid damage or accidents to the general
public Minor or major 3 to 9

D. To avoid loss of Company’s property Minor or major 3 to 9

UNFITTING BEHAVIOUR;

A. To consumers or their employees Minor or major 3 to 9
B. To the general public Minor or major 3 to 1
C. Drunkenness Major 9
D. Improper personal habits Minor 1, 2 or
E. Making false statements Minor 1, 2 or
F. Behaving in a manner prejudicial to the

Company’s interests Minor or major 3 to 9
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In connection with the fourth paragrrLh of the foregoing notice whereby more 
than five demerit marks in a calendar ye&r render an employee ineligible for the 
next service increase, it should be borne la mind that this rule is not intended to 
vary the existing rule that the service increase is not to be regarded as an 
automatic increase; it must be des rved.

In exceptional circumstances, Liaads of departments may grant reprieves, subject 
to the General Manager’s approval.

CONDUCT REPORT (Form 34F-2)

Upon occasion arising where it becomes necessary to make a record of a man’s 
conduct the procedure will be as follows:

1. Report of incident will be made to supervisor in charge of group or job.

2. An entry recording such incident will be made on front of form and 
particulars will be recorded on back thereof. The numbers in the 
column headed "Offense-No." refer to th group numbers appearing in 
the foregoing "Table of offenses and demerit marks” whilst the column 
headed "Offense-Letter" is intended for the insertion of the appropriate 

^letter from such table to indicate the particular offense which is being 
reported. The aprropriate "Murks* in accordance with the foregoing 
table will be entered in the column so e^-^ioned on the fom. It should 
be noted that nine denerit mar- s in a th? year period subject an 
employee to discharge without b unfits or ^ratuities.

3. The form will be forwarded to stæ^ion head xor approval.

4. Section head will for ard it to tho departmental head for approval and 
subsequent entry on man’s departmental Conduct Record (Form 34F-1) •

5. Departmental office will pass it to the Personnel Department.

6. Incident will be recorded on man’s Conduct Record in personnel Department’s 
staff file and the Conduct Report will be filed therewith.

7• The form should be used to record meritorious occurrences, as well as 
those of an adverse nature, and a section (captioned ’•Merits”) is 
provided for that purpose. Merit marks so awarded will be considered 
for reduction of demerits previously recorded.

8. A specimen of the foun accompanies this staff order
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Shanghai Power Company - ex-staff employees receive

.........  -.... ..... ............ ..... ^3,000.00.. from _.Tu Yueh- sung.

Made by........ D. 5.____ Pitts.........  ......Forwarded by..... ............................................................................

Information_  Three representatives of the 18 ex-staff employees
Obtained by ‘ “
Agent 59. __ of the Shanghai Power Company who were dismissed in the_____

strike of 1933, in company with Chu Hsueh-van ^(\ ) »

___committee member of the_General_Lab0ur Union, visited Tu

__ Yueh-sung at his residence at No.216 Rue Wagner on March 4 

and reouested assistance in the matter of the issue of

__ retiring gratuities, etc . to them^Tu, being apparently 

disgusted with their cal 1, promised to pay them a sum of

__ $3,000.00.On being questioned as to whether the money

was being paid by. the .Company and on the callers expressing

___their decision to refrain from accepting money from sources 

__ other than the Company, Tu Yueh-sung stated that protracted 

__ negotiations_hadbeen carried out between himself and the

Company and that he was willing to pay the promised sum in 

advance on behalf of the Company.Thereupon the money

__ was paid over to the callers._ ____________

Mr. Heald of the Shanghai Power Company has been 

interviewed in this connection and he states that Tu Yueh-sung 

has never approached the Company with the object of negotiating 

for $3.000.00 for issue to the dismissed staff employees 

as retiring gratuities.

In view of this, therefore, the only interpretations

that can be placed on Tu*s pretext in paying the sum out of 

his own pocket are those of eliminating further discontent

among the dismissed workers by gaining them as his followers 

and attempting to appear in the role of a public benefactor

in local 1abour circles.

Deputy Commissioner (Special Branch)
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shanghai lower Company - ex-clerks approach Tu Yueh-sung

for assistance in demand for gratuities - Chinese Bankers 
promise to help workers.

D.S.I. Golder

At 3 p.m. January 11, kang Chien ), Tung

Tien-kong (-^ 7b ) and .Vang Ping-kwan ) claiming

to represent the "Shanghai Power Company Unemployed ctnff 

Appeal Committee" called at the residence of Tu Yueh-sung, 

216 Rue .Vagner. They were personally received by Tu Yueh-

sung, who promised to negotiate with the management of the 

Shanghai lower Company in the near future in connection 

with the demand of the ex-clerks for gratuities.

Ji th reference to the loan of the equivalent 

of one months wages made to the workers of the Shanghai 

Power Company by the management, at the conclusion of the 

recent str ike^ ie learned that the more prominent 

Chinese bankers have promised Tu Yueh-sung to subscribe 

half the sum required for the repayment of the loan, should 

the company not rescind its decision to collect ft from the 

workers. Tu Yueh-sung has more or lees promised that the 

full sum shall be made good to the workers.

Affairs at Riverside Power Station have been

quiet since the Company posted notices therein, intimating 

that any worker found interfering with ggà employees, engaged 

by the Management, would be dismissed.

The management of the shanghai Power Company

have called for estimates for the construction of about 200

workers houses on the Riverside Power Station site. Only

/X* raen* enPloyeeB in important positions in the plant 

will be housed in the projected tenement.

É.

D. S. "I.

J
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5ubîect (injuliy shanghai...Power...QQ.mp.any. .-. ex.-.cl.e.rks...appro.ach ..T.u.Yueh-aung......

 for..assistance, .in .d.e.mand .for. .gratuities..-...C.h.ine.ae.JBankera....... 
,.............................promise to help workers. *
e y—- - - ».£>.•. I •  Go 1 de X..............      Forwarded by........(&/.. .7.............. .

____  At 3 p^m. January J.1, J*hng Chien (7^ ), Tung 

____Tien-kong (-^ 7Û ) and Wang Ping-kwan (-£>^7^-) claiming___ 

___ to represent the "Shanghai Power company Unemployed staff 

____ Appeal Committee" called at the residence of Tu Yueh-sung,

216 Rue Wagner. They were personally received by Tu Yueh-____

sung, who promised 10 negotiate with the management of the 

Shanghai Power Company in the near future in connection_______

with the demand of the ex-clerks for gratuities.

_______ _______ With reference to the loan of the equivalent_________  

of one months wages made to the workers of the Shanghai

____Power Company by the management, the conclusion of the______  

recent strike^ x Jâ is learne.d...that the. moreproninent_____

_ Chinese bankers have promised Tu Yueh-sung to subscribe________

___ half the sum required for the repayment of the loan, should___  

_ the company not rescind its decision to collect it from the___

__ workers.____ „Tu..Yueh-sung has more or 1 ess promised that the

__full surn shall be made good, to thejwp.rk&rs..

Affairs at Riverside Power Station have been

_ quiet «inné the Company posted notices therein, intimating_____

that any worker found interfering.with new employees...engaged 

by the Management, would be dismissed.__________ :________________ _

. .. The. management of the. Shanghai Power Company________

have called for estimates for the construction of about 200

___ workers houses on the Riverside Power Station site.Only_____ 7

D

Officer i/c Special Branch,

^.fd i
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•'A de t /____
Date..JailüaO^.„84.„„49 34

Subject (in full) Shanghai Power Company - ex-clerks ..agitate for;......................

..............   lssue...of..Gr.atui tig g ,................ ..........................................................

Made by... J?. ....... Col 4®.£.......... Forwarded by... -

Informât!on 
obtained by 
Agent No•59

Eleven members of the "Shanghai Power Company

Unemployed Staff Appeal Committee11 held a meeting in .the.

house of Kao .Ven-ching , one of their number»

84 Kong Ka Loong, Small East Gate, between 1,4b p.m. andL_____

3 P«m.January 7,____ Fang Chien ( ~7) ) presided.

The following resolutions were passed s-

1. That Chu Hsueh-fan ( %, <y , committee member of the

General Labour Union, be again requested to ask Tu Yueh.r_____

sung. to negotiate with the .management of the Shanghai.------------- 

Power Company for the issue of retiring gratuities,» ,eto,--------  

to the ex-clerks,  ---

2. That two representatives be assigned to call on Yu.Ya.h-_

ching and Ling Kong-hou for assistance.

3That a communication office be established at 5 Hwa Tsung

), Chang Ka Loong, CityFaung



iüroast/
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Shanghai Power Comp-*' ny - ex-clerks agitate for

Issue of Gratuities.

D. S. I. Golder

Information 
obtained by 
Agent Ho.59

Tleven members of the “Shanghai Power Company

Unemployed Staff Appeal Committee" held a meeting in the

(3£house of Kao Zen-chi ng one of their number,

84 Kong Ka Loo ng, Small T'ast Gate, between 1.45 p.m. and

3 p.m. January 7. Fang Chien ( "% ) presided.

The following resolutions were passed s-

1. That Chu Hsueh-fan committee member of the

General Labour Union, be again requested to ask Tu Yueh-

sung to negotiate with the management of the Chanakhi 

Po^er Company for the issue of retiring gratuities, etc. 

to the ex-clerks.

2. That two representatives be assigned to call on Yu Yah-

ching and Ling Kong-hou for assistance.

That a communication office be established at 5 Hwa Tsung

Faung Chang Ka Loong, City.

D. S. I.

Officer i/c Special Branch.
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Shanghai Power Company - ex-clerks agitate for 

gratuities.

D. S. I. Golder

Information Some ten members of the “Shanghai Power Company
obtained by 
Agent 59 Dismissed Staff Appeal Committee’" held a meeting in the

residence of one of their number named Kao Wen-ching (-S 7s~ >

84 Kong Ka Loong, City, between 10.lb and 11 a.m. January 2.

Fang Chien ) presided. The following resolutions

were diseased and passed i-

c- 1. That three representatives be assigned to call on the __ y

Chinese members of the S.M.C. and the Chinese Ratepayers* 

Association for assistance in the matter cf the demand 

of ex-clerks for gratuities.

2. That further efforts be made to induce Chu Hsueh-fan 

to secure the assistance of Tu Yueh-sung through Tsai 

I? oh-dang.

3. That should the efforts prove a failure, the whole body 

of ex-clerks proceed to the residence of Tu Yueh-sung, 

216 Rue Wagner and appeal for hel$.

4. That the 4th District Water & Electricity Workers* Union 

be requested to give financial assistance to the ex-clerks 

of the Shanghai Power Company,
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S. 1, Special.;fr—
REPORT

Subject (in full ) Shanghai Power Company - ex-clerks agitate for

gratuities.

Made by___ P.‘ .3 • . L*___Golder Forwarded by

Informât!on ______ Some ten members of the "Shanghai Power Company______
obtained by 
Agent 59 Dismissed Staff Appeal Committee" held a meeting in the______ .

residence of one of their number named Kao Wen-chmg ^)i

______84 Kong Ka Loong, C i ty j between 10•lb and 11 a«m« January 2*___

___ Fang Chien (C....) presided.____ The following resolutions____

wer.e.discussed. and passed i- __________________________ -

1 *_That three représentât!ves be_-assigned to call on the------------.

___ Chinese members of the S.M.C. and the Chinese Ratepayers'

___ Association for asisistanee in the matter of the demand 

___ of ex-clerks for gratuities» . _____ __________________ _ 

2. That further efforts be made to induce Chu Hsueh-fan

to secure the assistance of Tu Yueh-sung through Tsai

Foh-dang._____  ________________________________

3. That should the efforts prove a failure, the whole body

of ex-clerks proceed to the residence of Tu Yueh-sung,______ _

__216_ Rue .’/agner,and.appeal ..for helïL_ _

4, That the 4th District Water & Electricity Workers' Union 

be requested to give financial assistance to the ex-clerks 

of the Shanghai Power Company»

D. S, ' 'I,
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REPORT _ (L ,‘e ,,/•--
l)ate...^CéÿibQT ..22,.. z ^33, .

Subject (in jull) Shanghai Power Company -Ex-clerks agitate

for gratuities

Made by__P • • I..Golaer

Information gang Chien ( J and Tung Tien Kong CÉ ___
obtained
by Agent representing the "Shanghai Power Company Unemployed Staff ___
No.59.

Appeal Committee" formed by the eighteen ex-clerks dismissed 

____iii the recent strike called at the local Kuomintang at

10»30 a.m. December 21 and appealed for assistance in their___ _

demand for a retiring gratuity. Wu Kai-sien ),

committee member of the Tangpu, who received them, promised

____t o ask Tu Yu eh-sung for the ne ce ssary assistance.

_  At 1 p.m. the same day the two ex-clerks aforementioned 

called on Chu Hsueh-fan in the General labour Union, 117 Foh _ 

__ Yeu Road, City, for the purpose of soliciting his aid. Chu 

promised to accompany the representatives of ex-clerks to 
see Tsai Foh-dong i ) on December 23 with a view to

, ___ requesting ’Tsai’ to persuade Tu Yueh-sung to take up
{ ■ À"’ j

' r * ' /negotiations with the management of the Shanghai Power Company

___ for the issue of gratuities to the ex-clerks. ___

In connection with the decision of the 4th DistrictInf ormatioi i__
obtained 
by C.D.S. Water and Electricity Workers1 Union to get back from the 
156.* ~

S.P.C. workers the $3.00 relief money issued to them in the

General labour Union during the recent strike, the following

persons have been made responsible for the collection of the

!>/

money on behalf of the Union

Loh Ching-hwa a worker of the Riverside

Power Station : to collect

__________ ____________________from workers in engine-room.

Loh Hung-sung _ ), working in the Riverside

Station : to collect in

No.4 Boiler Room.
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............................... Slation,
REPORT 

Date.... ........................... i )
Subject (in full)................................... ...... ......

Nlade by........................................................ ..}• 0) warded by................................................................................

____  _______ ' . . - 2 - _ _____________ ___
___  _ 5SU Hung-sung ^ ), a foreruan in the Fearon Road. _ _

.. Power Station : to collect_

______ _________ from S.P.C. workers in the 

._... — . ...  Section between Fearon Road.

__________ . - - _ and. Thor burn Road.. 
___________ learned that the money thus raised, v/ill be, 

___given by the Union for the relief of workers dismissed in the z 

rec_ent_ strike^

D.S. I.

Officer i/c Special Branch.
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December 5g, 33.

Shanghai ower Company - bc-clerks agitate 

for gratuities

D.S. I. Golder

Information 
obtained 
by Agent 
No.59.

Information 
obtained 
by C.D.S. 
156.

Sfcng Chien ) and Tung Tien Kong XXJ)

representing the "Shanghai Lower Company Unemployed Staff 

Appeal Committee'' formed by the eighteen ex-clerks dismissed 

in the recent strike called at the local Kuomintang at 

10.30 a.m. December 21 and appealed for assistance in their 

demand for a retiring gratuity. Ai Kai-sien 

committee member of the Tangpu, who received them, promised 

to ask Tu Yueh-sung for the necessary assistance.

At 1 p.m. the same day the two ex-clerks aforementioned 

called on Chu Hsueh-fan in the General Labour Union, 117 .-?oh 

Yeu ’load, City, for the purpose of soliciting his aid. Chu 

promised to accompany the representatives of ex-clerks to 

see Tsai Poh-dong on December 23 with a view to

requesting ’Tsai’ to persuade Tu Yueh-sung to take up 

negotiations with the management of the ;Jhanghai 'Wr Company 

for the issue of gratuities to the ex-clerks.

In connection with the decision of the 4th District 

’at er and Electricity Workers’ Union to get back from the 

3.P.C. workers the 33.00 relief money issued to them in the 

General labour Union during the recent strike, the following 

persons have been made responsible for the collection of the 

money on behalf of the Union
Loh Ghing-hwa (Xê P/>j , a worker of the Hi verside 

iWer Station t to collect 

from workers in engine-room.
Loh Hung-sung ), working in the livers ide 

Station : to collect in 

No.4 Boiler Room.



I
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Hsu Hung-sung ( ), a foreman in the Pearon Road

Power Station ? to collect 

from S.P.Û. workifig in the 

Section between Fearon Road 

and Thorburn Road.

It is learned that the money thus raised will be 

given by the Union for the relief of workers dismissed in the ./■ 

recent strike.

D. 3. I.

Officer i/c Special Branch.
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REPORT
8.1, Special

Date ..December .../16„ U-

Subject (in full) Shanghai Power Company - Agitation hy ex-clerks

for ...gratuity.

Made by___ .Q9À4.9T ..... Foi warded by

Information______  _______ Between_10.30 and 11.15 a.m. on December 15,
Obtained by
Agent 59 four ex-clerks of the Shanghai Power Company, members of 

the "Shanghai Power Company Unemployed Staff Appeal 

____ Committee" held a meeting in the Tung Ching Kee )_____ _

____Hat Shop, Kwang Chi Road ( , Small East Gate,___________  

home of Tung Tien-kong (, ) t ex-clerk.______ The.___________

___following resolutions were discussed ancLpassed, 8-________________ , 

____1. That Fang Chien and Tung Tien-kong be assigned to 

approach Chu Hsueh-fan committee member of

________ the General Labour Union for assistance and that_______ ___ _ 

__ should Chu refuse to render aid, the fact be made

public, stress being laid upon the fact that the_____________

clerks have been cheated of the*retiring gratuities.________ _

2. That a letter be addressed to thei-Chinese Ratepayers*_______ _

__ Association to solicit their.assistance in obtaining_______ ' 

the monies due to the ex-clerks.,

3. That should the foregoing efforts fail to produce______ ’

results an appeal be made to the Chinese departmental. 

chiefs with a request that they approach the management.

_ In connection with the foregoing an interview_______ _ 

was obtained with Mr, Heald, General Manager nf the______________
CShanghai„ Power Company. ..._ He stated-..that the 18 ex-clerks-------- .

who consider themselves entitled to retiring gratuity were 

dismissed for misconduct and under such circumstances are_______
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r>?te , _ /December 16» 33»

Shanghai Power Company - Agitation by ex-clerks 

for gratuity.

D. S. I. Golder

Between 10.30 andInf ormati on 
Obtained by 
Agent 59

11.15 a.m. on December 15

four ex-clerks of the Shanghai Power Company, memb rs of

the "Shanghai Power Company Unemployed Staff Appeal 

Committee" held a meeting in the Tung Ching Kee (

Hat Shop, Kwang Chi Ro' d ( ft ft ‘ 

home of Tung Tien-kong ( Hy ), ex-clerk

Small East Gate

The

following resolutions were discussed and passed

1. That Fang Chien and Tung Tien-kong be assigned to 

approach Chu Hsueh-fan ( , committee member of

the General Labour Union for assistance and that

should Chu refuse to render aid, the fact be made 

public, stress being laid upon the fact that the 

clerks have been cheated of the retiring gratuities.

2. That a letter be addressed to the Chinese Ratepayers’ 

Association to solicit their assistance in obtaining 

the monies due to the ex-clerks.

3. That should the foregoing efforts fail to produce 

results an appeal be made to the Chinese departmental 

chiefs with a request that they approach the management.

In connection with the foregoing an interview 

was obtained with Mr. Heald, General Manager of the 

Shanghai Power Company. He stated that the 18 ex-clerks 

who consider themselves entitled to retiring gratuity were 

dismissed for misconduct and under such circumstances are 

not entitled to any consideration from the Company.
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Subject (in full) Shanghai Power Company.

Made by.... ph S. I. Go 1de r......................Fotwarded by........

1

At 10.30 a.m. December 9 rang Uhien and iung 

Tien Kong ( / X/€ ), two ex-employees of the Shanghai 

Power Company and representing the Unemployed Staff 

Appeal Committee visited the offices of the General

__ Labour Union where they a;pealed for assistance»
__In_outlining their case to Chu Hsueh Pang (’^C) ,-------------  

committee member of the Genial Labour Union, the callers ..... ... ■■ ■ — -- -■ -• -■ — ■- - - --- —_______ - 
___claimed that they had been completely left out of the

_  terms of the settlement of the recent labour discute.

_____They askeu that the .ratter of retiring gratuities for 

____ the 18 dismissed clerical employees be taken up with the 

____ mediators • Chu refused to consider the matter and 

__  referred his visitors to the Company for relief, before_______  

leaving Fang Chien and Tung Tien Kong denounced Chu as_

___ a traitor and claimed that the persons whom they______________ —• 

_ _ _represented had been betrayed.___________________________ _________

Six members of the "Shanghai Power Company

_  Unemployed Staff Appeal Committee" organized by the_____________

____18 ex-clerks dismissed during the recent strike held a________

. meeting in the residence of Kao Wen Ching a ________

___ clerk in the employ of the Shanghai Power Company, 84

■— Kong Ka Loons, Smàll -c-ast Gate, between 2.30 and 3 p.m.
December 10. Fang Chien presided over the meeting.

The following resolutions were passed:-

1. That representations be made to Tu Yueh Sung on December

11 with a view to obtaining his assistance in the matter

______ of the demand of the ex-clerks for the issue of gratuities.

—— 2. That Chu Hsueh Fan of the General Labour Union be asked 

by letter to give an explanation of his attitude when
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REPORT _ D"te. i Jï--
Date... 53.

Subject (tit full).............Shanghai rower Company - ex-clerks agitate

for Gratuities.

Nlade by......bl• .8• ...I •...... Golder..... .....F ot warded by

Information Kour representatives of the eighteen ex-clerks _____
obtained by
Agent No. 59 of the Shanghai Power Company who were dismissed in the ____

recent strike, called on Tu Yueh-sung at his residence

______at 216 ttue Wagner at 11 a.m. December 8 and requested 

__ assistance in their demand for either gratuities to them 

__  or their reinstatement. Tu Yueh-sung, however, refused

to entertain the request. _  

These jrepresentati ves wisi ted the General Labour

Union, 117 Koh Yeu Road, City, at 2 p.m, the same day 

_____ /or _the__ same purpose,but without avail. ___  

_ _______________ Eight members of the *Shanghai Power Company 

__ Unemployed Staff Calling-for-Help Committee" organized 

by the 18 ex-clerks held a meeting in the residence of 

____ one of their number, 84 Kong Ka Loong, Small East Gate, 

__ between 3.30 p.m. and 5 p.m. Bee emb er 8.The following

resolutions were discussed and passed t-

1. That representations be made to the local Kuomintang,

Bureau of Social Affairs and the Municipality of

_ Greater Shanghai for assistance

2_._ That the assistance of the Chinese press be also

requested in the matter

efyicJLxx t_ 3. That the Central Kuomintang and the Ministry of Industry
CJ. ’■■A'

\t/1

any in their favour

be requested to instruct the local Chinese Authorities

to render every possible assistance to the ex-clerks

and to conduct negotiations with the Shanghai Power

Officer i/o Special Branch
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Date. PSP’S.. .84........... 79 33.

Subject (tn full)........... Shanghai Power Company - meeting of ex-employees.

Made by..... P.».®* P*....

____ Eighteen ex-clerks of the Shanghai Power Company 

who w^ere dismissed during the recent strike of workers 

__ visited the General Labour Union, 117 Foh Yeu Road, City,_  

__ at 4.15 -p.m. December 7 in search of Chu Hsueh-fan, a 

_ committee member 0f the General Labour Union, who handled______ _ 

affaixs-dur ing the recent strike. The object of the 

v isit was to._demand_.an_explanat ion from Chu as to why the 

__ reinstatementsnf„the ex-clerks or issue of gratuities 
__to them had been omitted from the terms of settlement of

the Power Company labour dispute. Responsible officials _

___of theJUnion being absent, the callers held a meeting with 

__Fang Chien ("Tf ), Vice-Chairman of the defunct Shanghai

Power Company Employees'-Lien Yih Club, as president. The 

following decisions were reached. • 

__ 1. That the Shanghai Power Company be asked to issue the 

_____ following monies to each of the eighteen discharged clerks:

A retiring gratuity equivalent to one month's pay.

One month's salary.

 Yearly bonus equivalent to one month's pay.

5% superannuation fund.____________________________________
2. That four representatives including Fang Chien be

assigned to appeal to Tu Yueh-sung for assistance in 

the ^orementioned demand for gratuities.

3. That the following persons be appointed to serve as 

the committee of a new organization to be known as the 
. [ _____ "Shanghai Power Company Unemployed Staff Appeal Committee*

I \ f ______ with a communication address in the General Labour Union,
h "______ City ______________________________________________________ _

I __________ Fang Chien (2> 'W- ),
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REPORT

Date................................   g

Subject (in full)..... ..... ................................... ..... ............................... ..........

Made by Forwarded by

________________ _ _____ - 2 -______ ______________________

S ung Chùng-lia ng_______________________________ '  

___ ______ Tao Kwang-shiao ( iffi )________________

Wong Ping-kuen ____ __________________________

_ . Tung Tien-kong_________£ 7b )_______________ _____
4» That three delegates be sent to the Chinese members of

the S.M.C. for assistance in the matter.

5. That the Central Kuomintang and the national Government - — --------- .
__ be requested to instruct the Municipality of Greater_ 

Shanghai to conduct negotiations with the Shanghai___

___ Power Company for either the reinstatement of the 

__ dismis.sed clerks or the issue of gratuities to them. 

6, That a manifesto be issued asking the local public to 

__ render assistance to the discharged clerks in their_____ *
■ t 

demand for gratuities.. 

With reference to Resolution I, these ex-clerks 

claim a total sum of 85,855,16,_____________ ________________ _ ____ —

______ (The foregoing information was obtained by _______ _

Agent 59),



I'"



In compliance with the instructions of the 

Officer i/c Special Branch contained in Memo dated 

November 15, attached, a review of the information 

contained, in the attached file has been made and it is 

found that there is nothing further .to. add __a.t present..
The situation generally is being carefully

watched and will be reported upon immediately.any____

untoward developments become evident. —

D.____ S . _____ I.

Officer i/c Special Branch.
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Date I I"!

Extract from File I). 5310/1 (Report of 
U.S.I. Golder on Shanghai Power Coy, - 
Situation dated Nov. 14, ,33.)

Mr. Heald, General Manager of the Company, has 

informed the undersigned that the Company intend to 

continue operations along the present lines and to ignore 

all representation of the Union.

The Management are of the opinion that the more 

conservative of the employees and workers will eventually 

see that they have been duped into going on strike and as 

they represent about 80% of the whole, the matter will
/ ultimately right itself. ’ /



G •35m-"J SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

f S. 1, Special Bran ch
REPORT " .•.—■/•

/A,/r November 15, rg 33.

Subject (bi full) Shanghai Power Company - Situation

Made by.. D.o.I. Golder I' orwarded by •ys ft d'-fi a S_

The situation in the various departments of the 

Shanghai Power Company remains unchanged this morning.

Zung Ching Loh, wounded employee, lias nor;  

practically recovered and is quite out of danger.

inquiries made regarding the attitude of the 

shift workers of Riverside Power Station, who have remained 

at their posts during the strike, show that there is very   

1ittle 1ikeliho od of them leaving their work unless forced 

to do so.

Thirty unemployed Russians are this morning__

waiting outside Riverside Power Station in search of work. _

For the past week there has been little or no _ _____

activity on the part of the strikers, intimidation lias  

ceased and only very few meetings, of little importance, 

have been held. This unusual quiet is explained by the • 

fact that the workers were secretly instructed to cease all - 
7 4

activities pending negotiations with the Management which |

were undertaken by Doo Yueh Sung at the request of Chu Hsueh 

jj&n, Committee member of the General labour Union. Doo Yueh | 

Sung has conferred with Mr. Fessenden, Secretary General to 

the S.M.C., two or three times during the past few days on

the subject of mediation. He explained to Mr. Fessenden that  •

he Promised the strikers to request the Company to pay

25% of the normal wages for the period of the strike butthat

he expected the Management to offer a much better settlement.
'———- — 1 s
He explained that, if the Company would pay 75% of the normal

wages, he (Doo Yueh Sung) would contribute the remaining 25%

in order to see the matter at an end.

At 11 a.m. November 14 a meeting was held in the
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__ _______ bile No._______
G35m"4 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

___  Station^
REPORT

Date_______________  ...19

Subject (in full)-------------------------------.. ----------- - - ----- ---- ------------------------

Made by  b orwarded by ........................ ............ .. — - - •-

- 2 -

office of Mr. Fessenden, attended by Mr. Hopkins, President ' 

of the Shanghai Power Company, Doo Yu eh Sung and Tsai Foh Ding, 

confidential employee of the legal firm of Fessenden & Holcomb, 

who actedas interpreter. After a_ general discussion of the___

situation Doo Yu eh Sung asked the Company’s representative to 

__ be as generous as possible. Mr. Hopkins stated that he had____ _ 

___ examined every phase of_ the dispute but could see no vzay in 

which the Company could grant concessions to the strikers. 

Finally, however, he promised to go over the matter again  

and to make a final offer for settlement at 11 a.m. to-day,_

November 15. _ ____

Mr. Hopkins held another conference on the evening of ’ 

November 14 with Li Ming, General Manager of the Chekiang 

Industrial Bank and it was decided that Mr. Hopkins when 

meeting Doo Yueh-sung to-day should offer to advance to all 

strikers the equivalent of one month’s wages to be paid back 

at the rate of 10% per month. I

It is Mr. Hopkins’ opinion that the offer will be J

refused in which event recourse will be made to settle the |

matter through other channels not as yet defined.

I
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File No,
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

b. 1, Special Branch.ffia&acoç
REPORT Du/t\_Lç_iP_bex_..--2Æ^---/^33

Subject (in full),. i Tower Company Situation....

Made by_. Forwarded by.

he in the various der of the.....

Power

u n. eiup> oyee

n Cctober 20, remains alive this morning but is ....

showing very 1 it tie improvement

October 23Between 8 and 8.45 p

■,7u Tsoo Bei

the relat ives

the

orkers

successful

st the Company

Wu Tsoo Bei by

COO, which is still in force

-employee of the Shanghai er Coi.rpany-

a. net Z interviewed

the home _ r o.4 lang Terrace

to ahout two years ago 1ed

he past couple of years

boo

oeen

and generally 1eading a very

dissolute existenee üome few months «Vu aenroached

Shing San and under the pretext of helBÎ-fié*— t

his aged parents obtained their signature to &:.bond_for

ien_ tke present strike

to advocate that the|t^rted -'fu

jg^'er ical st

11, he was very active in -picketing the homes of the loyal

hould join the strike, whilst after Cctober___

son of his occupation had

to the addressesofjall the staff-employees of the

he was therefore chosen to lead the strike pickets

cording to Soo was most energetic in the campaign

As to Wu Tsoo Bei's present whereabouts, boo

’’^ft'e.ted that he did know exactly where he was but he was

fectly willing to render assistance if some guarantee could

given him of assistance in the event of his enquiries

Bertenshaw informed him that in view
12..

' ?



__ p m. 2___
G. 35m-iï^2 File No.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

________________ Station,
REPORT

Subject (in full)_____________________

Made by Forwarded by

__of his twelve years service with the______________and the_____  

Company, every effort would be made to ensure that he was 

dealt with fairily•  

-lr« Ke a Id, dener al Hana_ge_r _of_ the Shanghai Power 

Company was approachcd on 0ctober 23, in connection with__

the v?5,000 reward offered for the arrest and conviction___

of jthe_assailants of hung Ching Loh, He promised to________

address a written confirmation of the offer to the 

Commissioner of Police, 

Infor
mât ion 
o b t a i n e d 
by Agent 
59

At 2 « 30 _p ♦. :, Octobe 

the Bureau of Soci a 1 Affairs,

o conference was held in

Chung -'v;g Road, «liantso, when____ .

e sent.__________________________________the following persons were_wrj

________________Tso Kuo-hua ( 6 _ )j representing the inistry______

_______ of Industry._______ _____________ ___

_____________Loh Ying-tso ( /U j re p r e senti ng the _lo cal__________

___ Kuomintang.________________

Hsu Yai-fu___ ( Ff ft) ( ),_representing the Bureau._________

of Social Affairs,__________

'.Vong Kang ( W ), representing the Bureau ________

of Social Affairs.

Y ih Hs iang-kao ( ), representing the General

Labour Union.

Chao Shu-pei ( ), -do-

Chen Yeu-fah ( ’), representing the 4th

District 'water & Electricity

Workers’ Union.

Yang Chao-keng( , -do-



Fm. 2 ,7
G.35m" lule ho.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
 Station, 

REPORT „ t__________________IQ

Subject (in fi/H) ______  . ... .. - - ,

Made bv ..— ;—- ------- ------------------------ jorwiiriled by__ - _____ ' ' ' -- ------ ----- —

____ ___ ~ ^Teli-foh represent i---------—" 

Water r. Electricity /crkers \ Unior^—

-__ purjng the conference, Yang Chao-keng, gave_ - -----------------------------------

ogthe situation surrounding the strike and etv i/Jltexed. Abe . —

.—hL^.e-lance on the demands of the strikers» he emnb-asizsd._______ -

—1-ksA. the strikers had nc knowledge of end were not conofimd.-------

■ ith_the.’attempted murder,_of Chen Uhing-loh. member of...the_

__ clerical staff of the Shanghai fewer Company, which took_______ __ 

place on October 20.  __ 

— ____________ Re pre sent at J. ves .^J;he_4thJJiAt ric t hater and ..... . ...

- ëlectpiiçitip Workers’. Ldlion..sub.s.eo^ue.ntlx vzithdre.w.Jdliilst .the

._ officials held discussion on the aatter^of the strike and

decided to collect information from P.thex parties on the _

case in order to prêt a clearer idea of the dispute.* It 

was also decided to c on duct a ..secret iny estimation into the 

attempted murder case.



Fm. 2____ .

G.5ooou.-5!t SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE ......

REPORT ...... ............-......
Date...^oloex±*>.19^.

Subject (in full)............. .ShanShai..?ov;er. Co.^any situation. ..... ' L.............

Made by... Golder ..Forwarded by

___________ -. The M^aSemenL_°L the Shanghai Power 

maintain that they fail_to see any________

reason for the present strike _&n^consBering 

that the workmen have no cage^they j/the Management) 

___ ho not see that they are called_upon to make any_________  

concessions to _the _strikers. krom this standpoint

___ Mr. Hopkins, President, and Mr. Heald, General Manager 

of the Company outlined three methods of bringing 

the dispute to an end, that is, so far as the present _

toppage is concerned.___ The de tail s_ of_ the three

ourses of action here follow

To choose an appropriate time to quietly inform

the strikers that the majority of them may start

work..jas,_s.opn as they wish, provided that they

are willing to do so under the conditions of 

service in force when the strike was declared

In this case those resuming work would not receive___________

any pay for the period of the strike, whil.s±....soiae________ ____
150 men whose services are no longer required would 

be paid up to the time the strike started in 

addition to the retiring gratuities due to them.

2. To frankly publish in the press and by printedMi ''- '? '^13--------------- - ~
poster an offer to the strikers that all those who

I

f. wish to resume (less the 150 to be released) might

/i I#do so within a period to be stipulated. 
11\ Both the foregoing methods, the Management state ,
ftp would Inevitably Involve the Company i.-. further trouble

I____with their labour._____________ _ ___________ ________________________j a 3. To deflare a lockout of the tptaj^numb er of strikers
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g. 5000-11-32 File No.... .......

' SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

............................... Station,
REPORT

Date.............................. 19

Subject (in full)......................   . ......................................... . ........ . ..................................

Made by Forwarded by.

_______ _______________ ___ -2 - _ __________________________________  

 and. with a view to averting further labour disputes, 

fill their places with Russian workmen.

This would undoubtedly have the effect of turning

_ Chinese public sentiment against the Company and might  

have far reaching effects in political and commercial 

circles.;_____________________________

The problem confronting the Company in their  

present attitude is to get the men back at work without ____

making any concession to them, without l£sing_the 

confidence of the consumers and to maintain public  

sentiment on the side of the Company. ________ 



pecial Branch,

October 19, 1933

D.û. "B" Division.

Shanghai Power Oom any Strike.

In connection with the strike in the Shanghai 

j.qv/er Company, the following addresses are reported to 

be used by the strikers as meeting pieces, etc.

1. House 10.8, Lane 2747, 
Yangtszepoo Road, 
opposite Riverside 
Power Station.

This io the communication 
address of the strikers, but 
secret conferences are 
sometimes held by strike 
pi ckets.

2. Ho. 7 Sing Kong Li, 
Thorburn Road.

This is the home of one of 
the workers named Hu Keng

) • This address 
is reported to be the head
quarters for directing 
intimidation.
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File No............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
vUù -

Sol, Special branch

Dat(LQ<zU)^eT Ig 33.

.......................    . Strike organizers, and agitators*._ etc.*

Subject (in full) Shanghai Power Company - Tabulated Statistics re

Although exhaustive enquiries have been made  

in connection with the data called foi* by the Officer i/c___

Special branch in his questionnaire dated October 10, 

there ..are a few minor deta il s which so far _ have not

___be en colle ç te d,______From information already imhamL. It.____ ___ 

is clear that very few secret meetings are being held;

daily expenditure, which will.be found attached.

Officer i/c Special Branch.

this phase of the disturbance is_ . however, receiving"'S

1____ due attention,____________________________ ._________ ._______,_______ ____
I One addition has been made to the items called ___

1 for, that being an analysis of the strike, committee* 1s

will.be


LISI' OF ACTIVE ORGANIZERS OF THE STRIKE HT THE

SHANGHAI PO7ER COMPANY

Namg

1. Pan Ke ng Lin 
( G.E. G. 2) , 
Yang Sz Jao, Pootung.

2. Tai Kan Tu ('|^,/IM~) 
alias Tai Sung Hung 
(G.W.G. 23), 
63 Tsung Kong Road, 
Pootung.

Descri ption

Age: About 20.
Height: ” 4» 8".
Face: Oval.
build: Thin.
Complexion: Bale.
Speaking local dialect.

Age: About 31.
Height: ” 4* 9'•.
lb.ce: Round. - 
Build: Stout. 
Nativity: Pootung. 
Complexion: Sallow.

Antecedents

Ex-worker of the Riverside 
Power Station who was dis
missed on 7/7/33.

Ex-worker of the Riverside 
Power Station (Boiler Room) 
who was dismissed on 26/9/33.

3. Nyi \7en Fu (j^A^) 
(G.W.B.22), 
La« Ryi poo, Pootung.

A,e:about 40
Height: 5* 5“ 
Face: Oval. 
Build: Thin. 
Nativity: Pootung. 
Complexion: Dark brown.

Chen Kian Sung 
(W.G.L.5), 
304 Yangchow Road.

5. Zi Hung Sung. ( £ )
(E.0.L.3), 
Markham Road (Number of 

< the house not known).

Member of the Strike Committee 
and one of the five commanders j
of the picketing groups. ’

Ex-worker of the Checking Room 
of the Riverside Power Station 
who was dismissed on 7/7/33.

Member of the Strike Committee. 
Person in charge of the Secret 
Investigation Group.

Worker of the Fearon Road 
Station.

Worker of the Shanghai 
Power Company.

Member of the Strike Committee. 
Person.in charge of the Secret 
Investigation Groftp.
Member of the Strike Committee 
and one of the three responsible 
for supervising picketing groups.



Name Description

Age : About 24.
Height: 4”
Face: Long.
Build: Thin.
Nativity: Shang .ai»
Complexion: Yellow.

Antecedents
Worker of the Riverside Power Station.

Pao Teh F oh

(G.M.C. 19 ), 
3189 Point. Road

Age:About 27.
Height:5 *2”.
Face : Round.
Build: Stout.
Nativity: Wusieh.
Complexion: Sallow.

Mechanics Room (out-d®or).

v • ' - ■ «

Recent activitias
Member of the Strike Committee, 
supervising th® pickeing Groups.
He also takes charge of the 
financial matters.

Member Ekk of the Strike Committee 
supervising the pi crétin0, groups.
He also takes charfee of the propaganda 
work of the Committee.

'Yorker of the Riverside 
lower Station.

Member of th® Strik® Committee 
and in charge of the Communication 
Group.

8. Dzung, Yeu Fah Age: About 24.
( ), Height : 5’2“
(G.W.B.140) Face: Lono-.

445 Van Shinv Phung,BuiId: Lean.
Yangtszepoo Road. Hat i v ity: Shanghai. 

Complexion . Sallow.

9. Dzang Kia Ming 
)•

Age about 32.
He ight: 4*8”.
Race: Ro"nd.
Build: Stout. 
Complexion: Darr.
Nativity: Changchow

10. Tsu Ail Foh(^,Mf£) 
(P.E.X. 17)
322 Tiendon" Road.

Age about 27.
He4 ght: 5*2”.
Faces Long.
Build: Lean.» Complexion: Sallow.
Nativity; Kiangp®h.

Worker in th® Electrical 
Room of the Riverside 
Power Stati on.

Fitter in the Riverside 
Power Stati on who was 
paid off recently.

Member of the Strike Committee 
and in charge of Communication Group.

member of the Strik® Committee 
and member of the picketing groups.



11. Tsu Hao Sung

Kame Descript*on

Age: Abo”t 30.
Height: 5’2H.
Face: 1’hin and. Lons.
A mole on the left cheek.



Antecedents

Worker in the Riverside 
Power Stati on. (Dynamo 
Room) •

Recent Activities

IfembeT* of the Strike Committee 
and in charge of secret investigati 
groups»
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LIST OF MEMBERS OF THE SHANGHAI POWER COMPANY 
EMPLOYEES I CLERICAL STAFF J STRIKE COMMITTEE

Name

Wu Tsoo Bei )
/

Fang Chien >.F’)

Tung Tien Kong )

Huang Zoong Ying 4^4 )

h i ng moo . Zuen

Lee Zuen Kong 

hoo Zah Sing iX )
Heu Sih Kwei 0W4)

Wong Ping Kwei( 3

Staff Pay Office.

- do -

Consumers Accounts Office

Riverside Stores.
* 

Drawing Office.

Riverside Workshop.

Drawing Office.

Stores

Billing Section.

The Presidium of the Committee is composed

of the following three persons: 

Wu Tsso isei

Tung Tien Kong )

Fang Chien ).
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P3RS0KS DIRECTING GENERAL INf ILilDATTQN

Kame and. Address

Zi Hung Sung )

2ao Teh Fob

Yang Chao Keng
I

Description Antecedents

) See List of Active
j organizers of the
)---- Strike in the
) Shanghai Power Company.

See the saine list.

Liod”s Operadi 
It is reporteo that 
the Headquarters for directing 
intimidation is at Ko.7 Si^g Kone 
Li, Thorb”rn Road.where one Hu 
Keng Fah on»» of the
workers resides. They also use 
local hotels (of second grade) 
as meeting places where they discuss 
the reports of members and devise 
measures to be adopted. Their 
instructions are conveyed to the 
five leaders of the picketin'» groups 
immediately by messengers for 
execution.
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r>o nie ana address

1 ai2 1Ang Ling (Ï

zxntecedexi ts j

See List . d _ctive 
.Organizers of the 
Strike in ths Shanghai 
Lower Son any.

See the smie li

— do — -do-

yge: Aoont 24.
nativity : Snaon mi. 
height^ Am: ut 5’2». 
Ssi ild: hediw/t.

Jxge; 34.
l?o t ivit; : i7 ' 
keirnA^ 5’2”.

. -y . ■ e « o s •
nativity: gy? • 
: m ight: o’.

.order in the a
Room of Shangha



L.:.;CE l-.ÆTICIrATING BRSHBOT’"

Character of activities ano. possibility 
of finding evidence against them__________

st. These men carry out the instructions of 
the Strike Committee through the
3 supervisors. Each man is in charge 
of 1 group ranging from ten to twenty 
persons, whilst each group works 
independently. Besides this, they 
work of their own accord for the 
benefit of the cause. As the pickets 
are oper<ting more or less individually 
with the assistance of their personal 

no;.ledge of addresses of strike-breakers, 
it is .ore or less impossible to forestall 
any act of intimidation, and the possibility 
of finding evidence against them is 
rendered very remote in consequence of the 

reluctance of the victims to give
■0.3 Boiler information to the Police, to say
,i power nothing of subsequently giving evidence.

— -, erf
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LIST OF ILACES UHERT

Cliaractei' of Address and 
Place located

The 4th District Water and 
Electricity Workers’ Union, 
15 Show Ying 5hung, Tien 
Docng Road, Chapei.

Nature of meetings which 
take place there__________

Headquarters of the strikers.
Meetings of a general nature when 
workers are to he informed of 
developments are held in the main room 
on the ground f lour j^bi^ meetings of 
a confidential nature/in case of 
emergency are held in an inner room 
where only ÿhe committee members are 
allowed. Lodging houfe* are extensively 
used as meeting place.

General Remarka

General meeting in most 
cases are held b etween 
5 p.m. and 9 p.m.

General Labour Union, 
117 Foh Yeu Road, City.

This place is used for the purpose of 
holding general meetings of strikers 
where several hundred are expected to be 
present. So far only two important 
meeting liave been held there.

Meetings are usually held 
here in the forenoon.

House No.8, Lane 2747, 
Yangtszepoo Road, opposite 
the Riverside Power Station.

This is mjtfre a communication address than 
a meeting place although pickets in time 
of emergency hold secret conferences there 
among themselves.

No time is fixed for meetings 
held here as they are mostly 
impromptu.

Chang Tsung Teashop, 
Tsuh Shing Li, Dixwell Road, 
C.C.L.

Strikers mefetat this address every morning 
to obtain news as to the situation.



LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS SYMPATHETIC TO
THE STRIKERS OF THE SHANGHAI POWER COMPANY

Since the strike of the Shanghai Power Company 

workers, various local public bodies, mostly labour 

unions, have held meetings in their respective offices 

and generally decided to render support to the strikers* 

They either assign representatives to convey their 

sympathy to the strikers or contributed funds in their 

aid. The following is a list of organizations participating 

in the movement :

1. Postal Workers' Club, 230 Range Road,

2. Postal Employees (Clerical Staff) Club, Zai Tai Li, 
Tiendong Road off North Szechuen Road.

3. 4th District Tobacco Factory Workers' Union, Zung Zeu 
Li, Baikal Road.

4. Ship-wrights Workers' Union, 198 Tsung xang Li, Wuchov; Rd.

5. 4th District Ordure Coolies Union, no.26 Tuh Kong Li, 
Jukong Road.

6. Shanghai Women's Literary Researhh Society.

7. 1st District Water and Electricity Workers' Union, 
123 Kuo Hu Road, Nantao.

8. 5th District Water and Electricity Workers' Union, 
Zang Shing Li, Sinkiang Road, Chapei.

9. 1st District Ship-building workers* Union, ho.13 Sing 
Ming Li, Wu Chung Xing Road, Nantao.

10. Shanghai Ningpo Line Steamer Cabin-boys union, Mei 
Ka Loong, City.

11. 9th District Soap Factory Workers* Union, international 
Pharmacy Factory, Ching Chi Road, Siccawei.

12. 7th District Cotton Weavers Union, Yinghsiangkiang.

13. 6th District (Chapei) Bus Workers' union, Chapei Bus Co.,
Ki ao tung Ro ad, Chap ei.

14. 10th District Cotton Weavers union, ichang Road.
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15. 5th District iPootung) Ship Building Workers' 
union, 64 Lan hyi Doo Road, footung.

16. Uniform Tailors union, ho.13 Foh Tsong Mi, 
Tang Kia Wan, West date.

17. Soy Shop Workers' union, 117 Foh Yeu Road, City.

18. Tooth rsrush Factory .Yorkers' union, Tuh Zung Mi, 
tiwei üing Road, jyantao.

19. 5th District Cotton weavers union, Moh Ka Doo, poctung.

20. 4th District Rubber factory Workers* union, 47 
Tien Dong Li, Tien Doong -Koad, Chapei.

21. Tanners’ Union, 37 Sing Ming Faung, nwei wing 
Road, wantao.

22. Medicine Shop workers union, yah joeh Loong, wantao.

23. 5th District Paper Factory Workers’ union,
Lan uyi Doo Road, footling

24. Dyeing Factory Workers union, 77 Kwang juh Road, chapei.

25. incense Makers' union, xung Chih Li, iah chih noad, 
wantao.

26. Lithographers union, 28 Chun Chi Li, Sinkiang Road, 
Chapei.

27. 3rd District Cotton "Weavers' Union, 558 Xing Sih 
Li, Tonquin Road.

28. Organ Makers’ union, 37 Sing Ming Faung, Shung 
Tsung Road, Nantao.

29. General Labour union , 117 Foh Yeu Road, City.

30. Chung Hwa Seamen's General Labour union, 33 Oong
Ka Ts Loong, City

Of the foregoing list, the General x>abour

Union which regards itself as the leader of local 

labour organizations is specially interested in this 

strike. Closely affiliated with local Kuomintang and 

the .Bureau of SoceL Affairs of the Shanghai Municipality, 

the General Labour Union has made every effort to assist

the strikers in settling the dispute. Chu Hsueh Fan 

influential committee member of the General

Labour Union has approached many local prominent
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Chinese to mediate but so far has met with little V 

success. Apart from rendering financial assistance, 

this union is believed to be responsible for the 

drafting and printing of many handbills and leaflets, 

purporting to emanate from the Strike Committee, 

through the "Dah Kung hews Agency", nankow ttoad.

Another body, the Chung hwa Seamen's General 

Labour Union, has rendered its assistance to the 

4th District Water and ülectricity workers' Union in 

trying to persuade the tow boat coolies of the Shanghai 

i’ower Company, who number some 103, to join the strike, 

although so far the scheme has not been successful.
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Data re the Financial Standing of the 4th 
District Water & Electricity Workers* Union

According to information received, the Strike

Committee has fixed the following scale of

expenditure:

$50 daily for the Strike Committee to defray 
tnMMfe' all miscellaneous expenses 
including propaganda work and maintaining 
operating staff, etc.

|30 daily for the 5 picketing groups totalling 
100 persons.

$18 daily for the Secret investigation croup.

$16 daily for tne Communication uroup.

in addition, registered strikers, who call

at the offices of the 4th District Water & Electricity

Workers' Union, 15 Shou ling jfaung, Tien Doong Road,

Chapei, from day to day, will oe given 40 cents.

With regard to the financial affairs of the

Union, no one but xang Chao Keng one of the

11 leaders seems to have any knowledge, xang has

arranged for the General .Labour union to be the 

cnstodian of contributions from local labour unions 

and for them to advance any sum to the Committee to 

meet daily requirements. it is estimated that up 

to the present, a sum of $2,700 has been received

as contributions from sympathetic labour organizations



Special Branch,

October 10, I933. y

Please go through the reports which have been made on the 

subject of the ;;triKc in the Shanghai Power Go. and 

furnish the following information in tabular form:

I) List of active organisers of the strike.

a) Kames and addresses.
b) Descriptions.
c) Brief note on s cial character of

activities

2) List of persons directing general intimidation.

a) Hames and addresses.
b) Descriptions.
o) Brief note on modus operand!•

3) List of persons in charge of intimidation 
by violence or participating in offences 
of such a character, giving

a) Names and addresses.
bj Description and antecedents.
c) Character of activities and possibility

of finding evidence against them

4) List of places where meetings are held by 
strike leaders and strikers, giving

a) Character of address and place located.
b) Nature of meetings which take place there.
c) General remarks ( to include time meetings 

are usually held) •

5) List of sympathetic organizations, giving
a) Name and address.
b) Character of assistance it is affording.
a) Affiliation of the organisation.

6) List of addresses, apart from those given under 
meeting places, used as bases by strikers.

jt.

a) Character of address and location.
Nature of activities which take place 

there. z-.
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' Morning Translation,

Sin W. n Pa.o a.nd other local newspapers»

LABOUR SITUATION IN THE SHANGHAI POWER COMPANY,

On the advice of the 4th District Waterworks 
& Electricity Trade Workers Union, the distribution 
workers of the new plant of the Shanghai Power Company 
have been maintaining the distribution of electricity 
and have not yet joined the "goGslow" strike. But 
work in various other departments has already been 
suspended.

It is lea.rned that the Shanghai Power Company 
has engaged white Russians to replace the "go-slow” 
strikers, but their number is not suffieient to carry 
on operations and in view of the fa.ct that many 
subscribers are applying for the installation of electric 
stoves for the approadhing cold weather, the management 
on the morning of October 30 detailed a number of Chinese 
and foreign engineers to call at the dwelling houses 
of the strikers,and force the latter to accompany them 
in motor cars to the plants to resume work. Yesterday 
morning, the management further detailed their engineers 
with the assistance of armed policemen and detectives 
to force some 30 more strikers to resume wobk.

It is reported that about 50 workers have 
been forcibly pulled to the plants. Yih Sun-chuan, Ghu 
Shih-soong and several others who escaped from the plants 
yesterday stated that as soon as the workers had been 
pulled to the plants, the management foorced them to work. 
As the Company had not yet expressed its willingness to 
accept the demands of the strikers, the workers refused 
to work and maintained their "go-slow" strike.

At 3 p.m. yesterday, Lee Jen-tso, a delegate 
of the People’s Movement Committee of the Central 
Kuomintang Headquarters, called at the General L^°ur 
Union to discuss the dispute wi th Shse Shu-bah )?
member of the Executive Committee of the Union, As 
his investigations into the circumstances surrounding 
the trouble were complete, Lee Jen-tso returned to 
Nanking by night express yesterday to report on the 
result of his investigations.

At an emergency meeting held at 8 p.m. 
October 30 by Chaoxhow Bellow Provincials Association, 
the Shaoshing Bellow Provincials Association and some 
20 other bodied in the Ningpo Bellow Provincials 
Association on Thibet Road, it was resolved to detail 
Gheng Tseng-cheu ( ^"6 jr ) » Soong Shih-hsiang ( ^^<),
Chen Dah-fong <_$C) and Toong Hsin-gin ( --J ziy ^- )
to call at the Shanghai Municipal Council on the morning 
of November 2 (Thursday) and demand that the Shanghai 
Power Company be instructed to devise ways and means 
of effecting an early settlement of the dispute, thereby 
preventing inconvenience to the public.

Il With a view to making the public understand
I the circumstances attending the dispute, the Shanghai 
I General Labour Union has edited and printed a book
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fen titled "The Report on the Labour Trouble in the 
Shanghai Power Company" to be distributed to the 
various public bodies 
apply to the General Labour

,Nantao.

Any one desiring a. copy may 
Union on Foh Yeu Road.

^i/pao publishes the following brief comment J
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It is an offence for a. prostitute to accost 
the streets and she is arrested by a policeman 
sent to court ■ the judge imposes a fine,
time when militarists were in power» they literally 
men to become soldiers, but no objection was 
by the people who were afraid to speak although

r

<^.4

meh 
she 
At t.' e 

^‘"'“forced 
_ raised 
M they hated these methods. 
Wi|X Luring the present labour dispute in the
/ly Shanghai power Company, the company is taking workers 

from their homes and forcing them to work.
For a. prostitute to accost people in the 

streets, for the militarists to compel men to become 
soldiers, and for the S.P.C. to compel men to work, all 
these are offences against the liberty of the people. 
There are laws governing punishment for these offences 
end these laws should be executed.
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CIRCUMSTANCES LEADING TO THE STRIKE.

After taking over the Electricity Department of the 

Shanghai Municipal Council, the Shanghai Power Company 

immediately devised measures to increase the electricity charges 

and to dismiss long-service and meritorious workers with a 

view to detaining the pensions which had been provided by the 

S.M.C. It is estimated that about 400 workers have been 

dismissed.

The entire body of hands became panic-stricken and 

commenced the organisation of a labour union which was formally 

inaugurated on July 25 last year. Reasonable demands that no 

dismissal of workers be made without cause and that the pensions^, 

be not detained were submitted to the management and rejected 

by it. In the meantime, the dismissal of hands continued.

Van Lih-zung, a member of the Standing Committee of the Union, 

was discharged.

When the demands made by representatives of the 

workers were rejected and the discussions between the foremen 

of the new and the old plants and Mr. Heald, Secretary-General 

of the Company, ended in failure, the hands became angry and 

suggested that a strike to cope with the situation be called.

In view of the fact that the electricity supply is 

a public utility and that the suspension of the service for 

even one day would greatly affect the community, we did our 

utmost to avert a strike. Later, the Union submitted a petition . 

to the local Tangpu and other political organs requesting them 

to detail-, officials to mediate. The workers of various 1

departments then made a written request to the Company to 

accept the offer of mediation, but the request was rejected. j

In July this year, a •’go-slow” strike broke out |

when the Company refused to pay the pension of a foreman 1

named Yang Ah-ohop of the new plant, but work was eventually 

resumed on the advice of the General Latour Union. On July 3

—— — ■—— - ■ ■ . z  ÜI 



the workers despatched 4 representatives named Nyi Wen-fu, 

Pan Kan-1ing, Chen Pao-kan and Chang Zai-sun to submit once 

more the lawful demands to the Company but instead of accepting 

them, the Company dismissed four men on the 5th. This action 

increased the anger of the entire body of workers and was 

the cause of the strike.

Chu Hsueh-van and Shao Hsu-bah, two Committee members, 

then requested Messrs. Yuan Lee-tung, Zee Hsin-loh and Mr. Wong 

Shao-lai, chairman of the Shanghai Chinese Chamber of Commerce, 

to make suggestions.

In September the Company dismissed three more workers 

named Sih Ah-pao, Tai Zung-han and Ying Ping-kan of the new 

plant. Negotiations over these dismissals were opened by the 

foremen of the plant with Mr.^SMem", the Managing-Director, 

but without result.

The entire body of workers could not tolerate this 

any longer and went on a "go-slow" strike from September 29. 

Thus, the labour trouble which had been brewing for more than 

one year finally broke owing to incessant acts of oppressions 

of workers on the part of the Company.

A TELEGRAM TO THE CENTRAL AUTHORITIES TO DETAIL 
OFFICIALS TO SHANGHAI TO CONTROL THE DISPUTE.

The General Labour Union on October 4 sent the following 

telegram to the People's Movement Direction Committee 

of the Central Kuomintang Headquarters at Nanking:-

•About several hundred Chinese workers of the Shanghai 

lower Company have been dismissed by the management on divers 

dates and pensions of workers provided by the S.M.C. have been 

detained. The workers have requested the Chinese members of 

the S.M.C., the local Tangpu and other political organs to offer 

suggestions, but owing to the obstinate attitude of the 

management* the disputes existing between the employers and 

the workers have remained unsettled.
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"The management recently dismissed 3 workers on 

false accusations, and the workers of the new plant, being 

out of patience, went on a “go-slow” strike from September 29O 

The stubborn attitude of the management caused the hands 

àf the old plant to join the movement from October 2.

"In view of the fact that the electricity supply 

has an important connection with the community, we instructed 

the workers to maintain the distribution of electricity with 

a view to preventing untoward incidents.

"We hereby request you to detail officials to 

Shanghai immediately to devise measures to put an end to the 

dispute with the co-operation of the local Tangpu and other 

political organs."

GENERAL LABOUR UNION’S INSTRUCTIONS TO WORKERS,

"Unable to bear the intolerable oppression of 

workers by the Shanghai Power Company, the entire body of 

workers went on a "go-slow" strike. The strikers who have 

some consideration for the peace and order in the community 

are maintaining the distribution of electricity.

"According to a report from the workers Union, the 

3 shifts of workers operating the distribution of electricity 

have repeatedly requested permission to join the movement.

"It is true that the distribution workers are 

willing to act in concert because their hardships have become 

greater day by day. Should the distribution of electricity 

be stopped for one day, terror would reign in the community 

and it is probable that other incidents might arise.

•Apart from requesting the Central authorities, 

the local Tangpu and other political organs to devise ways 

and means immediately to cope with the dispute with a view 

to bringing about an early settlement, we hereby instruct 

the workers Union to notify the distribution workers not to



stop the distribution of electricity unless they were 

compelled to do so."

LOCAL PUBLIC BODIES ENTERTAINED.

The General Labour Union gave an entertainment on 

the evening of October 8 to about 60 leaders of various public 

bodies, including Wong Shao-lai of the Shanghai Chinese Chamber 

of Commerce, Ling Kong-han of the Bankers Association, Dao 

Loh-ging of the Chinese Ratepayers Association, Chang Ts-lie of 

the Nanking Road Street Union, Loh Pah-hoong of the Nantao 

Tramway Company, Liu Hoong-sung, an industrial magnate, Wong 

Tien-pang and Wu Han-ts of the newspaper circles, etc.

.Chu Hsueh-van, who presided, reported that at the /. 

beginning of the trouble, local Tangpu and other political 

organs and Mr. Jones, Secretary of the S.M.C., had attempted 

to mediate, but without result, owing to the firm attitude 

adopted by the Company. Since the taking over of the premises 

by the Shanghai Power Company, about 400 han.ds have been 

dismissed. It is recalled that the Power Company when controlled 

by the S.M.C. seldom dismissed its employees, but general 

dismissals for trivial offences are now the order of the day. 

Recently, the dismissal of three hands without sufficient 

cause, incited the other employees to strike. Owing to the 

obstinate attitude of the management, the strike has reached 

its present magnitude. The workers are willing to make 

concessions in order to prevent the trouble from increasing, 

and causing serious inconvenience to the public. The leaders 

are expected to submit proposals which will be accepted by 

the General Labour Union and will be the means of ending the 

dispute at an early date.

Ling Kong-han of the Bankers Association in submitting 

his views about the present labour dispute stated that the 

public must first acertain the "sincerity* of the management 

in conducting negotiations. If the management is at fault,
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Chinese directors and shareholders should withdraw their 

interests from the Shanghai Power Company in order to safeguard 

the rights of Chinese labourers.

Ou Tse-hou stated that without unity no person can 

exist and that it is not reliable to depend upon others. He 

expresses the hope that various bodies would unite and render 

energetic support to the oppressed Chinese workers.

Chang Tse-lien, in the course of his statement, states 

that the Chinese shareholders of the Shanghai Power Company 

should make some strong expression and that all subscribers and 

Citizens Federations should adopt an attitude of non-co-operation 

towards the Company. If a settlement cannot be arrived at, 

we should cease using electricity as a protest. At the same time, 

the Chinese ratepayers and Chinese members of the S.M.C. should 

give voice to their views and not make arrangements with the 

management in a humble manner.

GENERAL LABOUR UHIOK*S REPORT TO THE PUBLIC.

After the Shanghai Power Company took over the 

Electricity Department of the S.K.C., the Company, being anxious 

to amass wealth, and relying on the monopoly, planned to increase 

the electricity charges. It began also to dismiss long-service 

and meritorious workers. It is estimated that about 400 hands 

have been dismissed.

The Electricity Department of the S.M.C* adopted 

methods to encourage workers to remain at their d rati es diligently 

and the agreements which were drawn up by the S.M.C. for the 

workers when the enterprise was handed over to the Shanghai Power 

Company were destroyed by the management of the Company. The 

rights which workers had secured as a result of their merit were 

ignored. We detailed representatives to open negotiations with 

the Company and to request the Chinese members of the S.M.C. 

to mediate, but the representatives were dismissed for opening 

negotiations and the mediations by the Chinese members of the
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S.M.C. had no result. Following upon the unsuccessful 

interventions fty hy Mr. Jones of the S.M.C. and the 

representatives of the local Tangpu and other political 

organs, the workers could not help but declare a "go-slow'' 

strike as a warning to the Shanghai Power Company in a 

manner that will not affecting the rights of the community.

Instead of clanging its obstinate attitude, the

management went so far as to close the gates of its factories 

and declared a lock-out.

We are fully aware that the anger of the oppressed

men will result in incidents. We hereby hope that all 

electricity subscribers who have the right to supervise a 

public utility enterprise will rise and uphold justice as 

a warning to the obstinate management for disregarding the 

rights of the public and for being too anxious about amassing 

wealth. Ways and means to effect an immediate settlement 

of the dispute should be devised and both the ghinese and 

foreign employees should make every effort to establish 

a permanent foundation for co-operation.

The Electricity Department of the S.M.C. was in

business for about 30 years in the course of which, with the 

exception of the May 30 Affair, not an incident happened.

The Shanghai Power Company has been in control

of the same enterprise for four years during which period 

no fewer than 10 disputes have arisen and which did not 

become serious because of the advice given by this Union. The | 

present tense labour situation in the Shanghai Power Company 

was caused by the management, for had the latter been sincere 

about effecting a lawful settlement of the dispute during |

the negotiations by representatives of the workers and the 

mediation by Messrs. Yuan Lee-tung, Zee Hsih-loh, Chinese 

members of.the S.M.C., and Mr. Wong Shao-lai, chairman of 

the Shanghai Chinese Chamber of Commerce, the present 

situation would not have arisen. On the contrary, the



management not only rejected the negotiations of the workers’ 

representatives but was also iwxMk insincerity towards the 

mediation by Messrs. Yuan Lee-tung, Zee Hsin-loh, etc.

In the beginning there were no changes in the method 

of the administration of the Company by the Shanghai Power 

Company, yet the S.M.C. had operated the undertaking without 

any disputes, while the Shanghai Power Company has caused 

the present dispute to become more serious. It is evident 

that the trouble may also be due to mis-management e 

When the plant was run by the S.M.C., any worker 

who completed 20 years’service was given a superannuation 

of 5% of the total wages received during the period of his 

employment. This action of the S.M.C. removed all trouble 

during the past 20 years.

The present labour trouble arose through the dismissal 

of workers by the Shanghai Power Company. We admit that the 

terms of the superannuation fund of the Shanghai Power Company 

are better than those of the S.M.C., but the Company resorts 

to the use of "smoke screens* when dismissing workers. The 

dismissed workers are mostly those who ha.ve had several tens 

of years of service, and the Company brought false accusations 

against them so as to evade the payment of their superannuation 

funds. It is planning to dismiss all workers with about 

15 years’ service so that their superannuation fund might 

not be paid. The management has been dismissing workers 
120 

without cause, as can be proved by the dismissal of/long- 

service workers in May last year. The dismissal men were 

replaced by temporary workers with a view to curtailing 

the monthly wages bill.

The Company has secured extra revenues from the 

increase in electricity charges. According to present , ■ < ■ . ■ .... .... . . ■ • - -- ■ - ■ .. — . -* ; _ - ... ■ ■ / • r
circumstances, it is not necessary for the Company to submit ■...■ • »• -- * '

■ M .. ■■■■ r 5'

the proposal of curtailing the expenses and the meritorious
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workers should be granted better treatment. For instance, 

foreign workers, apart from the grant of a long leave, 

have an annual leave of two weeks to one month, but Chinese 

workers are not allowed leave. Foreign workers may study 

without cost, but naTchinese. Foreign workers are given a 

retiring gratuity of 10^ of the total wages received during 

the period of their employment while the Chinese hands have 

a superannuation of 5% only the payment of which the management 

has been planning to refuse. Apart from the General laanager, 

about 200 foreign employees have been engaged and the total 

pay roll is $200,000 whilst the number of Chfhese employees 

employed is estimated at about 2,500 and the total pay |

is $90,000. *I 
Being avaricious, the Company has dismissed '

experienced hands with long service and replaced them with 

new hands at a cheaper scale of wages. There is no questioning 

the fact that ability in the service is at a discount, and 

in consequence of this, all the subscribers will suffer.

If, unfortunately, the refusal of the Company to comply with 

the lawful and just demands causes untoward incidents, the 

subscribers and the community would be seriously affected.

\ For the sake of the subscribers end the community,

we have exerted every effort to advise the workers that the 

hands of the Distribution Department are not to go on a 

*tai-kung* or strike, and that they are to make concessions 

in their demands so that the hope of this Union for an early j 

settlement of the dispute may be realized immediately.

| The demands of the workers are as follows»-
£ ' ' '

’ 1. That any employee having completed one year’s service

upon being discharged by the Company should be given & 

retiring gratuity equivalent to 3 months* pay and a 

superannuation of 5$ of the total wages received during the 

period of his employment (all benefits to be forfeited if 

the employee is convicted of a crime by the Court).



2. That the Rules governing the dismissal of Chinese 

employees be clearly stated. y

3. That a yearly bonus equivalent to one month’s pay 

be granted at every year-end to those employees having one 

year’s service with the Company.

4. That with regard to the 400 hands who were dismissed 

without ca.use or discharged by the Company, seven be 

reinstated.

5. That wages for the period of the "go-slow" strike 

be paid.

According to the representatives of this Union, 

the a.bove demands are reasonable. With a view to respecting y, 

the rights of the public, this Union requires only a legal 

settlement of the dispute and will endeavour to persuade 

the employees not to take the law into their own hands.

GENERAL LABOUR UNION’S MANIFESTO.

We realize that the electricity supply is a public 

utility which is of great importance to the community. We 

have advised the workers to maintain the distribution of 

electricity in order that the subscribers may not be affected 

and have made a detailed report to the public asking for a 

fair trial.

Recently, the Company has engaged a large number 

of white Russians to replace the Chinese workers on strike. 

Such action aggravates the strikers, and it is evident that 

the Company does not intend to settle the dispute. Should 

the dispute remain unsettled, it is to be expected that 

untoward incidents will occur which will affect the prosperity 

and peace of the public.

The present dispute arose through the dismissal by 

the management of 3 workers, but many dismissals and the 

refusal of the Company to pay just gratuities during the past 

few years have induaed the workers to adopt a attitude.



Since the electricity supply is an enterprise 

closely connected with the prosperity of the public and peace 

and order in the community, we should settle the dispute, 

thereby preventing the outbreak of more unfortunate incidents. 

Our efforts have been unsuccessful. We ask the public to give 

a just verdict and we will abide by it."

LETTER TO THE MEMBERS OF THE S.M.C,

Fearing that the strike in the Shanghai Power Company 

might seriously affect the public, this Union has made every 

effort to settle the trouble. Although representatives of 
political organisations, such as Mr. Wong Shao-lai, chairman-^ 

of the Shanghai Chinese Chamber of Commerce, Mr. Yuan Lee-tung 

and Mr. Zee Hsin-loh, Chinese members of the S.M.C., have 

submitted proposals to the Company, the Company refused to 

accept them and maintained a,firm attitude. The Company also 

paid no heed to the proposals of Mr. Jones, Secretary of your 

Council which followed the petition of the workers. The workers 

were obliged to dedlare a "go-slow" strike as a protest to the 

Company*s actions. The strike took place owing^the Company 

declaring a lock-out. In accordance with the advice of this 

Union, the distribution hands are still working and public 

order has not been affected. We cannot guarantee that 

distribution will be maintained. Therefore, this Union held 

a conference with leaders of the society and asked them to 

preserve peace and order. Up to the present, the Company has 

no definite policy and has done nothing except publish a 

letter containing false statements. There dan be no doubt 

that the Company intends to ignore the advice of this Union. 

As the Council is responsible for maintfcLning peace in the 

Municipality, you should give your whole attention to Modi » ’ 

the matter, and carefully examine the letter addressed to the 

various bodies and the reply to the workers of this Union.
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This Union has done its utmost to persuade the workers to 

modify their demands, and should the Company refuse to 

accept these it is evident that the Company refuses to consider 

public right and municipal administration.

Your Council for the sake of public peace should 

advise the head office of the Company in America to change 

the present management, otherwise besides ignoring the 

proposals of Hr. Jones, they will also ignore the authority 

of the Council.

We hope that the Council will help this Union in 

settling this dispute, and await a reply to this letter.

NOTICE REQUESTING THE SUPPORT OF THE PUBLIC.

Twenty-nine days have already elapsed since the 

dispute arose in the Shanghai Power Company, which later 

developed into a labour strike through the oppresive act 

of the Company in declaring a lockout.

Before the "go-slow” strike took place, our Union 

had spent six months in seeking ways and means to solve the 

labour problem of the Company, because the workers had submitted 

a demand to the Company which if granted would have ensured 

the protection of their interests. The indiscriminate 

dismissal of employees had aroused discontent, and the present 

workers were afraid of meeting the same fate and facing the 

misery of unemployment.

The object of the present workers’ demands is not 

directly concerned with superannuation. They are struggling 

to gain Security in their livelihoods and interests. It is 

only just that this security should be gained after twenty 

years diligent service. The S.M.C. respected the workers’ 

merits in this public utility business, and asked the Company 

to reward such merit. The former Chief Engineer and 

concurfently the General Manager of the Company knew full well 
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that the Chinese workers were deserving of merit and in his 

written statement to the Board of Directors, he emphasized 

Article 14 of the workers agreement which states that the 

security of workers positions and interests would be respected 

by the Company in the same manner as before. In supporting 

this statement, the Head Office in America had dispatched 

a telegram to China promising that the careers of all Chinese 

workers in the Shanghai Power Company would be protected. 

Thus we have definite proof that the Chinese workers have 

already secured the right to the protection of their interest 

and positions. Now, the present manager of the Company 

disregards both the promise of the Company in America and 

the statement of Mr. Aldridge, the former Chief Engineer 

and General Manager, and has wantonly destroyed the security 

of the workers* interests. In the first place, some 400 

workers were deprived of their livelihood by this management. 

Lately, four other vrorkers have been dismissed for opening 

legal negotiations with the Company. Again, three workers 

have been discharged for discussing the question of the 

protection of the workers. According to these facts, it is 

evident that the Company should bear the responsibility of 

breaking its promise and disregarding the rights of the 

workers. The workers did not go on strike without sufficient 

reason, because it was only after the Chamber of Commerce, 

the local official and Kuomintang organ, the Chinese members 

of the S.M.C. and Mr. Jones of the S.M.C. had failed to find 

a remedy for the trouble, that the workers commenced a ■go-slow* 

strike to serve as a warning to the Company. The Company 

must not forget that several proposals were submitted before

hand, neither did the workers go on strike without first 

giving reasons. To state that the strikers was instigated 

by a few ringleaders who hoped to obtain profit from the 

movement is utterly false. Are the workers foolish enough 

not to protest when their interests are at stake? The workers

..... :
..............................................-" -y ■ . v :
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have their own interests to protect therefore the "go-slow" 

strike is a reasonable movement. The strikers have accepted 

our advice to maintain the supply of electricity for the 

public, and we believe that the condition of the workers 

is a subject for sympathy and that the obstinate attitude 

of the Company is maintained with a view to prolonging the 

strike. The Company pays no heed to public welfare and is 

interested only in private gain, so it ignores the mediations 

and good wishes of the representatives of the Kuomintang 

and other political organs, the chairman of the Chamber of 

Commerce, the Chinese members of the S.li.C., and Mr. Jones, 

Secretary of the S.M.C. The rejection of the workers 

demands is entirely unreasonable and the letter addressed 

by the Company to the public contains many false statements 

which mislead the public. Furthermore, the Company maintains 

an autocratic attitude and continues to dismiss workers. 

This attitude of the Company has prevented our Union from 

introducing the policy of co-operation between labour and 

capital and has lowered the prestige of our Union. Our 

endeavours to mediate in the dispute are unable to change 

the attitude of the management of the Company. We know full 

well that this oppression may have serious consequences, so, 

in future, if the workers indulge in adts which affect the 

peace and safety of society and inconvenience the subscribers 

to the Company, the responsibility of having caused the 

trouble cannot be evaded by the Company.

We know that our prestige has already been destroyed

and our efforts are exhausted, so we are forced to repeat 

our cry for public assistance. We hope that the Kuomintang 

and political organs, the municipal councillors, and the 

enthusiastic members of the various public organisations 

will quickly devise measures to prevent incidents occasioned 

by the workers forced by circumstances to go to extremes.
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Appendix.

The demands of the workers are as follows»- 

1. That any employee having completed one yearfs service 

upon "being discharged by the Company should be given a 

retiring gratuity equivalent to three months’ pay and a 

superannuation of of the total wages received during the 

period of his employment (all benefits to be forfeited if 

the employee is convicted of a crime by the Court).

2. That the Rules governing the dismissal of Chinese 

employees be clearly stated.

3. That a yearly bonus equivalent to one month’s pay be 

granted at every year-end to those employees having one 

year’s service with the Company.

4. That with regard to the 400 hands who were dismissed 

without cause or discharged by the Company, seven be reinstated 

5. That wages for the period of the "go-slow” strike 

be paid.

We hereby give the following explanation for the 

five demands submitted by the workerst-

In the first place, we have to Beclare on behalf 

of the workers that the dispute was not caused by the dismissal 

of certain workers. The strike arose through the desire of 

the workers to protect their livelihood and rights in the 

future. This can be proved by reading demand No. 4 which 

stipulates that seven persons out of the 400 dismissed workers 

be granted reinstatement.

Secondly, with a view to helping the management, 

the workers have abandoned the demand for reinstatement of the 

400 dianissed or discharged workers with the exception of 

seven already mentioned. According to the demand No. 2, the 

workers express their willingness to observe the rules 

governing the dismissal of workers by the management for 

committing offences which consitute violations of the Rules .



This shows that this attitude of the workers is reasonable. 

In the third place, the three other demands were 

based on the Factory Law and the circular procedure of 

treatment of workers! they cannot be considered unreasonable. 

In pursuance of the promise "We are anxious to have the 

employees become members of our body" promulgated by the 

concern in .America, those employees who are considered to 

have been loyal and faithful to their duties by the Company 

are to be granted an increase in their superannuation fund 

and are to be treated like the foreigners.

The letter of Mr. Aldridge, the former manager, 

addressed to workers is appended.

"Following the purchase of the Electricity Department 

of the S.M.C. by the Company, I know there will be many workers 

who fear for their positions. This fear will arise because 

you do not quite understand the plan of the Board of Directors 

of the Special Electricity Department and Article 14 of the 

agreement published by the Board which directs that special 

attention will be paid to the interests of workers and to the 

protection of workers positions. All workers will continue 

to occupy their usual positions. The representatives of the 

American Power Company assure me that no alteration in the 

conditions of workers will be made. The Power Company in 

America has sent a telegram to assure you that no alterations 

will be made."

The telegram is reproduced as followst- 

"To Mr. Aldridge,

Our International Company hereby welcome you 

as a member. All our members will protect the interests 

and positions of the employees of the Shanghai Company. 

We believe that the new Company in Shanghai will depend 

greatly on the co-operation of its workers."
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Article 14 of the Memorandum of the Special

Committee for the sale of the Electricity Department of 

the S.1I*C* provides that the Shanghai Power Company should 

accept completely the obligations of the S.M.C., sujah 

as the payment of annual bonuses, superannuation fund and 

other rights of both the Chinese and the foreign employees 

of the Electricity Department and recognise the employment 

of the employees and no worker be dismissed except for 

inability, negligence in the execution of duty or other 

causes as stipulated in the agreement with the S.M.C.

In Kxxy. conclusion, our Union has to state that

we have done our best to promote mediation to settle the 

dispute. Following the strike of the workers, we advised 

the workers to maintain the distribution of electricity 

with a view to maintaining public safety and the rights of 

the subscribers. Of late, we raised funds to assist in 

providing livelihood for the workers in order that the 

trouble might not reach serious dimensions and to publish 

a statement to-day for the information of the public. 

Hereafter, we shall not publish further statements owing to 

lack of funds or it may be that we shall have no further 

opportunity of publishing them.. We hereby request the 

public to give its support to this just cause*

WORKERS» LETTER ADDRESSED TO THE PUBLIC BODICES

The 2,000 strikers of the Shanghai Power Company

on November 15 issued the following letter addressed to 

various public bodies refuting the statement published by

the management on November 14 in various local newspaperst-
$

■

"In its statement, the management declares that

the wages of Chinese employees have been increased by 26^.

Supposing this be so, the wages of an employee which were

$50 formerly will now be $63. But those workers whose pay 

was $50 formerly are now paid $51 only. Thus we can see
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hew the Company misleads the public.

It adds that since 1928, the Company has discharged 

21.6 per cent of foreign employees and 18.1 per cent of 

Chinese employees. This shows that the Company has violated 

the agreement concluded during the handing over of the 

firm by the S.M.C. and the statement of Mr. Aldridge, the 

former Chief Engineer and General Manager, about the security 

of the vorkers'interests. The management is not sufficiently 

acquainted with the methods of administering the firm to 

make progress in the power enterprise.

The measures regarding gratuities are truly better 

than those adopted by the S.M.C., but to say that the 

gratuities have already been paid is absolutely absurd because 

the workers named Vai Lih-zung, Pan Kan-lin, Kyi Wen-fu, 

Chang Zai-sun and Chen Pao-kan who were« dismissed for

opening negotiations with the Company and Ying Ping-kan, Tai 

Zung-hang and Sih Ah-pao recently discharged without cause 

have soêu not received any retiring gratuities except their 

wages. More ijjen among the 400 dismissed have not obtained 

any gratuities to date. Let us ask whether the Company is 

able to give evidence of the fact that the discharged men 

have already received the grants.

Some time ago, Vai Lih-zung, Chu Hou-sun, Chiang 

Tseng-min and Kyi Wen-fu represented the workers to open 

negotiations with the Company, but without result. 'Shen they 

called on the management again and made a second request, 

Vai Lih-zung was dismissed. The request submitted by the entire 

body of foremen was also ignored. On July 3 this year, Kyi |

Wen-fu, Pan Kan-lin, Chang Zai-wùn and Chen Pao-kan were 

detailed ks as representatives to open negotiations with '

the Company over the question of the payment of superannuation 

fund. In consequence, these repsesdntatives were likewise 

dismissed. Further requests made ftnxwt by the employees

■ ' ' . • V - <
1



met with no result, 
y 

At the request of the Labour Union, the local 

Tangpu and other political organs have twice despatched 

officials to make investigations and to act as mediators 

in the dispute. But the offer of mediations was not 

accepted by the management.

Chu Hsueh-van, Shao Hsu-bah and others have 

requested Mr. Wong Shao-lai, chairman of the Shanghai 

Chinese Chamber of Commerce, and Messrs. Yuan Lee^tung 

and Zee Hsin-loh, Chinese members of the S.M.C», to 

mediate. The attempt to mediate produced no result through 

the obstiiate attitude of the management.

At the request of 200 workers, Mr. Jones, 

Secretary of the S.M.C., then called at the Company and 

offered proposals to settle the dispute, which were also 

rejected.

The above statement reveals that we have done 

out utmost to avert the outbreak of the “tai-kung" which 

was immediately followed by a strike owing to the fact 

that the Company ordered their gates to be closed and 

refused admittance to the workers after a *tai-kùng* had 

been declared.

MOLBESTO OP THE 4TH DISTRICT WATERWORKS & ELECTRICITY 
trade Workers uuionT

With its huge capital, the Shanghai Rower Company 

bought over the Electricity Department of the S.M.C. 

and regarded this public utility enterprise as a private 

organ from which it could secure benefits. Regardless of 

the economic depression in the community, the Company 

unhesitatingly introduced its new electric metiers, thereby 

effecting an increase in electricity charges.

Under the pretext of bad business, the Company 

in June last year dismissed about 330 workers but later 
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engaged, some 100 temporary hands. Obviously, the object 

of the dismissals was only to deprive the workers of their 

superannuation fund, and yearly bonuses.acKiit Yet the 

workers were patient and did not argue with the Company.

More oppressive measures were adopted by the 

imperialistic Company which further dismissed without cause 

4 hands in July this year. Relying on its imperialistic 

influence, the Company rejected the offer of mediation by 

Messrs. Zee Hsin-loh, Yu Yah-ching and Yuan Lee-tung, 

Chinese members of the S.M.C. , Mr. '.7ong Shao-lai, chairman 

of the Shanghai Chinese Chamber of Commerce, and representatives 

of the local Tangpu and other political organs. While the 

Chinese members were submitting other proposals, this obstinate 

management again dismissed three more workers and refused 

to agree to the issue of superannuation fund to the workers.

In short, the imperialistic capitalists have regarded 

the Chinese v. orkers as being of no importance. For the 

dignity of our nation and the rights of our workers, we 

will struggle to the bitter end. We earnestly hope that the 

public will give us their sympathetic assistance.

JOINT MANIFESTO OF THE S.P.C. EMPLOYEES MUTUAL BENEFIT 
SOCIETY.

Relying on its immense capital and the authority 

of extraterritoriality, the Shanghai Power Company has 

monopolized the public utility electric enterprise. It has 

commenced an increase in electricity charges and violated 

the rights of our employee®. From time to time, the Company 

attemitted to discharge the employees who had been in the 

employ of the S.M.C. At first about 130 hands of the old 

plant were unconditionally discharged but owing to the 

intervention of Lawyer Loo Jeh, the discharged wk men 

received a small amoulüt for retiring gratuities. In 1933, 

about 20 staff members were discharged. The dismissal
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of workers never occurred during the administration of 

the firm by the S#M.C#

With a view to protecting the existence of their 

own rights, the Workers' Union and the Staff Members 

Association were organised# Relying on the influence of 

the imperiilists, the Company used force to destroy the 

organised labour union# 4 representatives of the Union 

were dismissed for opening Negotiations with the management# 

Some time ago, the Mutual Benefit Society in view of the 

continuous dis charge of employees despatched a letter to 

the Company requesting it to pay attention to the stipulations 

of Article 14 of the agreement, but to date, no reply has been 

given» Later, the employees jointly submitted the demands 

for the protection of the employees handed over by the 

Electricity Department of the S#K#C# and an improvement of 

conditions of employees. These demands were ignored by the 

management# Recently, the Company dismissed three more men 

on some pretext and attempted to misappropriate the 

superannuation of 5$ of the total wages. The hands then 

went on a “go-slow" strike to serve as a warning to the 

management whereby the latter refused to allow the workers 

to enter the premises, announced the dismissal of the entire 

body of workers of the new plant and disregarded the inter

vention of the Chinese members of the S#M»C., the local 

Tangpu and other political organs# Therefore, the hands 

of the two plants were compelled to act in concert. Although 

the present dispute is between employers and employees, yet 

it is also a movement to resist the mighty Rowers and 

maintain the existence of justice and the existence of the 

whole Chinese race# We shall not be overwhelmed by force 

and hope that the public will give their sympathetic support 

to the strikers#
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4TH DISTRICT WATERWORKS & ELECTRICITY TRADE WORKERS 
UNION’S LETTER TO THE S.M.C? -----

Our workers were formerly in the employ of the 

Electricity Department of the Council» We were given good, 

treatment and. there was sincere co-operation between the 

workers and the employers. Therefore, trouble seldom arose.

Since the purchase of the Department by the Shanghai 

Rower Company, the latter has been making use of this public 

utility enterprise as a means of enriching a few individuals. 

The workers are frequently oppressed. Although the Company 

has been in business for about three years only, over 500 

workers have already been dismissed. The workers* benefits
/ ' ? 

formerly given by the Council have all been cancelled by the

Company.

In April this year, four workers were unreasonably 

dismissed. We requested Messrs. Yu Yah-ching, Zee Hsin-loh 

and Yuan Lee-tung, Chinese members of the S.M/C., and 

Mr* Wong Shao-lai of the Chinese Chamber of Commerce to 

mediate, but the Company ignored the mediation. Furthermore, 

the management of the Company has dismissed two more long- 

service workers on the ground that they were laay. Recently 

a worker was also dismissed after he had applied for three days’ 

leave owing to serious illness. The Company is now refusing 

to grant a pension to the workers under the pretext that the 

Company Lad the right to alter the regulations. All these 

acts are unreasonable. Therefore, we have reluctantly 

decided to declare a ’•go-slow*’ strike. We shall strictly 

observe peace and order during the strike and no unlawful 

action will be taken* As your former employees, we request 

the Council to lender us assistance.”

REASONS FOR SUBMITTING THE WORKERS* DEMANDS.

The 4th District Waterworks & Electricity Trade 

Workers Union has published the following reasons for 

the five demands submitted by the workers»-
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1. That any employee having completed, one year’s 
v 

service upon being discharged by the Company be given a 

retiring gratuity equivalent to three months’ pay and a 

superannuation of 5^ of the total wages received during the 

period of his employment (all benefits to be forfeited if 

the employee is convicted of a crime by the Court).

The Company must comply with the issue of pensions 

as arranged by the 3.1^0* Refer to Article 14 of the 

Memorandum of the Special Committee for the sale of the 

Eledtricity Department of the S.M.C, '.Whenever an employee 

is discharged, his livelihood will be difficult; therefore - 

the Company should g rant him retiring gratuities in order 

to enable him to meet expenses. Such measures have been 1 

adopted by other factories and cannot be considered 

extravagant.

2. That the rules governing the dismissal of Chinese 

employees be clearly stated and notified to all employees.

Factories have the rules governing promotions, 

rewards and fines on employees. As the Power Company has 

dismissed workers of its own accord, we cannot but submit 

a demand for the enforcement of the rules with a view to 

averting future disputes»

3. That a yearly bonus equivalent to one month’s pay 

be granted at every year-end to those employees having a 

full year’s service with the Company*

The workers will never be able to save money if they 

have bnly sufficient to avoid starvation every month. We 

cannot help auhmitting this demand to facilitate the workers 

to meet their expenses during the Chinese New Year Festival. 

As to the workers, the bonus received by them for their 

one year’s labour will encourage them to work more diligently 

Furthermore, such measures have been adopted, especially 

in Shanghai by various Chinese and foreign factories^ such 

as the Chapei Waterworks & Electricity Plant, the



Nantao Electricity Company and the British-American 

Tobacco factories. V

4. That withægard to the 400 hands who were dismissed 

without cause or discharged by the Company, seven be 

reinstated.

Kyi Ven-fu, Pan Kan-lin, Chang Zai-sun and Chen Pao-kan 

were dismissed for having acted as representatives to open 

negotiations with the Company over an increase of compassionate 

grants to a worker named Chow Kan-fah who was killed while 

on duty. It is absurd to dismiss them.

Tai Zung-hang was dismissed for having left work.

Sih Ah-pao was dismissed and alleged by the Company to have _ 

voluntarily tendered his resignation when he was unable to 

call at the plant for an extension of his sick leave due 

to his serious illness. The employment of Ying Ping-kan 

was dispensed, with by the Company on the grounds that he 

had slept in the Machinery Room while on duty. The allegations 

were regarded as untenable, because it was a physical 

impossibility for any worker to sleep with the machinery in 

operation. As the reasons for the dismissal of these seven 

men were not sufficient, they should therefore be reinstated.

5. That wages for the period of the *tai-kung* and the 

strike be paid.

The dispute arose through the indiscriminate dismissal 

of workers and the refusal of the issue of pensions by the 

Company . As the present strike of workers of the Shanghai 

Power Company has been caused by the refusal of the management 

to allow the workers to enter the premises, the blame 

should rest with the Company and undoubtedly, the wages of the 

workers for the period of the “go-slow* strike should also 

be paid by the Company.
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MANIFESTO OF THE CHINESE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

In a manifesto, the Shanghai Chinese Chamber of 

Commerce alleges that the Shanghai Power Company has rejected 

the lawful Mediation of the Chinese official organs, thereby 

prolonging the trouble. The Chamber expresses its regret 

that the Company has not considered the importance of 

co-operation between the employers and the workers in such 

a public utility enterprise. The manifesto is published 

to draw the attention of the Company concerned.

CHINESE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE *S  LETTER TO THE S.M.C.

• '■ - ' " • 

. * <...

Twenty days have passed by since the outbreak of 

the labour trouble in the Shanghai Power Company. We 

recognise that strikes are usual occurrences but they ought 

to be settled either by direct consultation between the 

employers and employees or by the mediation of a third party. 

Such methods are usual even in the Chinese owned factories 

in Shanghai•

The Shanghai Power Company has refused to adopt 

either course of consultation or mediation by a third party. 

The Company is only desirous of treating its employees like 

the lowest coolies and this attitude which is adopted in 

other civilized countries to settle the labour troubles will 

not be tolerated in the Far East.

We earnestly hope that the Council would warn and 

correct the policy now being adopted by the Shanghai Power 

Company. j

CHINESE RATEPAYERS ASSOCIATION* S LETTER TO THE S.M.C, j

Th-i g Association had protested against the sale 

of the Electricity Department by your Council, because a 

public utility enterprise should be controlled by the j , r

Municipality of Greater Shanghai, otherwise the public and 

the workers would be at a disadvantage, if the concern was J
£ ' i j
! ' . ■ Z/-
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administered by a private body aiming at amassing wealth.

At the time when the firm was administered by 

your Council, the electricity charges were very low. The 

charges were increased owing to the high cost of coal, but 

the firm has not lowered the charges as a result of the 

slump in the price of coal.

According to a certain person familiar with the 

inner affairs of the Company, the speed of the new electric 

meters is much higher than that of the old ones. The 

management's treatment of workers is entirely wrong; it 

dismisses senior workers of high wages in order to curtail 

expenses and. engages workers from other places « Recently, >

the Company abolished the grant of gratuities as arranged 

some time ago by your Council. From 1893 to 1929 when the 

Electricity Department was conducted by your Council, no 

labour disputes arose except that arising from the May 30 

Incident. But since the taking over of the concern by the 

Shanghai Power Company, labour disputes have become common. 

Fortunately, the workers who were in the employ of your Council 

have been well-trained and are fully aware of the importance 

âf the rights of the public. The hands have endured the fact 

that they are being intolerably oppressed. Unexpectedly, the 

Company contrary to the Rational Recovery Act of President 

Roosevelt intensified the oppression of the Chinese workers 

which action might have caused unprecedented incidents. i

It is your duty to intervene in the dispute, and the 

Council should not overlook the rights of the public and shift j 

the responsibility to others. We hereby request your immediate 

intervention.

CHINESE RATEPAYERS ASSOCIATION'S LETTER TO "GO-SLOW 
STRIKE COWTTTEE, 

We were informed that the Shanghai Power Company had 

dismissed without cause the workers employed by the S.M.C. 

Electricity Department, refused to issue superannuation fund
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and rejected the offer of mediation by Messrs. Zee Hsin-loh, 

Yuan Lee-tung, Chinese members of the S.M.C., and Mr. Wong 

Shao-lai, chairman of the Shanghai ghinese Chamber of Commerce. 

We regret this contempt for the rights of the workers and 

for the mediators.

The hands were obliged to go on a "go-slow" strike 

to serve as a warning to the management whereupon the latter 

declared a lock-out which undoubtedly aroused the anger 

of the public.

We hereby hope that the workers will regard the 

rights of the people and will not follow the actions of the 

Shanghai Power Company and go to extremes. Apart from 

despatching a letter to the S.M.C. to make a just settlement, 

we give you this reply for the information of the workers.

JOINT LETTER OF VARIOUS SHOP-OWNERS ASSOCIATIONS TO S.M.C,

The Dried Goods Shop-owners Association, the Money 

Exchange Guild, the Sugar Merchants Association, the Vegetable 

Hong-owners Association and about 20 other trade associations 

on November 12 sent the following letter to the S.M.C.s- 

"Electricity is used by all public utility 

enterprises and shops. Should a settlement of the trouble 

in the Shanghai Power Company be delayed, trouble may arise 

and unrest may be felt among the citizens with a subsequent 

loss to the commerce. The blame should rest on the Company.

"The Council is a supreme organ established for the 

benefit of citizens in the International Settlement. It has 

the right to direct the Shanghai Power Company. It should 

issue a strict order to the Company to accept the lawful 

mediations by the Ghinese Government,"

LETTERS FROM VARIOUS BRANCHES OF DISTRICT CITIZENS FEDERATIONS 

The 17th, the 26th and/^29th Brandhes of District 

Citizens Federation have despatched letters to the S.M.C. 

and the Shanghai Power Company requesting them to devise 
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ways and means to bring about an early settlement of the 

dispute, otherwise the Company should be held to blame if 

any incidents occur and cause heavy losses to business men.

LETTER FBOK VARIOUS FELLOW PROVINCIALS ASSOCIATIONS TO 
CHINESE MEMBERS OF THS S.M.C.

Owing to the conduct of the management, there have 

been many labour disputes in the Shanghai Power Company 

during the past year. The recent strike is the most serious 

one. The situation is becoming more serious. If the strike 

continues, untoward incidents may be expected. For this 

reason, we request you to mediate in the dispute so that the 

interest of. the public may not be endangered and the anxiety 

of the Chinese workers of the Company may be relieved.

JOINT MANIFESTO OF VARIOUS FELLOW PROVINCIALS ASSOCIATIONS.

The electricity supply is an important public 

utility and therefore, the electricity enterprises in other 

countries throughout the world are conducted by the respective 

governments.

It is only four years since the Electricity Department 

of the S. ¥.C. was taken over by the Shanghai Power Company, 

but owing to the inexperience of the latter concern in 

administering a public utility enterprise, disputes between 

the management and the workers have frequently arisen.

Of late, the dismissal of workers and the refusal 

of the payment of pensions by the management have caused 

discontent among the workers.

In the present crisis, the workers have expressed' 

their willingness to make concessions yet the management, 

disregarding the rights of all subscribers, refuses to settle 

the dispute.

Many members of our associations are subscribers of 

the Shanghai Power Company and should the distribution of 

electricity be stopped one day, all the subscribers would 
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be greatly affected.

We have held meetings to discuss measures to cope 

with the matter and we resolved to give our support to 

the workers if necessary. We hereby request all public 

bodies to submit proposals with a view to settling the 

dispute and maintaining peace and order in the community.

LETTER OF CONSOLATION TO THS "GO-SLOW" STRIKERS,

You have been at variance with the management 

of the Shanghai Power Company for about 20 days. The dispute 

has not been settled owing to the obstinate attitude adopted 

by the management. However, you have maintained the supply 

of electric current, which shows that you have considered 

the interests of the public. We are quite satisfied with your 

action. Besides requesting the Shanghai First and Second 

Special Districts Citizens Federations to discuss measures 

for the settlement of the dispute, we ha#e requested the 

Chinese members of the S.M.C. to continue their efforts at 

mediation. We hope you will continue the maintenance of 

the supply of electricity to the public.

LETTER FROM THE NINGPO FELLOW PROVINCIALS ASSOCIATION 
TO THE S.M.C.

The Shanghai Power Company has obstinately refused 

to consider the proposals which would be beneficial to both 

the Company and the labourers. Such action on the part of the 

Company aggravates the workers, affects the convenience of 

all subscribers, and constitutes a disregard of peace and 

order in the community. The blame should rest with the 

Company if any untoward incidents occur.

We hereby request you to invite Mr. Jones, Secretary 

of the Council, to mediate in co-operation with Messrs. Yuan 

Lee-tung, Wong Shao-lai, Zee Hsin-loh and representatives of 

the local Tangpu and other political organs. Both the
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management and the labourers should be instineted to make 

concessions so that the dispute might be amicably settled.

LETTER PROM THS CHEKIANG FELLOW PROVINCIALS ASSOCIATION 
TO THE S.M.C,

According to a report from our members in the 

International Settlement, the "go-slow” strike in the 

Shanghai Power Company was caused by the action of the 

Company in disregarding the conditions of employment of 

workers and the failure of negotiations with the management. 

Fortunately, the distribution workers are still observing 

the order of the Union to maintain the distribution of 

electricity in order not to affect the peace and order in 

the community.

The dispute in the Shanghai Power Company has 

become serious and it is inevitable that a critical situation 

will ensue and our members will suffer heavy losses.

We hereby request you to instruct both the manageg^ent 

and the workers to open negotiations and to bring about an 

early settlement. Any party which adopts an obstinate 

attitude cannot evade responsibility for the forthcoming losses.

LETTER FROM THE ZANG CHOW FELLOW PROVINCIALS ASSOCIATION 
TO THE S.M.C.

Of late, newspapers report that the "go-slow" 

strike in the Shanghai Power Company arose through the 

frequent dismissal of workers by the management. Owing to 

the firm attitude adopted by the management, the labour si

tuation has reached serious dimensions. The question of the 

entire booty: safety of the community is at stake, and should 

any untoward incidents occur, the citizens would be indirectly 

affected.

The Council diould pay attention to the matter,

otherwise the Council cannot evade responsibility for any



trouble which may arise although the "blame should "be borne 

by the Shanghai Power Company. y

We hereby request you to order the Company to 

effect an early settlement of the dispute.

LETTER FROM THE KIANGSU FELLOW PROVINCIALS ASSOCIATION 
TO THE S.M.C,

Most of our members are subscribers of the Shanghai 

Power Company. The present "go-slow" strike arose through 

the bad treatment of workers by the Company, and to date, 

the dispute which could have been easily settled, has been 

spreading day by day as a result of the obstinate attitude 

on the part of the Company.

In consideration of the rights of the subscribers, 

the workers are still maintaining the distribution of 

electri ci ty.

The situation has been growing steadily worse 

owing to the insincerity of the Company, and in the event of 

the management failing to see reason in the near future, 

the hands would be compelled to abandon the maintenance of 

electricity distribution. Consequently, untoward incidents 

might occur, thereby causing dur members to sustain business 

and other kinds of losses for which the Company should be 

held to blame.

The Council, being a supervisory organ, is requested 

to place restrictions on the unreasonable delay in a settlement 

by the Company so that our members may not be affected.

SUPPORT OF VARIOUS LABOUR UNIONS.

About 100 labour unions, including the Shanghai 

Postal Workers Union, the Postal Staff Members Union, the 4th 

District Rolled Tobacco Trade Workers Union, the Dried Goods 

Trade Workers Union, the 1st District Ordure Coolies Union, 

the 10th District Cotton Weaving Trade Workers Union, the
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4th District Silk Spinning Trade Workers Union, etc.

on November 13 issued a joint manifesto emphasizing their 

support to the strikers.

In a letter dated September 29 to the 4th 

District Waterworks & Electricity Trade Workers Union, 

the Postal Workers Union states that the postal workers 

will support the strikers.

At 2 p.m. October 25, the Shanghai General 

Labour Union held a meeting at which about 100 persons 

representing some 70 labour unions were present.

The following resolutions were passeds-

1. That the ■various labour unions do their utmost 

to contribute funds to the "go-slow" strikers of the 

Shanghai Power Company and that a petition be submitted 

to the General Labour Union to draw up detailed measures 

governing the collection of the contributions.

2. That the various labour unions issue manifestos 

concerning the labour trouble in the Shanghai Power Company.

DIABY ON IMPORTANT AFFAIRS.

September 29. The 2,000 workers of the new plant became 

angry when the negotiations opened yesterday by six 

foremen with Mr. Elmer, of the plant were rejected. 

The workers then voluntarily commenced a "go-slow" 

strike from this morning.

The 4th District Waterworks & Electricity 

Trade Workers Union immediately submitted a report to 

the local Tangpu and other political organs, and issued 

a letter addressed to the workers.

The management issued a circular instructing 

the strikers to resume work before 2 o’clock in the 

afternoon, but up to the evening, none of the strikers 

returned to duty.
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September 30, The gate of the new plant was closed by the 

management. The workers were refused entry to the 

premises but informed that they had been discharged.

Hext morning, the entire body of hands 

called at the General Office on Kiangsi Road and asked 

for the payment of pensions, but without result. At 

noon, representatives were detailed to submit an appeal 

to the S.M.C. asking for assistance and were received 

by Mr. Jones, Secretary, and Mr. Ho Tuh-kwei, Associate 

Secretary of the Council, who informed them that a 

reply would be given after they had discussed the matter 

with the Company.

In the afternoon, the 4th District Waterworks 

& Electricity Trade Workers Union called a meeting of 

chiefs of various departments of both the new and the 

old plants, at which it was resolved to form a •’Go-slow'1 

Strike Committee.

October 1, About 800 ’workers of the old plant on Fearon 

Road joined the •’go-slow" strike this morning, but the 

distribution workers of the new plant still remained 

to maintain the distribution of electricity.

The 4th District Waterworks & Electricity 

Trade Workers Union entertained local newspapermen and 

made a report on the circumstances attending the strike.

Mr. Jones of the S.M.C. gave a reply to 

workers to the effect that negotiations had been opened 

with the Shanghai Power Company, but owing to the latter*s 

firm attitude, no result had been arrived at.

October 2, The Company engaged a large nuinber of white 

Russians commencing operations from to-day.

The 4th District Waterworks & Electricity 

Trade Workers Union despatched a letter to the S.M.C. 

requesting it to uphold Justice.
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About 100 local labour unions issued a 

manifesto emphasizing their support of the strikers» 

October 3» The strikers detailed Myi VZen-fu, Chu Hou- 

sun and 4 others to submit an appeal to the 

Municipality of Greater Shanghai requesting assistance.

The Company notified the strikers to receive 

their pay at the Badge Room in Yangtsepoo. Up to 

5.30 p.m. none of the strikers called for the wages.

The local Tangpu and the Social Bureau 

detailed officials Tai Yu-hang and Chu King-tao to call 

at the General Office to interview Mr. Heald, Assistant 

General Manager, and to proceed with mediations, but y; J 

without result.

The Company despatched officials to request 

the wire-cutting workers to resume work, which proposal 

was accepted by the Union in consideration of the 

publi c welfare• 

October 4» In view of the serious situation, we held 

an emergency meeting and despatched a telegram to the 

People’s Movement Committee of the Central Kuomintang 

Headquarters requesting it to detail officials to Shanghai 

to control the situation.

The entire body of foremen of the two plants 

resolved to join the "go-slow" strike and the staff 

members were also reported to have the intention of ;

joining the movement.

October 5. We instructed the 4th District Waterworks & 

Electricity Trade Workers Union to order the distribution 

workers to maintain supply and not to participate in 

the movement unless they were compelled to do so.

The Company adopted an obstinate attitude 

and emphasized their intention to reject all proposals.

October 6» On the morning, Chu Hsu eh-van, Chow Hsueh- 

hsiang and Shao Hsu-bah, committee members of our
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Union, called on Mr. O.K. Yue, Chief Secretary of the

Municipality pf Greater Shanghai, and discussed with 

him measures to cope with the situation

The Company attempted to engage the workers

of the Anderson Meyer Company to replace the strikers

The attempt was futile

October 7 Apart from submitting a petition to the local

Tangpu and other political organs to immediately bring 

about an early settlement of the dispute, we notified

all labour unions to do their utmost to give financial

as si s tan c e

October 8 The entire body of Chinese staff members

joined the strike this morning and a joint manifesto

was issued by the Staff Members Mutual Benefit Society

and the 4th District Waterworks & Electricity Trade 

Workers Union.

We gave an entertainment in the evening jafc*

to various leaders of public bodies at the Dah Si Yang

Restaurant at which a report on the-asMaaEioc circumstances

surrounding the strike was made

October 9 The various local bodies became indignant

iaaaarbecause the management rejected the offers of

mediation Letters from the Chinese Ratepayers

As so ciation in the International Settlanent and the

17th Branch District Citi®ens Federation were sent to

the S*M.C. requesting it to immediately devise ways

and means to bring about a settlement of the dispute*

October 11 The entire body of Chinese staff members

held a general meeting in the premises of the Youths

Propaganda Group Society at Small West Gate

at which it was resolved to form a *Go-slow" Strike

Committee 4

An English statement was published by the
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Company, in which cunning refutations regarding the 

cause of and the responsibility for the present y 

trouble were made.

The Zangchow Fellow Provincials Association, 

the Kiangsu Fellow Provincials Association, etc.

despatched letters to the 3.E.C. and the Shanghai power 

Company urging them to immediately settle the dispute, 

otherwise the Company would be to blame for any incidents. 

October 12. The People’s Movement Committee of the 

Central Kuomintang Headquarters despatched a telegram 

to the Municipality of Greater Shanghai and the local 

Tangpu instructing them to immediately offer proposals.

More Chinese staff members were reported to 

have joined the strike.

The Chekiang Fellow Provincials Association 

and various local shop-owners associations sent letters 

to the S.M.C. stressing their opinions re the present 

trouble.

October 13. The various local felrlow provincials 

associations yesterday evening held a joint meeting at 

which measures to support the strikers of the Shanghai 

Power Company were discussed. The Ningpo Fellow 

Provincials Association sent a letter to the members of 

the S«M»C» expressing anger over the disregard of the 

rights of the public, and urging them to immediately 

draw up measures to control the trouble.

October 14, in refuting the open letters published in the 

advertisement columns of various local newspapers by 

the Shanghai Power Company to mislead the public, a 

letter addressed to the public bodies was jointly signed j

and issued by the entire body of workers, numbering I

about 2,000. I

I'- ,
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October 15. The "go-slow" strike continued and the 

labour situation still remained serious.

October 16. The Chinese staff members who had joined 

the strike resumed work due to threats and inducements 

by the Company, but none of the workers on strike 

called at the plant to resume.

October 17, Messrs. Yu Yah-ching and Yuan Lee-tung, 

Chihese members of the S.M.C., were requested by 

this Union to mediate.

October 18. This Union despatched a letter to the S.M.C. 

urging it to settle the labour trouble in the Shanghai 

Power Company. Local newspapermen were entertained, y 

a report on the strike made and a manifesto issued. 

The strikers detailed representatives to make appeals 

to parties concerned.

October 19. The Shanghai Chinese Chamber of Commerce 

sent a letter to the S.M.C. requesting it to wain and 

correct the policy adopted by the Shanghai Power Company. 

The various fellow provincials associations also wrote 

to the S.M.C. asking for an early settlement of the 

trouble.

October fl. The Ministry of Industry detailed Mr. Pao 

Kio-hwa, Chief of the 4th Section of the Labour 

Department, to Shanghai to make an investigation into 

the S.P.C. dispute.

Mr. Bell, Chairman of the S.M.C., offered 

proposals.

October 22. The various local fellow provincials 

associations issueda manifesto supporting the S.P.C. 

strikers. Letters to console the strikers and to the 
i <
Î Chinese members of the Council to offer proposals were
I despatched.
I
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October 23. At 2 p.m. the Social jsurea.u held a meeting 

at which Yih Ziang-kao and Shao Hsu-bah of this 

Union were present to interview Mr. Pao Elio-hwa, 

special delegate of the Ministry of Industry, and 

to inform him of the true facts of the strike. 

Measures to deal with the trouble were discussed.

October 24. At 3 p.m. Mr. Fessenden, Secretary-General 

of the S.M.C., invited Mr. Doo Yueh-sun, member of 

the Council of the Chinese Municipality, to arrange 

measures to cope with the dispute.

October 25. At 2 p.m. we called a meeting of various 

labour unions to discuss measures to support the 

strikers. A statement requesting the public support 

of the S.P.C. strikers was issued.

October 26. The People’s Movement Committee pf the 

Central Kuomintang Headquarters detailed an official 

Lee Jen-tso to Shanghai to make an investigation. 

He made a detailed inquiry at the Municipality of 

Greater Shanghai and the local Tangpu. The circumstances 

surrounding the labour trouble were closely investigated 

in an interview with Chu Hsueh-van and Shao Hsu-bah, 

Committee members of this Union.

October 27. The 4th District Waterworks & Electricity 

Trade Workers Union submitted five demands in addition 

with reasons to Mr. Fessenden, Secretary-General of 

the S.M.C., through Mr. Doo Yueh-sun, thus facilitating 

his intervention.
Î ' 

October 28. Mr. Lee Jen-tso of the People’s Movement I
i 

Committee of the Central Kuomintang Headquarters |

called on Mr. O.K. Yue, Chief Secretary of the |
1 ■ ■ " * ■; 

Municipality of Greater Shanghai. Measures to control .

the labour trouble in the Shanghai Power Company were „

devised.
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‘Üküa various public bodies were in 7 

agreement with the statement made by our Union.

-1
J
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. ÏWHBH .4 T.ak'JÛflîl; 71 T?U JTlK .qjlA^ ?€■ 2gT/>lL 
.............

Th© General labour Union on CatoWr 4 «©nt th© following
issftâsm tolegma to the ksopls’o i-xsvanent MroaUon tevdttw 

of the Central yfcordntans Hoadqunrtero at ■fenfeingt*
•About errerai hundred Chin«»e wrkure of th© ^jmghal

imr ^«pany Mrs been dioioaod by th® on divers

dates and pansions of wrkors provided by the 3«M«C« have boon 
do Vinod, the write a bwe requested the Oansw Babore of

the th® loooi Ttw’pu and other political organa to offer

r-. snggostioa©» but owing to the obstinate attitude of the
the disputée «slating between th© asployorss and

We work®re have rmsined unsettled»



*Dm» »anag ornant recently di sit'd s and 3 o©V
fc-Jae .isausutiono» unü the wc-ricer» of t\o ne® ,vl-.nt# being
.'®f patienoe# want on & “in-slow* strife» £w ■'•^'tarder 8®* 
Vh» atobtorn attitude ©f th« mam^.ment outwea tiio htmdc
éf tho ©id plant to Join the awwmt fror. Cote 1er 8*

*în vie» of tha fast Ux-.t th© electricity supply
'ko rm import mi sonna a tien with the o&rruMty» « instructed 
t.c. wcrïsare to mintoin tho distribution sl^utrluity with 
a view to prsvmtine untoward inaldonta»

“•e iwieigr you to datoil to
:!■ s -s.’.'i iffipadtotoly to dévias wi uroo to yvt m and to tiw 

ûloputô «ith tiw oo-oper.stinn of the loo 1 >»a>w and other" 
pc 1.1 UoJ ora:4io**

'’Unable to beer the intolerable oppswalcn of 
a^ers by toe /Irnrhai .©wcr Con uny, the mtire tody of 
wf&erg went on a “^o-alow3 otriko. The etrflsms uto haw 
gœa oonnidor?tion for the poses and orders in the ocwamlty 
ar mintoinine the distribution of deotH olty»

"Aooordlng to a report frwa the worker» bnion, the 
3 aMfto of wrkore operating the dletritortton of eleotrioity 
i^v® ropeatadly requested pesaimdon to Join the mvefâüaat»

«It io true? that the distribution wrkor® are ; 
willing to aet in concert beoauBe their hardahlpa have beoose 
er^tor diy by duy« should tiw Metributfcm of dwtrieitF 
iw stopped for <n® day» terror would reign in the sscmmiV 
c.nd it io proWMe that other incident» isight arftee*

“Apart from requesting the own tri autoeritloet ^*^7 

tho local Tangt© and other political ergme to device W» 

•md moan imedlotely te cope with the dispute with a view 

to bringing atout an early eotttenent»K£ we hereby inetmet 

the wrhers Union te notify the dietrilmtion wrhere not to -
■ ■‘•yjpSI 

U\. - v- ‘‘V,

lliiyi- ~ - ■ '.......... .



step ih® diolrlbution of electrial ty unlees Vw wr-?

impelled to de so •**

fc;w.l&-.àillr...*t ij lï tfwfô.. Lu -Uhi ... .

The Gonorjl ;Abour Union «nie?' • ins.smt on

the ’♦«mins of October 8 to about co lamUre cf v-rioue publia 

bc-';iij«s including Long .Àhac«lai of the ..»h *t,*b4 trinaaa Choker 
. < ;o- i.oroo, Mn# *'ong-iun of tno rwahorc 4uwftl->ticn» iüo 

. of the ..-catop^’era acsooi ti^u» Jh-ng To-llo of

■L'.p '.-:m»d street Union» ^oh rk>to. if of the Ikmtao
.'. . wsÿ Ja&pany, Jto l&on^cung» an inüuatri 1 n»*c?»te> «#one 

rfu E--n-ts of the ncm^jir si rule 4» etc# 
;.5ui who presided# report. «1 tn*.--t at the

0„inrdru; Gt the trcullo, local T«ngpu politiaM

of' ,-n» ynd Hr* 4onse# -secretary of the 1#- #L«» had ettoEpted 
te ,,oC.J.-tc» Uit vd tient remût» owinc: to toa flara attitude 

>£k/.»0d by tha u»poay. jinea the taking ovor of th® pnanisms 

bpf tho Jv4i{^ni A^ower Ctenjmny» about OC Minds have bom 

disaioaed. It is reaXllad tMt the #ower v&en asntrolleà

ly the »a. addon di missed ita «pûoy©oos Hit gmwrisl 
dlteis^ls for triviol offonoe» era new the order &f the day* 

fiaaonUy» the dimiseal of three bond© wlth^t sufficient 
s«0»i incited the other «aployeee to etrifce» vwing to the 

obstinate attitude of the nmagmmtt tl«e stM&a ten reached 

it® proMnt twnitudu. The workers ore wiliifip t© mke 

QondeMione in order to prevent the trcnftlo frcm inaroaeiggt 

and amaing oerious inconwnianae to the putlie* The lendox-e 

aro cheated to subnit propoMle wMdh will be aocspted by 

the Ooneral Latour Union sad will bo the of ending ths 

dispute at an mirly date#

Ling Kon^’4u*n of the bsmker® A»8«:d.L.tion in wMitifig 

Mi views about the pment labour dlepute eV.»ted tbit the 

p-ullie mist first aeertain the •einooritjr* el the «anag«Hmt 

in ocnduoting negotiations# if the mwiawnt le at fault» ';:



& -

Chinone dlreotoru and shareholders 81tf-ul£ -.âiïi-iM their 
ialurests fr#& the .Junghui lower 3oisi’a«/ i-; vrûer to mfocuird 
t.i« rights oi Chinese labourer®»

C-u Twhuu th.-'t «dtijout un.itÿ no pea'wn ô^n
exhet that it 1© not reliable to dep<md ofaers» it® 
os^renaoo th® l»p« that various bodies w^l** nt to end render 
jam^atle support t© th® e?prei:wd Chinese

Chong Tms-lisn, :.n th® oourss ox ;*iB st-tieaunt» state® 
..... ; ths Chineoo ohareholdors ol the . ewr Jots-.uiiy
.u^uid £&&<) sqro strong e^resalan and tTv1 >.•!/. muesribors and 
tJitisroas yeoeretiens should udopt an attitude of ix<m*oo**oparution 
■„ «arCo the lmpu«y» Xf a «etflumat a--n3»t W (arrived at, 
va jitculd wxæ using elootrlelty no a protoeV» <M the ®u»e tin®» 
... .e :Maeso ratepaysrs and 4iiMae iw&ors <■•.• Vw uh»C» alsould 
/iv*a wise to their viaw® and not mke arr-ncsKsni® rd th the 

. >-3Kont in a humble manner»

m .
Mier Via Jh^ü'ui iower Ceaej^ny tmlf over th® 

jluatîdsity lepartmemt of the s»*ï-, »C«* the feeing anxious
to iJcao® w ith, and relying on tlw nonopely, planned to inoroaee 
the uleetriolty ohargee. It bagsa alee to dlaraias longwervioe 
and meritorious writer®» It 1® «ettmtmî that about 400 hand® 
Mvs Wen dlmlsiMHU

Th® Moatriolty Department of V« adopted 

eethali to oneourage wrhere to remin at thalr fiutie® diligently 

md the ®gre«R«ita vhioh were drawn wp by tlw for the 
aerkm wh® th® enterprise ma hmdod ewr to Utengïwl lower 

Jœ^ay were destroyed by the »anag«®«it of th® Cbmpaay» Th® 
rlshte wMoh writer» had eeeurod as a remit of their writ were 

ignored* wo detailed representative® to opm negotiation® with 
V o Jaffipmy end to rs^wst the Chine»® rmsbers of tlw 
to modiste® but the repre®eataUves were diol seed for opening 

neg© tintions end ths media tiens by the Odnwa embers of the

(- .vB® 1 .
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• ted no result. i’ollvMns upon tae wi’suoen^na
intorvariticms by l-y hr. *»cnos of the i^ud th#

V
»*<r«aint tlwi of th.® looM Taagpu and other pel j. tio®l
orgy»»» W workers oottld net help but deslari a ’W^alow*
strike «.a e warning to the Hianghoi lowar & j.4*ny in a 
nanrjer ttot will not oftooting the rights ef the oomunity*

Instead of cto-nging ita obatinute ^tUtode» Lho 

suaa<;>J»t wit »o far as to alose the ®*te« ef it» f&otories 
arid GWlarad n look-out.

-.<e fully aw-ro ttet the -anger of U» epproaœd 
mil result in inaidmts. wo imrai^jr to^.s all

subsaribsra who have th# tight to superrioe a
n'Mla'utility enterprios will rise and uphoU. ^usstloa
a Wvtui s. to t’m obstinate œmgamt for disregarding- the
ï'Iiÿ'.Ui of th# public and for being too anxtows atout «aaolng
wMtn. «ays and moans to effect m irradiate oetilm®nt 
of the dispute should be devised and to th to«e Chinese und 
forsiüB œployeeo should m;<ko ©vary effort to establish 
a ÿwoaat foundation for co-operation. *"

The Meotrlolty toparteent of the w-s in
busf.hoss for about 30 years in the ©ourse ©f rMich* ^dth the 
exception of the liay 30 Affair» not an incident teopened* 

*3ie Power 'tajxpany has b®m in control
of tM »£«ae enterprise for four years during t&lob period 

nc fewer thaa 10 dispute# hare arisen and which did net 

ba-a^a serious besmise of the advice glvsxi W tM» Union* *he 

proawit tenue labor si tuition in the Shsmgtal iowr CwW 

was ©weed by the Rxu^gœent, for hud the latter been elnaere 

aUut of footing a lawful sottlammt of the dispute during 

the nnsotisUona l^r rspreoantatire» of the wrWre ®nd the 

moMfticn igr Messrs* *u»a Jtoe*teng» M MaiiHLoh# fiMum 

Bombers of ths S*%*0«* and Mr. tong 31»o*Ui* oteinam'of 
. '*” ;W':*

the Ghlneoo Ghwnbor of QOMtereo» ^»o preetot
aitmtien would not hues arisen. On the oontraryf the

•>.
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not only rojcotad the nogoti tlona of the worker»* 
r<i rorjantrUros but was 4so JteccKt insineeriV tomrâs the 
delation by Mesure* Yuan to©-tuns* to© nein-loh* ete*

In the beginning there were no oh ngeo in the rwthod 
fit the udrl.nlBtr-'tion of the Company by ths .kt-nghai lower 

lorroi^jy, yet the b»r*3* had operator the wjfio taking without
Jlaj'utos, wMlo the .tswujlKi tower ^^x<ny to® ©ctueed 

tto r^a^it dloput® to beooj?.® more aorious» ït la ©vident 
tx.t Vie treutl® my al® to due to sd®-* ^najd^-jnt •

■iJson the plant ww run by the ♦» « «<» w woxfcer 
o^wloted 2D ya»ro*earviae wuo {-Ivan a m-jarwviuation

of 4' of tto W1 wugeo roo-aivad durin, th© period of hie 
œ-clcymant* This aotion of the 3*1‘*3* ra.x?wd ell trouble 

3t5riïfe: the past æ yearn.
The prenait labour trouble arosa Vrou&h the dlarlssal 

at workers by the Xow-sr Oonpmy. •© Milt that th®
torsi» of tto superannuation fund of the dU ivhMl ibwr Compo-ny 
ar-; better than thoee of the but t-4? resort®

to th© ®e of *aKok® eereens* when diwieeiug '.writer®* Th®
diamleood worker# oro ssoatly thoee who hwe l»d eewrul ten® .

©f year® of earvioe» smd th® Company te ughl false eosueatloiMi 
against ttw® oo as to ewde the passent of t-hair superannuation *
fund®. It 18 planning to di aril as all wrk.@r® with about

IB yeare* aervioe w> that their «uperamm U©n fund might
not bo paid» she mmgment baa boon dl&isMiw ■workers 

iao 
wittout euuee» u® oan be proved by the dlasaiaesl of/long- 

emvlos wrtere In May last year# The dlmieanft mm were 

replaoed by tasporary worker® with a view to eurtelllng

tto Mnthly «ages bill*
The ompw bee eeoured extra rovonuae f rm the

increase la ©leotrloity oh?»rgee* Aooording to present
■ ‘'X. 

odmaotonoeo* it io net nooooeaxy for the OwW *» mtelt
the proposal ©f ourtMllng the expenooa and the merit®rioue

iSS®
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■ærera should W granted batter troabaant» .'or Inst noo, 
fcr.ign wrkero» apart fro® th© grat &f & Itmÿ l®av«( 
h«ve to ammal leave of two wooke tt one lentti, iut Jhlnsaa V
vscrkero «M not allowed leave» Foroijja wo tfxera r*y study 
vithcut east, tait no^Cîxîneoe» rur/;/; wfhtH's sjkj civen a
n tiring gratuity of 10/ of the total w.jcn> .•?>?■ eel rod during 
the period of their aB^loynant while the IJmsue hujnds hfew

superannuation of S,. only the payment af rfdab the mnegmeit 
a bam planning to refuso. Apart fxur. the ’Awrl L-^-ger»

^W-t SOÇ foreign oriployeoa h^ve bom 4?nr/sg®i »nd the tot'-l 
puy roll le t,3009C00 whilst the nwsber a-' -■hfnaso wapluyoes 
mployod is eatir*ted at about gfB(X) am. tha UV4. pay 
la v90,000.

Being avariciuue, the ixœp'.my iw> di aniseed
v^pe* 1 enoed temds with long service end replaced thmn with ' 
new hands at a cheaper siule of waces« 'iherc* is no questioning 
ths fact that ability in the service Is at a discount# md 
in ©msoquenc® of tMs, all th® subscriber» will Buffer* 
If* unfortunutoly» the refusal of the ammsy 'to sorply with 
thu lawful and just demande caua«a untew<<rd Lnuidsmta» the 
subscribers and the emsmmity would be seriously affected*

For the eahe of the eubecribers md the ooewnity#
we have escorted every effort to advise t>w wrfeers that the 
hands ef the distribution riop^rtïsynt are not to on & 

‘’Ul-kung3 or strike» end that thay an» U> oonaoaalone
in their demode so that the hope of this Usion for an early 

settlewit of the dispute may be realised IrmS^tely*
The demands of th® workers are ao followst-

1* That any eroployoe having oee^letM one pour’s servioe 

upon being dieahir^od by the CSBRpany «hovid be given a 
retiring gratuity equivalent to 3 months’ w .and a 
superannuation of SjS of the total wages roaalved during the 

period ef his wloyMnt (all benefits to be forfeited If 
the employee is eonvioted ef • eri» ty the Oeurt)*

L ,A*sf.



That the hules governing the diaRiiest-.l of -TMmsa 

«fcv.Ioyewa dearly stated.
A„ That a yearly bonus sguivdmt to one nenth’-n pay 

bo vr-at^si at over/ yeur-and to those crtploy®©^ one
y^r’ 4 aarviee -dt/i th« rjomjxuriy.

•U ;tiMt with regard to the 400 bends who ware diwissod 

dVx.ut au39 or dioolrrged ty the Oompany» wwn bu 
rci.iyi toù.

wages for the period cf tiw strife®
T

Va P-4Û»
.*0®ruine, to th® rspre:ant tivee of thin Union» 

th® S!-..u:=w domnds arc rwascnable. with a riaw to respecting 
thy rights of the public;» this Union re mire® only a Isgal 

actuariat of the dispute and will endeavour to persuade 

the as loyaoo not to t«.k® the low into their ews

XA^Ufeu ■W.l.. ALit,. jaiyWCui.iXkA

to rediaa tliat th® deatricity oupr-V i« a publia 

utili ty which is of groat jjspwrtoiMM to the o«utjunlty« 
h&w aatlaad the worker® to maintain the distribution of 
oleetrisity in order that th® subsoriber® may not b® affeated 

«md hsn ;:ssde a detailed report to the publia aaxi.-c for a 

fair trial.

Hoocntly, th® QwW «ng^edi a larsse msnber 
of while .msMldns to repl&ee tha (Shines® «rkort on strife®, 

leah action agj^ruwtss the ®trife®re, &nd it ie evident that 

the ücmptMty does net intend te nettle the dispute* aheeld 
the dilute ret»in unset tied» it is to be esjpestad that 

untoward incidents will occur which will effeet tius prosperity 

and p«.ce of the publie.

ft* present dispute awee through the dismissal by 

the Koju^<®ent of S wxfeom* but »w dlamissMe and the 

refusal of the Qoapany to pay «h»t gratuities during ths past 
■ 

few yearn tew indueod the workers to adopt a attitude*



Since the electricity supply 1® xn
altawly ccn:->aatod with the prospe IV of the puXlto. und poaco 

y 
nd order in the comuni ty* *® sîv.uld settle the dispute,

tlx? roly preventing the outbreak of e»k unf or tun .«t® incidents, 

cur efforts have bo/n unsuoaesuful, '«e ash publie to give 

a Just v-wliot and we Mil abide by it,”

.Fa3ring that the strike In ths .Suc.M ^oumr Jmp «y 
; .Ai.jat acri^udy affect the publia, this Union l»a u&dc every 

e;.;..rt to sattl® the trouble, Although rspjx entxlives of 
xx/. !;la'J organisations, s-ch as fer, W alulrtioa

the Shanghai Chinese Shaæb r of Ccrawroo, lr, liu^n I.eo-tung 
ijttâ xr, Zoe Haln-loh, Chinese Mcrbors of ths have ■
J3u1x.lttad proposals to the Company, the OcK^ny refused to 

aoco^t thm and ralntMned a fix® attitude, Tho □c«K-p;-<ny alee 
paid no hood to the proposals of J.r, donee, .-oftratuxy of your 

.Jauudl which fallowed the petition of the workers. The workers 
ww obliged to doclsro a "go- do w" strike an a protest to the 

/êh 
actions. The strike took, place oMn^the Oompafly 

declaring a look-out* In acoordanoe with Üic advice of tMs 
Uni®», the distribution hands are still wrfelw ftnd public 

order has not b«*m affeetsd* we cannot guarantee that 

distribution will be Baint&lned* therefor , tMa Union held 

a ssxiferenoe with leaders of the oocieV «hd ached thaa to 

pre^irve peae® and order, Up to the present, the Coisp^ny has 

no definite policy wid Ims done nothing essce-zt publish a 

letter containing false ctatasentc* there can bo no doubt 

IM the Ctepany intends to ignore th» advice of tMn Union* 

M the Council la renponelblo for aainttlning peace In the 

Mm lol pall ty« y®» should give your whole attention to AM 

the matter* »ad carefully eswmine the letter aidrmad to the 

wrloue bo diac and the reply to the wiStcra of thio Union* -



I

Thio Union has done its utanoot to persuade ij«> vjurker® to
notify their dmande, and should the CtoXA/ ^W<a to 
aooeyt these it io evident that t>*e Ookv^' rofturaa to consider 
pul lie right ;*nd Eiurjicipai adhinlotr^tion»

Your Ctounail for the auk© of j.ublis- ju ;ao &U>uld 
advt.90 the head of floe of the snap! «y in /sxorl^- to ah' -ng®, 
the- present isnftgntnt, otherwise besides ij.'tioriug ths 
.. xvpoaais of lr. donee* they will oloo igr»?e tw authority 
uï th- amawi1, ■ÿ 

«a hope W.t the Jeimeil will helti thl® union in , ; 
settling tills dispute* -*nd amit a reply ty Ude letter. ■

*
Xa^...iJ..Ài..ïBlg .re-, fsm.ry»T . .. . JMS. •-

• ?

Twenty-nine dnya have already elapsed einee tin -1 
tU tb &TOB0 in the ar.^nghsi lower Company* -rfUah lately ;
uevelop.'Mi into & labour a trike tnrough the ovproaiw aot *
vi the tXJfejKeiy in dealaring a lookout* J "-

Safer® the ^go-ULow5’ strike took yl. oo9 oux* Union I - 
hud apant six ssontha in seeking w^rs «nd isewna tx- solvo the 
labour problaa of th© Caapuny, booauw th<® wrkara h»4 auMltted 
a uwrxnd to th© Cospvny whioh if granted would have ensured

Wi

s."

the yr©tootion of their interests* The IndisoHMnate
dlæ*is»l of employees had aroused disoonfcmt» r«d the preemst 
workers wars afraid of meting the ®»r<e fate and fusing the
alMxy of unanploynmt*

The objeot of the present ws&ors* dœtmds is not 
dirxotly oonoomed with aw®rannuation. Tïw struggling 

to gîiin sourity in «hoir livelihoods and interests* It is 

only just that this s<«rarity should bo gained after twenty 

yosr» diligent servioe* The ü*M.C. respecta tlw workers* 

writs in this publie utility business» and noknd tha dmpet^r - 

to reward swh writ* The fewer Chief dcinsor and 

œnwrfontly the Q«aem Jianagor of the tow full well

SftiBS ÿKX
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IM to* shin»so -workera wore deo^rvin.» of m«it --uid in Mb 

written statoamt to too Bo^rd of Idrootora» ?» emphasised
. rtinle 14 of the •.-•ox-kera prêtassent wd4h at ■ Ujat th®

Ÿaeourlty of workers position® h.«<j intarooto would b® rospaotod

ky the Coiopany in ttw »!«ie «mw« *mb before* supporting 
this statuent* the Jlo^d vf^lse in Amoricto dispatohed 
a t-jegrm to Chins promising th*t the earners of «*11 ©ilneae 

.-.orkora in the Jhanghni .cower -.J&»puny would h® pro tooted* 
•h-yn w-a 1W3 «latinité proof tliut th® .Ihinarw '.*»rkera im 

..slre^dy secured the right to tiw pr&teoM-./a of twlr intaraet 

nd poaitlons* »ow, the present of th® iSswp.ny

ci.>rog--nia both the pro®! so of the vot’-p'W in <wrir. end 

the eto turent of Hr* .Aldridge* the forner Chief .kiglneer 

■■rd Cenor.-l l.<n>ger» and few -w^itonly destroyed the eeoniity

of the workers’ intoreste* In the flrot plane» some 400 

vtrkers were deprived of their livelihood by this mamciwumt* 

cutely» four other workers hove been düssisa-ad tor opening 

la.’ ,ui nego tiktiona with th® Go^any» «^guin* thru® workers 

hm boon di8Qh«rgod for discussing the •vjue^tion of the 

pre teation of the wrkers* Atwcrdlng to those faste» it is 

cvicant that the Oowpuny should boar the reaponsilillity of 

treking its promise and disregarding the rights of the 

wrksro* îha workers did not go on «trike without sufficient 

rok-jon, WoMioe it was only after the ©vr/bor of Wmrœ» |

the loosl of floial and Kuor4nttms organ* Odaose ambers J

o£ the d*h*C« and kr* Jones of the d*h*J. h^d failed to find f

a r»edy for the trouble* that the worker® ao«..anoed a a®&-*slow* 

strike to serve ae a warning to the 3<w?W« lompW %

mst not forget that eeveru.! proposals were mMLtted before- 

Wd* neither did the workers go on strike without first I

giving roawens* To state that the strikers was instigated | "3

'by a few ringleader» who hoped to obtain profit frw» the | ' ' ./'

M)T‘W*at io utterly false* Are the workers foolish enough I j.
■ » ■ ■ I --

mt to protest wim thMr interests are at wftnM lha workers I -kQ"
1 ’/ ‘ .
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Th® dumnda cf the worker® are &« follows»- V
1, That any employee h-ivirw: aergletM m /a r»s rjorvlao 

uptm h«lng discdurgod ty the Ooray.-ny côwuld he glv^n a 

retiring gratuity oquivrlmt to throe myths’ pr-y and a 
u”pg ^annuation of S/ of the total wcos rcodivud during the 5
polled of îdo œjployaont (ail benefits to be forfeited if J

b.j umployw is aonvictad of a orir*a ty Umî «Jmirt).
2» th. t tit© tfulos gov * -nine tho diales ;1 cf Chinese <:

.. loyoea be olearly st > ted»
3» That & yearly bonus ©Rivaient to cud rsmth’s pay be j 

gg... ft tod at ev-sxy ya/r-end to those cœsployees ?winc one ?
year’s aorvis® tdth the Ocmpany» ;

4» îhw-t with regard to th© 400 hand® vho Wj’o diœilosed 
•4twut suuoe or di@aht.rgod by the Oorgany® oevm be rainetotod» 1

f>* That vuge© for the period of the ^t^alovf* otriko
bo pu id»

«e hereby give the following esgA rution for the j

five dtnmndo miteitted by the worker»»» J
I

In the first pluoo» we have to âaeluro on bcdialf 
of the workers that the dispute n« not a.-uaod by the dimisaal 

of oertaln workers» strike arose throuji the doalre of 
the workers to pro teat their livelihood and righto in the 
future» Thia &®a bo proved by reading der/md 4 vdiloh 
stipula tea ttet eeven persons oat of the 4ûO diælsssd workers i 
be gr-sntod relneto tenant» . [

ueaondly» .with a view to helping Ow i
i

tlM wstars have abandoned the demand for relnatotment ef the
460 di missed er discharged worker© with th® uxaeptlon of 

eawn already mentioned» Asoording to the daeand ho» 2» ths 
wr&srs «nproas their wlllingnoes to observe the rules 

oveming the dlfelossi of workers by the for

«omitting offenses whloh oonsltute violations of ths Men tvJ vv èi ? ‘W&;V -

G" > $*' ■
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s!»w th-t thio attitude of the wrkcut. 13 ro-non^hlo.
—/

In the third place» the throe ot; -y cw^ndia wre 
?>..nod ■’>« the .'•'actory Law and the clrtul-^r procedure of y 
tr^tenant of work-’rsf they C'mnot bo oansMcrod treasonable. 
In pursuance o* tlw prcMse " *e are ; nxtovn to fev-' the 
-*st ioyeoe bosom jscebero of our body ’ by the
a noui-n in those employées who ar>,« considered to
!w .■ but loyal and faithful to their duties by the Jorspcny 
:T- to b© granted on inomiee in their supav». nnus-tion fund 
«w are to be treated like the fort l^ers.

The letter of kr. Aldridge. the fon/nr sianagor» 
v^iûrüOB *U to wrk@r& is appended.

“Iallowing the purchase of the jaeotileity Mpartoent 
of ths a.ü.C, ty ths do&pa®y, 1 know thors will ba rwjy workoxw 
whv fe-»r for their position». Ms four will :a*i»e because 
you de. not quite underatnd the pl *n of the 'ho&r-d of Mreotera 
of the i»peal--l ïlootrlolty W<®>r^®it ^nd -KrUale 14 of the 
i'C3^SK'-ant publlohod by the So^rd whldh directs tint apyoiel
attention will b» paid to the interests of wrkars and to the
protaation of writers positions. Ml wor&ers m-111 continue
to occupy their usual positions. The represent,tltM of the
■mricen rowr Oo»p«any assure »e that no alteration in the 
er-nditions of worker» will be r»ade. T!w *«wer Jofc. sny in 
M'»@riea Ms sent a telegrm to assure you tMt no alters-ticne
will be mde.*

The tolegrs® is reproduced a» follow»
«To &r. Aldridge,

our International Co®. aiv heretgf welrn^e you 
as a camber. All our moabere will protect the interests 

md pc sitions of the engployees of the sMngMl 
W ball eve that the now do®pany in shmghul will depend 
greatly on the ec^eporaticn of its witam*
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Article 14 of ’he «otaorundua te Ums epochal 
for uict sal® te Uie Sleetrieity Apportent of 

the » provide® Veit th® *!«er Goyay should
a0S32‘t o<wl®tcly the obligation® of the :uiUC.9 rush 
a» tefc payment of arnmal bonuses, aupimmnuaUon fund and 
other rights of both the Chinese and the W-layees

of Uw lectricity IMpartrwit and reoognioe the mpl^ent 
&£ the mplqyees and no worker be dimissed teceei-t for - -
..nnbiiity, negligence in th© execution of duly or other 
eaims f-s stipulated in the ngreetamt with the 8.1.»C» f

In ®sn* coneluaian, our Union tee to state ttet
we imve dene o;;r beet to prœaat® uodiatlon to settle the J 

y ?
«ir^uto» Roller. Ing the strike of the workers, ■ « advised 

th© wkere to mintaln the distribution of eloetrleity ■ : ■ £
■with a vler to maintaining public safety ate th© rights of 
the subearibers« Qf late, we relate fund© to «mint in j
providing livelihood for the workers in order that the ' .
trouble sight not reate serious dimensions end to publish 
a statement to-day for th© i?xformtlon of the publie» 
Ksrtefter, w shall not .rubliah further «tattoents oving to

Cy

late of funds or It r<ny be that we shall teve no further
opportunity of publishing them*. v.-e hereby request th®
putlie to give its support to this Just teu®e«

bcima*
The 2t000 strikers of th® shanghai l®5 ®r 

■ n Sovœber IS issued th® following letter tedreoed to :..
Varina puUl® bodies refuting the otatœœt published by I

the mmccBMmt <m Vav©eber M 1» various local mwpap«Mii-
**n its etat«n«Bte the mn^«a<mt deolarea that .

th® wgea of Chinasse «s^l^reM hev® been increased ty W»

^uppoeing thia 1» •«» the wages «T an wyloyoe vhloh vers
W foamly will now be $«3. But those worker® woe® pay .

wa® ^0 formerly are nw paid >S1 only* fhae w œ» eoo
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mislead® th© public.
It add© that sins© 1928» tlie Ccrjpnny îœ& discharged 

21.C per eent >f forel^^s ©sgjlqyeeo and 18.1 per cwt of 
Shlncee oeiplagree®. This ©how® that toe Cnijw has violated, 

the agreement concluded during the handing over of the 
fl in by the s.u.C. and the state- ent of ;qy. Aldridge» the 

foHxr Chief JJV.lneor and General hananer» abwt We security 
of to® • crkers*interesto. The namg(r.ent 1© fist sufficiently 

noqw inted with the racthods of adriinioterin^ the firm to

îtekc proves© in the power enterprise.

The uoaaure© re^drding gratuities nrr truly better 

t:-©n those adopt© by the S.S.C., but to si>y that th© 

g^ntuitleu have alrc&dy been xald 1» nbeclutely absurd because 

the ■ orkers named Vat Llb-aung» lan Kan*lln» î^yi en*fu» 
Ohr-iæg .bal-oun and Chen S*ao-ksn '-ho were* tUmaiBSOd for

opwing nccGtl'-tiom with th® Cmp&w and 1‘ing ling*kan» Tai 

tong*hfing and Sih Ah«jmo recently discharged without cause 

have eofir not received any retiring gratultle© eaoept their

W4*®s. bore $®n œsr-ng the 400 dismissed Mve not obtained

;W gmtuities to date, let us ask whether the v<s?mny is 

aM® to give evidence of the fact that th® dlsohargod mn 

have slresdy received the g.r.’«nts«

some tiwe age» Val Llh*mng» Chn liou«eun» dhtemg 

To®ti£--«3in and 3^1 en*fu repris mated the workers to open .

ne^otlutioBo with the Cwncgr» but without result, hen they, 

called m» the management again and made a oeeend request» 

Vai WwBung wj dismissed. The request «ubalttM isy the entire 

body of foremen was «lee Ignored. On ih*ly 3 thin year» W* 

•■■en-fu» yan Kan*lin» Chang &al*ed» aid Chen itHaa were 

detailed lm as repw»®et»tivoe to open neg at i-'tim» with 

the CMpMQT WtF $1*B <rf ttW

fund, in eoneekpioaoe* these reprewentativee were likewise 

ly Will OQ^liy®(S

?. .

.
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set t1 tn no result»
At the request of the labour Uni m» th© 1 ocol 

ïf«fMîï/U nnd ether political »rgan» imve t^lce despatched 
officials to make iTtvce tintions and to act as sM&dlatore 
in the dispute» Sut the offer of mul •-■;$. lor» *rs not 

accepted fcy the senega :ent»
Chu Kauoh-vsn, *»hao H®u*bah and other® have 

roquent®;' hr. ^ong (Jhao-lal, chnirmn of the nqhal 

CldLneao Chamber of Cora^rce, and i&oere» Itann Lœ»tung 
rjau -4BC Hsin-loh» Chinese juerabors of the a»*C»C»# to 
ixx'l&t®. Th® attempt to nsdlate produced no rsault Uir<wh 
Uu. obstinate attitude ©L the raoa^m^it»

At the request of 200 workers* ibr» /ae»i 
.iccrcstary of the <J»^»c.j then called at ttw Canary and 
offered proposait) to settle th® depute» ^hich wro alee 
rejected»

Th® above etat osent reveals that r® have done 
out utoast to avert the outbreak of the •tal-Saw* *»&i<*h 
w.® iM-iedlet©ly followed a strike owing to th© fact 
that tiw Cmpnny ordered tholr gates to bo closed «nd 
refused a&alttance to the worker» after a *tnl~!-taig* had 

boon declared»

with its înage capital» the shan^tei >wer Cwnngr 

b.'ju(^t over the sieetricltar Department of the S»£«&« 

and regarded this publie utility enterprise as a private 

or^an from which it could secure benefits» B^KrdlMw of 

the ooanaale depreasl«i in the oomauiity» the ««wasy 

tmiieeltatingly Introduced Ito mw electric mtere» thereby 

effecting an increase in electricity chargee»

Under the pretext or bad teinm» the eoaçany 

in dbne Inst year dlsnlaoed about BO waiter» but later



aœae 100 taaporary hands» Olvl-uoly» the object 

of the die<i»aals was only ** deprive the writers their 
mipeï- junmtltm fund* and yearly banuse»»ioot Yet the 

arker» were patient nrsd did not argue with the ^-rany» 
L'are «;>prea-.;ivc nemmres w«skt«i th® 

i»'i.<X'iullBtia carniç whieh further dismissed Without <w-e® 
4 .v-nfts in July this year» lielyina cm its in^crinllstlc 
inAu cnee» the Con. any rejected the offer of nedi-tion by 
Wmr®» .-.©« Hsln-loh, Yu Y&h-chins anti Turn Xve-tung» 
Ohir.eee rioatera a£ the ^•J-î.ü.» W» «vng Wvo-lni» or^irmn 
of th« üwighfti ahinw© Chamber of Cora^.“«ef ?<sd vêpres « m tntIve® 
of the Icsal T«n©u and other political »;«. hUe th® 
•Jhineû® embers wn sutaltting other proposml^» &te ©tetinate 
aaaacwart ©gain dismissed three ïaore warkere und refused 
to agree to the lame of superannuation fund te the worker®.

In oüort» the i^perialiatlc capitalist® tore regarded 
the Chinese v orksrs aa being &£ no to;.orf?n©e. ïor -th® 
dignity of our nation and the rights of cur *©rWre» we 

will struggle t® the bitter end. We earnestly hose that th© 
publie will give us their aywjMthotio aseistme®*

JWM .a^xjEjp 8s7.fr ;y--- x^Aix^ Xiam

BelyiBg on ite iwmnse oopitnl and th® ehtnorlty 

M extraterritoriality» the Shanghai yovrnr Ompw* has 

twwpoliaed the publie utility eleetrie enterpris©» It has 

©œrienoed on inoreaoe in electricity ohoges ©M violated 

th® rights ef our ea^loyees. l*«n tim te ttoe* the Company 

ntto’pted te discharge the «mplayeee who M to® in the 

Wloy of the S.M.C. at first about 130 hands ef the old 

plant were uneonditionaUy discharged but wing te the 

intervention of xmgrer lee m* the discharged * mb 

reoeiW a medl enMft fw retiring gratuities, in 1S33» 
about 20 staff neater» were dieahargsd* She -lUimig—!'"■....

8s7.fr
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ôf wrtera nmr occurred during th® tutainiatrs-ti' n of
the fii® l®r the 3»M»C»

with a vie-. to protecting the existence of their 

o-.n righto, the Worker®* Vnlte end th® Staff b 

ABccMJlation were organised» Relying on the influence of
the teperlhlistB, the Company used force to destroy the 
orgrnieed labour union» 4 rwpreocntetire® of th» Union 
were diaaisced for opening hdgsrtiatlons vite. Ute mn&gi;ment» 
wr® tim ago» the mutual benefit Society in vier of the 
continuous discharge of employees despatched a letter to

UK Cmpw repueoting it t® pay attention to we oUxMlatians ,K 
of '.rticle 14 of the agre®nc-nt# but to date, no w-ply lias beeay 
given» later, the employees Jointly subedited the demands 
for Use protection of the mployeea tended over ’y the 
Sleetrleity tepartaent of the S»M»C» and an teprovment of 
conditions of employees» These aayMsstr® ignored by the 
wms-gKv&nt. .Recently, the Company dismissed three mor® r®n
on pretext and attempted to misappropriat'd the

of t$ of the total wages* Tte tends then

wrt &ti a “go-slew* strike to serve as a warning to the

ttW«s«at whereby the latter refused to £11 w th® workers
to wntcr the prenions, anaaunoed the dimisaal < the entire 

body &£ mortem of the plant and disxw&ded U>e inter*
vention of the Chinese Kimbers of the U«M»C», tte loonl 
Tangpu end other polit leal or^ns» Therefore, the fjanda 

of the two pleats were oospellod to act in concert» Mthaugfc 

the present dispute is betroen employer© and ewpl^ees, yet 

it is also a ncroMMit to resist the nighty iwore and
teintai» the existence of justice and the existence of the 

ted® Chinese men» we shall not bo overwhelm^ by fem 

and hope that the publie will giro their sywhihetie wpysrt 

to the strikers*
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üur workers war® formerly in the «r;->«y of the 

lectyioity -opurtaent of the Canin oil# e were good
tTO u-ent e-nd there *w«® aiaessye co-oper. tion Wtween the 

workers and th© employers# TMr^fore» trouble seldofâ nrooe*
Since the purcMse of the Ik&partrwrt ly the Shanghai 

if'm.'ôx ùonpony» the latter h&s teen «soking use ax this publie 
utility enterprise as a ae>.ns of enriching a £&x individual®# 
*/» erkero are frequently oppressed. Mth<^u$h the. CoEgiany 
w. lx en in ïMuainess for about three yew only* wwr 500 
workers hove already been dismissed# The workers* benefits 
f *mir.rly .-jlvtm Ly ttu council have nil been «'«eelled by the 

Coa.Æ<ny»
in April thia year» four ' oricerts me tmmmombly 

diæaisned. w requested «essrs# Yu Yah»ehlng» See Hsin-loh 
and Yuan i-ee-tung» Chine»» Kimber® &£ the C«h/C«» and 

Air* sng iJMic-l&i of the Chinese Chamber of Coesasre© to 
wdlate» but the Cusv-ny ignored the modiA inn# JWthtmaore» 
the iwm«;<®ent of the Company hu dlssdseed two mre long* 
serris® workers on the ground that they were Iceqr» Seoeitly 
a v?orker »as also uimieaed after applies for three day®
i»ms owing to serious lUnees* Tiw 1» now refusing
to grsnt a pension to the workers under tbs prêtent that the 

Caxxxry had the ri^ht to alter the ruguMtiona# AU theme 

note are unreasonable. Therefore* w have reluetontly 

dooided to deolare a •go-sloW strike* W «hell striata^ 

observe pesos and order during the otrike and no unlmful 

notion will be taken* As your former «Kployesa, wo reqnoot 

the CcmboII to sender an eoniotanoe**

The 4th Motriet mtenrorko * siooirieity Trade 

'«ortew Won hen published ths f allowing meow for 

the five flowinrts submitted by th* workersi*
ii ' w



1» That any alleys© having completed me yet^r’e 
service upon being discharged. Uz Gcnpany 'be given a 
retirant, gratuity equivalent to three month®* i«y and a 
o^pemnnuaticm of M of the total wgss rvotdved curing the 
pefloc of hie employment (nil benefit» to be forfeited if 
tn© «aployee is comrioted of a crime ty the Court^»

ihe Company «suât aw’ly with th® issue of pension® 
&s (Km»ngcd by the a.k’/C* Refer to Article 14 ©f the 
^mor&ndw of the dpwiul Gomitt®® for the sale of the 
leétrioity bepwxteent or the 3.M.C* ‘ hcnevt-r œ esvlsycc 

ie discharged, hia livelihood is ill 'be difficult? therefore 
Wms amp^Joy «hould £r\nt iiin retiring gr.--tuitl®c in order • 
to awblQ him to .«.eat ©xoense®. Such measure» hrve been 

£ 
adopted Ly other factories anti cannot be cwmldered 
crrtr« vacant.

«• That th® rules gweming the dimioaal of Chinese 
«ployas» be clearly etated and notified to all employees.

ifturtoriee have the rules governing prmotinns* 
rewards and fines on employe©». A» the Powr Im
ddæsifmed workers of its wm accord, w cannot Wt submit 
a d@mnd for the enforcement of the rules with a vie* t© 
everting futur© disputes* .

3* That a yearly bcm» equivalent to one mnth»s prgr 
be granted at every yearxeod to thoao erapla^»e® having a 
full year’s ©«rvlco with th® Gonpany*

The worbere will never b© able to save wcmqy if iW 
here MOy euffloieaat to avoid starvation every month* ■<• 
©omet help subnitting this dmaad t© facilitate the workers 
to mot their «atpmwee during the Chinese Year Estival. 
as to the worker»* the bonuo resaived W then for their 
one year*© labour will snoousnge then to work nore diligently 
furthermore* suefe meamiroa mere been adopted esjmially 
la shanghai W varlme OMnsc and foreign faMwie©» su«h 

as the Chapel waterewha A Meotrlolty ylsnt* the



B>nV-o llcetriaity cmposy the Britiah-Zimrimn 

Tob coo fnotories»

4. That withBgard to the 400 hands who wre^dicmloseS 

Tithnut eauae ar disaharged by the Company* swen be 

reinstated.
£<yi wen-fu* i'&n Kan*»lint Chang cai-oun *mC rhen uwknn 

were dimissed for having aoted as representative» to ope® 

nsypJlietlana with the Comany inornate of eosupassiamt©

grants to & worker naned chw Kan^fah whs was killed while 

cm* duty. It is absurd to dismiss the».
Tai pung-hsn^ was dismissed for having left wrk* 

-iih was dismissed and alleged by the Car* any to have
volimtnrily tendered his resignation wl®n he wan umhle to 

©nil at the plant for an extension &£ his sick leave due, 

to his serious illness. The mploymnt of Ying *'ir<«kaa 

w dispensed with by the Ootapfiigr on the ground© that he 
had slept in the liaohinery poos while on duty. Th© allegations 
were regarded a® wtemblt, beaanae it woo a physical 

isapo®aibility for any worker to «leap with the mchinoxy in 
operation, as tius reaaow for tne dimissal os' these «net 

rem wrw not sufficient* tW should tr^raforo W roiaètatod»

fi. That vagae for the period of the and the

strike be paid*

The disputa arose through the indiaarimimte dimiasal 

of workers and the refusai of the issue of pensions by the 

COWW • As the present strike of workers « the Slmnghai 

power conpuay has txson eaused by the refusal tf ths mnagotent 

to allow the workers to enter the premises* ths Mt btane 

should rest with the Coapany and undoubtedly» the w»> st the 

worker» for th® period of tne *ge*»lw* etzlke ohould also 

be paid ty the company. v.



In a mniforfeo, the dhbuno hober of
jos'ÆM»r«e alleges that the Shanghai itm hoe rsjestod
the lawful Mediation of the Chines® of fieri "''thereby

prolonging the trouble. The uh'.a»bor oapr^ano^. its regret 
t;4-t tS’.o Comply hn* net omsidered t'w li^ert eroo of 
<K-apor-tion between tM <w loyer» •■«€’ €?■:■ w'/am in uuah 
r pvïlis utility notorprlae. Th© r.snifc; to 1rs published 
to draw the attention of the Jorr-W ccnou.rn»x\

SMS, S‘.aw- ,fa,. gMaEfeS i<-,~y,f. .'» -,i‘i»„ jdU£*
Twenty da/e hare passed by sine© t?.«> outbreak ©f 

tde labour trouble in th© Shanghai .wer dotarny* ro 
xMoo^iltw Util utrlbae aro usual eacMrrenoob hut they ought 
U a© settled either ly dlrsot ©onsuX tien totwj’O tJu» 
<®j>.loyers cad ©qplayeoo or by the irodiatiari of a third p<'<-rty« 
--uuh Kathode arc usual smn in the Chinese *. mod faotorioa 
In /JxmgJtai*

Ths ..dmju4 rovsor Æjkimh/ îmw rœ'vjuü to adopt 

either oourre of ronmilVtion or mdlotlon Ly a third party• 
The ,«o®pany is ©nly desirous of treating its ^layoee life® 

the lowest roolles and this attitude ^hloh la ;;-ioptod in 

other oirilisod oountrios tc settle th© labour trouMoa will 

not b© tolerated in th© Far 3aet*
'X9 ©urneatly hope that the Oeunall wuld ware and 

©orniot tlie poll ay now being adopted by tha £^^hal rower 

Company»

This Aoaooi tlon had protested a^inst the solo 

of the Meotrloltr hepurtaaat hy your ftnmll» beosuno a 

jTuhlle utility «atoryrle© should bo oontrollod by the 

FunWpalily of Greater Themghai» othere!bo the publie sod 

the no store would be at a disadwntago» if th® ooneom one 



administered W a prlwto body sJLfâin« m jraasnlng vealth* 

At Use tiw *ten the fir® was 'idrdniatsrod ty 
yc-ur uaunail* the «teotrlolV Sterge» war© wry low*1* The 

oterge-a wn increased ©wing to the high oaat ©f eod* but 
*■’’ fim tea not lowrac th® ahargee a® a rçjult of the 
slW- in the pries of t»4.

A®3**rdlng to a sert in per-non fi-rdii-. r with the 
inner tiffMrs of the Ooti^any» the ape-jd of tir-. n&ef oleotrlo 

ex® tors is woh then ttet of the ©id ones* We
n'-r^f-^rmt*® tra-.-teent ef wrkere is ontSral; •«•ongj it 
cl-drsiesoB senior worker® of high wages in ojr-.or tn surtail 

ox>-armes end mgyges wrkor» frees other nl.-tmo • iWo « Uy »
too kwsfMiy -atollabed the ©rant of cratvitioe as arranged 
go-o tiEio ago by your ^ouneil* 1693 to IGilU Us 
.laetrl'olty *j®j^rto<snt ws oonduetod by your -Jounoil* no 

labour disputes arose exoept ttet arising f*w. Vie lay 30 

îHüidmt» But tdnao the taking owr of the oontojm by th® 
iawer 0c«; say* labour disputes haT.- 

iortunutoXy* the writers who were in th® 3.^1cy of your doimoil 
îwr» beea veil»trained «nd ar® fully mm of the tapert-;snee 
Of th® rights of the publie* The tends teve endured the faot 
fctet they or® being intolerably oppressed* W«pootodlyt the 
.^as^any contrary to the Mutions! Booowry wt of ^resident f~- 

^oscnroll Intensified the oppression of the O4.no»® workers 
v4,doh aotlon night tew soused unprooodœtoô ineidonts*

It is ywur duty to interwno in th« dispute» and the 

Ovuaeil should not owrloek ths rights of tte publie and Shift 

the rewonslbili^r to others* ®e tereby repeat your teedl^to 

i&terrontioi»*

wo wore tafonsed that ttw ateagted Power OwpW M 

di missed without «moo ths wffcors enjoyed by ttie d*M*Q* 

Oestriolty ^parteent* refused to issue worsmuation tei



.md roosted the offer of aedi^tion by ac& ,r», Hsin-loh, 
Wn ^«e-tung» Chinese imten of th© ^•c», ^nd hr, cong 
..^■o-lai, ohciœan of th® *ih*mg;hai Ghinoeo Jh'Osb*’r of j&îmoroo* 
’. ® regret this oontaspt for the rights of uorkera and 
for the tried! ate re»

The h«da were obliged to -m ». -fn-slow* strike 
to serve as » wming to the mnagosent ^ar-rçon We latter 
u dared a look-out which undoubtedly oou»-; the unger 
of the publie*

»e hereby hope that the wrksrs «ill rogurd the 
eights of ths people and will nest follow th© aotlona of the
.ft nghd. iowr Company «nd go to extra.eh, tpart fro® •

Caopatohing a letter to the C,k.C* to fs\k® a 4ust settlement» / \ J 
w £lt« you Ude reply for the infoim tlon of Wo woricors*

Sjo Dried Goods chop-owners tw iatlon» the honey 
,.jeoh-.nge Guild» th® cugar kerohunts assocI tien» tF«e Vegetdle 
hung-o-mers Assoolation and about SO other twdo aseoolationo 
on aovmber 12 sent the following letter to th© M«K»C»t-

•deetrioity ie used ly «11 publie utility 
enterprises and shops* should a aottlœ-mt of tea trouble 
in the shungh-ii <çwr Company be delayed» trouble »jay arise 

and unrest ®ay be felt mong th® ai tisons with a subsequent 
loss to the oosEeroa. The Ham should rust on the Qws»™?*

«•me Oeunell is a supreme erg su sstabliWsd fer the
benefit ef ai tisons in the Intarnutiond uettlmmt# It M® 

the right to direst the iihanghal *»vsr Cm,W Î* should 
Umie a otriot order to the QWW t« looful
jaodutiojw by th© (Mness GoverwMsnt»“ ;

HSMâraa VI KWBg W MM /.IHir® rawitu* 
a» 17th, th» Mth »a$b«> BroathM •< M«t>i«t ;

Citlsens Coderaiton have ds^atohed lotto?» to the SefhS» ;• 

and the Shanghai Wwor Oamany roque» ting tha® to devis* ' " j



ways and to bring. «Mut an early of th*
diapvte, otherwise th* cempw should be fesld to «lasse if 
ijuoy Inaidant# oaeur and e*uea heavy lo»s®a t® buolnse* »®ru

uata V / ^-{ > - - - A^i,ai.Æ(,aa .il

Cwlns to the oentost of th® ^M^rt^snt» there have 
tme-n ?'uny labour disputes in the /fenf, -1 <?<*«? Cbmp»w 
during th* past ye«r* The rasent strike 1» th® «wet serious 
ww. the situation fs besoming j»w serious* Jf tM strike 
continues, untoward ineidenta be thie
re<M&n> w request you to mediate m tu dispute a© that the 
interest of the publie r*sy not be andstiijered &nd the anxiety^/' 
of Use Chinese writers of the Qempsny jaay ba rail wed •

isaxAam^ ^;Aa,;,aaju
The oient rioity supply is m XiUjOrtfmt publie 

utility a®d therefore» the eleetrioity enterprisea in other 
countries throughout the world aro œnductod lx$ the respective 
^evexnMnte*

It la only four years einoe the Jloetrioity lieparteaat 
of UiS b» w Uk«n owr by the ?owr &WW*
Mt owing to the inexperlanoe of the letter doneum i» 
administering a publie atillty ea terp rise, dieputee botwwn 
the mnagwent and the w«Score have frequently arisen*

Of late» the dlonlecsal of writers «nd the refusal 
of the payment ©f pension* by the wBœ»gammt eaueod 
di entant mong the wrlaers*

In the preeoit oriel#» the workers few es&rooood 
their wlUinsneoe to Mates eoneoaslone yet the Mnagewnt» 
ci a regarding the righto of all. aubseribors» refus»# to eottl* 
W9 dieputa»

Many laesfoore of our aosaolatioM sw sdbearlbors of 
tho iihanghel «oser OOmpeny and should tho distribution of 

olootsMtr *0 Stopped oao day. all th* atWten



to greatly af footed*
te tov® held poetlnge to dieouosi ta^-mroa to «P© 

vd th th« natter end wo resolved to givs c«r :5Up-.j«rt to 
the workers If neaossary* W hereby ressort Ml publie 
todies to autel I pro posais with a view te settling tes 
dispute snd maintaining poæa and order in tte oottnalV»

You haws teas at writmos with tte pjawgmwt 
of the ;Jlwn#i4 tewr for stout ;ri duya. ïhe dispute
has not tes» settled owing to the obstinate attitude adopted 
by Gw monagasent. Boww» you have min tailed tee supply . 
of eloatria current» tfcioh shows tt»t yw l®w eon»!dared — 
th® interests of the publie. te ar© Quite m*tlsfiod with your 
notion* Besides requestiw-r tte /ium&tel rlrst and jeoond 
.poeial Mstriate Citterns yeder^tione to oisouss measuree 
Zor tte settlement of the dispute» w teve wrested the 
Chinese mmabers of the to eimtlmao ttoir efforts at
Ksdiotlsn* fee hope you will eontinue tho r^lntMi'.-nee ©f 
tee supply of olectrleity to tho puhlie*

The temghii Power Company te® otetin^tely refused 
to eeneider the proposals which would te hwtofiMal to to th 

the üoæpany «nd the labourers, dueh aetion on tee part of the 
;^»psny aggxwntes tee waiters» of foots tea oonwn&Mi ©f 
oil ssubeoribere, end oonetitotee a disregard of peaoe end 

z order 1» tee o^mmlty» th» bl«ao teould rest id th tee
■toapaagr if W untoward inMdentd ©«our*

we h©n»W regueot you to invite Mr* Jea©©« a©«r»tary 
of the Cornells to modi ate in ©o-epor&tion with M©©srs« Wb 

Iwtuags Wag Shao»lal» du© K©1b*Wi and rwpwteaat^ti*©© ©f 
the looal 1»n«pu and ©tear polititel ctr»» Wte te©"/''7;^':^.'



î&m and the labourers should be la bmoted t» mhe
ouïsosM^ione a© that the diwut© might be mi«-'lily settled* 

y

- . dMai

■.eaordloô t»* a report fro» mir iwlbory lu iJw
Int 4. national .'wttlsment* ths ’4g©*<ow* ©trike in the 
K-ngiihl ?owe? Cm^usay wau aaused by the action et tiw 

!«jy in disregarding the conditions oî wiplo^»smt ©f 
wrlwr® and th® failure 01 negotiation» v.lth thus M^-g«©ret» 
Atortun^tely* the distribution wosfcsrs or-.: still observing 
tus order of tho Vnlon t© maintain tha distribution ©f 
oleetrioitgr in order not to «ffeet the pe&ee æd order in 
■Üjv ooLîsmni ty»

ïho dispute in tiw 3h<n^rîl *«wï .jcr.psny has 
boo^w sari ou» w»d it i» inevitable thst n ari’ds>l situstien 
Mil ©noue anù ©ur swbm will suffer lease»*

we hereby request you to inetmot both the tsm^d*»nt 
ami the wx-tera to open negotiation® end to briw about on 
es rly settlaænt. Any >arV whioh edopta en obstinate
^tUtuds ewdo responsibility for th& forthmming leeaee*

i.,tTj *■»* «■-: yyati KW.- jawa«.l.d à xci "ILS

€f lato* newpapers report that W;
«trike in th© Shanghai iwrer Oespsny arese thj«u4-:h the 
frequent di ar. 1» sal of wrkere the «anagea®t. (Mag to 
Uw firn attitude adapted by the mmagemmt* the labour •!• 

tuatlen hue renehod eerleue dimimsUue* the ^ftretim of the 
entire Wp safety of the wernity 1» at et^e* and eheuld

wtewrd iMUæte ©eoar* the ai tiare» wuld W indireotly

The direneil rtiould pay attention to the matter» 

ethorwiee the Oouneil rennet erede reopens* MlW for any 



trouble whlahxM’y art re <*1 though the bl'»re should be bom® 
by the .ih nztoi ww;i‘ torspsmy*

*e hereby request you to ord«r ’-he >mp®ny to 
effect «n mrty uettXflnent of the dispute,

--■ -‘”wa^ aaS&BïUOÀ -* afXi Jfi ■fiW.&S&taUddS

«©st of our SMTibora are wart bers of the ^towitoi
. e^er Joi£'»any* The present ’‘go-alov-** atrtiw uro»® thxowji 
t,t<e tod tra .te«t of wrkor® by tho oon .cy^r, and to d&te, 
Uw dispute whiah oould tow b»on molly not bled, has baen 
:;pjnr-ding dy by ds,y eus a result of ti*« obatlmte attitude 
o:J the part of th*; smpuny*

In eonoida ution of tie rtghw a Um wbserlbore, - 
the wrkers ar® still maintaining th» diatrttoUon of 
tù^etrl olty*

llw situation to® cwtm fiTCwlh«& atoaoily worse
to the inainoarlty of the dtopany) uim* in tho rraat of 

Uw sudtafiflrent failing io see reawn in tto near futurot 
u«e is®dG would be cupelled to abandon the mintannnaa of 
ulootriaiqr di atrtbutton* Jonsequmtly# untewrd incidents 
Miiht ouour, thereby owidn^ our aosbert» to sustain business 
and other kinds of losses for whitdi th® ohould bo
hold to time»

The Ooimoil* being a supervleoiy org^n# is requested 
w place rea tri otiono on the imroasonable delay in a oat tirent 
by the Oospsny ao that our mjnbers may not be af fee tod*

WCT3T gr nn<^«
About >00 labour unions, including tbe ^t&nghai 

to a ted toilers Union, the Wetd SWf ^ wl^aru Union, the 4Hi 
Metrtot miled Subnet» Trade boitoere union, the artod Oeode 
Trude Wrtære unie», the let Metric* Orduro OeeMes Union, 

the 10th Metrtet Outten wevteg Trade mr&srs Men» the



4th Mstrlrat ^ilk Spinning Trad» takers talon, ate.
an Hovœber 13 isauod a Joint fsniferato mplRwlsing their 
«apport to the strikers*

in a letter d^ted ,ieptaster 2U to t!sa 4th 

idBtrlot jetenaorks & ^leotrioity Trade b-oskers Union* 
ttio X-oot&l .nrfcerra Union states ttet V:-e postal workers 
will «rapport the strikers*

At 2 p*m* October 2S, the General
jeteur Union held a meting at which about 1q() person» 
representing warn 70 labour unions wore present*

The following resolutions were paoood»- 
1* That the various labour unions do tlxsir utmost 

to contribute funda to the *go»slow!' Mrikors of the 
itwr aowpanar and that a petition Vo submitted 

to the Ganer-l labour Union to draw up daUlled masure» 
governing ths oolleotlon of the ron tri buttons*

2* That the various labour union® issue mnifoatos 
oouoomlng the labour trouble in the tenghul aowot OoRpany*

Gootamber £9. The 2,000 worker» of the now pl.Mat boossm 

wi&xy the negotiation» opened ^osterdajr ty el* 

formera with Mr* djotr» of the plant wore rejected* 

The workers then voluntarily o^mneod a "go-slow* 

strike from this morning*
The 4th Metrtet wterwrke A &eotrleitgr 

Trude iortors Union teediutely sited t ted a report to 

the loo^l Tengpu and otwr peliUoa orgdM»» «nd iscnod 

» letter addressed to the workers»
The nanagemeit issued s oiraular instrueting 

the striker*» to remroe work before 2 o*dle«k la the 

of temocnt bat op te the oroning» none ef the strikers 

returned te tetpo
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33* Thtj gat® of the new plant wm sioaed by tho 
Th® 'aerkere wr; refw?c .miry tc tho

profile©» but inf omeC th.. t they lud b ®n dlaolvrgod*
Most cereing* th® entire Mf of hands 

allied st ths General offioo on KMfjgoi iioad und asked 
for the pey^ont of pansions, but Mti-out result* At 
noon, ropreoentetlTQ® were? totalled to ;:*ihedt an appeal 
t© th© h*M*G* asking for aaoisVsno® <r.d w« reeslwd 
ly l.r* Jonoo* aeeretesy, and Mr* io ?jl>kwi, Associate 
...ooretry ef the Corneils who inf owed üs® that a 
reply would be given after tlwy had dleeunoed tiw mt ter 
with Hie <x®5*ny*

In th® afternoon, the 4th «ils'riot waterwrl® . 
& .lootrlai ty Trade Ja^k&r& union gelled a mating of 

oldefa of wrlous départante of both tÏMi new and the 

old plants, at wMoh it was rsoolrod to Com a “Go-slow* 
3 trike Coml ttee*

t etobsr .1* About soc writers of ths old plant on Fearon 
s»ad Joined the •’go-slow'’ strike t’de ixrning* Uit the 
distribution workers of th® now plmt still remined 
to mintain the distribution of sleatrlaity*

The 4th Matrlet ffaterwrM à 3. e» tri oily 

Trade w rkors mise entertained looi! newpapeiwi and 
node a report on the «rtretssstenoe» at tiding the strike*

Mr* donee of the s*k*C* gave a reply to 
wriam to the offset that negottetiens had bom 
with the Ghan^m Power QMRpeeqrt tut owln$ to the latter*a 

fin attitude* no remit had boon arrived ate
coUba^JL The Cmrpeny an^ed & lee© mtesbur of idxite 

Busaiane ooomnoing oyontiono Croîs to-day*
The 4th Matriet Wsrwrks & MoetrtMty 

Trade Wrkere Onion despatehed a letter to the &«*«6e 

m^eetiag it to upheld Justioe*
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.>botit local lubcur union# istmad a 
manlft'Bin »pha®i»lniî thsir apport ef ths strikers» 

katahf 3» Th® striker® det J led : en-fu» ^hu Bow- 
aft» and 4 other® to submit an appeal to the 
Kunioipallty of Greater iih-yoshal row .ling assistée» 

Th® Company notified the fitriZeora to receive 
thsir pop at th© Badge Ooora in Yangtsepce» W te 
S»30 p*M» none of th® strikers oalletZ for the wages» 

The loe;il Tangle and the <i«ial Bureau 
detailed officials Tai fwhaag and Z>ax King-tee to mil 
at the Gonemi of floe to interview l.r* ;ï®..*ld» /ujsisUnt 
Gone al Manager» and to proceed with uodiations» hut 
without result»

The Cmpany despatched of fields to request 
the vlrs-auttiag workers to resu^s wrks 'Aidh prepcsfa-1 =
was aomçited by the Union in oonslder tl&n of the ;
publie welfare. ; -

i 

lumbar 4» In view of the various situ .tian» w held 
m «Etergney routing and desp&tohod & telegram to the 
People* @ Moweant Qœœitto® of th© Contrai Kucnui .’t^ag 
HeMqusrters requesting it to detail offlaialo to 4K-nghal 
to eontrel the situation»

The entire body of ferœan of the two plants 
resolved to Join the "go-slow* strike md the staff *i 
nwbors wer.ï also reported to haw tie Intention of !

Joining the Kovmont» .
b etabar B» vs ins trusted the 4th Ms tri st Waterworks A

Mleotrioity Trade wrkers Union to order the distribution : 
workers to naiatafn supply and not to partioipabo la 

nowoMBt unless they were «willed to do so»
The OMpony adopted an obstinate attitude {

and emphasised their Intention to reject all proposals* 

cotnber 6* en the noming* am Hmeh-wn» dhov Houah- 
belong and Shao Hsu-bnh» eamittoe KOBbers of



Union, cKLlod on Lr. C.K, Yue, Chi of of th®
Mmioip-lity of Greater Bhpnnhai, »d dlsouasod with 
his masure® to oope with the eltir?tlon*

Th® Omsp«ny attempted to the worker®
of th© A»d®r»on keyer Company to roplsuoe th® striker®. 
Th® attempt won futile, 

? c'^br. 7, Ap'iTt from submitting a petition to th® Xo$ 1 
Tangjw and othô-' pelitiool organ® te tmodiately bring 
about on airly Bettloiont of the dispute# w notified 
all labour unions to do their utmost to sivc finoneial 
aswi aVnoe, 

jtobcr Sa The mtire body of Chinees aW* ^oeber® 
Joined the strike this ko mine and e Joint rwnlfeate 
was issued by th© Staff Menbsrs &uta£û 2imofit Boole ty 
®d the 4th Diotrlot satorserka A dootriolty Trade 
'Worker® Union, 

w® ®*w a «mtortalœwant in the owning ra
te wrious louder® of publie bodies at the ikdi 31 Yang 
Heotourt-nt at whloh a report on ths ratatataMBc oiromeV'.-noeB 
surrounding th® strike ws raade* 

latobor 9a The various loe l bodies M«hmb indignant 
dMBHB because the management rejeetod tM offers of 
so diction. Letter® fro® the Chine©© Mtopoyexw 
A® so elation in th® Int«mUonal settlwwnt end the 
17th Mndh Metriot Cltiama 7edor&tion wore sent to 
tlk® BtKaCa requesting it to iœedlately devise woys 
end «one to bitng «bout a oottlecjent of the dispute* 

catcher Ha the entire body of dhiness staff ratafees* 
held * general nesting in the praises of the Youths 
propaganda group Booiety at tenu rat gate® ratoo® 
at which it was raolved 1e fem a “GomCLow* strike 

Granittee*
ta» Wâta et®tentait «*• published fey th® 



jospony» in which cunning refutations swarding the 
oause of ®ad the responsibility for the pr®i#ont 
trouble were mde»

The Sangohcw >’«11© w x’rovlncirla ^ocai-j-tion, 
the Mangat» yellow Provinciale assosI > tltm» ©to* 
desyatohau letter» to the the Jraighal ^«wer
jots-swy urging the©. to temoùintoly nottle Oie disputa» 
otherwise the Cfcupany would bo to blsne for any incidents 

vaWf 12» The People's hovecont acar.ittos of the 
central isuonint ing Hsa&iuertars despatched a tclogrdn 
to the kuniclp.llty of Greater jJhunj;J'te 1 ■■-nd th® lowl 
Tsnou instructing than to Imedlately offer proposals» 

liore Chinese staff memboro wr reported to 
hare Joined the strike»

The Chekiang yellow Provincial® Aoaooiation 
and. wrioue local shop-owners association® sunt letters 
to the &»li»C« stressing their ©pinion® re th® present 
trouble»

t. ctober ,13» Th® various loed follow provincials 
asaooiatluns yesterday evening held a Joint Meeting nt 
which SMtaumre® to support the strike» ef the ah-«nghat 
Power Onspeagr wer® discueaed. Th® hingpo fallow 

Provincials Asnool ticm sent a letter to tlie waebsrs of 

the S«M«C« expressing soger ewer the disregard of the 
rights ©f the publie» ®nd urging thac to irtssdi^tely 

draw up neamreo to eontrol the trouMo*
LAt©.ber.l<a In refuting the open letters published in the 

advertisement eolums ©f various loe^l nowpepero bjr 
the shanghai power OMpaay to Mislead the publia» a 
letter eddrooood to the publie bodies eno Jointly signed 

end issued by the eatiro body •t wxbera» waeborlng 
shout 2*000»



coUbor Xfe* The '’^'©•slow* strike aoatinwd and the 
labour situation still regained eesimu»*

<*■ ato.tor ..!&* The Chinese staff «&«sber® «8» had Joined
the strike rea»eâ wrk dut- t© threat® nd indueeaaante 
by Use CRWi but noiw of tt» worker* on strike 
milled at the plant to resume*

, .at©b- r .IT*. fieosrs* Yu Yah*aMnt£ un4 ifiMi «..e^-tun^*
dhiftese SKSsWrn of the Jf*k*C*, w- «..uestmt by 
this union to cmdlato*

■„ cipher 13> Tnia Union (despatched a letter to the 3*1 «C* 
«reine it to settle tho labour trouble in the ;Uuusgl»4 
power Ooapw* Xom-1 new^&perfôen wra *xs tor Vinod» 
a report on th© strike sad© nd s emifasto i*©uud* 7 
The strikers detailed r^proumt^Uw to mko appeals 
to partie© conoorueù»

;, otober !&• The shsuaghai Chinee* cumber of emmeree 
eent a latter to the s*M*C* reqpieetia.., it to ware and 
oorreat the policy adopted th© power .kw^ony»
The wrloua fellow provincial» ae»©el^tlmMi ©lee wrote 
to the u«&«C« asking for a© early setUanent of the 
trouble*

calaber the Ministry of Industry deviled hr* va» 
Motion* &iief of the 4th section of the iaW 
Peysrhmt» to 3h®ngMi to smko @n inv^ti^-tlon into 

the 3*>«C* dispute*
Mr* Ml» Obaniaa of the ^«M*a*» offerM 

proposals*
ftatahar s&> The TMlotti lea&l f allow provincial* 

asaosiotions issued a saaifoet* supporting th* S*M*a* 
etriker*. Lottera to ooneele th* strUm and to the 
Shines* sertm of th* OoukMI to offer proposal* wore
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At 2 >*»* the Adolal surfit held a Rooting
at whloh flh zl«mg-l»o and Steto Meu-bah of tM»
Wilon ware present to interview Mr* ï.w»
ape cd al delegate ©f the Mini st ty of i'^lustry* and 
to infot® hi® of th® true foots of the strike* 
Measure® to deal tvith the trouble» were dlsouBeod* 

votober 34*. At 3 p*a* Mr* Fes^enden^ .©arotury-oaneiul
of the s*M*c*t invited Mr* .»o lAsd^ain* ember ©f 
the Counoll of th® Chinese Municipality* arrange 
sennures to ©ope udth the dispute*

•stober 25* At 2 p*m. wo exiled a aeatlas of various 
labour unions to diseuss measure® to mippert the __ / ■ J

strikers. A etateaent requesting tJw publie support :- 
of the s.JE’.C. strikers wan issued*

v stater 26* The People*» Movemnt <M®Attee gf tee 

Central BMMsintang Headquarters detiled an official 
Mee Jan-too to jlvmghai to wake an investigation* 
He Bade « detailed inquiry at the Municipality of 
Gre&tar 3hm^iai and th® 1©»--1 Tnngpu* The eiroasetaneee 
surrounding the labeur trouble were oloaely Investigated 
in an interview with Ont RawWifl snd ghao Hau-bah* 

CM&aittoo «embers ef this Union*
Cstaler 27* the 4th Kstriet Waterworks & ^Xoetrieily 

Trade woifcore Union submitted five dtm^tde in addition 
with iwaoena to Mr* Fessenden* aaorct-.iy^Hmorul of 

the 3*M«C*« through Mr* Mee Yueh-aun* tbue fadilitatiBg 

hie intervention*
October 28* Sr* Me® Jon»tao of th® i'wple’e Movement

Ooesdttee of the Centra zuomintong Headquarters
galled on Mr* c*X* We* Chief sesrotory of the 
Mwtlolpallty ef «renter dhragM* Meanuron to onntrel 
tee labour trouble in the Shanghai Mor Oww were 

WmUMMe



ïïxs various pubiio bo die a wew in 

agreement with the st»t«ent made W ®ur Union.



T»«tüLATIOM OF A l'AKl'HLüT FUHLIiiHSD BY W <»H -WHAl G «SRAl 
LABOUR WIGM Rfi TftJ GTBIKS CF SMK* IS TH; •IIÆOY OF THS 
•Æ.MîHaI POWï CCMPA8Y.

ÎUIiïIi
Gircufiistajicea Leading to the Strike*
Telograci to the Central Authorities to «tail officials 

to shanghai to Control the Dispute*
General Labour Union's Instructions t© jcrkers* 
local Public Bodies entertained.
General Labour Union’s Report to the Public.
General Labour Union *s Manifesto.
Letter to the Members of the 3*h*C*
Ho ties Requesting the Support of the Public* 
workers* Letter Addressed to the Publlo bodies* 
Manifesto of the 4th District Waterworks & Jleotrlci ty 

Trade Porkers Union.
Joint Manifesto of th© S*F*C* .saaployees lutual benefit Goolety. 
4th Listriot W*&J. Trade Workers Union’s Letter to 3*M*C.
Reasons For auteltting the workers’ Demands.
Manifesto of the Chinese Chamber of Comer co.
Whiles e Chamber of Commerce’s Letter to tli® G*M*C«
Chinese Ratepayers Association's Letter to the »*M*C*
Chinese Ratepayers Association* a Letter to the ’•Go-slow’’ 

Strike COBsnlttee*
Joint Letter of Various Ghop-ownora Associations to S*M*C* 
Letters From Various tranches of District Oltisenu Federation.
Letter From Various Fellow Provincials Associations* to 

Chinese Members of the s*M«C*

Joint Manifesto of various Follow provincials Associations* 

Letter of Consolation to the "Go-slow* strikers*

Letter From too Mlngpo Follow Provincials Asa* te 3*M*C* 

Letter Fran the Chekiang Fellow Provinciale Acs* te d*M«G« 

Letter Fran toe zangehow Fellow Previneiaie ass* te S*M*C* 

Letter Fran the Klsngsu Fellow Provincials ass* te s*S*O* 

support of various Labour Unions.

Many on Important Affairs.
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After tjking over the ilectricity .JG>-rtr-.ent of the 

H» nghui Municipal Council, the ah-uighai *’owor Corip-ifty 
Ixx-'oCii- tcly devised moasuree to increase the eloc tri city chargee 

end to dicriiss long-service and meritorious workers with a 
view tc detaining the pensions which had been provided by the 

a' .w* ;t in estimated that about 400 worker» have been

dlmieuecU

The entire body of hands bec:.x:e panic-stricken end 

cau.oncec the org .nleution of a labour union v&iah ma formally 

in-u,_urated on July 2& last yea?. Reasonable ddxnds that no 

di orale sol of workers be made without cause and thut the pensions 

be not detained were suteitted to the mnat^ment and rejected • ? 
by it. In the lae&ntir ©, the dimissal of hands continued* 

Vsm ^ih-eung, a member of tho standing Coranittee of th® Union» 

was (Uncharged*
«hen the dereueads made by reprenant tives of the 

workers were rejected and tho discussions between the foretsen 
of the new and the old plants and Mr* Heald, secret. ^ry-General 

of the CfcBxpuny, ended in failure, the bonds beo-.rie angry and 
subjected th t a strike to aope with the situ tion b« called*

In view of tho fact that the electricity supply is 

a public utility and that the suspension of the aervioe for 
even one day would greatly affect the commun! ty, wo did our 

uteost to avert a strike* Later, the Union submitted a petition ■ 
to the local Tangpu and other political organs requesting than I*/ b- -y 

to detail* officials to mediate* The workers of various . ■>'. -"<1

d«p;*rteants then made a written request to the company to 

accept the offer of nedlaUon, but the request rejected* |

In July this year, a ’’go-slew* strike broke out >

w:-.®a the Company refused to pay the pension of a formas ■
n^ed ¥«ng Ah-chop of the new plant, but work ws eventually " ' 

resumed on the advice of the General labour Union* fcn July 3 "• <

1
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th© wrkers despatched 4 representatives nwd Myi h«-fu,
1 '«-ling, Ghen i’oo- an and Chang Sal-sun te Submit once 

wrc the lawful demands to th® tTowpany but inota.d of accepting 

Uw, the Oonpany di aniseed four i^en on the b-th. This action 

increased the anger of the entire body of laurkora and was 

V’.fi cause of the strike•

Ohu Hs?eh-vun end Jhao Hau-bah, t\x Garnit tee riombers» 

"hen requests? l-essrs. Yuan Lee-tung, 2ee Lain-loh and Hr. Wong 

^uje-lai, ohiiKjyn of the Whunr»h»i Chi ne so briber of Comer ce, 

to r •'■!.© suggestions*

In September the Qoe; any disiiissM three more workers 
hjb od sih Ji-p&o, fed ^ung-han and Ying idng-kun of the new^y 

pl'.nt. liege tintions over those dioaiBBalsi wore opened liy the ■ 

r-orcKen of the plant with Mr.■Mtatas*', the lanacing-ldreotor, 

but without result.

The entire body of workers could not tclerute this 

any longer and wnt on & “go-slow strike fro» September 29. 

Thue, the labour trouble which had been brotying for mre than 

one year finally broke owing to inoeeoant acts of oppressions 

of workers on the part of the Company*

JIEuZEZZSZEIEHZÉZZÎZIIÊa
Th,® denerol Labour Union on October 4 sent the following

ShuMmk telegram to Vue heoplv's Movement M recti on Comi t tee 

of the Central Kuomintang Headquarters at Jfenkingi-

“About several hundred Chinese workers ef the Shanghai 

^owr CoKp<-my have been dismissed by the manLcemant on diver* 

dûtes and pensions of workers provided l^r the have been

detained. Ihe workers have requested the Chinese Members of .. 

the 3»b«C»f the local tanapu and other political oig ne to offer 

suggestions» but owing to the obstinate attitude of the 

mnagenent» the disputes existing between the employers and 

th© workers hftve remained unsettled.
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«The Kanagaüant reoently di missed 3 wrkor» oh
îï-lao accusations# and the writers of the new pl- nt# being

■* t of patience# went on a ’•go-slow* strike fro# September 2®#
-vho stubborn attitude of the rianag.<®ent omwed the Hands
of the old plant to Join the novament from Cc-SoWr 2#

*ln view of the fact that the electricity supply : ■
an important connection with the community# w instructed 

the v.orkere to maintain the distrl button of electricity with 
a view to preventing untoward incidents.

rt*e hereby roavost you to detail ofiicinls to
1 

,;h nsM immediately to devise nea ures to put sn ond to the 
dispute vd th the oo-operation of the loss 1 Wncpu and other i j 

p.; 11 ti cul o rgans* *

'Unable to bear the intolerable oppression of 
xxrA&rQ by We ahniîhai -rower Oompany# the mt ire body of 
isolera rant on a '•go-alow* strike. The strikers vftia have 
sore consideration for the peace and order in the oomrnunity 
ar:.- maintaining the distribution of electricity.

“According te a report from the workers Union# the 
3 shifts of workers operating the distribution of electricity 
have repeatedly requested permission to Join the noveaaont# 

“It is true that the distribution worker» are 
willing to act in concert because their hardships have become 
greater day by day# ^Ihould the distribution of electricity 
be ©topped for one day# terror would reign in the communier 
^nd it ie probable that other incidents might artse#

“Apart from requesting the Centr-sl author!tie*» 
the local Tangpu and other political organs to devise way» 

and nonno iiasediotely to cope with the dispute with a view 

to bringing about an early settlflm®nt#Kt wo hereby instruct



stop the di g tribu tien of electricity unless wore 

compelled to do go,”
Ÿ

U^UJkJrla. MH.TÏ ^X kU-J—

Th® General Labour Union gave an enter t- indent on 

tit® ctening of October 8 to about 60 leader® of vurlcus public 

bodia©, including song Jhao-lai of the ‘jbinoee Ctvcnber
of CiorKcrc®, Ling Kong-hun of the Bankers -lent- oiution, Imo 

Loh-ging of the Chinese Ratepayers Association, Oh&ng Te-lie of 

tli© 'Junking Road utreat Union, Loh ijah-lioo.ng of the Jfentao 

?r:ÆW Company, Liu Hoong»sung, an industrial nognate, Wong 

•;'i«n~pane and ùu Han-ts of ths newspaper circlee, eta* 
Chv Hauah-v-jn, who provided, reported that at the 

beginning of the trouble, locol Tangpu and other politic®! 

or ana and Jar* Jones, Uearatary of the S*r*l*, had attempted 

t> ia®di-te, but without result, c-winy to tho fim attitude 

adopted by the Company* Since the taking over of the premises 

by the shanghai Lower Coxap-jny, about 400 iwids have bom 

dismissed* It is recalled that th® rower Jœ.p;...ny whan controlled 

by th® S*1*C* soldo® di mi seed its employees, hut general 

dlmisfials for trivial offmees are now the order of the day* 

Recently, the di missal of three hands without sufficient 

<huse, incited the other employees to strike* Owing to the 

obstinate attitude of the managwaent, the strike has reached 

its present magnitude* The workers are willing to mke 

oonoessions in order to prevent the trouble from increasing, 

and causing serious inconvenience to the publie, The leaders ■ 

are expeoted to submit proposals whldh will be accepted by 

the General Labeur Union and will be the means of ending ths 

dispute at an early date.

Ling Kong-han of the Bankers Association in artrlttiag 

his views about the present labour dispute stated that the 

publie must first aoerUin the •einmrlty» ef the 

in conducting negotiations* If the managemot is at fault, XI;
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Jhlxese directe»re and shsireholderc should Mth-.iraw their 

interests from the Shanghai ivwwr Company in order to safeguard 
the right» of -Chinee® labourers*

Ou Tne-hou stated thu-t without unity no person can

oxi st and that it is not reliable to depend upon others. He 

expresses the hope that various bodies would nite and render 

energetic support to the oppressed Chinese wrHera.

Cheng Tse-lien, in the course of Ms st-.taeent, states

tii.t tiîs Chinese shareholders of the i . m/er Company

uiutuld make sone strong egression und th;t all suhscHbers and 

di tissons federations should adopt an attitude of non-co-operation 

pc ward a the Company* If a settlement cannot be arrived at, 

w should cease using electricity as a protest. At the earns tine, 

inc Chinese ratepayers and Chinese ssœbers of the S.M*C* should 

ive voice to their viawo and not make arr^goemta with the 

ornent in u humble manner.

;if ter the .-Shanghai hotter Company took over the
Electricity Department of the E*k.C., the Cor^-any, being anxious 

to ajaass wealth, and relying on the monopoly, planned to increase 

the alectrieity charges. It began also to diasics long-service 

and meritorious workers. It is estimated thx.t about 400 hands 

have been dismissed.
The Electricity Department of the e.k.C. adopted

methods to encourage workers to remain at their duties diligently 

and th® agreements which were drawn up by the d«l..C* for the 

workers when the enterprise was handed over to the Shanghai fewer

Company were destroyed by the laanagwsent of the Company. Ths 

rights which workers had secured as » result of their merit were | 

ignored, wo detailed rep re a eat stives to cpsn negotix.ticns with 

the Company and to re quest the Chinese members of the U.M.C.

to mediate^ but the representatives were 41 mi seed for opening 

negotiations and the media tiens by the Chinese members of the
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.C. had no result. Following upon the unsuccessful 
interventions Iqc vy Mr. Jones of the E.k.1. and the 
representatives of the locul Tangpu and other pol;tioai 
org ne, the workers could not help but declare a ”go-sloww 
etrike as a warning to the Elumghal lower 3» puny in a 
nanner ths t will not af*eating the righto of the coraaunity*

Instead of ctiAnglng its obstinate attitude, the
mruigi&'cnt went so far as to clos® the gates of its fa-otories 
end declared a lock-out.

?.e are fully aware that the anger oi tJia oppressed 
tsm will result in incidents, we hereby hope that all
ülûctriolty subscribers who have the right to supervise a i

public utility enterprise will rise and uphold Justice as
a warning to the obstinate management for disregarding the . j 
ri^xts of th© public and for being too anxious about smssing 
w^lth. '^ays and mane to effect an immediate sot lignent 
of ths dispute should be devised and both the Chinese and 
foreign employees should »«ke every effort to establish 
a pensdne-nt foundation for co-operation.

The Electricity Department of the e*e.J* was in
business for about 30 years in the course of which, with the 
exception of the hay 30 Affair, not an incident happened*

The uhzsnghai power Company has booi in control
of the game enterprise for four year» during which period
no fewer than 10 disputes have arisen and which did not
been*» serious because of the advice given by this Union* the 
present tense labour situation in ths Shanghai ,ow company 

was caused by the manu, gam ent, for had the latter been sincere 
about effecting a lawful settlement of the dispute daring 

the negotiation» by representatives of the worker» and the 
madlgUon by Messrs. Yuan Lowtung, zee Hsih-loh, Chinese 
«umbers of the S«M»CU» and Mr.wong 3hao-l&l, chainman of 

the ohagghad Odi«M Chamber of Consacre», the present 
situation would not have arisen* On the œntrery» the
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rnrrnyeRent not only rejected the nagoti tiens o£ the workers’ 
re. resent stives but was also laDOEt insincerity towards the 
neuletion by Messrs. Yuan boe-tung, Teo Hsin-loh. eta.

In the beginning there were no ohngoo in the method 
of ths administration of the Company by t’10 ihang}» 1 io war 

Jcærçany. yet the had operated the unde -taking without 
any disputes. while the shanghai hnrer toja-.^ny has caused 
lue present dispute to become aiore serious. It la evident 

that the trouble may also be due to jnis-îMutoG-xaunt e
^hen the plnnt was run by the -i.2. .J.» any mrker 

wiio completed 30 years’service was givon a superannuation 
of 5>; of the total wages received during the period of his 
ersploywant. Thia notion of the 3.b,.C. rarsoved all trouble 

luring the pact 20 years.
The preatmt labour trouble arose through the diamissal 

of workers by the jhumghai tower Company. «0 admit that the 
terns of the superannuation fund of the «Æu^nghal i'ower Company 
ar-i better than those of the 3.I.C., but th® Company resorts 

to the use of "moke sereons" when dismissing workers. ' The 
di mi sued workers are mostly those who have 3®-d several tens 
of years of servie®, and the Company brought ff4.se accusa tiens 
against them so as to evade tin» payment of their superannuation 
funds. It is planning to dimniaa all workers with about 

lb years' service so that their superannuation fund might 
not be paid. The management has boon diomisain® workers

130 
without auuse, as can be proved by the dismissal of /long» 

service workers in May last year* The di misos® man were 

replaced lay tempo vary workers with a view to curtailing 

the monthly wages bill.

The Company has secured extra revenues from the 

increase in electrleity charges. Awarding to pressât 

oiraumstances, it is not noaossaxy for the to inftaelt

the proposal of curtailing the expenses and the meritorious



worker® should be granted better treatment. i'or Inst ;nce, 

fer.ign workers, apart fro® the grant of a lang leave, . 7 
Wj an annual leave of two weeks to one nonth., but Chinese 
workers arc not allowed leave. Foreign workers nay study 

without cost, but noïChinese, Foreign workers are given a 
r tiring gratuity of 10;' of the total wsigc® received during 

the period of their eïsj.loyrf.cnt while th© Jilnoec hende have 

a superannuation of 5,. only th© pay&ent cf which the management 
he.® been planning to refuse. Apai’t fror; th« Gener-l L&»g®r, 

:.bort 20G foreign employees have been engaged, and the tot-1

pay roll la 3200,000 whilst the number of Mnese employees 

aaployed is estimated at about 2,600 and the total pay 
la 390,000.

Being avaricious, the Company ha© diwiiased 

experienced hands with long service and replaced them with 
new hands at a cheaper scale of wages, There is no questioning

the fact that ability in the service Is at a discount, and 

in consequence of this, all ths subscribers will suffer, 

if, unfortunately, the refusal of the Company to comply with

the lawful and Just demands causas untoward incidents, the

subscribers and the coromnity would be seriously affected.

For the sake of the subscribers und the ooiommity, 

we have exerted every effort to advise the workers that the 

hmds of the distribution department are not to go on a 

" tai*kung« or strike, and that they are to make eon co salons 

in their demands so that the hope of this Union tor an early 

settlement of the dispute may be realised immediately.

The demands of the workers are as follow»*

1, That any employée haring completed. one year’s service 

upon being discharged by the Company should be given a

retiring gratuity equivalent to 3 months* pay and a 

cuperennu&tion of S& if the total wages received during the 

period ef hie onployaumt (all benefits to be fesfsited if
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2. ï’hat the Huies governing the disniesal of Chinese 

œvloyee» to clearly stated*

3. That a yearly bonus equivalent to one month** u pay 
be ^..V'iitou at every year-and to those employees having on® 
year’j service wlth the Company*

4. '.nu>t with regard to the 400 hand® who were di biased 

without c-use or discharged by the tompany, seven he 
roinet ted.

o. That wages for the period of the "go-slow’' strike 
ba paid.

according to the representatives of this inion, 
the atova demands arcs reasonable. tfith a view to respecting . ■ •

Athe rights of the public, tide Union require» only a legal ---■ 
settle» cat of the dispute and will endeavour to persuade 
the employées not to tgke the law into their o?.n tend®.

w realize that th® electricity supply is a publie
utility wldah is of great ixapertu.nce to the eoia/wdly. tfe 
have advised the workers to maintain the distribution of
electricity in order that the subscriber® my not bo affected 

and have ;aade a detailed report to the public asking for a 

fair trial.

Recently, the Company has engaged a large number 

of while ftidtaa to replace the Chinese worker® on strike. - -u—; •?.
4uch action aggravates the strikers, and it is evident that /4;-

the Company dees not intend to settle the dispute. should , <// d<;>
the dispute rennin unsettled, it is to bo eaqpeoted that 

untoward incidents will occur which will affect the prosperity 

and peace of the public* '
the present dispute arose through the dimissal by 

the management ef S workers, but many dlssdsssls end the 

refusal of the Company te pay just gratuities during ths past 

few years have induced the workers to adopt a fi» attitude.
. .L

■ . ■ -7 /

ill»,: .. " 'à ...
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-ûnce the electriaity supply is an enterprise 

closely eonneoted with the prosperity of the public undypeaoe 

nd order in the cowunity, we should settle thu dispute, 

Uierohy proven ting the outbreak of more unfortim to incidents, 

cur efforts have been unsuccos-sful. We :--ak th.:s public to give 

a Juet verdict end we will abide by it."

bearing that the strike in the .JwniMi iewor Jomp^ny 

iu.ht seriously affect the public, this Union ha® made every 

•d’fort to settle the trouble. Although rcprsAemtAtivo® of 

poll ti di organisations» such as Mr. %ag dhuo-l»i» chairman 

of the hhmghal Chinese Chanter of Comerce» Hr. Yuan Lee-tung 

and Mr. Zoe Hein-loh, Chinese measbars of the ti.y.C., have 

submitted proposals to the Company, the refused to

acce.t th» and naintained a firm attitude, The Company also 
pcâd no hoed to the proposal® of hr, Jones, ’Jcaretary of your 

Council which followed the petition of ths worker®. The workers 

were obliged to declare a "go-slow* strike && a protest to the 

Company’s actions. The strike took place owingAthe Compuay 

declaring a look-out. In accordance with the advice of this 

Union, the distribution hands are still working and public 

order ha® not been affected, we sonnet gu&wmte® that 

distribution will be maintained. Therefor , this Union held 

a conference with loaders of the society and asked them to 

preserve peace and order. Up to the present, the Company has 

no definite policy and has done nothing except publish a 

letter containing false statements. There can be no doubt 

that tho Company intends to ignore the advice of this Union.

the Council is responsible for maintaining peace in the 

Municipality» you should give your whole attention to Mum 

the matter» and carefully examine the letter addressed to the 

wrious bodies aid the reply to the worker® of thio Won*
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Union has done its utmost to persuade the wrkers to
7 

rxsdify their demands, and should the Company refuse to 
accept these it 1b evid ant, that the Company refuses to o&naidor 
public right and municipal administration.

Your Council for the sake of public pouce should 
advise the head office of the Company in ^<3rien to change 

the present manageæfltit» otherwise besides leering the 
proposals of hr. Jonas* they will ala© ignore the authority 
of the Council.

W hope ttat the Council will help this Union in 

mottling this dispute, and awit a rejsly to this letter#

«1^..TH, JUJ-KRT c,."

Twenty-nine days have already elapsed since the 

dilute arose in the Shanghai Power Company, which later 
developed into & labour strike through the oppressive act 

of the Company in de during a lockout.
Before the “go-slow* strike took place, our Union 

tad spent six months in seeking ways and neona to oolvo the 

lutour pruble® of the Company» because the workers tad submitted 

a demand to the Company rëiioh if granted would have ensured 

the protection of their Interests. The indi sorlminate 

dismissal of employees had aroused discontent* and the present 

workers were afraid of meeting the earns fate and facing ths 

misery of unoaployment.

Ths object of the present workers’ demands is not 

direotly concorned with superannuation. They are struggling 

to gain security in their livelihoods and interoete. It is 

only Just that this security should be gained after twenty 

years diligent servios. The 3*M,C. respect ad the workers' 

merits in this publie utility business» end asked the Company 

to reward such merit. The ft «Mr Chief Engineer and 

concurfently the General Manager of the CtaKtany knew full wall 



that th® Chime workers were deserving of mrit and in his 

witton st tenant to the Board of bireator®, be- anphaaised 
y 

rtielc 14 of the workers «greoEiOnt which st too that the 
«aourlty of workers positions and interests would be respected 

by the Company in the S'.eae manner as before. Jn supporting 

this statement, the Head office in America ban diapatdhad 
u telegram to China promising that the careers of all Chinese 

wrkers in th© ahangh&l lower CWpmiy wo:.?ld bo protected» 
.Jive wo havo definite proof that the Chines© wrkera have 

broody secured the right to the protection of their interest 
und position®, Mow, the present manager o.f tho Qejmp ny 

disregards both the promise of the Company in America and 

the st-tornent of Mr. Aldridge, the foxtaer Chief engineer ■'— 
; nd General l-anager, and ha® wantonly destroyed the security 

of the workers* interests. In the first place, acme 400 

worker» were deprived of their livelihood by this management, 
ju&tely, four other workers have been dismissed for opening 

ls,jul negotiations with the Company. Again, three workers 
Ms been discharged for discussing th® question of the 

protection of the workers» According to these facts, ft is 

evident that the Company ahould bear the responsibility of 

breaking its promise and disregarding the rights of the 

workers» The writers did not go on strike without sufficient 

retaîon» because it vas only after the Chamber of Commroo, 

Ü» local official and Kuomintang organ» ths Chinese members 

of the 3«M»a» and Mr» Jones of the S»M*C» had failed to find 

a remedy for the trouble» that We workers eorr.enood a "go-slow" 

strike to serve as a warning to the Company, The Company 

moot not forget that several proposals wore submitted before

hand, neither did the workers go on strike without first - 

giving roaoons* To state that the strikers was Instigated 

by a few ringleaders dho hoped to obtain profit from the 

movement is utterly false* Are the workers foolish enough 
%

not to protest when their interest» are at «take? The-workers
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IfcVG their own interests to pre tee t therefore 12» *i5o*oiow* 

atrilte is a rensonshle Roreawt» The strikers liavo accepted 
our advice to mint dn the supply of ülectriui ty for the 
F-utlio, und to believe that the condition of the workers 

is 0 subject for sympathy and that the obetin-v-tc attitude 
or the Compi-ny in Maintained with a view to prolonging the 

strike. The -caspony poys no heed to public wLara and is 

interested only in private gain, oo it li^ioroo the mediations 
■mG f;’ood Mahen of the represent itiveo of the i wojcilnteng

and other politlo.il org ans, the chairman of th© Chamber of 
•kn-neroe* the Chinese members of the d.: .C., and Mr. Jones* 

•jeercitary of the The rejection of the workers
dcriandB is entirely unreasonable and ths lettor addressed 

by the lom-.-sny to the public eon teins jsany false stetera «its 

which mislead the public. Furthermore* the Coir any maintains
an autooratlc attitude and continues to dismiss workers. ?

this attitude of the Company has prevented our Union from ?

intindueing the policy of co-operation betwon labour and j
otApitel and has Icnveted the prestige of our Union. Cur j

endeavours to mediate in the dispute ar© unable to change I
' 5 1;

the attitude of the BjanagGmont of ths Company. we know full 

wll that thia oppression may have serious oonsoquences» so* •

in future* if the workers indulge in ante which affect the 

peoc© and safety of society end inconvenience the subscribers ;
i-Ÿ" • -to th® Company, the responsibility of having Quused the •

trouble «anno t be evaded by the Company* ।

we know that our prestige has already boon destroyed . • <

and our efforts are exhausted* so wo are forced to repeat '

our oxy for public asalctimes, we hope that the Kuomintang , 
and politisai orgteis. wnioipal councillors* end the > < |

enthusiastic member» of the various publie orginisations 

will quickly devise measures to prevent incit-ants oeoasloned 

by the workers forced by Mrounstanoeo to go to extremes.

politlo.il


Th® demands of the workere ar® so follows»
1. That any employee having ocnj»leted one yc r’s service 

upon being discharged tgr the Company should he given a 
retiring gratuity equivalent to three months’ p:.y md a 
superannuation of >,;•.• of the total wageo received during the 
period of his onployment (all benefits to bo forfeited if 
ti.o employe® is convicted of a crime by the Cc-urt),

2* That the Huies gov^.-nlng the dier.ioa 1 of Chinese 

■Azdoyoes bo clearly stated*
3» That a yearly bonus equivalent to one month’s pay be 

gr. ntod at every yeur-end to those employees having one 
year’s service with the Company*

4* That with regard to the 400 hands who were dismieeed 

dtlout cause or discharged by the Company» eevsn be reinstated 
&, That wgee for the period of the ”go-alow*' strike 

be paid*
We hereby give the following expl-mution for the 

five demands submitted the workers*-
In the first place, we have to Scalar® on behalf 

of the workers that the dispute was not caused by the dismissal 

of certain workers* Th® strike arose through the desire of 

the workers to protect their livelihood and rights in the 

future. This ©an be proved by reading demand ;io* 4 which 

stipulate© that seven persons out of the 4D0 di mi seed workers 

w g rented reinstatement*

deoondly, with a view to helping the management, 

th® workers have abandoned the demand for reinstatement ef the 

400 dismissed er discharged workers with the exception of 

seven already* mentioned. According to the demand Ko* 3, the 

workers express their willingness to observe the rules 

governing the dlamiccnl of workers by the msnagmnemt for 

remit ting off «moos Chich rensltute violations of the mes
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‘Ü1I1B s'ïowtî th'*t tiiio attitude of the worker® ia ro<.uonvble* j
In the third place# the three oth r dcrnda were

bt.aed on the Factory Law and the circular procedure of 

treatment of worlorgj they cannot be considered unreasonable. 

Xn pursuance of the promise “We are -'nxicua to Tjave the 

OKjj.xoyees become maabors of. our body'* prorailc;atcd ty the 

a.Kcam in America# those employees who are considered to 

tteve boon loyal and faithful to their duties by the Company 

nr? to bo grunted an increase in their oupon-mmaticn fund

and are to b© treated like th® foreigners.

The latter of Mr* Aldridge# the farmer manager» 

address d to ••orkars is appended.

'‘Following the purchase of the iilactricity Department 

of the a*>.C. by th® Company# I know there will be many workers

«ho fear for their positions. This fear will prise because

you de not quite understand the pl;m of the beard of Directors

of the 4p@oiel âlectriaity Deu.-rfc.:ent and Article 14 of the 

Xjr«oe.-œt published by th® Board which directs that special 

attention will be paid to the interests of worker® and to the 

protection of workers positions* All woifcsrs will continue 

to occupy their usual positions* The represent.«tires qçf the

ascrioan Power Company assure me that no alteration in the

conditions of workers will be made* The ?ower Oomrany in

.■ii.erioa has sent a telegram, to assure you th t no alterations

will be made.”

Th. 1» «produoad aa j -i - A

«To hr* Aldridge#

Cur international CoKirany hereby welcome you ■

as a member# All our members will protect the interests 

ond pc sitions of the employees of the Sangha i Company, 

we beliewo that the new Company in Shanghai will depend 

greatly on the co-operation of its workers*’*



Article 14 of the- Memorandum of* * th® special 
Garnit tee for the sale of th® Electricity Department of 
the &,H,C, provides that th® 3iian1;,ihn.i ^cwer G?w«*ny  should 
accept completely the obligation® of th® t.uah

The 2,000 strikers of the shanghai r»er Company 

n Bovmber 16 issued the following letter addressed to 

various public bodies refuting the statement published by 

the raanageaMmt on November 14 la various local newspapersi«

*ln its statement, the management declares that 

the wages ef Chinese employees have beta Increased ty W» 

shooing thio be so, the wages of an enpleyee which wore 

m formerly will now be >63* But those workers whoso pay 

wee >B0 formerly arc now paid |si only. Thus wo can woo

es the payment of annual bonus®®, superannuation fund and 
other rights of both the Chine®® and the foreign employee® 
of the Electricity Department Rnd rcoogniee the employment 
of the employees and no worker be dismissed except for 
inability, negligence in the execution of duty or other 
causes as stipulated in the agreement with the S,K»C, 

In noth conclusion, our Union has to state that 
we have done our best to promote mediation to settle the 
dispute, ^ollcving the strike of the workers, v© advised 
the workers to maintain th® distribution of electricity 
with o vie?: to maintaining public safety and the rights of 
the subscribers. Of late, we raised funds to assist in 
providing livelihood for the workers in order that the 
trouble might not reach serious dimensions and to publish 
a statement to-day for the information of the publie. 
Hereafter, we shall not publish further stat®f»nts wing to 
lack of funds or it may b® that we shall have no further 
opportunity of publishing then,, be hereby requeet the 

publie to give its support to this just cause*
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how the Company siieleadn the publie.

It adds that since 1928* the Company has dieehnrged 

21*6 per cent if foreign employees and 18»1 per cent of 

Chinese employees* This shows that the Caupany has violated 

the agreement concluded during the tending over of the 

firn by the Q.M.C* and the state, ent of Mr* Aldridge, the 

former Chief Engineer and General Manager, about the security 

of the ’ orkers’interests* The managæient is not sufficiently 

acquainted with the methods of administering the firm to 

make progress in the power enterprise»

The measures regarding gratuities are truly better 

than those adopted ty th© S*M*C*t but to sry that the 

gratuities have already been paid la absolutely absurd because 

the ’ orkers named Vai Lih-sung, hm Kan-lin, l«yi en*fu, 

Chnng &ai*»un and Chan Mo-kan who were* dimaiseod for 

opmiing negotiations with the Company and. Ying ling-kan, Tai 

^ung*imng and aih Ah*pao recently discharged without cause 

have sof^r not received any retiring gratuities excci>t their 

wages* More pen am hg the 400 dismissed have not obtained 

any gratuities to date* let us ask whether the Company is 

r»ble to give evidence of the fact that the discharged ra®n 

have already received the gmnts*

soma tine ago# Vai Lih-zung, Chu Hou*aun, Châang 

Taaig<ln and Hyi en-fu represented the workers to open 

negotiation» with the Company, but without result* then they 

called on the management again and made « uecond request, 

Vai lih-sung was dismissed* The request sutaltted ty the entire 

body of foremen was also ignored* (hi July 3 this year» ^yl 

v*'en-fu, Pan Kan-lln, Chang 2ai-ntn and Chen Pao-kan were 

detailed fca an representatives to open negotl tlons with 

the Company over the question of the payment of superannuation 

fund* in aonsoquenoe* these representatives were likewise 

dismissed* further requests made gHbsfc ty the emplcgrees



act rith no result*

At the request of the Labour Union, the local 

Tangpu and other political organs have twice despatched 

officials to make investig^tione and to act as mediator» 

in the dispute* But the offer of medi^tiono was not 

accepted qy the i^anagfe.ent*

Qhu Hsueh-van, uheso Hsu-bah and others have 

requested Mr* <;.ong Bhao-lai, chairman of the 

Chinese Chamber of Commerce, and ilesars* Yuan I^eewtung 

mid ^ce Hain-1oh, Chinese members of the 2*M*C*, to 

uediute* The attempt to mediate produced no result thrmgh 

tiw obstinate attitude of the Emxagœwmt*

At the request of 200 workers, Mr* Jones* 

decretnry of the B*M*C*, then called at the Company and 

offered proposals to settle the dispute, vdiich wrt also 

rejected*

The above statement reveals that we have done 

out utaost to avert the outbreak of the **tai-kung‘t vrhich 

was immediately followed by a strike wing to the fact 

that the Company ordered their gates to be closed and 

refused admittance to the workers after a Hai-kttng* had 

been declared*

Vith its huge capital, the Shan^ftal ïwcr Company 

bought ever the E3 estriol ty Department ef ths S*M*C* 

and regarded this publie utility enterprise as a private 

ergon frm. which it could secure benefits* Rsgardlsee of 

the eeonoeio depression in the oommmlty, the Company 

unhesitatingly introduced its iww electrlo meters, thereby 

effecting an inoreose in eloetrlsity charges*

IMder the pretext of had business, the Company 

in June lest year dismissed about»® «tunn tmt Inter
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en^nged soiae 100 tœporniy hands» Ouvi usly* th© object 
of the diemissale was only to deprive the workers of their 
superannuation fund» and yearly bonuses»»^ Yet the 
workers were patient and did not argue with th© Cera; any»

More oppressive Measures were adopted by the 
iuperialiotio company which further dismissed Without oat.ne 
4 Ivnds in July this year» Belying on its imperialistic 
influence» the Cora.any rejected the offer of medT.ticm by 
JJeesrs» see Hsin-loh» YU Yuh-ohing and Yuan Lee-tung, 
Chinese members of th© u»k«C»» hr» *'->ng dhao-lal» ci «airmen 
of the Shanghai Chines© Chamber of Comerce» and representatives 
of the local Tansgu and other political organs» hile th© 
Chinese members were submitting other proposals» th© obstinate 
mnntemsnt again dismissed three more workers and refused 
to agree to the issue of superannuation fund to the workers»

In short» the imperialistic capitalists have regarded 
th® Chinese v orkers as being of no importance» i?or th® 
dignity of our nation and tine rights of our workers» we 
will struggle to the bitter end» üe earnestly hope that th© 
publie will give us their sys^athetie assistance»

Relying on its imisenae capital and the authority

of extraterritoriality» the shanghai J?cwer Company has 
monopolized the publie utility electric enterprise» It has 

commenced an increase in electricity charges and violated 
the rights of our employee». Yraa time to time, the Conpasy 
atterc^ted to discharge the employees who had bem in the 

employ of the a»M»C» At first about ISO hands of the old 

plant were unconditionally discharged but ©wing to the 

intervention at Wir Loo Jeh, the discharged aa mr 

received a «mail mom for retiring gratuities. In IKS, 

about so staff member» were discharged» The dlsmlMaB
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of workers never occurred, during th® administratis of 

the firm lay the 3*M.C*

With a viev to protecting the existence of their

o*n right», the Workers* Union and the Staff Menbe s 

Association were organised. Relying on the influence of 

the imperlAlists, the Gompany used force to destroy the 

organised, labour union. 4 representatives of the Union 

were dismissed for opening éègotlatlons with tiie mnagtment. 

some time ago» the l&xtual Benefit Society in view of the 

continuous dl. charge of employees despatched a letter to 

tius Gtrnpany requesting it to pay attention to the stipulations 

of Article 14 of the agreement, but to date, no reply has been 

given. later, the employees Jointly submitted the demands 

for the protection of the employees handed over by the 

Meotrioity Department of the S>h«C. and an iiaprcvement of 

conditions of employees. These demands were ignored by ths 

management. Recently, the Company dismissed three more men 

on ijos pretext and attempted to misappropriate the 

supertinnuotion of 5Z' of the total wages. The hands then |

went on a “go-slow* strike to serve as a warning to the - j

Efcw.3«:ement whereby the latter refused to aklAwr the workers ‘ 

to enter the promises, announced the dismissal of the entire
■ l 

body of workers at the new plant end disregarded the inter- • 

vention of the Chinese members Qf the s«M.C«t the local i

Tangpu and other political organs. Therefore* the hands !

at the two plants were compelled to act in oonoert* Although j 

the present dispute is between employers and employees, yet ; 

it is also a novenent to resist the mighty lowers and 1

maintain ths existence of Justice and the existence at tho 

whole Chinese rase, we shall not bo overwhelmed by force 

and hope that the public will give their sympathetic support 

to the strikers*

I
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Our workers were formerly in the employ of the 

Fleetricity Department of the Council, ’ e were given good 

treatment and there was sincere co-operjtian between the 

workers rand the employers. Ther fore» trouble ncldan arose»

□ince the purchase of the Department by tiie Shanghai 

fower Company, the latter has been making use of this publie 

utility enterprise as a omne of enriching a few individuals. 

The vorkero are frequently oppressed.■ Although the Company 

has been in business for about three years only» over 500 

workers have- already been disnicsed. The workers* benefits 

formerly given by the Council have all been cancelled qy the 

Caapany»

In April this year, four vorkeru me unreasonably 

dismissed, we requested Messrs. Yu Yah-ohlng, See Hein-1 ch 

and Yuan Lee-tung, Chinese members cf the S».^/C., and 

Mr» v.ong uhao-lai of the Chinese Chamber of Cmmeroe to 

mediate, but the company ignored the mediation» Furthermore, 

the management of the Company has dismissed two more long- 

servioe workers on the ground that they ware losy. Recently 

a worker was also dismissed after h« had applied for three days 

leave owing to serious illness. The Company is new refusing 

to grant a pension to the workers under the pretest that the 

Company had the right to alter the regulations* All these 

acts are unreasonable. Therefore, we have reluctantly 

decided to declare a •go-slow’* strike» W shall strictly 

observe pease and order during the strike and no unlawful 

act ion will be taken» as your former employees, we request 

ths Council to render us assistance»*

RKASOSb fOR SÜBMITTIBO THE

Ths 4th Distriet wtewurl» à Mestr&etty Trude 

worker® Union has published ths following reasons for 

the five dsnands submitted by the workers!-
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1» That any employee having completed one year’s 

service upon being discharged by the Company be given a 

retiring gratuity equivalent to throe mofette*’ pay nn& a 

superannuation of &,t of the total wages received during the 

polled of his employment (all benefits to be forfeited if 

the employee is convicted of a crime by the Courts»

lhe Company must comply with the issue of pensions 

as arranged by the S.^/C. Refer to Article 14 of the 

lieraor&ndum of the Special ftommittee for the sale of the 

•Uodtrioity Department of the S.M.C. henever an employee 

la discharged, his livelihood will be difficult» therefore 

the SOTpany should grant him retiring gratuities in order 

to enable him to meet expenses, such measures have been 

adopted ty other factories and cannot be considered 

©rtr-vacant.

2. That the rules governing the dismissal of Chinese 

employees be dearly stated and notified to all employees.

Factorisa have the rules governing promotions* 

rewards and fines on employees. As the Power Company has 

dismissed workers of its own accord, we cannot but submit 

a demand for the enforcement of the rules with a view to 
averting future disputes* ’ "7'

3» That a yearly bonus equivalent to one month’s pay 

be granted at every year-end to those employees having a 

full year’s service with the Company.

The workers will never be able to save money if they 

have Only sufficient t© avoid starvation every month* W 

crnmot help submitting this demand to facilitate the workers 

to met their expenses during the Chinese Sew Tear JUatlval. 

A* to the workers* ths bonus received by them for their 

one year’s labour will enewirage then to work more diligently* 

yurtharmore* such masure* have boon adopte* especially 

in shanghai by wioes Chinese and foreign factories* such 

as th* chapel waterworks * Msotrldty plant* th*



tfôntao lleetricity Comjany and the Brltiah-Amsricen 

Tobr'Oc© faotorieo.

4» That with mgard to the 400 hands who were dismissed 

without cause or discharged ty the Company» seven be 

reinstated*

^rl Wn-fu* Pan Kan-lln* Chang Xal-aun and Chen lao-kan 

were dismissed for having acted as representatives to open 

negotiations with the Company over an inorease of compassionate 

grants to a worker named Chow Kan-fah who was killed while 

on duty* It is absurd to dismiss them*

Tai gung-hang was dismissed for having left work* 

Sih Ah~pao was dismissed and alleged by the Company to have 

voluntarily tendered his resignation when he was unable to 

©nil nt the plant for an extension of his sick leave due 

to Mb serious illness* The employment of Ting Ping-kan 

was di spans ©4 with lay the Comply on the grounds that he 

had slept in the Machinery cone while on duty* The allegations 

were regarded as untenable* because it was a physical 

impossibility for say worker to sleep with the mcMnery in 

operation, as the reasons for the dismissal of those seven 

men were not sufficient* they should therefore be reinstated*

&* That wages for the period of the "tai-kun^'-' and the 

strike be paid*

The dispute arose through the Indisoriminate dismissal 

of workers and the refusal of the issue of pensions by the 

Company • M the present strike of workers of the Shanghai 

Power Company has been caused by the refusal of the management 

to allow the workers to enter the prenioes* the Mt thane 

should root with the Company and undoubtedly* ths wages of the 

workers for the period of the "go-slow* strike should alee 

be paid by the company*
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In a manifesto* the ^muighai Chlnsoe Chumtier of 
;Jofc®eroe alleges that the Jh^ngha-i tower Joi&puny has repeated 
the lawful Mediation of the Chinese of fid -1 srgi-ns, thereby 
prolonging the trouble. The dh^ber expresses its regret 
th&t the Company has not considered the impart->-nce of 
ao-opcr^tion between the enu loyers and the worker» in such 
a publie utility sntorpriee. The manifesto is published 
to draw the attention of the Company concerned.

...^ JLÆâtL.ï&. Xiki.JaJUS»

Twenty days have passed by since the outbreak of 
the labour trouble in the dhnnghai bower Company, . v/e 
recognise that strikes are usual occurrence# tut they ought 
to be settled either by direct oonsufc tlon between the 

amployers and employees or by the mediation of a third party, 

iuoh methods are usuul even in the Chinese tvned factories 

in Jtumghai.
The ahanghai Power Company has refused to adopt 

either course of consultation or mediation by a third party. 

The Company is only desirous of treating its employees like 

the lowest coolies and this attitude vdiloh is adopted in 

other civilised countries to settle the labour troubles will 

not be tolerated in the Far £ast.
we earnestly hope that the council would warn and 

correct the policy now being adopted by the Shanghai lower 

Company.

This Association had protested against the sale 

of the fils Ctrl city pepartnent by your Oouncil, becmse » 

nubile utility cntexprtoe should bo controlled by the 

kunid polity of Greeter Shanghai» otherwise the publie end 

the workers would be at « dlMdmmtage» if the concern vu



Ministered ty a private body aiming at œasalng wealth» 

At the time «hen the fix» was adt-dni3teres by 

your council, the electricity ohargee wro very low. The 

chargee were increased owing to the high coat of coal, but 

the firm has not lowered the charges as a re-ult of the 

slump in the price of coal»

According to a certain person fmili-r with the 

inner affaire of the Company, the speed of the new electrlo 

ko tore la much higher than that of the old ones. The 

£vn.*tw*ent‘b treatment of workers is entirely wrong) it 

di hisses senior workers of high wages in order to curtail 

expanses and engages writers from other pl-wea a Recently» 

U-e Company abolished the grant of gratuitloo as arranged 

sv o tine ago by your Jo unoil. S'rom 1893 to 19JI9 when the 

leotrloity **Bpartmant wo conducted by your Council, no 

labour disputes arose except that arising from the key 30 

incident. But since th® taking over of the concern by the 

■.rfhngliui ;ower Com any» labour disputes hav^ become oorsnon. 

fortunately» the workers who were in the e»>ploy of your Council 

liave been well-trained and are fully aware of the importance 

Of the rights of the public» The hands have endured the fact 

that they are being Intolerably oppressed» unexpectedly» the 

Jampany contrary to the Motional Recovery ,'»ct of ^resident 

aooscwelt intensified the oppression of the Chinese workers 

vdilch action might have caused unprecedented incident».

Xt is your duty to Intervene in the dispute, and the 

Council ahould not overlook the rights of the public and shift 

the responsibility to others» we hereby revest your iwnodlate 

intervention»

....

We were inf cased that the ghsaghai Power acMpoey had 

di «sissod without sense the workers «ployed by ths 3»M»a» 

Meetrisitr Dopartaent, refused to issue superannuation fund
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and rejected the offer of mediation by heom, :see Ksln-loh.
Yuan Lee-lung, Chinese members of the j.i .S», and 1èr. aong 
^h&o-lai, ahitiruan of Vie ahunghai ahineeo J*T»b. r of oomeroe. 

v.e regret this aontœpt for the rights of the workers end 
for the mediators.

The hands were obliged to go on a '’go-slow4 strike
to serve as a warning to the management v.*hex’cvpen the latter 
declared a lock-out which undoubtedly arousoù the anger 
of the publie.

tfe hereby hope that the workers will regard the
rights of the people and will not follow the actions of the

-h-nghai it>wer Company aid go to extrades. .part from 
despatching a letter to the to mko a Just settlement,
we give you this reply for th® information of the workers.

moLwm.amu

Ths Pried Goods .ihop-owners assc iutlon. the Money
jtch.-.nge Guild, the Gugnr Merchants J»ssool tion, the Vegetable 
hong-omere Association and about 20 other trade associations 
on November 12 sont the following letter to the Gdi.c.t-

N£lootrioity is used by ell public utility

enterprises and shops, should a settlement of the trouble 

in the shanghai iuwer Company be delayed, trouble may arise 

sad unrest may be felt among the attisons with » subsequent 

loss to the ooEsrerce. The blame should rest on the Oontp»;y.
"The Oounoil is a supreme orgn established for the

benefit of el tisons in the International ^ettlanent. It has 

the right to direst the Shanghai fower Ja»>.sany« It should 

issue a strict order to the Company to aooept the lawful 

mediations by the Chinese Govomaant.*’

wma m various BBAg.gg^ w amaa JMUfeffiqm
The 17th. the 8dth oa^feth Branches of Motriet 

tttlMu Moderation have de^stched letters to the S«M«0« 

and the shanghai Mower Company rebooting then to devine
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ways and moans to bring about an early set lot'ont of the 
dispute, otherwise the Oonspuny should be hold to llaiae if 
any Incidents occur and cause hoary loscee to business man.

ri vy j

Owing to the conduct of th® ^.uwur^ynt, there hare 
been r»ny labour disputes in the ;,îh*ng -1 iowr Comps ny 

during the past year. The recent strike is th® mat serious 
one. The situation is becoming more serious. If the strike 
continues, untoward incidents may be ejected. ror this 

reason, we request you to mediate in the dispute sc that the 

interest of the public ;.’®y not be endangered and the anxiety 

of the Chinese workers of the Company may bo raXievcd*

The electricity supply is an important public 
utility and therefore, the electric! ty enterprises in other 

countries throughout ths world are conducted by the respective

governments».

It is only four years since the Àlectricity Department 
of th® £»• k*C* was taken over by the Shanghai Power Ccmp«ny, 

but owing to the inexperience of the latter concern in 

ud^lnistoring a public utility enterprise, disputes between 

the rswnagament and the workers hove frequently arisen*
Of late, the di missal of workers and the refusai 

: of the payment of pensions by the manages ant H&w caused

| discontent among the workers*
| In the present crisis, the workers lutve eagprsssed

ÿ their willingness to make concessions yet the mraagmonto
disregarding the rights of all oubserrlbera, refuse» to eettle 

| the dispute*
I NW mWbcrs of our ssaoclations are Wbeeribwe of
f the Shanghai fewer Ctenpany sad should the dietributioB Cf '
I : > ■
B electricity be stepped one toy» sll the subkcriben WIM



be ^really af footed.

we have held meetings to dlsausn measures to cope 

with the matter end wo resolved to give ovr support to 

the workers if ncoessary. we hereby request all public 

bodies to submit proposals with a view to settling the 

dispute and maintaining peace and order in the community»

You have bean at variance with the management 

ol the ^ha-nghai .rower -Jomri*ny for about 20 duys» The dispute 

has not been settled owing to the obstinate attitude adopted 

by the T5o.nagos.ent. However, you have maintained the supply 

of electric current, which shows tlfc-t you Isavo considered 

the interests of the public, we are quite satisfied with, your 

action. Besides requesting the Shanghai Jiret and 3eo©nd 

...pedal Districts Citisens Federations to discuss measures 

for the settlement of the dispute, we have requested the 

Chinese members of the S.M»C» to continue their efforts at 

i cdlation. We hope you will continue the maintennnoe of 

the supply of electricity to the publie»

^TT^..Obk..

The Shanghai Power Company has obstinately refused 

to consider the proposals which would be beneficial to both 

Ü19 Company and the labourers* Such action en the part of ths 

Company aggravates the workers, offsets the convenâtaoe of 

all subscribers, and constitutes a disregard of peace end 

order in the oessranily» The binas should rest with the 

Company if any untoward insidmto occur»

we hereby request you to invito lr» «Tonco» Scare tory 

of the Council» to nodiato in co-operation with Mosers» Ytoa 

Loo*tang, Wong ahso*lai, goo Msin*leh md représenta tivoe of 

the loeal tongpu and ether political ergons. Both toe 



fâunsgtarant and the labourera should bo in* treated to .make 
aonaeiislons a© thst the dispute might be amicably settled.

According te a report from our rionbora in the 
Tntc national .iettlement, the "go-slow" strike in the 

ihwngh&l cower Company was caused the action of the 
^omrnny in disregarding the conditions of employment of 
wrkers and the failure of negotiations Mth the man*genont. 
iortunutely, the distribution writers ar. still observing 
the order of the Union to maintain the dist id button of 
electricity in order not to affect the pe&ae and order in 
the ooræîuni ty.

The di opute in the Shanghai *-ow Company has 

bcooEe serious and it is inevitable that a critical situation 
^111 ensue and our members will suffer he^wy looeeo.

v& hereby request you to instruct both the mmageqsmt 
and the workers to open negotiations and to bring about an 
early settlement. Any party which adepts an obstinate 
attitude cannot evade responsibility for the forthcoming losses

Cf late» newspapers report that th® "ge-slow" 

strike in the bh&nghui Power Company arose through the 

frequent dismissal of workers by the management. uwtng to 

the firm attitude adopted by the management» tlj® labour si

tuation has reached serious dimensions. The question of the 

entire Ml safety of the community ia at stake» and should 

any untoward incidents eeour» the attisons would be indirectly 

affected*
the Connell diould pay attention to the Batter» 

otherwioo the Council cannot evade responsibility for any 
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trouble which&ay aria© although the bl fem should be borne 
Uy the dh-tfjghul i’ow-.z Company.

®e hereby request you to order the Company to 
offset an early settlement of the dispute»

ur;,-. .m. .àW^^x ï... mwWS.
R3KMMS

tout of our members are Bulsoribers of the dh&nghai 
xower Company. The present ’•go-ale»** strike arose through 
the bad treatment of worker© by the Company» end to date, 

the dispute which could have been easily settled» hao been 
spreading day by day as a result of the obstinate attitude 
on the port of the Company. 

In considération of the rights of the subscribers» 
the workers are still maintaining the distribution of 
dec t ri cl ty. 

The situation has been growing steadily worse 
owing to the inainserity of the Company» and in the event of 

the manager ant failing to see reason in tl*e near future» 
the }*ands would be compelled to abandon the ræ-lntonance of 

electricity distribution. Consequently, untoward incidents 

might occur, thereby causing Our members to sustain business 

and other kinds of losses for which the Company should be ■

held to blame. I .
i .

The Council, being a supervlaoiy organ» is requested 

to plan© restrictions on the unreasonable delay in a settlement ;

by the Company » that our members may not be af footed»

About 100 labour unions» including the Shanghai 

/obtai Workers Uni», the metal staff labors Union, too <to 

id strict Belled Tobaooo Trade workers Union, too Dried Goode 

Trade workers Union» too lot Motriet Ordure Coolies toisa» 
" : ...>X.

too lOto DLstriot Oetton waving Trade wrkers Union, toe { f
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4th Listriot 41k Jpinnlng Truda Aorkero Union, etc.

on November 13 issued a Joint mnifanto emphasising their 

support to the strikers»

In a letter du tad Jeptomber 29 to the 1th 

district Wterwrka & -leotrlaity Trude MJikers Union, 

th® Postal workere Union states that the pootul work®!» 
will support the strikers»

At 2 p»te. October 25, the .àhun<jKvi General 

Labour Union held a meeting at which about 100 persons 

representing some 70 labour unions were present»

The following resolutions wero passed*»
1, That the various labour unions do their utmost 

to contribute funds to the "go-slow” strikers of the 

.jh^jghai Lower Company and that a petition bo submitted 

to the General Labour Union to draw up dotilsd measure» 

governing the collection of the oon tri butions»

2» That the various labour unions issue manifestos 

concerning the labour trouble in the ^Shanghai lower Company.

LootaKbcr 29. The 2,000 workers of the new plant become 

angry when the negotiations opened yesterday by six 

foremen with Mr. Siner, of the plant were rejected. 
The workers then voluntarily oommanoed a "go-slow* 

strike from this morning»
The 4th aistriot waterworks & Mootrloity 

Trade Workers Union imedlat<y mûrit ted a report to 

the local Tangpu and other political orgeats, and lamed 

a letter addressed to the workers,
The manageamt issued a circular instructing

the strikers to resume work before 2 o*CUok in ths 

afternoon» tat wp to the evening, nona of the strikers
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,>er?t^ber 30* The gate of the new plant wan doaod by the 
munagament. The workers wore, refused ontxy to the 
premises but informed that they had b ;en discharged» 

Bext morning, the entire boefer of hands
called at th© ücnar.-l office on kiangei Bead and asked 
for the payment of pmaions, but vdtl®ut result. At 
noon, represents tires were detailed to cutoit an appeal 
to the S.M.C. asking for asnistnee tmd wore received 
by kr, Jones, Secretary, and Mr» 'Ko Uth-kwel, Associate 
aeorot&ry of the Council, who informed the® that a 
reply would be give® after they had discussed the matter 
with the Compuny»

In the afternoon, the 4th uiatrlct Waterworks 
1 .üectrieity Trade workers Union called a mo ting of 
chiefs of various departments of both the new and the 
eld plants, at rôilch it was resolved to fox® a «Go-slow* 
Strike Coœlttee.

tetober 1* Atout SO*) workers of the old plant on Feuron 
flood Joined the «go-slow’* strike this morning, but the 
distribution workers of the new plant still remained 
to maintain the distribution of electricity»

The 4th District Waterworks & Mestriol fy 

Trade Workers union entertained local newspaperman end 
node a report on the eirmnstonoos attending the strike*

Mr» Jones of the S*M«C* gave a reply to 

workers to the offset that negotiations had bean opened 

with the Shanghai Power donpaaiy* tut owing 1» the latter’s 

fix® attitude* no remit had boon arrived at*
October >* The Company engaged a large numbor of efclte 

Bussions ©oamenoing operations from to-day*

The 4th hi strict waterworks & MeetrlMty

Trade Workers Onion despatched a 

iwqpoetlng it to uphold Justine*

letter to the 8*M«0«
.1 

«

a
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About l"0 local labour union» isnued a 

manifesto emphasizing their support of the strikers* 

t_C.tob.er 3* The strikers detailed l^dl .en-fu, £hu Hou* 

sun and 4 others to eubrilt an appeal to the 

Municipality of Greater Shanghai requesting assistones*

The Ccspazy notified the striker® to receive 

their pay at th® Badge Room in Yangtsepoo. Up to 

5*30 p*®* non© of the strikers cllod for the wges*

The looui Tangpu and the social Bureau 

detailed officials Tai fu-hong and 3-ax King-tao to call 

at the Goners! Of floe to interview Mr. Heald» Assistant 

Gens, al tanager, and to proceed with rtedir fions, hut 

without result*

Th® ^o®pt*ny despatched officials to req est 

the '«Ira-outtlng worker® to resume w>rk, vixich proposal 

was accepted by the Union in consideration of the 

public welfare*

C,ctober 4* In view of the serious situation, we held 

an emergency meeting and despatched & tdegrem to the 

People*® Movement Committee of th© Jontrul Kuomintang 

Headquarters requesting it to de toil officiale to Shanghai 

to control the situation*

The entire body of foremen of too two plants 

resolved to Join the Wgo«slow* strike and the staff 

nambers wem also reported to have the intention of 

Joining the movasent*
Gctober 6* We ins trusted the 4th Ms trict Waterworks S 

neetrieltF Trade Workers Union to order the distribution 

workers to maintain supply and not to participate la 

toe movement unless they wore oompoXl®d to do see

Itos Oospsar adopted sa obstinate attitude 

and emphasised their intention to reject all proposals*

October <* On the morning* dta Xsu^wan* Chow Hsueto» 

belong and Shao Hsu»bah* oenmittoo members of ®wr



Union, ©Ailed on Mr. U.K* Yue, Chiof .-.«©rotary ©f the 
Municipality of Greater Shanghai, and tiiscwssed with 
ilia seaouree to cope ni th th© sittr tien*

The Company attempted to angt^e the workers 
of the Anderson Meyer Ckunpany to replace the strikers. 
The attempt was futile.

I qto.her 7, Apart from euteitting a petition to th® lo©l 
Tangpu and oth-i ptelitioal organv tc tasediately bring 
about an early settlement of th© dispute, we notified 
all labour unions to do their utmost to give flnunolal 
asolotmoe*

y ctober 8. The entire body of Chinese stuff member» 
Joined the strike this morning and a Joint raonlfesto 
was Issued by the staff Manbcrs Mutw-1 Jimofit Uoeioty 
and the 4th District Waterworks & lectrioity Trade 
workers Union*

we gave a enter taimen t in th© evening «ft* 
t© various lenders of public bodies at the Dah ui Yang 
Instaurant at which a report on the Wmmmhi oirou©stances 
surrounding the strike was made* 

votober 9. The various local bodies booms indignant
Jhmhi because the manag«®ent rojeotod the offers of 
mediation* Metter» from the Chinoso R&tepayero 
As so elation in the International Settlement and the 
17th Stanch Mstriot Cltieena indexation were sent to 
the s»M«a« requesting it to inmodUtely devise way» 

and wane to bring about a eotUenent of the dispute* 
fcotobor 11* The entire body of Chines© staff «amber»

held a general seating in the prmlo.ee of Che Youths 
Propaganda Group doaioty at Small aeet Gate» Manteo* 
at shidii it was resolved to fox» a "Go-alow* Strike 

Goanittoe*

An angUaii atatanent was publidhod by the

prmlo.ee
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JOKip'my» in which cunning réfutations re^rding the 

causa of and the responsibility for fcho present 

trouble ware made*

The 2jangchow Fellow irovincitls -istwoi ~tion, 

the Kiangau Fellow irevinslais vssoai tion, otc* 

despatched letters to ths 3»X<.C* and the Shanghai Power 

iom.any urging th.® to immediately settle th© ditqyut®, 

otherwise the Company would be to hlcme for any incidents. 

lctabor 12* The People’s Movement Soraxlttae of the

Control Kuomintang Headquarters despatched a telegram 

to the Municipality of Greater Shanghai ; nd the local 

Tongpu instructing them to inanediately offer proposals*

More Chinese staff rembers were reported to 

have joined the strike*

The Chekiang Fellow i-rovincielo Asaooi&tion 

rmd various local shop-owners associations smt letters 

to the B*b*C* stressing their opinions re the present 

trouble.

vCto.ber 13* The various loo«l fellow provinoicslo 

association® yesterday evening held a joint meeting st 

which measures to support the strikers of the Sh anghai 

Power Company were discussed* Th® Mlngpo Fellow 

Provincials Association sent a letter to the members of 

the B*M*C* expressing anger over the disregard of the 

rights of the publie* *nd urging them to immediately 

draw up measures to control the trouble*
be to her 14* In refuting the open letters published in the

advertisement columns ef various load newspapers by 

the Shanghai fewer Company to nidoad the public* a 

letter addressed to the publie bodies was Jointly signed 

and issued by the entire body of workers* numbering 

about 2*000*
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catcher 16a The * go -slow" strike continued and the 

labour situation etill romlned serious»

tetobar 16» The Shines® staff members wno had Joined 

the strike resumed work due to threats « nd induomaente 

by the Company, but none of the workers on strike 

c-1led at the plant to reauras, 

vctob:-.-r 17, Messrs, Yu Y&h-chlng and YUun loe-tung,

Shift®»© tier here of the 3,1. C,, were, requested by 

thio union to mediate, 

tatobor 18, This Union despatched a letter to the 3,k,C, 

urging it to settle the labour troutl© in the shanghai 

lower Company. load newspapermen wore entertined, 

a report on the strike made nd a manifesto ioiraed. 

The strikers detailed representatives to mke appeals 

to parties concerned.

1 qtober 19, The Shanghai Chines-' Chamber of Ooimeree 

sent a letter to the 3«&»C, requesting it to want and 

correct th® policy adopted by the âhêin^hai lower Company» 

The various fellow provincials associa tiens also wrote 

tu the 3,1 ,C, asking for en early settlement of the $

trouble,

totober The Ministry of Industry detailed Mr, Pao

Jteo-hwa, Chief of the 4th seotion of the labour

Department, to Shanghai to make m investigation late- j

the S»P,C,() dispute.

•i
i

Mr, Mell, Chai man of th© offered |
proposals, 1

t cipher 82, The various loeal fellow provincials |

aseo ei étions issued a Manifesto supporting the S,J?,C, |
■Si 

strikers, letters to oonsolo the striker* and to the / j

Chinese members of the Couneil to offer prsposals ware

\/
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POL y j

3. 1, Sped.^.^j^.dD.«444^--^- 1
REPORT * -REPORT 40 .

applicant for enrolment in the Jewreh CompanyS.V.C.

Forwarded by............ Â • .....Ç.?awf o r d

Alexander Borisovitch SHORlïIK, Russian 

Jew, was born on October 15, 1920 in Haroin, 

Manchuria. According to his own statement, 

he left Harbin for -Tientsin together with his 

parents in 1922 and resided in that city until 

November 1939 when he came to Shanghai. His 

father, who was a Soviet citizen, left China for 

the U.S.S.R. in 1936 and is still residing in 

th^t country.

Whilst in Tientsin, the applicant also 

became a Soviet citizen, but at present intends 

to apply for emigrant papers. Upon his arrival 

in Shanghai on November 6, 1939, he worked for 

his brother, V. Shornik, who is a partner in the 

business known as General Transportation Company, 

128/531 Museum Road.

On February 13, 1940 he secured a position 

as a salesman with the Mercury Press.

There is nothing in the Municipal Police 

records detrimental to his character.



TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS:
Voluncorps Shanghai

IN REPLY PLEASE QUOTE NO. 0-111/59.

Sfyangfyai Jïluniripal (îmtnctl.

ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO BE ADDRESSED

TO HEADQUARTERS. S.V.C. AND NOT TO 23rd FebTUaTV, JQ Æ0 .
INDIVIDUALS. . ............................................................................ .................  Z .........

CONFIDENTIAL.

Deputy Commissioner, 
Special Branch, 

S. M. P.

Subject: APPLICATION FOR ENLISTMENT - 
__ 2_ JEWISH COMPANY, S.V.C. 

With reference to the attached appli

cation for enlistment in the Jewish Company, S.V.C., I 

should be obliged if the usual investigations could be 

made and a report forwarded in due course.

Major, 
Staff Officer (A. & Q.), 

Shanghai Volunteer Corps.

Encl: S.V.C. Form 1.

CPA
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Z02-C File No.....77
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ~

Section 2, Special..Branch.^^4, 
REPORT

Date.... June.... 15.»....19 36
Subiect..... Mustafa.Osman..Bey..alias..S.m.Osbi and.Bey.......... .............. ............ .......................

Made Z|y...D>StTgheremshansky....... ^^Torwarded byE„........ ................................Qd.zL.........................

______Mustafa Osman Bey» 36» Turkish citizen, first came to________ 

notice of the Shanghai Municipal Police on October 26, 1933____

following hia arrival in Shanghai in the a.a. "Rokko Maru*_______

together with hia wife, Rukiye Haimun, as deportees from________

Japan for being destitute and alleged communists. According 

to information from the local Japanese Consulate he arrived_____

in Japan from Singapore via Shanghai on August 14, 1933, to_____

claim payment of a loan of Y.9,662 from ex-Prince Abdul__________

Karim of Turkey to whom, he claimed, the sum was loaned by______

r ! k..

him during February 1933 in Singapore.____________________________

Prince Abdul Karim denied the alleged debt and left for

Africa on September 11. On October 13 Osman Bey was detained

by the Police on a charge of begging from foreign residents.

According to *11 aka ham", a Turkish newspaper. Osman Bey
became a member of the Propaganda Department of the Communist

Party in 1919 during his detention in Moscow as a’war prisoner,__

and participated in the work of propagating communism amongst___

Turks in Caucasus. He returned in Turkey in 1924 and was

employed with the Turkish Consulate in Syria, but was later
X

dismissed for having misappropriated a sum of money.

During his first sojourn in Shanghai M. Osman Bey resided

at the isaiman Pension» Mo. 126 Bubbling Well Road, for two_____

days and from 28.10.33 to 30.12.33 at Rouse 6, Terrace 15,

Carter Road. He then left for Singapore.

On May 28, 1936 Mustafa Osman Bey reappeared in Shanghai

arriving from Hongkong in the s.s. “ Rader shi re *• In the

Alien Declaration u'orm he stated that he was a Turkish citizen

who was born in 1900 at Itanbul. He gave his home address as

Istanbul. Kadi Keni, and his address in Shanghai^s ParkJjotel.



FORM NO. 3 File No.......... .
c 0!|'*5 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

* ........ ...........................Station,
REPORT

Date....................................19

Subject (injull)....................................................................................................................................................... .....................

-2- 
Made by................................................Forwarded by........ ................. . ................................

Osman Bey holds Turkish passport Mo. 18/649 issued at Cyprus 

by Turkish Consul. According to him he arrived here from_______ .

"London, Antwerp, Middesboro" via Port Said, Penang, Singapore 

and Hongkong. He stated that he would stay in Shanghai for_____

. one month and _that his destination was U, S. A,His baggage„ 

consisted of 4 pieces. Upon his arrival he resided at Ho use 6 , 

Terrace 15, Carter Hoad, until June 6, when he removed to____

No, 1027 Avenue Joffre, a boarding house belonging to a Turkish 

Armenian, who is also the owner of the "Constantinople* _____

Restaurant at the same address,

_____ On 13,6,36 M. Osman Bey left Shanghai for Singapore in the__  

s.s. "D’Artagnan,"___________________

, n ----------------- —....- - ----.................................

------------------------------- -----------------
\ - -
\ Officer i/o Special Branch,______________

Ay -T

—______  _L_

V
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D,

October 28 33

Dear Steptoe,

I have to inform you that S.M. Osmand Bey, 

alleged Communist, and his wife, Ruklye Hamun, who 

were deported from Japan, arrived in shanghai from 

Yokohama by the s.s. "Rokko liaru” at 3.30 p.m. October 26. 

They are at present staying at the Iseircan Pension, 

No.126 Bubbling Well Road.

Yours sincerely,

H.ÏÏ. Steptoe,bsq., 

British Consulate-General.

M. R. darly.

. ■ ' ' . . .
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No

REPORT
Special o, 2

Da/^Octpber 27, tg 33.
Subject (in full) Arrival of' S .11. Osniand Bey and. his wife on October 26.

Made b r D. S. Umemoto.
.~~——————————
s. Osman d/, alleged communist, accompanied by his wife,

Rukiye Hnmun, 30, who were denorted from Japan for being destitute^ 

arrived in Shanghai from Yokohama by the s.s. "Rokko Harun, which

berthed at the IT.Y.K. Jayside Jharf at 3.30 p.m. October 26.

They are at present staying at the Iseinan Pension, No. 126 

Bubbling Yell Road.

Officer i/c Special Branch



Form No. 2
G. 5000-2-31 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

REPORT

File No...........
POLICE.

Special 3vaxich^..SL^..2......Station,

Date..October.. 25^. zg33

Subject (in full)..... Expected .arrival in Shanghai f rom .Japan...of S..M... O.fflnand...Bey,

............ alleged...c.O-PjPiuni.st. »---an d...hi.a..y/.if.e....Qn....O-C.^^e.r ..26A ...1933.

Made by D. S. Umemotq......... Forwarded by.......

Information has been received from the local Japanese

Consulate to the effect that a Turk named S.M. Osmand Bey, 34, 

feacher,. accompanied._byhis.jrife,. wilJLJ^av.e Yokohama for Shanghai 

by the s.s. "Rokko Maru", which is scheduled to arrive here on. 

October 26. ___ __

The Bey couple went to Japan on August 14 fr°m Singapore via 

Shanghai to claim payment of a loan of Yen 9,662.00 from ex-Prince_

Abdqra Calim of Turkey, to whom, it is claimed, the sum was loaned 

during February 1933 in Singapore. The ex-Prince denied this___  

debt and left Tokyofor Africa on September 11. The couple

became destitute and on October 13 Bey was detained in the custody 

of the Police on a charge of begging from foreign residents.__  . _

According to a certain correspondent of the "Maksham1* newspaper

joublished in Turkey, Osmand Bey became a member of the Propaganda 

Department of the Communist Party in 1919 during his detention 

in Moscow as a prisoner qf_war._ He participated in the work of

propagating communism amongst Turks in Caueasia. He returned

4 Z7 , ç to Turkey in 1924 and was 

Syria but was later dj smis
in,_the. .employ of a Turkish Consulate at—



.... ■ ' ' ' ■ ” ' ’ ~ ~.......' ................................Z .. . , ..'............... , 

Form No. 2 Pile No...... . .....
G. 3000-7-3 ( -

: SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. rj //
„?.®CT 101^ x 2 .....Ssæ&îfe,

' REPORT
Date ...Qct.ob.er..2.6.f.jcf53

I Suhjert (in full) Mr? E.A* Manjosova alias Mrs D.^anjo^ova. 

............... ......................................................................................................... ................................................ 

Made by..?. .^£kof 1ev.................... Forwarded by*.............. ....

X

t

: £

With reference to..the attached, memo of the Officer____ .

i/c Special Branch dated October 11.1933 on the subject of_________

llrs D. Manjosova residing at No 22-C Route Pere Robert.discreet__

_entpiiries_ regard!ng the antecedents and character of this Indi- 

vidual reveal the following information.:-______________ _____________
Mrs Eudoxia A. ^anjosova alias Mrs I). Manjosova.Rus-

s j an, born March_l ^18.92at Blagov.ea.chensk.,.Araur-nroxince.TRlhe-riac,__
She arrived in Shanghai from Harbin on March 12.1929,together______

with her daughte r, Mi ss 0. P. Manjosova. When rjeglstering with the_

Huss i an Emi grant s 'Comm it tee .No 6-A . Hongkong Ro ad, ..she . st.at ecL_____

_that she had resided in Harbin since 1921, and...that she was... a-^___

mass euse by occupation.______________________ ___________________________

Places whereL she_ has resided in Shanghai include______

No 602 Avenue Joffre, 687 Avenue Joffre, 76 Route des Soeurs. ___

No 350 Avenue offre . Apt 95.No 102 Rue Marcel Tillot and No 2240

Route Here Robert. _____ ______________________________

It wasjn nonne nt ion with her occupât ion that Mas ^an-

josova came to the notice of the Municipal Police during the_____
summer of 1930. An extract from the police report dated June 28,

1930, on the subject of massage establishments reads as follows:-. .

_____________  " No 76 Route des Soeurs is occupied by Mrs Manjosloff.

_AS.Russian. She conducts a massage business there and her.___
_hours of business are from 10 a.m, to 9 p.m, Inquiries show______ _

that she 1 s__not_ a masseuse and conducts this affair in order t.o 

attain__acquaintances with ’■nen for immoral purposes"_ ( File---------- -
D.1345 ). ___ ________________________________________________ 1

r x «
___________ It is reported that some time in 1936 or 1931 a______  «

complaint was made to the French Police by a Portuguese that---------

certain p roperty h ad h e en stolen from him while he was in _  i

a.Ru


SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.

Station, 
REPORT

Date___________________ 19

Ct (in full)____

-2-

Made by........ -----------  ----- ..Forwarded by.........

__party with Mrs ^anjosova. X‘he police considered the complaint as 

being unfounded, bu^the details of the affair as far as the jpo- _

lice officer concerned can remember.were such as would suggest 

disorderly charaeter of Mrs "‘anjosova's life st that time.

Pncuiries show that since 1931 Mrs ^anjosova.who is 

a widow, cohabited with one G.P, Wirth, Russian, jeweller and op

tician by occupation, who conducted his own business at No 51____

Nanking Road and whose wife and children resided in Harbin. 

°he lived with him until March 31,1933 when he died suddenly. 

^r.Wirth's business ,it is reported, was almost a complete fai

lure about the Vme of hi s death and the rumour has it that______

_^rS- Manjosova was to a certain extent responsible for his finan- 

cial ruin._  _  _______

In June 1933 she went to reside at No 22-C Route 

Pere Robert at which address she conducts a boarding-house. ___

_____________ ________ D.S.________ ________________ _____

Officer i/o Special Branch,





October 24, 1933. Afternoon Tra.nslc.tion.

MISCELLANEOUS

Sin Wan Pa.o and other local newspapers»

REVISED REGULATIONS GOVERNING PRIVATE SCHOOLS.

On October 20, the Ministry of Education 
promulgated the following revised Regulations governing 
private schoolss-

Chapter One; 'General Rule.

Art. 1. Schools established by private individuals 
or bodies are private schools. This applies'also to 
schools established by foreigners.

Art. 2. The foundation, alteration and closure of 
a private school shall be subject to sanction by the 
control educational administration organ. The Ministry 
of Education is the control organ cf private colleges 
and higher grs.de educational institutions. A private 
middle school (including that established by a private 
college or a higher grade educational institution) 
takes the educational administration organ in a province 
or municipality (under the direct control of the 
Administrative Yuan) as a control organ. The educational 
administration organ in a municipality (comprising 
that under the direct control of the Administrative 
Yuan) or hsien is the superior organ of private primary 
schools and other similar schools. (This also applies 
to private primary schools and other similar schools 
established by private middle schools and higher grade 
educational institutions.)

Art. 3. A private school shall be registered with 
the control educational administration organ and be 
subject to its supervision and direction. The organization 
course of lessons and other affairs of the school shall 
be dealt with in accordance with _ . orders
dealing with education. /nwros-wx.tr

Art. 4. A private school is not allowed to establish 
a branch school.

Art. 5. Unless absolutely necessary, a private college 
or a higher grade educational institution shall not 
establish a middle school or a primary school.

Art. 6. Foreigners are not allowed to establish in 
Chinese territory primary schools for Chinese childfen.

Art. 7. A president of a private school shall devote 
himself to his duties and shall not concurrently perform 
other duties. The presidents or principals of private 
middle schools or higher grade educational instutitions 
founded by foreigners must be Chinese.

Art. 8. Lessons on religion shall not be included 
as an obligatory course for study in a private school 
nor is religious propaganda allowed. If a religious 
ceremony is to be held in a private school established 
by a religious body, the school authorities must not 
compel by force or induce students to participate 
in such ceremony. No religious ceremony is to be 
held in primary schools or similar schools.

grs.de


October 24, 1933. Afternoon Translation*

MISCELLANEOUS

Art. 9. Whenever the management of a private school 
is found, to be not good, or it acts contrary to Government 
mandates, the control educational administration organ 
may cancel its registration with the organ or order 
it to suspend operations. The control educational 
administration organ may order a private school to 
cease functioning and cancel the registration of its 
Board of Directors when it is discovered that it has 
been established for three years without applying for 
registration»

Art. 10. The nomenclature of a private school shall 
be such that,clearly defines the class to which it 
belongs. The names of provinces, municipalities, 
hsiens and places shall not be used for private schools. 
The name must be preceded by the word "private.'*

Chapter Two s Board of Directors

Art. 11, The Board of Directors of a private school 
represents the founders. The first Board of Directors 
shall be organised by a certain number of persons 
appointed by the founders who are also Directors as a 
matter of couroe.

Art, 12. The number of persons serving on the Board 
of Directors of a private school shall not exceed 15 
and a chairman of the Board must be appointed.

Art. 13. Regulations governing the Board of Directors 
of a private school shall embody stipulations concerning 
the organization and authority of the Boafd, the 
period of office of the Directors and the measures for 
the re-election of new Directors*

Art. 14. At least, one-fourth oiAmembers of the 
Board of Directors shall be persons'who have studied 
education or who have dealt with educational affairs. 
Members of the staff of a control educational 
administration organ or other organs which are superior 
to it must not act concurrently as Directors of private 
schools. Foreigners may be appointed as Directors 
of a private school in special circumstances, but the 
number of foreign Directors must not exceed one-third 
of the total number of Directors» The chairman of 
the Boa.rd, however, must be a Chinese»

Art, 15. Upon its formation, the Board of Directors 
shall apply to the control educational administration 
organ for registration with the following particulars 
attachedj-

ai Name.
bi Aim»
o) Address of the office of the Board» 
dj Regulations governing the Board, 
e) Funds, etc.
f1) Names, ages, native occupations and addresses 

of the Directors»



October 24, 1953. Afternoon Translation,

ISGELDALE OUS

Any changes in items a, e and f must be reported 
vzithin one month to the control educational administration 
organ for record purposes.

Art. 16. The Soard of Directors of a. private 
college or a higher grade educational institution 
shall apply to the educational administration organ 
in the province or municipality (under the direct 
control of the Administrative Yuan) for registration 
and the latter will then apply to the Ministry of 
Education to be dealt with. The Board of Director's 
of a private middle school shall ask the educational 
administration organ in the hsien or municipality 
concerned for registration, while the latter will 
ask its superior organ for action. The registration 
of the Board of Directors of a private primary school 
and other similar schools will be dealt with by the 
educational administration organ in the municipality 
(including that under the direct control of the 
Administrative Yuan) or the hsien.

H. 17. The educational administration organ 
in a province or a municipality (undei’ the direct 
control of the Administrative Yuan) shall ask the 
Ministry of Education for registration on behalf of 
the 3ocr-., of Directors of a registered private middle 
school.

Art. 18. Middle schools established by a. college 
or a. higher grade educational institution as well as 
primary schools established by a middle school or a, 
higher grade educational institution shall have a 
separate Board of Directors. The procedure of 
registration of the Board of Directors is the same 
as that for the Board of Directors of a common middle 
school.
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Art. 19 - The duties of the Board of Directors, 

except in cases in which sanction has been given by the 
educational administration organ, are as fallowsX-

1. Responsibilities of the Board ofi Directors regarding 
monetary matters.

a. Rians to raise funds.
b. Examination of budget and expenses of the past 

year.
c. Custody of funds.
d. Supervision over monetary matters.
e. Other monetary matters.

2. The principal or president elected by the Board of 
Directors is responsible for the school administration, and 
no direct participation in it by the Board is permitted. 
The school master or principal thus elected should be approved 
by the authorities of the educational administration. In 
cases of neglect of duty by the school master or principal, 
the Board of Directors can elect another one at any time 
to replace him. Should the newly elected principal als« 
fail in his duty, the school master or principal should be 
appointed by the educational administration organ for the 
time being . Should any trouble arise in the Board of 
Directors and a deadlock is reached, the educational admi
nistration organ can order a reorganization of the Board 
within a given period. If necessary, the Board may be 
organized by the administration organ. The Principal of 
the middle school of a private college or of the primary 
school of a private middle school, or of a school of the 
same standard, should be elected by the Board of Directors.

Art. 20- The Board of Directors should, within one 
month of the end of a school term, submit a report on the 
following items to the educational administration organs-

1. Progress.of school.
2. Important work performed during the previous year.
3. Receipts and disbursements of the previous year.
4. List of school faculty and students.
Art. 21 - An examination must be made once a year 

by the educational administration organ into the monetary 
and other matters handled by the Board of Directors. If 
necessary, the examination can be held at any time.

Art. 22 - In case a private school ceases to operate, 
a petition should be submitted to the educational admini
stration organ by the Board of Directors ithin 10 days' 
of the closing of the school for the liquidation of the 
affairs of the school. After iüe liquidation, a report 
is to be submitted by the liquidator to the educational 
administration organ for record purposes.

Art. 23 - ’ Private schools and their property can üot 
be taken over by the educational administration organ, but 
when the school ceases to operate and consequently the 
Board of Diirectors loses its status, the property of the 
school cq.n be disposed of by the educational administration 
organ.

Art. 24 - In caèe of trouble' arising from the monetary 
matters of the Board of Directors, the law court should 
be asked to settle it.

(To Be Continued.)
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• VISED REGULATIONS GOVERNING PRIVATE SCHOOLS. 
(Continue! from yesterday’s translation)

Art. 25 - The dissolution of the Board of Directors 
at its own request can be carried out with the permission 
of the educational administration organ.

CHAPTER 3 •• Private Colleges and Higher Grade 
Educational Institutions.

Art. 26 - The founding of ppivate colleges and higher 
grade educational institutions should conform with the 
following procedure.

1. Schools should open after the Board of Directors has 
been registered. No advertising for students is allowed 
if the schools have not been passed by the educational 
administration organ. In applying for permission to 
establish a school, the following particulars with a plan 
of the school and description should be submitted.

a. Name of school in Chinese and foreign language if 
any and its nature.

b. The location of the school.
c. School ground and dormitories.
d. Budget and source of income* 
e. Organization and curriculum* 
f. Reference books and text books, 
g. Catalogues of books in the library, lists of 

scientific apparatus in the laboratory and schedule 
of specimens and their value.

h. Biographies of the Principal and the faculty.
2. An application for registration should be made one 

year after the founding of a school has been completed. In 
applying for registration, the following information should 
be provided.

a. Progress since the opening of the school.
b. Items Nos.4 to 8 of preceding article.
o. School regulations.
d. List of students.
e. Progress of instruction.

Art. 27 - When applying for registration, the Board of 
Directors of a college or of a higher grade educational 
institution should submit the application,with the necessary 
documents, to the educational administration organ in the 
jurisdiction of which the school is located, to be forwarded 
to the Ministry of Education. In forwarding the application 
the educational administration organ should make an investi
gation to confirm the statements made therein and draw up 
its views for the consideration »f the Ministry

Art* 28 - A private college or a higher grade educations 
institution must have fulfilled the following conditions 
before permission for its opening can be applied for.

a. If it is a university or an independent college, the 
funds for its establishment and for its current 
expenses should be available in accordance with 
Article 10 of the Regulations governing the establish 
ment of universities*

b« If it is a technical institution, the funds for its 
establishment and its current expenses should be 
provided in accordance with Article 10 of the 
amended regulations governing the establishment of
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technical institutions (Remarks - Funds for capital 
expenditure and current expenses for the first year 
should be deposited in a bank*)

Art* 29 - A private college or a higher grade 
educational institution must satisfy the following c 
conditions before registration can be granted to it*

1, The statements made in the application have 
been found correct*

2* All educational laws have been observed and 
the school regulations strictly enforced*

3* The fauqlty and office staff have been found 
qualified for their work and two-thirds of 
its faculty are whole time teachers*

4. Standard of new students and undergraduates 
is fairly graded.

5. Adequate appliances for the use of the 
institutions have been provided.

6. The interest on the principal and income from 
its property and other sources (tuition fees 
excepted) are sufficient for its current 
expenses.
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CHaPEER IV

Private Liddle Schools» Primary Schools and Other 
Similar Schwols

Article 30: Any person establishing a private middxe 
schoel, primary school or a school of a similar grade 
should observe the following regulations 
v(l) The application should be made after the Board of 

Directors has been registered with the Educational 
Organ. Ko advertising for students is permitted 
before sanction for the establishment *f the school 
has been given by the superior Educational 
administration Organa. a picture of the school 
premises together with an explanation must be 
forwarded with the application for registration» 
which should give the following details;- 
(a) The name of tho school ((foreign name to be given 

if there be one.)
((b) The address of the school.
(c) The condition of tho school site and premises.
(d) The source of the funds and the preliminary 

budget of the opening and other expenses.

!
e) The organization system and the curriculum, 
f) A list ofif text books and reference books, 
g) The stock of apparatus, furniture, athletic and 

sanitary articles and their cost.
(h) Statements on the experience of the Principal 

and teachers.
(2) The application for tho registration of the school 

should be made after the school/ has been established 
for one year. The Ito 11 owing matters should be 
mentioned in the application;-
a) The condition of the school since the opening.
b) The matters referred to in items (d) and ((h) of 

the prevjoaB Article.
o) The various school regulations and sbye-laws. 
d) The names of the students.
e) The teaching conditions.

Article 31. The application for permission to open a 
private Biddle school and the application for registration 
must be submitted by the Board of Directors of the 
school to the district educational administration organ 
of the local Hsien Government who will transmit the 
applications to the Education Department of the 
Provincial Government or to the District Educational 
Administration Organ under the control of the District 
Executive Council, for consideration.

Article 32. A private middle school, primary school or 
other similar school should have the following 
qualifications before they are allowed to open;- 
(1) Those middle schools or secondary professional 

schools» high schools, elementary middle schools, 
must have at least the following opening and current 
expenses en hand;-
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TO-thirds of the first year's current

Kinds of schools Opening Expenses Current Expense
Secondary Kiddle 
school

Elementary middle

(a)

(b)

construction 
fund $30,000 
equipment fund

_______ $20,000___
$30,000

school fa)
(b)

$20,000 
$15,000

$20,000
Secondary Agricultural 
School

(a) 
jbj

$20,000
110,000__________

$30,000
Secondary industrial 
School

(a) 
jbj

$30,000
*20,000

$40,000 '

Secondary Commercial 
school

(a) $30,000 
$10,000

sp20 9 0 00

School of Journalist $30,000 
$15.000

$20,000

expenses must "be in cash. Each of the above mentioned 
schools should not have more than three grades of
6 closes. Those schools which have only three classes 
for three grades may reduce their current expenses to 
one-third of the sum as above estimated. The opening 
expenses may be reduced with the approval of the superior 
org-.n when a middle school is established jointly with 
a primary school. (Notes Cash for the opening expenses 
-■nd the first year current expenses should be deposited 
in a bank.)
(2) Primary professional schools which have a fixed 

capital or property the interest on which is sufficient 
to cover the annual expenses, or which possessc 
other fixed income which can cove;/ the annual 
expenses, and which have the necessary equipment 
such as playing grounds, school land property, 
experimental rooms, educational appratus, library etc.

(3) Those primary schools and other similar schools 
which have a certain fixed income to cover the 
annual expenses and which possess land, buildings, 
libraries, educational appratus etc.

Article 33. The registration of a priffate mid le school 
should include the following informations
(1) Particulars given in the application have been 

investigated and found to be true.
(2) The applicant will comply with the educational 

laws and regulations now in force and will strictly 
enforce the school regulations.

(3) The number, duties and qualifications of teaohers 
which are specified for middle schools, and 
professional schools.

(4) The number and qualifications of students.
(5) The school is equipped with Ahe necessary appliances.
(6) The interest on the school property to cover the 

annual expenses of the school.
Article 34. The registration of a primary school or a 

similar school should be made after the following 
measures have been taken.
(1) An investigation into the particulars in the 

application.
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(2) The number and qualification of teachers have been 
found fit for a primary school.

(3) The school has the necessary equipment.
Article 35. The registration of a, private middle school 

is to be completed after sanction has been issued by 
the District Educational Administration Organ under the 
direct control of the District Executive Council

Article 36. The application for registration of a high
school or a college for technical courses or of a school 
supplementary to the above mentioned schools, will be 
the same as the application for a middle school. The 
registration procadure is also the same.

CHAPTER V

Article 37. Students who have graduated from a non- 
rogistered private school will not be treated equally 
as those who have graduated from a legally registered 
private school.

Article 38. These regulati ons come into force from the 
day of promulgation.
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Sin Wan Pao and other local newspapers»

-J / RSVISBD REGULATIONS GOVERNING PRIVATE SCHOOLS.
( %,. b ' /
h z On October 20, the Ministry of Education

/'promulgated the following revised Regulations governing 
/ private schools;-

Chapter One; General Rule.

Art. 1. Schools established by private individuals 
or bodies are private schools. This applies also to 
schools established by foreigners.

Art. 2. The foundation, alteration and closure of 
a private school shall be subject to sanction by the 
control educational administration organ. The Ministry 
of Education is the control organ of private colleges 
and higher grade educational institutions. A private 
middle school (including that established by a private 
college or a higher grade educational institution) 
takes the educational administration organ in a province 
or municipality (under the direct control of the 
Administrative Yuan) as a control organl The educational 
administration organ in a municipality (comprising 
that under the direct control of the Administrative 
Yuan) or hsien is the superior organ of private primary 
schools and other similar schools. (This also applies 
to private primary schools and other similar schools 
established by private middle schools and higher grade 
educational institutions.)

Art. 3. A private school shall be registered with 
the control educational administration organ and be 
subject to its supervision and direction. The organization; 
course of lessons and other affairs of the school shall 
be dealt with in accordance with _ orders
dealing with education^ 'IVMjr3X'

Art. 4. A private school is not allowed to establish 
a branch school.

Art. 5* Unless absolutely necessary, a private college 
or a higher grade educational institution shall not 
establish a middle school or a primary school.

Art. 6. Foreigners are not allowed to establish in 
Chinese territory primary schools for Chinese childfen.

Art. 7. A president of a private school shall devote 
himself to his duties and shall not concurrently perform 
other duties. The presidents or principals of private 
middle schools or higher grade educational instutitions 
founded by foreigners must be Chinese.

Art. 8. Lessons on religion shall not be included 
as an obligatory course for study in a private school 
nor is religious propaganda allowed. If a religious 
ceremony is to be held in a private school established 
by a religious body, the school authorities must not 
compel by force or induce students to participate 
in such ceremony. No religious ceremony is to be 
held in primary schools or similar schools.
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Art. 9. Whenever the management of a private school 
is found, to be not good, or it acts contrary to Government 
mandates, the control educational administration organ 
may cancel its registration with the organ or order

" it to suspend operations. The control educational 
f v. - administration organ may order a private school to 

\\ 0 cease functioning and cancel the registration of its
\\ Z» • « Board of Directors when it is discovered that it has 
z " A a,** been established for three years 'without applying for
/ t\ registration.

Art. 10. The nomenclature of a private school shall
be such that'clearly defines the class to 'which it
belongs. The names of provinces, municipalities, 
hsiens and places shall not be used for private schools. 
The name must be preceded by the word "private.11

Chapter Two : Board of Directors

Art. 11, The Board of Directors of a private school 
represents the founders. The first Board of Directors 
shall be organised by a certain number of persons 
appointed by the founders who are also Directors as a 
matter of couroe.

Art, 12. The number of persons serving on the Board 
of Directors of a private school shall not exceed 15 
and a chairman of the Board must be appointed.

Art. 13. Regulations governing the Board of Directors 
of a private school shall embody stipulations concerning 
the organization end authority of the Boafd, the 
period of office of the Directors and the measures for 
the re-election of new Directors.

Art. 14. At least, one-fourth oiAimembers of the 
Board of Directors shall be persons who have studied 
education or who have dealt with educational affairs. 
Members of the staff of a control educational 
administration organ or other organs which are superior 
to it must not act concurrently as Directors of private 
schools* Foreigners may be appointed as Directors 
of a private school in special circumstances, but the 
number of foreign Directors must not exceed one-third 
of the total number of Directors. The chairman of 
the Board, however, must be a Chinese.

Art. 15. Upon its formation, the Board of Directors 
shall apply to the control educational administration 
organ for registration with the following particulars
attached:—

ai Name 
b) Aim.
c) Address of the office of the Board.
d) Regulations governing the Board,
e) Funds, etc. .3
f) Names, ages, nativd"'^''occupations and addresses 

of the Directors,



1
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Art. 19 - The duties of the Board of Directors, 
except in cases in which sanction has been given by the 

V educational administration organ, are as follows:-
1. Responsibilities of the Beard of Directors regarding 

monetary matters.
a, Rians to raise funds.
b. Examination of budget and expenses of the past 

year.
c. Custody of funds.
d. Supervision over monetary matters.
e. Other monetary matters.

2. The principal or president elected by the Board of 
Directors is responsible for the school administration, and 
no direct participation in it by the Board is permitted. 
The school master or principal thus elected should be approve: 
by the authorities of the educational administration. In 
cases of neglect of duty by the school master or principal, 
the Board of Directors can elect another’ one at any time 
to replace him. Should the newly elected principal alsa 
fail in his duty, the school master or principal should be 
appointed by the educational administration organ for the 
time being . Should any trouble arise in the Board of 
Directors and a deadlock is reached, the educational admi
nistration organ can order a reorganization of the Board 
within a given period* If necessary, the Board may be 
organized by the administration organ. The Principal of 
the middle school of a private college or of the primary 
school of a private middle school, or of a school of the 
same standard, should be elected by the Board of Directors.

Art* 20- The Board of Directors should, within one 
month of the end of a school term, submit a report on the 
folloving items to the educational administration organi-

li Progress of school*
2* Important work performed during the previous year.
3. Receipts and disbursements of the previous year.
4» List of school faculty and students* '
Art, 21 - An examination must be ma.de once a year 

by the educational administration organ into the monetary 
and other matters handled by the Board of Directors. If 
necessary, the examination can be held at any time.

Art, 22 - In case a private school ceases to operate, 
a petition should be submitted to the educational admini
stration organ by the Board of Directors . ithin 10 days 
of the closing of the school for the liquidation of the 
affairs of the school* After like liquidation, a report 
is to be submitted by the liquidator to the educational 
administration organ for record purposes*

Art, 23 - Private schools and their property can not 
be taken over by the educational administration organ, but 
when the school ceases to operate and consequently the 
Board of directors loses its status, the property of the 
school cQrji be disposed of by the educational administration 
organ*

Art. 24 - In case of trouble arising from the monetary 
matters of the Board of Directors, the law court should 
be a.sked to settle it.

(To Be Continued.)

ma.de
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• -^flSED REGULATIONS GOVERNING PRIVATE SCHOOLS.
(Co tinned from yesterday's transi-tion)

Art» 25 - The dissolution of the Board of Directors 
at its own request can be carried out with the permission 
of the educational administration organ.

CHAPTER 3 ~ Private Colleges and Higher Grade 
Educational Institutions»

Art» 26 - The founding of ppivate colleges and higher 
grade educational institutions should conform with the 
following procedure.

1. Schools should open after the Board of Directors has 
been registered. No advertising for students is allowed 
if the schools have not been passed by the educational 
administration organ. In applying for permission to 
establish a school, the following particulars with a plan 
of the school and description should be submitted*

a» Name of school in Chinese and foreign language if 
any and its nature.

b. The location of the school* 
c. School ground and dormitories, 
d. Budget and source of income, 
e. Organization and curriculum, 
f. Reference books and text books, 
g. Catalogues of books in the library, lists of 

scientific apparatus in the laboratory and schedule 
of specimens and their value.

h. Biographies of the Principal and the faculty.
2. An application for registration should be made one 

year after the founding of a school has been completed. In 
applying for registration, the following information should 
be provided.

a. Progress since the opening of the school.
b. Items Nos.4 to 8 of preceding article.
c. School regulations.
d. List of students.
e. Progress of instruction.

Art. 27 - When applying for registration, the Board of 
Directors of a college or of a higher grade educational 
institution should submit the application,with the necessary 
documents, to the educational administration organ in the 
jurisdiction of which the school is located, to be forwarded 
to the Ministry of Education. In forwarding the application 
the educational administration organ should make an investi
gation to confirm the statements made therein and draw up 
its views for the consideration ef the Ministry

Art. 28 - A private college or a higher grade educational 
institution must have fulfilled the following conditions 
before permission for its opening can be applied for.

a. If it is a university or an independent college, the 
funds for its establishment and for its current 
expenses should be available in accordance with 
Article 10 of the Regulations governing the establis. 
ment of universities.

b. If it is a technical institution, the funds for its 
establishment and its current expenses should be 
provided in accordance with Article 10 of the 
amended regulations governing the establishment of
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technical institutions (Remarks - Punds for capital 
expenditure and current expenses for the first year 
should be deposited in a bank»)

Art» 29 - A private college or a higher grade 
educational institution must satisfy the following c 

v conditions before registration can be granted to it.
1, The statements made in the application have 

been found correct»
2. All educational laws have been observed and 

the school regulations strictly enforced»
3» The fauplty and office staff have been found 

qualified for their work and two-thirds of 
its faculty are whole time teachers*

4* Standard of ne\i students and undergraduates 
is fairly graded.

5. Adequate appliances for the use of the 
institutions have been provided.

6. The interest on the principal and income from 
its property and other sources (tuition fees 
excepted) are sufficient for its current
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CHaPBER IV
-,

Private riddle Schools» Primary Schools and Other 
Similar Schools

Article 30j Any person establishing a private middxe 
school, primary school or a school of a similar grade 
should observe the following regulationsi- 
{1) The application should be made after the Board of 

Directors has been .registered with the Educational 
Organ. Do advertising for students is permitted 
before sanction for the establishment »f the school 
has been given by the superior Educational 
Administration Organs. a picture of the school 
premises together with an explanation must be 
forwarded with the application for registration, 
which should give the following details:- 
(a) The name of tho school ((foreign name to be given 

if there be one.) 
i(b) The address of the school.
(c ) The condition of tho school site and premises.
(d ) The source of the funds and the preliminary 

budget of the opening and other expenses.

!
e) The organization system and the curriculum, 
f} A list oCf text books and reference books, 
g) The stock of apparatus, furniture, athletic and 

sanitary articles and their cost.
(h ) Statements on the experience of the Principal 

and teachers.
(2) The application for tho registration of the school 

should be made after the school/ has been established 
for one year. The following matters should be 
mentioned in the applications -
(a) The condition of the school since the opening.
(b) The matters referred to in items (d) and ((h) of 

the previous Article.

!
c) The various school regulations and 1*... 0. bye-laws, 
d) The names of the students.
e) The teaching conditions.

Article 31. The application for permission to open a 
private middle school and the application for registration 
must be submitted by the Board of Directors of the 
school to the district educational administration organ 
of the local Hsien Government who will transmit the 
applications to the Education Department of the 
Provincial Government or to the District Educational 
Administration Organ under the control of the District 
Executive Council, for consideration.

Article 32. A private middle schoolj primary school or 
other similar school should have the following 
qualifications before they are allowed to openi- 
(1) Those middle schools or secondary professional 

schools, high schools, elementary middle schools, 
must have at least the following opening and current 
expenses »n hand:-
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MP.âs_.2X__sçhools. Opening Expenses Current Expense
becondary Kiddle (a Jconstruction

, school fund $30,000
'jJ (b) equipment fund $30,000

------------------~  $20,000 
Elementary middle____________________ " ""
sch001 (a) $20,000 $20,000
__________________________(b) $15,000
Secondary Agricûï turaî~Taî~|20',’000 * $30,GOO

o’ school____________________ (b) $10,000
Secondary industrial (a) $30,000 ’ ' $40,000
school___________________ (bj #20,000
Secondary Commercial (a) $30,000 - - - ^q'qoo
school____________________ tbl Mo,Opp __ _____
School of Journal!s5 (a) $30,000 "$20,000
__________________________(b) $15,000__________ _ 

TcJO-thirds of the first year's current 
expenses must be in cash. Each of the above mentioned 
schools should not have more than three grades of 
6 clases. Those schools which have only three classes 
for three grades may reduce their current expenses to 
one-third of the sum as above estimated. The opening 
expenses may be reduced with the approval of the superior 
organ when a middle school is established jointly with 
a primary school. (Note: Cash for the opening expenses 
and the first year current expenses should be deposited 
in a bonk.) 
(2) Primary professional schools which have a fixed 

capital or property the interest on which is sufficient 
to cover the annual expenses, or which possess- 
other fixed income which can cover the annual 
expenses, and which have the necessary equipment 
such as playing grounds, school land property, 
experimental rooms, educational appratus, library etc.

(3) Those primary schools and other similar schools 
which have a certain fixed income to cover the 
annual expenses and which possess land, buildings, 
libraries, educational appratus etc.

Article 33. The registration of a private mid.le school 
should include the following informations:- 
(1) Particulars given in the application have been 

investigated and found to be true.
(2) The applicant will comply with the aducational 

laws and regulations now in force and will strictly 
enforce toe school regulations.

(3) The number, duties and qualifications of teachers 
which are specified for middle schools, and 
professional schools.

(4) The number and qualifications of students.
(5) The school is equipped with toe necessary appliances.
(6) The interest on the school property to cover the 

annual expenses of the school.
Article 34. The registration of a. primary school or a 

similar school should be made after the following 
measures have been taken.
(1) An investigation into the particulars in the 

application.
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(2) The number and qualification of teachers have Leer 
found fit for a primary school.

(3) The school has the neceaaarry equipment.
Article 35. The registration of o. private middle school 

is to be completed after sanction hag been issued by 
the District Educational Administration Organ under the 
direct control of the District Executive Council

Article 36. The application for registration of a. high
school or a college for technical courses or of a. school 
su.elementary to the a,bove mentioned schools, will be 
the seme us the application for a middle school. The 
registration procedure is also the same.

CHAPTER V

Article 37. Students who have graduated from a non- 
r-.gistered private school will not be treated equally 
as those who have graduated from a legally registered 
private school.

Article 38. These regulations cone into force from the 
day of promulgation.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

File No. ..

. . SECTION 8- SRRR®,
, REPORT

Dale 0ctQberZ2B,j..f933

Subject (in full) Enquiry from the Netherlands Consulate-General re:
Miss E. Lovreglio

Made by P.S.Prokofiev Forwarded by

__ With reference to ..the letter dated October 26,1933, ... 
from the Netherlands Consulate-General on the subject of Miss. 
Eleuterio lovreglio, I have to state that this individual was 

one of the party of ten foreigners of either French or Italian 

nationality who< under the leadership of one H.M.Chauvetarrived in 

Shanghai on July 25.1933 by^the s.s," Triton ", They travelled 

1-st class from Marseilles and their passports hear a visa of__

the Chinese Consulate of that port issued on June 1,1933. They 

appeared to be of a respectable class and each declared that the 

sole object in making_the_Joumey to China was to fulfil a desire 

_to embrace the Buddlst faith and later to become monks and nuns

under the direction of.Ignatlius Trebitch Lincoln allas_Chao Kung 
( »€ JxL ). l'he latter^ accomnanied by some thirty Chinese 

members of the China Buddist Monastery,. personally welcomed the.

members of the party. ___ ____ .___ _ _____  ... .
Miss E.Lovreglio,33, travelled on Italian passport

NoA. 7814-02, Reg.No 7174-19 .issued_on June. 18(1930,by_ the Italian

Consulate at Nice.France. She gave her home _addre.ss as No.20Rue

Miche1 Ange, Nice and stated that she was a pianist by profession.
Miss Angela Stavolone Lovreglio,35, believed to be the sister of 

^iss E.Lovreglio. was also among the party_which arrivedbythe

.s, " Triton".__ ______________________________ _________________
According to our information they resided at No 131 

ureat Western Road until August 26, when they removed to______

Mrs Pashe's boarding-house.No 47 Rue Amiral Courbet, their pre

sent address._____________ _____ ______________________ —
_______ Nothing detrimental is known by this office regarding
Miss E, Lovreglio

D.S

Officer i/c Special Branch

house.No


consulaat-generaal der nederlanoen 
VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA.
TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

ITO. 3179.
shanghai. 26 October 1933

Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that I received an 

application for a vis^ to Netherlands India from: Eleuterio 

LOVxWGL 10, of Italian nationality, born at Naples, 22 
x 

February 1900, a composer, temporarily reg icing at Rue 

Amiral Couroet No.47, holding a passport issued by the 

Italian Consulate General at 1. ice on 18 June ^Bo, l.o. 

A, 781402, Reg.;; o. 7174-19, made valid fol' travelling to 

Nether lands India by the local Italian Consulate General 

on 13 October 1933.

I^puld be much obliged to know whether anything is 

known against this person from a political or moral point 

of view.

I have the honour to be,

3 ir,

Your obedient servant,

Chinese Secretary.

T,P.Giv«ns, Esquire,

Officer i/c Special Branch, 

Shanghai Municipal police ,

SHANGHAI



November 2, 33.

Sir,

T have the honour to acknowledge receiot 

of your letter, No.3229 of November I, and to inform 

you that should any information be received to the 

detriment of Ur. Lovreglio you will be notified immediately.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

Officer i/c Special Branch.

J. Van den Berg Esq., 

Consul-General for the Netherlands, 

Shangha i.

I



CONSJJLAAT-GENER AAL DER NEDERLANOEN 
VOOR MiDOEN-CMiNA. 
TEL. AD. KOLLANQ1A.

r?

No. 3229.
sHANQHAt, 1st November 1933.

Sir

With reference to your letter of 30 October 1933, No. 

D.5385 I have the honour to inform you that I had a visit 

from Mr. (not Miss) Lovreglio, who stated that he found life 

in Chao Kung’s monastery unsuitable for him although he made 

two attempts to conform himself to the discipline established 

there. His wife, with whom he has been married for nine years, 

however appears to have absolutely broken with him and her own 

family and intends to stay in China.

Lovreglio makes the impression of being a serious person, 

who has stated that he never has had anything to do with 

politics and that he has always entertained good relations 

with the officials of his own country. I have advised him 

however not to proceed to Netherlands India before I have 

consulted the Immigration authorities in Batavia on the desira- 

of his admission there.

Should in the mean time any information to his detriment 

[come to your knowledge, I should be very grateful, if I could

î ^-Ibe infoimed.
I have the honour to be

T. P.Givens ^Esquire, 
Officer i/c Special Branch,

Sir;
Your obedient servant,

Shanghai Municipal Police; Chinese Secretary.
SHANGHAI.



October 30 33.

“ It, , ***■

Sir»

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt 

of your letter Ho. 3179 dated October 26, and to 

forward herewith for your confidential information 

a copy of a report regarding Miss E. Lovreglio. 

There is nothing in the Police records against this

person.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Officer i/c special Branch.

J. Van den Berg, Esq., 

Netherlands Consulate-General.



F m, 2* 
35^*11-32

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

Subject (in full)...Communist Propaganda

Forces in Shanghai.

Made £y..D..S.,.. Jones

SJfASOHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
<Fik Registry.

I S.2. ------- 4 --7 ; f 7/ 
Date Novmabe#^!^—

among Foreign Naval and Military ......

Forwarded by.

With reference to the attached translation of an item__

taken f rom , the French. Police. Intelligence Report of.October 26,____

marines qnd seizure on American warships in Shanghai of subversive

-1, iterature, enquiries- show that there is very little truth in ___

_______ When ! interviewed Mr Sarly of the French Political fiantjon 

about the matter and asked him where he get the information from 

he informed me that he thought it came from us, which it certainly 

did not._____________________ _________________________________________

_______It is quite correct that subversive pamphlets have  

recently been thrown into various camps in Shanghai.ocaupied by___

the U.S. Marine Corps.,. but. the statement that numerous copies of 

subversive propaganda have been seized on American warships is____  

incorrect.

Lieutenant-Commander Moore and Lieutenant Wenger of the

U.S.S. Houston were interviewed in regard, to the foregoing. They

declared that so far as they were aware no subversive pamphlets 

had been seized on any American ship in Shanghai.

______ The undersigned also approached the Officer i/o U.S. Navy

Patrol and enquired whether any case of disseminating subversive 

propaganda had come to his notice. Hie informed me that none ever - 

had. Furthermore the naval police were positive that pamphlets -1L

of this nature had not been disseminated in cabarets or other

pleasure resorts patronised by U.S, sailors and marines._________ ,—

______ As to the concluding sentence of the attached translation--- — 

asserting that the American naval authorities had ordered, the----- —-

Military Police to keep a watch on the pleasure resorts in auestiq&>

I have to state that this is not supported by the facts

Officer i/a Special Branch
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i« H
r ^OM FRENCH police intelligence REPORT ££

October 26, 1933. ----- - <

ACTIVITIES of the agents op the komintern 
AND OF THE CHINESE COMMUNIST PARTY,

Communist Propaganda among American Warships.

We are informed that the Commander of the 

American naval forces in China is paying close attention 

to the communist propaganda which has been systematically 

conducted of late among the American marines.

Numerous copies of subversive propaganda 

literature have been seized on the various American 

warships in harbour in Shanghai. It has been ascertained 

that this literature is being distributed among the marines 

at the various pleasure resorts in Shanghai. The 

American naVal authorities have ordered the Military 

Police to keep a watch on these establishments.
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' !
t Shanghai municipal

REPORT

F2æ V* ÎPAL POL!frilè.»d&. *JJ£GffiTRY.
POLICE’ ,w D - 

sncTioifs Mwzp-
‘ . I I........

Date/y

Subject (in full)............-.Yx-A•...7^.2^..Qi.Ê.thor . of

........ Qki.ne.se..J.QY.i.cts.'.'..«..................  —....................

Forwarded by.

the book entitled

With reference to tbe^end orscnent of the Deputy Com-

missioner ( Crucial Branch) on the attached, copy of Y The BBOPLBls -- - - - —
TRI BUY'STy__dated. November 1,1934,1 have to state that V.A. Yakhon-

toff,author of the book,reference to winch is made in the article

entitled ry Fiction About ComnunismTy appearing in the above mention

ud oubli cat i on, f orms^/the subject of file D-5390 in connection

with his pro-Coviet leanings » _________________________________

The book in question entitled *TThe Chinese Sovietsn

is on sale at the Chinese American ^iblishing Oo/A Yanking Road, 

where another book by the same author entitled n Russia and the 

Soviet Union in the Far EastMe is also available,



Form No *3 ,.C. t S. 2. REGIS'i pile Ao.______

i|m. £}__ ___
-SECTT^n^ .

Date. November 1, [t) 33 
Subject Çt

"full-)______ Departure of V.A. Yakhontoff, Alleged Soviet Agent,.

G. 25,000-11 ÿ2

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

Made h
Prokofiev V orwarded by.

______ V.A. Yakhontoff.who forms the subject of file D...5390, 
left Shanghai for Seattle on October 31,1933 by the s .s_." President.

Jefferson"

D.S



____Fm. 2 .
G- 35hi-ÏÏ^2T File No.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Special Branch-.S
REPORT

Date October 31,_ ig33.

Subject (tn full)________ V. A. Yakhontof f,_ alleged .Sovi.e.t..as.ent..

With reference to the attached transiat ion of article from 

the "Mainichi" dated October 28, 1933, on the subject of a Russian 

named "Yapon Koff," who is alleged to be a Soviet agent, T have----

to state that the article evidently refers to V.A.Yakhontnff who 

arrived in Shanghai from Harbin on September 27, 1933. He stayed 

at the Astor House until October 19 when he left for Japan hy tha, 

s«s, "Nagasaki Maru." On October 24 he returned__i n the --------

"Asama Maru11 and is at present residing at the Astor House, Room 

235.

Particulars of this individual, as known to this office-,----

are as follows _______

Victor Alexeevitch Yakhontoff, Russian, 52 years nf age., —.

native of Warsaw. He holds passpor t No.4967 issued by the

German Consulate-General at New York on June 3, 1933 which bears 

a visa issued by the Chinese ConsulateisGeneral at that city on____ J

June 28, 1933. In explanation of his national status he stated 

that he was a former Russian, and that he was very soon to become 

a naturalized citizen of the U.S.A., having already taken out his

first papers. He gave his address as No.552 RiveysiflaDriye,-----

..New York, and his profession as that of a "lecturer and writer____ S

on foreign affairs." Further he stated that the object In hi s—. â 

coming to Shanghai was "to see several members of the China________ 5
-w ’ 1 ’? t

mentioned Mrrrth. L.T.-Qhen----- |

and Liu Yu Wan of the said Institute as references._________________ I

Following Yakhontoffs return from Japan on October 24, |

rumours spread in Shanghai to the effect that he bed been -refused | 

permission to land in Japan on the ground that he was a Soviet_____ |
‘ ■ f 

agent. The rumours culminated in the publishing by the "Mainichi*j 

on October 28, of the article abnvtjc-referred to.----- Tho article wue- I

1
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___ File No._ 
G •3S“;,Iy- SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

__________________Statton,
REPORT 

Date___________________ig

Subject (in full)_____________________________ 2 - ---------------------------------------------------------------

Made by_____________________________  - Forwarded by ____ _______________________ _____________

followed by Yakhontoff’s letter to the .JBdi..tor—ofL.jtha-j*China Press" 

which appeared on October 29 ( copy attached).______________ ________ _
the

During the .early...part of/current month a lengthy article 

which had appeared in the "Harbin Times," a Japanese semi-official 

newspaper published in the Russian language in Harbin, wgg 

reprinted by the local Russian newspaper "Slovo." It appears____ _

from the article that Yakhontoff arrived at the Vannhnii Station

from the U.S.S.R^_QH_September. 17.-----An examination, nf his luggage

by the customs and police. off icers revealed a quantity nt Soviet, 

publications which were banned in Manchukuo» The literature was 

confiscated. The fact that Yakhontoff» formerly a general in the 

Russian Army, had travelled unmolested through the TT.S,S,R, on a__

passport issued by the German Consulate at New-York,--was also-much-

commented upon. In this connection» according to "Harbin Times"

it is mentioned that Yakhontoff took part in the preparation of the

revolution in Russia in February 1917» on instruction^of certain

American circles, and that for this purpose he joined the Russian ।
i

Socialist Revolutionary Party. Under Kerensky’s regime he made |

a rapid career and was promoted to the rank nf_.general. Following—

the Bolshevist revolution in October 1917 he was taken prisoner____

by the Red Army, but managed to escape death» and with_the_________

permission of the Soviet government left the TT.S.S.R. for America—

via Vladivostock. While in America he resided in Mew York where

he organized conferences on Russian affairs.__ During the first____

period of his activity -he did not openly express his pro-Soviet

attitude owing to the hostile feeling which e-gieted in America--------

against the U.S.S.R. at that time. From America he visited________

Berlin on several occasions where he was in touch with certain '

circles connected with Moscow. In Berlin he was involved in an . _.___  i



k'lle No--------------
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

______________ Station^
REPORT

Date iq

Subject (in full)-------------------------------------------------.3------------------______________________

Made by .. borwarded by 

-Q±is<3ure_af£-air._ia. connection with Soviet counterfeit banknnt.eg>___

as a result of which he had, to leave Gemany. He returned to_____

America and soon became known there as the author of books on______

foreign affairs, a lecturer in colleges and a collaborator of the 

Political Research Institute in Hew York, His books, ostensibly 

of non-commun!st nature, contained a subtle propaganda of Soviet . 

ideas. The popularization of the Soviet Five Years Plan in the 

American business circles was one of the services- he rendered to

. the U.S.S.R. _ He published a number of books on_the *jrnlatarjnn« 

country, eulogising, under the mask of impartiality, the much_____

discussed 11 achievements11 of the Soviet Government in the U.S«S.R_

The fact that a "Tsarist general1* pràâs^d the Soviet regime________

1
support of the U.S.S.R, Yakhontoff claims to have been charged 

by a certain publishing company with the task of collecting______ __
materials relating to the Soviet movement in China. It would | 

be logical for him to go to China,in order to accomplish his______

task» Insteadfhe went to the U.S.S.R. where he remained for some 

considerable time and where he. received a large quantity of-the------

Soviet publications. It is said that in Moscow, apart from 

collecting materials relating to the Soviet movement in China, ____, |

he was in touch with the Red general Staff, nf which he is a member ’

strongly impressed the American..SQC_iety and facilitated the________

propaganda conducted by the Soviet Trade Mission in 1930-1931._____

The naive Americans did not know that all data for his books and 

lectures Yakhontoff received direct from Skvirgjgy, Soviet__________

representative in America, with whom he was connected. In this 

manner Yakhontoff became prominent ..as a responsible worker, of the__ I

pro-Soviet group in America, which includes Senator Bora, Abel I 
andJenkins and others «/the activity of which is directed towards the

banknnt.eg


___Frn. 2 , 
G. 35rà-Tûjï

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
bile No.

REPORT
Station,

Date.

Subject (in full)

Made by l'orwarded by

-Jji__addition to his duties In .America».________________________________

—_____ Yakhontoff^ letter to the Editor of the "China prcûa»>

apart from allegations regarding the inquisitiveness of th?________

Japanese police and their '‘White Russian collaborators11, which 

jnay or may not be true .contains corroboration of the ahovs -report, 

.of the "Harbin Times" regarding his revolutionary career and the

circumstances under which he arrived at the Mane.huli Station. At 

_thê same time i.t does not explain the circumstances, nndor which he-

left Russia following the Bolshevist revolution, and how it was 

possible for a former general of the Russian army, who is an 

emigrant, not only to travel unmolested through the U.S.S.R..______

but to be allowed to conduct a party of English and American _ _

tourists in.jLhat_cauntry.__ It would seem that the Soviet____________

government has a certain amount of confidence jn V;ikhpnta££_and_-----

that, therefore, the Japanese police had good masnna for-their----
distrust towards this individual»

According to our information Yakhnntoff intends to._le.aye_____

Shanghai for the United States within a few days._____ ______ *________

il__a

Officer i/o Special Branch#



_THE CHINA PRESS, SUNDAY, OCTOBER 29, 193S

JAPANESE INQUISITION
Editor, The China Press passports no Japanese visa is required).

. Dear Sir:—May I ask you kindly to But this was not the point: there was 
give space in your paper fox* the follow- something else they wanted to And out;
ing: they undoubtedly came to examine me.

Today . I learned through several not the passengers in general. Of
parties, (including some mysterious voice course they knew who I was, what was 

t over the telephone, advising me to write my attitude towards the Japanese aggres-
;this) that in one of the local Japanese 
papers appeared a note to the effect that 
former Russian general,, VA Yakhontoff.
w^jepqrted ,., m , Japaa.. fe , a
Soviet agent etc. “X have nnt seen myself
this insinuation, but even without it
there is ample reason to protest and 
apply to the public opixgon about the 
activities of certain Japanese and, their 
hirelings, as one can see from th*

sion in China, as expressed in my 
lectures all over the U.S.A., but ap
parently, they were informed by their 
White-RuSan cOHaporators that ^be- 
çause I visited U,S.sit. I must be a 
Soviet agent:” there are people who ex 
Sam everything in terms of gold I Any
how the rest iqf the voyage was a real 
inquisition: I was asked all sort of 
questuons, mostly irrelevant, and advised

folhowihgf
The undersigned, formerly a general 

in the Russian army, Military Attaché 
[ at the Imperial Russian Embassy at 
Tokyo, and then Assistant Secretary, of 
War inv the Kerensky Cabinet, now for 
more than 15 years is living in the 
U.S.A., where he is lecturing on the

that “it would be much better if I would 
join the White movement 1” The agent 
also made me understand that, being a 
‘’man without a country,” I was at the 
mercy of the Japanese policed Quite 
cheering ! Knowing what is the Japanese 
respect to the International law, on* 
could expect anything.

Far East, and writing. His latest book 
“Russia and the Soviet Union in the Fnr 
Bast” published in New York and in 
London, was almost with no exception,: 
proclaimed as very fair and impartial 
expose of a rather involved topic.

Last July I sailed from New York 
with a group of Americans' via England 
to the 

ftour in order to pay my way 
Moscow, 
material 
commissioned to write by my publishers, 
namely <piy the Soviet movement' in 
China, From Moscow I went bys t® 
Trans-Siberian to the Orient to continue 
accumulation of the material required 
for that book. J v 5
, ! On my arrival tb‘ Maiichuli mÿ 
baggage was examined with an unusual 
severity (by the Russians 1 employed st 
that custom-house), who; apparently dis
approved my going to UÆ.SJRJ and the 
books: printed in U.S,SM.%fti<^aIlM^ 
Communism Sovietism and - related sub
jects M English and bther ianguages, 

declared confiscated as Hnot allowed 
fqr jmport to Manchukud,” in spite of

' Peipihg: <Ud tateM : v,
Manchuküà at an. Fortunately

_ njealettte^ O» w w„
i çoà^General at t# the an- to the .

I sj «1 Xapsspx txsN

US.S.R., and conducted that 
t - J to 

where I wanted to gather 
for the new book, which I am

On the arrival to Kobe I was ad
vised that the authorities there consider-, 
ed that I could proceeà to Yokohama» 
but they wanted confirmation of that hv 
still higher authorities. In about two 
hours I was informed that I can land 
and go by rail to Yokohama. Now was 
my turn to ask for documentation. 
No, they were not able to give me any 
paper, this being not customary. Then, 
I .said, I cannot land for who can guar
antee that I will havè no more recur
rences of the experience I underwent 
while on the boat, and which * was on 
the border of torture, very polite, of 
course, but irritating and annoying :o 
the limit. .

'Besides, the agent of the N.Y.K, 
Line, who came to meet me, ^declared 
that all of my baggage had th be. ,07 
amined. which

indtic^ nie not

2$
tiçJteVand expresdjrun^W 

-at-at
_ ... ■e!wsM'1iO 
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STRANGS RUSSIAN RETURNS TO SHANGHAÏ

A Russian namedxY^pon Koff ,52, 
who was a cavalry officer in the time of/Russian Empire, 
came to Shanghai some time ago and waa collecting secret 
information» by employing a number of informera. He 
stayed at the Astor House» a few days ago he suddenly 
left for Japan* He is of Russian origin and a 
naturalized German» He is in possession of a German 
passport issued two years ago but the passport has now 
expired•

Suspicion was aroused owing to 
his strange activities when staying at the ^stor House 
and the Japanese Consular authorities sent a telegram to 
the Kobe Water Police instructing them to make an inves
tigation» Acting upon these instructions, the Kobe Water 
Police made a search of articles belonging to him and 
found a quantity of inf lamatory documents» Consequently 
he was not permitted to disembark» He returned to 
Shanghai on October 24 bjr the S»S. Asuma 1'aru. He 
is reported to be a communist*

JlCHI-NIGHI* OVER ONE THOUSAND RUSSIANS IgAVE HARBIN



October 28, 1933

MISCELLAHEOUS

MAINICHI

STRANGE R.USSIO ^ETUWSjro SHANGHAI

A Russian named Yapon Koff, 52, who was

a cavalry officer in the time of the Russian Empire, came 

to Shanghai some time ago and was collecting secret infor

mation by employing a number of informers. He stayed at 

the Astor House. A few days ago he suddenly left for 

Japan. He is of Russian origin and a naturalized German.

He is in possession of a German passport issued two years 

ago but the passport has now expired.

Suspicion was aroused owing to his strange

activities when staying at the Astor House and the Japan

ese Consular authorities sent a telegram to the Kobe 

Water Police instructing them to make an investigation. 

Acting upon these instructions, the Kobe Water Police 

made a search of articles belonging to him and found a n 

quantity of inflammatory documents. Consequently he 

was not permitted to disembark. He returned to Shanghai

on October 24 by the S.S. Asama Maru. He is reported to

be a communist



YAKHONTOFF, Victor Alexeevich / ‘

Author of "The Chinese Soviets". 
CTL. ।

Address: No. 552 Riverside Drive, New York. , i
Came to Shanghai "to see /Several members of the China >
Institute of Pacific Relations" H ' Ü h
.«as collaborator of the Political Research Institute in New York. “
Aided Soviet Trade Mission in 1930-1931. SMP: No. D 5390

7 Nov. 1934

SKVIRSKY
Soviet representative in America.

KOFF, Yapon Soviet
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V —fennrt sent With a PÀ» e Of........... pamphlets, handbill Arn^sp^peijs to /

^-^Üpecial Branch. U .. . - --.--.t- . ~

Where found
Ferry Road near 
Ifacao Road. Time found 8:50 p. n Date 14.11. S l.

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful neigh
bourhood).

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill etc.

A piece of vacant ground»

Eear factories-

How distributed?
(If known).

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc).

Arrests or not, if so how many ?

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?



F. 439 Inst. 12-31. 
1000-2-33.

’ Report sent with .___ C“sl

^Special Branch.
pamphlets, handbills or newspapers to

Where found Connaught & Ferry
------------------ Road corner.7

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Time found 2 a.m Date 14/11/33

Residential respectable

Near School, Factory^ Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

4th. U.S.M.C.Military Camp.

How distributed ? 
(If known).

Found on road.

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc).

Arrests or not. if so how many ?

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Charged under what Section of/fc.C. Code?

Vf'

14.1933. for C. I. Vic» t/c.

Anti-Government and Communistic;.

Nil.

Signed.

Nil.

La. Stdt'l'OK,
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G. 3501-11-32 •

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No. ____
\.nn ......

S.2 Special B ra&Zh 1-.... tyt/ii/jpg, ■■■■ I■
REPORT * '

Z)«/^._..Noyember 9 K___/g33 •

Subject (in full)________16th. anniversary of the Soviet Rule in Russia.

Made by Forwarded by.

About 1QQQ people attended special servicos 1 n memorY--—-^- 

of victims of the Red terrorr which were held in Russian^—— 

churches at No, 55 Rue Paul Henry and No» 19 Rue Corneille.—-— 

_____ between 7 and 8 p»m» on November 7,------ ------------------------------------ ------------- 

_____________ At 9 p»m, public addresses were delivered at the ----- ------- 

Cossack1 s Home, No» 311 Route Vallon, by members of the_-

___ Russian Nationalist Youth Union on the follov/ing subjects:________  

_____ 1 ) Nationalism, 2) The Spirit of the Union and 3) The_____________  

necessity and ways of struggle. Prior to the commencement 

of the lectures Mr. Popoff, President of the Russian 

Nationalist Youth Union, announced that the special one-

_ day newspaper entitled "For Russia", which the Union had_____  

intended to publish _on_November 6, the proceeds from which  

would have gone to the fund of the Brotherhood of Russian__

Truth, could not be distributed foi» sale as the authorities____

of the Frendi Concession had not given yet the necessary 

permission,________________



Extract from Intelligence Report of 8-11-33.

Soviet Anniversary passes quietly

Nothing untoward occurred on November 7, 
apart from surreptitious distribution of communist 
literature bearing on the anniversary of the 
Establishment of the Central Provisional Government 
of the Chinese Soviet Republic, both of which occur 
on that date.



8.2, Special Branch.

November 8, 1933

nnuble-Anniversary.of the October Revolution and the 
Establishment of the Central Provisional 
Government of the Chinese Soviet Republic— 
November

Attempts by local "Reds" to coinmemorate the

November 7 Anniversaries were confined to the following s- 

At 7.05 p.m. communist handbills bearing on the 

anniversaries were thrown from a motor truck while 

proceeding along Pingliang Road near Ford Lane.

At 7.30 p.m. some 40 persons of the student type 

gathered in the vicinity of 1440 Avenue Edward VII and 

South Chengtu Road. After setting off a few firecrackers, 

they dispersed.

At 9.40 p.m. anti-Kuomintang pamphlets were found 

at the junction of Nanking and Chekiang Roads.

Communist literature bearing on the occasion was 

obtained from various parts of the Settlement on the 

eve of November 7.
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b) Commence guerilla warfare to support the refusal to 

pay taxes and to oppose oppression by corrupt 

gentries, landlords and KuSaintang warlords J

c) Cease all work, study, post duty and drill and stage 

demonstrations in coofcieiaoration of the October 

Revolution Anniversary 
/

d) Elect representatives to participate in the Second 

National Congress of Soviet Representatives to be 

held on December 11 !

9) Leaflet containing the following slogans s-

a) Raise' subscriptions in support of the Red Armies 1 
b) Sn/orce the China-U.S.S.R. fraternal Alliance ;

Soviet Anniversary Passes Quietly
Nothing untoward occurred on November 7, apart 

from surreptitious distribution of communist literature 
bearing on the anniversary of the Rosian Soviet revolution 
and the anniversary of the Establishment of the Central 
Provisional Government of the Chinese Soviet Republic, 
both of which occur on that date.
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Chen Pen (Nanking telegram):

IEPARTuRN GF WANG CHING WEI FOR KUNGSI.

Owing to a desire to discuss certain import* nt 
affairs with Mr, Wong Ching Wei, President of the 
Akdministr tivc Yua.n, Générai Chiang Kai Shek, Chairman 
of the Military Affairs Commission, commissioned his 
secretory Lou Ching Ziang to fly to. Nanking on November 
6 to welcome President Wang and request his presence at 
Kiangsi •

After attending the conference of the 
Administrative Yuan on the morning of November 7 and 
the meeting held at the Russian Embassy to commemora.te 
the anniversary of the success of the October Revolution 
of Soviet Russia, Mr. Wang Ching Wei boarded the 
Sikorsky aeroplane at 2 p»m» He stated that he would 
stay for one night in Kiangsi after which he would return 
to the Capital by the same plane*

Chen Pao (Nanchang telegram)»

Mr. Wong Ching Wei arrived here at 5.20 p.m. 
November 7 by the Sikorsky aeroplane. He immediately 
proceeded to General Hsiung Shih Hui’s residence by motor 
car. At 6 p.m. President Wang arrived at General Chiang’ 
residence.

Chen Pao (Nanking telegram) >

ZING FENG APPOINTED VICE-MINISTER OF FINANCE.

At a meeting of the Administrative Yuan held 
at 9 a.m. November 7, the following resolutions were 
passed»-

, 1) That Mr. Tseu Ling, Vice-Minister of Finance, 
who has tendered his resignation, be persuaded to remain 
at his jSost.

/ 2) That Li Tiao Seng, Vice-Minister of Finance,
be permitted to resign and that Zing Feng be appointed 
as his successor.

/ 3) That, the Provisional Regulations governing
th^ punishment of robbers and bandits be enforced for a 
further period of six months.

COMMUNISM

Chen Pge and other local newspapers»

ANNIVERSARY OF THE OCTOBER REVOLUTION OF SOVIET RUSSIA
Yesterday (November 7) was the 16th Anniversary 

of the success of the October Revolution of Soviet Russia.
To guard against reactionary elements b<?coKing 

active on this anniversary, Colonel Wen Hung An, 
Commissioner of the Publie Safety Bureau, yesterday 

. instructed the police stations of the Bureau to adopt 
special precautionary measures.

Similar precautions were taken yesterday by 
'the S.M.P. and the French Police.
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Movement of Notables

‘Jo Nanking

Departed at 11 p.m. November 6 :-

Yu Yeu-Jen, Resident of Supervisory Yuan.

.'g'rom Nanking

Arrived at 2. $5 p.m. November 6 s~

Madam. Vaung Ching-wel.

Double-Anniyersary of the October Revolution (1917) 
and the Establishment of ihe Central Provisional 
Government of1 the dhinese Soviet Republic (1931) - 
November 7 » Possible happenings

Information contained in communist leaflets and 

sources obtained by the Municipal Police during 

the past week indicates that local communist elements 

plan to commemorate the Double-Anniversary of the October 

Revolution and the Establishment of the Central Provisional 

Government of the Chinese Soviet Republic, November 7, as 

follows

(1) To hold a demonstration at the junction of Wrry and 

Macao Roads between 6 p.m. and 7 p.m. when fire-crackers 

will be let off, consaunist literature distributed and 

slogans shouted.

(2) To form into groups and proceed along Macao, Gordon,

<•* *^Iohong, Tonquin and Mokanshan Roads*

(3/) to stage a demonstration at the Junction of ringliang 

and Th or burn Roads between 5.30 p.m. and 6.30 p.m.

(4) To send groups to distribute communist literature 

in the vicinity of the Sun Sun, <ing Os and Sincere 

departmental stores. Nanking Road near Chekiang Road



Political (2)

MUMCfPH POLICE 
C < S. B. Registry.

q during the evening.

Specimens of twelve different kinds of ocamunist 

handbills, intended for distribution on November 7., have 

come into the possession of the lâmicipal Police. Apart 

from outlining the significance of the anniversary, these 

handbills urge the general public to carry out the 

folio win. activities in observance of the occasion 

a) Declare a general strike and hold street 

demonstrations J

b) Join the Red Arrues; organise *Red Army 

Briendly Societies * and ’'Labourers ’ Self-Defence Armies"; 

oppose the 5th Anti-Communist Campaign of the Kuomintang 

and raise subscriptions to support the Red Armies.

c) To drive out the Japanese and other imperialistic 

troops by force of arms, to start a revolutionary war, to 

recover the lost territories, to refuse to transport 

munitions for tho Kuomintang troops engaged in the 5th. 

Anti-Communist Campaign !

d) Organize among unemployed workers, «Unemployment 

Committees* and lead Jobless workers to demand work, food 

and relief from the Social Bureau of the Kuomintang I

e) Oppose the reduction of wages, closing down of 

factories and dismissal of workers; demand improved working 

conditions and oppose the Bascist doctrine.

f) To elect representatives to participate in the

Second National Congress of Soviet Representatives to be 

oonvened at Juikin, Kiangs!, on December 11, 1933.
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The local ’’"Tiita” Russians will observe the 

fèllowing programme in commemoration of the "November 7 

Anniversary** s

a) To issue a one-clay newspaper containing articles 

on the significance of the 16th Anniversary of the Conanunist 

Yoke in Russia.

b) To hold special services in memory of the victims 

of the Red Terror in various Russian churches between 6 p.m. 

and 7 p.m. November 7.

c) To deliver a series of speeches under the 

auspices of the *Siational Union of Rissian Youth* in the 

premises of the Cossacks’ Home, No.331 Route Ifollon, at 

9 p.m.

The following Communist propaganda bearing on the 

Double Anniversary of the October Revolution (1917) and 

the Establishment of the Central ^Provisional Government of 

the Chinese Soviet Republic (1913), November 7 was obtained 

on November 2 :-

(1) Circular entitled "Resolutions in connection with work 

on the 16th Anniversary of the October Revolution*, 

issued by the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist 

Youth League. This document urges the mobilization of 

the youth masses in order to oppose the 5th Anti-Communist 

Campaign of the imperialistic KUomintang and to carry 

out, in white districts, the following activities »-
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To conduct an extensive propaganda campaign 

regarding the great success of socialistic 

construction, the improved living conditions of 

labouring, peasant and youth masses in Soviet 

districts and the oppression of the youth masses 

under the imperialistic Kuomintang.

To impress upon the minds of the youth masses that 

the proletariat in the U.S.S.R. is the arnjy which 

will secure emancipation for China and disclose to 

the youth masses the intregues of the Japanese 

imperialistic

To strengthen the activities of League branches in 

northern provinces among the youth ranks of anti- 

Jananese armies and Volunteer Corps, to incite anti

Japanese racial and revolutionary wars and hsuiÆtdes 

among the Ifenchukuo and Japanese troops.

To convene, by all possible means, mass laeeting of 

celebration, lecture meetings, "flying* meetings and 

factory confergeces, also the staging of dramatic 

performances, the issue of "wall* papers, factory 

mosquito papers, cartoons and special issues and to 

disseminate handbills etc.

To foster league activities among transportation 

and communication workers in military and industrial 

areas in iflhite districts and to make arrangements 

for the holding of mass demonstrations to commemorate 

the Double-Anniversary.
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(2) Circular entitled "General Principles of Propaganda 

bearing on tne Anniversary of the Octobei* Revolution'', 

issued by the Central Propaganda Department of the 

Chinese Co. munist Youth League. Apart from giving an 

account of the significance of the October* Revolution 

of Soviet Russia, this document urges the carrying out 

of the following work s-

a) To lead the daily struggles of workers in factories, 

villages, barracks, etc. and to organize numerous 

"Soviet friendly Societies* in order to oppose the 

5th Anti-Oomaunist Campaign of the Kuomintang, to 

support the Soviet Union and to protect the Chinese 

Soviet Republic.

b) To secure complete ooncrol over youths, and to 

further anti-imperialist and anti-KUomintang movements 

among young workers, female workers, soldiers, 

unemployed workers and juveniles and to urge them to 

participate in revolutionary struggles, also th join 

the Red Armies and to organize Self-Defence Units.

c) To accelerate propaganda among railway and wharf 

workers and to urge them to refuse to transport 

munitions for the Kuomintang troops engaged in the 

campaign against the Red Armies.
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d) To carry out propaganda bearing on the breaking 

of strikes by H<4iite Russians*’ and to launch a 

movement aiming at the expulsion of Vâiite Russians 

from the country.

liindblll entitled “Open letter to youths throughout 

the country in commemoration of the October Revolution 

Anniversary**, issued by the Central Conanittee of the 

Chinese Co mini st Youth League. Apart from denouncing 

the corrupt practices of the Kliomintang authorities and 

the aggression of the various foreign imperialists, 

this document calls for the declaration of a general 

strike to oppose the closing down of factories, to 

demand increases of pay and to drive out the daite 

Russian running dogs, and to intensify the inspection 

of Japanese goods and the staging of demonstrations 

in cormnemo rat ion of the anniversaries.
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I send herewith for your information 

suranariaed trans la t. on r: of nine Gcœæjunist 

handbills bearing on the anniversary of the

October revolution, hoverab r 7, which were 

obtained by a iOliee atent in Chapei on 

;; ovcnb-■ r 6,1933.

Yours sincerely»

To Messrs. Steptoe, 
Sarly, 
Koketsu, 
Dicker, 
Warren, 
McHugh.
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Special Brano, 
report fkfc... / „ I..... .

Date. ----------

Subject (in full).. Communist p.rop.aganda..b.e.ar.ing o.n.. the...'.‘.Anniyersary...Qf...the_________

- ----------------- October Revolution" obtained, in.Westexn.J?h^ei„p.n..6-.ll-^3a_______

Made by------______________________________ Forwarded by________ _______________________________ ___ ___

___________ . J. f-oraard_herewitk.coprles..of_. nine communist__________  

_handbills bearing on the Anniversary of the October_________________  

_____Revolution November 7 - which were obtained by___________ ____  

_____ Agents A-2275, A-3364 and A-3132 in Western Chapel_____________ 

_____ on November 6, 1933,__ These handbills were intended___  

__ __ f pr distribution to-day»_____ . 

__ _______   Summarized translations of the contents of 

____ these docuraents_ are.attached herewith»--------------------------------- -____

__ L

Officer i/o SneoialJBranghu

7 -
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Special Branch 3.2.

'November 7, 1933.

Communist Propaganda

The following is a summarized translation of the 

contents of nine communist handbills which came into the 

possession of the Municipal Police on November 6 

1) Circular dated November 7, 1933, entitled "Manifesto 

in connection with the 16th Anniversary of the October 

Revolution", purporting to emanate from the Central 

Committee of the Chinese Communist Party. This 

document deals at length with the October Revolution 

in Russia 16 years ago and the success of the First 

Five Year Plan. It also mentions the establishment 

of the Central Provisional Government of the Chinese 

Soviet Republic two years ago, the acts of aggression 

directed at China by foreign imperialists, and the 

failure of the four attempts of the Kuomintang to 

suppress the Red Army. In conclusion, it urges 

labourers to demand increase of pay, betterment of 

working conditions; it advises peasants to refuse to 

pay taxes, to commence guerilla warfare and to refuse 

to supply even a grain of rice to the Kuomintang 

militarists; it counsels revolutionary students to 

oppose Fascist education, to demand freedom of speech, 

press and assembly and to proceed to soviet districts 

to undertake literary activities.

2) Handbill dated October 1 entitled "Manifesto in 

celebration of the October Revolution", purporting 

to emanate from the Shanghai ^astern District Committee 

of the Chinese Communist Party. It contains a brief

account of the significance of the anniversary in

Russia 16 years ago and urges the labouring and toiling 

masses to celebrate the occasion by declaring a general



strike, by joining the Red Armies, by organizing "Red 

Army Friendly Societies", by organizing "Labourers’ 

Self-Defence Armies" and by opposing the 5th Anti-Red 

Campaign of the Kuomintang.

3) Handbill dated October 21 entitled "General Principles 

of Propaganda in commemoration of the 16th Anniversary 

of the October Revolution", purporting to emanate from 

the Propaganda Department of the Kiangsu Provincial 

SuxBxwnxwi Committee of the Chinese Communist Party. 

This document urges that the following work be carried 

out :-

a) To conduct an extensive propaganda campaign among 

the masses exhorting them to oppose the 2nd World 

War of the imperialists for the partitioning of 

China, to arm themselves and drive from the country 

the Japanese and other imperialist troops and to 

start revolutionary wars to effect the recovery of 

the lost territories.

b) To lead the labourers to declare strikes, to organize 

factory conferences, to stage demonstrations to 

celebrate the victories of the Red Armies, to join 

the Red Armies and to raise subscriptions to support 

the Red Armies.

c) To accelerate propaganda among railway workers and. 

seamen urging them to refuse to transport munitions 

for the Kuomintang troops engaged in the campaign 

against the Red Armies.

4) Handbill dated October 15 entitled "Outline of report 

opposing the 5th Anti-Communist Campaign launched by 

the imperialistic Kuomintang", issued by the Propaganda 

Department of the Kiangsu Provincial Committee of the 

Chinese Communist Sxxdqc Youth League. Apart from 

denouncing the treacherous acts of the Kuomintang



officials and mentioning victories recently gained by 

Red Armies over the Kuomintang forces, this handbill 

outlines the following activities

a) To exhort railway men and seamen not to transport 

munitions for the Kuomintang troops engaged in the 

5th Anti-Communist Campaign.

b) To organize, among unemployed 'workers, “Unemployment 

Committees" and lead jobless workers to demand work, 

food and relief from the Social Bureau of the 

Kuomintang.

c) To collect funds for the purchase of aeroplanes and 

machine guns to be presented to the Red Army who are 

fighting the Kuomintang to secure the independence 

and emancipation of China.

5) Handbill entitled "The Truth of Youth*, Issue No. 24, 

dated October 29, 1933 (Special issue to oppose the 

5th Anti-Communist Drive of the Kuomintang), containing 

allegations of barbarism on the part of the Kuomintang 

towards the people and reports of victories gained by 

Red Armies in Szechuen.

6) Handbill entitled "The Truth of Youth", Issue No. 25, 

dated October 29, 1933 (Special issue on the Anniversary 

of the October Revolution), containing, among other 

matters, an open letter addressed to the toiling masses 

in Kiangsu urging them to celebrate the occasion by 

refusing to pay taxes to the Kuomintang, to oppose the 

imperialistic attack on the U.S.S.R. which is the 

motherland, of the world proletariat, to commence 

revolutionary wars to fight for the success of the 

Chinese Soviet, to declare a general strike and to 

stage demonstrations in commemoration of the October 

Revolution Anniversary.



7) Leaflet containing the following slogans

a) Oppose the 5th campaign launched by the imperialistic 

Kuomintang against the Red Armies i
b) Oppose the partitioning of China and the attack on 

the Soviet Union by the imperialists J

c) Oppose the Second World War of the imperialists 1

d) Oppose the reduction of pay, the closing down of 

factories and the dismissal of workers J Declare 

general strikes to resist the attack of the 

capitalists I
8) L eaflet containing the following slogans

a) Demand of the Kuomintang to appropriate the proceeds 

of the Wheat-Cotton Loan for the relief of unemployed 

workers, famine sufferers and refugees J

b) Commence guerilla warfare to support the refusal to 

pay taxes and to oppose oppression by corrupt gentries, 

landlords and Kuomintang warlords 1

c) Cease all work, study, post duty and drill and stage 

demonstrations in commemoration of the October 

Revolution Anniversary X

d) Elect representatives to participate in the Second 

National Congress of Soviet Representatives to be 

held on December 11 I
9) Leaflet containing the following slogans s-

a) Raise subscriptions in support of the Red Armies I 

Join the Red Armies I
b) Enforce the China-U.S,3.R. fraternal Alliance X

W
t#
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File No.

SHANGHAI municipal police.

REPORT
S.2,Special Branch. 3ocaæ?,

Date. November 7, //>33

Subject (in full) Demonstration planned to take 

evening -- November 7.

Made bv D.I.Kuh P^o-hwa ............F orvjarded by_

According to information obtained from the French

Police, ?. number of local Chinese communist adherents hove__

planned to hold a. demonstration in the vicinity of the Kwang

-•"'a ( £ ) Cinema, 144C Ave nu e Bdward VII,near South Jhengtu,

Hoad, (oinza District),between 7 and 8 p.m. to-day, November 7, 

to commemorave the Anniversary of the October devolution.
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W hi t Red : Russians 
ToX^dïninêinôlrate T oday 

'*-• 4 s^». -» wnfly jfj. «-J ’

Today. the 16th anniversary of 
the Bolshevist Revoluticii, will be 
fittingly observed "at,7the local 
Soviet Consular. * am

The same occasion, however* will 
be observed in an entirely differ
ent spirit ** by ',tfic local "jylnU 
Russians, ’most bt whom “will tun ! 
out nt the ’ 3t Gabriel Chttn^t oî | 
Route Paul Henry this evening 
fora special prayer meeting for • 
tho^e, who died in fighting ^gainst 
the Red revolution 16 years Ào-

As a sign of their. dlsIlKr foi 
Soviet institutions. r2 panas of wha. 
is believed^ to-be vyiiite Russian-. 
yesterday af^frinon drove bv the 
Russian CcHtsuIatg Jw^^d.JiurleA 
ink-filled bottles and eRgs al the 
building? breaking a w^mdow and
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

SIIÂK3KM KUÏ5Î01PAL PCLIGE 
REGISTRY.

REPORT
S. 21 Spec! al -^j^ajieh

Subject (in full) Communist Propaganda bearing on

Sxxixxy

the ’Anniyersarj’- of the

Made by.... . D. I .Kuh.. P£ O-hwa„. Forwarded by....

October Revolution” obtained in Western Chapei on. 6.11.33 

_________

_________ I forward herewith copies of seven communist 

handbills bearing on the Anniversary of the October Revolution--__

November 7 - and the Second National Congress of Soviet_____________

Representatives to be convened at Ju-king, Kiangse. on______________

11,12.33, which were obtained by Agents A-2251, A-2146 and .. . .

A-4227 in Western Chapei on November 6, 1Q33. _____________ _

Summarized translations of the contents of these

documents are attached herewith.;



Special Branch S.2

November 7, 1933»

Communist Propaganda

The following is a summarized translation of the 

contents of seven communist handbills which came into 

the possession of the Municipal Police on November 4 

1) Handbill dated November 7, 1933, entitled '’Open letter 

to the people of Kiangsu in connection with the Double 

Anniversary of the October Revolution and the .Establish 

ment of the Central Provisional Government of the 

Chinese Soviet Republic", issued by the Kiangsu 

Provincial Committee of the Chinese Communist Party. 

Besides dealing at length with the significance of the 

anniversary, this document exhorts the masses to 

observe the following slogans 

a) Cease all work, study, farming and military drill J 

Stage demonstrations 1 

b) Overthrow the Kuomintang and the Fascists who are 

butchering Chinese labourers and peasants I 
c) Protect the Soviet Union by force of arms I 

2) Handbill dated November 7 entitled "Slogans in 

commemoration of the Double Anniversary of the 

October Revolution and the Establishment of the 

Central Provisional Government of the Chinese Soviet 

Republic", issued by the Propaganda Department of the 

Kiangsu Provincial Committee of the Chinese Communist 

Party, exhorting the general public to observe the 

following slogans t- 

a) Render assistance to the Anti-Japanese Volunteer

Corps I
b) Oppose the White Terror and Fascism 1 Overthrow 

the Blue Shirt Society of Chiang Kai ShekX



2 -

3) Handbill entitled ’’Manifesto in commemoration of the 

Double Anniversary of the October Revolution and the 

Establishment of the Central Provisional Government 

of the Chinese Soviet Republic ”, issued by the Chinese 

Leftist Writers League. Apart from mentioning the 

significance of the double incidence, this document 

urges all revolutionary writers, literati and artists 

to employ their "mouths and pens" to propagate the 

significance of the socialistic reconstruction in 

Soviet Russia and to frustrate all propaganda detrimental 

to the Soviet.

4) Handbill dated November 6, 1933, entitled "Open letter 

to labour friends opposing the anti-revolutionary and 

arbitrary propaganda conducted by the Kuomintang in its 

5th Anti-Communist Campaign", issued by the Shanghai 

General Labour Federation (Old Labour Union), urging 

the workers (1) to overthrow the Kuomintang which has 

betrayed Manchuria and North China, and (2) to support 

the victories of the Soviet Red Armies.

5) Handbill dated November 6 entitled "Open letter to the 

people of Kiangsu opposing the Bandit Suppression

Propaganda Week of the Kuomintang", issued by the

Kiangsu Provincial Committee of the Chinese Communist 

Party. This handbill calls on the 800,000 Shanghai 

workers and the people of Kiangsu to carry out the 

following activities î-

a) To organize "Dog-Beating Groups", "Picketing Gro|ups" 

and "Slogan Groups" for the purpose of breaking the 

"Bandit Suppression Propaganda Week" movement of the 

' Kuomintang.

b) To oppose the Yellow Labour Unions which are breaking 

up the strikes.



6) Slip of paper containing the following slogans

a) Support by force of arms the Second. National Congress 

of Soviet Representatives 1

b)Gease work to attend the Congress and. demand, usual 

pay for the period of the suspension of work ’

c)Welcome the delegates of North-East Volunteers to 

attend the Congress !

7) Slips of paper, emanating from the Shanghai General 

Labour federation (Old Labour Union), containing the 

following slogans i-

a) Overthrow the Kuomintang who are butchering the 

labouring, peasant and toiling masses I

b) Overthrow the Kuomintang who have surrendered to 

the Japanese Imperialism and who have betrayed 

national interests X
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. L( rj
REPORT SpeoialJr“|bh8-:.

Date. .lMoy'e»inyg~Oi.,j ,

Subject (in full) .Reported démonstration.. in Ynngtszepoo district..pn..Noyamb.er. fi.

Made by D.I, .Kuh Pao-hiva .Forwarded by.

Hr, Liu Hwa. Officer i/c Special Branch. Public

Safety Bureau» telephoned this pff ice that he has .just

received a report to the effect that some 400 radical

elements will hold a demonstration in the vicinity of

__ the Sung Sing No, 6 Cotton Mill» Lay Road, at about 6 p.m.

__ to-day (November 6)

In connection with the foregoing no confirmation

__ has Been_jrec.ai.ved._frmrL_£m_r .

D.__ _I



.special Branch,

November 6,1933

sub-inspector i/c C.C.R.

Please telephone the following message to 

Yangtszepoo, Wayside and Yulin Road Stations, P.O.‘'DW, 

and Armed Reserve : 

"According to information received from 

the Public Safety Bureau, radical elements 

are planning to hold a demonstration in 

the vicinity of the Sung Sing Î7o,6 Cotton 

Kill, Lay Road, about 6 p.m. today, 

November 6. Four hundred people are expected 

to take part in the demonstration"



F. 439 Inst. 12-31.
T.U. in()(M2~-31

Report sent with... one
Special Branch.

pamphlets, to

Where found Y’poo Road near Time found 6 a.m. Date 3/H/33.

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc. Mill

How distributed Î 
(If known).

- — —

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc). Communist

Arrests or not, if so how many î| ------  tiffin •

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, | 
m"l worker etc.) |

----------- VuU /. J. 33 ~

/ZLZ
____ ________________________ _Æz____

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?
/

'^^1'
for C. I. etc. i/c.

Signed

Station.
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File No. 12j/33«
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. Political.

Yulin. Road station,
REPORT 

Date. KOV. 7 th,____ 19 33.

Subject (in full).. _______Distribut.Fawhl&ta.

Made by . .Forwarded by.

Sir

At about 7.05.p.m. on the 7-11-33 a telephone message was___

received from F.S. WMlson (attached todays 

Ford Lane, reporting that at that time a H/truck apparently

res

travelling East. to 'Vest on Yulin Road and containing 10-12 persons

had turned into Ford Lane proceed lag ITorth to South and the 

occupants had thrown about 306 pamphlets onto Ford Lane, the truck

was traveiling about 25-30 m.p.h. and upon arriving at Pinglinng

Road had turned East into thot road. __________________________

____ F.S. Wilson was unable 10 obtain the number of the truck_____  

because it had no rear light, as far as he could make out the truck 

was of the usual 3 ton freight type with wood slat sides.

Enquiries made in the v i ci n i ty failed to find any other person 

who had witnessed the distribution.________________________________

The following is the factory which is at the point where the 

pamphlets were thrown._______________

______ "Pah Yih Offset Printing Factory’1, 210 Ford Lana,_____ 

_____ Ho one in this factory saw any of the pamphlets and knew __ , 

nothing of the occurrence.___________

______ F.S. 262 Davies onM/cycle patrol aannred the district hut___  

could find no trace of the truck._____ ' _______ _________

_____ Copies of the pamphlets are hereto attached.

S. D. ,1/e

I am. Sir, _______ ___

D.D.0.*D"

0. i/o Sp. Bab.



F. 439 Inst. 12-31.
T. H. 1000-12-31.

Report sent with......9?
Special Branch,

p>amphletsrdMndWlsx)x>nCTrepxp»O5 to

Where found Ford Lane. Time found 7.10. pm. Date 7-11-33.

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Industrial.

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc. Printing Factory.

How distributed ?
(If known). | See Pol. Heport No.12/33.

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc). Communistic.

Arrests or not, if so how many ? —

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, j 
mill worker etc.) I - -

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code? --

Signed... ................

Date No y err b e r 7 th,• for C. I. etc. —Station.



__ F. 2V
G. 40000-9-33.

/ t-'' | I O<?ZA ST A > N

S/IA. Ai % . «*/•» •
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.” —t

CRIME DIARY.

Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— Police Station.

Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—
19

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day i 7-11- .

Places I
visited in 1
course of i ( _ ...

investigation ■ ■ f _LO •
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

’L'î:Ji Arvo .’.j
~~THTrr~ n ATcCTJ-^ir^r.TTT-. w;r~.

a. r..,,.,------ •.-11-:,' moaüt.ge <s

l’scüivïd fro.. F./i .Qx’o 7tA-.-t effect tl:ut a quantity 

01? eo..munia L x c.uls ta any , jbn tliroun ??r>e?.t Sincere Com

pany rt sorm- Cf Nrnkvig and C’mkiang Roads.

On rac' lga ? ” yy inform tien t.^a und&roiuiod 

oiô-^. ai, 1 ,.:-j f.D.c.17 iiui-’dii t ; 1,; i:.',ooc... dad to above 

corner, ’ . c n rriv rvi-;?.. J\ 1. Crowther handed over a 

quantity’ ah .r^opiilote vhic.i Ùiô ht i piehed. up from ’tbu 

roadway ♦

■ Enquiries vere ma do at th a Sincere Company Hotel 

a.kd Roof Garden out no inform^, tion could ho found, that 

would in any way, acaist detectives in tracing the person 

or yor s cas respond OU; for the throwing of same*

Copiés of all pamphlets are attached for informât 

ion»



COPY Off EXTRACT OF NEWSPAPER TRANSLATION OF 8 »11.33

Chen Fao and other local newspapers:

ANNIVERSARY OF THE OCTOBER REVOLUTION OF SOVIET RUSSIA

Yesterday (November 7) was the 16th Anniversary 

of the success of the October Revolution of Soviet 

Russia.

To guard against reactionary elements 

becoming active on this anniversary, Colonel Wen Hung 

An, Commissioner of the Public Safety Bureau, yesterday 

instructed the police stations of the Bureau to adopt 

special precautionary measures.

Similar precautions were taken yesterday 

by thc S.lî.P. a.nd the French Police.



.SECRET - NOT POR^ESS .UBLICATICN

. SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
SPECIAL ER.-.NCH

Intelligence Report
Political November 7, 1933.

Movement of Notables

To Nanking
Departed, at'll p.m. November 6j-

Yv. Y: u Jon, President of Supervisory Yuan.

Prom Nanking^ 1 ...
Arrived at 2.25 p.m. November St- 

Madam .iaung Ching

Double-Anniversary of the October Revolution (lei?) and the
Establishment of the Central Pr o v i s i en a ,1 _, G o v er rime nt of 
ths Chinese Soviet Republic fl9 31) - No ye mb er- "7 :
Possible happenings "

Information contained in communist leaflets and other 
sources obtained by the Municipal Police during the oast \/eek 
indicates that local communist elemmts plan to commemorate the 
Double-Anniversary of the October Revolution . and the Establish
ment of the Central Provisional Government of the Chinese 
Soviet Republic, November 7, as followss- 
1. To hold a demonstration at the junction of Perry and Macao 

Roads between 6 p.m. and 7 p.m. when fire-crackers will be 
let off, communist literature distributed and slogans shouted. 

2. To form into groups and proceed along Macao, Gordon, Ichang, 
Tonquin and Mokanshan Roads.

3. To stage a demonstration at the junction of Pingliang and 
Thorburn Roads between 5.30 and 6..30 p.m.

4. To send groups to distribute communist literature in the 
vicinity of the Sun. Sun, ‘.ring On and Sincirnee departmental 
stores, Nanking Road near Chekiang Road during the evening.

Specimens of twelve different kinds of communist handbills 
intended for distribution on November 7, have come into the 
possession of the Municipal Police. Apart from outlining 
the significance of the anniversary, these handbills urge the 
general public to carry out the following activities in 
observance of the occasions-

A) Declare a general strike and hold street demonstrations I 
B) Join the Red Armies; organize "Red Army Briendly Societies'* 

and ''Labourers' S.If-Defence Armies"; oppose the 5th 
Anti-Communist Campaign of the Kuomintang and raise 
subscriptions to support the Red Armies.

C) To drive out the Japanese and other imperialistic troops 
by force of arms, to start a revolutionary war, to recover 
the lost territories, to refuse to transport munitions 
for the Kuomintang troops engaged in the 5th Anti- 
Communist Campaignl

D) Organize among unemployed workers, "Unemployment Committees" 
and lead jobless workers to demand wer.k. food and relief 
from the Social Bureau of the KuomJntangl



Political (2) November 7, 1933

E) Oppose the reduction of wa.es, closing down of factories 
and dismissal of workers; demand improved working conditions 
and oppose the Fascist doctrine.

y) To sleet representatives to participate in the Second 
National Congress of Soviet Representatives to be convened 
at Juikin, Kiangsi, on December 11, 1933.

The local rJhite" Russians -.’ill observe the following 
programme in commemoration of the '‘’November 7 anniversary"j

a) To issue a one-day newspaper containing articles on 
the significance of the 16th Anniversary of the Communist 
Yoke in Russia.

b) to hold special services in memory of the victims of the 
Red Terror in various Russian churches between 6 p.m. and. 7 p.m. 
November 5.

c) To deliver a series of sp-cches under the auspieces of 
the "National Union of Russian Yoi.th"in the premises of the 
Cossacks' Home, No.331 Route Vallon, at 9 p.m.

The following communist propaganda bearing on the
Double Anniversary of the October Revolution (1917) and the 
Establishment of the Central Provisional Government of the 
Chinese Soviet Republic (1913), November 7 was obtained on 
November 2:-
1. Circular entitled "Resolutions in connection with work

on th-- 16th Anniversary of the October Revolution", issued 
by the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Youth 
League. This document urges the mobilization of the youth 
masses in order to oppose the 5th Anti-Communist Campaign 
of the imperialistic Kuomintang and to carry out, in white 
districts, the following activitiesî-
a) To conduct an extensive propaganda campaign regarding 

the greet success of socialistic construction, the 
improved living conditions of labouring, peasant and 
youth masses in Soviet Districts and the oppression 
of youth masses under the imperialistic Kuomintang.

b) io impress upon the minds of ÿhe youth masses that the 
proletariat in the U.S.S.R. is the army which will secure 
emancipation for China and disclose to the youth masses 
the intrigues of the Japanese imperialists.

c) To strengthen the activities of League branches in 
Northern provinces among the youth ranks of anti- 
Jap,anese armies and Volunteer Corps, to incite anti
Japanese racial and revolutionary wars and muntinies 
among the Manchukuo and Japanese troops.

d) To convene, by all possible means, mass meeting of 
celebration, lecture meetings, "flying" meetings and 
factory conferences, also the staging of dramatic 
performances, the issue of "wall" papers, factory 
mosquito papers, cartoons and special issues and to 
disseminate handbills, etc.

e) To foster League activities among transportation and 
communication workers in military and industrial areas 
in Jhite districts pnd to make arrangements for 
the holding of mass demonstrations to commemorate the 
Double-Anniversary.

2. Circular entitled "General Principles of Propaganda bearing 
on the Anniversary of the October Revolution", issued by 
the Central Propaganda Department of the Chinese Communist 
Youth League. Apart from’giving ah account of the significant: 
of the October Revolution of Soviet Russia, this .document 
urges the carrying out of the following works-
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a) To lead the daily struggles of workers in factories, 
villages, barracks, etc. and to organize numerous 
"Soviet Briendly Societies” in orde.- to oppose the 
5th i.nti-Communist Campaign of the Kuomintang, to 
support the Soviet Union and to protect the Chinese 
Soviet Republic.

b) To securecomplete  control over youths, and to further 
anti-ism orilistic and anti-Kuomintang movements among 
young workers, female workers, soldiers, unemployed 
workers and juveniles and to urge them to participate 
in revolutionary struggles, also to join the Red Armies 
and to organize Self-Defence Units.

*

c) To accelerate propaganda among railway and wharf workers 
and to urge them to refuse to transport munitions for the 
Kucmmtang troops engaged in the campaign against the 
Red Armies.

d) To carry out propagande; bearing on the breaking of 
strikes by "G'hite Russians  and to launch a movement 
aiming at the expulsion of ’.Jhito Russians from the country.

*

*On HovenWr 5, a C.P.C. on duty outside Jessfield Park 
stopped a rfesha which was proceeding along Yu Yuen Road, without 
a Settlement Licence. The passenger of the riesha abused the 
constable for stopping the riesha and proceeded to obtain the 
assistance of three armed members of the Peace preservation 
Corps nearby. Two of the latter held the arms of the C.P.C. 
while the riesha passenger slapped the C.P.C. across the face. 
The members of the Paoantui then left the scene.

3. Handbill entitled "Open Letter to Youths throughout the 
Country in commemoration of the October Revolution anniversary" 
issued by the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Youth 
League. -part  from denouncing the corrupt practices of the 
Kuomintang authorities and the aggression of the.various foreign 
imperialists, this document calls for the declaration of a 
general strike to oppose the closing down of factories, to deman 
increases of pay and to drive out the ..hits Russians running 
dogs, and to intensify the inspection of Japanese goods and the 
staging of demonstrations in commemoration of the anniversaries.

*

Bandjt Suppression Movement

In connection with the Bandit Suppression Movement Propaganda 
’.7eek, a general meeting of representatives of local public 
bodies was held in the Chinese Chamber of Commerce, North Honan 
Road, at 10.45 a.m. November ô, when some 400 persons were 
present» Doong Ying Pei ? who was a member of the
presidium, in his address to the attendance stated that the 
object of the meeting was to acquaint the public of the evil- 
doings of the ^Communist bandits" who aim at betraying the 
Chines'. nat;on to the 3rd Internationa.!., He added that for the 
welfare of -the China nation, the National Government had determined 
to use every means in its power to extirpate this evil. Similar 
speeches were made by O.K. Yui, Ch.pef Secretary to the Shanghai 
Municipality, Chu Hsueh Ban > representing the General
Labour Union and severa.l others. The meeting concluded by. 
with the shouting of slogans bearing on the occasion.

According to the programme, prominent Chinese, includigg 
Mayor 'Ju Tieh Chen, will broadcast lectures to-day, November 7, 
from various local radio stations.

Interference by Peace Preservation Corps with Municipal
Police on eSEtrr-Settlement Roads \



COPY OF TELEPHONE IE bSAGE

6.11.33.

From Officer i/o Special Pranch

Flease circulate s

" A supplement to the Special Branch 

Daily Report is being circulated to-night 

giving details of possible incidents vzhich 

may occur on 7.11.33»»

C.D.I. Prince.



COPY OF TELEPHONE MESSAGE

6.11.33.

Please telephone the following message to Y’poo 

Weyside and Yulin Hoed Stations, P.O. "D", P.D.Ü. "P" 

and Armed deserve,

"According to information received from the 

Public Sr fety Bureau, radical elements are planning 

to hold p demonstration in the vicinity of the Su'ng 

Sing ilo.6 Cotton -.ill, Lay .load, about 6 p.m.to-day, 

November 6. 400 people are expected to take part

in the demonstration."



Special Branch»

November 6, 1933

Supplement to the Daily Intelligence Report

Double Anniversary of the October Revolution 
(191?) and the Establishment of the Central 
Government of the Chinese Soviet Republic (1931) 
-- November 7

No organized demonstrations, processions, etc, 

which may result in a breach of public peace are 

likely to take place, but it is probable that 

irresponsible elements of the White Russian will 

surreptitiously distribute anti-communist handbills 

and a remote possibility exists that sQme Extremists 

may insult or assault Soviet officials or throw stones 

at Soviet official buildings.

Soviet Russians will suspend business on 

November 7 and 8 in celebration of the Anniversary 

and are expected to pass their time in private 

feasting and rejoicing.

Distribution:

Same as Morning Report.

\ "V1

;.J - ’> ''

-cAl. ‘8$^ . Ji.

. . '/

Officer i/o Special Branch

4 ‘ n < \ # *r , '



EXTRACTS ?ROM PRSNCH POLICE INTELLIGENCE REPORT.

November 6, 1933.

Communists Plan Démonstration on November 7.

We are informed, that the Committee of the 

Western District of Shanghai of the Chinese Communist 

i Party has decided to organize demonstrations in front

of the Nagai Wata No. 7 Mill between 6 p.m. and 6.30 p 

< November 7 , the I6th anniversary of the Bolshevik

i Revolution in Russia,s’



Translation of a. confidential despatch, character 

Tseng ( ), lTo.75, dated November 6, 1933, from 

the Shanghai ‘ublic Safety bareau.

Major Gerrard,

Commissioner of lolice,

Sir,

The following secret information has been 

received :

"November 6 being the Anniversary of the 

October devolution, the Communist Party is reported 

planning to convene to-morrow (November 7) open air 

meetings in Yangtszepoo, the Western and the 

Central Districts of the International Settlement, and 

to hold celebrations in the Soviet Russian Consulate- 

General. These celebrations will possibly be 

attended by Chinese communist elements."

In this connection, I forward herewith 

copy of a manifesto issued by the Central Committee 

of the Chinese Communist Party. Apart from 

instructing my subordinates to adopt precautionary 

measures, I would request you to order your 

men to exercise vigilance.

General Wen Hung En

Commissioner of the Shanghai Public 
Safety Bureau,



f-, , V
Memorandum.

POLICE FORCE. 
MUNICIPAL COUNCIL.

Shanghai, N.0.Vember......7.i__ 1 93&*—
To____________  ___  __ ______________________

Letter No.75 from Public Safety 

Bureau dated. November 6, 1933.

Subject: Conveying information 

that communists plan to stage 

demonstrations in the Eastern, 

Western and the central districts 

in the Settlement to-day, November 

7.
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November 6 33.

Dear

I .en-i hero'.'f.i. th for your informti^n 

translat* • / Uir^e Comuuiat handbills v-hlch 

’»erc Lt.injd oy a nice i ent in the on tern 

;1 •‘.r.let of Jh^dhu i on ."ovenber <?, IV,33.

’C .esc handbills *sere issued in the n^'ie »• f the 

Uentyj.l comittee •£ the Chinese comunist youth 

j^efegue and contain propaganda in connection vith 

Stic celebration gi* the anniversary of the October 

devolution (Kovember 7,1933).

Yours sincerely»

•//

To Messrs Dicker, 
Warren, 
McHugh, 
Kok et su, 
Steptoe, 
sarly,



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Fm. 2

G. 35m-lt-32

'~Sr?A!f8HAI »ÎP'L

Rr€i :iRY.

REPORT

Subject (in full). .ri"nithe. Oc tober Revolution ( 19171..axid_the--. 
jistaolishment of the Central Provisional Government of the

_________ ____ Chinese Soviet Republic [1931}..,-- Noyember____________ _______

Made by Pao—hwa Forwarded by 

Agents A-2235 and A-3657 report that between 9 and 10am 

November 3, 1933 certain workers of the Mei Yah (-f ) uilk

Weaving factory and N,'.»T.K. Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 Cotton Mills held

• '■ y a meeting at No. 26 Fu Nyeu Li ( & Ï ), Robison Road, 0.0 ,L., 

under the auspices of a communist agent named Siao Lan (+ T )t__

__member of the Organization Department of the Shanghai western 

Special District Committee of the local Chinese Communist Party,

_and passed the following resolutions ______________________________

1) That "flying" meetings be held, between 6 and 7 p.m.’ November 7 

in the vicinity of the Ferry Road Market and on Ichang Road. 

near the Dah Yeu ( t ) Oil Factory, to commemorate Uie afore

mentioned Double-Anniversary. _________ ______ _

2) That representatives from each of the Propaganda and___________

Organization Departments of the Shanghai ’western Special 

District Committee and the Eastern District Committee of the^T* 

Chinese Communist Party be appointed to proceed to Kiangse 

in company with representatives of various industrial concerns 

in the Eastern and Western Districts to participate in the

Second National Congress of Chinese Soviet Representatives ’_ . J
to be convened at Juking, Kiangse, on December 11, 1933,_______ J

3) That opposition be raised against the 5th Anti-Communist 

War launched by the Kuomintang. ________________________________ ■<

A record card in respect of Siao Lan, vzhose description is not

yet available; has been compiled for future reference, 

__________ It is learned that in view of the insufficient number_____  

of participants from the labouring masses to stage demonstrations 

as experienced during previous anniversaries, the local Chinese V j 

Communist Party has decided to give early publicity of possible ; 

communist activities concerning future anniversaries.___________ __



FiirJL— - File No.
‘ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

... .. .. Station.
REPORT

Date _ . /n
-2-

Sub]ect (tn full) ------ ----- ---------------------------------- ----------------------

Forwarded by
Made by-------- ---- -------------------------—------------------------------------------------------------ ~ ~

Attached herewith are copies of three communist

circulars bearing on the anniversariesin question, issued 

by the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Youth League, 

together with a summarized translation of each. These pamphlets

wore obtained by Agent a-1385 in 7/estern Chapei on November 2_.



Special Branch S. 2.

November 6, 1933»

nornmuni st. propaganda bearing on the Double Anniversary of 
the October Revolution (1917) and the Establishment of the 
Central Provisional Government of the Chinese Soviet 
Republic (1931) - November 7.________________________________

Hereunder is a summarized translation of three 

communist circulars which came into the possession of 

the Municipal Police on November 2

(1) Circular entitled "Resolutions in- connection with 

work on the 16th Anniversary of the October Revolution", 

issued by the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist 

Youth League» This document urges the mobilization of 

the youth masses in order to oppose the 5th Antj- 

Communist Campaign of the imperialistic Kuomintang 

and to carry out, in white districts, the following 

activities

a) To conduct an extensive propaganda campaign regarding 

the great success of socialistic construction, the 

improved living conditions of le/oouring, peasant 

and youth masses in Soviet districts and the 

oppression of the youth masses under the imperialistic 

Kuomintang»

b) To impress upon the minds of the youth masses that 

the proletariat in the U»S. S*R. is the army which 

will secure emancipation for China and disclose to 

the youth masses the intrigues of the Japanese 

imperial!sts»

c) To strengthen the activities of League branches in 

northern provinces among the youth ranks of anti

Japanese armies and Volunteer Corps, to incite anti

Japanese racial and revolutionary wars and munities 

among the Manchukuo and Japanese troops»
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d) To convene, by all possible means, mass meetings of 

celebration, lecture meetings, "flying" meetings and 

factory conferences, also the staging of dramatic 

performances, the issue of "wall" papers, factory 

mosquito papers, cattoons and special issues and to 

disseminate handbills etc.

e) To foster League activities among transportation and 

communication workers in military and industrial areas 

in White districts and to make arrangements for the 

holding of mass demonstrations to commemorate the 

Double-Anniversary.

(2) Circular entitled "General Principles of Propaganda 

bearing on the Anniversary of the October Devolution", 

issued by the Central Propaganda Department of the 

Chinese Communist Youth League. Apart from containing 

an exaggerated account of the significance of the 

October Revolution of Soviet Russia, this document 

urges the carrying out of the following work t- 

a) To lead the daily struggles of workers in factories, 

villages, barracks, etc. and to organize numerous 

"Soviet Friendly Societies" in order to oppose the 

5th Anti-Communist Campaign of the Kuomintang, to 

support the Soviet Union and to protect the Chinese 

Soviet Republic.

b) To secure complete control over youths, and to further 

anti-imperialist and anti-Kuomintang movements among 

young workers, female workers, soldiers, unemployed 

workers and juveniles and to urge them to participate 

in revolutionary struggles, also to join the Red Armies 

and to organize Self-Defence Units.

ffi) To accelerate propaganda mong railway and wharf workers 

and to urge them to refuse to transport munitions for 

the Kuomintang troops engaged in the campaign against 

the Red Armies. »



d) To carry out propaganda "bearing on the "breaking of 

strikes "by "White Russians'* and to launch a movement 

aiming at the expulsion of White Russians from the 

country.

(3) Handbill entitled “Open letter to youths throughout the 

country in commemoration of the October Revolution 

Anniversary”, issued by the Central Committee of the 

Chinese Communist Youth League. Apart from denouncing 

the corrupt practices of the Kuomintang authorities and 

the aggression of the various foreign imperialists, this 

document calls for the declaration of a general strike 

to oppose the closing down of factories, to demand 

increases of pay and to drive out the White Russian 

running dogs, and to intensify the inspection of Japanese 

goods and the staging of demonstrations in commemoration 

of the anniversaries.
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SUMMARIZED TRANSLATION OF A COMMUNIST CIRCULAR ENTITLED 
“RESOLUTIONS IN CONNECTION WITH WORK ON THE 16TH 
ANNIVERSARY OF THE OCTOBER REVOLUTION',' ISSUED BY THE 
CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF THE CHINESE COMMUNIST YOUTH LEAGUE 
(DATED OCTOBER 10)____________________

November 7 of this year is the 16th Anniversary of 

the October Revolution in Russia as well as the Second 

Anniversary of the Establishment of the Chinese Soviet 

Republic. To commemorate the occasion, it should be 

the principal task of the League to mobilize the youth 

masses to oppose the 5th Anti-Communist Drive of the 

imperialistic Kuomintang and to carry out, in white districts, 

the undermentioned activities

1) To conduct an extensive propaganda regarding the great 

success of socialistic construction, the results of the 

first year of the Second Five Year Plan, the great 

improvement in the living of labouring, peasant and 

toiling youth masses in Soviet districts and the cruel 

oppression suffered by the youth masses under the 

imperialistic Kuomintang regime,»

2) To impress upon the minds of the youth masses that the 

proletariat in the U.S.S.R. is the strong allied army 

which will secure emancipation for China and that they 

should support the U.S.S.R.in order to avert being 

colonized. The League should also disclose to the 

youth masses the intrigues of the Japanese imperialists 

in arresting Soviet employees of the C.E.R. and should 

urge all youth organizations to issue manifestoes and send 

circular telegrams of protest to the Japanese Consulate.

3) It should be the special duty of the League branches 

in northern provinces to strengthen their activities 

among the youth ranks of Anti-Japanese Armies and 

Volunteer Corps, to incite anti-Japanese racial and 

revolutionary wars and mutinies among the troops, of 

Manchukuo and Japan.

4) To convene, by every possible, public or semi-public 

means, mass meetings of celebration, lecture meetings,
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•flying* meetings, and factory conferences, to stage 

dramatic performances, to publish "wall*1 papers, factory 

mosçpiito papers, cartoons and special issues, to disseminate 

handbills, etc.

5) To enlarge the movement, for the support of the Soviet 

Red Armies in the following manner as decided, by the 

"Central” of the League :~

a) By convening general meetings of representatives 

of youth masses.

b) By instituting League activities in and around 

transportation, communications, military and industrial areas 

in Whit® districts.

c) By mobilising unemployed workers to join the 

Guerilla Corps of the Red Army, by instigating workers to go on 

strikes and by calling upon young soldiers to refuse to 

transport munitions for the imperialistic Kuomintang to be 

used in the campaign against the Red Army.

d) By strenuously carrying out iks movements to 

raise funds for the purchase of aeroplanes, machine guns, etc. 

to be presented to the Red Army.

6) The above movements should be carried out in 

conjunction, with the Party. Arrangements should be made to 

stage mass processions and demonstrations to commemorate 

the Anniversary of the October Revolution.

Central Committee of the

Chinese Communist Youth League.

October 10,



Handbill entitled '’General Principles of Propaganda bearing 

on the Anniversary of the October Revolution”, dated October 

19, 1933, purporting to emanate from the Central Propaganda 

Department of the Chinese Communist Youth League. A

summarized translation of this document is as follows

Besides exaggerating the significance of the October 

Revolution of Soviet Russia, the document tells about the 

world economic crisis and the invasion of China by 

imperialistic countries. It states that Japan is attempting 

to occupy the whole of Morth China, Great Britain has her eye 

on Thibet and Szechuen, France looks longingly on Yunnan and 

Kweichow. France and Japan have occupied the islands in 

the South Seas and are threatening South China. The 

Kuomintang is then accused of having betrayed the nation. 

It points out that the salvation of China will depend upon 

the success of the Chinese soviet movement.

The following work is then recommended on the 

Anniversary of the October Revolution

1) To lead the daily struggles in factories, villages, 

barracks, etc. and to organize large numbers of ’’Soviet 

Friendly Societies" to oppose the 5th Anti-Communist Campaign 

of the Kuomintang, to support the Soviet Union, and to 

protect the Chinese Soviet Republic.

2) To secure control of the mass of youths? to extend 

the anti-imperialist and anti-Kuomintang movement of the huge 

number of young workers, female workers, soldiers, unemployed 

workers, and children, and to urge them to participate in 

revolutionary warfare, to join the Red Armies and to organize 

self-protection corps»

3) To accelerate propaganda among railway and wharf 

workers and to urge them to refuse to transport arms and 

munition for Kuomintang troops engaged in the fight against 

Red Armies»

4) To extend the mass organizations such as the "Red 

■ ‘  ; t p ,
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Army Friendly Societies” and the "Soviet Friendly Societies”.

5) To carry out propaganda bearing on the breaking of 

strikes by "White Russians" and to conduct a movement for 

the expulsion of White Russians»

£



Summarized translation of a communist circular entitled 

“Open letter to the youths throughout the country in 

commemoration of the Anniversary of the October Revolution", 

issued by the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist 

Youth League dated October 19, 1933..

To the youths throughout the country t

November 7 is the Anniversary of the October Revolution 

in Russia.lt is also the Second Anniversary of the Establish

ment of the Central Provisional Government of the Chinese 

Soviet Republic.

On this date, the Russian proletariat rose to power 

and effected the emancipation of the entire body of toiling 

labourers and peasants in Russia. It was also on this date 

that the Soviet of China, having an area of one-sixth of 

China with one-sixth of the whole population, broke away 

from the rule of the imperialistic Kuomintang.

During the past sixteen years, the U.S.S.R. has made 

considerable progress and at present ranks as the first free 

and productive nation of the world. It has improved the 

living conditions of the workers, abolished unemployment, 

elevated the standard of education, etc.

The economic crisis confronting the capitalistic world 

is growing more serious. Vast labouring, peasant and toiling 

youth masses are homeless and faced with poverty. With the 

approach of this year*s Anniversary of the October Revolution, 

the downfall of capitalism becomes imminent.

This year*s anniversary can be said to have been 

recognized by the imperialists as the most pressing problem 
moment 

of the and has led them to attack the Soviet Union

and to partition China, as witness the occupation by Japan 

of Manchuria and her advance into Mongolia, the annexation 

of Thibet and Binkiang by Great Britain to prepare for an 

offensive against the Soviet Union, and Trench domination 
.T''.

Russia.lt


in Yunnan and. Kweichow Provinces.

The corrupt Kuomintang, the running dog of the 

imperialists, is shamelessly signing treacherous agreements, 

contracting loans and. giving up territory. Furthermore, 

after the failure of its 4th Anti-Communist Drive, the 

Kuomintang has enlisted, thousands of Fascist butchers to 

be used in the 5th Anti-Communist Campaign and by means of 

an '‘economic blockade" it is attempting to starve out the 

revolutionary masses in the Soviet districts.

Tpiling youths throughout the country! The 5th Anti

Communist Campaign is the decisive struggle between the 

Chinese Soviet and colonized China!

Young brothers, celebrate the Anniversary of October 

Revolution! Arise and arm yourselves to participate in the 

racial revolutionary war against the Kuomintang’s surrender 

to the imperialists, against the imperialist attack on the 

Soviet Union and against the 5th Anti-Communist Drive of 

the Kuomintang!

Young labourers, declare a general strike to oppose 

the closing down of factories, to demand an increase of pay 

and to drive out the White Russian running dogs!

Young peasants, refuse to pay taxes and organize 

guerilla warfare against the imperialistic Kuomintang!

Young soldiers, object to your pay being in arrears, 

demand, betterment of living conditions and refuse to fight 

against the Red Armies!

Toiling young brothers, inspect Japanese goods, raise 

subscriptions to support the Anti-Imperialist movement and 

drive out the White Russians who are the running dogs of 

imperialists to attack the Soviet Union and to partition 

China!

Stage demonstrations and celebrate the Anniversary 

of the October Revolution!
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long live the success of the Soviet Socialism!

Struggle for Soviet China!

Long live the success of the October Revolution!

Long live the Chinese Soviet Government!

Central Committee 

of the

Chinese Communist Youth League.

October 19, 1933.
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Special Brâ=neh,........ ....................—x-

November 6, 1933.

Supplement to the Daily Intelligence Report

Double Anniversary of the October Revolution 
(1917) and the Establishment of the Central 
Government of the Chinese Soviet Republic (1931) 
-- November 7 _____________________________________

No organized demonstrations, proceenions, etc, 

which may result in a breach of public peace are 

likely to take place, but it is probable that 

irresponsible elements of the ’.Thite Russian will, 

surreptitiously distribute anti-communist handbills 

and a remote possibility exists that sQme Extremists 

may insult or assault Soviet officials or throw stones 

at Soviet official buildings.

Soviet Russians will suspend business on 

November 7 and 8 in celebration of the Anniversary 

and are expected to pass their time in private 

feasting and rejoicing.

Distribution»

Same as Morning Report.

Officer i/c Special Branch

■ j
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Subject (in full)_

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE ]! 

c C. & S. B. REGISTRY.
I File No^:~y~^.:7

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE, ly,.

S.2,Special_/srarara^___
REPORT H1 —'------

/^Zf-Hoyember „6, .... igi>3

Double-Anniversary of the October Revolution (1917) and the 
Establishment of the Central Provisional Government of the

__________ Chinese...Soviet..Republic. (1931) -- November Possible happenings

Made by Forwarded by—

Agents A-2267 and A-3371 report that members of the

Shanghai Branch of the Chinese Communist Party have contemplated 

to observe the celebration of the Double-Anniversary of the

October Revolution and the Establishment of the Central

Provisional Government of the Chinese Soviet Republic, November 

__ 7, as follows :-.

1 ) To hold a demonstration at the junction of Perry and Macao

Roads between 6 and 7 p.m» when fire-crackers will be 

let off, communist literature distributed and slogans__________

shouted*_______________________________________

2 ) To form into groups and proceed along Macao, Gordon, Ichang,_

Tonquin and Mokanshan Roads. 

3 ) æ0 stage a similar demon st r a t ion at the junction of J— “ I
Pingliang and Thorburn Roads between 5.30 and 6.30 p.m»?

4 ) To send groups to distribute communist literature in the_____  !'

vicinity of the three departmental stores on Nanking Road_____

I near Chekiang Road during the evening. _

I Specimens of twelve different kinds of communist |

handbills in white, yellow and rink colours, intended for_________  |

distribution on November 7, have come into the possession__________ *

of the Municipal Police. Apart from outlining the significance j 

of the anniversaries, these, handbills urge the general public-------- I

to carry out the following activities in nhsgriran^a nf the------------ . !

occasion : -_________________________________________________________ _______  j

a) Declare a general strike and hold street démonstrations!

 b) Join the Red Armies; organize "Red Army Friendly________

So ci eties" mid "'Labourers* Self-Defence Armis^» oppose the_________

5th Anti-Communist Campaign of the Kuomintang^ rnis»________________

subscriptions to support the Red Armies*
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REPORT

Date__________________ iQ
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Subject (in full) ____ _________________________________________________________________________________

Made by___________________________________ Forwarded by_________ _____________________________________

__c) Drive out the Japanese end other imperialistic

troops by force of arms; fetart a revolutionary war to restore ■ '—————■
the lost territories; refuse_ to transport munitions for the 

Kuomintang troops engaged in the 5th Znti-Communist campaign*

d) Organize^ among unemployed workers,w Unemployment 

Committees11 and lead jobless workers to demand work, food_________

and relief from the Social Bureau of the Kuomintang!

e)Oppose the reduction of wages, closing down of factories 

dismissals of workers; demand improved working conditions and 

oppose the Bascist doctrine!

___________f) Blect representatives to participate in the Second 

National Congress of Soviet Representatives to be convened _at ._ 

Ju-king, Kiangse, on December 11, 1933! 



__ Fm.'J__
File No,______

* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
SECTION 2 .....

REPORT ' ' . ,yembe r 31 rç 33

Subject (in fullj _ 16-th Anniversary of the Soviet Rule in Russia.____________

Made by____g ♦3.Prokof i e v_____ I'awarded by. _. _______

“Hth reference _t o_the 16-th Anriversary of the Soviet __

Rule in Russia whiph fa11s on Tuesday.November 7. enquiries have 

been made with a view to the ascertaining.as far as possible._____

the manner in whioh both the local Russian emigrants and the So

viet circles intend to mark the occasion,____________

From a series of jnterviews with responsible representa

tives of various " J./hite-Russian" organizations it would appear 

that nothing will be done on their part which could be interpre- _ 

ted as an encouragement of any activities likely to result in a 

breach of the public peace. Apart from articles on the subject 

of the significance of the anniversary of the communist yoke in___

Russia which will be published in local Russian newspapers, a 

special one-day newspaper entitled " For Russia " will be pub- 

lished on November 6 on the initiative of the local branch of 

the" National Union of Russian Youth"to mark the day of national 

mourning. Members of this union also intend to deliver public ad

dresses in the premises of the Cossack’s Home.No 311 Route Vallon. . 

at 9 p.m, .November 7 on the following subjects; 1 ),fNationalian," | 
n g £

2) The opirit of the Union" and 3)" The ncessity and wavs of struggle?’, 

i proceeds from the sale of the newspaper and admission tickets s
I
| for the lectures will go to the fund of the " Brotherhood of Rus-__ |
i 1

| sian Truth", a Russian anti-communist organization._____________ _ |
( Special services in memory of victims of the red terror and civil I

I war will take place in various Russian churches during the eve-

! ring of November 7. between 6 and 7 o!clock»________________________1
While no organized demonstrations .processions etc,z I 

which may ilead* *to some untoward incidents, are likely, there______ I

• seems to be more reasons than ever since November 1927.when the

local Soviet consulate was attacked by w Whites” on a similar 81 _

■■■' ' ' ■ ■ ' ' .. : 

. . ..........................._.......... <..: . ..;

' . ’i ■ ■ - ' . ' ;
I ' . ;
'(-did d ■-( X i;fe



Ù SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Statton,

REPORT 
Date_________________ 19

Subject (in full)___  ______ __ ________________ .. ..____________________ ____________

Made by .. - b'orwarded by   

occasj on, to expect an outbreak of undesirable activities on the 

_ Par^ 0^ irresponsible elements.which include local rowdies as 

well as individuals of the patriotic type liable to set on im

pulse rather than on the solid ground o^ reflection. Apart from 

the surreptitious distribution of anti-commun!st handbills.this 

activities may include acts calculated to annoy the local Soviet 

officialdom as well as acts of violence against Soviet offl- 

ci als_ and in st ituti ons. Although no definite information bearing 

on this has been received, the following incidents.which took 

_ Place recently, are symptomatic:- Yr.Bogomoloff, U.3.S.R. Ambas

sador to China, was inuj.lt ed on August 3, at Tsinfrtao.by a local 

Russian youth of a doubtful reputation.and on August 4 another_

three Russian youths,this time of_ the patriotic type.brutally as

saulted Mr.Veiss,acting editor of the "Shanghai Zaria" for pub-  

11shing information derogatory to the " Brotherhood of Russian 

Truth".__ __ _______________________________

llnally.the -cossibllity.however remote it may seem, of 

deliberate acts of hooliganism on the part of Soviet agents- 

provocateurs with a view to the discrediting the local" ’.ïhite- 

Russians" before the public opinion.should not be overlooked. 

Publicity given by the local Russian newspapers to the case of 

V.A.MorIson,former employee of the Centrosojus.to his "revelations 

regarding the alleged subversive activities of employees of lo

cal Soviet commercial institutions and regarding certain details 

of their private life-could not fail to have an irritating ef

fect on the local Soviet officialdom. To counteract the unfavour»» 

able impression created by this scandal,Markoir,manager of the ____

local branch of the Centrosojus.gave a lunch to representatives 

of the Chinese press on September 2,1933 at the Metropole Hotel,
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___________ Station,
REPORT 

Date_________________ i g

Subject (in full)...._____________ _________ _______  ______________ __ ______
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Made by Forwarded by. ... 
—

during which he made refrence to the intrigues of the local ____

"White-Russians'*. Another sign of annoyance on the part of the

Soviet circles in Shanghai is the "Tass"Agency telegram dated 

September 17,3933 ( copy attached ) in which the "Whites" are 

b lamed for using the "Whi teguard ist V i»ior i s on and the "no t o r i ous 

agent-provocateur whiteguardist Kedrolivansky" for the!r efforts 

"to discredit the business prestige of the Shanghai branch of 

the Centrosojus”._The above would seem to indicate that the pos-_ 

sibility of some counterplot on the part of the Soviet circles

is not unlikely.

As regards the "Red" sector of the Russian community in

Shanghai,no definite information 1s yet ayaliable regarding the 

manner of the celebration of the anniversary of the October Re

volution, except that the local Soviet institutions will be clo-

__ sed on November 7 and 8. It must be stated,however, that since 

the establishment of the Offices of the Soviet Embassy at Shang

hai in April 1933, nothing has been done by the Soviet represen

tatives here to make themselves conspicuous in any way._______ _
I

 Enquiries are being continued,and any information of in
terest will be immediately reported,  I

Attached herewith is a list of Russian churches in Shang-



LIST OF RUSSIAN CHURCHES IK SHANGHAI

1. St.Gabriel’8 Church

2. St.Nicolas Church

3. St.Andrew*s Church

Æ,Church of the Ressurection

5.St.Sophia’s Church

55 Rue Paul Henry

19 Rue Corneille

220 Route Vallon

14 Kungping Road

295 Route Cardinal Mercier

LIST OF SOVIET ESTABLISHMENTS IN SHANGHAI.( Intern.Settl.)

1. Soviet Embassy ana Consulate-General

2. CentrosoJus (England),Ltd

3. Far Eastern Bank(Dalbank)

4. United Petroleum Trust of U.S.S.R. 
(Soyouzneft)

5, Chinese Eastern Railway, 
Commercial Agency

6. Tass News Agency

7. Black Sea and Baltic General Insu
rance Co

No 1 Whangpoo Road

No 2 Peking Road, 
Glen Line Big.
No 3 Foochow Road

No 2 Canton Road 
Rooms 504/5

No J^Canton Road, 
Robert Dollar Big. 
No 38 Avenue Ed.VII

No 33 Szechuen Road.
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SPECIAL ÏNQU1BY

NORTH-CHINA PATLY NEWS

October 29, 1933

FAR EASTERN BANK 
(Dalbank)

XTOTICE is hereby- given that 
on account of the 16th An

niversary of the Union of the 
Soviet Socialistic Republics, this 
bank will be closed to business 
on Tuesday, Wednesday, Novem
ber 7 and 8, 1933. 2785
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Date November 2, rg 33.----

Subject (in full) Lab°ur agitation among workers of the N.W.K.Nos. 1 & 2

Cotton Mills, 62 Robison Road#

Made by Forwarded by.

With reference to the attached "Special Enquiry,"

dated 1.11.33 relating to the labour agitation among workers

of the K.W.K. Nos.l & 2 Cotton Mills, I have to state that

the meeting in question was held on the afternoon of October 25

and not on October 27 as reported in the French Police Intelligence

Summary._

A report on the meeting was submitted by the undersigned

on October 26.

Wang Ah-dah ), age 26, native of Kompo, employee

of the N.W.K. Nos. 1 & 2 Cotton Mills, 62 Robison Road, 0.0.L», 

who played a prominent part in the proposed organization of 

a Strike and who was arrested by the Chinese authorities inside

the mill premises at 7 p.m. October 26, is at present detained

in the Woosung-Shanghai Garrison Commissioners Head pending

investigation.

A record card in respect of this labour agitator has

precautions, it is unlikely that the strike movement will

ain any fresh impetus

xz
D.

Officer i/c Special Branch

been made out by thi£ office for future reference.__________

In view of the fact that the principal agitator is

now under arrest and the mill management are taking adequate



IX.

Translation of Extracts from the French Police

Intelligence Report dated 28/10/33.

Wang Ah Dah, Wang Han-zeng and Sio Liu, with other 

employees of the No.l and No.2 Factories of the Naigai 

Wata Kaisha, 100 Brenan Road, O.O.L., were instrumental 

in organizing a union and have formed a Preparatory 

Committee for this purpose.

At 3 p.m. yesterday (October 27), some 20 members 

of this committee held a meeting at No.l, 6th alley 

of Yung Hwa Li, Robison Road, Chapei. Sio Liu

presided and the following demands were proposed for 

presentation to the management!

1. A regular six-monthly increase of 2% be made in the 
employees’ pay.

2. An eight-hour day be instituted.

3, Employees not to be badly treated or dismissed without 
due cause.

4. W&ges to be paid to employees for all holidays.

5. Two months* leave on full pay to be granted to female 
employees during their period of confinement.

6. That this Preparatory Committee receive recognition 
and be granted a subsidy.

The management of the N.W.K. learning that this Preparatory 

Committee was of communistic origin, informed the Bureau a 

of Public Safety, who sent their agents to Mol, 6th alleyway, | 

Ying Hwa Li, where the meeting was in progress. The 1
—--------------- ‘ |
worker Wang Ah-dah was arrested and his colleagues



Report sent with..
Special Branch.

11 pamphlets, handbills or newspapers to

Where found I chang Road Time found 1 a.in. Date 29.10.3

Character of place where found, (industrial, | .
residential, respectable or doubtful neigh- LndUS 11- 
bourhood).

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill etc. Neai- Hills

How distributed? 
(If known).

Discarded

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc).

Ccmunist ic

Arrests or not, if so how many ? Kil

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?

bbth October
Date ...........................

Signed

for£.T. etc. i/c. Station.
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Date. October bO, ry ■Jû»

Subject (hi full) ^.®®.F..I!Qw-^?....^® Anniversary of the

October Revolution November 7

Made Pao-hwa Forwarded by.

I forward herewith a copy of a communist handbill 

bearing on the double anniversary of the October Revolution

and the Establishment of the Central Provisional Government

of the Chinese Soviet Republic, which falls on November 7.

This handbill, of which a single copy only was obtained by 

Agent a-1826 in Western Chapei on 0ctober28, is addressed 

to "Young Labourers throughout the Province of Kiangsu" and 

is issued by the Kiangsu Provincial Committee of the Communist 

Youth League. ________

A summarized translation of the contents of the



The following is a summarized taanslation of a communist 
handhill entitled “Letter to Young Labourers throughout 
Kiangsu in connection with the Anniversary of October 
Revolution (November 7), issued by the Kiangsu Provincial 
Committee of the Communist Youth League.

To young labourers throughout Kiangsu, 

The 16th anniversary of the October Revolution

is approaching. This anniversary falls on November 7 

and on this date in 1917 the proletariat in Russia overthrew 

the reactionary government of landlords and capitalists, and 

established their own Soviet rule. The October revolution 

was not only a success to the Soviet proletariat, but is 

a success to the proletariat throughout the world who 

should therefore commemorate the anniversary.

The U.S.S.R. - the land of the proletariat - 

has made considerable progress during the past sixteen 

years. She has not o^ly accomplished the First Five Year 

Plan, but has secured significant success in industry, 

farming, social constructions, politics and diplomatic 

relations in her persuit, of the Second Five Year Plan.

In the meantime the capitalistic and imperialistic 

nations of the world are facing an economic crisis. Owing 

to the failure of the Economic Conference, the various 

imperialistic nations are resorting to warfare to settle 

the economic crisis and are making a joint attack on the 

U.S.S.R. which is the only country making rapid progress. 

Of late, the Japanese imperialists in the Far East and 

the German fascists in Europe are open y challenging 

Soviet Russia and, with the q^Sroach of the anniversary 

of the October Revolution, an attack on the U.S.S.R. 
♦

is Imminent.

The anniversary of the October Revolution this 

year is also the Second Anniversary of the Establishment 

of the Central Provisional Government of the Chinese 

Soviet Republic. The general and juvenile masses in 

Soviet areas, under the leadership of the Communist Party?



(2)

and their Central authorities, are waging struggles against 

the imperialistic Kuomintang and have this year crushed 

the 4th Anti-Communist Campaign. Calamities and famines 

are frequent occurrences in districts under the Kuomintang

rule.

The imperialistic Kuomintang and other reactionary 

cliques have exercised the utmost mean and deceitful 

measures to insult the Chinese Red Army and to inveigle 

young men into the melScholy whirlpool of warfare. 

Simultaneously, they are utilizing tyrannic capitalists

to oppress workers.

All young labourers throughout Kiangsu must unite 

and overthrow the reactionary rule of the imperialistic 

Kuomintang. The Chinese Communist Youth League exhort

you to observe the following slogans

Arise, refuse tojcarry firearms for the imperialistic Kuomintang, 

refuse to pay taxes and refuse to fight for the Kuomintang.’

Oppose the 5th Anti-Communist Campaign and oppose

the attack on the Soviet Union!

Elect your own representatives to participate in

I the Second National Congress of Soviet Representatives whichI
will be convened on December 111

Arm yourselves and commence a racial revolutionary 

war in order to secure the victory of Soviet China! |

Overthrow the Kuomintang, the running dogs of the |

Imperialists! ;

Oppose the oppression of workers by the capitalists! j

Workers, students and soldiers declare a general 

strike and stage demonstrations to commemorate the Anniversary I 

of the October Revolution!

Kiangsu Provincial Committee 
of the

Communist Youth League.
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Subject (in full) Labour agitation among certain workers of N.£»K.Hos. 1 & 2

Cot ton Mills ,....62. Rpb.i son..Road .» * 2

Agent A-2527 reports that between 4 and 5,30 p.m. 

October 25, 1933 some twenty radically inclined workers of_

the 1I.W.K» Nos.l and 2 Cotton Mills held a meeting in an

__ unnumbered house off Robison Road, 0.0.L», following the---------------- _ 

circulation of a rumour that. the mill management intended. 

dismissing..180. w.orl<ers_within the—next few days.— The---------- -

f ollowing resolutio_ns. were .p.a--3S_e±_i-_________________________________

___ Cl). That. prep ara.ti one ba. male, to organize-a- JLStrike Committee"-----  

________ wi±h._a. jrieæ_to bringing—about- the archievement-o-f the------------  

following..demands _ 

(a) That a general increase in wages be effected._______

___ (b) That working hours he reduced.------------- _---------- __________  

(c) That no workers be dismissed without cause.---------
----------------- --- ■

(dj That workers be not ill-treated*---------- ---------------------

_____________ (e) That an eight-hour working day be enforced,-----------------  

(f) That Sundays he.observed as holidays with------------------

full pay.__________________________________________________

(g) That support be given to the "Strike Committee1!_____

(2) That the "Strike Commit t e e*... be composed of the following 

________sub-committeest-_________________ ____________________________ _______
(a) General Affairs.___________________________________ _

jb) Organization.»_____________ ________________________ _______

(c_) Propaganda.______ _____ ___________________________________

_____________ (d) Pickett ing.---------- --------------- ----------------------- ----------—-------
(e) Subscription Canvassing.________________________________ .

( f ) Publ ication•________ _ _______________________________ _
—--- - s

________ (g) Despatching,.------------------ — ------------------------------------------—-

_ (h) Struggle._________________________—------------------------------------------- —!—_ 
( i ) Supervi sing».„■

Made by Forwarded by..D..«l.#.Kuh Pao-hwa.
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(3) That the following auxilliary organizations be established

(a) Youth Vanguard Groups

(b) Youth Defence Groups  

(c) Youth Anti-Japanese Societies. 

___  (d) Anti-Japanese Societies of Juvenile Workers. 

(4) That a demonstration be sbaged between^-6-anà -7 p.ïa.- ---------
November 7, 1933, in the vicinity of Ichang, Macao and

Ferry Roads to comemorate the Double-Anniversary of the_______

Soviet Revolution in 1917 and of the Establishment of the 

__  Central Provisional Government of the Ohine.s§„Spyle±___________

Republic in 1931. _______________________________________

The meeting was presided over by an active member of the ____

Shanghai Western Special District Committee of the local 

Chinese Communist Party named Siao LieuX4'-X whoseduty ______

Â^.tO—?werv±s.a communist--activitiea--among-mill—workers-.—A------

description of Sian Lieu—is—as—fellows-s-------------------------------------------
Age 23, native of Haichow ( ), Kiangsu, height 5*5",_____

stout build, short cropped hair, usually wears a light grey_______

cotton long gown. (ihrticulars recorded)____________ ___________
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

REPORT

POUCE- .5341
Special Branch S_.2 

ty-,...1Û,.<
Date__QÆtQhar.,JQ-»- /p33 .

Subject (tn full) V.V. Voloshin .....candidate for position..of..Police..Wa.t.chman»----------

Made by D.S. ..Tcheremshansky b'orwarded ________

With reference to the attached application by Vladimir ——

Vassilievitch Voloshin for a position as a Police Watchman. I______

report hereunder certain information concerning this individual-—- 

as known to this office t-_________________——

Voloshin arrived in Shanghai from Tientsin during August___—

1928. Here he was employed with the Russian Regiment, S.V.C..___ -

from September 1928.. till November 1932 when he left the service------

of his own accord and with a good service certificate. Since---- -— 

that time he has been without 4 fixed employment

On August 4, 1933. Voloshin and two other Russian youths

were arrested by the French Police for having assaulted Mr.A.J.____

Veiss, of the editorial staff of the **Shanghai Zaria." The_  

circumstances of this affair are as follows

About a week pri-or to the assault the "Shanghai Zaria"

L! •r '|

L .. • -

published an article on the subject of the activities of the

"Brotherhood of Russian Truth," an active Russian anti-communist___

organization. It, is reported that the article contained — ■

incorrect information derogatory to the above organization._________

______Voloshin and his associates decided, on their own initiative, 
to punish Mr. Veiss, acting editor of the "Shanghai Zaria" for I

malicious misrepresentation of facts relating to the activities L

of the "Brotherhood of Russian Truth." The assault was____________

unanimously condemned by representatives of varions Russian_______ _

organizations, but at the same time _it was pointed out that the 

"Shanghai Zaria" was to blame. for publishing incorrect information .

and that the three youths acted under great provocation and out

of patriotic motives. In view of such attitude towards the

affair on the part, of certain Russian organizations, Mr. Veiss .. . ,

withdrew his charge and the case against the three accused was ’

■ • ■ - ;



I'tle N°---------
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Station.
REPORT 

Date 19

Subject (in full)______ ___ ___ __ __________ Page .2»___________________________________

Made by b orwarded by  .  

—dismissed by the Second Shanghai Special District Court on________
.. August 16, 1953»_____ __________________________________ _____

With the exception of the above nothing detrimental is-----



"MH/I ŒlflPAl POLICE"! 
S O. REGiSTRY

A'o. S. B. D,.. ,
I c/e..... _____

i____-_z. r

October 4 35.

Sir,

Further to ny letter of September 7, 

1935, I have the honour to Inform you that Mr. 
R. D. Tidy left Shanghai on Ootober 2 for Hongkong 

where he will visit a friend named Stone* Miss 
Beak did not accompany him on this occasion* 

X have the honour to be.

Sir, 

Your obedient servant,

(Sd) K. M. Bourne.

Acting Commissioner of Police* 

V. H. Chlldc, Esq.,

Commissioner of Police,

Sydney,

Mew south Wales*



r
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C.K.Y. (c) P File No............. _ ; ,!
A SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE, _

S. 2, Speci41.^Brmch,...sj0J^aqc i r I
REPORT

Subject..................................Ri.ç.hard..Dayi.d..ïi«iy*.................................... ........... ............. ..............................

NI ade by....... ,D* S *.. .P.O.Q l.e •...............  Forwarded by.....................................

------------------Richard David Tldy._lejft.. Shanghai^, for Hongkong_by— 

„ the N*Y*K* steamer “Tatsuta Mara*' on October 2?...1235*.___ He_

. was not accompanied by Miss BeckT but is meeting an old------„

Shanghai friend by the name of Stone in Hongkong*.----------------

/[,_ ___________ Stone left Shanghai by the Blue Funnel Steamer---- _

^Diaman11 on September 10? 1935* _________ ____________ _

__ 2__. ~ MKJ
------------------------ —-_____________ jqL s^_



September 7 35

Sir»
X have the honour to refer to your letter 

Ho. NA107S1/2048 of November 17, 1933, and to inform 

you that Miss Book and Mr. Tidy returned to Shanghai 

from Moscow on September 3, 1935.

An entry on Mise Book's Alien Declaration 

Borm is to the effect that she intends proceeding 

to Australia in the near future»

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

(Sd) K- *°urnc-

Atting Comiso loner of pelite*

W. H. Childs, Esq.,
Commissioner of Polios,

Sydney,

lew South Wales*



_ 5"

■ an
1

SHANGHAI
zoz 

MUNICIPAL

Section
REPORT

POLICE. S. D. Rt_G

2, SpeciaJ..^^çfisifâmç ••
..->ctè_...$ '?September „5^7p~3S";"

Subject.... ....Hichard-David..Tidy.,and..Dox.a Alice Beck (Absconded.nurse from
Isolation Hospital, Shanghai.). Further to information supplied........

Made by Poole.  ....... . _____ Forwarded by.. -

Miss Beck, who left Shanghai for Vladivostok on 50th

August 1934 accompanied by R. D. Tidy, arrived back in Shanghai— 
on 3rd September 1935 aboard the s.s» "Sever11 of the State____ __ 

Transport Coy., a Soviet firm.__ She is not staying in Shanghai

The office of Thomas Cook & Sons was visited in an endeavour

to trace the Shanghai address of these persons, but were unable 

to give any information except that Tidy had yesterday called 

for two letters which had been addressed to their office and

but will continue her journey to Sydney where her parents live._

.________ The Chinese Passport Office was visited__with regard to----- -—

the particulars of these two persons and the following informat

ion was, obtained»-________________________________________________
Richard David Tidy, aged 34, British subject (Australian) 

Shanghai address* c/o Thomas Cook & Sons. 
Home address* 37 Mill Hill Road, Sydney.

British passport No» 1391866, issued on 27th July 1933 in________

Sydney. __Visaed for China at the Chinese Legation at Moscow
during August 1935.

Friends in Shanghai* W. JPpwell, c/o China Weekly Review.

Home address* 18 Abbot Street, Coogle, Australia.

Profession* Nurse.1

British passport No. A141374, issued 25th October 1933 in

Sydney. Visaed for China at the Chinese Legation at Moscow 

during August 1935.

Friends in Shanghait^W./P^e^, c/o China Weekly Review.

which had come from Moscow.
A further report will be submitted in due course.

DejflbyCommissioner (Special Br.) D. S.'



Oww iuiiciw.

S. B. REGL E : . ,

3 a 3 9,2 ; iji‘v’-'D—
^Date J... J ?■■■ /gg^!

September 3 34.

Sir,

Z have the honour to refer to your letter 

No.NA10791/2048 of Movember 17, 1933 and to state 

that Miss Doria Alice Book resigned her post as 

probationary Staff Nurse at the Municipal Isolation 

Hospital on August 28 without giving any reason or 

prior notice*

Enquiries made at local shipping offices 

elicit the information that Miss >eck and R.D* Tidy 

sailed for Vladivostok, U.S.S.R., on August 30 by 

the San Peh Company’8 s*s* Huashan". It is also 

learned that Miss Beck and Mr. Tidy did not register 

at H.B.M. Consulate-General, Shanghai, nor did they

i,lake application

W- H. Childs, Esq., 

Commiesloner of Police, 

Sydney»

lew Seuth Valeo*

1
1

1 
J -

there for marriage banns.

I have the honour to be. 

Sir, 

Your obedient servant,

?. W.
Commissioner of Polios*

1

-

- -v'"*''.-- -''’J S? ;;
/ q « t'-*-*r’ *,■> p < >. -s tcr3.'... ' • '^1

' ■ --a ,'X;1 4;.: 1 j



G.35000-1-34 File No.............
t SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

’ S.2, Special. Branch..Swixx,
, REPORT

Date.. Sep.t.emb er. .11934 .

Subject (in full) Richard. .Dayi.d...Ti.dy..and...D.o.ra...Alic.e..Bec.k......Further...to.........................

................................ inf o.rroati.on..supplied...................................................-........................................  

Made by.........D.«.S*..PQ.Q.l.e....................  ..Forwarded by.............. ....................................... ................................

_________________ Mias Beek_left the Isolation Hospital on August 29, 

1934» and left a note addressed to one of the sisters saying 

that she was leaving and not returning (a copy of which is___

I attached). Dr. Smith (Superintendent of Hospitals) has been__

i interviewed and states that the Public Health Department wish 
!

\ no police action taken as there is no financial indebtedness____

' . ; on either side.__________________________________ ;_____________________

_________________ Enquiries at H.B.M. Consulate on the 30th August,__  

1934, show that Miss Beck and R.D. Tidy have not registered or 

applied for marriage banns,

_________________ From enquiries at shipping offices it was learned— 

that both Miss Beck and R.D» Tidy sailed on a "San Peh"_______ |

Company^ steamer "Huashan* on the 30th Alignai. 1934 hnnnd------------

for Vladivostok.______________________________________________________

. ..................................................................... ...... .. —-----------Ha--- SL»----------- ------ :........ ... ...

Officer i/c Special Branch



Copy of a letter left by Miss Dora Alice Beck 

addressed to Miss Brown c/o Municipal Isolation 

Hospital.

29-8-34.

Dear Miss Brown,

Would you please take my keys 

over to the mental ward as I will not be 

returning.

You could let Miss Davies 

know if you wish, but I will be seeing Dr. 

Smith.

Cheerio.

D. Beck. i

1

I 
I 
I I

i



Telegraph NEMESIS, SYDNEY, 

TEUpHOi-ip, B 030. “j Q

>v SMftttM MUNICIPAL 
3. B. BRGiSTR .

i!a&. d___
||p«/« $ I % .

police department.
Commissioners Of^ ice.

BOX 45a g °o..

Sydney, new south wales. 

19th July, 19Ü4.
(when replying, please quote no.-----------------------------------------

She Cons '1 s si one i* of Police, 
t n t c i* n a 11 on a 1 Sett 1 eme n t, 

Hun ideal council dnambors, 
Shanghai, 

G II I M A .

hoax’ Sir,

t tie sire to acknowledge receipt of your letter 
of 20tn ultimo, relative to Doris Alice ..-eck and til chard 
David Sidy and note that their marriage has not taken 
place aiTu the l’oison given therefor.

t appreciate very much your interest 'in the 
ratter and will be grateful If you will -advise me if the 
marriage takes .-"os.

Commissioner’ of Police.



l! àüA.'.ù irAI. h

June 20 34.

W. H. Childs, Esq., 
Commissioner of Polios, 
Sydney, 

Hew South Wales.

Sir, 

X have the honour to refer to your letter

No. NA10791/2048 of November 17, 1933, and to state 

that the marriage of Doris Alice Book and Richard 

David Tidy has not yet taken place owing to the 

Inability of the latter to secure regular employment 

In Shanghai, his present source of income being 

limited to fees obtained from a few pupils to whom 

he gives tuition in surveying work.

Miss Book Is at present a probationary 

Staff Nurse at the Municipal Isolation Hospital, 

41 Range Road, Shanghai, to which post she was 

appointed on April 1, 1934. ;

I have the honour to be, |

Sir, J
Your obedient servant, !

iUQT.'H.Qarrfttf i

OramlMiomr ot x'ollc».



kAi:ii?AL U •
y37 /. SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ! ®*a *E,G,J7Y

Spec ia '
REP0RT JL, , fo , -■

Dale J Ur$Va”2Q, Li9 34

Subject (in full) .D.....T i dy ..and .Misa..A.D. Beck. Enquiry, refrom  ___________

__________ ___  ..Commisjaioner .of. Police, Sydney.._______________________ __ _________  

Madejty and . .. .Forwarded by D.S. I. Moore.

___  ___ With..reference to. the attached request..of....the_______________  

Commissioner of Police, Sydney^ to be advised of the marriage____

in Shanghai of. Richard David Tidy and Doris Alina hepk, 1__________

have to report that the marriage has not yet taken plane owing____

to the inability of R.D. Tidy to find regular employment in___

this city.___________________________________ .

______ Miss Beck, who is a nurse bv profession, i a at present .. . 

a probationary Staff Nurse at the.Municipal Isolation Hospital, . 

No. 41, Range Road, where she has been since April 1, io?4,..............

____ Tidy is living in a boarding house, No. 9 Park T.ane,________  

where he is registered as an Engineerrand Teacher, Hi a_________

present source of remuneration is tutor in surveying to 

occasional pupils. _____ ____ ___________________

Officer i/c Special Branch



NEMESIS» SYDNEY,

* TKUVHOM* t 0 6941. m ~lo •

COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE.
BOX 4SA, G.P.O.,

Sydney, new south wales.
17th November, 1933

<irWMN FMFLVW*«. put ASK QUOTK NoJjAX-U, I-X4.L/

The Commissioner of Police, 
International Settlement, 

Municipal Council Chambers, 
Shanghai, 

CHINA.

Dear Sir,

I beg to acknowledge receipt of your cablegram 
of the 7th instant, which reached me in the country, as 
under:-

"Police, Sydney - Dick Tidy unknown here.

Police, Shanghai."

to, whose 
■ July last 

■’Erp-e.st George Boas

The facts of the matter are that the man referred 
full name is Richard David Tidy, left here in 
per the "Atsuto Maru" in company with a man named 

" j, both having been licensed Surveyors in 
this State’".’" Since receipt of your cablegram I have seen the 
young lady, Doris Alice Beck, who is proceeding to Shanghai 

I for the "Kamp Maru" leaving here on the 25th instant for the 
I purpose of being married on arrival. I have seen a letter 

from Mr. Tidy who gives his address as c/o Thomas Cook and 
Son, Nanking Road, Shanghai, and states in the letter that 
he has a large class which he is coaching in his own 
profession. He also states he is doing private work for 
an Australian firm at 16 Central Arcade.

From what the young lady tells me I feel satisfied 
the matter is genuine but I would ask that you might be good, 
enough to advise me of her marriage, etc., after her arrival. 
Apart from her being an Australian girl the matter Is of 
further interest to me as her father and I were school mates.

Hi i

Yours faithfully

_Child-ey -—- 
Commissioner of Police



(H33-:JO,000! Sb. !f «;1?T ?•: ; ;

M m m w
at at j; w æ h * i». D-l..I'LL.1

BUREAU OF INTERNATIONAL TELEGR^HS , ., ;
MINISTRY OF COMMUNICATIONS W;—1 1 ............. . .XJ

TELEGRAPH OFFICE FOR CABLEGRAMS
4 AVENUE EDWARD VII. TEL. 17419 27 PEKING ROAD, TEL. 12234

FORM FOR

CABLEGRAM

To (Receiver's Name)....................

No.-........-................

Words........ -.........Date.................... Time....................

This telegram is to be forwarded

^ia. C&ctât&vn

Line No.

Charga:

S 

Service Instructions

. SYDNEY(Address) .............................................. ■■■

DICK TIDY UNKNOW HERE.

Police Shanghai.

I request that the above telegram may be tor Waived subject to the conditions printed on the back of this form, 
by which I aafeeXo be bound.

Signature and address of sender............... ____________________________ ___________________
(not to be telegraphed) shanghaï Municipal Police.



Form No. 3
G. 25,000-iT^32,

1 swj rc-x;?*'.1

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. '
Special Brancl^l^u/^WiSc^x'"'""'

REPORT
Dale.WüV

Subject (in full) Cade from Sydney Police re. one Dick Tidy, Surveyor.

Madejft. QQfk Forwarded by D.S.I»„Moo£e.

With reference to the attached caolegram froia the

Sydney Police regarding one Dick Tidy, Surveyor, Shangliai,

enquiriesat loca 1 surveyors* offices, shipping offices, ho

tels and o^r^fngncuees etc. have failed to trace whin person

in Shanghai

Officer i/o Special Branch



(E. E. 3) Jl’Shing Printing Co.

$ 3K « & ;k
BUREAU OF INTERNATIONAL TELEGRAPHS

MINISTRY OF COMMUNICATIONS

TEL. 17419

Time red.
15*31

TELEGRAPH OFFICE FOR CABLEGRAMS. 4 AVENUE EDWARD VII, SHANGHAI

CABLEGRAM

■tPG—0J63/GJ

Delivery No.

10185 J_

SYDNEY 24 30 1 645

LC POLICE INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENT SHANGHAI

LADY LEAVING HERE MARRY DICK TIDY SURVEYOR SHANGHAI

IS THIS GENUINE CABLE LADYS NAME ALSO TIDYS CHARACTER

STANDING

POLICE

Please produce this form in connection 
with any enquiry respecting this telegram

«à



il «32

Subject (in full) .AbAl ar

r’-'wi

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. N°'~ --’bTRr
,‘;Av. /_> j x, £1 i

Srec ial Braijch^? .pTZ^Tf/14-'
REPORT .

Date ' *'- ----- -—~
Congress - "Foreign Languages Research SocW.v n

J:'

Made by. b'orwarded by..

The Foreign Languages’ Research Society, or as it j.n o-^| _

known, the Shanghai For- iyn languages 0o1loge
exist

ence about ten, weeks ago following, ana as the suit of several 

discussions held by certain prominent Chinese.

The person responsible for theinauguration of

p a young Chinese male named 'fewton Mei ( %- 

crihes himself as Dean of the Shanghai Foreign Languages

society

who aes-

C ollege.

Mei is a former stvden! o.f the Peiping University, through 

which institution he graduated, in 1929»______ Ihis individual, it

•Ip said, together with Wang Chen Ting (Dr. C.T. Wang) (j&. £ 

ax-Minister of Foreign Affairs, Ma Siang Pah {& . .) , the

cloven of Chinese scholars and educationalists, Zau lung Hsiang 

( % ) > & former president of the Ching ./al. Government

University at Peiping, and Liu Hwa Zai ( > > fan ex-

Secretary to the Chinese delegation to the League of rations 

at Genova, who returned from. Europe during the current year, 

conceived the idea of establishing throughout China clubs where 

interested Chinese might study foreign languages and eventually 

be prepared for ■ntry into foreign business circles in the Far

E a st. •

Following this it was decided to establish a school in

Shanghai, which, while teaching general subjects, would pay 

special attention to the study of foreign tongues.•

In the early part of August of this year, a small room in

the Asia Middle School, which is adjacent to the Japanese Public 

School, North Szechuen Road, was employed for nearly three weeks 

by representatives of the Shanghai Foreign Languages Colleg-----------

for purposes of advertising their aims and objects in the______ ___ _

vernacular press and for enrolling purils._______ ________ —-------- ---------



Fm. >
File No._

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

____ Station,
REPORT

Date 19

Subject (in full)

Made by-------------------------------------------- Forwarded by_______ _______________________________________

In the latter part of Au gust, premises s it u ated at Nos. 

17,18 and 19 Magnolia Terrace, North Szechuan Road were leased 

by t^is instltution for the accomodation of the newly established 

school, which then commenced to function.

At present there are between 170 and 180 Chinese put ils, 

jmale and female, attending this college, which in addition to______

* teaching general subjects such as mathematics, Chinese, history 

and geography, specialises in the study of the English, German, 

French, Japanese, Russian and Esperanto tongues .

Of the total number of pupils, some 65 or 70 are boarders. 

The school is divided into three grades - Primary, Midlie, and 

ujgher - students paying $15, 125 and $50 per term as fees __

according to the grade in which they study. In addition, the 

resident pupils pay $48 per quarter for board and lodging.

Six scbMLars are at present studying Russian under the 

tutorship of one Wa n g Chi Kyuin, a Chi ne se male who formerly 

was a merchant in uarbin, where during a stay of seven year s, 

he learnt Russian.It issaid that this person was previously 

connected zlth the nWorld ’ s Students1 Club11 situated in Chinese  

Territory and that formerly he was a teacher in a Russian school 

in the French Concession.

A Portuguese subject named A.M. Ritchie is employed at the 

college as an overseer or an inspector, his duties consisting 

of supervising the cleansing of the premises, observing that the 

scholars pay due attention to all school rules and maxims, and 

teaching English to the younger and more backward pupils.

Another foreigner, an American lady whose name has not been 

ascertained, is also employed at this institution to teach 

English to the senior students.______ The remainder of the teachers

Russian.It


I——.  ------- --------- —I | ' . -’’tç . ......... .. .........      • _ ;___ ____________ _ _____ I

| __ Fm.JK
> }i(ie No. ____
- ' SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

______________ Station,
REPORT 

__ Date___________________ i g

Subject (in full)

I

Made by---------------------------------------------- borwarded by__________ ______________________________________

_ are Chinese and they are responsible for the t e ac hi nr; t.Q_Jthe-----------

students of German, French, Japanese, Esperanto and RussIaEl.-----------

According to information received the authorities of___________

this college, which will later be registered with the Ministry 

of Education, have a very ambitious programme for its future

_development. Larger and more commodious premises, including 

rlaying grounds, will later be acquired, and it is intended in _ ••

the near future to employ several foreign teachers to instruct_____  /

the scholars in the above mentioned languages. Attempts will •

also be made to interest foreign and Chinese notables in this 

institution and later to induce them to visit the college for ' 

the purpose of .addressing the pupils on various subjects.___________ !'

Enquiries indicate that the management of this college i' 

aver that no political Ideals at all are entertained and that 

the students are discouraged from holding such beliefs. This, 

however, is thought to be the natural outcome of the arrest of ' 

the late treasurer of the school - Zung pih Tien X. ) j

on October 18, 1933 by officers of the Shanghai Bureau of Public I ——— --------_ ।
Safety on a charge of being a member of a communistic organis- i 
ation. |



October 18,1933» 
/ - /

s.2

Please make inquiries regarding the 

"ForeignzLanguages Research Society" and report. 
/

A Chinese who is alleged to be an official 

of this organization was arrested in Magnolia 

Terrace on October 18.



il— cJL ô



SHAÎÆHAI MUtii£l?AL ■ 
REGISTRY. ■

Special Branch.
1 n / 27? I '? l

Ftate NoVftfflfeï^26l ,n 34/t—• .

> Subject (in full)..........Bxhibii. ..of Alleged Indecent..Phptographs of ....................
White Women at 292 Woo sung Road.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

Made ^x.....and Forwarded by........__ P.tP’.P* ..Puncan»

With reference to the above, I have seen the pictures

displayed at 292 Woosung Road and I am of the opinion that 

they cannot be classed objectionable from a legal point of

view. The shop in question sells pictures, picture frames

and camphor wood boxes, etc. The pictures in question, 

some 8 in number, each measuring about 2-g-" x l^r", are 
contained in one frame and priced at 50 cents. While each

picture depicts a naked white woman in different poises it 

cannot be said that there is any suggestion of sexual 

intercourse or indecency.

_______• Attached are four examples obtained by Clerical____  

Assistant J.A. Cook.



FOUM NO. 3___
G. 5 0 0 0-8.34

9 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. S. B. KEGISTii V.
J. Ji
/ ’ ” ’ ..... -

REPORT
Date

Subject (in lull)......... ..........   .Indecent. Publication .

Made by....Cler> Asst. Cook.................. herded by^Û^D*

I beg to report that a Chinese shop named Zee Fook

Sing at 292 Woosung Road is publicly exhibiting for sale

/7 photographs of naked white women.

D. C. (Special. Branch)

f

--------------- )



FoRmNo-3_
C. 2^ooo-i-34

Subject (in full)

' rnticf •:!

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. , 3? b/registry. p
S. 3, Speciala^±_J

REPORT ....

Indecent Photographs

Made by....................and............................Forwarded ^y....9.1e?»...ASSt. Cook........................

î ___ I have to report that two enlarged size photographs

of absolutely nude European women are being exposed to the 

public view in the show windows of the Chinese photograph shop, 
Hwa Chong Photo Supplies Co., at Ho. 345 Shantung Road. These

two phctographs are advertisements for the Rolliflex Camera,

a German product

Clerical As sisant

D. C. (Special Brandi)



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Special Br;

Subject (in full).

Made  and

REPORT
Date....

SHM6HAI MUNICIPAL POLIG€ 
tidto REGISTRY.

Action taken regarding Photographs of Nude
Women Exhibited Locally.

Forwarded by. D.S. McKeown.

Sir, ____________ ___________  ______

I have to report that having observed photographs ____

of nude women exhibited in the window of the "Standard Supply 

Co.", 375 Nanking Road, the undersigned accompanied by 

C.D.S. 96 (S. 5), at 3.30 p.m. April 9, 1934, proceeded to that 

_ address and requested the manager to remove the photographs.

The manager stated that he would comply with the request._  ____

The shop was again visited at 5»30 p.m., and it was 

found that all the offensive photographs had been removed. 

___  __ On April 9, Clerk Lee Doong Liang (S. 5) reported 

that indecent postcards were on sale at the Sun Sun Company.

The undersigned at 4 p.m. the same day interviewed the manager 
of the Sun Sun Company and requested that the postcardsbe 

removed. The manager promised to comply with the request. 

The postcards in question were later removed from public 

exhibition.



■4

Fiu. 1

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

sxakshaHiiumcipai FÜLIGE 
g & S. B. REGISTRY.

..._D-- .

REPORT
Date___ _____________ IQ 33

Subject (in full)........_Action Taken By S. 5 Regarding 1?^

Nude women Exhibited Locally

Madedqf.. and forwarded by.... . J^.S. McKeown

Sir

Regarding the attached photographs, I have to report___

that at 3 p.m. November 20, the undersigned accompanied by

Mr. Cook, Clerical Ass istant, visited the Standard Supply

Company, 375 Nanking Road. A copy of photograph No. 1 was

in a conspicuous position in the shop window. An interview

with the manager lûr. C. Chow was obtained, and he was requested

I to withdraw the photograph on the grounds that its public

is % _ exhibition would have a derogatory effect on public morality.

Mr» Chow immediately complied with the request, and promised

not to exhibit photographs ofa similar nature in the future

A visi twas then paid to the photographic supply

shop belonging to McTavish & Co. but the photographs had

already been withdrawn by the manager who of his own accord

had come to the conclusion that they were unfit for public

exhibition

Although Melchers & Co. of 19 Kiukiang Road are

■ / //
the agents for Rolleiflex cameras, the managers of the shops

concerned with the exhibition of the photographs state that they

were received direct from Germany together with other

advertising materials

On November 21, an accountant named Woo of the

Broadway Book Co« with premises at 32 Broadway was warned to

withdraw the indecent postcards exhibited in the window

and inside the shép. He agreed to do so.

A successful prosecution was instituted against the

i Wah Co. 160-164 Nanking Road in October and since that

time» no indecent postcards have been on sale at the Lai Wah

the Sun Sun or the Sincere companies



. ~... - — -
| ■"G~3ÏnhlW’~ l^ilc No._______' L SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

. .. ________  __ Station,
REPORT 

_ g _ Date___________________i g

, Subject (in full)_____________________________________  ..... ..._______ _____________________________

Made by J<orwarded by.

 The undersigned with the assistance of Mr» Cook. 

will continue to locate the shops exhibiting indecent __  

pictures and warn the managements that further action will

follow should they refuse to withdraw the pictures.

A list of the shops visited and information 

concerning the action taken will be included in the monthly 

report for November.

-----------------------------$-,

____ _____  D. S.

Officer i/c Special Branch»________________________________________ ____

C.mmr. of Police.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
S.5 Spec

I SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLIC 
ill

M>. D—J,t__ —
feteST"*- t-

Subject (in full)__ 1^5È2^S!Pàs...9Xj^d.ejw_omen. exhibited.,locally.. ________ __ ________

Madefy".an^. b'orwarded by D.S. McKeoTO

Acting under instructions from the Officer i/c 

Special Branch, the undersigned showed the attached 

photographs to Mr. R. T. Bryan, the Municipal Advocate.

Mr. Bryan is of the opinion that although a 

prosecution is feasible, the possibility of a conviction is 

doubtful, and suggests that the firm^upplying these 

photographs, and the exhibitors be requested not to use 

photographs in the nude for advertising purposes. Should 

this request be ignored, then all the persons concerned in  

supplying and exhibiting the pixvt>00^rhn. should be prosecuted.__

________________

D.S.

Officer i/c Special Branch.
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November 9, 1933 Afternoon Translation

MISCELLAHEOUg

PHOTOGRAPH 0? RUDE WOMAN EXHIBITED

J’ placed in 
Ros d.

The other day a photogfaph of a model was 
. the window of a certain photo studio 
The

iunwilling to

figure was naked. 
Pedestrians surrounded 
leave.

the window

on Nanking

and were
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Subject (in full)___

File No.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.3\Special Branch., /Às' tatton,,, ,
REPORT Date.._..^^L^9

Objectionable photographie advertising

Made by C.A. Cook Forwarded by

I have to report that since the louai German firm,

Melchers & Co., 19 Kiukiang Road, became the representatives

of the Rolleiflftex cameras, photographs of white reman in

the nude as an advertising medium have made their appearance

in the streets of Shanghai.

I attach herewith two such photographs. No. 1 is a

copy obtained by me from the Standard Photo Supply Coy., 

381 Nanking Road, a Chinese concern which continues to 

exhibit the original in a conspicuous part of their show 

window and is attracting public attention• No• 2 was obtained 

by me from MacTavish & Companyrs Photographic Department,_____

North Soo chow Road.

_ In the opinion of a number of my German friends to 

whom I have shown these photographs, the models, who are

Russian women, and the photographic work, are local. 

Officer i/c Special Branch. 



Shanghai Daily News ( )> a mosquito newspaper*

SOCIAL PROBLEMS IN SHANGHAI

In Shanghai, there may be found all kinds of 
vice . Some time ago, a case was brought into court of 
a girl and a dog having sexual interview. This and many 
other kinds of vice are rife in this city.

Indecent pictures surreptitiously sold by 
ragged urchins on Foochow Road, indecent literature on 
sale at bookstalls and by news vendors, naked girls dancing 
in small cinemas, indecent films shown at large hotels - 
these are a few of the agencies employed for the destruc
tion of public morals. To ban them all in accordance 
with the law is indeed a difficult task.

Girls in Shanghai at the age of twelve or 
thirteen are educated in the affairs of sex. They are 
affected by the demoralizing influences of these indecent 
pictures, publications,etc*

Although the authorities in Shanghai are doing 
their utmost to prohibit morality destroying agencies, 

i they still exist. Therefore, public morality in Shanghai
• will never improve, on the contrary, it will become worse*

1 Drastic ■ : remedies are being sought for these social
| diseases.
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v SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Special Branch S.4. 

REPORT ,—
Date... .No vem b0JL...À*-I9^> •

Subject (in full) _M.V. Elistratoff and G«G. Tichinin alias Tychinin^______________

__________________ "round..the World" travellers.

Made by D. S...Tcheremshunsky Forwarded by

 With reference to the officer i/c Special Brunch___

memorandum on.the subject of Elistratoff and Tichinin, "round__

the wordl" trave 11 ers,t e n<£uiries ahovr that Mihail Vassilievitch 

Elistratoff ia a Russian born on October 31, 1897 in Samara 

Province._ He. is_an ex-officer of the White Russian Army. He 

escaped from VIadiv0st ok in 1924 in a small boat in company, 

with one Colonel Vezelshikoff and hia wife. Elistratoff ar- 

rived in Shanghai from Seoul, Korea, in March, 1926. He___________

secured employment with the Shanghai power Co. in September 

1928, on May 31, 193p he left the Company on hia own accord. 
/» 

From July 7, 193p until July 1, 1932 he was with the Russian 

Regiment S.V.C» and was discharged from the Regnuent owing to 

bad health and because he contracted a venereal disease.: 

Georgy Gerasimovitch T.i-;hinin alias Tychinin is a 

Russian bom on March 31, 19Q2 in Orenburg Province. It ia 

reported that from 1922-2 he resided at Canton where he was______ ?

employed with Karnjal & Co. over two years; later he was in

g the service of the Portuguese Police at Shameen for over 1

I year, subss^uentl., he worxed as a chauffeur mechanic.On

I December 15, 1926 Tichinin arrived at Shanghai from Canton.

In Shanghai he had some casual work. On May 14. 1927 he left 

again for Canton and was employed with the Portuguese Police 

for 8 months and again returned to Shanghai, where since then 

he has had some casual work. His last known address in 

Shanghai was No.160 Avenue du Roi Albert.___________________________ |

 Elistratoff and Tichinin left Shanghai for a "round j 

the world" tour on December 2, 1932 from the premises of Sokol* 

i a well known sporting organisation having branches in all_________

i Slavonik Countries. Elistrtoff is a member of the Shanghai 



__ EïïLJ----  . , File No......
s,5m"3 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

---------  --------- Station,
REPORT 

Dat c___________________i g

Subject (in full)—---- ------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------

Made by. Forwarded by...

Branch of this organization since.1/9/30.__ Altaough Eliq tra toff

and Tichinin are making their tour under the auspices cf "Sokol1,* 

this organisation dees not pa?/ their expenses.

According to their letter published in the local

>er "shanghai Zaria on August 1. 1933 they tra-

veiled through Hangchow, ffuhu, Kiukiang, Nanking ...Changsha and 

Canton in about 7 months. When they sent .jtn.is. .letter they were, 

staying ttee Yunan province,. Wwy proposed_to_ travel along_

Mecong River to Burma and. Siam

Nothing detrimental is known by .this oifice against

Blistratoff and Tichinin
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consulaat-generaal der nederlanden 
VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA.
TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

No. 3227.
SHANGHAI, 1 N ov«mb*r 1933

3 ir,

I hav* th* honoux’ to inform you that I have to-day 

issued a vis<* for admission into fatherlands India to Ar. 

and mrsJ-iiquAl Covarrubias, of uexican nationality, who
„ rC u^-

are proceeding to Java, Sumatra and especially Bali, wh^rp 

Ar.Covarrubias intends to paint Balinese life and scenery.

hr. Covarrubias obtained a scholarship from the John 

Simon Guggenheim memorial foundation por studies in the 

Netherlands Indies.

They ar* staying at -resent with . r. and\jrs.'?r itz at 

62 ^te de Boisseson.

Although I have no reason to sunnose that }ireCovarru

bias is anything but a bona “''id* artist, I thought it 

better to inform you, rnl°33 you ere aware of particulars 

w.nich you think it except ionally important for mo to know, 

no r*nly is needed.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Chinese Secretary,



-y)
m S^l
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35tn-l I / File No. ___ |H
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

SECT ION.. 2___^..SWW '
REPORT

Date. November.. 11,...rç S3

Subject (in full). ____ abouts of V.N.Palitza

Made by.____N«S .Prokofiev __ _____ Forwarded by.

___ _With reference to the endorsement of the Officer i/o 

Special Branch on the attached, report dated November 2,1923, on 

the subject of V.N.Palitza ( file P-5408 ) I have to state that 

this individual had no fixed employment during the current year 

and worked as a commission agent on a small' scale. Following the 

outbreak of the present strike at the Shanghai Power Company he 

was temporarily engaged by that concern as a mechanic,but was 

dismissed on or about October 16 for that " he had absented him

self on the previous night without first obtaining leave”, 

Palitza resided in House 2,Passage 106 Route Vallon 

until Sectember 1,1933 when he was obliged to vacate the room 

he occupied at that address owing to non-payment of two months’ 

rent in arrears. At the time he was employed with the Shanghai  

.Power Company he gave his address as No 587 Avenue Joffre. En- 

_quiries show,however, that he is not known to the occupants of 

, those premises. His present whereabouts are not known even to his 

 sister,._

It is likely that he left Shanghai for the South,as 

_he stated his intention was when applying for ,a certificate of 

^registration with the Russian Emigrants Committee on October 26,



, File No-------
/ SHANGHAI MUNKJFAL POLICE.

AE.C? ION__2_ ?g0¥?g», \ ; :
REPORT —y _

Date November 2._ jg 33
Subject (in full) V.N.PalitzaA alleged. Bolshevick agitator.

Made by------D.S. Prokofiev_______ Forwarded by_. ________

With reference to the attached, re port of P.S.MaxImo ff 

( Wayside) dated. October 25,1933,on the subject of Nicolas Palitza, 

who is alleged to be a "Bolshevick agitator",! have to state that 

the correct name of the individual referred to is Vitali N.Palitza.

He first came to the notice of this office in April, 

1932, when he applied for a position as a Police Watchman. As 

the same name with different initials was mentioned in the lists 

of active members of the Soviet controlled Professional Unions in 

the Chinese Eastern Railway area,the applicant was requested to 

attend this office for an interview regarding his antecedents» 

However, he failed to comply with this request. General informa

tion available at that time regarding his character was also not 

. in his favour and .therefore, his application was not considered.

On May 2g,1932,he was charged before the 2-nd Shanghai 

Special District Court with embezzlement and was sentenced to 

six months imprisonment,suspended for two years, and to pay the 

complainant the sum of M.$.1050. On December23,1932, he appeared 

before the same court on a similar charge.but this time the case 

against him was dismissed. According to our information Palitza 

also committed several petty frauds which have not been reported 

to the police..

A.F. Maltzeff, residing in House 28,No 613 Avenue Joffre, 

who informed P.S.Maximoff regarding Palitza*s alleged activity 

as a Bolshevick agitator, and A.F.-^evchenko,residing at No 520 

Route Vallon,who is also temporarily employed with the Shanghai 

Power Co. were interviewed by the undersigned. Apart from stating 

that Palitza on several occasions prior to his employment with 

the Shanghai Power Co expressed,during thercourse of casual con»» 

versations with then, his pro-Soviet attitude and mentioned, that*
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REPORT
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19

Subject (in full)

Made by Forwarded by

he had been absent from Shanghai in either 1930 or 1931 in con

nection with his military service in the U.S.S.R., they were 

unable to furnish any information in support of the above alle

gation. ___ _____________ __ ____ _____

Although Palitza is registered with the Russian Emi-— 
grants Committee at Shanghai.it is possible that he is in pus-___

session of a Soviet passport. According to our information his 

sister.Miss M.N.^alitza, is a Soviet citizen andfupnn her ar- __

rival in Shanghai from harbin in November 1931, made an unsuc-__

cessful attempt to register as an emigrant,stating that Bhe had_ 

no documents,___________ ___________________________________________

On Oct ober_gâ.!9S£._JLJS[<-Raliiga.. called at the Russian- 
Emigrant s Committee,No 6-A Hongkong Road, and requested tobe__

issued with a certificat* of registration,stating -hhat he inten

ded to proceed to Hongkong, Hie request was rcfuscd.cn the _____

ground that he had neither a Chinese passport nor British vlaa 1 

to_enable him to proceed to that port.__________ 

'Apart from the above nothing is known in this office

regarding this Individual. I

ghai.it
rcfuscd.cn


_ _ Fin. 2
i G. 35m-Il-32 SHANGHAI MUNtGÆA/ POLICE. File No.

REPORT
___ïlsSL s i.dô____Station^

Date___ P_Ç.t_5_^_25thj_ ig 33

Subject ( in full )___ Report on some àubs ians. employed at div ers.ide ..Bower Station.

Made by P., .3 ....126. y A^^9f^Jforwarded by. G. I. Walker. 

Sir,________________________________________________

I beg to report the following, whilst on plain cloth^duty at 

River-aide Power Station, I was informed by Mr. A.E. Maltzeff 

(113/28, avenue Joffre) that a Russian, temporary working in the 

Shanghai Power Cox. pany, by the name of Nickolas Palitza, residing 

at 587 Avenue Joffre, is Iciown to him as being a Bolchevick agi- 

tator, and that Mr. Palitza had been called to U.S.S.R. to serve _ 

his military service in 1931 or thereabouts, but returntlback to 

Shanghai shortly after his departure, telling some of his friends(?) 

that the U.S.S.R. Army gave him the extention off his service on 

account of his bad health.On hearing this, I made enquiries 

at the S.P.C. and found that Mr. Palitza had been dismissed the

same morning I received the information, the reason of his dis- 

mi ssal was given as "that he had absented himself on the previous

night without first obtaining leave".

On the afternoon of 25-10-33, I went to Russian Emigrants

Committee to make few enquiries about several Russiansrecently

engaged by S.P.C., and there I was informed that Mr. Palitza had

just applied for a certificate regarding his registration, with 

the committee as an {migrant, as he was làaving for Hongkong at 
3a.m. on 26-10-33, the secretary of the committee demande^bo see

Mr. Palitzats British Visa, to that, Kir. Palitza replied that he

Ing to Hongkong without the British visa and asked the se-

■$>rej;ajy not to delay him as his departure was matter of impor-

- however the secretary did not issue the requested certifi

but asked Mr. Palitza to call on the morning of 26-10-33.

Mr. Nickolas Palitza has been registered with R.E. Committee tr

since 11, April, 1930, when he arrived at Shanghai from Harbin

he Is single^unemployed and was born on 16, April, 1905».
I am, Your Obedient Seryaati^'

X) AXIL



THE CHINA PRESS WEEKLY

Journalist In China i
A CHANGES. By G.... J.. I

London: Cape. ■

ing two years of residence ; 
travel in China as Reuter’s 
pondent Mr. Yorke succeeded 
aking the acquaintance of ; 

interesting and influential 
!, and was thus placed in a 
>n to observe at close range ; 
material of which Chinese , 
j are composed and their 
is of conducting civil warfare. 
$ present for a few weeks 
he Chinese troops under Tang ■ 
, opposed to the Japanese 
rs of Jehol; later, in com- 
with Mr. Peter Fleming, he 

the province of Kiangsi.
er to study Chinese com- f 
i on the spot, together with i 
il and military organization J 
; to bear against it by ! 
I Chiang Kai-shek. In these i 

sorely-harassed and un- 
able regions he was accom- I 
by a Chinese “interpreter, i 
Ion and friend.” without 
most capable co-operation : 
£ his experiences would, he 
tve been impossible.

From Chinese official sources, and * 
from the Report submitted last 
year to the Council of the League 
of Nations by its Technical dele
gate in China, he shows that In i 
the province of Chekiang (to take 
one instance) “the surcharges added 
to the basic land-tax since the 
establishment of the Nationalist 
government at Nanking in 1927 
have increased steadily until the 
average rate now exceeds the basic 
tax by 45 per cent.”

Concerning the moral of Chiang’s < 
army, he observes that the Gener
alissimo “has written an admirable 
handbook preaching morality to the 
rank and file and instructing the 
officers how to treat civilians,” but 
in the absence of a regular com
missariat. and failing the proper 
payment of the troops, discipline 
is impossible.

Mr. Yorke testifies to the progress 
which has been achieved in the 
making of roads and the develop

ment of motor transport; but “as 
the roads were made and are used 
by the military, and not by the 
merchants, it must be many years 
before the transport companies are 
a 1 sying concern.”

is separated the narrative of 
cperiences from the history 
wents which he witnessed, 
n the conclusions based on 
These conclusions, he ad- 

fl mainly “drawn from first 
ons, with little knowledge 
^people of the country to 
’ them.” The impressions 
ie of an intelligent and 
etic observer: but the 
based upon them are fre- 
and obviously affected by 
I mt necessity for tact- 

which political con- 
Impose upon the re- 

of foreign Press 
ent in the country.

b general tendency of 
ondusions is not of a 
murage optimism in 
prospect of an early 
national unity and 

his opinion

mi which needs im- 
tion is not the Pan- 
. of Japan, but the 
t against oppressive 
idalous rates of in- 
le fall in commodity 

revolt masquerades 
ne of communism and 
is main army is one 
formidable in China. 
Aid his plans for the 
the problem, which 
elfare of the people, 
least 73 per cent live 

His greatness will 
whether he can force 

Reforms through, in 
^oppositipn rlsing from 
itçrests of the land- 

Jttitry and the grain

“Xi the matter of national re- 
j construction Mr. Yorke notes that 
I the fervor for it is widespread 
' “Bureaux of reconstruction have 

been organized throughout the 
\ country, and their expenditure has > 
I increased at an astonishing rate; - 
! the additional money has been rais- 
' ed by adding still further to the 

tax burden borne by the peasants, 
and by floating domestic loans

• Therefore, he concludes, “the pre- ’ 
| sent chaos is likely to continue, if 
not to increase, until Dr. Sung’s 
(T. V. Soong) policy of employing | 
foreign advisers is more widely ) 
adopted.” * |

In the course of his wanderings, 
and during a retreat for purposes 
of meditation in a Chekiang her
mitage, Mr. Yorke took occasion to ‘ 

; study the Chinese classics, reading 
all obtainable translations; from J 
these he frequently quotes passages : 
which impart a pleasant flavor of j 
learning to his commentaries on । 
current events, even when -their J 
relevance Is not apparent.—L. T.
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During two years of 
and travel in China as 

; correspondent Mr. Yorke succeeded
in making the acquaintance of i 
many interesting and influential 

I people, and was thus placed in a 
position to observe at close range ' 
the material of which Chinese ' 
armies are composed and their 

’ methods of conducting civil warfare. 
J He was present for a few weeks 

with the Chinese troops under Tang 
Yu-lin, opposed to the Japanese j 
invaders of Jehol; later, in com- j 

' pany with Mr. Peter Fleming, he i 
■ visited the province of Kiangsi. | 
i in order to study Chinese com- { 

munism on the spot, together with -, 
the civil and military organization • 
brought to bear against It by 
General Chiang Kai-shek. In these < 

* remote, sorely-harassed and un
comfortable regions he was accom
panied by a Chinese “interpreter, 
companion and friend.” without 
whose most capable co-operation 
many of his experiences would, he 
says, have been impossible.

He has separated the narrative of 
these experiences from the history 
of the events which he witnessed, j 
and from the conclusions based on 
them. These conclusions, he ad
mits, are mainly “drawn from first [ 
impressions, with 
of the people of 
support them.” 
are those of an 
sympathetic 
opinions based upon them are fre- 
quently and obviously affected by 
the ever-present necessity for tact
ful reticence, which political con- 

y ditions now impose upon the re- 
I presentativos of foreign Press 
I agencies resident in the country.

Even so. the general tendency of 
Mr. Yorke’s conclusions is not of a 
nature to encourage optimism in 

* regard to the prospect of an early 
restoration of national unity and 
stability. In his opinion

“The problem which needs im- 
: mediate attention is not the Pan- 
| Asiatic dream of Japan, but the 
। peasant revolt against oppressive 
: taxation, scandalous rates of in- 
* terest. and the fall in commodity 

prices. This revolt masquerades 
J under the name of communism and 
(banditry. Its main army is one 

of the most formidable In China. 
Chiang has laid his plans for the 
solution of the problem, which 

(affects the welfare of the people, 
of whom at least 73 per cent live 
on the land. His greatness will 

j depend upon whether he can force 
the necessary reforms through, in 

1 the teeth of opposition rising from 
I the vested interests of the land- 
| lords, thé gentry and the grain 
t merchants.”

From Chinese official sources, and . 
from the Report submitted last 
year to the Council of the League 
of Nations by its Technical dele- ? 
gate in China, he shows that tn ; 
the province of Chekiang (to take 
one instance) “the surcharges added 
to the basic land-tax since the • 
establishment of the Nationalist 
government at Nanking in 1927 
have increased steadily until the 
average rate now exceeds the basic 
tax by 45 per cent.”

Concerning the moral of Chiang’s : 
army, he observes that the Gener
alissimo “has written an admirable 
handbook preaching morality to the 
rank and file and instructing the 
officers how to treat civilians.” but 
in the absence of a regular com- 
missariat. and failing the proper 
payment of the troops, discipline 
is impossible.

Mr. Yorke testifies to the progress 
which has been achieved in the 
making of roads and the develop 

ment of motor transport; but “as 
the loads were made and are used > 
by the military, and not by the 
merchants, it must be many years 
before the transport companies are 
a i aying concern.”

“Xi the matter of national re
construction Mr. Yorke notes that 
the fervor for it is widespread 
“Bureaux of reconstruction have 
been organized throughout the 
country, and their expenditure has 
increased at an astonishing rate; 
the additional money has been rais
ed by adding still further to the 
tax burden borne by the peasants, 
and by floating domestic loans.” 
Therefore, he concludes, “the pre-

* sent chaos is likely to continue, if 
I not to Increase, until Dr. Sung’s 

(T. V. Soong) policy of employing 
foreign advisers is more widely i 
adopted.” j

In the course of his wanderings, 
and during a retreat for purposes 
of meditation in a Chekiang her
mitage, Mr. Yorke took occasion to 
study the Chinese classics, reading 
all obtainable translations; from 
these he frequently quotes passages 
which impart a 
learning to his 
current events, 
relevance is not

i-
pleasant flavor of ; 
commentaries on :
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Subject (in fid!)foreign Y.M.C.A. on October 31, 1933 on

.^The„ Chinese So vie t_ Republic in Southern hiangsi '•

Made by D e S.» .J?tS Forwarded by. A j
In compliance with the attached instructions of the 

Officer i/c Special Branch I forwardherewith a copy __ __ __

in verbatim of the speech given by Mr. G.J. Yorke at the 

foreign Y.M.C.a. on October 31, 1933 Bn 11 The Chinese Soviet ___

Republic in Southern Kiangsi.1* __



Speech given by Er, G . J • Yorke'^rc the Foreign Y»M»C«A. 
on October 31/ 1933 on the "Chinese Soviet Republic in 

Southern Kiangsi.”

Ladies and Gentlemen,

I will preface my lecture on the Chinese Soviet Republic in 
Kiangsi by telling you how I came to know so much about it. Last 
year I was a member of the party which inspected the dyke system 
of the Yangtsze. In that capacity I obtained many details as to 
the organisation of the Chinese communists from engineers who had 
been responsible for rebuilding dykes in the areas in Hupeh wheich 
were then under communist control.

In August of this yeafc Mr. Fleming, special correspondent of 
the London ’’Times," and myself decided to investigate the position 
in Kiangsi. Our first step was to interview Marshal Chiang Kai- 
shek on Mount Kuling.

China is a curious country. The head of the Central Govern
ment does not reside in his capita,! - Nanking - but on the top of 
a 4000 feet mountain 30 hours away by steamer. There he lives in 
the midst of a foreign missionary settlement on lot 132 surrounded 
by 500 similar bungalows each standing in its own grounds. Except 
for soldiers with sub-machine guns posted round the garden, one 
might be calling to take tea with the Reverend Peabody. One inter
views the Marshal in a small and poky anteroom beneath a bad photo
gravure of one of Raphael’s Madonnas. China is a curious country.

Marshal Chiang did not want to talk, but he was willing ti> 
wire to the governor of Kiangsi to allow us to investigate condit
ions on the spot. He did, however, state emphatically that he 
would crush the civil and military power of the communists before 
the end of the year. Since he has not yet begun his offensive I 
do not think he will be able to keep his word. But then as Mencius 
used to say - I use Dyall’s translation - "The great man does not 
insist on making good his word, or on carrying out all he takes up. 
He only does so when it is right.*

In Nanchang, the capital of Kiangsi, we were given every 
facility, and those whom we wished to interview saw us at once. 
Vie made two trips to the south, one down the military road to 
Nanfeng, the other towards Kian, which we were unable to reach as 
the bridges had just been destroyed by the communists. In each 
instance we went as far as it was possible, and, as I learned on my 
return, further than it was really safe to go. We were thus able 
to interview local magistrates and regimental commanders in the 
field with several years experience of fighting the reds. In 
particular we talked with all missionaries in the area, thereby 
getting second hand information of actual conditions in the soviet 
state. For the missionary compounds offer food and temporary 
shelter to refugees from the red area. Some 40 had passed through 
a few days before so that some of our information was up to date. 
Moreover in Foochowfu is a military school for training some of those 
who have been captured or who have escaped from the red area. There 
we had a long talk with an extremely intelligent young man who 
stated that he found that communism did not pay.

Returning to Nanchang we motored west along the new road to 
Pingsiang on the Hunan border, and thence by train to Changsha 
where we interviewed the governor Ho-chien. We then motored, walked 
took a ±n±K sampan and finally a train to Canton. In September I 
returned to Kiansi for three weeks as a special correspondent for 
Reuters News Agency.

So much for my preface.
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The Chinese Soviet Republic controls an area of approximately I 
50,000 square miles and is roughly the size of England. Two thirds I 
is in Kiangsi, one third in Fukien. The population is not less thaï» 
five millions* The district is self-supporting as regards food with^ 
the exception of salt. Ten years ago the principal exports were ' 
wood or charcoal, flax, indigo, sugar cane and tobacco. Owing, how
ever, to action taken in Canton and Nanking exports on any large scale 
ceased in 1930. In the same year the Chinese Soviet Republic announc
ed that the destructive phase in that area was over. They then pro
ceeded to build up an exceedingly unpopular but effective administrat
ion. The interest to me lies in the effectiveness, for I find 
effectiveness so rarely in modern China. With the exception of an 
economic blockade they have hardly been interfered with by Nanking or 
Canton. Nearly all fighting to date has taken place in what I term 
the pink fringe which surrounds the communist state. Two attempts at 
invasion have been made during the last three years, but they both 
met with disaster. Chiang Kai-shek is preparing is preparing for 
but has not yet stareted a third and more serious invasion.

The capital of the Soviet Republic id Juiking, some 250 miles 
south of Nanchang. There resides the central commissioner appointed, 
by the executive council of the communist party in China. There 
also is to be found Mao Tse-tung, the leading spirit in the movement. 
A reward of $100,000 has just been offered for his capture, and $80,000 
for his head. He is a young man of 33 whom Borodin discovered in 
Canton In 1926. He studied at Lenin University, Moscow. As a 
student he was a tireless reader and was the butt of many jokes since 
he would pick up every scrap of paper to see what was written on it. 
He is a sincere though mistaken idealist working for what he believes 
to be China’s good. Consequently his enthusiasm is infectious. 
He is a martyr to tuberculosis and is not expected to live for long.

In Juiking Mao has established a Workers’ and Feasants* bank 
with a notô issue of $20,000,000. The value of these notes is 
maintained by shooting all who dare to dispute it. A branch of htis 
bank travels round with Chu Teh and army headquarters^ to redeem the 
receipts which regimental commanders give in exchange for the food and 
stores which they have requisitioned.

The mint issues new 20 cent pieces every year and I have seen a ' 
silver dollar bearing the head of Marx on one side, the hammer and j 
sickle the other. But I have no evidence that this dollar is in | 
wide circulation as are the 20 cent pieces.

I believe that little or no financial assistance is now received 
from Russia. All money whaich has been looted or paid over in 
ransoms during the last five years has been sent to the Peoples* 
Treasury Department, and is used for propaganda and purchases outside 
the communist state. From this fund are financed those who use the 
label of communism to disguise their banditry. You must remember 
that only in southern Kiangsi and western Fukien is there a soviet 
state which has entered the constructive phase. Elsewhere as in 
north east Kiangsi, on the Hunan and Hupeh borders and in Szechuan 
communism is a cloak for brigandage and an excuse for independance of 
established authority. It is believed that leaders such as Ho Lung 
receive financial aid from Kiangsi. In return they stir up trouble 
at any time like the present when Chiang Kai-shek is attempting to 
concentrate all his forces in Kiangsi so as to smash the red menace 
once and for all. j

A daily paper is published in Jailing. The postal system has | |
been taken over intact and the minor officials retained. A red fiv<* i
cent stamp with the hammer and sickle design in the centre is used. | f

Education has not been neglected. In Juiking is to be found a 
Lenin normal and a Lenin public school, whilst party workers and army 
officers are trained in the military and political institute. Schools 
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have "been established in the villages, although I do not know to what j 
extent. Great stress is laid on teaching by political songs and play 
acting. Everywhere the portrait of Lenin has replaced that of Sun 
Yat-sen.

In Juiking is a central hospital and two sanitoria, whilst a 
start has been made to set up tree clinics. The red cross units
which follow the army seem to be efficient. I have spoken with a
soldier who was wounded and captured in the Hanfeng area last spring. 
He received medical attention and was so well fed that he offered to 
join the red army. He was, however, rejected on account of his eye
sight. He was then given a pass back to the government area where 
he rejoined his regiment. He was wounded again two months ago and 
I talked with him on his waÿ back to a hospital in Hankow to convalesce.

The old district boundaries have been retained intact, but each 
hsien, chu and village has its own soviet congress and executive com
mittees watched over and contolled by party advisors.

In the towns a census is taken of the room space and the population 
Lodgings are then allotted to each family irrespective of previous 
ownership. All title deeds are burned, all mortgages cancelled. 
Shops and small industries are run on a soviet or co-operative basis^ 
the former owner being allowed to come in on equal terms with his 
employees. Prices are state controlled so that no real profit can 
be made. The limit of ready money which any one person is allowed 
to possess is $50, - of capital - $300. I can picture no-one more 
miserable than a small Chinese shop keeper who is forbidden to bargain 
over each purcâhse and sale; for he is deprived of his main topic of 
conversation.

The aim is to eliminate middle-men by encouraging producers1 and 
consumers’ co-operatives. To what extent this had been achieved I 
do not know, but a system of rigid state control to the complete de
struction of private enterprise is so foreign to the Chinese character 
as I understand it that I cannot believe in its ultimate success.

Two permanent standing committees in each town deal with the 
problem of squeeze and corruption. Sealed boxes for complaints are 
placed in the streets. Cases considered to be important and not 
bearing on the relations or interests of members of the party are 
carefully investigated, offenders being shot or pilloried in the press. 
They cannot be fined since the possession of more than $50 cash is 
illegal.

Large scale industry does not exist, so that there is no Five 
Year Plan to investigate, but I beleive that cottage industries and 
handicrafts are encouraged with a view to making the state self- 
supporting. Indeed this is an automatic result of the close blockade 
which Chiang Kai-shek has instituted. Yarn is once more spun An the 
home instead of being imported from Shanghai and Canton.

Agricultural land like town property has been redistributed aftel? 
the destruction of all title deeds and mortgages. Three-tenths have
been allocated to the farmers’ unions; three-tenths to the state and 
four-tenths to private individuals , the limit allowed to each family 
of five adults being 20 mow or approximately 3 acres.

I understand that the farmers’ unions have been a failure and 
that much of their land is now rented to individuals. The three- 
tenths taken by the state represents part of the mountainous forest 
area.

This system would be tolerable to ths farmer were he allowed to 
enjoy the fruits of his labour, but the price at which he can sell his 
produce is state controlled, whilst in addition his crop is liable at 
any moment to confiscation by the civil or military authorities. In 
return he is given a receipt which reads as follows»

•Chinese Soviet Republic Provisional Central Government
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provisional grain loan testimonial card."

The Central Government which during urgentirperiods 
of military operations borrows grain for military 
provision from the people especially issues this 
card as proof.

ii. Those borrowing oil and salt must at the same time 
issue this proof card.

iii. Holders of this card can after the early grain crop 
of 1933 receive from the said government in exchange 
new grain according to the recorded amount.

This card is issued by the Council of the Peoples* 
Treasury Department.

At all times the peasants are liable to conscription for 
whatever purpose the party leaders see fit. They are registered 
in age groups - 10 to 15, 15 to 20, 20 to 40 and 40 to 60 years.

The 10 to 15 group comprises the "labourers and peasants 
red army school revolutionary mutual aid society.* Since one of 
the aims of; the party is to destroy the tradition and influence of 
the family, these children are taken from their homes and in if 
possibel from their districts, to be educated» They are brought 
up on propaganda such as "Learn to study in the communist national 
division and examine into the methods of establishing youn China," 
or "To establish a new China based on Youth; this is the boldest 
and most glorious task" - and so on. They are formed into lads* 
brigades and given some sort of boy scout military training. I 
know of two instances in which they were actually used in the 
fighting against government troops. The more intelligent are sent 
into the Government area as spies. To accustom them to bloodshed 
they are forced tonexecute all those who have been condemned to 
death by the party leaders. Bejrond t,he fact that they are taught 
to sing, dance and act I have little knowledge of their schooling.

The 15 to 20 class are liable to conscription to the uniformed 
ranks of the Red Protection army» Until recently they were used 
to terrorise the population in what I ten» the pink fringe which 
surrounds the communist state. They are mainly used as agents of 
terror and destruction.

The 20 to 40 class till the fields and are liable to conscrip
tion into the uniformed red army.

The 40 to 60 class are used to cut and gather brushwood in 
the mountains which are the property of the state.

All classes of either sex are liable to constant conscription 
for any task which the civil and military authorities see fit to 
impose. They are forced to belong to an infinity of societies 
of which the following titles are typical t- "Chinese workmen and 
peasants* red army opposing imperialism promoting the soviet great 
alliance;" "Chinese Soviet Provisional Central Government workmen 
and peasants* red army central revolutionary military affairs 
committee" with branches in each district; Revolutionary general 
society;" "Mutual aid society* with a military branch called the 
•Army general mutual society;" "Farmers* Union" and so on. In 
each of these sociStiés they are spied upon and controlled by 
members of the party. Southern Kiangsi is a paradise for those 
who collect badges and armlets.

At the moment the interests of all are subordinated to that 
of the army. It numbers 70,000 uniformed and disciplined men. It 
is without doubt one of the most effective armies in China* This 
is owing to the genius of Chu-teh, a small dark man of 48 with pierc
ing eyes who was trained in Germany. He is a sincere communist and 
lives on an equality with his men. His real genius" lies in the 
organisation that he has built up.

’/



In the first place the majoritj^of his men are not red 
fanatics fighting for a cause but professional soldiers from S 
Shantung and Honan in the North whose interest goes no further 
than their stomachs. He has, therefore, paid them $8 a month 
in full for the last three years. This was easy since the pay 
was in communist banknotes which are forced on the civilian 
population at the point ofnthe pistol.

Discipline is maintained and the men are kept up to the 
red mark by party spies who permeate their ranks. All suspects 
and grumblers are shot.

Attached to the army are six bureaux, two of which are 
composed of women. One looks after the comforts of the men, 
sending them parcels of cigarettes, socks and what not. They 
also have to keep the Red Cross units supplied with bandages. 
A branch of this Bureau is responsible for the Soviet brothels 
at the various bases which are used to reward and encourage 
soldiers who have distinguished themselves on a campaign.

The second Bureau travels with the troops and organizes 
a corps of washer-women wherever they may be.

Another Bureau, this time of men, has to supply the 
army with guides.

A fourth Bureau handles intelligence and is divided into 
two branches: one functions inside the army itself, the other 
obtains and collates information of enemy troop movements and 
dispositions. In this, I am afraid, they are aided by a 
willing peasantry. For during the last two years, although the 
communists oppress the villagers to a pitiable degree within the 
red area, they have treated those in the pink fringe with 
studied generosity. Goods commandeered by raiding parties 
have been paid for in full at more than the market price. In 
one instance to my knowledge, a motor bus was held up between 
Nanchang and Nanfeng. Three merchants were carried off for 
ransom and the driver was shot as he ran away. But the 
countrymen who were travelliflgin the bus were released and $100 
were sent to the parents of the driver in compensation for their 
loss. They were told that as the driver was a workman he 
would not have been molested, but he was shot in ignorance as 
he was running away.

The reds appreciate the maxim laid down by Hsun Tze 
in his debate on military affairs some 300 years before Chfcist: 
"\7hen a benevolent man controls a State of 10 li he will have 
intelligence flrom a hundred 11, when he controls an estate of 
100 11 he will have intelligence from a thousand 11.”

Also like Dr. Sun Yat Sen before them they make full 
use of the secret societies, such as the Big Sword, the Red 
and Black Spear, the Heavenly Gate, the Great Fairy, the 
Heavenly Triad and the Green Fraternity whose ramifications 
are tp be found in every province in China. These societies 
are united in a common and inherited hatred for whatever , 
dynasty or warlord or party is in power in their district. 
They are a natural corollary to the right of revolt which runs 
through the moral code of Confucius.

A fifth Bureau has to arrange for the transport of 
stores and ammunition. You must remembers that in the communist 
country there are no roads but merely paths paved with stones 
which climb the mountain sides with countless flights of steps. 
Since wheeled transport is out of the question, food and 
ammunition has to be carried along from baftboo poles. Carrier 
coolies are conscripted for this purpose but are never taken 
out of their own area.

The sixth Bureau has to provide stretcher-bearers and 
to improvise field hospitals.

The Chinese Labourers and Peasants Red Army under 
Chu Teh consists of some 70,000 uniformed and disciplined men. 
They possess plenty of machine guns, but no artillery. Their, 
ammunition, however, is of poor quality since the powder from 
the arsenal at Juiking is made of local materials. In battle 
they are preceded and assisted by the Red Protection Army.
X have no reliable figures as to the size of this Protection



Army, but I estimate it to be about 100,000» It consists 
mainly of lads conscripted from the 15 to 20 class with a 
stiffening of regular soldiers. Theybare largely used as 
cannon fodder and to harrass the flanks and rear of the enemy. 
When you read in the papers of a large Government victory it 
generally refers to a slaughter of these poorly armed , 
untrained conscripts. In times of peace, they are sent out on 
raids beyond the pink fringe to harry and terrorise the 
countryside. They are also used to patrol the borders of the 
red State so as to prevent the movement of unauthorized persons 
without permits. It is largely owing to their activities 
that the Government are unable to get any information as to the 
whereabouts of Chu Teh and his three red army corps. They 
also prevent discontented peasantry escaping from the red 
terror. They wear no uniform and are armed with pistols, spears 
and what not. They force the local garrisons and people*s 
defence corps to be continually on the alert. They are an 
indispensable and unique part of the xgcsdom regular red army 
whose ranks they enter at the age of twenty.

I think you will be as surprised as I was to learn 
of the organization and effectiveness of the Chinese Soviet 
Republic. It is, however, ny habit when in China to look for 
the good points in anything which I am investigating. Otherwise 
I might quickly return to England in despair. I have done so 
in my study of communism in Kiangsi. Please, therefore, 
remamber that the system was built up and is maintained by 
terrorism and that the record of slaughter and wanton 
destruction exceeds that of the Taipings in intensity though 
fortunately not in extent. Other regimes have been as ruthless 
but few as effective. This effectiveness is caused by the 1 
presence of some 400 Chinese students who studied in Moscow | 

|and Habarovsk. It is one of the less fortunate results of tne 
revolution that the system for recruiting the civil service in 
China broke down with the fall of the Ching Dynasty. This 
will soon be remedied since experts from the League of Nations 
are already working at the problem. Nevertheless, to-day the 
civil service is only open to those who have influence or 
friends. Young men with initiative and a legitimate grievance 
against the powers that be went to Russia to study, and on 
their return percolated into Kiangsi from Shanghai. Thefe 
infected by the enthusiasm of Mao Tse Tung theybhave the 
opportunity of their lives. For they are in the saddle. They 
hâve no Russian advisors since the Chinese are too independent 
a people to tolerate interference and control by a foreign 
nation. They are not interested in the Russian insistance 
on class warfare. But they have applied Russian technique to 
the task of governing an agricultural and mountainous district 
in Kiangsi. The result is an interesting and effective though 
unpopular administration. Even so the measure of success 
which they have achieved is largely due to the chance that 
Chu Teh, the idol of his professional army, happens to be in 
sympathy with their aspirations.

Let me assert once more that although I sympathize 
with these young men I abhor their methods, and believe that 
in their attempt t® destroy the freedom of the individual 
under the pretext of liberating him and to uproot the ethical 
code of Confucius, they are a menace to the old established 
civilization of China, and — should their influence extend— 
to the peace of the world.

Accordingly, Chiang Kai Shek has sta/ted that he |
will this winter extirpate them and their system root and |
branch. I will devote the rest of my time to telling you the |
preparations which he has made in order to do so. It would be |
a breach of faith for me, safe in my extraterritorial 
privileges in Shanghai, to broadcast what the military censor 
in Nanchang would notnhave permitted me to telegraph. I can, 
however, say this much.



Chiang Kai Shek has "brought to Kiangsi approximately 
60 Divisions or 300,000 men well supplied with ammunition and 
machine guns. Some 200,000 of them are "being concentrated along 
a 350 mile front from Lichwan to Kian. In Fukien in the Tlast, 
on the Canton "border in the south and the Hunan border in the 
west, a further 300,000 have been marshalled, making 600,000 
in all.

For his own troops, Chiang has provided hospital 
accommodation for 10,000 cases and has brought X-ray equipment 
and a staff of qualified doctors and nurses from Nanking. A 
corps of 10,000 strctche#bearers have been organised, 3000 of 
whom were raised by the citizens of Nanchang. They are uni
formed and I myself have seen 1500 on parade. For the first 
time in the history of the Chinese army pensions are to be pro
vided for the permanently disabled. They will be given up to 
$20 to enable them to go home and when they arrive they will 
receive $30 a year for three years.

Now roads cease as soon as the communist state is 
entered. Chian_; has therefore had to organise a corps of 
30,000 "iron shoulder" men to assist in the transport of sup
plies and ammunition. There are in addition to the normal 
complement of one carrier soldier to every ten men with rifles 
in each regiment. Ten thousand of these "iron shoulder" men 
are recruited by the Peoples’ Bandit Suppression Committee in 
Nanchang. They are paid $12 a month from which is deducted
the cost of their equipment - namely, padded winetr clothes, 
a blanket, a towel, a mug and a rice bowl. They find their 
own food out of their pay which is therefore in excess of that 
received by a private soldier.

Since he has the interests of his men at heart, the 
Marshal has asked the missionaries to visit the wounded in hos
pital. Further he has decreed that he will shoot any comman
der found tampering with the men’s pay. To each officer he 
has issued two separate pamphlets graced with words from his 
own brush telling them how to treat the civilian population. 
Calling on a majoriin the field I was delighted to find one 
these pamphlets open on his table.

For the first time in the history of China, a Chi
nese army will make extensive use of aircraft. Nine aero
dromes have been built in Kiangsi, the hangars at Nanchang 
being permanent. Over 50 new .American and Italian bombers 
will be used by the new air force'Which has been trained at 
Hangchow for a year specially for this campaign. Reconnais- 
ance planes have already done sterling work in mapping the 
paths in the communist area, for the mountain paths of stone 
show up well in photographs taken from the air.

All this is to the good, but the crux of the problem 
lies in civil not military organisation. It is here that 
Chiang is showing his greatness. He has constructed a road 
from the Chekiang border in the east through Nanchang to Ping- 
siang on the border of Hunan in the west. In the spring 
work is to start on a railway which will follow this road 
across the province and so link Shanghai with Changsha the 
capital of Hunan by rail. Bonds received on the revenue 
from the provincial salt tax will provide twelve out of the 
twenty million dollars needed to build the line. Roads 
have been driven south to Nanfeng and Kian, and as soon as the 
campaign has been successful, will be continued on to the 
Cantonese border. In spite of heavy bus and lorry traffic 
these roads are kept in excellent repair owing to the fact 
that three meh are employed on permanent upkeep to every two 
miles of road.

Local militia have been organised on the lines 
laid down by Tieng Kuo-f an when he suppressed the Taiping 
rebellion. They are partially aimed with rifles and are under 
the control of the magistrates^ In the ares near the red 
state the villages have been connected up by telephone *so 
that the militia can be mobilized at a moment’s notice.



Two "block houses of "brick have been erected in every village 
with 200 families or more. It is true that I noticed one 
"block house nestling in a grove of trees so that the sentry 
could have shade. But it proved to be a solitary exception 
or perhaps "by now the trees have "been felled. All townes, 
Nanchang included, have been strengthened by the repair of 
the city walls and the construction of forts, trenches and wire 
entanglements on the surrounding foothills.

All this is sound, though it is not new. Of much 
greater interest are Chiang’s plans for the education of the 
peasantry, the stabilization of grain prices and the 
encouragement of co-operative societies amongst the farmers 
both for marketing their produce and obtaining credit on 
reasonable terms. In them we can see how the Marshal hopes 
to rehabilitate the peasant farmers in China.

I will first deal with education. Chiang Kai Shek 
has decreed that 12 additional special schools be opened in 
each of the 63 hsiens at present under his control in Kiangsi. 
The system will be extended into the communist area as soon as 
that area has been occupied. The expenses of each school are t 
be $500 a year, half of which is to be found locally, half by 
the Provincial Government. The teachers are to receive $240 
a year. They are being trained and special text books are being 
written simultaneously. 300 have already taken the course in 
Nanchang, whilst another 400 are undergoing instruction.

Children up to the age of 16 will be taught to 
read and write and will be grounded in San Min Chu I and the 
ethics of Confucius, special stress being laid upon politeness 
and filial piety. You may remember in the classics of filial 
piety how a young hero acquired merit by lying quiet at night 
so that the mosquitoes should feast off him instead of his 
parents. Instead the modern Kiangsi boy is to do his best 
to prevent them from breeding. He will also have to invent 
a more up-to-date excuse for stealing oranges than to say that 
his mother is fond of them. He will be brought up to revere 
Yao Pei and Wen, the patron of Literature who was a Kiangsi 
man, as well as to respect Dr. Sun Yat Sen.

The children will have to do physical exercises 
and will be given simple training in handicraft and 
agriculture. Sach school is to have a lads brigade from which 
the boys will pass into the local militia.

They will work a seven-day week since Sunday is 
not a Chinese institution. They will have special holidays 
during the two harvests and on the national festivities, the 
total rest days during the year not to exceed sixty.

Adults are to receive a four months’ course in the 
evenings at these schools. Physical training will be given, 
whilst hygiene will include the care of children. Training in 
the local militia will include fortification and road building.

One of the new text books for adults has Just been 
printed. It is written in effective doggerel and is well 
illustrated. I possess an advance copy. It begins with the 
admirable statement “I am a Chinese man, I like the Chinese.” 
The corrollary, • I am a Kiangsi man, I like Kiangsi” follows. 
Li Hung Chang is caricatured for signing unequal treaties with 
the foreign/// Powers. All are then exhorted to unite against 
the communists and the Japanese. Personal cleanliness, 
obedience to law and simple ethics are taught. The importance 
of self-defence and co-operation is stressed over and over again. 
The peasants are the backbone of the nation. They should learn 
to protect their homes and their interestss the one bybtraining 
with the People’s Defence Corps, the other by co-operation. 
They should form credit societies and borrow at 10 per cent 
from the Kiangsi Branch of the Agricultural Bank. They should 
sell their rice and buy their necessities from their local 
co-operative stores instead of from the shopkeepers. Thus they 
will come into their own once more.
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In his educational policy, Chiang is hearkening to the 
words of Mencius: "Good government does not win the people as good 
teaching does. The people fear good government; they love good 
teaching. Good government wins the people’s money, good teaching 
wins their hearts.11

Squally radical and no less far-sighted are the plans 
for the stabilization of the rice market. The Provincial Governmeit 
is to buy rice direct from the farmers and market it in bulk, 
thereby eliminating the dealers. The Bureau of Pood Control 
under Professor Hsiao Shun-ching already receives three times a 
month reports of the price of grain from the market towns. With 
this knowledge at its disposal the provincial'government has 
already entered the market as a purchaser with a view to stabilisé 
ing the prices. The rice so bought is stored in government ware
houses at Poochowfu, Nanchang and Kiukiang. After being graded * 

i it is sold in bulk in Tientsin, Shanghai and Canton. Special 
: rates of transport have been arranged with the China Merchants’ and ■. 
Shanghai-ITingpo shipping companies.

Ultimately when co-operative societies have been org
anised amongst the farmers the government will buy direct from 
them, thus eliminating the merchants, who up till now have been in 
a position to exploit the peasant proprietors. Further receipts 
against the rice stored in the warehouses will be issued in the 
form of bonds to increase agricultural credit.

To assist in this work "three normal schools for 
rural education" have been opened in Kiangsi whilst a fourth is 
being planned. Two hundred ÿoung men have already been trained 
to lecture and give practical demonstrations in the villages. 
They organise co-operative movements among the farmers, and are 
partly responsible for she 300 co-operative credit societies 
already in existence on the lines laid down by the China Famine 
Relief Association.

These societies borrov>r money at 8/1 and pass it on to 
their members at 10/>. Th y borrow such money from the Kiangsi 
Branch of the Agricultural Bank which Chiang Kai-shek founded in 
Hankow. This branch has a working capital of one million dollars 
one quarter of which was found by the provincial government.

The capital not out on loan will be used to finance the 
reclamation of land by the building of dykes in the Poyang lake 
area. For this purpose a "Reclamation and Immigration Committee" 
has already been formed in Nanchang. Plans have been approved 
for the reclamation of 60,000 mow. This new land is to be peopled 
with 250,000 peasants who will be brought from the soviet State 
in Kiangsi. Only those who are believed to be thoroughly 
impregnated with communist teachings will be emigrated. Theynwill 
be settled on the basis of 20 mow or 3 acres to each family of 
five adults.

Last but not least, the provincial taxation has been 
reorganized. When the likin was abolished the incidence of 
taxation fell somewhat too heavily upon the agricultural areas. 
By instituting a commodity tax graded as to raw products, 
manufactured articles and luxuries Marshal Chiang, through the 
Governor has been able to lighten the burden of the peasant 
proprietors. Further, he has reorganized the system of collection 
by making the villagers mutually responsible for the payment of 
their taxes direct to the Magistrate instead of individually 
through an official collector who had to make his living out of 
the transaction.

I think you will now agree with me that the situation 
in Kiangsi r en ays study. But please remember that the majority of 
the reforms ff which I have described are still on the paper stage. 
China to-day reminds me of a conversation which Mencius once had 
with King Hsuan of Chi some 300 years before the birth of Christ. 
•King, if your Minister were to trust his wife and child to a 
friend and go on a journey and whan he came back his wife and child 
were cold and starved, what should he do?”
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"He should cut him off,” said the King.
'•If the Chief Knight could notmorder the 

what should "be done?*
*Snd him,” said the King.
"If within the four borders, there is no 

what should be done?"
The King looked left and right and spoke 

things.

Knights,

order, 

of other
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Soviet Republic in Southern Kiangsi.

Acting on instructions received, the undersigned proceeded

to iJ-ie Foreign Y.M.C.A., where at P.15p.m. October 31, 1933

a lecture was given on "TheC_ inese Soviet Republic in Southern 

Kiangsi" by Mr. G.J. Yorke, special correspondent for Reuters, 

who has Been in China a little over a year doing research

work for the London Branch of the Institute of Pacific Relations 

ani ah Institute of International Affairs, Chatham House.

The following is a gist of the main points ox the lecture,

which was broadcast over station XMHA, and which was presf dari 

over by Mr. George Fitch:

_____ Last Sprir& Mr. Yorké accompaniedthe Chinese Army into__  

Jehol, but on Chang Hsueh-liang's resignation, he was 

arrested and forced to return to Peking . Later together 

with a Mr. Fleming of the "Times" he interviewed Marshal__ ?

Chiang Kai-shek in Ruling. Mr. Yorke and Mr. Fleming 

having obtained letters or introduction to various author- 

ities, then travelled overland from Nanchang to Changsha _ 

and Canton and were given full facilities for investigat- !

ing the problem presented by the Chinese Soviet■Republie 

in Southern Kiangsi. Returning again to that province 

as Reuters' srecial correspondent, Mr. Yorke spent a

Turther three weeks in his investigation. ___ '•

The Chinese Soviet Republic contnibls an area of nearly I 

oU, QUO square miles, two-thirls being in Kiangsi, the 

remainder being located in Fukien. The population under 

Soviet control is not less than 5,000,000 persons, forming 

a district which is self-supporting in so far as food is 

concerned with the exception of salt, for which they have

_____ to pay eight times the normal price»____________________________ _ '
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in 1930 ohe Soviets proceeded to establsih an extremely 

unpopular but very eifectiw administration in the area 

in que s cion. Wi th the exception of the economic blockade_

they have nou been interfered with until recently by cither

 Nanking or Canton.

The capital o± the the Soviet Republic is Juiking, some

2ou miles south oi' Nanchang where resides Mao Tse-tung, ' 

____ the leading spirit 01 the soviet movement in China. A 

reward of $100,000 has been offered for his capture by 

Nanking, and $80,000 for his head. He is a >oung man 

of 55 whom Michael Borodin discovered in Canton in 192b,

__ and later studied at the Lenin University at Moscow. At _______ . 

 present however, he is a martyr to the ravages of consupp- 

tion and is an extremely sick man.

In Juiking, Mao has established a workers* and peasants* 

bank having a note value issue of $20,000,000.The value •
I 

of these notes is constantly maintained by killing anyone_______ _ •
I 

who has the temerity to dispute it. A branch 01 this

bank travels around with the Red army headquarters to redeem j 

the receipts which regimental commanders give in exchange | 

for food and stores which they have from time to time | 

requitisioned.

In northeast Kiangsi, on the Hunan and Hupeh borders and in 

Szechwan communism is a cloak for brigandage and an excuse 

fpr independence of established authority.It is believed 

that leaders like Ho Lung receive financial aid from the 

Soviets in Kiangsi, in return for which, they stir up trouble 

at any time, such as the present, when General Chiang Kai-shek 

is attempting to concentrate all his forces in Kiangsi so as

authority.It
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______ annihilate the red forces. 

in the Soviet areas tn<= old district boundaries have been 

retained, but each hsien and village has its own soviet 

congress and executive comittees watched over and contolled 

by p- rty advisors, who are all Chinese, there being no 

Russians or any other foreigners at al1, although the. 

Russian techni ue is employed in all their executive 

dealings. In the towns a census is taken of the -populat

ion and the room space. Lodgings are then allotted to 

each family irrespective of previous ownership. Shops and 

small industries are conducted on a co-operative basis, 

_  __ the former owner being allowed to take part in equal terms __  

with his previous employees.Prices are state controlled 

wi th tho re suit that no profits can really be made.The 

limit of ready money -which any one person is allowed to 

possess is $50, and of capital $500. (These figures, when 

taking 80% oi’ the Chinese popluation into consideration, 

are enormous and reveal that a true soviet state has not__ |
» 

yet been established). |

Large industry does not exist in the communist state. !

Agricultupal^land, like town property, has been redistributed I 

after the destruction of all title deeds and mortgages.

Throe tenths' have been allotted to the farmers' unions, 

three tenths1 to the state and four tenths' to private 

individuals, the limit allowed to each family of five 

adults being 20 mow.

Ar all rimes the peasants are liable to conscription 

for whatever purposes the party leaders think fit. They 

........... are registered in age groups 10 to 15, 15 to 20. 20 to 40______  

. ______ .............. '....................... ................................... _ _______
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and 40 to 60 years.______ All classes of either sex are _________

liable at any time to conscription. 

At present all intor9sts are subordinated to that of_______

the army, which numbers *70,000 uniformed, disciplined and 

contented men, and which as a fightiny unit, is probbaly

_ the best in China,_____This is due to the ability of Chu Teh,

a small dark man of 48 yeats, who was trained in Germany*

_ Cbu Teh is a sincere communist and lives on an equality with 

his men,The majority of Chu Tehys men are not red 

fanatics fighting for communism, but professional soldiers 

from Shantung and Honan fighting for their stomachs.

Discipline is maintained and the men are-kept up to the 

mark by party spies who permeate th: jr ranks.This

army has plonty of machine guns but no artillery, and their

ammunition is poor. In battle how-.ver, they are

preceded by and assisted by the Red Protection Army, numbering 

almost 100,000, and mainly composed of the 15 to 20 years 

conscript class, who are used largely as cannon fodder.

Their duties consist of harrassing the flanks of the enemy 

and they are gerera1ly armed with spears and swords,

Communism is effectively administered by a reign of 

terrorism and ruthless destruction, some 400 Russian 

trained students being in their element at the head of

party affairs in the Soviet state.

Chiang Kai-shek has now concentrated some 600,000 men, in_______ j

the neigbourhood of Southern Kiangsi and intends this winter

to exterminate the communist menace thei». Nine aerodromes

have already been built and at present thereto aircraft •

stationed in these areodromes to deal effective!, with the

* , ‘ ‘ A: 7 ■ . 7 7 .77, <?. ’ ' ■' ■

.. ' . ___ : _ y ' X " < ’ ’
1
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troops of Chu Teh. The crux of the situation lies not 

in military affairs but in civil matters, as it will be 

extremely difficult to dislodge he Red troops, who are 

protected by wooded hillsides, and are masters at

gueri1la warf ar o . Chu Teh has not lost a battle for 

three years and inspite of the strength of the Government 

forces, it will he extremely difficult to gain a victory 

outright over the Soviet troops.

Thr> remainder of the address was taken up by the manner

in thich General Chiang is dealin' with educational problems 

on the borders of the Red state.

rnhe audienee which numbered less than 100 persons included

/j Tilbur lurton and Maurice Appelman who both form subjects of

Spacial Branch files. At th'* close of the lecture Burton 

made himself rather conspicuous by asking several questions 

on the probable future results of the Soviet state.

A verbatim report of the meeting is being prepared and

will be forwarded in due course.



Z 5^/3-
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Further enquiries concerning^^l^452CBûN show~that prior- 

to the issuance of a Rumanian passport (No.880786/416) on 10 

September 1931 by the Rumanian Legation at Brussels, another 

passport had been issued to him, by the same Legation on 4 August 

1926 (No.475381).

It appears furthermore that during his stay in Japan the 

Rumanian Legation at Tokio delivered to him a certificate of 

nationality, which most probably is still in his possession.

On 15 (21 ?) September Jules and his brother José, (the lat

ter accompanied by his wife, who is said to have still a Belgian 

passport) left Japan by the "Katori maru”, having been expelled 

from that country on account of various thefts, committed by them 

in Tokio, Yokohama and Kobe. It appears to have been their in

tention to proceed afterwards from Shanghai to Canada.

The passport, issued to Jules in 1931, was sent by him on its 

expiration, to the Rumanian Legation at Tokio, together with the 

money necessary for a new passport. This passport however was 

returned to him with a request for further particulars, which he 

has so far failed to produce. It is to be surmised therefore that 

Jules, apart from his declaration of nationality, possesses still 

the Rumanian passport mentioned above.

His application for a Hungarian passport with the Netherlands 

Consulate General appears to be unfounded and will not be enter

tained.

The last address given by Jules Kutron was 132 Rte Vallon, 

room 22; his brother José was said to live at 183 in the same 

street.

/ / X ' X.vX* X , X ' I
■V-V. - f X I
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SHANGH

Dear Givens,

I have for acknowledgment 
9

your letter No.D.5411 ofA November, for 

which I thank you very much;also for

the reproductions made of the photograph

of Jules Kutron,

Yours sincerely

T.P.Givens,Esquire,
Officer i/c Special Branch, 

Shanghai Municipal Police^



If MUNICIPAL ÏSU:’>■ L
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November 8 33

Dear Van den Borg,

I have to thank you for your letter No. 3183 

of October 28 enclosing a photograph of Jules Kutron 

and a memorandum on the same person. I am returning 

herewith the original photograph together with an 

extra copy of it for your use. I have sent one copy 

of the photograph to Monsieur Sarly and one to ..r. Steptoe.

Yours sincerely,

J. Van den Berg, Esq.,

Netherlands Consulate-General.



November 8 33

Dear darly,

I an sending you herewith a photograph 
F

of Jules Kutron which I have received from the

Netherlands Consulate-General from whom,I understand, 

you have received a memorandum on this person.

Yours sincerely,

Monsieur

French

. Surly,

x-olice Headquarters.

’’X



November 8 33

My dear dteptoe,

I forward herewith a photograph of Jules Kutron 

which 1 have received from. the local Motherlands Consu

late-General.

Kutron claims to be a Hungarian subject but the 

Hungarian papers in his possession do not prove that this 

is so. He is in possession of a Roumanian passport issued 

to him at Brussels (No. 880786) on September 10,1931.

Kutron was recently deported from Japan for shoplift 

ing. On October NO,1933 he was charged before the Special 

District Court for shoplifting and uttering a fradulently 

altered banknote and was sentenced to four months imprison

ment. This sentence was suspended fox’ two years.

According to the local Netherlands Consulate, Kutron 

was born in Roumania on August 25, 1900 and his wife, 

Julie Vincent, was originally of Belgian nationality. 

They are at present residing at No.183 Route Vallon.

Yours sincerely,

British Consulate-General.
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_______ jffith reference to the attached- confLdential document froar__  

the Netherlands Consulate-General on the. subject of. nne Jules—__ 

KuAfron or KuT~ton and to the endorsement made by-the Officer—i^q—— 

Special Branch asking for short comment, I have to report that___ .

enquiries hayg—been...instituted regarding the --antecedents of----- .—.

this, individual»_ — ------- -------

_______ The.Fqliti.aaJ_ Section, of the French-Police has been----------------- 

—approached- hut, -acGerdingto±Ar--SerLy-r- the only -infermatien—in------
the possession of the French Police respecting Kutron is that 

embodied in the attached document, a copy of whichwas.also---------- .

received _by. them. ,f rpm.jthe.. Netherlands Consulate^___ -_______

From perusal of the attached communication one gathers______ _

that there is a sugplclan_that_the person calling himself--------------_

Jules Kutron or Kurton may not be the.man-to whom the - — . _____

_identifieation papers mentioned were.-origina.lly issued» .There_____

appears some .justification for this suspicion when one considers 

_ the. fact of.._the..entrigs and erasures on this man’s documents,______

which, to quote, the Netherlands Consulate, "do not make the________

impression of having been made in an official mannerThen________

again, none o f the photographs on the, .papers resembiea____________

strikingly the person representing himself to be Jules Kutron. ;

________I consider the possibility of. Kutron...being an agent of_______  

the 1 llrdJnternatLo.naL.-rathen.remote. Kutron gives me the_______h

impression of being purely and simply a crook._____________ _

________He was recently deported from Japan not, as he explains, | 

for taking photographs in a prohibited area, but for shoplifting.

A short time ago Kutron purchased a lot of gimcrackery 

for re-sell at a profit. He is apparently a plausible rogue, 
for At is reported that he managed to dispose of a number of
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brass watches at a.fair price to members of the Chinese Branch

of the. French-Police, the letter being persuaded .that they--------
_ were purchasing the genuine gold article._________________ _

Kutron appearedjbefore...the Special District Court on October .20.

fxataoiKictiy. altered__Bank-note,

_______  It_appears that on the previous day he entered the store

__QjLMgsgrs Lane Crawford in Nanking Road and tendered a 100 Mark__

which was issued, in 1909 and was consequently valueless.-had-----
...was____

turned Kutron stole a pair of stockings which he hid under his

overcoat,.

________For these two offences.
i rap r i s 0 nme nt ; sentence to be suspended for two, years. —------------

He is now reported to be residing at No.183 Route Vallon.

______ Attached are the requested ai-x- çnpies of the photograph- 

together with .the.original^of. the. perscn.

Officer i/cSpeq ial?r anah

' Ü. i/c SP7®*
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CONSULAAT-GENERAAL DER NEDERLANDEN 

VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA. 
TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

No.3183.

shanohai, 28 October 1933

Dear Mr.Givens,

Many thanks for the coping of the "Anti-War

News" gent by your letter of the 26th instant D.5297. I 

am still looking forward to the memorandum on the secret

meeting of the Anti-War Congress, which you promised me 

in y-'ur letter of 13 October, D.4380/4.

I enclose herewith a picture of the man

purported to be Jules Kutron. Could you have copies thereof 

sent to Mr,Steptoe and to MonsieU** Gariy <»nd also have an

extra copy, made for me?

back Yours sincerely,

T.P. Givens, Esquire,

Officer i/c Special Branch,

Shanghai Municipal police,

SHANGHAI.

i ■ 
l..........



On 2d October 1933 a ws«i called at the Office of the Nether
lands Consulate General, temporarily in charge of Hungarian 

Interest:}, who stated to be Julea KUTitpl., profession a shoemaker, 

born at Nagyvurud (Grosswaurden), 25 July 1900, living at 33 ate 

Vallon, nationality Hungarian, holder of a Hungarian peasport 

10f4 No.3.087304 issued at Madrid 2-XI-l.)24, bearing the following 

vis/s 3-XI*24 Italian vie/ issued at Madrid 

4-XII’24 French Vi»/ issued at iiilan 

1-XII*24 via/ for Haiti

20-VIP25 Mexican vis/ issued at Gt.Nazaire

13-X-'25 an annotation from the Hungarian Consulate in 

Mexico (without any stamps or seals) for travelling in the 

interior of Mexico.

He also showed a letter from the Hungarian Consul General at

Marseille dated 23-1-25, No. 214/1925 authorising him to embark 

on any vessel leaving that port.

Prom other papers it was shown that he served on the •Josiah

Macy* from 15-3-26 till 15-3-26.

According to & paper issued by the Hamburg Police he registered

there on 29-3-26 and was said to live at the house of a certain

Naehmann.

On 2-4-26 the Hungarian Legation at Berlin issued a certificate

Ke.4553, Stating

that pending the

applied for a passport, but 

issue of a wassport by the competent authorities,

that KUtron had

was issued to him, which did not imply however 
■ ’-W

ho was reeogaised as a Hungarian onb^éet.

The Hungarian togation, Brussels request* in a document, dated 

13-4-26 that a •permission de séjour temporaire* be issued to

this

that

certificate

■ l<S

Kurten er Kutron

on 12 August 1W the USA Bept.of labor at Washington «rote te 

Kutron (lotte» le. 55446/»»?) *189 Bce »« «Ht. Brussels, that it 

had regeeeted the Bictriet Bisector of Immigration, GcMhMn,
* ..... ■ / ' ■ ' ' \ -A .■



Texas, to forward Turton’*» passport to the American Consul at 

Hott*rdem, with Instructions to retain same until called for by 

Kurton upon hie arrival at that port as a member of the crew 

of the "Josiah Macy".

According to Kurton, the puasoort referred to above, was the one 

he showed now, 

Kutron also showed a letter from the "Chargeurs H^unis” at Buda** 

œst,Ko,ll£/Ch, dated 3 xug.1932 informing him that the passage 

price for a voyage from ^woeille to Singapore would cost 

3718.60 french francs .

Kurton furthermore showed a green booklet, International Agree** 

ment fora V.44, Personal card, Identification No.1090/3 shewing 

that he had been treated in Hongkong on 6 June 1933, 29 Aug.1933 

at Tokyo, 27 Sept.1933 at Shanghai.

Many of the documents shown contain entries and erasIans which 

do not make the impression of having been made in an official 

manner, none of the Photographs on his papers are clear or 

resemble strikingly the person Who presented himself as Jules • 

Kurton.

At first Kurton stated that after leaving Mexico in 1926 he 

stayed all the time in Belgium, where he said he mu working in 

the shoefactory "Hofiaan", at Brussels. His papers show however 

that he, before leaving for Singapore, was in various countries 

in Buropo.

Be also said that he lost the passport issued to hi* by the 

Hungarian Consul at Brussels and that he travelled to Batavia 

only on his sailer<s papers, a statement which is hardly He» 

1lovable.

from information at hand Julee Kutren was born in Houmania osi 

26 August 1900 and a doumanlan passport was issued to him at 

Brussels (No.830786) on 10 September 1931. Hie brother 

Kutren however appears to have been born at Mmvygarad on If



February 1909 and to be in possession of a Hungarian passport 
issued at Batavia (Ho,64366) and signed by the Hungarian Con

sulate (?) at The Hague on 10 April 1933.

Further inquiries are being made especially with regard to the 
. thereon

Hungarian papers in his Possession and a report/will be made

in due time, Jos4 Kutron is also said to be living at Hte

Vallon ho,38 with his wife Julie Vincent, originally of Belgian 

nationality, Jules Kurton speaks German, French end English, 

but none of these languages very well,

Ihanghtii, 26 October 1933.

:’4 
% i



On 2’ October 1933 th® p*Mon Cfillinp himself Jules •'litron *- 

presented himsel-’ a^ain ut the offic® of th® Netherlands Consulate 

General, where he was told to return with his brother and the 

papers the latter is carrying. The brother was said to be 

engaged in negotiating & contract for giving theatrical perfor

mances as a dancer in lianVinf, for which nlac® he might have to 

leave any moment.

The ad?:rean of th® oroth*r« was now stated tn o* 132 Houts Vallon,

room 22.

It appears th.-t non* of the Hungarian papers shown by Ju lea Kutren 

state him tn 'be a Hungarian subject, although they mention him 

as being a re aidont of Hungary,

On 3^ October Jules Kutron returned in the presence of hie brethei1 

Jos/ Kutron and the letter’s wife, Jos* kutron is in oossesP|flft

of a. Hungarian passport A 064.366/ 366/1,933 issued by the HungRTlMI 
\ -

Legation rt The iarue on 10 apt il 1933, He was born at NagyvaJMMt ♦&»' 
i

(Germ.Grosswardoin, Hum,Ore si Hari) on 17 February 1909, his I

at Alost (Belgium) on 4 August 13)4, They were married at

Budapest on 29 February 1932, registrar’s deed iio.220, and 

he had

the pre*in that city were living at 'Hi Also®rdôsor 12. In

of Jules they admitted that the latter had received a Humani*B 

pa«snort, and Jules thereupon no longer denied that

>x
30 October 1933

SB

mained unanswered. Inquiries are now being made as

led all the way from Europe without a passport. His Humanian 

passport h» said had been despatched to the Humanian Legation at

Tokio for extension., but his letters to the Legation had

to the

news of this statement



Dear Sarly,

With reference to your letter No. 77/SP 

of October -7, enquiries show that Pan Bock Liang 

his wife Pan Yi Sz( and two
brothers named * i Ya Han(^-^fe) and Yi Ze Gie 

( ’•M^) moved into house No.160 Yu Ching Nang

(4^4^/), North Szechuen Hoad, which is situated 

in Chinese territory, during the month of January 

1933. Nothing is known to the Municipal Police 

regarding the antecedents, etc. of Pan Bock Liang 

or any of the other persons mentioned.

Yours sincerely.
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____________Çpmmuni st name!.Pan.B. 0ck..L i ang_..C^.„.f•____________________ ___ _

Made/bfy ajid Forwarded by D.«.S»..I.»....^'.VS re.S.t

__________ With reference to the attached report regarding a________  

Communist named Pan Bock .Liang (M ) » I have to state 

that apart from the mention of the fact that the address

___in Question, ITo. 160 Yu Ching Fang (4% /t 4#"), IT. a>zechue.n __  

— Road, ia .situated in Chine_s^ territory.,. we are not in 

possession of any information which is not already known 

to the French Police.__________________ ________ ._________________

Officer i/c Special Branch___________ __________________________
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Subject (in /z/ZZ) Cowwiination __from the__French Police regarding^ 

named Pan_Bock_Liang()

ybtdett______ and l'orwarded by

 With reference to the attached letter from Mr. Sarly,____ ___

Officer i/c French Political Section, asking for information 

regarding a communist named Pan Book Liang (?S ) who is ___

stated to “be residing in No. 160 Yu Ching Fang( , North

Szechuen Road, together with two brothers named Yi Ya Han _ _______
( % ) and Yi Ze Gie( jj, ), I have to state the following:-

The address in question is situated in Chinese territory______

on the east side of.North Szechuen Road, nearly opposite 

Darroch Road, and is under the .jurisdiction of the 5th District 

Chapei Police.______According to the records of the Chapei Police,

Pan Bock Liang( ) and_his wife Pan Yi Sz( __________

accompanied by Yi Ya Han ( ) and Yi Ze Gie ( ,________

moved into house No, 160 Yu Ching Fang during the month of

January 1953 and it is believed that they are still residing

there,_______________________________________________________ .____________ __

We have no information in our files regarding Pan Bock

Liang and in so much that further enquiries into this case 

would mean operating in Chinese territory the matter will be 

held in abeyance pending instruct ions.

Officer i/c Special Branch.



French Municipal Police. Shanghai, October 2?, 1933.

Chief of Political 
Section.

No. 77/SP

My dear Givens,

Please find herewith a copy of 

the information which I possess about the Chinese 

Pan Bock Liang (''|> ), who is at present

living at No. 160 Yu Tching Pang ( ./! ).

North Szechuen Road, and whom the Government-General 

of Indo-China suspect of being in close touch with 

Annamite communists.

I shall be obliged if you will 

be so good as to send me all information that you 

may be able to secure about this individual.

(signed) Sarly



è0VERNMENT>GENERAL OF
indo-china.

Hanoi, September I, 1932.

Direction of Police and 
Criminal Investigation 

Department.

No. 2975/SG

From the Governor-General of Indo-China

to the French Consul-General at Shanghai.

re-- Pan Bock Liang, a Chinese.

The Chinese citizen named Pan Bock Liang 

( ) arrived from Shanghai five months

ago and is at present doing business at Phanrang, 

Annam. Recently he received a registered parcel 

containing communist literature sen$ by a Chinese 

living at No. 160 Yu Ching Fang, North Szechuen 

Road, Shanghai•

I shall be obliged if you can send me

information about the Chinese named Pan Bock Liang



goverwent-general of 
indo-ghina.

Hanoi, September 27, 1933.

Direction of Police and 
Criminal Investigation 

Department•

From the Governor-General of Indo-China, 

To the French Consul-General in Shanghai.

re- PAN BOCK LIANG ( $ ft )

I have the honour to send you herewith the 

translation of a letter sent on August 14, 1933 

from Shanghai by a Chinese named Pan Bock Liang 

to a merchant named Duyet Lai ( ) of

Phan Rang, Annam.

This letter, which is in Chinese, is 

written in conventional terms (? in terms 

previously agreed upon). The writer makes 

allusion to his brothers one of whom is residing at 

present in Siam and the other is studying in the 

Tri Chi University. He gives no address.

Pan Bock Liang came to the notice of the 

Indo-Chinese Police during his sojourn in Indo-China 

because of the communist literature he was 

receiving from Shanghai. ( vide my letter 

No. 2973/SG of September I, 1932).



REPORT ON INQUIRY HO. 228/fc

re- ISO Yu Tching Fang (4^> /É. ) North Szechuen Road

House No. 160 Yu Tching Fang, North Szechuen Road, 

Chinese controlled territory, is occupied by Yi Ze Gie 

( ), 42, native of Shanghai, Manager of the

Chinese Banking Correspondence School, with his wife, 

aged 41 years, his two daughters named Yi Kio Fang (-M 

19 years of age, and Vi Lai Fang ( $3 % ), 16 years

of age, and his son aged 8.

As every inquiry had failed to establish whether 

Pan Pah Liang was living or had lived at this address, 

the following ruse was adopted:

A detective, disguised as a restaurant servant, 

called at the address at 10 a.m. October 5, 1933 and 

presented an invitation card bearing the name of Pan Pali 

Liang. Yi*s wife received the card and went up to the 

first storey. She returned with the card on which had 

been written the words: "Mr. Pan has returned to Oceania." 

The detective asked when Pan had returned but the woman 

refused to give any reply. She then asked: "Who are the 

gentlemen Li ( ) and Tsang ( ), who had signed

the invitation card?" The detective replied, * I do not 

know." Upon hearing this, the girl Yi Lai Fang asked 

heedlessly, "Are they Annamites?" The detective withdrew 

without putting any further questions.

(signed) A. Marmorat
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Shanghai, October 6, 1933.

REPORT No. I33/A

re- Inquiry about the Chinese named Pan Bock Liang 

( ), in connection with letter

No. 2975/&G from the Governor-General of 

Indo-China to the Consul-General for Prance 

in Shanghai,

House No. 160 Yu Tching Feng, North Szechuen Root, 

Chinese controlled territory, is occupied by a man named 

Yi Ze Gie ( ) and his family of four persons.

Yi Ze Gie is a native of Shanghai and is the manager of 

the Chinese Banking Correspondence School,

He has known Pan Bock Liang and he appears to be 

certain that Pan Bock Liang is still in close touch with 

Annamites living in Shanghai.

Notwithstanding all our efforts and because of the

very confidential character of the investigation, we have

not been able to ascertain whether Pan Bock Liang had

inquiries are

lived with Yi Ze Gie during his stay in Shanghai. Our

being continued with the object of

ascertaining the true nature of the relations between

Pan Bock Liang and the Annamites in Shanghai

(signed) R. Saint-Oyant

actg. Chief of Political Section



Shanghai, October 26, 1933

REPORT ON INQUIRY No, 330/R

re- PAN BOCK LIANG ( ^ M ), No, 160 

Yu Tching Pang ( ), North

Szechuen Road,

Ref,» Letter of October ( ?Se-ptember ) 27, 1933 

from Government-General of Indo-China,

House No, 160 Yu Tching Jang, North Szechuen Road, 

is occupied by the family of two brothers. The elder 

is named Yi Ya Han ( ) and the younger Yi Ze Gie

( )• Yi Ze Gie is the manager of the

Chinese Banking Correspondence School and works at home.

Pan Bock Liang ( ) is at present

staying at this address where nothing of a suspicious 

nature has occurred.

The Chinese Banking Correspondence School is 

a commercial enterprise, Yi Ze Gie makes a living by 

giving lessons.

(signed) Boucherit,

Chief of Investigation Section

(signed) R, Sarly

Chief of the Political Section

M. B, 
Groupe 2



TRANSLATION OF A CHINE^ixETTER WRITTEN HI CHINESE 
CHARACTERS SENT FROM SHANGHAI ON AUGUST I4.Î933~ 

BY PAN BOCK LIANG TO PUYET LAI AT PHAN
RANG. ANNAM,

I2th day of the 8th moon of the 22nd year

My dear mother,

I have recently received your letter. It 

has given me great pleasure. The matter of the little Chi 

has thus been definitely settled and this has eased my 

mind. No doubt you are at present finding it very difficult 

to secure the return of money loaned out and I do not know 

when you can return here. I am very anxious about this 

and I constantly think of you.

You inform me that my elder brother is 

at present in Siam and that he was written you inquiring 

about my studies. You advise me to send a reply to him 

but I can not do this because I do not know his proper 

address. Please let me know his address so that I could 

write to him. I have bought some silk for a black *truu" 

silk gown, one white "truu* silk gown and a pair of white 

"truu* silk trousers and I shall send you constantly so 

that you can make the clothing you require.

If you require woollen cloth or silk do 

not hesitate, dear mother, to write to me and I shall not 

fail to satisfy you. You love me much and I am, therefore, 

certain that you trust me.

As for my younger brother, he is at 

present in the Tri Chi University studying law for the 

first year.

We are all quite well here. Ify younger 

brother Quyen Luong has been in good health for some time 

and we all have a great affection for him. We do not 

know whether he has spoken |® you about thie.
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I am writing this letter to give you all the news 

and to wish you good health.

Your children»

Bac Luong and Mai Phuong.

P. S. The other day I sent you the following:-

3.50 metres of white silk “truu* with large 
flowers for a pair of trousers.

2.50 metres of white silk •truun with small 
flowers for a coat.

7 metres of black silk wtruuw with large 
flowers for a long gown.
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LE CHEF DU SERVICE POLITIQUE

Changhai, le ....27........ Octobre.....tgjj ,

h on Cher GIYliNS, 
tp 77/SP

Veuillez trouver ci-joint la copie des 

renseignements que je possède sur M BOOK LIANG 

('^ ^), Chinois, demeurant actuellement an

tto Tr,0 Yu-Tching-Fang North Szcchuen

Roed, et eue le Gouverne' --.ent Général de l’Indochine 

su^T’Octc d’être en liaison 8Tzcc dos communistes 

annamites.

je vous serais très obligé de bien vouloir 

me tenir informé de tous les renseignements que

vous pourriez recueillir son cet individu./.

<



r GOÜVE T< ‘H ! T GETE RA L
, deal ' INDOCHINE

Direction de 13 police 
gt de la Sûreté Générale

|cop^

Hanoi, le 1er Septembre I952

Le Gouverneur Général de l’Indochine, 

à Monsieur le Consul Général de France, 

P, n A a..i

a.s. du Chinois
PAN BOCK TjIAHG.-

Le Chinois FAN popr HAUG ( 4? K ) venu de Changhai, 

il y a cinq mois seulement, et qui est actuellement couner» 

çaut à Phanrang (Annam) a reçu récemment un paquet recommandé 

contenant de la littérature communiste, expédié par un 

compatriote domicilié 160 Yu ching Fong North Szechuen Road, 

h Changhsi.

«Je vous serais reconnaissant des renseignements qu'il 

vous serait jjossible de «ae communiquer sur le Chinois 

PAN BOCK LIAITG./.



i? Is 5 Qcuobi'o 1952»

jyETIQUETE TP 228/E

3 il jet: I5O_ cité Yu. Tchinr F^nrr North Szecliuer. Load

/u. K° IGO vu TcWr.” pang, North Szechuen Rood - 
territo? re chinois - habitent le nommé YI -I> '^-A- (
/.2 nns, natit de Shanghai , directe ur de la^Chinese Banking 
Correspondance School, sa’femme, êgée de 41 ens, ses deux
filles nommées VI NIO PANG I? 8nr> eL V1 LAI
N TTG ( 1 ) ; 16 ans et son fils, ag® de 8 ens.

?>lgré toutes les recherches faites, co-n.e il n*e pas 
été possible de savoir si un nonne PAN PAH LIANG ( Ik) 
habite ou. habitait ù. cette adresse, la ruse suivante a été 
employée :

Un détective, déguisé en domestique de restaurant, xté± 
s'étant rendu de nouveau, le 5 Octobre 1952, t. 10 h. du matin, 
à l’adresse sus-icntionnée, il présenta une carte d'invita
tion portant le nom PAN PAH LIANG. La femme YI reçut cette 
carte et monta au 1er étage. Elle redescendit avec la même 
carte sur laquelle sont inscrits ces nets: "Nr PAN est rentré 
en Océanie”. Le détective demanda la date du départ de PAN. 
Nais la femme refusa de répondre à la question. Elle demanda 

à son .tour : "Quels sont ces TAU. H ) et I8ANG ), 
signataires de la carte d'invitation?" - "Je ne sais pas", 

répliqua notre détective. A ces mots, la jeune YI LAI PANG, 
sans faire attention, demanda: "Sont-ils des Annamites?".

Notre détective se retira sans poser d'outreX question.

S igné : A. T5A pj; ORA T

SB/GM



O P £ Z !
Shanghai, le 6 Octobre 1952

Qbjet; Enquête sur le Chinois PAN BOCK L1ANG ( -

Suite èt la lettre N° 2975/SG de lùr le Gouverneur 

Général de l’Indochine à Monsieur le Consul Général 

de France à Shanghai -

Au N° 160 cité Yu îching Bang, North Szechuen load, 
en Territoire Chinois, habitent le nommé YI ZE GIE d 1 w 

et sa famille composée de 4 personnes. YI ZE GIE, natif 

dè Shanghai, est directeur de la Chinese Banking Correspon

dance School.

±1 8 connu PAN BOCK LIANG et il paraît assurer encore 

actuellement la liaison entre ce dernier dt des Indochinois 

habitant Changhai.

I.'algré tous nos efforts et à cause du caractère très 

confidentiel de l’enquête, nous n’avons pas encore pu 

arriver à. savoir si PAN TPCK LIANG a demeuré chez YI ZE GIE, 

lors de son séjour à Changhai, lîos recherches continuent 

dans le but de déterminer la nature exacte des relations 

de IAN BOCN" LIANG avec dos Indochinois de notre ville./.

Le Chef du Service politique p.i

Signé: R.SAINT-OYENT

2€,./a.



GOUVERNE- ENT GENERAL BE L* INDOCHINE 
*

DIRECTION DE LA POLICE ET DE LA.
le 27 Sep te :bre 195?.

SURETE GENERALE

LE GOUVERNEUR GENERAL DE I ’INDOCHINE,

à IT (31 SI EUR LE CONSUL GENERAL DE FRANCE,

CHAR G FA. I

FAN BOCK L1ANG \^ ^ ) .

J'si l’honneur de vous adresser ci-contre la traduc

tion d'une lettre envoyée le 14 août 1953 âe Changhei par le 

Chinois FAN BOCK LIANG a un commerçant de

phan Rang (Annom), nommé DUYET LAI (^j .

Cette correspondance en caractères est rédigée en 

termes qui pourraient être conventionnels. l'auteur y fait 

allusion à. ses frères dont l'un résiderait présentement au 

Sism et l'autre serait étudiant à l'Université Tri Chi. Il ne 

donne pas son adresse.

PAIT BOCK LIANG ) s'est signalé à l'attention

de la I-olice Indochinoise, pendant son séjour en Indochine, 

par la littérature communiste qu’il a reçue de Changhai 

(Cf. ma lettre N° 2975-SG du 1er Septembre I9J2)./.



TRADUCTION d'une lettre en carsiotères/chinois envoyée de Changhai le 
lé Août T955 par PAN BOCK LIANG à BUYET LM à l'han Rang (Annan).

Le 12 du 8ème mois de la 22 Me annee. 
Ma chère mère,

J'ai récemment reçu votre lettre qui m'a causé un grand plaisir. 
L'affaire de la netite Ohi est donc definitivement arrangée, cela 
m’a tranquilisé. Il vous est sans doute actuellement bien difficile 
de faire rentrer l’argent prêté et je ne sais pas quand vous pouviez 
revenir ici. Je suis très anxieux sur ce point et je pense sans cesse 
à vous.

Vous m'avez fait connaître que mon irère aine qui se trouve 
actuellement au Siam vous a écrit vous demandant quelles sont les 
études que je suis en train de faire et vous m'avez recommandé de lui 
répondre. Seulement je n'ai pu le faire faute de connaître son adresse 
exacte, M vous prie en conséquence, chere mère, de me faire connaître 
son adresse pour me permettre de lui écrire. J'ai acheté de la soj.e 
nécessaire nour faire une robe de soie "truu” noire, I robe de ^>oie 
"trail'' blanche et un pantalon de soie "traa" bàanche que je vous 
enverrai incessamment pour faire des vetements pour vos besoins.

Si vous avez besoin des étoffes ou de la soie, n nésitez 
chère mère, h m'écrire et je ne manquerai pas de vous donner satisfac
tion, vous n'aimez beaucoup, je suis donc certain que vous avez con
fiance en moi.

Quant à mon petit frère, il est actuellement à. le 1ère année de 
1' Université Tri-Chi pour l'étude du droit.

Ici nous nous portons tous bien. Mon petit frère Quyen Luong est 
lui-même depuis quelque temps en très bonne santé. Nous avons une 
grande affection pour lui. Nous ne savons pss s’il vous en a parlé.



■■ * Je vous écris donc la présente lettre pour vous donner des

nouvelles et vous souhaitez une bonne santé.

Vos enfants Bac Luong et Mai Phuong

P. S. - Je viens de vous envoyer récemment:

5 mètres 50 de soie "truu" blanche à grandes fleurs pour faire un 

pântalon.

2 mètres 50 de soie "truu" blanche à petites fleurs pour faire une 

veste.

7 mètres de soie ’’truu" noire à. grandes fleurs pour faire une robe 

longue./.



le 26 Octobre I9JJ.

CO'’PTE RENDU D’ENQUETE N ° JJO/R

Objet: PQ BOCK LlATTG ^< ), I6O Yu Tchixig Fang

North Szechuen Road

Ré f. : Lettre du Gouvernement de l'Indochine du 27/10/33

Au 160 Yu Tchixig Fang,- Morth Srechuen Road, habite
1a 

la famille de deux frères, l’aîné normé YI YA HAIT (^. %-} )

et le cadet YT ZE GIE -4r '^\) • Oc dernier travaille à

son domicile, en assurant la direction de la Chinese Banking 

Correspondance School.

Actuellement PAIT BOCK LIANG habite également à cette 

adresse, où rien de suspect n'a été remarqué.-

Le Chinese Banking Correspondance School n'a qu'un 

caractère commercial. YI ZE GIE donne dës leçons pour gagner 

sa vie.

Le Chef de la Brigade des
Reche rches, 

Signé: BOUCHERIT.

Le Chef du Service Politique, 

Signé: R.SARLY.

N. B,
Groupe 2
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE 1

/ registry, i 
rk raiÆ 

—
Subject (in fnil) "Red Flag',' Issue ITo.60, dated October 15, 1933.

Made by Pa Forwarded by

I forward herewith a copy of the latest issue of 

the Chinese Communist Party publication "Red Flag." a copy 

of this issue, which is dated October 15, 1933, was obtained  

by Agent A-1286 in Western Chapei on November 1, 1933.

A summarized translation of an article in this 

periddical entitled "Outline of Chinese Fascism" is attached 

to this report.______  ______________



CENTRAL REGISTRY

FILE No,.7? / é
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FÊffiifôH MUNICIPAL POLIOS. Shanghai, November 14, 1933.

Political Section.

INTELLIGENCE REPORT No. 348/2.

Subject: Troupe of Bohemians Desiring to 
Proceed, to Netherlands Indies.

Ref: Letter No. 3260 from Netherlands
Consul-General dated November 3, 1933.

A troupe of Bohemians under the management of 

Georges Peris ( Pirez ) intends to proceed to the Netherlands 

Indies to make an artistic tour.

The money for the expenses will be supplied by 

Georges Peris alias Pirez, holder of American passport No. 6928 

issued at Honolulu on March 25, 1932.

The troupe in question is composed of the following

persons:-

Georges Peris: aged 22, manager.

Antoine Peris: aged 47, his father, holder of American 
passport No. 6927 issued at Honolulu 
on March 25, 1932.

Anne : his wife, aged 43, and their 4 children:
Irene aged 14, Jean aged 6 and Rose 
aged 3.

Nicolas Minescos : aged 36, his wife Anastasie aged 33, and 
their daughter Pauline aged 13.

Elie Minescos : aged 33, his wife Anne aged 30, and their 
four children aged 10, 6, 3 and I.

Jean Stanescos : aged 37, his sons Alexis aged *0, Georges 
aged 17 and Basile aged 3, his daughters 
Pauline aged 16, Marie aged 14, 
Alexandre aged 7 and Olga aged 5.

Pauline Yanoff : aged 22.

In all 25 persons.

The Minescos and Stanescos and Miss Yanoff are Greek

subjects.

The Minescos and Stanescos families arrived in Shanghai

from the U. S. S. R. via Harbin in 1928.

During their sojourn in Shanghai, they have been

dancing and singing in various restaurants and cabarets such as
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the *110111111 Rouge,” the *Yeux Noirs*, the *Kavkaz* etc

They are residing at No. 223 Route H. de 

Sieyes.

None of these persons has been the subject 

of an unfavourable report by the Police.

(signed) Oussakovsky.



Fm. 2 4 
q. 3501-11-3.2

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

SHMiCHN MUNICIPAL PGLIGE 
F$e REGISTRY.

No. D________
Special Bran

Subject (in full).Inquiries concerning, troupe of perfQrm.ers naEied Pire.z, Minescos

and Stanescos who desire to proceed to Netherlands India.

.Forwarded by.Made by D.S. Tilton

In accordance with instructions rpnpiwi, inquiries_________

have be en made i n connec t i o n wit h the information contained 

in_the attached letter from the Netherlands Consulate regarding—

the troupe of 23 gypsy artists of the families of Pirez,__________

Stanescos and Minescos, of American and Greek national ity.

These persons who are residing together at No. 228 Route de___

Sieyes, French Concession, have earned their 1 iving while—in.

Shanghai by giving performances as dancers, singers and_______

“Kavkaz" and the "Alcazar*

Officer i/o Special Branch.

French Concession such as the "Moulin Rouge*, "Black Eyes*.__

musicians under their leader George Pirez. and are engaged

in providing this class of (

Inquiries did_not reveal that.



CONfiMJLAAT-GENERAAL DER’ NEDERLANDEN 
> VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA.

TEL. AD. HOLLANDS.

No.3258.
shanghai. 3rd November 1933.

Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that I have received 

applications for visés for admission into Netherlands’ India 

from a group of about 23 persons, who might be described as 

gipsies and who intend to give performances as dancers, acrobats 

and musicians in Netherlands’ India.

They appear to be under the leadership of a certain 

George PIREZ, a coppersmith, born at Denver, Colorado, 15-6-1911 

a USA citizen, holder of a passport issued by the Governor of 

Hawaii, Honolulu, 25-3-32, valid for 2 years, no.6928. Pirez 

first stated that he intended to find work in a sugar factory 

for repairing machinery, but on being told that as a rule no 

visés are issued to persons who are looking for work, he stated 

that he would confine himself to giving performances, saying 

that he had sufficient money to manage everything. However the 

general appearance of his associates suggests that their means 

of subsistance are not very ample. Pirez stated that some of his 

kinsmen are already in Netherlands India, giving performances * 

there.

Pirez’ company consists of Antonio PIREZ, also a copper

smith, bom at Phoenix, Arizone, 20-5-86, a USA citizen, holder 

of a passport issued by the Governor of Hawaii, Honolulu, 

25-3-32, valid for two years, No.6927, comprising also his wife 

Anna and his children Irene, John, Ely and Mary, resp. about 

14, 11, 6 and 3 years of age.

Further there are: Nicolas Georg Minescos, an artist, bom 

at Corfu, 36 years of age, of Greek nationality, holder of a 

Greek 
T.P, Givens.Esquire, 

Officer i/o Special Branch, 
Shanghai Municipal Police,

SHANGHAI. v
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Greek passport, issued by the Consular Department of the Greek 

Legation at Moscow, on 21-9-26, No,563, comprising his wife 

.Anastasia, 33 years of age and his children Faolina, Bratian, 
8

Leta, Lolias, resp. 12, 11, 10 and X years of age, which passport 

has been extended by the Greek Consulate at Kobe for the last 

time on 14-12-32 for a period of three months only; his brother 

Elie Vladimir MINESCOS, an artist, born at Corfu, 26 years of 

age, of Greek nationality, holder of a Greek passport, issued 

also at Moscow on 21-9-26, no,566, comprising his wife Anne 

Ivanovna, 30 years of age and his children Galina, Georges, Micha, 

Mara, resp. 9, 7, 1 and 3 years of age, this passport having the 

same extension; and Jean Mich. STAKES COS, a worker (a coppersmith 

he said), bom at Corfu, 60 years of age, of Greek nationality, 

holder of a Greek passport, likewise issued at Moscow on 29-9-26, 

No,575, comprising his wife Anna, who died since, and his children 

Alexios, Grigorios, Paoline (now supposed to be the wife of George 

Pirez), Marie, Alexandra, Vassilios, resp, 20, 17, 18, 13, 9 and 

8 years of age, this passport being extended for the last time at 

Kobe on 8 Aug. 1929 and valid till 8 Nov.1929.

They appear to be living all together at ko,500 Bte de Sieyès, 

house No,6,

The three Greeks stated that they came to Russia for the 

first time about 1920 and that they left that country after a 

stay of 8 years.

I have advised them not to proceed to Netherlands India be

fore I have consulted the authorities at Batavia. With regard to 

the two Pirez, it is to be noted that in their case no visé is 

required, but of course the decision as to their admission rests 

with the Netherlands Indian Immigration authorities. George Pirez 

mentioned the possibility of going to Singapore where he thought 

it might be more convenient to apply for permission to enter Nether
lands India, Singapore being so much nearer to Batavia. I tried to;*’“ 

dissuade him from this plan.

■ ' '' ' . ....r ' '



I would be much obliged to know whether there is anything

known against these persons, especially from a political or

moral point of view.

I have the honour to be,

Sir

Your obedient servant

Chinese Secretary.



!

CONtiULA'AT-GENERAAL DER NEDERLANOI 
/ VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA.

No.3411, (
siSam pâtre’
C. ... S. 3. r.TXIST'.ï.

.v... D-Z±Z_
ri,.), " l:l.L

SHANGHAI- 20-Nov, 1933.-=

3ir,
I wish to acknowledge with thanks your

letter of the 15th instant regarding 23 

gypsy artists who desire to visit Netherlands 

India and to thank you for the information 

contained therein.

I have the honour to be,

Your obedient servant,

Sir,

Chinese Secretary.

T.P. Givens, Esquire, 
Officer i/c Special Branch,



SRM58HM KUHIWM. POUCE 
G & S. B. REGISTRY. 

,-// / <7 
D-----

.Doit

November 15 33

Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt 

of your letter Mo. 3258 of November 3, 1933, and 

to state that there is nothing in the police records 

against any of the 23 gypsy artists who desire to 

visit Netherlands India and enquiries reveal that 

none of them are interested in politics.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Officer i/c Special branch.

I
J. Van den Berg, Esq., j

■ ■ j
Netherlands Consulate-General, ;

Shanghai. j
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Changhai, le . JA. .1933.CONCESSION FRANÇAISE DE CHANGEAI 
SERVICES DS POLICE



SSION FRANÇAISE DE CHANGHAI

SERVICES DE POLICE

, Service Politique

Changhai, le... 14 Novembre-L93&,

COMPTE-RENDU DE RENSEIGNEMENTS N°348/2.

Objet: Troupe de Bohémiens voulant se rendre aux Indes Néer
landaises

Réf. : Lettre du Consul Général des Pays-Bas N®3260 en date 
dû "S >ov^re~I55S-----------  ----------------------

Une troupe de Bohémiens sous la direction du nommé Georges 

PERIS (PIREZ) a l'intention de se rendre aux Indes Néerlandaises 

pour une tournée artistique»

L'argent nécessaire pour son déplacement sera fourni par 

Georges PERIS alias PIREZ, détenteur d'un passeport américain, 

délivré à Honolulu le 25 Mars 1932 sous le N*6928»

La troupe en question est composée des personnes suivantes: 

Georges PERIS ** directeur, figé de 22 ans 

Antoine PERIS - son père, âgé de 47 ans, détenteur d'un passeport 

américain délivré à Honolulu le 25 Mars 1932 

sous le N®6927,

Sa feasne ANNE, figée de 43 ans et leurs 4 enfants, Irène, Jean, 

Léon et Rose, figés de 14, de 11, de 6 et de 3 ans 

Nicolas MINESCOS, figé de 36 ans, sa femme ANASTASIE, figée de 33 

ans, et leur fille, Pauline, figée de 13 ans»

Elle MINESCOS, figé de 33 ans, sa femme Anne, figée de 30 ans et 

leurs 4 enfants,figés de 10,de 6,de 3 et de 1 ans.



Jean STANESCOS, âgé de 37 ans, ses fils Alexis, âgé de 20 ans,Georges 

figé de 17 ans et Basile, âgé de 3 ans, ses filles, 

Pauline, Marie, Alexandre et Olga, figées de 16,de 14, 

de 7 et de 5 ans •

Pauline YAN05T- figée de 22 ans

En tout 25 personnes.

Les familles MINESCOS et STANESCOS et Mlle YAEOCT softt des 

sujets Grecs*

Les familles MINESCOS et STANESCOS sont arrivées à Shanghai ' 

venant de l'URSS, Via Harbine, en 1928*

Au cours de leur séjour dans notre ville, elles ont chanté 

et dansé dans différents restaurants et cabarets de la Place, tels 

que le "Moulin Rouge*, les "Yeux Noirs", le "Kavkaz" etc.. Elles ha

bitent au N°223, Route H. do Siéyès*

Aucune de ces personnes n'a fait l'objet de remarques déia- 

■’’orables de la part de la Police./.

Signé: OUSSAKDVSKY
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August 29,

Honorary Secretary,
The International Committee for the 

Organization of European Immigrants in China, 
Sassoon House, 

shaijghgi*

Sir, 
I have to acknowledge receipt of your letter dated 

August 28, 1941, the contents of which have been noted.

I am, Sir, 

\ Your obedient servant,

for of police.



* “ I. c. ”
SASSOON HOUSE 

SHANGHAI.
CABLES: “ICYGRAM” 

P. O. BOX 2140 
TELEPHONE 16637

THE INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE 

ORGANIZATION OF EUROPEAN IMMIGRANTS 

IN CHINA

28th August, 1941. 
SHANGHAI.__ ___ ____ _____________

Sirs,

This is to inform, you that the edministrstion 
offices of this Orgenizetion formerly located st 433 and 
417 u&thsy Hotel have been removed to

1st floor bassoon-house, rooms 13/16/9.

the General Office remaining in St; soon-Arcode.

For telephone cells, please did 16637. The 
undersigned can be contacted under 1134o EXTENSION 44.

I

w



K 38/1

”1.0."
Sassoon House 

Sham'ha i

THE IHTERNATIOiW. 0 (Mi ITT STS FOR THE 
ORGANIZATION CF EUROPEAN IMr IGRANTS 
IN CHINA

Shan™hni Mun i c ino 1 Sound i1, 
Ooun ci 1 Oh ember,

Shangha i.

g. ,D.

Dear Sirs, 

we beg to inform you that the offices of 

the "I.o." have jaovec from

446/447 Cathay Hotel • 

to

417/418 ana 433 Cathay Hotel

Mr. Paul Ko mor may be reached under telephone 

Jo. 11340, ext. 433.

We beg to remain,

Yours faithfully

(Sd) p. Koraor

Hon. Secretary.



• “ I. c. ”
SASSOON HOUSE 

SHANGHAI.
CABLES; ‘‘ICYGRAM’ 

P. O. BOX 2140 
TELEPHONE 16637

THE INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE 
ORGANIZATION OF EUROPEAN IMMIGRANTS 
IN CHINA

shanghai..94 1 •
f 8 .

To the Commissioner of folice, 
Ihonghsi Municipal Council,
Shsnghsi.

Iter Sir

I have the honour to inform you that 
the offices oi the h^q.ii have moved from

446/447 Cathay hotel

417/418 and 453 Cathay Hotel.

4y telephone number is 1134o, ext. 43^*

I have the honour to remain,



F. 207a
K. iOO-8.19.

Ref.

, . . . v,:i,.Form A
< '• q ' 4 » : . '

S. O. /
\jr>. fl Jy* <

f ;

Headquarters,
Shanghai Municipal Police,

...April........30.............193.9...

SUBJECT

Central Euxapean.j.ewe...?...K»nhA..Xox...the...car.e of

The Commissioner presents his compliments to.....The... Secretary »
S. M. C. 

and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the

subject referred to above

1. Copy of a Police report.

2.



FORM NO. 3
G. 6 5 M-1-3 9

I
SHANGHAI^

SSmHAI MUNICIPAL POLISH: <
File Wo--s.-B..Rp.G!STRY

.Vo. S. B.
KbJ Special Branch -•. S.jU ...57^zO«, 2^ ÿ
REPORT . S * .. “ ' 5^üazg.APri-|28,___r99»________ f

ICIPAL POLICE.

Subject (in full)......... CentraJLEuropean.Jewa.- Funds for the Cara-of-*-.

It is learned from Mr. Paul KOMOR, who has 

requested that the information be treated as 

confidential, that the local Jewish Refugee 

Organizations are assured for the next six months 

of certain financial support, a sum of £3,000 per 

month having been promised from Jewish societies 

in London and Cairo* .
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Sfyangfyû

April 24,.. /g 39.

Commissioner of Police.

European Refugees.

With reference to letter dated April 17 
from the Secretary of the Council, regarding the above, 
I have to inform you that Dr. Lucke of this Department 
will act as a representative on a Committee to be formed 
as suggested in the report of the Special Branch.

At present, Dr. Lucke is absent on short 
leave and Mr. Self, a Chief Health Inspector of this 
Department will deputise for him.

I shall be obliged if you will kindly inform 
me when you propose to have an initial meeting and would 
suggest that you ask one of your Staff to arrange direct 
with Mr. Self, the time and dates of the future meetings.

tissioner of Public Health

CCsMB

S



4.

I

TO FACILITATE REPLY. P] 
THIS 
AND 
ONE

QUOTE

W. H

S. A-.C’3TRY 
s. a

(Eauncil (EfymwWe

NUMBER................ .Y.9Z..4:......................
DO NOT DEAL WITH MORE TH*AN 
MATTER IN T TER

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING.

/jZ.39.

The Commissioner of Police

European Refugees

he Council has given consideration to

the Special Branch Report of April 4, 1939. The

Council approves the suggestion that a Committee

be formed, as suggested in the Special Branch Report

and that representatives of the Police Force and

Public Health Department should serve upon it. The

Council further gives authority for the addition of

a representative or representatives of the Public

Works Department should this at any time be found

expedient

Would you be good enough to take the

necessary initiative in regard to the formation

of this Committee, and arrange direct with the

Commissioner of Public Health as to the appointment

of a representative or representatives from his

Department

sibility for maintenance

with this matter

It is important that it should be

to all concerned that no authority is given

the Council to any financial responsibility

emphasised

to commit

or respon

The Council is appreciative of the

that has been shown by the Special Branch in

initiative

dealing

Secretary



F. 207a 
K. B00-3-S9.

4
Ref.

Form A

Headquarters, 

Shanghai Municipal Police, 
.....April....................193.».,.

.SUBJECT.
Central Buopean Jews - Arrival In shanghai, 
lecture by,yr. Panl Komor on April 4. 1939.

The Commissioner presents his compliments to The Secretary, 
....srirr-c;"’

and begs bo forward herewith the following documents relative to the 

subject referred to above

1. Copy of a Police report.



Subject.

I SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE; ; 5. B. £).i

S. 1, Sp ec —
REPORT a XiT-—5------------S’?

Date..*!X**:±.........>........

Central. .European. .Jews.^riyal_JLn__Shan ...............

Lecture by.Mt, Paul. KOMOR on April 4, 1939.

Forwarded by.Made by.... ..............Pitts

During the evening of April 4, 1939 Mr. Paul

KOMOR, one of the responsible committeemen of the

Shanghai Jewish Refugee Relief Societies, gave a 

lecture on the refugee problem to some 40 - 50 members 

of Toc H at the Holy Trinity Cathedral. The lecture, 

which was not open to the press, was sponsored by

Toc H, with the object of permitting its members to

appreciate the problem confronting Shanghai and to

allow them to assist, as they are able, in alleviating

the distress and misery now so }orevalent among the

newcomers.

Mr. K0M0R spoke for over an hour and during

this time

which the

how their

explained to his audience the manner in

committees were caring for the refugees and

difficulties were increasing in proportion

with the arrival of further steamers from Europe.

Most of the points he covered have already formed the

subject matter of reports submitted by thi s off ice

but

not

! the

certain aspects of his lecture are

previously having been recorded in

Since relief work commenced in

given below,

full

August 1938,

sum of $343,096.30 local currency has been collected

by the various local organizations, viz »-

American Joint Distribution 
Committee, New York - 
US.$2,500 and £5,000 $160,530.00

The Council for German 
J ewrj^nv4»v.£500 14,545.00



4 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No---------

...............................Station,
REPORT 

Date.19- 2 -
Subject.

Made by.......................-....................................... Forwarded by

Jewish Refugee Relief Committee,
Singapore $ 10,500.00

The Jewish Refugee Association,
Hongkong 4,000.00

Collection by Lady Ezra,
Calcutta, Rupees 1285 2,720.00

B'nai Brith Lodge, Bayton,
U.S.A. US.$500 3,125.00

Shanghai $195,420.00

The remainder, $146,676.30, was collected 

from local sources, influential Jews of long residence 

in Shanghai being the principal donors.

REHABILITATION FUND

Mr. SPEELMAN, Mr. Ellis HAYIM, Mr. E. HELEN 
(former Austrian Consul) and a few others, realized 

from the start the impossibility of finding jobs for 

all the refugees and conceived the idea of financing 

certain persons, professional people and tradesmen in 
starting life afresh here. A fund for this purpose 

was established to which Sir Victor SASSOON 
contributed $150,000.00. This fund is managed by 

Messrs. E. KANN, Chairman,
E. HAYIM,
E. KEIEN, 

P. K0M0R and 

M. SPEELMAN, 
while the control and supervision of applicants for 
finances is in the hands of Mr. K0M0R.

J- . I 1 • ' ’ ’ ■*



F IM 2 
b, yoM-1-3? File No.............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
.................................. Station,

REPORT 
Date..19

- 3 -
Subject.

Made by........................ -........................................ Forwarded by.

Up to March 31, 313 persons had. been

established, in business by means of this fund, which, 

with families, allowed 660 individuals to become 

independent of the Relief Committees.

POSITIONS SBCURBD

324 persons have now secured jobs in Shanghai, 

thus making 420 persons independent of the Relief 

Commi ttees.

In addition to these figures, 488 G-erman 

Jewish families of which at least one member of 

each has been incarcerated in a concentration camp, 

nave arrived in Shanghai with funds placed at their 

disposal by the "HICEM" Relief Society, Paris.

In all US.$24,058.00 and £232 have been 

handed to these families, figures which are 

equivalent to $175,000.00. The families concerned 

are compelled to live on the amounts given them by 

the Paris Society and receive no help in Shanghai.

CAMPS

(1) The Foreign Women*s Home, Wheshing Road, 

has been taken over and is being utilized as 

a hospital, it being too costly for cases to 

be sent to the General or Country Hospitals.

(2) Premises at 138 Ward Road and 150 Wayside 

Road, have been repaired and made habitable. 

Kitchens have been installed and close on 

1400 can be accommodated.



r M Z f /VO

SUM39 , SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
J 

.Station,
REPORT 

Date...............io
- 4 -

Subject...................    —

Made by................  Forwarded by....................... .............................................................. ........

(3) The London Mission (Protestant) has given 

the Relief Societies free of charge for six 

months, its huge compound on Chaoufoong Road, 

comprising five three-storied houses and one 

three-storied reinforced concrete building.

These buildings will be habitable in a few 

weeks, when a school will also be established, 

the Jewish School being too overcrowded.

D.C. (Special Branch)



e

April 4, 39,

The secretary,

S. M, C.

JEWISH REFUGEES

Your letter K 58/1, dated March 28, 1959.

with regard to the above, I forward a copy of 

a further report from the Special Branch, and a note 

of recommendation from D.C. (Special Branch).

Sd.,K. M. Bourne.

Commiseloner of Police.
IW/.



April 4, 1939

The Commissioner.

Sir:

Reference attached report, I think a committee 

composed as under might be formed to consider the many 

questions arising out of the present influx of refugees

Mr. Speelman. ।
Mr. Kilis Hayim. |

Mr. Komor. 

Two influential refugees (these can 
(be nominated 
(by Mr. Komar).

Representatives from Health, Police and *

possibly Public works department of the

Council•

(SOD.) Thos. Robertson,

D.C. (Special Branch).



Date ... APr.i1 4 ’I?39 •...

(Special Branch) Office Notes

Commi33 ioner.

Sir,

Reference attached report, I think a committee

composed as under might be formed to consider the many

questions arising out of the present influx of refugees:-

Mr. Speelman

Mr. Ellis Hayim

Mr. Komor

Two influential refugees (these can be nominated 
by Mr. Komor)

Representatives from Health, Police and possibly 
Public Works Department of the Council.



FM 2 *w File No...... ......
SHANGHAI MUNICIPALPOLICE.

S. 1, Spe cial„Branchx....saHWWç
REPC5RT aDate-J®*** £»......19 39 •

Subject Central European Jews - Arrival in Shanghai

In regard to the second paragraph of the 

communication dated March 28 addressed to the

Commissioner of Police from the Secretary, I have 

to report that I have interviewed Mr. M. SPEELMAN, who 

is at the head of the Jewish Refugee Committees and 

organizations now functioning in Shanghai.

The salient points of the reports submitted on 

March 15 and March 21 headed "Central European Jews - 

Arrival in Shanghai,** were carefully brought to Mr. 

SPEELMAN*s attention, after which he was informed of 

the urgent necessity and advisability of placing the 

entire refugee question and its attendant problems under 

the control of a board or committee approved by the 

Municipal Council, which would work in co-operation with 

the organizations now existing for the care of the 

newcomers.

The points as particularly affecting this Police 

Force as outlined in the report of March 21 were then 

explained to Mr. SPEELMAN together with the obvious 

reasons for the need of their enforcement.

Mr. KOMDR, Chairman of the **I.C.** Committee, [

190 Kiukiang Road, was in Mr. SPEELMAN*s office during ' 

the interview and he fully endorsed everything that was : ■

eaid with the result that Mr. SPEELMAN expressed hie 

unqualified approval of the whole scheme which he 

realises will have the affect of greatly improving 

the status of the present Committees in the eyes of I



Xu.- - • - .

Ffrt 2 
b, yOM-1-39 1 , File No.............

f SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

....................... .........Station,
REPORT 

_ Date................... .............io- 2 -
Subject.... ................................................................................

Made by.............. .........  Forwarded by..............................................................................

"both refugee, and non-refugee circles, will permit 

proper control to be exercised over recalcitrant 

members and/or bad characters of the Jewish refugees 

and will allow the Council’s various departments to 

assist in officially combatting the menaces of a 

problem that at the moment is nearly impossible of 

solution.

Mr. SPEELMAN expressed his pleasure at the 

fact that the Council had interested itself through 

the Police in the problem and promised to give every 

assistance and aid that he was able to in co-operating 

with the Council or Police in any proposed schemes.

He also indicated that there was no necessity 

to approach other local influential Jews of long

residence who were doing all they could to alleviate

the plight of their more unfortunate brethren, as he 

felt quite certain that the scheme would also receive 

their fullest approval.

Mr. SPEELMAN was asked to note that the

Council’s proposed action was not to be interpreted 

to mean that any responsibility for the maintenance 

of refugees would be assumed. Mr. SPEELMAN 

acknowledged this fact but remarked that he intended 

applying to the Council for a remission of rates on 

buildings now serving as shelters and camps for the 

refugees.



, yQM-1-39 SHANGHAI MUNI POLICE.
File No.

Station.
REPORT

Date.

Subject..

Made by.

3 -
tp

...Forwarded by.

Mr

Washington

the current

support for

SHSELMAN is leaving Shanghai fox New York.

London, Paris and Berlin before the end of

month in an effort to secure financial

the refugees in Shanghai. His position

will he taken over

departure. In the

pleased to receive

by Mr. Ellie HJCIM upon hie

meanwhile Mr. SHSELMAN will be

any communications and/or visitors

from the Council to discuss the formation of the

proposed committee or board with the object of having

it placed in

It is

total number

operation as soon as possible

of great significance to note that the

of arrivals now exceeds 6,000, an

increase of nearly 2,000 in the past 2£ weeks

It is respectfully suggested that Mr. SHSELMAN

and/or Mr. Ellis HjffIM and Mr. K0M0R be included as

members of any boaxd that the Council approves, for

these gentlemen have been dealing with the refugee

problem for many months and will be naturally in a

position to render able assistance to other members

on questions that require clarification and

explanation

' Jr.")
D. S

D.C. (Special Branch)
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TO FACILITATE REPLY PLEASE QUOTE V
TH.s number........ £...3.8/1....... RIMAI MMISIPAl Pawn
AND DO NOT DEAL WITH MORE THAN j g Q REGISTRY
ONE MATTER IN THE sIkME LETTER ; ’ z^z . .

.| No. s. a DAi-lUa 
(Council Œt^tntbêr. 7 r
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING.

The Commissioner of Police:

European Refugees»

Your report of March 23, together with

attached reports, has received the consideration

of the Council.

Zb c.
{Z)/:

The Council desires that you initiate dis

cussions with responsible members of the Committees 

referred to on the lines that you suggest. Before 

any scheme is finally agreed upon, it should be 

submitted to the Council for consideration.

In commenting upon the circular which I sent 

round to the Council, the Vice-Chairman remarks that 

the Council must not take any action which can possibly 

be interpreted to mean that it is,or ever will be,in 

any way responsible foi? the maintenance of the refugees 

in question.

Another Member remarks that he thinks that the

। Police might initiate discussions at once, but he does

| not understand how refugees can be compelled to record
1 i

particulars, etc. He adds: "Moreover, if all particulars ] 

are recorded, is it likely that those put in by bad 1

fthanfiftt. ay»r will hs t»p.1 1 nbl a?ît



March 23, 39.

The Secretary,

S. M. C.

Reference: Fgi

Subject : ,>gft,MBML,RXUggS.,§<

I forward herewith copy of a report by 

the Deputy Commissioner, Special Branch, together 

with a copy of Police report outlining a scheme 

for the control of Suropean Refugees and I have 

to recommend that this scheme receive the Council's 

early consideration.

X also forward herewith copy of a list 

of the professions of registered refugees as compiled 

by the Committee of Dr. Marx.
X, t



Special Branch

March 23, 1939.
Commissioner.
Sir,

Central European Jews - Arrival in Shanghai»

Reference attached report by D.S. Pitts, whatever 

action the Council proposes taking will have to be taken 

with all possible haste as with constant arrivals by 

German and Italian ships the present number will increase 

by leaps and bounds. Since D.S. Pitts gave an estimate 

of 4,000, there have been some 800 fresh arrivals and 

there is every reason to anticipate that present develop

ments in Europe will result in arrivals in even greater 

numbers just as fast as the shipping companies can cope 

with them. It must be realized that Shanghai is the only 

port in the world where these unfortunates can enter 

freely and that by the end of the year the number may 

quite possibly exceed that of the Russian invasion following 
Soviet assumptionjto power. Again, these people differ 

from the Russian emigrants as a big percentage of them 

are persons of culture and the brains of industry in the 

place from which they were ousted.

The question is of such magnitude that to secure 

supervision over these people to any effective degree 

it will be necessary to bring into discussions or invite 

opinion from responsible members of the present committees, 

one or more of the prominent members of the Jewish community 

who are interesting themselves financially in the matter 

and perhaps several of the leading refugees themselves. 

The scheme put forward by D.S. Pitts seems feasible but 

discussions on the lines indicated are, I think, absolutely 

essential to a successful solution*



y y Fiie n°-~...... " ; SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Sgction 1,
REPORT u o,DtfM.Maycft_.j21t___i9 39.

Subject.. Central European Jews - Arrival in Shanghai............................................

........................................................ ................ Vs*........ --■ÿ------------ ..........
Made ....... P.i-.-t.tS.... ......................Forwarded by____________................................................Qd>.d...

With reference to the contents of the second

paragraph of the communication dated March 20 from 

the Secretary of the Shanghai Municipal Council 

addressed to the Commissioner of police, the follow

ing are brief details of a scheme, which if put into 

effect, would permit the competent authorities to 

control the movements of the newly-arrived Central 

European Jews to a far greater degree than now 

possible.

As outlined in the report of March lb, the number

of refugees arriving here is assuming such vast 

proportions that the Committees now caring for them 

may, and probably will, find themselves in a position 

before long where they cannot exercise full responsibility»
s

for the comings and goings of those Jews registering | 
। 

with them. |

It is respectfully suggested that the entire ;

problem be placed under the control of a board or ;

committee sponsored by the Municipal Council with one 

or more members of the Special and/or Crime .branches

of Police Headquarters co-opted thereon, this board ~

or committee to act in concert with the present 

existing relief organizations.

It should be made compulsory for each and every 

refugee arriving in Shanghai to record with the new 

Committee his name, details as to his passport, past *

activities, address in Shanghai, profession and all

n+hov nor+i ah! <-> m® All a — —~ a __ ___ J/:?
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G 90M ^9 { SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

................................... S talion,

REPORT 
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Subject......... ............. -........................................................................................................................................................

.................... 2^.............................................. .........................

Made by.....................................................................Forwarded by........................................................ -.......................... -........-

Committee, failure to comply with this rule to

entail a penalty.

If these measures are adopted the Police will 

then be enabled tc have at their finger-tips 

immediate details as to the whereaoouts oi each and 

every Jew. Instances have already come to the

notice of this office that the present committees 

are not always up-to-date or accurate in the record

ing of addresses of new arrivals, wnose presence 

has been required by Police headquarters in connection 

with various matters not necessarily concerned with 

criminal activities.

Further, information secured since submitting 

the last report, indicates that in the midst of the 

refugees now concentrated in Shanghai are cuite a

I number of individuals who are definitely regarded as

I
l bad characters. A few have shown their qualities

I already and it can be assumed that if any crimi nale

I have arrived with the newcomers, it is only a question

I of time before their activities are manifested.

I If thia does happen to any large degree and no

control is exercised over the movements of these

(people, then the Police can confidently look forward

Ito a crime wave. Certain elements among the
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because they are not receiving large enough dole 

and more important because they realise the two 

Committees have no official status and are, 

therefore, not in a position to carry out any drastic 

measures.

The question of requesting the police in 

Vienna and Berlin to "check-up" on the names of 

persons already arrived in Shanghai is an impossible 

task as matters stand in Europe at present and no 

help can be expected from these quarters.

Copies of the lists of professions supplied 

by the Committee headed by Dr. MARK, as requested 

by the Secretary, are attached hereto.

D.C. (Special Branch)

D. S.



COMMITTEE FOR THE ASSISTANCE 
OF EUROPEAN JEWISH REFUGEES IN SHANGHAI

Disbursement and Housing Committee

former

RELIEF SOCIETY FOR GERMAN AND AUSTRIAS JEWS,

SHANGHAI.
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ABT I S ASS

Baker & Confeetioner 9
Bookbinder 1
Brushmaker 1
Butcher IS
Carpenter 1
Compositor 1
Cook
Destiller 4
Draper 3
Hrer 1
Engineer (Electrical) 28
Engineer (Mechanical) 32
Fitter 8
furrier 9
Galvanic 2
(Hasler & Glasablower 3
Goldsmith 8
Installer 3
Joiner 3
Knitter (Mechanical) 7
Laoqnerer 1
Leather worker 1
Lithographer 1
Locksmith 11
Mason 3
Mender (Artistic) 1
Optician 2
Painter & Whitewasher 8
Plumber 2
Printer 
Shoemaker 
Soapboiler 
Solder 
Tanner 
Upholetarer 
Tarn!abet 
Wtehmaker 
Waver 
Wider



Agent», Dealer» and Experts

M V

Advertising 
Bookseller 
Bicycles 
Cattle 
Chemical Products 
Coffee
Bggs, fruit, foodstuff 
film 
forwarding 
Fountainpens
SUrs 
Furniture, Curies 
fancy Goods 
Crains
Insurance 
Hair 
Hardware, Iron, Tools 
Hides 
Jewellery, Gold 
leather 
Linoleum
Li cour, Vine 
Machinery 
Kotorcars 
Paper 
Parfum, Soap 
Badio 
Beal Batata 
S1E & Textile 
Shoes 
Stamps
Stock 4 Exchange Broker 
Technical Olla 
Theater 
Tobacco 
Transportation 
Travel service 
Waving
Wood

6
1
2
5
8
2

21
4
1
1
2
9 1
5

11
7
1

13
4
8
S
1
1
3
2
9
2
1
1
1

71
12

3
3
1
1

44
2
1
1
4

General •T



Dre»alng. Tailor. Bry-eltaning and Ironing

Blouse Maker 
Brassiere, Corset & Girdle

2 1

Maker Z 4
Capmaker 4 1
Cutters General 17

Baincoat 1
Ties 2

Dressmaker 32
Batnaker 4
Ironer 2
Milliner 36
BUedlevork 11
Outfitter 9
Paster (Baincoat) 1
Pearl Stringer 1
Presser (Plisse) 1
Seamstress 12
Stocking Repair 1
Taller 31
Cleaner 1

MAHOTACTUI1BS

Dental Instrumenta 1
Desinfee, Material 1
Jttr 1
Knittings Goods 1
Xiqaeers 1
Deathsrgoods 9
Kansal ads 1
hp«x 5
lubber Artisles 1
Soap, Parftass, Candles 8
8oda Vater 1
Ties >



■4

ARTISTS 
M 1

Singer 4 1
Painter (Academic) 3
Tuner (Plano) 1

Actor S 2
Draughtmanr Fashion 5 1

Advertising 6
Ar chi tectorial 1
furniture 2

Industrial Artist 3
Mhsiciant Drummer 3

Pianist 20 2
Violinist 5

Barber, Beauty Parleur and Cosmetics

Barbera 6
Cosmetics 6
Hairdresser 2
Manicure, Pedicure 4
Masseurs 3

IS 
S
2 
4

Clerks and Bxeoutlres

M
Accountant 
Bookkeeper 
Cashier 
Clerk 
Correepo ndende 
Chartered Accountant 
Xrecutive 
Executive with technical training 8 
Secretary 
Typist (only German) 

(German I Mnglish) 
(Mnglish & French)

25

•e
18

7
19

25
10

& r ■t’s I,

f ' ' J1

1
1

a

<sÿ»iï fc

* ‘^-'sâS

a
14

«4»

* z”



Architect 2
Brewer 1
Dental Surgeon 4
Dentist 15
Dispensing Chemist . 8
Druggist, Chemist 18
Editor, Journalist 8
Engineer Civil 4
Forester 1
Lawyer 10
Physician 26
Teacher: Cosmetics 
Dancing Dancing 1

Gymnastics 1
Languages 44
■isle 3
Sparta 4

Veterinary Surgeon 1

Medical and Dental Assistants

£ X
Baby Nurse 10
Dentist’s Assistant 2 1
Dentist technican 5
Laboratory Assistant £ 1
HUree (Certified) £ 1

(not certified) 5
Teacher for orthoped. Gym. 1
X-Ray Assistant 1

I n i p a 11 8

Apprentiese 
Chauffeur 
Chemical Assistant 
farmer 
Gardener
Hotel t Employee 

GastroMaer 
■Mitre d«Hotel 
Manser Whiter

■arses (kiedergardeaer) 
^;«M$hildren«e )

Photographer
& W&Mn 

■tnddwdreeeer 
Vbrkmen
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A R T X S A 13

Bake* & Confeetionor 
Bookbinder 
Bruetaaakor
Butehes
Car pont er 
Compositor
Cook
Dootillox
Drapes
Ifcres ,.
Engineer (Electrical) 
Engineer (Meohanicslj 
Pittas 
Bissies 
Dale onto
Olasiex 4 ŒLaeoblower 
Sol dead th 
Im taller
Joiaes , ,.
Knlttes (Mechanieel )

9 2
1
1

18
1
1 

34
4
3
1

28
32

8
9
2
3
8
3
3
7
1
1
1

11
3
1
2
8
2
•

11
3
12
•

3
3
14



I

Agent», Sealer» and Bxpert3

M W

Advert!el ng 6
Bookaoller 1
Bloyeloa 2
Cattle 5
Chemical Products 8
Coffee 2
Bgg», Fruit, Food»tuff 21
Film 4
Forwarding 1
Founts! npen» 1
pure 2
Furniture, Guxlea 9 1
Fancy Cooda 5
Crain* 11
insurance 7
Hair 1
Hardware, Iron, Toole 13
Hida» 4
Jewellery, Cold 8
leather 5
linoleum 1
11 emax* Wine 1
Maehl ne xy x 3
Motoroar» 2 ,
Paper 9
Parfum, Soap 2 f
Ratio 1
Baal Batata 1
saga 1
Silk * Textile 71
Shoe» IB
stamp» 3
Sleek A Xxehange Broker 3
Teehnieal Oil» 1
Theater 1 ' i 1
TebaoM 44 ; ?

Trawerlatiom 
Travel Servie»

8
1

1



DreesIng, Tailor, Dry-cleaning and IxoMag

Blouse Maker 1
Brassiere, Corset & Girdle

Maker 2 4
Capmaker 4 1
Gutter» General 17

Halneoat 1
Ties 2

Dreeemaker 32
Hatnaker 4
Ixoner 2
Milliner 36
Needlework 11
outfitter 9
Faster (Raincoat) 1
Pearl Stringer 1
Presser (ill see) 1
Seon trees 12
Stocking Repair 1
Tailor 31
Cleaner 1

UJXUJ..LUU1 

M I
Dental Ina truncate 1
Seainfee, Material 1
Bur . 1
Knittinge Goods 1
Mgmn 1
leathergoeda 
Marnai afte

9
1

Papa* ft

MVWer Articles 1



Actor
Dr aughtsan t Fashion 

Advertising 
Are hi tectorial 
Furniture

Industrial Artist
Musician! Drumser 

Pianist 
Violinist

Singor
Painter (Academic)
Tuner (Piano)

M

S 
5
6 
1
2

3 
20
5 
4
3 
1

W

2 
1

3

2

1

Barber, Beauty Parlour andCosaetion

a i
Barbers 6
CeoMties 4 is
Hairdresser 2 s
Hanieure. Pedicure 4 2
Masseurs 3 4

Clerks and Bacseutivea

1
Aaaovatant 
Baokhsepez 28 4
CaaMer
Clark M 25
Corraspendende 1* 10
Chartered Accountant ?
Bxaautive If
Bxaautiva with technical training 
Mmtnar

2
>

typist (only daman) 14
(daman è Bnglish) 1 4
(Bnglish 4 Prenah) 1



Medical and Dental As aietanta

Architect 2
Brewer 1
Dental surgeon 4
Dentist 15
Diapeneing Chemist 8 1
Druggiet, Chemi et 18
Editor, Journalist 6
Engineer Civil 4
Forester 1
lawyer 10
Physician 26 3
Teacheri Coanetiee <•»

Dancing 1
Gymnastics 1
Languages 44 1
Music 3 1
Sport a 4

Veterinary Surgeon 1

Baby terse 10
Deatiat*a Assistant 2 1
Dentist technics» 5
laboratory Assistant 2 1
terse (Certified) 2 1

(not certified) 5
Teacher fbr orthoped. tyau 1
X-tey Ascistent 1



TO FACILITATE REPLY PLEASE QUOTE

THIS NUMBER............ -------------------------------------- .>VK| M^IISIPAL P9l<-t
AND DO NOT DEAL WTtH-mWe THAN ■ 3^ Y
ONE MATTER IN THE SAME LETTER

n. DJHU)

Ciuincil (Chtgitbcr.'~

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING >

......___20tkJiar.c..to^...-.......—......-Z^JLSU

The Commissioner of Police:

European Refugees*

May I refer to the interesting Police Report 

of March 18.

Would you please amplify your views on the 

question of "measures put into effect in order to control 

the movements of all Jewish arrivals".

It is stated that there is attached a report on 

the work of the I.C. Committee and also a list of profes

sions of registered refugees as compiled by the Committee 

of Dr. Marx. The list of professions does not, in fact, 

appear to be attached. I would be interested to have a 

copy



TO FACILITATE REPLŸ PLEASE QUOTE 

THIS NUMBER........... .................................................
AND DO NOT DEAL WITH MORE THAN 

ONE MATTER IN THE SAME LETTER

;<WI| WWALFOl^ 
S B. REGISTRY 

s.
(ünunril (Lliambcr. -1“-—

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

_______2Qth.Jlarch.......... ..... ...-Z0L39*

The Commissioner of Police:

European Refugees.

I would like to express appreciation of the 

very careful and able report which you submitted on this 

subject. This question arouses very considerable 

anxiety and interest both among Members of Council and 

Members of the Consular Body, and it is of great value 

to have a report of this nature. .



K. 38/1 1 V ïÜArt
POLICE FORCE

Committee for the Assistance of European Jewish.H^i^esi in .SJ|a^^±.
S ht-CiSTRY

Wo. s. i‘.Lp«........ÇL.J..J/1.
7 Avenue Edward. Y-IX»» - ••

Shanghai, March 15, 1939.

The Secretary,
The Shanghai Municipal Council, 
SHANGHAI.

Dear Sir,

Please note that the property at 680 Chaoufoong Road, 
known as "Medhurst Compound1*, is being fixed up by us as a 
refugee centre.

For your guidance, the London Mission has put this 
property pt our disposal at a rental of S’hai $1.- per month.

Please also note that 708 Whashing Road is now installed 
and being used as a hospital for the refugees.

Yours faithfully,

M. Speelman, 
Chairman.

Public Relations Committee.



Form A

Headquarters,

Shanghai Municipal Police,

-7r..................193.$..

SUBJECT

Central..European.. Jans-nArriralin. Shanghai*

The Commissioner presents his compliments to..$he-. Secretary.).
S. M. C.and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the 

subject referred to above

1 • Copy of a Poliee report#

2.

3.

4.

5.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL
S.l, 

REPORT

j PTJ2EJ File No_____ _ ‘Y
polic!e' ..

S pec i a|. ^branch, >

r)/"‘*^l?rC*1 ^5» Q_3"LiJ

Subject ...Central European..Jews - Att .ival...in.Shanghai

With almost every steamer from Europe

□ringing more and more Jewish refugees to Shanghai, 

the total numoer of arrivals now is well in excess 

of 4,000. These unfortunate people are leaving 

the Central European countries in ever increasing 

numbers and it is learned that every availaole 

German and Italian ship is fully cooked up until 

the end of June, 1939, oy which time the nurnoer of 

refugees in Shanghai will prooaoly amount to 8,000 

or more.

As things stand at present two committees 

work in co-operation in caring for these Jews.

These are the s-

(1) Relief Society for German and Austrian jews, 
1 South Tiendong Road with Dr. teARX in 
charge, and

(2) MI.C.“ (International Committee), 
190 Kiukiang Road, with ter. P. K.ÜL.OR 
in charge.

Both organizations are doing, excellent work 

on funds that are always dwindling, out the 

impression is gained that the numerically small 

staffs are now oeing faced with innumeraole 

difficulties.

With but a handful of persons, not previously 

accustomed to work of the nature that they must now 

undertake, virtually controlling the destinies of 

two-thirds of the refugees already in Shanghai, it
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is not difficult to envisage the responsibility that 

falls on their shoulders, i’or instance, never less 

than 200 - often very many more - immigrants are to 

oe seen daily in the offices of the *1.0." at l&O 

Kiukiang Road. Their needs are many and each and 

every one has to oe personally interviewed by memuers 

of the staff in order that their (the immigrants') 

wants and irequirements can oe adequately and justly 

considered. The needs of these poor unfortunates are 

many, as mentioned aoove, and range from cultured 

women with infants at their oreasts tearfully begging 

for a few dollars for their children, to diplomaed 

professional men end women endeavouring to secure 

loans with which to commence business once again.

The Committees conduct their work in a manner 

that is most praiseworthy and on the whole are 

handling the situation fairly satisfactorily, isut, 

and this is of prime importance, when the numoer of 

immigrants doubles the present total - and it will 

not be very long before such developments are a 

matter of fact - these committees are most assuredly 

going to find their hands more than full. Even now, 

despite the fact that refugees already here are being 

taken care of in a way that is commensurate with the 

finances at the disposal of the Committees, many of 

these Jews have reached the end of their resources 

and will turn their hands to anything in desperation.
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Rumours which persist in going the rounds tend to 

indicate that the greater percentage of those persons 

who have arrived are well off financially, tfhile it 

is perfectly true that some of them have money of 

their own - details are given later in this report - 

careful investigation shows conclusively that in the 

main, most of them are with nothing more than tneir 

clothes and what they are supplied in the way of food 

and lodgings and/or a dole by either of the Committees.

The people suffering most in this situation 

are those of the cultured and professional classes, 

many of whom, in their previous lives in Austria and 

Germany, were highly respected citizens. They are 

unable to secure positions in Shanghai and forced to 

live under conditions that, prior to the journey to 

the Far East, they had never even given a thought. 

For instance, among the Jews now existing in one of 

the Refugee Camps in the Wayside district is a 

Dr. Gabriel LAX, a Police Commissioner of Vienna 

prior to the advent of the nazis. Dr. LAI is spoken 

of as being a brilliant criminologist recognised as 

a leading man in his profession oy European Police 

Forces. As an inmate of the Camp, he receives a bed 

and food and nothing else. He has no job and thus 

his mental attainments are being blunted day oy day. 

It is, therefore, not difficult to envisage how this 

particular individual regards his stay in Shanghai and 

his case is definitely typical of many hundred others.
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Three professional men nave already committed

suicide, oeing unable to put up with conditions as 

they find them here.

All this leads up to another very important 

point - a point that affects this Police Jorce. 

In every very large oody of men and women there is 

invariaoly a certain numoer of oad cnaracters. 

When persons do not get enough to eat and drink, 

when people are on the verge of desperation, certain 

of them are unaule to resist temptation and the 

result is crime, «hen such a statement is made 

there is no reason to infer that crime will manifest 

itself in any large degree among the newcomers, out 

with the numoer of refugees always growing and the 

amount of money with which to care for them oecoming 

proportionately less, jo os oecoming scarcer and the 

possibilities of opening businesses decreasing week 

by week, such a development cannot oe overlooked. 

In fact the potential factors for an increase in 

crime are already established, and with this in mind 

it follows that action oy the Shanghai Municipal 

Council would seem imperative and some measures put j 

into effect in order to control the movements of all 

Jewish arrivals. Already two concrete instances 

have come to the notice of this office in regard to 

the attempts by young German Jews to secure money 

by fraudulent means. ,
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As matters stand at present, we are dependent 

on the Refugee Committees for information relating to 

the activities and comings and goings of the immigrants. 

It is not suggested that these Committees are 

unwilling to cooperate with the Police out the time 

is not far away when the staff memoers of such 

committees will have so much to attend to that they 

will have irCsufficient time to attend to details 

that are most important to this Force.

From conversations held with various new 

arrivals it is learned that the general opinion of 

the refugees is divided in regard to further catches 

oeing allowed to come to Shanghai. It is realised 

that with each addition to the already existing 

number, the chances for those here to secure positions 

will be decreased but, on the other hand, Shanghai is 

at present the only place in the world which refugee 

Jews may enter without question.

If no measures are taken by the competent 

authorities to prevent a further influx, Shanghai 

can expect to have at least 12,000 German and 

Austrian Jews in its portals before the end of the 

current year. Should this happen there is little 

doubt that a problem, analogous in all respects to 

that of the trek from Russia to Shanghai of the 

White Russians after the Revolution, will present 

itself. Further comment is unnecessary.
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Details relating to arrivals up to the

present are s-

1. Living In The Smoankment .building Shelter s

Single Men 14

Single Women 8

22 married childless couples .. 44

45 married couples with cnildren 90

Cnildren 27

2• Living In The Camp at 138 Ward Road

Men

183

415

Women 92

Children .. 6

c
3. Living In The Camp at 150 Wayside Road

Men

513

131

Women .. 109

Children 21

Persons residing in these camps and 

shelters are given a oed and their food out

261

are

afforded no financial assistance at all.
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4. Persons oeing afforded. Relief by toe 'bommittees

Single lien • • 149

Single iVomen • • 26

224 married childless couples • • 448

176 married couples with children • • 352

Children • • 236

1,211 

Single men and women each receive $>30 per 

month, carried couples about $55 and those with 

children the same figure plus $10 - $15 per child 

according to its age. 

The sums mentioned represent the entire amount 

received by the refugees and with these dollars they 

themselves have to find board and lodging. xhe 

practice is for several single men to live together 

in one room in a boarding house and live together.

5. Loans have been given by the Committees to 166 

persons to permit them to establish themselves 

in business of various kinds. This has allowed 

271 persons to become independent of the Committee, 

thus :- 

Men .. 137

Women .. 81

Children .. 53

271
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6. Positions have been found uy 173 persons, which

has now allowed 264 people to oecome independent

of the Committees, thus

97 single men 97

76 married men 152

8

and 15 children 15

264

7. 691 persons, including wives and children, are

afforded no relief at all, they having oeen able 

to land in Shanghai with a little money of their 

own. The greater part of this number received 

cheques ranging from (j$50 to G$175 from the

American Jewish Relief Society in Paris 

immediately prior to their departure for the

Far East. The amounts of money at the disposal 

of the more fortunate refugees are recorded by 

the Shanghai Committees and these sums have to 

last the immigrants over a stated period at 

approximately #60 per month per family

The total of the above figures amounts to

3,394 persons, all of whom are registered with 

either of the Relief Committees

Approximately another 650 refugees have not

registered with the Committees and it can be assumed 

that they have funds of their own. ao details are 

on record as to their identities and/or movements

I
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With this figure the total arrivals amount to just

over 4,000.

Arrangements have already been made oy the 

responsible Committees to take over the London 

Mission Compound in Chaoufoong Road, which when 

renovated, will serve as another camp to house 

new arrivals.
Ch

Despite the fact tnat t£e proportion of the 

newcomers are securing positions, the Jews are placed 

in a very awkward position, mt. KOmOR, by virtue of 

the office he holds, will not permit the immigrants 

to hold posts that will have the effect of displacing 

other foreigners from employment. A few instances have 

already come to light where qualified refugees have 

had the opportunity of securing Joos at rates greatly 

below the wages offered other foreigners. Mr. KOMOR,

however, will not permit such positions to oe taken 

up although he realises full well that sooner or later 

certain circles in Shanghai will say that either the

refugees have no desire to work or they will oust 

other foreigners oy working at cut rates.

facilities for the education of children of 

school age are well cared for oy the Committees, out 

the drain on the finances is oecoming heavier with 

each month. 

1 

■ ■. A . • ■

'................ 1 , . ,, .... .........,................................
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ho political activities among tne refugees 

are encouraged oy tne Committees out it is known that 

meetings are occasionally neld at the Cafe Corso, 

1098 nroadway East, under the auspices of Mrs. ROSEhhERG, 

MOSSE and EREUfiD. The two first named persons nave 

been in Shanghai for a numoer of years. Several 

immigrants attend these meetings and while nothing of 

a harmful nature has yet oeen ooserved, the possioility 

cannot oe excluded that political tendencies will creep 

into such meetings.

Attached herewith is a report together with 

translation of the work of the "I.C.* Committee in 

connection with the refugee proolem and a list of 

professions of registered refugees as compiled oy 

the Committee of Dr. MARX.

The entire proolem and its developments will 

oe watched closely and further reports will oe 

submitted from time to time as the situation warrants.



REPORT OF THE "INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE”

Up to February 28, 1939 «

The ’’International Committee" commenced its 

activities in August 1938 in the support of European 

refugees. During the first few months, the whole work 

was performed and carried out by Mr. Komor in his 

private office. Later an assistant placed himself at 

Mr. Komor’s disposal without remuneration. As the 

number of refugees increased, so the work proportionally 

expanded? and consequently the number of assistants 

have been gradually increased ao that they now total 

ten persons. As already mentioned, the work of the 

"International Committee" was carried out until December 

1938 in the private office of Mr. Komor, no 

administrative expenses having been incurred and early 

in 1939 was transferred to its present address. The 

total administrative expenses for office supplies, 

postage, travelling expenses, light, telephones etc., 

now amount to the sum of C$800.66.

The business of the "International Committee" 

consisted not only of the simple provisioning of 

emigrants, which was carried out systematically, even 

if it required a great deal of time, as each case had 

to be dealt with individually, but one had always to 

take into consideration that the entire question was 

one of dealing with persons driven from their homes 

and deprived of all means of subsistence and who, in

their desperation, had reached the end of their 

resources. It was attempted,' through personal É/cont act 

to explain to these people that the?«tailable means 

were limited but notwithstanding these circumstances
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every possible endeavour would be made to come to their 

assistance with advice and still better with material 

aid.

Numerous recommendations, attempts to obtain 

employment, personal and written requests were 

required to be made in order to find positions for 

at least a small portion of the huge number of refugees. 

By November 1938, the "International Committee* had 

undertaken all negotiations on behalf of the refugees 

with the authorities, especially with the German 

Consulate-General. Since then over 2,000 passes 

have been registered through the "International 

Committee" at the German Consulate-General and over 

1,000 Identification Cards have been issued. It also 

registered roughly 1,200 changes of jfyrnames, and 

dealt with over 300 documents which required official 

attestation.

During these period approximately 200 persons 

appeared before the "International Committee" daily 

partly with requests for aid and partly in connection 

with other matters which were dealt with in private 

and above all to their satisfaction. From the

Committee’s inception two persons were removed from 

I its offices for improper conduct.

Its further activities included the receiving 

of petitions for loans and all administrative 

operations connected therewith. In particular it 

consulted all petitioners for loans and after approval

took care of the disbursement and Control of paid out j»-- -V -'S-
sums. Special difficulties were encountered in the
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became acquainted with each other just before the 

establishment of businesses and soon afterwards 

developed differences of opinion, and in finding 

suitable solutions for the continuance of their 

enterprises.

Out of the capital of C$15,700, which was 

originally placed at the Committee’s disposal and 

the rehabilitation fund of C$150,000 which was 

subsequently created thanks to'the high minded gift 

of Sir Victor Sasson, 218 applicants for loans (with 

total family membership of about 420 persons), who 

are partly registered with the "International Committee" 

partly with the Marx Committee, received money to the 

total of C$95,000 for the purpose of creating new 

existences and to make themselves independent. Enclosed 

is a list, classified according to branches of business 

enterprises.

A further 157 persons, (which number by inclusion 

of family members increases to 206) have secured 

positions and are excluded from further assistance. 

This number refers, however, only to persons registered 

with the "International Committee*.

The provisioning itself include* the disbursement 

of rent and food allowances, the distribution of meal 

tickets, the establishment of various eating stations, 

and of assignments for medical attention and medicines, 

accomodation of children in schools, when it was 

impossible for them.t\ attend the Jewish School, 

accomodation of children among local families
. ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ . ' ■ ‘X

approached through advertisements in the press,' and
■ . ■ O;; ■ ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ' ■ . ■ .■ < ■ ■
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For example, there appeared in the "International 

Committee" a woman, whose^infant child aged three 

months has been accustomed to being fed on Cow & Gate 

Milk; according to two medical0certificates0the 

child*s life would have beén^endangerëd if 

nourishment of the accustomed sped!al milk Were 

discontinued. As this Brand of milk is, however, 

very expensive (a tin dost $9) great difficulty Was 

experienced in securing delivery of 10 tins of food 

from a local firm at a’-specially reduced price. In 

another aase, the luggage of Ï7 emigrants was“a J 

withheld by Lloyd Triestino, the passengers being 

subjected to compulsory innoeulation aboard thé ship 

for which they were unable to pay.' After" wearisome 

negotiations, the "International Committee* réhïéètaed 

the luggage on- behalf of the emigrants4 orf payment1 0^ 

C$400? the luggage being originally encumbered 'tb 

the extent of C#V,000. ie 'duws?

The "International Committee* was in a position ■- • ->er«ons register©' >;?•■
to procure coal’for théshome at Whaehihg Rbâd and 4 

subae<uentlFfornthe*newly Established shelter at Ward 
employment ,

Hoad at specially reduced prices. The practical work 
Ifumoer persons w ;

of’provisioning, the disbursement ôf àllôWàùces a^|%>oaxy) 

the distribution of tickets was handed over to 
lumber of person® renp.er*a. •

the Sommittée’OfWi Mkfxpon February ’15^939? the
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"Marx'* Committee) have come to the office seeking 

advice, which has been given them to the best of 

our ability.

Through the personal efforts of Mr. Komor 

a Milk Fund was inaugurated on February 20, 1939, 

from which free milk was distributed to infants and 

also to sick and convalescent children, (up to now 

about 60 children). The hospital attached to the 

home at Ward Road is also receiving daily two quarts 

of fresh milk for patients from this fund.

The "International Committee* takes pleasure 

in expressing to all members and benefactors the 

heartfelt thanks of all emigrants for the magnanimous 

sums and gifts received, which have helped a great 

deal to the amelioration of much misery and need.

The activities of the "International Committee" 

is given in detail in the enclosed statements of 

accounts. A brief summary is as followst-

Member of persons registered with 
International Committee. 1049

f-

Number of persons 
employment

Number 
family

of persons 
members

of persons

placed in

with

renderedNumber 
independent through loans

Number of persons rendered 
independent with family members

157

218

206
(I.C.only)

(i i.c.)
(I Marx)

420
( approx)
) «

I
I Total of monthly contributions 

of members
Sums donated

0*8,793. 
0*27,145

Total of contributions remitted 
by Mr. Speelman 0*29,000»

w

r**

-J - F ’ •* &
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Total of sums applied for support»-

Cash payment, exclusive of returns..........C$43,700.
For Hospital and Kedicines, 

exclusive of returns........... C$ 512.
For Home act Whashing Road, 

exclusive of returns........... C$ 4,520.
For meals at eating stations, 

exclusive of returns........... C$14,290.
For administrative expenses .......... C$ 800.

The Relief Fund For German and Austrian Jews owes to 

the "International Committee" a half-share of the 

costs of the Home at Ward Road and eating stations, 

amounting to approximately C$6,500.

Appendix.

Balance Sheet.
Statement of established branches.

Shanghai.
February 28, 1939.

(Signed) Paul Komor.



Staff List.

Miss. Edith Vogel, Berlin Registration. 2 Pers. $110.00

Miss. Lotte Gutmann, Berlin English Corres-. 
pondence.

1 tl 55.00

Miss Clara Seidenberg, Berlin Card index and 
Correspondence.

2 «1 110.00

Miss Marianne Nanseck, 
Vienna.

Cheques. 1 H 55.00

Leo Schurtmann, Vienna Bookkeeping. 3 rt 130.00

Hans Gutmann, Berlin Passports. 1 H 55.00

Kurt •’ecker, Berlin - do - 1 II 60.00

Egon Winter, Vienna Cards of
Professions.

1 H 60.00

Hans Kopnanyi, Vienna Certificates 1 II 60.00

Britz Briedmann, Berlin Director 1 II 60.00

14 pers. $755.00

Beyond being given regular support this staff receives 

no additional renumeration of any description.

I take much pleasure in expressing my warmest thanks 

to all of above ladies and gentlemen who have placed themselves 

at my disposal in such a disinterested manner and have thus 

rendered exemplary service by their collaboration.

I must also make mention of Mr. Weinberger, who is at 

present conducting the Home at Ward Road and declare that 

Mr. Weinberger has performed a great deal for the 

organization. I express my special thanks to him.

Shanghai 28-2-1939.

Paul Komor



Reohenschaftsbericht des "I.C." per 28.2.1939.

Das "I.C.” nahm seine Taetlgkelt Im August 1938 auf und befasste 
sich mit der Unterstuetzung europaelsoher Fluechtllnge. Die gesamte 
Arbeit wurde In den ersten Monaten von Herrn Komor alleln und zwar 
In selnem Prlvat-Office gelelstet. Spaeter stellte sich eine Hllfs- 
kraft freiwillig ohne jegliches Entgelt zur Verfuegung. Mit der 
gewaltigen Zunahme der Fluechtllnge und der damit verbundenen Mehr- 
arbeit wurde die Anzahl der Hllfskraefte allmaehlich vermehrt und 
betraegt heute durchschnittlich 10 Personen. Das "I.C.", welches 
wie erwaehnt bis Dezember 1938 Im Prlvat-Office des Herrn Komor be- 
stand und kelnerlel Reglekosten verursachte, wurde Im Jahre 1939 
in die jetzlgen Raeume verlegt. Die gesamten Verwaltungskosten 
fuer Bureau-Artikel, Port!, Fahrgelder, Licht, Telefon etc. betra- 
gen bis zum heutigen Tage Sh.$800.66.

Die Agenden des "I.C.” umfassten schllessllch nicht nur die reine 
Fuersorge, welche zwar systematisch durchgefuehrt werden konnte, 
dennoch enorm viel Zeit in Anspruch nahm, well nach Moeglichkeit 
jeder Fall Individuell behandelt werden sollte. Man musste immer 
darauf Rueckslcht nehmen, dass es sich um verjagte, slcherlioh auch 
aller Mittel entbloesste Menschen handelt, welche in ihrer Verzweif- 
lung keinen Ausweg mehr finden konnten. Es wurde versucht, diesen 
Menschen in persoenllcher Aussprache die Beschraenktheit der Mittel 
klarzulegen und ihnen trotzdem Im Rahmen der Moeglichkeit mit Rat 
und vor allem mit Tat beiselte zu stehen. Unzaehlige Befuerwortungs 
schreiben, Stellenvermittlungs-Versuche, persoenliche und schrlft- 
llche Interventlonen waren notwendig, um wenigstens einen kleinen 
Tell aus der grossen Anzahl von Fluechtlingen unterzubringen.

Schon im November 1938 uebernahm es das "I.C.", fuer allé Fluecht- 
llnge mit den Behoerden, vor allem mit dem Deutschen Generalkonsu- 
lat, als Verblndungsglied zu verhandeln. Es wurden seit diesem 
Zeitpunkt ueber 2000 Paesse durch das "I.C. helm Deutschen General- 
konsulat registrlert, ueber 1000 Légitimâtionen des ’’I.C." ausgege-
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ben, in ungefaehr 1200 Faellen die Vornamens-Aenderung angemeldet j 
■ b <,b a " b; - bï ;Uj-/<bs .w J.
und mehr als 300 Sohriftstuecke, welohe amtlioh beglaublgt werden 
musaten, erledlgt.

In der.gleichen Zeit wurden taeglich ca 200 Parteien, welohe tells 
wegen Fuersorge, tells in anderen Angelegenheiten helm W1.C. " er- 
sohienen, In Ruhe und vor allem su deren Befriedigung abgefertigt, 
Waehrend der genzen Taetigkelt des hI.C.M mussten nur 2 Personen, 
welohe slob aeusserst ungabuehrlich benahmen, durch Ordner aus 
dem Offine entfernt werden.

Zù den weitefren Agénden gehoertedïe administrative ÉearbèituBg |
dèr eingèbrachten Darlehnsgesuche, vor allèm aber auch die Beratung 
der Darlehns-Bewerber, und naeh Bewilliguhg die Auszahlung und Kon- 
trbile der âusgezahlten Gelder. - Besondere Muehe verursachte es, i. 
blfferenZeh zwlsehen Partnern, welohe sich erst kurz vor der Ge- ■ 
schaeftsgruendung kennen lernten und bald naeh der Geachaeftsgruen- 
dung In Melnungsversohledenhelten gerleten, zu berelnigen, und fuer 
dèn Welterbëatand dleser Unternehmungen geeigneie Loesungen zu fin- 
den. ; ■■ ■ ■ -

Aus dem ursÿruenglïeh zur Verfüegurig gestellten Kapital von 
SfiiflS,700.— und dem nàohtraegllch dank dèr hochherzigen Spende —
des Sir' Victor-'Stssoon gegruendeten Rehabilitation-Fund (1130,000.-) 
konnten bisher 218 Darlehns-Bewerber (mit Famllien-Anhangioa l|20 4

P er s on en) welohe tells beim tells balm Committee Marxregi- ||
strlert slnd, Darlehn sur Exlstenzgruendung Im Gesamtbetragevon 
0^nSh.^3>000*--ift^halten und sleh selbstaendig maohen. Im-Anhang É

1st jeine naoh Brs^chen geordnete Liste belgefuegt. : d ,.»• r g
Welters konnten157 Psrsonen, welohe mit Familienangehoefigen’sidh 1 
auf 206 erhoeht, Ih' Stellungeri nnterkommen und 1
gestrfdheri werden. Blase Zahlen betreffen j'edôoh nur dièVî'bèfrfî'!"l.c." | 

#è<i%trl«rteii fèrséïïin. ?* weiterhln so
welt ad.8 woeglloh J
Die Fuersorge selbst umfasste die Auszahlung von Wohnungs- und 
J^Ki^gWtfidhtte'sséW> ‘6dle Uiuigabe*&àsstidèèis: irsfF 
dé^- diVersen*'Speisestéiïen/

i
-, ... . 'bM^bvbÆ '7 ■ b^\./'?^bb .... '



Unterbrlngung von Kindern in Schulen, sowelt ale nicht die , 
Jewish School besuohen konnten, Unterbrlngung von Kindernin 
hier ansaesslgen Famllien, welche teilweise ira Infceratenwege 
ausflndlg gemacht wurden, und die Bearbeitung von besonderen 
Faelleh, welche oft Tage in Anspruch nahmen.
Zum Beispiel erschien beim "I.C." eine Frau, deren drei Monate 
alter Saeugling waehrend der Ueberfahrt nach Shanghai auf 
Cow & Gate-Milk elngestellt worden war; laut zwei aerztlichen 
Attesten waere das Leben des Kindes gefaehrdet, wenn ihm nicht 
die gewohnte Spezialmiloh welter geboten werden kann. Da diese 
jedoch sehr teuer 1st (eine Buechse kostet Sh.$9»“”) musste mit 
Muehe bel elner hleslgen Firma die Lieferung von 10 Dosen zu el- 
nem bedeutend ermaesslgten Prels erwlrkt werden.
Bin welterer Fall: 17 Emlgranten wurde beim Lloyd Trlestino das 
Gepaeck nicht ausgefolgt, well sie an Bord zwangsweise gelmpft 
worden waren und keln Bordgeld hatten, um die Kosten zu bezahlen. 
Nach langwlerigen Verhandlungen konnte das "I.C." das Gepaeck 
dleser Emlgranten, welches mit ca Sh.$1,000.-- belastet waf, um 
Sh.tl^OO.— ausloesen und den Emlgranten zur Verfuegung stellen.

Das "I.C.” war In der Lage, dem Helm In der Washing-Road, und 
spaeterhln dem neu gegruendeten Helm In der Ward-Road Kohlen zu 
einem bedeutend ermaesslgten Prels zu verschaffen.

Am 1Ç. Februar wurde die formelle Fuersorgearbelt, also die Auszah 
lung von Zuschuessen und die Ausgabe von tickets dem Committeè 
Dr. Marx ueberwlesen; beim "I.C." verblieben nurmehr die Behand- 
lung der.Paes-» Legitimations- und Behoerden-Angelegenheltey, die 
Stellenyçrmittlung, ferner die administrative Behandlung der Dar- 
lehnegesuche und der damlt verbundenen Auszahlungen sowle Konirol- 
len. Nlohtsdestoweniger verrlngerte sich der Pârfêlenverkehr kel- 
neswegs, well zahllose Ratsuchende (insbesonderé beim Committee 
Marx reglstrlerte Personen) erschlenen, denen auch weiterhln so
we|t als moeglich geholfen wurde.

eln "Milk-Fund" Ins Leben gerufen werden, aus welchem anKlein- 
ft 4 .■' ^-A-'^in<ler
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kinder,ferner an kranke undreconvaleszente groessere Kinder taeg- 
lich Frischmilch zugewlesen wlrd. (Blsher an ca 60 Kinder).
Auch das Hospital la Helm Ward-Road erhaelt aus dlesem Fund vor- 
laeuflg taegllch 2 Quart Frischmilch fuer Patlenten.

Bel dleser Gelegenheit erlaubt sloh das "I.C.", alien Mltglledern 
und Goennern den waermsten Dank der Emigranten fuer die hoehherzi- 
gen Beltraege und Spenden, aus welchen viel Elend und Not gemlldert 
werden konnte, zu uebermltteln.

Zahlenmaesslg 1st die Taetigkeit des "I.C." aus den belgehefteten
Anlagen zu ersehen. Es soil hier nur kurz festgehalten werden:

Anzahl der balm "I.C.” registrierten Personen IOI4.9
Anzahl der in Stellung gelangten Personen 157 

mit Famlllenangehoerlgen 206 (nui» "I.C.")
Anzahl der dur ch Darlehn selbstaendig ge- 

machte Personen 218
mit Famlllenangehoerlgen oal|20 (ungefaehr

e Haelfte "I.C.
" Marx)

Summe der Monatsbeltraege der Mltglleder Sh.$ 8,^93.--
Sunime der Spenden 27,110 •—
Summe der durch Herrn Speelman uebermit- 
telten Betraege 29»000.-- , ,
Bummê der fuer Unterstuetzung aufgewen- 
deten Betraege:

Barauszahlungen abzuegl. Rueckzahiungen Sh.$10,700.--
Filer Spital u.Medlzln " ft 512.

. Fuer Helm<Washing Road” ft h,520.
?^r Mahlteiten In den ,

yw L Spëlsestèllen " ft
A’ennun,' 

1U»29O.
Fuer Verwaltungstaetigkeit 8oo.

Der Hilfsfond fuer deutsche, Judenschuldet;dem"I;,C»".fuer
haloen Ante11 an den Kosten Helm Ward-Road und Spelsestellen 

aerz..-’ ' • -ni anfuehrer - • wrrSh. $6,500.— ca
Weinberger Gewal tig's? fc.er -He Or-.a? ‘ ' A‘ • î,ô“"

Shanghai, den 28.2.1959
Brmohen Z ,



Staff - Liste
Expandit.Beotsirts

Vontb y 8,797
Dons t ion.- 7,11^ .82
Mr.Sp >- Fr.Edlth Vogel,Berlin Reglstratur 29,^C^!?rs* $110.—

Fr.Lotte Gutmann,Berlin Englische Korresp.l ’’ 55.-

,Fr.Çlara Seldenberg,Berlin Kartothek u.Korresp. 2 * 110.—

' \ ' Fr,Marianne Nanseck,Wlen Scheckwesen 1 w 55.-

Leo Schui*tanann,Wien BuchhaltungJ 3 it 130.-- ,
Su.5,737.02

Hans -Gutsiann, BerlinHome •• 'r Paesse t
V ■ , O ( C , bli-

1 tt 55—

Kurt Eb’oker, Berlin A Paesse 4,L6v. ^5 . « 1 'ji' ♦ bb- 1 tt 60.--7*19.?G
„ Egon Winter, Wien•v»’ â BerufskartothekJbl- ÿ r & "A- 1 it 60.—

by ^nX' Kpppanyi, Wien ’2 >tOjoLoE15.“??®n 1 n £°i?92".O3

,v , Fritz.Friedmann, Berlin Ordner ,■ 1 tt 60.—
L9s m rep aymen1s

:: *' tb0
10 Hilfskraefte -J2 1I4. Pers. $75^^80

Hom® Ward-Read S 623.70
Less repfe-pnen+’s U20.-- 203.70
Sundries Lieser Staff erhaelt ausser der normalen Unterstuetzung keinerlei

Postage,. f jLves«prinr.y<& -• Lc » . .. 800.66wle limner geartete Ehtscheedlgung. o.v.cv
Cigarettes 51.60
n;T_ i+, Ich spreche alien diesen Herren und Damen, welche sich in uneigen-

.’®M®d zur verfuegung gAtellêWben, und deren Mitarbeit 

g®rade daduroh vorbildlich t^tr/melne vollste Anerkenpung

waernist®n Dank aus. k?

Bei dleser Gelegenheit muss ich auch Harm erw^eh^enL

cher derzelt das Heim Ward-Road leitet und anfuehren, ^çl^ss,.Herr 

Shanghai Gewaltiges fuer die Organisation gelelstet hat. Hun ge-

buehrt mein spezieller Dank

Shanghai, 28.2.1939



K
I. Relief-Fund

Ml
-1 Receipts Expend!t.
* Monthly subscriptions $ 8,795.—

1 Donations 27,1^5.82
j Mr.Speelman 29,000.—
s| Interestsb I 5.66

IB Relief in cash 

incl.fees for university 
and schools, passages, 
transport.of luggage IU5,172.27

W Less repayment I >1135 «25 110,757.02

Home Washing-Road
t 995.09

$ 5,672.8U
Less by H.f.d.J.

” ” Inmates ___ ifo-s; lf 155.6b. U, 519.20

Caterer
♦1,055.29

♦15,552.12
; Less by H.f.d.J. ।

Y " inmates 20U.80 _lx260^ 1^2.05

Hospital and medicines ♦ 652.60
Less repayments 119^0 512.80

Homs1Watd-Road ♦ 625.70
Less repayments U2Q.— 205.70

t Sundries *
1 Postage, fares,printing ^tb. 800.66
< Cigarettes Ernst > 51.60

% Deposits ; <;:?b * :
Telephone Office t UO.—

5 Telephone Washing Road’ •' 25.—_______ ... _ _____ Ï hbv, "«•
S Power Co. 85.*- 86c.-.- e 860.--
" Water Work 50 KWXSXSSSS.SW■ ■ - -* = 18O• —
I ( ilance in hand - ... -X..

,, -, . —--------------------------- 645-47
V * Mi

f ‘.i rit a SSSSSBzxasrsssg-Es SS3SSSSSSBS8ES

| Shanghai, 28.251959 t 198.18
| Balance In ht-r.d ___ __________ 299

M W ■*»**••«*«»»»■***■**-■' •*•■*««*• •» «. w ** - * **
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r Il.r Capital-Fund

Receipts Expend!t.
Received *15,700.—
Repayments 720.—
r or.) * r ••}* u ù<7 & f * ..
Advanced
Balancé' in hand

*16,197.67
222.33' - : .<•.•.“>1 1 tt-.t.* Or’-~;

xr< - r* ? * c ’’ - * “■ bee. _ *16,1)20.-- *16,1)20.—
_■,.. Arn'-__________

té,bû3. Ill
III. Rehabilitation-Fund.

i
Received *71,385.—
Special for Reich-Fetner 500.—
Advanced *68,6ok.o8
Less Repayments *67,109.08
Balance in hand - U,775.92

*71,885.— >71,885.—

TV. Deposits

Alexander Katz * 300.—
Hochstein u.Lachmann l|8o.—
Brnst Skall 50.-
Jakob Seiden 30.—
Balance in hand * 860.—

* 860.- * 860.—
ILL l!Li IL-» g.', ffl. .1iii|«ii ! —

V. Milk-Fund.

Donations * U97.60
Granted milk * 198.18
Balance in hand - 299.1(2

* ll.97.60 * U97 • 60
—_____ ■__ _  _ sssssessasss =assassss»sMS=

Shanghai, 28.2.39 A S.E.fc °.
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Balances in hand.

'A »> cchm&k «- ; .
MtrJnsr,-

$6,803,114.

I. Relief-Fund t 6U5.U7
II. Capital-Fund 222.33

III. Rehabilitation-Fund U,775.92
IV. Deposits 86o.—
V. Milk-Fund ____ 299^

Shanghai, 28.2.39 S.E.& 0.

& s ■> * * •* ♦ * e e
» t- - « * « « » « » ^5

De-’"». 5 ■-5. ■-
Meu1c * „< s » *» »
ÛT-Hv-p . _ g . . .

¥>>si e.i an .- . • • . •
P Uï‘ g .
?Ut_' i „ ... . . ■ .Vn!r'••v.t-iy ... ••
Fsnr'f । . .1 cn- .nu 
upho_ r ...... .. ’?
Stamps ........ .... 3
Metal!-mevcV-nts ... 1
hl^o-knl tt' ng ...... 1
Gloves-Baiiuf. ...... 1
•Textiles .......... 6
Leather-goods . .... ij. 
Laboratory,chemisal3 6 
Pharmacy,Druggist . » 5
Me rchanc *
Journalist ........ 2
R$s*aur&nt, Bar .... .111 
.Architecte ......... 3
Furrier ............ 2 
Typewriter-Store ... 1
Weavers (Oarpets) .. 2
Soap-Manuf ........ 1
Hairdresser ........ 5
Cigarettea-Fabr. ... 2 
Joiner .......................  1
Grocery ............ 3
Masaage ............ 1 
Jam, Fruit-Man».. ... 3
Polisher ... .................... 2
Haberdashery ...........   8

<9.

'1 1s, « s ♦ e •» » « * a Um-

ys <j> *’ <£• aï



Branche : 

/...............
Etablies Inkl.Fami1i enmitgl1edern

Personen:

I

I

II

Trunkmaker..................... 1
Watchmaker.................... 1
Millinery....................... 1
Gobelin Ind.Art.......... 1
Articles for cleaning 
machines.................... 2
Spice.............................. 1
Accountants, Insur. k
Tailor ............. 30
Underwear-Prod............ 1
Import Swiss goods . 1
For Passage to Char

bin 1
Neckties Prd................ 2

.................................................... 1

....................................................... k

.................................................... 1

.................................................... 1

.................................................... k

.................................... .. .............1

....................................................... 8

..................................................... 62

....................................................... 2

.................................................... 1

Bakery.................................1
Dentist............................ lk
Papermanufact....................5
Cosmetics, Manicure . 3
Photographer   ............ 5
Electr .articles..........k
Capsmaker, hatfabr. . 6
Representation............3
Medicals .......................... 21
Orthopaedic art. ... 1
Musician ....................... k
Pictures ....................... 1
Butchery ....................... k
Knitting-factory ... 6
Fabric, of covers, 
upholstery ................... 3
Stamps . ........................... 3
Metall-merchants ... 1
Wire-knitting ............ 1
Gloves-manuf................ 1

....................................................... 2 

....................................................... k

.................................................... 1 

.....................................................20 

..................................................... 13 

....................................................... 8 

..................................................... 6 

....................................................... k 

.................................................. 12 

.................................................. 3 

.................................................. 35 

.................................................. 3

.................................................. 6 

.................................................. 1 

.................................................. 11 

.................................................. 22

Textiles .......................
Leather-goods ............
Laboratory,chemicals
Pharmacy,Druggist .. 5
Merchant 1
Journalist ..................... 2
Restaurant, Bar..........lk
Architects ................... 3
Furrier .......................... 2
Typewriter-Store ... 1
Weavers (Carpets) .. 2
Soap-Manuf ................... 1
Hairdresser ................ 5
Cigarettes-Fabr. ... 2
Joiner ............................ 1
Grocery.......................... 3
Massage .......................... 1
Jam, Fruit-Maim. ... 3
Polisher .......................... 2
Haberdashery.............. 8

k 
5 
1 
i 
3 
9 
8 
8 
8 
1 
2

26 
k
5 
2
5 
3 
8 
2

it 

7 
2 

12
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COMIilTTEE FOR THE ASSISTANCE
OF EUROPEAN JEWISH REFUGEES IN SHANGHAI 

Disbursement and Housing Committee

former

RELIEF SOCIETY FOR GERMAN AND AUSTRIAN JEWS,
SHANGHAI .

CLOSED per February 15th, 1939

(1570 persons registered.)



Baker & Confectioner 
Bookbi n/L,r 
Brushmaker 
Butcher 
Carpenter 
Compositor 
Cook
Bestiller 
Draper 
Dyer
Engineer (Electrical) 
Engineer (Mechanical)
Bitter 
Furrier 
Galvanic 
Glaoier à Glassblower 
Goldsmith 
Ins'aller 
Joiner ‘
Knitter (Mechanical) 
Laïquerer 
Leather worker 
Lithographer 
Locksmith 
Mason
Mender (Artistic) 
Optician.
Fainter à TVhitewasher
Flu:? 1er 
Pric.L'r 
Shoemaker 
Soaobcller 
So Iuer 
ToZ.r.cr
Upholsterer 
Varnisher 
Watchhaker 
ïear-r 
Wclder•

91
1

18
1
1
4
31

28
52
8
92
38
3
3
7
1
1
1

11
31
2
6
2
9

11
31
2
8
3 
31 
4



hgKï " '?■, _!■ '^ler 3_and__Expert s
M

Advertising 6
Bookseller 1
Bicycles . £
Cattle 5
Chemical Products ®
Coffee 2
Eggs, Fruit, Foodstuff 21
Film 4
Forwarding 1
Fountainpens 1
Furs 2
Furniture, Curies 9
Fancy Goods 5
Crains H
Insurance 7
Hair 1
Hardware, Iron, Trois 13
Hides 4
Jewellery, Gold 3
Leather 5
Linoleum 1
Licour, Wine 1
Machinery 3
Motorcars 2
Paper 9
Parfum, Soap 2
Radio 1
Real Estate 1
Rugs 1
Silk & Textile 71
Shoes 12
Stamps 3
Stack & Exchange Broker 3
Technical Oils 1
Theater 1
Tobacco 4
Transportation 2
Travel Service 1
Weaving 1
Wood 4

General 97



ARTISTS

Draugh- ... Fashion 
Advertising 
Architectorial 
Furniture 

Industrial Artist 
Musician; Drummer

Pianist 
Violinist

M
"5
56
1
2

y
~2~
1

Singer
Painter (Academic)
Tuner (il-.no)

320
5

. 4
31

3
2
1

Barber, Beauty Barlour_and_Cosmetics

M W
Barbers
Cosmetics 
Hairdresser 
Manicure, Pedicure 
Masseurs

6
2
4
3

Accountant
Bookkec per
Cashier
Clerk
Corxespondcnde
Chartered Accountant
Executive
Executive with technical training
Secretary
Tyrist (only German)

t-

French)

/

WM

425

1

251066
12
7

192

15
52
4

3
14
41

Clerks and Executives

«6-^ •

, V' r> X&fll
'ds

&
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Lie-easing Chemist
—1st, Chemist

Journalist
En-ji-'oer Civil 
Fores cer
Lawr-'-T
Physician
Teacher: Cosmetics

T) P •' j n,o*l ; 2? ■ ' 3 3 t X O S lx-; '.ages Laïc j cS çorta
Veterinary Large-n

2
1
4

15
8

18
6
4
1

10
26
1
1
4
3
4
1

™£i£al_^d_Dental ^sf_istants

Bahy Ihirse
Dent i t ' 3 Assist ant
Dent 1 > ■ "■ • ’ ; e c hni c an
Laboratory Assistant

: Nurse (Certified)
; (iioù certified)

Teacher for orthoped. 3yr.» 
{ X-Ray Assistant

< SUNDRIES

I Apprentices
! Chauffeur
' Chemical Assistant
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REPORT Ba 3S,..7
Subject (in full) gilggL-?*^-8-9 -4.at.ed. February 11,.. 1939 Publishebrrgp'BTTnF^ 

the arrival in Shanghai of 85 German Jews

J Z. D.S. LockwoodMade by----- ——----------------- InspectorForwarded by.

With reference to the attached cutting from the ’China

Press’ dated February 11, 1939, regarding the arrival of 85

German Jews in Shanghai on February 10, 1939 on board the s.s. 

’ATHOS 11,' I have to report that Monsieur J. Merlant of the

Passenger Department, Messageries Maritimes, was interviewed 

regarding the truth of the report. He stated that there is no 

foundation in the announcement, and expressed astonishment 

that the information was published without verification from 

’s offices.

D. C

A scrutiny of the passenger manifest shows that only 

even German nationals arrived in Shanghai on that date.

SD

• ^Special Branch)



CHINA PRESS.

FEB 1 1 Î939

.. .

85 German-Jetcs Flee ; 
Germany, Land Here 
By Athos Unexpected

More than 85 German-Jewish 
emigres arrivecT in Shanghai 
with the Messageries Mari
times vessel Athos H yesterday 
afternoon. It is reported that 
these emigres did not leave Ger
many legally, but fled across the 
border into France» proceeding 
to Marseilles, thence to .Shang
hai.

■ v. It Was reported last night that 
they are being temporarily ac
commodated at the Embankment,, 
Building. |

. ...................... iiml^A.l.wwl,.l.i.l ............
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Date.
Subject. JgALish refugees from Central Europe

Made ....Pitts
Forwarded by.

in Shanghai

It is learned that some twenty to thirty Jewish 

refugees who have recently arrived in this city from 

Central Europe, have anplied to the i'exican Legation for 

facilities to enter Mexico, since they can see no prospect 

of securing employment in Shanghai.

Their applications are being considered but it is 

of significance that should they be granted permission to 

enter the country, they will, in the first place, be only 

granted a visa allowing them to remain for one year, and 

in the second, will not be permitted to work in professional 

capacities (dentists, doctors, surgeons, etc.), as labourers 

of any description or to employ laoour.
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Ref. No..............................

Headquarters,

Shanghai Municipal Police, 

.JMbBMSX........ .ft»....... 193..8»

SUBJECT

Arrival in Shanghai of Jgwlah Refng:ooa froa Gontral

The Commissioner presents his compliments to...J&ft.&MrflftAKX» 
8« M. C.

and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the



Seation 1, Special Branch, 

January 31, 1939»
Arrival in Shanghai of Jewish Refugees from Central Europe.

Since last August when the general exodus from 

Germany and Austria commenced, approximately 2,200 Jewish 

refugees have arrived in Shanghai from those countries.
Of this number 2,040 have registered with the various 

local relief committees catering for their needs and this 

figure is made up of i~ 

1,234 men 

572 women 

234 children

The greater part of these refugees made the journey 

to the Far Bast via Sues in steamers belonging to the larger 

shipping companies, with German and Italian liners carrying 

more than 50^ of the travellers* The emigrants travelled let,

2nd, and 3rd Glass in these ships according to the means they 

possessed in Germany and Austria* Many ef these emigrants 

were quite wealthy before their departure, but being unable 

to take anything of value with them on their Journeys, pa^t 
.if 

their fares in German Reichsmarks, a procedure which does 

not constitute a breath of the prevailing currency lave* 
r

Thus, those who were well off financially* travelled first 

elassi others, not quite as affluent, made the trip under 

. . Jew luxurious conditions, while those who had practically 

nothing came by the cheapest possible class* _

A few scores of refugees travelled to Shanghai via
Siberia but the exact wmObev cannot be

greatly la esc ess ef the latter.
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classed as persons of no nationality and are mostly White 

Russians who hare been domiciled in Germany and Austria since 

the Russian Revolution. Some of this number are in possession 

of Hanson «passports'* while a few hare no trarel papers at all.

Quito 85$ of those who hare arrived are without means

of their own and rely entirely on financial assistance from 

relief societies to lead a hand to mouth existence. A few 

refugees - not more than 25 - are well-to-do, haring 

transferred all their holdings and money to foreign 

countries, prior to the advent of the strict currency 

regulations in the Reich. These persons are not likely to 

cause any trouble in Shanghai and unless they are afforded 

opportunities of entering into business, are unlikely to 

remain here* haring sufficient funds at their disposal to 

start life elsewhere. f

The remainder are in possession of meagre amounts of 

money. They comprise Jews of German nationality only, who 

have seen the insides of concentration caspc. They and 

their families were granted sums ranging from U.S. $50 to 

U.S. $175 according to the length of time incarcerated and 

according to the number in each family. The money was 

handed them by an American Jewish Relief Society with |■ I 
headquarters in Baris* inoodiately prior to their departure 

for the Rast. I
Hnturally enough under these circumstances, this 

largo Mbsr of refugees is finding conditions in Shanghai 

fur from pleasant, low of then knee any teglish and though
may ftOiy qualified in various trades and'pr^ssoioMhÿ^| :̂
they are greatly and twaarflctely handicapped ijy their iao*;dd|M||| 

knsvMge of flhsntfialM lingua franea, lUrthar. positions 

are difficult to ooeuro* even supposing thstcrMty

«
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qualification was poseeoeod by each and every emigrant, since 
Mpleyment for foreigner* 1* now scarcer than over before and 

competition for each vacant poet from non»Jewiah foreigner* 

1* always on th* increase*
Th* committees in charge of the refugee problem, 

headed by )£r» K« SPEEIi'AN, are doing their very utmost to 
find a satisfactory solution to a task that 1* growing more 

difficult and more couple/ with the arrival of eaoh steamer 
from Mrope bringing further batches of Jews. All refugees 

are registered with one of the three Committees and all 
particulars relating to their capabilities are reorded for 

purposes of future reference*
Upon arrival in Shanghai, the new arrivals are met by 

representatives of the Aid Committees, who make arrangements 

for their temporary accommodation in premises located on th* 

1st floor of the Embankment Building, Morth Soochow Road, and 

at 708 «hashing Road* Then, within a day or so, their 
particulars ars recorded, and financial assistance is given 

ths most deserving cases* In December, mainly through the 
kindness of long established members of the local Jewish 

community, these refugees were provided with the frugal need* 
of existence at a ratio of $80 per single person and a 

proportionately les* amount for married couples*

la January the figure was reduaed to >55 and recipients 
had to smuts lodgings where they would and pay far all their | 

feed* In ether words the above mentioned sea constituted • |
their sole insane* j

Mew, however, with their ever diminishing financial 

reeosroe* being strained to breaking point hr «eata «f
- ■ ■ ' •■■■ . . ■ ■ ■ ■ . ' ' ■-■fc ' "
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centre, opposite Ward Road Gaol, where between 1,200 and

1,500 refugees can be accomodated and fed. This building 

is scheduled to be ready for occupation in the first few 

days of February, while the centres at ^nbankment Building 

and 708 ^hashing Road will also, at a pinch, house another 

450 persons, From these figures it will be observed that the 

total number of immigrants is till in excess of those 

that can be oared for in homes of the communal type. 

In this connection it is not out of place to mention 

that the Comittees, by Joint action, hope eventually to 

confine, from the point of view of residence, all refugees 

to districts North of the boochow Creek* Whether or no this 

move will be successful remains to be seen, as it is known 

that little money is entering the Committees* coffers while, 

when the total number of refugees only amounted to 1,600, 

daily expenditure exceeded $3,000, a figure which is far from 

excessive when it is considered that schooling, hospitalization, 

food, lodgings, etc, eta, are included therein*

The Consittees are fblly aware of their difficulties 

and, moreover, fully expect by the end of hay - unless 

measures are taken to prevent a further influx - that the 

masher of refugees in Shanghai will be in the region of 4,000* 
These Coamittees are dependent upon voluntary subesriptions 

and while it io true that numerous publio*epiritod citizens have 

afforded pplendid assistance in recant woska, it is felt that *

before long the problem as a whole nay bo far too big to be suesoss» 

fully handled by a band of voluntary workers as is the oaso at

f prenant»
I looking at the Urn gloomy side ef the picture, it U
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includes those who hare been established in different types of 
business with money loaned by the Relief Committees, while those 

who hare secured posts hare filled vacancies and have not displaced 
other employees#

It is still too early to judge whether the fact of 
these refugees securing employment in Shanghai is likely 

to affect the positions of other local foreigners in 

employment* As far as can be ascertained at present, there 

has been no effect at all but» it is quite likely in the 

future, that many of the immigrants who are tradesmen, will, for 

the sake of a crust of bread, commence undertaking tasks at 

wages that may be far below those received by foreigners 

now doing such work* Attached hereto are rough copies 

of lôsts secured from the Relief Committees of names, 
addresses and professions of a few of the newly arrived 

refugees* From these it will be seen that there are printer, 
bookbinders, window dressers, engineers, architects, 
electricians, weldors, plumbers, mechanics, technical experts, 

road constructors, cable layers, builders* joiners, fitters, 
surveyors, chemists, experts in wood, gas, metal and diesel 

motors, lock-smiths, chauffeurs, upholsterers, etc*, eta* 

Xt is also known that others * not listed • are grocers, 
sausage manufacturers, bask clerks, shipping clerks, interpreters, 

etc*, etc*

Host of the trades followed by the above individuals 

are those performed by Chinese in Shanghai end it is most 

difficult to Imagine, for instance, a foreign lock-smith 

upsetting the labour market from a foreign angle an things 

exist at pressât* On the other hand sash men as surveyors, 

experts in road laying, ots«, etc*, provided they have the 

MMtMHMSÿ f ••■Id W



engaged by reputable local fins* at far lower salaries to 

the exclusion of the present employees*

As mentioned higher* it is perhaps a little too 

premature to make a survey of the manner in which the 

foreign labour market is likely to be affected, but 

arrangements will be made to keep in continual touch with 

the responsible officers of the Relief Committees in order 

that all new aspects and phases of the refugee question may 

be brought to your notice*

Certified true copy



BBS£< Adrosat Telephone? Languages»
Klaus Edward Are* Haig 129/11 73753
Lewin Abraham Washing Road 708 51808
Bernhard Hains Baikal Road 133/5
Kwtsmaan Alexander Pingliang Rd*305 
Wassermann Loen Avenue Joffre 1200/30 
Seheiner Herbert Rue de Seour 180
Jasoby Erich Pingliang Rd* 305
Kiefelder Ferdinand Ward Rd* 24/17
Halpern Bayer North Honan Road* 20

Engl* n
Russian,Polish,Hunga- 

• * ri
Rumaeniah 
l.Engl. 1. French

Engl* 
Russian, Polnish

Cutmann Erich Ward Rd* 50/16
Weimann Lesiderius « « 19
Baran Eax Waiside 95

Engl. 1* French 
Hungarian 1* Engl.

Blum Josef Route de Geooky lane
Keim Berthold Wayside 125/3
Fried Hugo ward Rd 24/17
Kats Ernst North Honan Rd* 20
Sametz Rudolf Rue Roi Albert 516/2
Sommerfeld Herbert North Honan Rd 20 
Stillschweig Max Rue Bourgeat 356/4 
Blumer Elias * * 378/7
Herz Chaim Abraham North Honan Rd*20
Klein Fritz 
Suosakind Heinz 
Artpsnn Josef 
Roth Isidor 
Salomon Ernst 
Bernstein Jakob 
Jakubcmsy Robert 
Hirsch Fritx 
Behrendt Walter

Chusan Rd* 43
Quins Garden 4
Rue de Seour 121/328
North Honan Road 20
Baikal Rd* 120/35
Morth Honan Road 20
Sorth Honan Rd* 20
Washing Rd* 708
Baikal Rd* 133/7

51/6 75859
Engl.
Engl*
Engl* 

74592
Engl*French,Spanish

71653 2ngl«
Engl*
Engl, French 

51223 Engl. Hung* 
40575 1* Sngl»

Engl* 
1* Engl* 
1* xngX*

51608 1. Wl* .t
50647 sngl*

Certified true copy



Mechanics, Engineore,Motor-car Mechanics ( 
ArsWl®!»*. SFFiWl X°£ SW-Wi

Kame Address A Telephone Number profession
Bauer» frits Peter 1182» Avenue Engineer & Architect El
Fischer» Albin 129» Baykal « w Joiner k,f.
Msisel, Viktor 6, Markham Ter, E, 7,1 tai. Span,

Peiner» Karl 149, McGregor w electrioan,Russian

Smear, Karl 141, McGregor ft B
Kats* David Markus 868, Bubbling Well 36195 Patent engineer 3

Lidsky, Michael 143/3, Avenue Haig 78256 Engineer Russian

Weiss» Ernst y 20 North Honan Road • Architect F,Hungarian

Fischer, Karl' 708, Washing Road 51808 Autogen welder No
Bussbaum, Gerd 119, wayside W fr E.F1.
Kttrs, Wilhelm, 708, washing Road 51808 Welder Bl,

Abeles, Hans 118, 15/1, des Soeurs Motor-car Mechanic E,fl,
Baumgarten, Alfred 114, Grouchy It « El

Rosenbaum, H.J. 135/3» Avenue Haig ft w E.F,
Epstein, Walter 352, Roi Albert 74903 * * Fl.

Frenkel, Paul
Edel, Alfred

(278, Msresoa 
(Use Dupont 
1094, Avenue

II w
ft w

L.P.
E.F,

Ruhemann, Frits 26, Studley Av, * teohnlst El
Anfang, Alfred 
' >

708, washing Road 51808 (Construction of auto-roads, 
(works tochnist No

Ansbach, Werner
Heynam, Erich

20 NQrth Honan Rd, i
24/9» Fard Road

(Road-making, 
[Cable-laying 
Buildingworker

No 
MO ‘

Maar» Karl 19, ward Road Joiner El

Baamhits, anil 159/35, Avenue Haig 75939 « Hungarian

rinsthj Richard 141, Haeoregor w El

I—Id, Kurt 133/9» Baykal w E

X—Id» Otto 133/9, Baykal w Csechoslov, |

lawaid, frits 133/9, Baykal w X«?*ioMiUl I

KaMMNia» Hisser 128, Baykal * U,», 1
Berea» — 95 Wayside *• 1

Certified true oopf xt—g— —u ■’s'ifi. 1
sledge sfjh—obW M Slim w « **

Ï '1 ■
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Address & Téléphona Humber Profession

Eisenstaedt, Hans-Georg 20, North Honan Electrician E

Eisler, Walter
Jacob, Fritz 

Kastner, Max 

Weinstein, Georg 

Epstein, Kurt 

Loewinger, Theodor 

Gelbard, Karl 

Zelenka, Friedrich G, 
Rosenbaum, Fritz 

Defries, Kurt 
. xete, Adorlan 

Preiss, Josef 

Haas, Heinrich Josef

Ochwarz, Friedrich

Aronow, Robert
Radinger, Dr, Egon

*64, Ru* laf&yette 75351 Eleotrical technist El

103, Ford Lane 51978 :Electrician E

(Saltation Army 
(2, Young Terrace 
103, Ford lane
352, Roi Albert 74903

• E

* machinist E Fl,

« E

708, Washing Road 51808 * El
708, Washing Road 51808 ” El

139, Baykal Road

708, Washing Road 51808
* El
- El

342, Rte, des Soeurs 71581 Electrical engineer E

708, Washing Road 51808 Building engineer Hungari-

20/12, Seymour Road 36251
enEl,F.

• * Ho
135/2, Avenue Haig 71118 '■ & Surveying Technist
33, Pare Robert 76356

J?
« overseer E

'Rest, Mars 
708, Washing Road 51808 Machine Building engineer 

E,F,
Chemist E828, Avenue Joffre 71852

Wolf, Ernst

Gerstl, Rudolf

Alexander5 ->£’. ’ .?
* Gerhard

~ Rolf

Mhellar* Beas

20fi North Honan Road Weak-current technist E,F«
352, Rd Albert 74903 Wood expert E

20, North Honan Road Installer F.E,

241, Chaofoung Road ft E

20 North Honan Road * > Wider E,F.

(a/o W» Weinstein 
ilOS, Ford Xane

, *

20 Horth Honan Road * , Pipe layer Bl

1025, Bubbling Well 30979 * *
70S, Washing Road 51808 * Water,Gas l*F*Span.

1129, Bubbling Well Metal alloyer SI *
i

41, Chusan Road • Turner ftshaai* E.spar
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Same Address * Telephone lumber Profession

Klinkmueller, Heinz

.Adler, Hermann

Home, 708, Washing Road 01808 Mechanician for

224, Range Road

motors 31, Fl«

" No

Dreyer, Han8 Home, Washing Road 708 61808 Mechanician, for 
motors, locksmith 
hebrew F, Bl.

Qrussel, Oskar

Crawl, Hans 

Schaefer, Hans

W Itmann, Rud .Alois

Home, Washing Road 708

20 North Honan Road
•• u a»

241, Chaufong Road

61808 Locksmith No
" g

” for motor-care 
E

Diesel motors No.

Schwarz, Arnold Konrad

Skutexky Arthur 

Weiesmann Wolf Wilhelm 

Steiner Josef Robert 

Rosenberg Mux

176, Dufour, Apt. 33

396 Yu Yuen Road

20, North Honan Road

Wayside, 79

Embankment

78229 Upholsterer F.

Mechanician El

" Russia, Polish
.. S1

Engeneer eléktr

Kasstan Ferdinand

Lehmann Alfred

2 Young Terrace 34476 Mechanician Motor*»car

Embankment Welder

4 X Perfect knowledge of English
Î : _ Bl Slight
s, x X Perfect knowledge of French
| ‘ >1 Slight “ * •
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Subject_____Anrival..J.a..Slxanglxai.„P„f...J.§.wl§h.„Rg fuge.es ..from.. Central. Europe

Made byr.........t.§. .Forwarded by.

Since last August when the general exodus from

Germany and Austria commenced, approximately 2,2CC Jewish

refugees have arrived in Shanghai from those countries

Of this number 2,040 have registered with the various

local relief committees catering for their needs and this

figure is made up of

1,234 men

572 women

234 children

The greater part of these refugees made the journey

to the Par East via Suez in steamers belonging to the larger 

shipping companies, with German and Italian liners carrying

more than 50% of the travellers. The emigrants travelled 1st

2nd and 3rd Class in these ships according to the means they

possessed in Germany and Austria. Hany of these emigrants

were quite wealthy before their departure, but being unable

to take anything of value with them on their journeys, paid 

their fares in German Reichsmarks, a procedure' which does 

not constitute a breach of the prevailing currency laws

Thus, those who were well off financially, travelled first 

class; others, not quite so affluent, made the trip under 

less luxurious conditions, while those who had practically 

nothing came by the cheapest possible class

A few scores of refugees travelled to Shanghai via

Siberia but the exact number cannot be determined

98% of these unfortunates are in possession of German

Austrian and Polish passports, the first mentioned

greatly in excess of the latter. The remaining 2%

two being

are

fuge.es
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classed, as persons of no nationality and are mostly A'hite 

Russians who have been domiciled in Germany and Austria since 

the Russian Revolution. Some of this number are in possession 

of ITansen "passports" while a few have no travel papers at all.

Pyrite 85^ of those who have arrived are without means 

of their own and rely entirely on financial assistance from 

relief societies to lead a hand to mouth existence. A few 

refugees - not more than 25 - are well-to-do, having 

transferred all their holdings and money to foreign 

countries, prior to the advent of the strict currency 

regulations in the Reich. These persons are not likely to 

cause any trouble in Shanghai and unless they are afforded 

opportunities of entering into business, are unlikely to 

remain here, having sufficient funds at their disposal to 

start life elsewhere.

( The remainder are in possession of meagre amounts of

money. They comprise Jews of German nationality only, who 

have feen the insides of concentration camps. They and 

their families were granted suras ranging from U.S. $50 to 

U.S. $175 according to the length of time incarcerated and 

according to the number in each family. The money was 

handed them by an American Jewish Relief Society with 

headquarters in Paris, immediately prior to their departure 

for the East.

Naturally enough under these circumstances, this 

large number of refugees is finding conditions in Shanghai 

far from pleasant. Few of them know any English and though 

many are fully qualified in various trades and professions,
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they are greatly and immediately handicapped by their lack of 

knowledge of Shanghai's lingua franca. Further, positions 

are difficult to secure, even supposing that every needed 

qualification was possessed by each and every emigrant, since 

employment for foreigners is now scarcer than ever before

and competition for each vacant post from non-Jewish 

foreigners is always on the increase.

The committees in charge of the refugee problem, 

headed by Kr. M. SFESLUAN, are doing their very utmost to 

find a satisfactory solution to a task that is growing more 

difficult and more complex with the arrival of each steamer 

from Europe bringing further batches of Jews. All refugees 

are registered with one of the three Committees and all 

particulars relating to their capabilities are recorded for 

purposes of future reference.

Upon arrival in Shanghai, the new arrivals are met by 

representatives of the Aid Committees, who make arrangements 

for their temporary accomodation in premises located on the 

1st floor of the Embankment Building, North Soochow Road, and 

at 708 Whashing Road. Then, within a day or so, their 

particulars are recorded, and financial assistance is given 

the most deserving cases. In December, mainly through the 

kindness of long established members of the local Jewish 

community, these refugees were provided with the frugal needs 

of existence at a ratio of $60 per single person and a 

proportionately less amount for married couples, 

n 

had to 

food..
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In January the figure was reduced to $55 and recipients 

secure lodgings where they could and pay for all their 

In other words the above mentioned sum constituted
~ ....... . .,ye fyjy ?' \>y.<.b /bbb'bbibjb.bb'A333.33bbb?..^ ' ;WÉH3'bbb,>bS
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their sole income.

Now, however, with their ever diminishing financial 

resources being strained to breaxing point by the needs of 

the never ending stream of new-comers, the committees have 

decided to cease paying a monthly dole and arrangements have 

already been made to take over the former Customs training 

centre, opposite tfard Road Gaol, where between 1,200 and 

1,500 refugees can be accomodated and fed. This building 

is scheduled to be ready for occupation in the first few 

days of February, while the centres at Embankment Building 

and 708 '^hashing Road will also, at a pinch, house another 

450 persons. From these figures it will be observed that 

the total number of immigrants is still in excess of those 

that can be cared for in homes of the communal type.

In this connection it is not out of place to mention 

that the Committees, by joint action, hope eventually to 

confine, from the point of view of residence, all refugees 

to districts North of the Soochow Creek. Whether or no this 

move will be successful remains to be seen, as it is known 

that little money is entering the Committees' coffers while, 

when the total number of refugees only amounted to 1,600, 

daily expenditure exceeded $3,000, a figure which is far from 

excessive when it is considered that schooling, hospitalization, 

food, lodgings, etc. etc. are included therein.

The Committees are fully aware of their difficulties 

and, moreover, fully expect by the end of May - unless 

measures are taken to prevent a further influx - that the 

number of refugees in Shanghai will be in the region of 4,000.
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These Committees are dependent upon voluntary subscriptions 

and while it is true that numerous public-spirited 

citizens have afforded splendid assistance in recent weeks, 

it is felt that before long the problem as a whole may be 

far too big to be successfully handled by a band of 

voluntary workers as is the case at present.

Looking at the less gloomy side of the picture, it 

is learned that up to Friday, January 27, 1939, 246 

refugees had found employment in various concerns in 

Shanghai. This number includes those who have been 

established in different types of businesses with money 

loaned by the Relief Committees, while those who have 

secured posts have filled vacancies and have not displaced 

other employees.

It is still too early to judge whether the fact of 

' these refugees securing employment in Shanghai is likely

to affect the positions of other local foreigners in 

employment. As far as can be ascertained at present, 

there has been no effect at all but, it is quite likely in 

the future, that many of the immigrants who are tradesmen, 

will, for the sake of a crust of bread, commence undertaking 

tasks at wages that may be far below those received by 

foreigners now doing such work. Attached hereto are rough 

copies of lists secured from the Relief Committees of names, 

addresses and professions of a few of the newly arrived 

refugees. From these it will be seen that there are printers, 

bookbinders, window dressers, engineers, architects, 

electricians, welders, plumbers, mechanics, technical experts,
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road constructors, cable layers, builders, joiners, fitters, 

surveyors, chemists, experts in wood, gas, metal and diesel 

motors, lock-smiths, chauffeurs, upholsterers, etc., etc.

It is also known that others - not listed - are grocers, 

sausage manufacturers, bank clerks, shipping clerks, 

interpreters, etc., etc.

Host of the trades followed by the above individuals

are those

difficult

performed by Chinese in Shanghai and it is most

to imagine, for instance, a foreign lock-smith

upsetting the labour market from a foreign angle as things

exist at present. On the other hand such men as 

experts in road laying, etc., etc., provided they 

surveyors,

have the

necessary language qualifications, could and might well be 

engaged by reputable local firms at far lower salaries to 

the exclusion of the present employees

As mentioned higher, it is perhaps a little too

premature to make a survey of the manner in which the 

foreign labour market is likely to he affected, but 

arrangements will be made to keep in continual touch with 

the responsible officers of the Relief Committees in order 

that all new aspects and phases of the refugee question may 

be brought to your notice

Vs**

I

I D.C. (Special Branch)
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Mechanics, Engineers, Motor-carwlechanics, 
Architects, specialists^ fQr__Di_es_e_l JMbtors

Naine__  _ _ Address & Telephone Number Profession

Bauer, Fritz Peter 1182, Avenue engineer & architect 31

Fischer, Albin 129, Baykal ” ° joiner " • J *

Meisel, Viktor 6, Markham Ter, »» ’Altf.l, 
Span.

Feiner, Karl 149, McGregor " electrician u:: ~ i an

Smucar, Karl 141, McGregor !» !»

Katz, David Markus 868, Bubbling ’Well 36195 patent engineer J

Lidsky, Michael 141/3, Avenue Haig 78256 engineer ~LT. i:n

7/eisz, Ernst 20, North Honan " architect ^."ungarim

Fischer, Karl 708, Washing Road 51808 autogen welder no

Nu s sbaum, Gerd 119, Wayside »» :»

Kurz, Vilhelm, 708, hashing Road 51808 welder ■J15?Tx

Abeles, Hans 118, 15/1, des «Soeurs motor-<mr mechanic ' 3T1

Baumgarten, Alfred 114, Grouchy I! >! !» Ul

Rosenbaum, H.W. 135/3, Avenue Haig !» tl T ?

Epstein, Walter 352, Roi Albert 74903 it »» »t vi

Frenkel, Paul

Edel, Alfred

Ruhemann, Fritz

(278, Maresca 
(Mme Dupont
1094, Avenue

26, Studley Av.

»» »» !!

t! 1! 1!

motor-car technist

’J

T1

Anfang, Alfred

X abach, Werner

708, Washing Road

20, N.Honan

51808
no

(construction of auto-roads, 7
(works technist no -
road-making, cable-laying |

i i
i
1 
y,

Heymann, Erich

Bazar, Karl

Busschitz, Emil

Donath, Richard

Inwald, Kurt

Inwald, Otto

Inwald, Fritz

24/9, Ward Road

19, Ward Road 

159/35, Avenue Haig 

141, MacGregor 

133/7, Baykal 

133/7, Baykal

133/7, Baykal

75939

BuiIdingworker 

joiner

!»

!»

!»

W

no 3

’JI I

Hungarian I

I 
1 
I 

czechoslov.

E F so^n^itsl

Kasswan, Elieser

Baran, Max

126, Baykal

95, Wayside

!»

electrician
no

p E Perfect knowledge of English
El Slight ” ■’ "
F Perfect knowledge of French
Fl Slight * « '•

IBlipWW

II
$i „

.■v •
•7/ ''

1.
1 ’ / ';7 illSI l 1
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Ei 8er.steed*'; , Hans-Georg 2.;, ? North Honan electrician

Ji suer, Walter 064. hue ïafayeute 75351 electrical technist

Jacob. Frite j03j For-- lane 51978 electrician J

Kastner, Max (oalva tier A rmy F

Weinstein, Georg
(2, Young Terrace 
105. Ford lane n machinist •

Epstein, Kurt 352, hoi Albert 74903 t

Lc ewinger, Thee dor 70S, Washing Road 51808 H Rl

Gelbard, Karl 708, Washing Road 51808 » 'TV .

Zelerka, Fri edri ch G. 139, Baykal Road
71r 1

Ro senb aum, Fri t -s 708, Wa suing Road 51808 V J-

fries, Kurt 342. Rtet.des Soeurs 71581 electrical engineer '*

Fekete, Adorian 708, Washing Road 51808 building engineer nungaxien 
.1 F

Preiss, Josef 20/12, seyr.our Road 36251 h n n 0

Haas, Heiniich Josef 133/2, Avenue Haig 71118 building & surveying UcchriGt

Schwarz, Friedrich 33, Père Robert 76556 oui2ding overseer

Aronow, Robert
Rest, Mars
70S; Washing Road 51898 machine building engineer

Radingor, Dr. J^on 828, Avenue Joffre 78152 chemist

Wolf, Ernst 20. North Honan weak-current technist

Gerstl, Rudolf 352, Roi Albert 74903 wood expert

Amson, Gaston 20, North Honan installer

Hahn. Franz Wilhelm 241, Chaofoung Road
F

Kallmann* Alexander 20, North Honan
F J?

,T , welder

Li1ienstern, Gerhard

Brcmb erger, Rolf

(c/o Mr .Weinstein 
(103, Ford Lane 
20, North Honan

Fl
« a

*’ , pipe layer

Sochollar, Hans 1025, Bubbling Well 30979
,1 ’

Berger, Walter 708, Washing Road 51808
P Span

" water, gas

Fngel* Wilhelm 1129, Bubbling Well
*31 

metal alloyer

Maimnn, Manfred 41, Ghusan Road
1! Span, 

metal turner

Tabacnik, Wilhelm ?
?1 

fine mechanic

Feist, Leopold 28, Studley Avenue
no 

mechanic

3 Perfect knowledge of English 
KI Slight ” ’’ «».
3 Perfect knowledge of .French 
Fl Slight s< « «
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Klinkmueller, Heinz Feme, Washing Road 51808 mechanician for motors
V1

ildler, Hermann

Breyer, Hans

22'x, Rar, .e Road

Homa, Wæ hing Road 708 51808

w

H , locksmith

no

Vi e b r e
’T»!

Grassel, Oskar Home, Has ring Road 708 51808 locksmith no «

Crawl, Hans

bcliaefer, Hans

20, North Honan Road

20, North Honan Road

tt

” for motor-cars
■’Tj

W i t t mann, Rud • -al o i s

Jchwarz, Arnold Konrad

241, Chaufong Road

176, lufour, Apt. 33 78229

Diesel motors

upholsterer

no

p
a
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Arrival of Jewish refugees from Jermany.and Austria

Made l/y/.. and r ill, D.I. Crawfordr orwarded by................................... - 

further to Special Branch report dated December 8, 

1938 when it was stated that 500 Jewish refugees had 

arrived in Shanghai 900 have arrived in the interim, and 

the total number at present in Shanghai is 1,400. Of the 

new arrivals 300 to 400 are accommodated in the Embankment 

Building. The exact number cannot be ascertained as the 

refugees are constantly changing from the building to 

addresses in the Eastern district. The remainder are 

accommodated in foreign style houses on Wayside Road, 

Baikal Road and vicinity. The relief committee is at 

present in desperate straits, as most of the money received 

has been exhausted and further subscriptions cannot be 

relied upon. With the arrival of further batches, expected

daily, the situation will become much more serious.
x

present, premises located at 81 Wayside Road are being 

At

extensively altered, and it is expected that 1,500 refugees 

may be accommodated here. Of the refugee children, 60 are 

being taught at the Shanghai Jewish School, Seymour Road 

which at present is overcrowded. The adults are attending 

classes in English supervised by voluntary teachers at the 

Museum Road synagogue. The economic problem involved is 

difficult. The average White Russian is content with a

sum sufficient to meet the bare necessities of life, but I

the average Jewish refugee is receiving good food and :

comparative comfort free of charge, so that to persuade 

them to accept employment which will not guarantee them 

more than their present material comforts will be a 

difficult task, but several have been placed in employment.
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At present figures are not available, but will be given 

when ascertained. Another disturbing feature is that 

the recent arrivals are inclined to look down on the 

local Jewish community, comprised for the most part of 

Russian Jews,to whom they consider themselves superior. 

To add to an already complicated problem, a percentage 

of the new arrivals have contrived to bring their 

valuables (mostly jewels) to Shanghai, but as they are 

naturally reticent concerning their possessions the 

percentage is not known. Enquiries are proceeding 

and a further report will be forwarded when information 

is available.
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On 51-12-38, 338 german, Roumanian, Hungarian and 

Czecho-Slovakian Jews landed in Shrngnai from Rurope, 259 

travelling by the s.s. ’’Conte Rosso” and 79 by the s. s. Potsdam, 

Other than the full names, no details are available concerning 

these arrivals, in most cases the Shanghai address is given 

C/o ’"he Committee of 'Telfare of Cerrnan Jews. Jewish refugees 

are also arriving in Shanghai from Dairen by the'Dairen Kisen 

Kaisha vessels but no accurate check can be made of their 

numbers owing to the fac* that they aie not stated on passenger 

lists to be Tews, and it can only be assumed that many passengers 

of European na+ionality reach Dairen via Siberia.
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Sir,

I beg to report that in the Smbankment Building, North 

Soochow Road, approximately 360 German Jews, male ano female, 

were given accommodation on the 1st. floor of the above 

Building on luesday, 20th inst. Since this date about 200 

have been given accommodation, by friends, etc., now leaving 

160 refugees housed in the embankment building.

zMi It was aiso let^nt that these refugees will also obtain

rl Id' j> alternative accommodation within the next few days.

The Committee which has been formed to deal with this
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The Commissioner presents his compliments to^.?J?.^.9.^.â:^yJl.?.^¥..•.Ç..•fO1:,
Secretary General, 

and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the 

subject referred to above

1. Copy of Police Report.

2.

3.

Author.it


5000-9-38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Section 1, Special Branch. &aexxa;
REPORT

Date December...1S.,Z{? 38.
Subject Alleged attitude of the Japanese Authorities towards Jewish refugees.

Slade by. Forwarded by. ......... . ....

It would appear from Information received from 

Mr. A. Pourin during the course of a casual telephone conver

sation to-day that the Japanese Authorities express deep con

cern regarding the continued Influx in shanghai of Jewish 

refugees from Europe» among whom they suspect the presence of 

communistic and pro-communistic elements. According to Pourin, 

North China and Japan have been closed to these refugees, and 

measures are being discussed as to what could be done in Shangh 

al in this respect. Among the measures suggested was the 

establishment of a passport examination system on ships 

arriving in Shanghai. It was also suggested that Jewish 

refugees residing in the area North of Creek must be in 

possession of certificates of "political reliability* from 

the local German Consulate or other Consulates concerned.

Certified true copy.
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it would appear from information received from
Hr* Pourin during the course of a casual telephone conver
sation to-day that the Japanese authorities express deep con
cern regarding the continued influx in Shanghai of Jewish re
fugees from Europe, among whom they suspect the presence of 
communistic and pro-communistic elements, according, to Pourin, 
±ii or th Ohina and Japan have been closed to these refugees,and 
measures are being discussed as to what could be done in shang
hai in this respect, -ciong the measures suggested was the es
tablishment of a passport examination system on ships arriving 
in uhanghai, it was also suggested that Jewish refugees resid
ing in the area north of Creek must be in possession of certi
ficates of “political reliability* from the local German consu
late or other consulates concerned#
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^Further enquiries show that the general comnittee 

responsible for the Jewish refugees arriving in Shanghai 

is composed of the following personst-

Mr. H. Gensberger, chairman; Mr. M. Speelman, Treasurer; 

Mr. Rabbi Brown and Doctor Marx»

The sum of £500/- has already been received from 

funds gathered in Great Britain towards assistance to 

those people, and it is expected that some six hundred 

will arrive here in the next few weeks.
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SUBJECT 
Arrival of Jewish refugees from 
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The Commissioner presents his compliments to. Secretary yS..M».C• 

and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the 
subject referred to above

x- Copy of a Police Report.
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3.
4. I A
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Approximately 500 Jewish refugees from Germany and 

Austria have arrived in Shanghai since the beginning of August 

1958. Most of the refugees comprise single people or childless 

married couples, there being very few children among the 

number. They are for the most part educated and cultured, 

with merchants predominating and a sprinkling of lawyers, 

doctors and musicians. Up to the present through the 

generosity of the local Jewish community headed by Sir Elly 

Kadoorie and his son Mr. Horace Kadoorle, the refugees have 

been provided with the necessities of life, at a ratio of 

$80 per month for a single person, and at a proportionately 

less rate for a married couple.

The majority of the married people are accommodated 

in the Eastern District in foreign style houses on Wayside Road, 

Baikal Road and vicinity. The single men are all accommodated 

in the former Foreign Women’s Home on Whashing Road. Here, 

they are being taught the English language under the guidance 

of a refugee lawyer with an excellent knowledge of the language. 

The children are receiving free tuition and meals at the 

Shanghai Jewish School, Seymour Road. All arrangements and 

relief work pertaining to the refugees are being carried out 

by two committees, the German Committee and the Austrian 

Committee. Efforts which will probably be successful are being 

made to amalgamate the two committees. Apart from the above 

mentioned relief work, help has been given to establish individual 

refugees or couples in small business or professional ventures, 

by means of loans, for instance, doctors have been given the , 

money necessary to purchase Instruments. "



... .........................................- — .....——-

__ File No............
G 65M138M SHANGHAI MUNlC|PAL^POLICE.

.Station, 
REPORT 

Date.19
- 2 -

Subject............................... —...........................................................................................................................................

Made by.............................................................Forwarded by__ ________________________________________

According to reliable Information, there will be a 

large influx of refugees Into Shanghai in the near future, 

with the number estimated at 1,000. The reason given io 

that living is comparatively cheap in Shanghai and it is 

also easy to enter without passport formalities. Apart from 

the present type already in Shanghai, it is possible that 

large numbers of ignorant peasants, who are unable to speak 

German or English will find their way here and they will 

constitute a major problem.

Relief has in some small measure been obtained from 

England, and further appeals are being launched to obtain the 

aid of the Jewish communities in England and the U.S.A.

Further enquiries are in progress regarding the 

committees. 1



G. 55M-1-38. SHANGHArCM^NÎCIPAL police 

s» x> sPeci.?.L 
REPORT

* ifi « HU,
HY

No. o. D. JLJt—--------—7*7®E£n°h . -A 6
Date---------->

Date

Subject. Jewish ..refugees, .from. G.§.rma.ny..a.nd...Au.at.riJaJ»..............

MadeW$. and .Forwarded by. D.I. Crawford

Approximately 500 Jewish refugees from Germany and

Austria have arrived in Shanghai since the beginning of August 

1938. Host of the refugees comprise single people or childless 

married couples, there being very few children among the 

number. They are for the most part educated and cultured, 

with merchants predominating and a sprinkling of lawyers 

doctors and musicians. Up to the present through the 

generosity of the local Jewish community headed by Sir

Kadoorie and his son hir. Horace Kadoorie, the refugees

Elly

have

been provided with the necessities of life, at a ratio of

$60 per month for a single person, and at a proportionately

less rate for a married couple

The majority of the married people are accommodated

in the Eastern District in foreign style houses on Wayside Road

■ÏÏ^Q«hikal Road and vicinity. The single men are all accommodated

the former Foreign Women’s Home on Whashing Road. Here
^^3 I

they are being taught the English language under the guidance 

of a refugee lawyer with an excellent knowledge of the language

The children are receiving free tuition and meals at the

Shanghai Jewish School, Seymour Road. All arrangements and 

relief work pertaining to the refugees are being carried out

by two committees, the German Committee

Committee. Efforts which will probably

and the Austrian

be successful are being

made to amalgamate the two committees Apart from the above

mentioned relief work help has been given to establish individual

refugees or couples in small business or professional ventures,

by means of loans, for instance, doctors have been given the

money necessary to purchase instruments



FM. 2 Pile No..............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 

< 
... .Station, 

REPORT 
Date ..19
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Subject................................................................................................................................................................ -...................................

Made by.....................................................................Forwarded by..................................................................................................

According to reliable information, there will be a 

large influx of refugees into Shanghai in the near future, 

with the number estimated at 1,000. The reason given is 

that living is comparatively cheap in Shanghai and it is 

also easy to enter without passport formalities. Apart from 

the present type already in Shanghai, it is possible that 

large numbers of ignorant peasants, who are unable to speak 

German or English will find their way here and they will 

constitute a major problem.

Relief has in some small measure been obtained from

England, and further appeals are being launchefit to obtain the
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Abgust 26, 41.

Committee for the Assistance of 
European Jewish Refugees in Shanghai, 

7 Avenue Edward VII, 
OXO-B, XL-

Gentlemen,

I have to acknowledge with tnanks receipt 

of your letter dated August 25, 1941, the contents of 

which have been noted.

I am. Gentlemen,

Your obedient servant.

Personal Assistant 
to Commissioner of Police.



Committee for the Assistance of European Jewish Refugees 

in Shanghai

M. SPKELMAN. CHAIRMAN

ELLIS HAY1M

D. E. J. ABRAHAM

7 AVENUE EDWARD VII 
•HANSHAI. CHINA 

CABLE ADDRESS "REFUGEECOM"

August 25th, 1941

To The Commissioner 
Shanghai '..Ami ci pal Police 
headquarters
Shanghai

Dear Sir:-

‘7e beg to inf orra you that we are 
compelled to vacate the Pingliang Hoad Home.

In view of the above,we have 
established a new Home at 961 hast Seward Hoad, 
which will be known as "The Seward Hoad Home".

.Ye are transferring about 150 
Refugees to-day and expect to complete the 
entire transfer by the end of this month.

Yours faithfully
COMMITTEE FOR THE ASSISTANCE

OF EUROPEAN JEMS^FUMES IN SHAN8HM

AH: Li

cc. to Messrs. T. Robertson and Pitts.



August 23th, 1941

To The Commissioner
Shanghai Municipal police
Headquarters
Shanghai

Dear Sir:-

We beg to inform you tnat we are 
compelled to vacate the Plngliang Road Home.

In view of the above,we have 
established a new Herne at 961 East Seward Road, 
which will be known as "The Seward Road home’'.

We are transferring about 150 
Refugees to-day and expect to complete the 
entira transfer by the end of this month.

Yours faithfully
CP 7 F£ F .£■?.? r.7F ASSISTANCE

OF EUfoKM .:i SHÀN8HAI.

AH: Li I



! C O P Y

August 25th, 1941

To The Commissioner 
Shanghai ïhwiûipal police 
Headquarters
Shanghai

Dear Sirs-
We beg to inform you tnat we are 

compelled to vacate the Plngliang Road Homo.

In view of the above,wo Lava 
established a new Homo at 961 East Seward Road, 
which will be known as "The Seward Road home”.

We are transferring about 150 
Refugees to-day end expect to complete the 
entire transfer by the end of this month.

AHlLi

Yours faithfully



Stand der Bnigranten in den Heiman, p8r 22. August 1939.

Maenner Frauen Kinder

Ward Hoad 537 78 7

Chaoufoong KOad ISO 183 37

Wayside 141 171 23

Kinohow hoad 400 171 52

Pinliang Hoad 126 1 —

Alcook Hoad 177 53 60

Kranke 104

104 1510 657 179



CINTRAI KURO HS Al J1W« . RBJUOSNS.

August 1&, 1939.

The following figures quoted are all approximatei-

1) Total number of ar rivals in Shanghai - 17*000*

2) Total number registered with Coauaitteea - 13*500*

3) Number of refugees residing in Gaspe • 3*500.

4) Number of refugees being afforded relief - 2*900*

5) tabor able to support theaoolwa - 7*200. Thia amber 
inoluden those who haw a fair snount of nosey of their 
own to those who arrivede her* with varying pooooooiona 
and who are are selling then in order to live*

d) About 2M to haw oeourod positionsaM a 
liw without fiasseial support tan ootattow 
figure - 25% to 30* - inelndoa the ataor of i 
dependent on the wage earners*
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Japanese to Restrict Jewish 
Immigration into Hongkew

AU Refugees to Register Before August 22 ; New Arrivals 
Not to Be Allowed to Live in Japanese-Occupied Areas

TEWISH refugees arriving in Shanghai after August 21, will 
J not be permitted to live in Hongkew, according to a memoran
dum sent to the committee in charge of Jewish refugees here by 
the Japanese Naval Landing Party Headquarters. The Japanese 
authorities point out that, hitherto, a humanitarian attitude had 
been adopted and no restrictions were placed on the settlement of 
Jewish refugees in Japanese-occupied territories. Attention is 
drawn to the fact, however, that a dearth of houses exists follow- • 
ing the destruction caused by the 1937 hostilities and that after 
due consideration, the Japanese authorities Jidd decided to curtail 
a further influx into the districts in question.

It is also pointed out that even the I Japanese Claim Right
return of former Japanese residents! Questioned at the press conference 
of Shanghai is restricted, apart from i yesterday by what right the Japanese 
the fact that the Chinese are only naci adopted this policy of limiting, 
permitted to return in small numbers. ! residence in areas north of Soochow |

An influx of a large number of re- । Creek, the spokesman replied that that 
fugees, the memorandum states, would i portion of the International Settle- 
have a direct bearing in numerous ment was controlled by the Japanese
ways on the reconstruction plan of 
war-torn areas and the question of 
restricting further influx has been 
studied all the more so as Jewish

—who could legislate as they pleased 
—by reason of military conquest. Nd 
spokesman would admit that the 
Powers would admit this right, but

circles here had made it clear that 
further immigration should be dis- 
couraged.

Taking into consideration the inter
ests of all parties concerned, the 
memorandum continues, the Japanese 
authorities have come to the conclu
sion that temporarily, a further 
Jewish influx should be stopped pend
ing the study of the possibility of 
accommodating a greater number in 
future.

It has therefore been decided that a 
directory of Jewish refugees be creat
ed and that for this purpose, all 
Jewish refugees residing in Hongkew 
will All in a questionnaire in duplicate, 
which is then to Be forwarded to the 
Japanese authorities through thé com
mittee. The Japanese authorities will 
consider these, application forms care
fully and wfll return one of the two 
copies to those residents who will be 
peraiitted to remain in Hongkew 
whilst those who shall continue to 
reside there without this permit or 
those who will hâve established 
themselves after August 22, date oh 
which an questionnaires must be in 
the hands of the Japanese authorities, 
may be asked to move out of the 
district the memorandum adds.

The committee is requested to see

the naval spokesman pointed out that. 
the Japanese had notified the Consular 
Body of the procedure which they 
proposed to adopt.

In reply to a correspondent, who 
asked whether Britons or other 
nationals might be subject to a similar 
regulation, as a matter of precedent, 
the spokesman replied that regulation 
of the refugees was an emergency 
measure based on actuality, not on 
principle.

The spokesman adduced further that 
more arrivals of refugees,’ who, 
intended to open businesses would J 
threaten the livelihood of those resid
ing in the occupied portion of the 
area, which included Chapei—this was • 
the viewpoint, he added, of the Jewish 
committee. The committee did not 
want a further influx of refugees. 
The spokesman, in continuing, said 
that the Jewish people living in the 
area, excluding those in camps, were 
about one tenth of the Japanese 
residing there and the authorities 
feared friction between the two com
munities. Restrictions existed, he 
added, on the number of Japanese 
allowed to come to Shanghai.

to it that the filling out of these forms 
is carried out efficiently and speedily 
and tp urge pew arrivals not to move 
into Wbngkew, in compliance with the 
Japanese decision.

Memorandum Carses Stir
The memorandum was reported to 

have created a considerable stir in 
refugee épffimittee circles inview of, 
the fabt O' a new* camp, c&p&J* p£; 
accommodating 2.M5 persons, has jtS 
been eommiWae meeU

^e .‘wnh-Chm Dail; 
unable ' to ascertain v 
Japewc 
new Pin] 
waspiW

rwould permit théuseo^W^



Members of the refugee committee 
declined to make a statement yester
day but were confident that the 
Japanese authorities, who are known 
for their attitude towards the refugees 
in that they consider all people equal 
and sympathize with the Jewish re
fugees, would assist as much as pos
sible in the smooth operation of । 
settling Jewish emigrees who are ex- I 
pected to arrive in future.

Shortage of Houses
It was presumed that the memo

randum was issued as Japanese ar
rivals here had found it increasingly 
difficult to find suitable accommoda
tion in Hongkew* as nearly all un
damaged houses were at present being 
occupied by Jewish refugees, with the 
result that rents have increased con 

! siderably and that accommodation has 
become scarce. It was furthermore 
felt that these restrictions would be 
of a temporary nature and would be 
lifted as soon as the reconstruction of 
Hongkew and other districts north of 
the creek, would have got under way.

Hitherto, the Japanese authorities 
have shown themselves extremely 
satisfied with the settlement of Jewish 
refugees in those areas as the latter 
have opened business firms and shops 
and have thus somewhat helped in 

! the return of more normal conditions.
Although no dxact figures were 

available, a conservative estimate ' 
places the number of Jewish refugees . 
who are expected to arrive here be- j 
fore the end of the year at 5,000, all 
of whom will have to be accom
modated South of the creek in the 
event that the restrictions are not 
lifted within a month or two. Due 
to the shortage of accommodation । 
here the committee is faced with the 
almost insurmountable problem of 
finding rooms and houses for about 
5,000 persons.

It was not anticipated that the 
Japanese authorities would request 
any Jewish refugees residing in f 
Hongkew before August 21 to leave* ; 
although in accordance with the word- > 
ing of the memorandum they reserve î
the right to do so.



SH* $) o M £

Jewish Refugees Must 
Register, To Reside Or 
iDoBusinesslnliAll Those Not Registered By August 21 Will Not Be Allowed To Trade Or Live In Japanese Defence Sector; New Arrivals Barred

MEASURE TAKEN NOT TO THREATEN 
LIVELIHOOD OF EARLY ARRIVALS

Taking action to curb the influx of Jewish émigrés into 
areas north of the Soochow Creek, the Japanese Naval Landing 
Party authorities announced yesterday that all Jewish emigres 
residing in the Japanese Defence Sector or engaged in business 
there or intending to reside there or transfer their domicile to 
that area must register with the Jewish Immigrants Relief 
Committee by August 21.

Anyone failing to register by that date and all new arrivals 
will not be permitted to reside or do bûsiness in Hongkew, 
Wayside, Yangtzepoo and Chapei, the Navy spokesman announc
ed at the Press Conference yesterdav afternoon. (

The registration of the emigrants 
will commence to-day. All will be 
required to fill in two forms, 
which will be provided by the 
Jewish Immigrants Relief Commit
tee. These forms will be present, 
ed through the Committee to the 
office cf the Japanese Resident 
Naval Officer in Shanghai for au
thorization. Identification cards 
will later be issued to all those ? 
who register by August 21, and’ 
only those in possession of the 

‘identification cards will be allowed 
jtp do business or reside north of 
■the Sqochow Creek. |
! The Navy spokesman explained 
that the reason that this action is 
being taken is the fact that in the 
northern and eastern districts of 
the Settlement there are already^ 
between 4,000 and 5,000 Jewish 
rufegees in residence and engaged 
in business, apart from those in re. 
fugee camps.

He contended that the Jewish 
Refugee- Committee had pointed 

, ofit fhati a further influx of Jewish 
refugeer into Shanghai would 
Weatm the . livelihood^ of those 
alreadyhere, The spokesman also 
stated t^at the Jewish Refugee Com
mittee had repeatedly expressed- 
the wish whereby a constructive 
step be taken to curb the influx.

Friction Feared
M&ipver.y the spoke ^

Japaneses 
* 

e population i 
toga fear of 

"rO COÏW 
!s was 
at them

SéctJr’Was aboüt one 
Ja ‘ 
has

Z



The spokesman pointed cut that! 
although the matter of admission 
of refugees to Shanghai was raised 
several times before the Consular 
Body, nothing had been done, and 
as it was an acute question, the^ 
Japanese Naval authorities had de
cided to take the initiative in their 
controlled area.

The Army spokesman stated that 
areas west of Shanghai and those 
coming under Army control were * 
open for residence of the Jewish 
emigres.

The Navy spokesman pointed out 
that the Consular Body had been 
informed of the contemplated Jap
anese action.

Not A Precedent
Upcn being asked if a precedent 

was established, the Japanese 
could later restrict to other for
eigners, including Britons and 
Americans, the' right of domicile 
and doing business in Hongkew, the 
spokesman replied that this was an 
entirely different issue.

He stated that there was no re J 
striction for Jewish emigrants pro

ceeding to Tsingtao or Tientsin.



D. C.
D. C.
D. C.

(Divisions).
(Crims).
(Sped al Branch)

Sir,

August 5, 1939.

.jxi SHAN8HAI INMIPAL PGLIOE
i S. B. REGISTRY
1 No. S. A D^?Z^LZ
^^ZZZZZZZ^T' '

Jewish Befuge Camps on 4.8.59.

Herewith a return of the Jewish Refugee Camps

situated chiefly in "D” Division.

dstrlot H alth Inspector).

(Figures obtained from

Female Children otalInstitution

Wayside Gamp, 
150 wayside Road 144 118 22 284

ard Road Camp, 
13B Sard Road 584 80 7 671

Chaoufoong Road Camp, 
630 Chaoufoong Road 359 £88 44 691

Kinchow Road Camp, 
100 Kinchow Road 504 162 38 704

Aeroorote Camp, 
Pingliang Road 40 1 sn 41

Al cock Road Camp, 
66 Alcock Road SO 40 4M» 90

Isolation Hospital 24 10. 3 ST

Imigrants Hospital, 
706 «hashing Boat SB IT 1 46

Hospital Staffs SO 10 «► SO

Totals 1TM tss US SSM

Cm» «b* Also**Cam opsaet

Cmps eloseA.

«V • ■■

hHUg Strength * 1680. ,

Kotos Daring wok under review i* ’
Mbmkmsnt Building * *•»* BrosA*j

Divisional Offim.



July 29, 1939

:> c. (-ivi
r. c. \ .Tlii O
D. C. (Special SrsvïCh).

0 lr.

vUbûÊ uH . ? v3'^ «

X'iUi’ii uf b u 5'e^loR •••sf jÿ.-ÿa Srraps

s tuataâ ahl‘?i'i.y in ■>'' ivit-lon» ( l'igures ob „atneô from

histrlct ^e-'lt-h Inspector)

laaUtutlon. Mais , sr»t- •riiAkMSMWl Faæ*i.la«jllHpitiWJr .. w-.M»*»* GMlv.ron Total

*v\jT &À X W J
150 5.ysiae 151 123 8£ 301

«ara houo v&rxp» 
13ô .;arâ. üoaû 017 84 7 708

Chaoufoong .-ioad uajap; 
ÛLO vh.no f-Tonei .-'©ad 40b WC 67 740

i-lncrow »oau Caap; 
100 Tinel.cw Road 544 178 •4 760

t^bankment B14g.,
40 ,W. Ron^n oea 87 35 £ 184

fib &. S. Mak, 
LroadW’-iy Braneh 78 4» «• 78

laolÿtion Hospital 38 19 2 54

CTl&rnnts Hogpltal M 84 1*» W

Hoepltale staffs 80 10 4» 30

< Totals 1868 7S9 144 8890

Feeding strangtti • Ç834»



«îuXy 8, 193®.

5* (DiVlSlOUS).
p- c. (crlm).
D* C. (Special Branch).

sir,

Jewl&h .."tefugae C*gps on 7.7.39.

lierai th «• return of th® Jewish •ef'ugs© Cmps 

situated chiefly in •:)• Vivia ‘on. (figurea obtained fro*

is t rt o t Heal th Insp ©c tor}.

ivorogo feeding strength • 6>93.

institution fumble Jhlldrwii lalsA
“ay el de damp 1SS 131 19 308

«arô Hoad v-amp eao 86 4 710

Chaoufwn^' :<oed Caap 391 897 74 768

^boniment Building 116 60 3 179

0. ft 8. B«*k, Broadway E. 93 es * 93

Kino hew Bead Ca^ 330 £11 SI 798

Bale rants Hospital 30 87 3 60

Hospital Staff 9 4 13

Totals 1941 816 154 8911

InfwUw:- Next betoh of rofwgoe® due to arrive on 
• ■&. ■

•Co»*® »o»«o* due Shanghai tomorrow 9th instant. To ho 

•oooNoodated in Kinohoe Hoad caap. W- & 8« B®n* building, i 

Broadway Sant, Shengs of ownership, saw expected to evacuate 

before of month.



July 4, 1939

D. G. (D1V slons).
D. c. ( cr 1.- s® ) »
D. C. (Specia mich).*

Sir,

Jewith ùefu^.ce campa on so.6.39.

Herewith a return of th© Jewish hefugee cainps 

situated ehisfly in *D” Division, {Figure® obtained from 

District Health Inspector).

Average feeding strongth - 6687.

Institution F@aale ■ Children Total

■’.'ayslde Camp 15e 137 21 316

Ward noad camp 649 89 4 748

Chaoufoong :oed Gasp 467 361 104 938

Wbankmnt Building 13b 75 4 814 i

H. A. 3, Bank, Broadway E. 93 OS OS 98 I

Kinehœ ..o^d canp B93 S«8 03 940

Emigrants Hospital 83 89 3 60

Hospital Staff 9 4 as 13

Totals 8139 959 819 3S1S



Jim» £4, 1959.

D. C. (Divisions).
D. C. (crtffl»).
D. C. (Sp««i'tl

Sir

Jewish afu^» CW On 20.6,39.

B»rawlth a return of the Jewish Refugee Ca^p» 

situated ehiefly la **0” Division. (Figar®# obtained froa 

District; Health inspector).

g mal® Childraa lotM

'fnysldo C«g$ 150 129 21 300

'fard Road Oaaÿ 32 4 no

'haoufoong Iiosâ Gamp 265 U1 28 404

StatMuümsat Building 1Ô1 46 2 . 150

H. h S. Bande, Broadway g. 94 s» a» 94

Kiaehow Ho&d camp 189 41 450

Isolation Hospital 4 5 1 10

>dgraata Hospital 31 25 4 41

Total» im S99 102 2222

Avorag» feeding strength • 5208.



Juno 17, 1939.

D. C. (Divisions).
D. C. (Crine).
D. C. (Special Bran oh

sir,

****** Refuge eaapg on 15.6,39.

Barer1th b return of the Jewish Refugee coups 

situated chiefly In "D* division. (Figures obtained from

District Health Inspector).

Average feeding strength - 4746

Institution Male Female Children Total

» ays ide Garap 1st 138 81 SOS
ward Hoad Caap 688 88 4 780
Chaoufoong Cap «36 201 35 478
aabantaBent 118 56 5 173
H. & S. Bank, Broadway 1. 95 95
Kinohow Hoad Canp «66 117 33 416
Isolation Hospital 80 IS 8 43
migrants Hoapltal 19 SS as 44
Hospital Staffs 31 18 aa 43

Totals 1559 666 106 «3U

Intonation.

The rear building of artoh Chih Keel School la now 

operated aa a day school with ewer «00 pupIla.

The following data ra expectad arrivals is given 

for infoxnatioa.

Bate bu Bbu&ofêmm ' Msœs&usi i
tO-d-st •Kasim law* K» «ill ba la asm for 4

a few days until they 
find mom privately. 4

tS-d-39 ’Osureos" *» Available apace la *
pressât «nos* 1

27.6.39 •’Conte Bianocmnn* «00 Isolation Wapital, 
Chaeafooag «and, If- > 
ulearsd of patiente 
in tine.



-4

Jone 10, 1939

D. c. (Divisions)
D. C. (cria»)
D. c. (Special Branch) z^- 

/

Sir,

Jewish Refugee camps on 9.6.39.

Herewith a return of the Jewish Refugee camps 

situated chiefly la •’D” Division. (Figures obtained fron 

Dis rlct Health Inspector).
i

13S1WLM1SS Male Female Children Total

Wayside Camp 153 133 20 306

Ward hoed Canp 635 103 4 744

Chaoufoong camp Ml 207 48 490

Smbankxent 132 74 6 212

Synagoge, yuseun Road so me an

H. at s. Bank, Broadway B. 95 «• ♦ 95

Isolation Hospital 40 30 19 89

Etel,-rants Hospital as «3 1 49

Hospital Staff 31 12 as» 43

Kinohow Road Crap 285 126 37 448

Totals last 710 129 2476

Awerage feeding strength - 4MI.



F. 2Q7a _ 
K. 500-5-39.

A

Ref. 7VaS?B«..P.?.542g.(.c)

Form A

Headquarters, 

Shanghai Municipal Police, 
...June........... 3,...........193.9..

SUBJECT

.......... ..............................................

The Commissioner presents his compliments 

and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the 

subject referred to above

Copy of a Police report.

2 .
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Special Branch,

AOM 3» IWt.

The following statistics show the total

niffitcr of arrivals up to and Including June 2» 1939 »•

Men........ 5,200

Women*••••• 3,800

Infants*... 1*000

TOTAL****.*10*000

460 newecmers have been placed in Jobe, etc* 

permitting 800 persons in the shape of their wives and 

families to become independent of any aid fro® the 

Belief organisations*

A further 400 refugees have been established in 

various businesses in Shanghai, which Las allowed another 

1*280 persons to beeoae independent ef charitable Mcisteaee* 

Thus, 2,000 persons, er 20^ ef the refugees* are 

la a position where help free the local relief oomsIHms 

is not needed*



Speeial Branch» 

June 3» 1939.

Jewish

The following statistic» show the total 

number of arrivals up to and including June 2, 1939 «•

Men........ 5,200

Women...... 3,800 

Infante.... 1,000 

TOTAL......10.000

450 newcomers have been placed in joba, etc. 

permitting 800 persons in the shape of their wives and 

families to become Independent of any aid from the 

Belief Organization».

A further 400 refugees have been established in 

Various businesses in Shanghai, which has allowed another 

1,200 persons to beeeme independent of oharitable acoistanee»

Thus, 2,000 persons, er 80% of the refugees, are 

in a position whore help fra the local relief committees 

is not needed»



I



S. ». REGI3THZ
No. S. &

. D«ft» .......------ - -----------------t,
Special Branch, (

June 3, 1939*

JEWISH RBKJGKES.

The following statistics show the total

number of arrivals up to and including June 2, 1939 :»

Men..................... 3*200 

women.••••• 3,800

Infants.... 1,000

TOTAL............10.000

450 newcomers have been placed in jobs, etc. 

permitting 800 persons in the shape of their wives and 

families to become independent of any aid from the 

Belief Organizations.

A further 400 refugees have been established in 

various businesses in Shanghai, which has allowed another 

1,200 persons to become independent of charitable assistance.

Thus, 2,000 persons, or 90$ of the refugees, are 

in a position where help from the local relief committees 

is not needed*



Jun* 3, 1939

D. C. (Division*)
D. C. (Criss)
D. C. (Special Branch)

Sir,

Jewish refugee C«ap8 on 8.6.39.

Herewith & return of the Jewish Refugee Cmps

Jssdlag Stnmgtfc - 5488. inng*.

situated chiefly in ’’D” Division.

District Health Inspector).

(figures obtained from

ISSlllMW® mt Children Total

WaysIds Gamp 153 136 81 310

sard ?fcad Caap 682 101 4 787

Chaoufooné' Camp 826 189 40 455

Mbanknent 114 66 8 188

Synegoge, Museum tioad M as • S»

H. It S. Bonk, Broadway 8. 83 as • 86

Isolation Hospital 60 41 88 189

Migrants Hospital 
Whsshlng Road

86 89 1 56

Hospital* Staffs 81 18 as 43

Wish Chih Kwei SShoo W*t yet occupied except 
sshool

a*

Total* 1668 458 lit 8854



May 1939

D. C. (Divisions)
D. C. (CriTaa)
D. c. (Specie! Branch) z"

Jevrlah Refugee Campa on 26.5*39.

Herewith a return of the Jewish Refugee Camps 

situated chiefly in "D" Division. (Figures obtained from 

! istrlot Health inspector).

Male Children Total

Bayside Camp 173 156 25 354

'lard iQfid Camp 630 104 4 738

Chaoufoong Caap 233 199 42 474

Embanlcaent 188 89 11 828

Synagoge, Museum Road ea «■» • •

H. flt S. Bank, Broadway E. 89 ea — 89

Isolation Hospital 39 39 27 126

^hashing Hospital 19 87 1 49

Hospital staffs 31 1* 43

Kinchow Road School 16* 85 *9 *96

Totals 13*6 711 18* SIN



I

%
May 19, 1939.

D. C. (Special Branch)/—-

sir,

Jewish »efugae Camps on 19-5«39.

Herewith a return of the Jewish Refugee Camps 

situated chiefly in "D" Division. The Municipal School, 

100 Kinchow oad, is being reserved for the 400 refugees due 

to arrive by S.S. "Victoria". (Figures obtained fro» 

District Health Inspector).

l^gtifetlon mo I«m.e Children Total

Bayside Camp 179 159 84 362

ard Road Camp 653 108 4 765

Chaoufoong amp £44 toe 84 536

'Mbankment 147 101 16 264

synagoge, Museum œd «• <0* <•»

H. 4 S. Bank, Broadway X. 95 «S *► 95

Isolation Hospital 55 39 24 118

^hashing " £2 16 1 41

Hospital Staffs 31 12 as 43

Inchow Hoad School OS OS 4M* OS

Totals Mt MS 158 2224



.............Meetings (S.B, Reg: File No. 5422 C.).

Made ._____ ____ Forwarded by_______ ......................................... ..............................

'E,i 5 ■...... <7 V With reference to attached file, D.S.I. Gigarson and the

...... undersigned have kept observation on the ’’Carso” Cafe at 1098 
As®.

: Broadway Bast, and made general enquiries regarding the alleged

------—holding of political meetings by the Jewish refugees.

(' On the front door of the "Carso” Cafe there is an enamelled

4<> plate bearing the inscription "Clublokal das Makkabi" and

refers to a general sports club formed by a nunber of refugees. 

The enamelled plate was put up at expense of the "Carso” 

management because of additional business accruing through

was

the club meetings being held there.

Information was received by D.S.I. Gigarson that a meeting

being held in the rear room of the "Carso” Cafe at 9 p.m.

n April 27th. He attended and found about thirty-four

refugees including four females between the ages of 18

years, present

German

J ewish.

to 35

male member of the partyarose and made a speech in 

the following being the gist of same notéd by D.S.I

A

Gigarson

) The speaker made it known that Dr. Rosenberg, for some 

unknown reason, could not attend that evening. He went on to

sf st^te that the "Makkabi” club was a Jewish sports club all
‘ ) i * I !c mai nr,,yOyfêr the world. That this local club was founded on February 

s^TLst 1939 and consists of about 200 members. He suggested that

a greater naniber of members was required and that it did not 

matter whether they were Zionists or not as before everything* 

everyone of us are Jews.

The club is endeavouring to become a Hongkew Branch of the 

sh Recreation Club of Shanghai and that he (the s^eak^^f

.'1



. 55M-lîl8 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
................   Station,

Date................................19

Subject-..........

Made by................................................... -.........Forwarded by.........................................................................................

was at the moment awaiting a telephonic reply from a 

representative of the J.R.C.

The speaker made a request that those present attend a 

football match the entrance fee to which would be five cents, 

the proceeds would be given to the Jewish childrens’ milk 

fund. He thought it a shame that Jewish refugees with money 

would not part with five cents for this fund.

He requested members to put up candidates who were 

known footballers etc. and that he expected the ladies to be 

well represented so that all efforts would be made to join
4the J.R.C. when funds for equipment would more ample. The 

speaker mentioned that various nationalities had strong 

sporting clubs and that he hoped the Jewish would be also 

strong.

During the meeting D.S.I. Gigarson heard no mention of 
c 

polities.

The present management of the Corso Cafe Messrs Samulon 

and Spitzer have been interviewed but no . information which 

would show that politics are being fostered by this club. They 

admitted membership because of the increased business coming 

to their cafe through the meetings.

It was ascertained that that Dr. Freund is the president 

of the Makkabi club therefore on the 28th of April he came to 

Wayside Station for an interview.

Dr. Freund stated that there is some misunderstanding 

amongst the leaders of Jewish Conmunity, also stating that if 

Mr. Komor, president of the International Jewish Committee 

does not resign, he (Dr. Freund) is going to resign firomhis



y File No............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

........................ Station,
REPORT 

Date...............................19

.Forwarded by___

post as president of the Makkabi Club. He (Dr. Freund) was 

asked by the "Kadiraah” Shanghai Jewish Club to form a Sporting 

Club as he had been for many years the pjiysian for the German 

Boxing Association in Germany. Dr. Rosenberg is a member of 

the "Kadimah" Club. (It was pointed out by D.S.I. uigarson 

that he was going to deliver a lecture at the "Makkabi Club" 

on the 27.4.39). Dr. Freund isaid that Dr. Rosenberg had not 

asked his (Dr. Freund’s) permission to do so. Dr. Mosse is 

unknown to Dr. Freund, but as far as he knows, he is working 

with the Jewish Relief Committee.

Mr. Cinsky is the Captain of the "Makkabi” football team 

and stated that he is not interested in politics.

The owners of the "Corso” restaurant have been warned 

against meetings of any kind at their premises without first 

obtaining a permission from the S.M.C.

One of the partners Mr. Samulon, who formerly worked 

as musician with the "Moon Palace” cabaret, 607 Broadway East 

stated that owing to the fact that the meetings of the 

"Makkabi” Club are purely about sports, he did not think that 

same could not be held in the restaurant premises, besides 

the members attending are consuming refreshments, therefore 

being profitable for his business.

Mr. Samulon wishes to sell his business and leave Shanghai 

for Hongkong, where he intends to join the orchestra of the 

Hongkong Hotel.

An application for transfer of the Carso licence has been 

made by Mr. Moritz Zukermann residing at House 11 Lane 24 

Ward Road who will also be warned regarding the licence-



-4-
fm. 2  File No..............

6 S5M ** SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.............. Station, 
REPORT 

Date.19

Subject................................................................................................................................................................................................

Made by................................................................... Forwarded by...............................................................................................

Conditions.



G, bOM-J*39

lwk/
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

S.l, 
REPORT

ÜP-REGtSTRY

Ma S. &
POLICE.
sPecia^..j^c^yjfeH>6^-J *

Data. >^Pril 21 » r j -3a*

Subject. Central European Jews -

- alleged political meetings

IVlade by. D.S. Pitts

With reference to tne contents of a paragraph 

appearing in a report dated narch 15 

to meetings held uy Central European

r

^flagged) relating

Jews at the Cafe

auspices of

is now

to hand which indicates that these gatherings are

being conducted on political lines that appear to oe

inimical to the good of the Settlement.

it is learned that the three gentlemen

mentioned above have been asked by the responsible

officers of the local Jewish Refugee Committees to

cease their activities as such run counter to the

efforts of the Committees in caring for the new

arrivals who are expressly forbidden to indulge in

MOSSE have been informed by the Relief Committees that

the refugees could well join the long established

Shanghai Jewish Club in jaoulmein Road if the joining

that their (the doctors’) attempts to cause discord

between the refugees and Committees by establishing

what is something akin to a political Club is entirely

unnecessary and at variance with the spirit in which

the Relief Committees are looking after the welfare

of the refugees

of a Club is thought essential to their welfare, out

political matters of any kind. Drs. ROSEimEERG and

Drs. ROSEllbERG, MOSSE and jj’HEUi'iD, information

Corso, 1098 .broadway East, under the

'f COMiM



Subject..

File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 

.................................Station,
REPORT 

Date............ .....................i g
- 2 -

FM. 4 J
G, iüM-1^9

Made by. Forwarded by.

■rhe doctors have intimated to the Committees 

that they are merely trying to create a feeling of 

friendship among those people who attend the cafe 

Corso and that as far as they are concerned, the 

Committees have no official status and therefore have 

no right to interfere with other peoples' affairs, 

instructions are respectfully solicited as 

to whether the licences of the Cafe Corso oe 

instructed that his premises should not oe utilized 

for meetings of this nature, as laid down in Condition 

6 of the licence issued him.



G. 65M-1-39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
C.3.6,Special Br 

REPORT

rtUIMU IWIH6IMINUK 
web 
No. S. B.

Subject (in full) European Jewish Refugees - Arrival of

Made .Forwarded by..........

I have to report that 79 Jewish refugees’ from

V

Europe(41 male, 35 female and 3 children) arrived here

on September 12, 1939 on the N.Y.K. s.s. "Hakuzan Maru*. 

Their names and temporary address are on file in this 

office.

D.C.(Special Branch).



FORM NO. 3
G. 65M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No..............

c. 8.6, s?e c i&LJir.an.eIu.......SKtiSty
ORT

Subject (in full)............®ul?opean Jewish Refugees -Arrival of.

Made by.... D. 8. .1 Medye dêf f Forwarded by___

I have to report the arrival from Genoa a d

Naples of 321 European Jewish emigrants,(177 male, 108 

female and 36 children), who disembarked from the Lloyd 

Triestino Line s.s. “Conte Biancamano* on September 12, 

19b9. Names, and temporary addresses of these emigrants 

are on file in this office.



FORM NO. 3
G. 40M-1-38

%
File No.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Subject (in full)

C • S. 6, SpecialBranc h. 
REPORT Da(e.... Aug.uat„29 39.

European Jewish Em i g rant s - Ar r i val o f.

Made .Forwarded by.......P.

I have to report the arrival from Trieste of

519 European Jewish emigrants, (296 male, 223 female) who

disembarked in Shanghai on August 28th, 1939, from the

Lloyd-Triestina s. s. "Giulio Cesare*

trames and nationalities of these emigrants are

on file in this office

I). C. (Special Branch).



•• >

FORM NO. 3
G. 4OM-1-38

File No.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

G•3.6,Spec i al—B-r-an-ala-/.......... >§666901
REPORT . x „

Date........Au^U.ajt...2.7.4.z9 39

Subject (in full)

Made by. D.S. Cornwell .Forwarded by.

I have to report the arrival from Hamburg and 

Genoa of 22 Suropean Jewish emigrants, (5 male, 11 female, 

6 children), who disembarked from the H.~A. Line s.s. "Ramses* 

on August 24th 1939. Names, ages and profession of these 

emigrants are on file in this office.

^.□.(Special Branch)



FORM NO. 3
G. 4OM-1-3Ô SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

File No.

C. 3.6, Special .Brane h»
REPORT Date Augaat.._27 ».... 2 9 s9 •

Subject (in full) ®yXQJS..^...^ewis^„^ÂS?aP.È?..“...A^iwal of

Made by............ Cornwell .Forwarded by.

I have to report the arrival from Naple s of

76 Suropean Jewish emigrants, (38 male, 26 female, .12 children), 

who disembarked from the N.Y.K. s.s. •Terukuni Maru* on

August 27th, 1939. Names, ages and professions of these

emigrants are on file in this office.

D.C.(Special Branch).



FORM NO. 3
G. 40M-1-38 File No........

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
>bpecial Branch.

REPORT
Date..... 1.22 x p3 9.

Subject (in full)..........Jewish Bmigrants - Arri val of.

.Forwarded by...........P.?....?.*.Made by. Cornwell

T have to report +he arri val in Shanghai from Bremen 

and (lenoa of 154 BJuropean Jewish emigrants, (80 male, 74 female), 

who disembarked from the N-D.L. s.s, “Scharnhorst* on August 

10th, 1939

This report was delayed due to the required informa

ion not being available until the “Scharnhorst* returned to

Shanghai from Japan.

D. a

I
(Special Branch).



FORM NO. 3
G. 40M-1-38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLIct^^^y^JJ-ICE

REPORT

Subject (in full)......... 'Eur.j oean Jewish Emigrants - Arxival of

Made by......9.. 3...,.3ornwell. .Forwarded by.

I have to report the arrival from Marseilles of

26 European Jewish emigrants, (11 

who disembarked from the M.M. m/s

male, 13

Aramis"

female, 2 children)

on August 18th

1939.

The respective names, ages and professions of



FORM NO- 3 File No............
G 40M^38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Subject (in full)

Made by...... B.. S»

C. 3.6,3pe clal
REPORT

Date..... Augu.a.t 39

jÿarop.çan.Jçwiph Smigrants ~ Arrival of.

.Æaxawftll... .Forwarded by..... D.«....S.»....T.t.

I have to report the arrival in Shanghai from 

Vienna of 12 European Jewish emigrants, (5 male, 5 female, 

2 children), who disembarked from the Lloyd-Triestina s.s. 

"Fusijama* on August 14, 1939.

D. 3.
a

D.C.(Special Branch).



FORM NO. 3
G. 40M-1-38

File No............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

û.i».6,special Branch,
REPORT Date ... . 171. j p39.

Subject (in full)........?Jà£2Êean................................

Mode by...... .t!* ; Oo rows 11..................... Forwarded by............. C?—

I have to report that 64 Suropean Jewish emigrants, 

(32 male, 23 female, 9 children) arrived in Shanghai from 

Naples on August 16th 1939 and disembarked from the V.Y.K.

. s.s. **Suwa Mara”.

Respective names, ages and professions are available 

. in this office.

D.C. (Special Branch).
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FORM NO. 3
G. 40M-1-38

Subject (in full)

File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

C. 3.6 > Si§.si.al„^xan.c.h.^adt0By.
REPORT 

Date..................................... 39.

European Jew!ah Emigrants - Arrival of

Made by.....5...CornMft.U. ...Forwarded by.. ........................

I have to report that six European Jewish Emigrants, 

(4 male, 2 female), landed in Shanghai on August 15th, 1939, 

having travelled from Hamburg in the Dodwell & Co. s.s.

Tricolor.

Names, ages and professions of these emigrants are 

on file in this office.

D.C.(Special Branch).



.FO.RM.NO^ Pile No. ..
G 40MJ38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

". 3. 6 ,Spec!al Branch.
REPORT . .Date... August. 16 j,.... , ç 39.

Subject (in full) European Jewish Emigfants.- Arrival of.

Made .Forwarded by. D. S. I

have to report that 38 European Jewish EmigrantsI

(19 male, 10 female, 9 children), arrived in Shanghai on

August 10th, 1939 from Hamburg per the H. A. Line vessel

"Saarland

Their respective ages and professions are

available in this office

D. S

D.C.(Special Branch).

'I,' '
«■ AC



I

FORM NO. 3
G. 40M-1-38

X

File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

C. S. 6
REPORT ... 7 T.aDate.... Mtel-L.... i g •

Subject (in full) ,'LLyP.ep.P...J.ewi.sh. 3mi£rajn.ts...-...Arri.y.al..pf

Made by........... Cornwell .Forwarded by.

I have to report that 87 European Jewish

emigrants, (48 male, 21 female, 18 children) arrived in 

Shanghai on board the M.M. Line " President Doumer* on 

August 5th, 1939. Port of embarkation was Marseille.



FORM NO. 3
G. 40M-1-38

File No.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Subject (in full )

Made by ...P.:.??...

C.S.6,Special gyanch......«zxXæuç
REPORT

.Forwarded by

I have to report that 78 3uropean

Date......Augu.s.t _._14... i g 39.

emigrants (40 Hale, 33 Yemale, 5 Children) arrived in

Shanghai on July 31st 1939 on board the s.a. ’*Hakozaki*Maru*

N.Y.K.Li ne. 77 of these embarked at Naples and 1 at

Marseilles.

Respective ages and occupations are available

in this office. No Shanghai destination addresses were

entered on the passenger manifest



FORM NG- 3
G. 40M-1-38

File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

J. 3.6 ,Spe.aial„3x^n£üi...3Éa<bB»»ç
REPORT

Subject (in full)

Date.... August 3,.... ig 39.

.âux.Q.5.e.aa..J.e.wXah..3m.ig.ran..tÆ..“....4r.xi.vai..o-£^...............................

to report that six 3uropean Jewish

Made by......2.s.3. .Forwarded Z,y...D.t.S.t.X.

Smigrants, (5 male, 1 female) arrived in Shanghai on 

board the 1T.D.L. M/s Regensburg on July 31st, 1939 from

Hamburg

Further information is not available.

D. S.



FORM NO .JL 
G. 40M-1-38

File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

C. S. 6, Sp&aiÀL..BrancluSâDî90ç
REPORT Datg.......juijr 27,.......zp39.

Subject (in full) .9g.nQ.an.-Jfi»ijah..3ra.i^r.ajats.. -..Ac.r.i.v.al..of

Made by.... .P.» S. Cornwell. Forwarded by.

I have to report that on July , 193

twenty-one German-Jewish emigrants, (12 male, 6 female, 3 

children) arrived in Shanghai on board the Hamburg-Arnerika

Line M/S. Burgenland from Hamburg. Each person’s destination 

address is given as C/o The Committee for the Assistance of

European-Jewish refugees.

Particulars as to age, occupation and residence

in Germany, are available in this office.



I

FORM NO. 3
G. 40M-1-38

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.

C. 3. 6, Spejaial-Rranch»—Sttinix,

Date.. .......

Subject (in full)...........,ugfi.es....-...Ai*.i:i.v.a.l...QX,.............................................f..... .....................

Made by..........Anderson.....................Forwarded by........... .Pz.5.’. 

On 21-7-39, 75 Jewish Refugees arrived irr 

Shanghai from Naples on board the N.Y.K. vessel •Husimi 

Maru*. Tne addresses of these refugees are given as 

merely "Shanghai*.

Other than names and nationality, no other 

particulars are available in this office.

D. S.



FORM NO. 3
G. 40M -K‘38

File No............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

C. s. 6
REPORT thIv i *7 *xqDate. JalX..47.> 1•

Subject (in full). ,AxxL¥.al..Qf

Made by 5 Anderson

tÿ..............

..................

On the 15th July, 1939, 116 Jewish refugees

Forwarded by

arrived in Shanghai on board the Norddeutcher Lloyd luxuiy 

liner s.s. "ffneisenau*, from European ports. Of these, 

61 persons travelled 1st class while 55 others, travelled 

Tourist class. The address of these refugees is given 

as C/o Melchers & Co., 210 Kiukiang Road.

Other than names, addresses and nationality, 

no other particulars regarding these refugees are available 

in this office.

D. S. I

I
D.C.(Special Branch). j



FORM NO._3_ FUS NO.............
G 40H 8 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

C. 3. 6 .Special Branch...............Xau&asçt
REPORT TiiitrDate........9.

Subject (in full)....______ .AjJLLY.aJ... ofJàgC.Ç.3.:.........................................................................

........................................................................................... ^^7;...............................................

Made by S,..Sf...An.d.8.r.S.<?.n......................Forwarded by....1^3.pec tpr....^.-...1/..:^^. ...............................

At 9 a.ra. 9-7-39 the Italian Lloyd Triestino 
W> ' 

luxury steamer '‘Conte Rosso* arrived in Shanghai with^outward- 

bound Jewish refugees from Trieste. Of these, 200 travelled 

1st, 180 tourist and 100 second class respectively. 

Other than names, nationality and temporary

addresses of these refugees,

v tl available in this office.

D.^.(Special Branch).

C X

o C

.. ....
•. ; 7 :

no other particulars are

& *-v.
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-£^m_ncv_3. Pile l\lo............
" "'“J 38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

C. S. 6, S?3c-i-aL-8-raiM>ii»-*^iee> 
REPORT T . KDate...... ,July...5.*.................

Subject (in fuit)Jewish Refugees.

Made by......P.» S-...ê?.d,e.£?..?"...............  Forwarded by ...................... -.............

I have to report that eighty German Jewish 

refugees from Naples arrived in Shanghai by the N.Y.K.

3,3, "Hakone Maru* on 3-7-39. Other than names, nationality 

and port of embarkation, no particulars regarding these 

refugees are available in this office.



FORM NO- 3, 
G. 40M<^-38

File No............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

C. S. 6, Saaaial-.Bx-anch.S'^jat 
REPORT T nn ,n

Date...... J.iéD.?— 19^ ® •

Subject (in full)...........................Arrival of Jewish Refugees.

Made h...........5,?.....An.dexajxa. .Forwarded ^y..Xns.peC.t.O.r,

I have to report that 459 Jewish refugees 

arrived in Shanghai from Hamburg by the Deutsche Afrika- 

Line M.S. "Usaramo- on June 28, 1939. Apart from names, 

nationalities and temporary addresses, no particulars are 

available in this office.



for File No.............
G 40M-'38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

0. 3. 6, Spec lai Branch. 

REPORT June 27......

(in full).........................................................................“???.?•—........

Made by................................................................ Forwarded by..l^.Q.^......^..:.^ÉÂ...............
I have to report that 811 Jewish refugees 

arrived in Shanghai from Genoa and Naples by the Lloyd 

Triestino s.s. "Conte Biancamano* on June 27, 1939. 

Apart from names, nationality and temporary address, no 

particulars are available in this office.



FORM NO. 3 File No............-
G 40MJ 38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

C. S. 6,Sp eo-i-a-1—Br-a*M>h«— 
REPORT T..MQ 99 xqDate............June... 1 p vV •

Subject (in full) .............. Arri val qf Jew 1 ah Refugees........... .......... ......................................

Made by...............P. S...„Anderson...............Forwarded by.......Inspector..... O...y.Çy^...................

I have to report that 16 Jewish refugees arrived 

in Shanghai by the Hamburg-Anerika Line s.s. "Leverkusen* 

on June 22, 1939, the majority being from Hamburg while a 

few/^rom Genoa. Other than names, nationality and port 

of embarkation, no particulars regarding these refugees are 

. available in this office.



FORM pHe No_
G 40M- 38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

C. S. 6 ,S^c4-aÀ---Braneh^2iôdïx
REPORT 

Date.........June .20! 939
Subject (in full)......... .^LYÆ..2.?...Œ?SH..RSW.®?/ ........

Made by.... D.S.. Phar&zya Forwarded by...Inape.O.t.O.r....

I have to report that ten German Jewish 

refugees from Trieste and one from Hongkong arrived in 
Shanghai by the Lloyd Triestino m/v "VOLPI* on 19-6-39. 

Other than names,nationality and port of embarkation, no 

particulars regarding these refugees are available in 

this office.

D.C.(Special Branch).



FORM NG. 3 File No.............
e 40M 38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

C. S. 6, Spec ial-Branch».......■SûtâtStf’»
REPORT T,,„„ ,Q

Date___ .’îÿ.nÇ....... 12 «

Subject (in full)..................Arrival..of„ Jew.lsh...^f ugees.  .............................................................

Made by........?• S,...PJftaX.aay.n...................... Forwarded by...... Jn^e.G.t.O.X.... .................................... ...............

I have to report that 73 adult Jewish refugees 

with 13 children arrived in Shanghai by the Messageries 

Maritimes liner *Athos II* on 10-6-39, the majority being 

from Marseilles. Others joined the ship at Singapore, Saigon 

and Hongkong.

Other than names, nationality and part of em

barkation, no particulars regarding these refugees are 

available in this office.

D.C.(Special Branch).

\j’ A
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G-SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

C. 3.6, Speg.iaX.JBxanfiiittfM»ç
REPOft I* T1.V.Æ z* TQ

Date____ ......................1•

Subject (in full).................... Arr.ival...c.f...Je.wi^hi.Jîeïugeas^—................ -............................. -.................—

Made by.... X>-.3.. Anderson .Forwarded by. .In.spec.tox

I have to report that 526 German Jewish

refugees arrived in Shanghai by the Lloyd Triestino

s.s. "Conte Verde* on 4-6-S9 from Trieste-Venice. 

Other than names ana temporary addresses no particulars 

regarding these refugees are available in this office.

D. S.



FORM no. 3
G. 65M-1-C9 File No............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
0. S. 6, Spec! al .Branch..... Jbxrtaarç

REPORT T11„^ , ,QDate____ .T.y.P.®—v.ji...... 1q39 .

Subject (in full)......................... Arr* yalof_Jewish .ref ogee3.

Made by.... P« S.. Anders on Forwarded by... Xnsj>gct<?.r.

I have to report that forty-eight German

Jewish refugees arrived in Shanghai on 25-5-39 by the 

N.Y.K s.s. •Katori Maruw from London and Naples.

Other than names and nationality no particulars 

regarding these refugees arejavailable in this office.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
0.S.6,Spec 1 al..Branch... 

REPORT June 3, rn39.

Subject (in full)...................... Ar rival., of. Jewish Refugees. ................. ................... ...............

Made by D.3. Anderson................  Forwarded by...........InapedtOX.... ................................

I have to report that 116 German Jewish 

refugees arrived in Shanghai by the N.Y.K. liner 

"Yasukuni Maru* on 2-6-39 from Berlin, London and 

Faples respectively. Other than names and 

temporary addresses no particulars regarding these 

refugees are available in this office.

D.C.(Special Branch).



FORM NO. 3
G. 65M-1-39

File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

0.S.6 .Special
REPORT TDate___.June.. 7. x...7 9 39•

Subject (in full)...................... Arr.iyjal...o.f...J.e.wlaii ac-fugeea,....... ........................................... ......... ......

Made by....... I>. S. And. 8X3 Qn Forwarded .t.QX.

I have to report that 19 German Jews 
arrived here from Breman by the Norddeutscher Lloyd 
S.S. •Neckar* on the 5th of June, 1939. Other than 
names and nationality, no particulars regarding these 
refugees are available in this office.



FORM NO. 3 
G. 65M-I-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.

G. S. 6, Spec i al ...Brane
REPORT Date___May... .23.,....... j p 39

Subject (in full) sh Bef age es.

Made by......B.S. phç.r.azy.n .Forwarded by......Tn.spec.tp_r

I have to report that 330 German Jewish

refugees arrived in Shanghai by the Lloyd Triestino

liner "Victoria* on 22-5-39 from Italy. Other than names

and temporary addresses no particulars regarding these

refugees are available in this office.

1). S.

D.O'. (Special Branch).



FORM NO. 3 bile No.......... -
G 65M139 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

0. S. 6,3 )e c i al ..Brane h...... $/&&&%
REPORT Da(e____May.. 22,. I939.

Subject (in full).................. Arrival ..of... Je ..................-.................................... -....... -

......... ... ..... .............. .. '%'Qoï,
Made by..... Pharazyn................................. ..Forwarded by.....Jnsipe.C..t.ar...... ............ ................................

I have to report that 173 Berman Jewish 

refugees arrived in Shanghai from Bremen and Benou on 

19-5-39 by the Norddeutscher Lloyd s.s. "Scharnhorst". 

Other than names, nationality and port of embarkation, 

no particulars reaching these refugees are available 
in this office.



■4

FM, 2 
55M-1-38~ SHANGHAI MU

REPORT

/ Mise. File No. ^91/.?9 •
'AL POLICE. ‘ ”

- 
........

Date.... Msy.-.-l?.-ip 39 ç.
W7<?^...ki£enfcx3r.Katio.n--Of Passengers from r.V, Scharnhorst at

Hongkew Wharf.

Made by..... .Forwarded by.

bir,

It is reported for information that the Norddeutscher 

Lloyd M.V. "Schoi'r.h or st" arrived in Shanghai and tied up at the 

Shanghai and Jlongkev.’ '.Thnrf =>t- about 1 p.m. May 19th and that 

the Chinese Mariti a CustoMî Authorities allowed the disembarka

tion of all foreign passer-gers with their baggage on the wharf. 

However, Chinese passengers with their baggage were required 

to proceed to the Customs Jetty by l-.unch as Jias been the 

practice for many months.

Ther-: were several hundred Jewish refugees, alleged to be 

about six hundred, disembarked from this ship.

Chinese Customs Officer: and Chinese members of the



FORM NO, 3 p^e ]\’o
G65M'39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

0. S. 6 , S 7ec i al Branch ..StWtëfy 
REPORT _ w „ wDate....... May. __ 17 x / ^3 9.

S.ljec, (fofM)............... .................................................................................................. ................................ ........................

M,i 4r...3.-3- Pil.S??.5-y.n... Ay.....ï.l?.f.aSS.?.A.S...... ........................................ .......

I have to reoort that eight German Jewish 

refugees arrived in Shanghai on 13-5-39 by the Lloyd 

^riestino sterner wHIMALAYA* from rnrieste. Other than 

nsmes and nationality no particulars regarding these

refugees are aval table in this

D. C.(Special Branch). 
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FORM NO. 3 File No......... ....
G65M39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

c. O. 6,Spec.ial..-4rane.h.......«Xotaêooç

REPORT Date.___ ...........................j 959.

Subject (in full)..........................Arrival...of...;re.i?,i.5ll„.r.ft£uge.e.8..-.......................................................-

---- -----...............----- ------------ ---- ------.......................................................... -.................. -Ç-..... -y................... 

Made by------■D- 3- Phar^yn------------------ Forwarded by............ lns.pec.t.O.r.... ..................................

AJ?

D. S.

■b. C. (Soec ial Branch).

»,

t.A.toD.0. QSp.BfJ

1^1^'

à A»'
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, , ît^ v *
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W ■ AÀS'hiâ’''. . <, W
..Y 1 J fcrl’ls

I have to report that 19 German Jewish 

refugees from Bremen and one from Bangkok arrived in 

Shanghai by the Norddeutscher Lloyd M.S. "Slbe* on 

15-5-39. Other than names and nationality, no 

particulars regarding these refugees are available in 

this office.



■ I
FORM NO. 3 File No.
G65M39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. j

I G. 3. Q f lyec ia.l...Branch......... ’
REPORT 

Date_____ lluy...U.5..,__ i) 39.

Subject (in full).................. .A.?£l ........................ -............................... ....... ........

Made ^y...^^.T 3.zyn............................ ..Forwarded .......................... j

I have to report that 7^5 German Jewish refugees

arrived in Shanghai from Genoa by the Lloyd Tries+ino 

liner GIULIO OBSATR on 15-5-39. Other than names 

and nationality no particulars regarding these refugees 

are available in this office.

D.5.(Soec ial Branch).



FORM NO. 3 p^e No..............
G 65M 39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

C. S. 6 , Spe<:.i.al..Br.aJiaii...<S£araiw, 
REPORT

Date_____ Hay..12.,... 19 3 9.

Subject (in full)....................................................... wj sh..ref ugee s ...................... ..................................................

................. ....... ......... ....... ............‘’ .................................... 
Made by..?..'.3'. ?h.3.£^Vn,........................ ..Forwarded by............. ....................................................

I have to report that 74 German Jewish 

refugees arrived in Shanghai by the N.Y.K. steadier 

"Harana Hara* on lO-b-39 from Naples. Other than 

names, ages and nationality, no particulars regarding 

these refugees are available in +his office,.



<■

FORM NO. 3
G. 65M-1-39

File No—-.......
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

pec i alBranch........
REPORT _____ May...!»-.--/ 939 '

Subject (in full).....................s.

Made by....... ?• A ..?.^razyn Forwarded by

I have to report that thirty-nine (39) 

German Jewish refugees arrived in port by the P. & 0. 

steamer •’Talma" from Singapore on 30/4/39. Other than 

names and nationality, no particulars regarding these 

arrivals are available in this office.



■4

FORM NO. 3 / File No»............
G65M39 SHANGHAI MUNltlPÀL POLICE.

‘W 
< 0.3. 6, S oecXal...B_r0.nch»....Æt»#Kîc,

REPORT 
Date___ MajL-.fi*......... 29 39.

Subject (in full)............................^rr i.val.. of.. Je wi sh..Re f ugeç 3............................... .............................

........... ; _........................................ ...... ............... .............................< >....................
Made by..—/........... -.............- —Forwarded by..... ................................. ...............................................

I have to report that 450 Jewish refugees 

arrived in Shanghai on 7-5-39 by the Lloyd Triestino 

liner "'•'onte hosso*. Names, ages, natiunaxity, 

previous occupations, port of embarkation and temporary 

Shanghai addresses are available in this office.

D.(Special Branch).



4

FORM NO. 3
G. 65M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.

C. 3< 6,3 pecj al..Branch.»....iSxoiwaj
REPORT ig 39.Date,_

Subject (in full).

Made by,, D*«S.______L- "" ~ ~ *? Aax azyn Fot•warded by Zjâ^.........
At 5.45 p.m. 25-4-39, 840 German Jewish 

refugees arrived by tender at the Customs Jetty from 

the Lloyd Triestir.u liner "Conte Biancamano* outward 

bound from Genoa. Other than names and nationality, 

no particulars regarding these refugees are available 

in this office.

The undersigned attended the landing of 

passengers and observed no incidents of an untoward 

or political nature.



FORM NO. 3
G. 65M-1-39

File No,

Subject (in full)

Made ?har.a.?yn

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

e G-i-al—3-ranc-h»
REPORT

Dale. ...ic) 39

03.

.Forwarded by...... I-C.SjZe.fi.t.UX.

3nei senau”

On 24-4-39

from Bremen and lenoa

no

in this office.

Li. 3. ( 3r>e ci al Branch).

the ITorddeutscher Lloyd vessel

port carrying 128 Jewish refugees

Other than names and nationality,

a/ailable

». s

FWf
 
' 
■



FORM NO. 3
G. 65M-1-39

File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REP^JRT » 2 -] r\ c 7 Q
Dale______________ i g •

Subject (in full)........... A.LK.Lv.aL—O.L..J.U2oJ.£h..XUf.aga£Ja^...........................................................................

Made by...^.'^-,. ?har.azy.u.... ...Forwarded by

On 24/4/39 the W.'r.K. steorer "uakusan

,raru.* arrived in port carrying 94 German Jewish 

refugees. 90 of these were from Maples, 2 fro'3 London 

nr.u t’.o fier Vai seilies.

Other than names, ages ana nationality,

no particulars regarding these refugees are available 

in this office.



FORM NO. 3
G. 65M-1-39

File No......... .
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.¥ C. S. 6 ,Special Brane

REPORT , .n
Date.__ AJ.r.l X...XS.*..../ ^9 •

Subject (in full)..........P.?—

Made by.....D- S« ph?razyn Forwarded by in s.P£.

On 17th April, 1939, the Norddeutscher

Lloyd motorship "Regensburg*1 arrived in poi*t carrying 

9 Jewish refugees, all from Hamburg, Germany. Other 

tnan names, no particulars regarding these arrivals 

are available, in this office.



£ggM.Hq:.3. Pile No..............
G65M'39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

V*

(3. S. 6 ,Soecial.. Brj;ng.h». jxSWdOWj
REPORT 

D^.„AûjcU..À9.,___ /p39.

Subject (in full )..............................Arrivai., of .Jewish Refujjees..................................................... .............

........................................... ................................ ............... .....................................

Made by......?• 3«. .............................. Forwarded by.... Ct.Or.................. ....................................................

On 18th April, 1939, the Norddeutscher

Lloyd steamer “^rantoen" arrived in port from Bremen 

carrying 13 Jewish refugees, all from that port. 

Other then names, no particulars regarding these 

arrivals are available, in this office.

D.C.(Special Branch).



FORM NO. 3
G. 65M-1-39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

File No___ .......

0.3. € , Spec lai.dBranoh........Staxiattf.
REPORT

Subject (in full ).............Ar riyal.. .of...J.e.'«is.ft...BsXuge.g.Sx................................................... .........................

Made £y....P., 3.. .H.QQXlng. .Forwarded by—.Inapje.C.t.OX.

Date......APX.11...1B.*—i g 39

Thirteen German Jewish refugees arrived 

in Shanghai on 18-4-39 aboard the 3.s. "Kulmerlsnd" 

from Hamburg and Jenoa. All travelled oabin class. 

In addition to names, ages and profession are given 

on the passenger manifest on file in this office.



FORM NO. 3 File No................
G ";38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

C. 3. 6 , Soeeial--Branc-h.... fàtiàük
REPORT ..... Apri.l-.13.,....z939.

Arrival of Jewish Refugees. 
Subject (in (till)........................................................................................................................ .........................................

.... -.................................................................................................................................... .........................................  
Made by JL-3.Ù...E.Q.çKJ.llS.........................Forwarded by iP.S.P.Ç.Ç.t OI b- .........................

*̂ive  lerman Jewish refugees arrived in 

Shanghai on 9-4-39 aboard the m/v ”Kina", a single class 

ship, from Genoa and Hamburg. No details other than 

names are available.

D.G. (Social Branch).



FORM NO. 3
G. tOM-IO-38

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.

C.3.C, 3 j Wial 
REPORT , ., ,,

Date....... A2ril...U.,...Z9 39.

Subject (in jull) Arrival of Jewish Refugees.

Flade by..................  Forwarded by9.r.........

98 German Tevi rh refugees arrived, in Shanghai

from Naples on 7-4-39 ahoaid the s.s. "’"erukuni Maru*.  48 

were first class passengers, 34 second and 16 third class; 

with few exceptions, di l gave their Shanghai address as C/o

the N.'7.K. A<?es and in some cases professions are given

on the passenger list on file in this office



FORM NO. 3
G. 1OM-1O-38

File No..
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

Subject (in full) Arrival of Te’-vish Refugees.

Special Brancji.

D< 
Liat* ____ '.

Made by............................................... •..............Forwarded by....... In.3 jeG *.°  T.

Mr., Mrs. and Miss L03L, Jewish refugees, arrived 

in Shanghai from Hamburg on 6.4.Û9 aboard the s/s ’’Protest laus. 

Apart from their forwarding address, C/0 Refugee Committee, 

Shanghai, no particulars concerning these people &re available.

D.C. (special Branch).



FORM NO. 3
G. 10M-10-38

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

C. 3. 6,3pecial...Branch.__ Station,
REPORT , . .. . ,Q

Date......A.-?.t.À.t ..4.»....... i ’

Arrival of Jewish Refugees.Subject (in full)

Made by........Id-............................Forwarded by....... to.r......................... .....................................................

495 Jewish refugees of varied Sxropean 

extractions arrived in Shanghai or 3-4-39 aboard the s.s. 

"Conte 7erde*.  "’ravelling first class were 197, second 

class 119 and economic class 179. Bull names and nationali

ties only are given on the passenger manifest filed in this 

office. mhe undersigned was present at the Customs Jetty 

be+ween 2.45 p.m. and 3.30 p.m. on 3-4-39 during the dis

embarkation of a number of these arrivals; nothing of note 

was observed.



FORM NO. 3
G. 10M-10-38

’ X

Subject (in jull)

File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Special Branch Ç. 3. 6......5E£iiô4îÇ
REPORT 

Date ...Aar.il..3.,....... /9<39.

....Arrival of .-lewishRef ugees.

Made by........ZL».S»>.„Hock .1 BA.-......................Forwarded by...........

13 Berman Jewish refugees arrived in Shanghai on 

1.4.39 aboard the rn/s "Ramses", a single class vessel, from 

Europe. Available in this office are particulars as to 

name, age, orofession, nationality and port of embarkation 

of + hese arrivals.

I). 3.

D.S. (Special Rranch).

J./.



FORM NO. 3
G. 10M-10-38

File No.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 

Special Branch.....G.«.S.t...6.....Stdtâ/i,
REPORT ,, . ,

Date .. .30,...... Z909.

Subject (in full)........................................Arxi.ya.l....Q.f... J.ewi.3.h...Re.f. ugg.e.a,............................................

Made by. D.. S-..-Hacking.,. Forwarded by...............In 8.30.0 .t.O.X.

52 Berman Jewish refugees arrived in Shanghai on 

28.3.39 aboard the s/s ”3uwa Mara’ from Naples. 28 travelled 

first class, 13 second class and 11 third class. In addition 

to nanes, the age and profession of each is stated on the 

passenger list on file in this office.

^•0. (Special Branch).



I

FORM NO, 3 File No..............
G 0M 0 38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Spec ial Branch....6................
REPORT Harçh. 35^.....^9.

Subject (in full)......................................................................................................

Made by............Xh.S.. JJpckin^.................. Forwarded by..........Inspect or... ...............................

152 Jewish refugees arrived in Shanghai from Europe 

on 28.3.39 aboard the s/s ’’Potsdam**,  39 were first class 

o^ssenrci's and the remaining 113 travelled tourist class. 

Siven on the passenger list filed in this office are full names, 

nationality and port of embarkation of these arrivals.



FORM NO. 3
G. 65M-1-39

Subject (in full)

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. [

0.3*6
REPORT

Arrival QX..<r.ewij5h..jRgfug.ee,ft..

Made by.^. 3.r H?.cking Foi 'war ded by.........Injector

Six Jewish refugees arrived in Shanghai on 

5-3-39 from Surope aboard the e.s. "Mentor*,  all gave 

their Shanghai address as C/o the Refugee Committee. 

The passenger list of this ship was not available at 

an earlier date owing to the vessell leaving for 

Japan before a list was procured by the local agents. 

No personal particulars are given regarding these 

arri vais.

D.C.(Special Branch).



FæM 10» N°......................

7 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

C.3.6,3 oec.i.al..Branch-.5toiK«aç
REPORT

Date MaXÆÜ.. .2.7. +... 19 3 9.

Subject (in full)...............^xxi.v.aI....QA...J.â.wi.sh..ReZ.uge.eÆA..............................................................

Made ^y....ü..S....,Ha.o.kihg. Forwarded by....I.hS.pe a.t.O.X..

29 Jewish refugees of varied extractions

arrived in Shanghai on 22-3-39 aboard the m.v. •'Che no nee aux*  ,

all travelling third class. 25 ooarded the vessel at

Marseilles and tne remaining 4 at Singapore. Particulars 

as to nationality, profession and Christian names are listed

on the passenger manifest on file in this office.

D. 3.

D.C.(Special Branch).

i
8



form Na» 3 File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Special Branch C.S.6

REPORT Date,...^^..^................. *

Subject (in full)________ ...............................................................................................................................................

Made by. ■ A> 9» • • «À.V. XÛÎfc9- < Forwarded by.. .In.apÆSXQX

13 'Jerman Jewish refugees arrived in Shanghai frein

Yienna on IS. 5.39 aboard the rn/v "Cortellazzo" , a single class 

ship. Other than full names, no particulars are available 

regarding these people.



FORM NO. 3
G. 65M-I-39-

Subject (in full)

File No..............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Special Branch _ C. S. 6iïfàfîfâ, 
REPORT ,, , -in

.... i *

Arrival of Jewish Refugees.

Made by.... D. 3. Hocking. ..Forwarded by......... .T.n.?.2£.?.™.i.... ..................................

Six Perrnan Jewish refugees arrived in 

Shanghai from Hamburg on 21.3.39 aboard the m.s. "Java", 

a single class ship. Other than names, initials and 

nationality, no further particulars regarding these 

people pre contained in the passenger list on file in 

this office.



FORM NO. 3. File No,...........
G65M’39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

y C. 3.6,Special Branch.
REPORT 

Dale__________________ 39.

Subject (in full)...............Arrival of Jewish Refugees..................................................... .......... ...........

Made Hocking..... .................. Forwarded by..... lP„?5?„9.k9.F..... ...............................................

Six German Jewish refugees arrived in 

Shanghai on 21-3-39 from Hamburg aboard the m.s.“Marburg* , 

a single class ship. Bate and place of birth, passport 

number, nationality, and profession are given on the 

passenger list.



FORM NO. 3_ p^e pj0..............
G65M139 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

' Special Branch C.S. 6

REPORT March 20>......, ^9.

Subject (in full)...........£„?.£............................................ .................................................

Made by......... D.S....Hocking., ..Forzt'arded by

345 Jewish refugees, for the most part of German 

extraction, arrived in Shanghai on 30.3.39 aboard the 

m. v. "Victoria" from Genoa. 176 travelled first class, 

71 second class and 98 economic class. In all cases the 

Shanghai address is given as C/o the Committee of Jews; 

Particulars as to nationality, age, profession and former 

olace of residence are also given.on the passenger lists.

(Special Branch).



FORM NO. 3 
G. 65M-I-39

File No............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Subject (in full)

Special Branch 6 * v

REPORT Date > &) .

Arrival of Jewisn Refugees. «.? •?'?'

Made by...........SJ..^.XÂn^ ..Forwarded by...........

91 Jewish refugees of German extraction arrived 

in Shanghai from Naples on 14.3.<59 aboard the 3.3. 

"Hakozaki Maru". <59 travelled as first class passengers, 

27 as second and 25 as third; in all cases the Jewish

’> ", ) Refugee Association was gi ven as the local address.

-M

* /J *



FORM NO. 3
G. 10M-10-38

File No..............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 

Special Branch C.S. 6 ..... jçm»,

REPORT , Da(g March .16 I9 o9.

Subject (in full)........................... J.®??..!.?.1.}...?®.?.^tjees - f urther arrivals.

Made by_______ ......................................................Forwarded by Inspector

With the arrival of the S.S. "Aller" on 16.5.39, 

sixteen Jewish refugees of Perman origin landed in Shanghai 

from Hamburg. All travelled first class, the "Aller" being 

a single class vessel.



FOR Î.I NO. 3 F» * T
G0M-38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ...........

4 • 
Special Branch Ç.3.6 

REPORT „ aDate March .6,....... l() 59.

Subject (in full)..............................................................................................................................................

MaJeby......&3feJ»S ïl® -....... -J«-M by. . In3?eC ‘ «

A total of 384 Jewish refugees, the majority of German 

origin, arrived in Shanghai from Italy on 5.3.39 aboard the 

3.S. “Conte Rosso". 142 travelled first class, 84 second

D*C.  (special Branch). I



FORM NO. 3
G. lCM-10-38 File No.............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
3pec ial "Branch 0. S. 6.......$&&&&,

REPORT n__oh x , m.Date .. . . ■ «r e n x »....... z -

Subject (in jull).................................................................................. 'v3.‘

Made by. D.3. 1To eking v , , , Inspector.b ortvarded by..........f...............

A total of L>3 Jewish refugees of German extraction 

arrived in Shanghai from Naples on 28.2.39 aboard the s.s 

"Husimi Haru”. Of these, 19 travelled as first, 17 as 

second and la ?g third class passengers.



■fc-

FORM NO. 3
G. 10M-10-38

£
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

Spécial
REPORT

rsjop mi pou^
POI ÏCF :-B.• REGîSTFVt'

N».s.aD.2W.,Ê2
Branch Ç,S. 6......SW6X, / '

<£tete________
Date ZO39. f

Subject (in full)....................^®wl.sh.K®/.^.£®®®.."../.^.T.?..i.1®.r...®'rriyals,

Made by H?eking. Forwarded by.....T. ?? ®.P.® 9 .t.9 T.

Approximately 95 German Jewish refugees arrived 

in Shanghai from Bremen, Rotterdam and Genoa aboard the 

s/s "Scharnhorst* on 24.2.39. Of these, 13 travelled first 

class, 27 second class and 55 third class.



IWNI81PAL PÛ’JCt
.7.3 File ato£L.B£GlSTR f i

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. .. s B D.£/„____  j
C.S.6. Special ^^^x.Station,'

REPORT 39.---- (>

Subject (in full)______ Jewish Refugees - Arrival in ,Shan^hai. .................................................

Made by..Lockv'°..QA Forwarded by Inspect oi*.w

A total of 795 Jewish refugees of Grennan extraction 

arrived in Shanghai on board the m.s. ’Burgenland’ and the 

Lloyd Triestino m.s. ’Conte Biancamano’ on February 20 and 22, 

1939, respectively.

SUYHARY.

yvj S » 'Burgenland' Cabin Class. 15.
1

m. s. 'Conte Biancamano' First Class. 142. i
Second. Class. 91. 1

«I Economic 149.

Third Class, 398.



I- File No---------
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

G* S‘ 6- Special Bran^ff) 
REPORT Date..2.^^lL21i9 39 •

Subject (in full)____ Jewish Refugees - Arrival in Shanghai.

Made by,2-...h....^wood.................. Forwarded by............. ..................................................................

I
Travelling on board the m.v. ’Fulda’ 20 Jewish 

refugees of German extraction landed in Shanghai on February 

16, 1259. All the voyagers travelled ’Cabin Class.’



FORM NQ> 3_ pHe No.
G 40 * ; SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

c* S- ^_§£ej:jal„Bran<j^z;0W>
REPORT .I9 39 -

Subject (in full)____ .............................................. ~ Arrival in Shanghai.....................................

Made by J.*..  .................... Forwarded by...........

Travelling on board the N.Y.K» s.s. 'Ilakone Maru*  

56 Jewish refugees of German extraction landed in Shanghai on 

February 14, 1939. The majority of the travellers have given 

their Shanghai address as c/o Thomas Cook à Sons Ltd.

Summary; First Class~28. Second Class" 15. Third Class=13.

D. S.



FORM NO. 3
G. 10M-10-38

z
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

3 3ec i al
REPORT

Subject (in full) .Tewiph Refugees - arrival

snwnMNMMiaiPM police
POLICE. S. a. REGISTRY 
Branch (Tk'ioÆ B.

Dote . u afy~..417. 790^.

in Shanghai............................

Made by......... Hocking. Forwarded by

A further party of Perraan Jewish refugees 

arrived in Shanghai on 27.1.39 aboard the s/s "(Ineisenau". 

As far as can be ascertained there were 79 arrivals, 2b 

travelling first class and b4 tourist class.



FORM NO. 3
G. ÎOM-10-38

File No............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Special Branch 0.3>6LX&CSX,
REPORT Date .,.J.anaary...3.Q.l..i939.

Subject (in full)................J.ola.tl..Re.£.Ug.ee.3...-...arr i val in Shanghai.,

Made by....... DJU.a»....HQ.QXi.nâ>.....................Forwarded by.......... I.0.S.?eC'tor

'"ravelling aboard the s/s "Conte Verde’, 359 Jewish 

refugees, for the most >art of German extraction, landed in 

Shanghai on 29.1.39. Of this number 87 travelled first class, 

120 second class and 152 economic class; no addresses are 

given other than c/o Lloyd ’"riestino, Shanghai.



FORM NO. 3
G. 10M-10-38

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE sh^iwim pousr
3 B R..313TRY

REPORT
Special Br apc^..ÇtÇ

pbfr ii&jy --Kii--;-Dat.

Subject (in full) Je - ’i arrival .by n/y r-rr

Made by. .Forwarded by Inspsc tor.

A.'j iving at Shanghai from Saropean ports, 18C 

'reman lews disembarked from the mzv ’•Victoria” un Id.l.tS. 

73 travelled as 1st class passengers, 44 as 2nd class and 

ths rd’Tiaininj C4 as *->nd  clrxss ecjnonic.
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.?.«4»...Speçial...Branch.......JX&W1 pue N()t........................ Date April 11th» 1942.

FM, 2
G. 850-1-41

X A * I / "SilANG 4:-rjiiXWOT
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAÏ

REPORT

rPOL ICE.
No. s.

Date..,

S. B. REGISTRY

B. D

* .......... * • z

J SUBJECT: The Present Functions of the "I.CU Committee.

After the outbreak of the Pacific War the offices 

j of the •International Committee for the Organization of 

j European Jewish Immigrants in China**,  which were located 
I in the Cathay Hotel, were closed as being part of the

bassoon property. In the beginning of 1942 the military 

। administrators of the property charged Mr. B. Topaz, the 

chairman of the Ashkenazi-Community in Shanghai, with 
i 
; the task of auditing the Committee’s books and making 

the necessary preparations for a re-opening of the 

office.

On March 16th, 1942, an office was opened on the 

1st floor of the Sassoon House and the “migrant*s  

Thrift-Shop" at 55 Nanking Road also resumed operations» 

both with a staff of 10 former employees under a new 

secretary» Mr. Ohlmert, a friend of Mr. Topazi. The 

Committee is presently governed by a supervisory board 

consisting of Messrs. Topaz, R.D. Abraham of D.jfi.J. 

Abraham, 83 Peking Road, and Dr. Kardegg, the Chairman 
, - 5

of the “Community of Central European Jews (Juedische 

Gémeinde) '. These three in turn report to Mr. Inoye 

of the bassoon property administration and Mr. Shibata 4 

of the Japanese Consulate-General/

Of the Committee’s many fùnctions the following 1 

i continue to exist: H|

1, The above mentioned "Thrift-Shop". fa

] 2. The *I.C. Nursery". S

■ 3. Support of the "Ort", a training school for 8
[ engineers, mechanics, carpenters, etc. g

Î4. Collect ingîof loans, granted to refugees for ■ 
the establishment of enterpristeMt Sheps.,<e8

;
t\ ■/iïiï.V.'■ ■■ "•
i ‘ .... w. . .. .... ..............._______________________________t..... .......... .



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

.Station. File No. . Date.

SUBJECT:

5. Contributions to various charitable purposes» 
individual as well as institutions.

According to Mr. Topaz, who was interviewed 

with regard to the above, the Committee will continue 

to carry out these functions on the basis of a 

conservation of its capital, proceeds to go to charitable 

purposes.

When questioned about the passports issued formerly 

by the Committee and endorsed by the S.M.Police, Mr*  

Topaz stated that they will have to be returned by 

their holders. The possibility of issuing new passports 

to Central European Jewish refugees similar to those, 

issued by the Russian Emigrants Committee has already 

been discussed.

With regard to the Committee's registers, which 

contain records and photos of nearly 16,000 persons, 

Mr. Topaz explained, that when no agreement could be 

reached as to how to dispose of them, it was decided 

that they should be left in his (Mr*  Topaz’s) personal 

charge. Should the police require any information, 

contained in these records, Mr. Topaz would hâve to be 

contacted. At present they are stored in a box room 

on the first floor of the Sassoon House, near to the 

Committee’s office. .

Officer i/c special Branch*



January 8, 42.

Honorary Secretary, 
"I.C."

Sassoon House, 
S H..A N.G H A X.

Sir,

I have to acknowledge with than«u> receipt of 

your letter dated January 7, 1942, the contents of 

which have been noted.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servent,

H. M. SMYTH
Acting Commissioner of Police.

esc/:



ORGANIZATION OF EUROPEAN |MMI<5RflNTS 

IN CHINASASSOON HOUSE 
SHANGHAI. 

CABLES: "ICYGRAM" 
P. O. BOX 2140 

TELEPHONE 16637 
' î&-

SHANGHAI. slfiHU. & r.%■ 7--J-9 42.

i
The Commissioner, 
bhanghai Municipal Police,
oHÂNGHAI.

bir,

I have pleasure in enclosing a report 
showing the activities of the "Legal bepertment" of 
this Organisation for the past year.

Although the figures spe&k for them
selves to a very great extent, they cannot sufficient
ly convey an idea of the vast, amount of work, which has 
been carried out to the satisfaction of all those con
cerned for the benefit of the Emigrants as a whole. In 
this connection, I am very glad to acknowledge the very 
kind co-operation which I have experienced from the Po
lice Force of the Shanghai Municipal Council.

I am, bir,

NO. 17 8-41 1OOO



<S'
VI Ti& ^GTIVxXY UP TO LÆGAL d&pabtm^t or tha I.C.

L.C?)ôj ~~.
/ " ,-i

zZ L e t t c r s to Co n s u 1 a t e s
Germany

Poverty Passport Various
Poland Japan Britain France Danemark

3an. 
ieb. 
March 
April

9
12

6
3

I 
10 
10

"1
1
1
7

4 
2
4
2

4
1

1

1
May 
i une 
July 
Aug. 
Sept. 
Oct. 
Bov.
ÊfiCî-

9

2 4
2
2

13
29
17

5
1
J

1
2
2
1
1
2

2
2
2
6

1

2

1

1

Total A? 129 24 27 7 5 11

1941 Certificates Applications for journeys to
----------

Author- Gocd Vari- ToVl
Mth .lestions Conduct Japan Tsir^it,.Tient®. Peipluk Feltrho
J an. 4 25 116
Feb. 0 46 48 3 127March 2 >7 >3 6 1 105
^pril 1 22 5© 5 1 1 123May 1 6 64 1> 6 1 110J one 2 5» >6 1> 1 104J uly n. 1 52 10 8 1 96Aug. 3 29 1 49Sept. 1 0 45 59Oct. 3 7 J4 52Bov. 1 >9 16 85Dec. ___ 10 22 39
Total 24 201 486 $2 94 5 1 1 106J
»— 1 "■ **•  —* ‘ •**'-***

mî??B^Hon8 signatures,ccrreotneBs of copies &c. about 800, 
Traa slat io ns compared with the originals and attested to >80.

Postal guarantees for monoy-orders: 136 persons,ana ont I 19.100.86,

Total nuiiiber of visitors daring 1941 about 14000 persons



(JLAR8 or THfe ACTIVITY Off Tilt L..GXL DEPARTMENT Of THE I.C

Conciliation hoard .

1941
Mouth Dr.raerber

Hear Ing ü
TotalDr. lunger Dr.ri&lla

Jan. 27 <7 ?4
feb. 28 52 80
March 54 45 79April 57 <5 80
May 29 44 75
Juno 51 45 74
July 41 55 54 110
Aug 51 50 57 98
Sept. 52 55 41 108
Oct. 1Ô >8 48 104
lev. 21 42 44 10?
Deo, S&_ _____ 19 44___ _________ 111 .
Total 557 ♦95_ 248 1098

(PartleB.witnossea and lawyers attending the hearings are not 
included in the before-mentioned number of visitors.)

In addition to cases continued from 1940
728 new olalaa have been filed during 1941.

Shanghai,11st of December 1>41
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F. 2O7A
G. 500-9-41

Headquarters, 
Shanghai Municipal,Poli ce.

November..... .............. 19 41 .

To Secretary & Commissioner General,

S. M. C.

Acting
The/Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference Ho : - D.5422.

Subject Documents of Identification.

Enclosures Copy of a letter from the Honorary Secretary 
of the International Committee for the 
Organization of European Immigrants in China. 
For information.



The International Committee for the 
Organization of European Immigrants 
in China.

November 29th 1941.

Dear Sir,
With reference to my telephone conversation 

with you yesterday morning, I hereby confina that the 
necessary measures which arise on our part due to the 
new anti-Jewish laws promulgated by the German Govern
ment, whereby all Jews living abroad lose their nation
ality, already exist, as you know, in part by our issuing 
Documents of Identification in lieu of Passports which 
are certified by you, Certificates of Character, endorse
ments of Municipal Licences and so forth, and that these . 
services are immediately being extended to cover other 
administrative work heretofore performed by the German . 
Consulate General and covering such documents as Hirth- 
and death-Certificates and any other documents which in 
the ordinary course of administrative work arise.

Such documents, e.g. Birth- and Death-Certi
ficates, will be issued under our signature and seal, 
and as indicated yesterday and approved by your good- 
selves, endorsed by you in the same way as Documents of 
Identification have been and are being endorsed.

I am very happy that foreseeing the present 
developments, my organisation has created services which 
can immediately take up the threads which are being se
vered by the action of the German Government, and I sin
cerely hope that by such services, the will prove
useful to the Shanghai Municipal Police and the Adminis
tration of the International Settlement in general.

I am, Dear Sir,
Your obedient servant,

T. Robertson Esquire. 
Assistant Commissioner, 
Shanghai Municipal Police, 
Special Branch, 

SHANGHAI.

Honorary oucretary.

Certified true copy.
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x “I. C.” .
•SASSOON HOUSE 

SHANGHAI.
CABLES: “ICYGRAM" 

P. O. BOX 2140 
TELEPHONE 16637

PK/Fa.

THE INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE 

ORGANIZATION OF EUROPEAN IMMIGRANTS 

IN CHINA

shanghai....29th November, 1941.

Dear Sir,

With reference to my telephone conversation 
with ^ou yesterday morning, I hereby confirm that the 
necessary measures which arise on our part due to the 
new anti-jew'ish lews promulgated by the German Govern
ment, whereby all Jews living abroad lose their nation
ality, already exist, as you know, in part by our issuing 
Documents of Identification in lieu of Passports which 
are certified by you, Certificates of Character, endorse
ments of Municipal Licences and so forth, and that these 
services are immediately being extended to cover other 
administrative work heretofore performed by the German 
Consulate General end covering such documents as Birth- 
and Death-Certificates and any other documents which in 
the ordinary course of administrative work arise.

Such documents, e.g. Birth- and Death-Certi
ficates, will be issued undeï our signature and seal, 
and as indicated yesterday and approved by your good
selves, endorsed by you in the same way as Documents of 
Identification have been and are being endorsed.

I am very happy that foreseeing the present 
developments, my organisation has created services which 
can immediately take up the threads which are being se
vered by thef action of the German Government, and I sin
cerely hope that by such services, the "I.C." will prove 
useful to the Shanghai Municipal Police and the Adminis
tration of the International Settlement in general.

I am, _’ Dear Sir,

T. Robertson Esquire, 
Assistant Commissioner, 
Shanghai Municipal Police, 
Special Branch, 

SHANGHAI.

NO. 17 8’41 ÎOOO



C.”
SASSOON HOUSE 

SHANGHAI. 
Cables:*  'ICYGRAM” 
W \ O. BOX 2140 
TELEPHONE 16637

Shanghai Municipal Police
Special Branch
Shan gtiai

Attention to Mr, Danemans

Pear Sirs:-

THE INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE

We are enclosing a copy of a translation re - 
garât ng a conversation between the Vice-Consul Betz of 
the Gernan Consulate General and one of our staff members



w, %r .p, 
ion

Kr . Komor:

B.e : v'y c nversation with Vice -Consil - e t z of the German 
Consulate regarding decationalitati on.

This report was æide cy '' Trunsocean” and is said to be absolutely 
correct for "Pull - Jews" who live aoroad.

Mr. Betz told me, wheniasked him why tne German Consulate -Bene ra 1 
had not even today, 8 days after the report was published in the 
"Ostasiati scher Lloyd", made an official declaration regard inc- it, 
that the papers were of course working faster than the Courier. 
She latter was daily expected by the Berman Consulate General. 
Should no message arrive up to the lOttp^of December, the Berman 
Consulate General would cable to Berlin.

"You surely can imagine", Mr. Betz said to me, "that Germany today 
has far more important things to do, we have to wage a hurre war in 
the Bast; in the Lest it would be d ifferent, the official
authorit ies today work only with 4O> of their staff as every able man 
has joined the arrry. "

Mr. Betz regretted to be unable to tell me any more than the 
"Transocean" report said.

"We regard the matter as being frozen up, but as this Agency is the 
official German one, you can tell your people that the report about 
the denationalization of the Jews living abroad is correct. But 
before we ma e a general alteration, it would be better to wait 
for the execution tardera."

Concerning the 14 Passports retained by the Consulate, Mr. Betz is 
’ going to recommend my proposition. Should the Passports actually 

be confiscated by the Reich, the Passports shall be anulled by 
the German Consulate General and will be returned to me for 
distribution to nthe owners of the respective Passports.

The conference was held in a verj/friendly and often private 
atmosphere .



GR Translation

Mr. Komor:

Re: My conversation with Vice-Consul Betz of the German 
Consulate regarding denattonalliation.

This report was made by "Transocean" and is said to be absolutely 
correct far '’Full-Jews" who live abroad.

Mr. Betz told me, when lasked him why the Gemaan Consulate-General 
had not even today, 8 days after the report was published in the 
"Ostasiat lecher Lloyd", made an official declaration regarding it, 
that the papers were of course working faster than the Courier. 
Ibe latter was daily expected by the German Consulate General. 
Should no message arrive up to the 10th of December, the German 
Consulate General would cable to Berlin.

"You surely can Imagine", Mr. Betz said to me, "that Germany today 
has far more important things to do, we have to wage a huge war In 
the Bast; in the Vie st it would be different, the official 
authorities today work only with 40% of their staff as every able ma a 
has joined the army."

Mr. Bets regretted to be aaable to tell me any more than the 
"Transocean" report said.

"We regard the matter as be iig frozen up, but as this Agency is the 
official German one, you can tell your people that the report about 
the denationalization of the Jews living abroad is correct. But 
before we make a general alteration, it would be better to wait 
for the execution Orders."

Concerning the 14 Passports retained by the Consulate, Mr. Bets is
going to recommend my proposition. Should the Passports actually 
be oonfi seated by the Reich, the Passports shall be a nul led by *
the German Consulate General and will be returned to me for |
distribution tonthe owners of the respective Passports. |

f
The conference was held in a veryfcriendly and often private 
atmosphere. 1



SHANGHAI, J,,,n "ry ^0th»19 4 °
80S EAST SEWARD ROAD, HOUSE 5 
TELEPHONE S0192

The Commissioner-rGe neral
The Shanghai Municipal Council 
Foochow Road.

Referring to our communication of November 
4th,1939, we should like to inform you that there have been 
recently some changes in the Committee of our Community. The 
new Committee consists now of the following members:

1. Arnold Rossmann, Chairman
2. Hugo iv-ufmtnn, first Deputy Chairman
3. Dr. Adolf Samet, second Deputy Chairman
4. Leopold Steinhardt, Managing Director.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10. 
t—i'l".

Dr.Paul Bendix, 
Rudolf Glaser 
Dr,Georg Glass 
Hugo K^ntorowsky 
Hermann Koller 
Dr.Otto Koritschoner 
Dr. Fritz Lesser

12. Ossi Lewin
13. Dr.Kurt Redlich
14. Fritz Rosskarom
15. Dr. Mark Riegelbtr-g
16. Max Smoliansky
17. Lutz Wachsner
18. Julius Weinbeçpr.

Our office is/ located at 805 E. Seward Rd.,House p.

Yours faithfully

JUEDISCHE G E 1.Î E I N B E 

Jewish Community of Central European Jews. 

\ .
Albert T r u m 

Secretary - General.



1 JUEDISCH3 GSMS INDE

(Jewish Community of
Central European Jews)

Shanghai,Nove 
50/28 Ward Ro 
Tel: 50192

3
mice 

H Eanf. b Hr.GiSrRY 
I No. S, fi.
Lpo*» ...... ............ <..- '''/

To The

Shanghai Municipal Council,

Foochow Road,

NOV 6 : '

Local

Dear Sirs,

We have the honour to inform you that the

•• Juedische Gemeinde «
(Jewish Community of Centrffl European Jews)

formerly annexed to the •» Committee for the Assistance of 
European Jewish Refugees')continues in mutual accord as an 
independent congregation.

The president of the community is: 
Mr.Leopold Steinhardt, 69,Wayside Road, 

the vice-president
«r.nugo -u-aurmann,05 Macgregor xtuad, 

cnief-seuretary is:
Mr.Albert Trum,45 uhusan Hoad.
The other members of the coSittee are: 
Mr.Rudolf Glaser,19 Avenue Edward VII, 
Mr.Dr.Fritz Lesser,50/24 Ward Road Lane, 
Mr.Hermann Koller,o81 Szeohuen Road, 
Mr.Arnold Rossmann,199 Yangtszepoo Road, 
Dr.Kurt Redlich,5I0/5 Tiendong Road, 
Dr.Adolf Samet,2 Avenue Petain, 
Mr.Max Smoliansky,5?2 Route Maresca, 
Mr.Oscar Weiss,15/&2 Route Pottier.

Our office-rooms are:5O/28 Ward Road Lane.
Statutes are elaborated and presented later.
Our Newspaper •• Gemeindeblatt der Juedisohen Kultusgemeinden 

registered with number g».9-5 will be published unchanged.
Please take note 01 àcove.

We beg to remain

REF/RRtD TO
Z-Zjf&ÎCE TOBCS

yours respectfully

Juedische Gemeinde 
by oader------- -

chief-seoretary.
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F. 207a
Ki 500-2-3». 
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Ref.

SHAWIUI MUSI3IML «UK" 
! s. b. WssAtw,,

—z—zZ-j 
___________ T

Headquarters,

Shanghai Municipal Police,

.........July -7 y........193-9„

SUBJECT
Central European Jews - Fourth 

Cpram!ttee Meeting..........................

The Commissioner presents his compliments to 

and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the

subject referred to above

!• Copy of a Police Report.

2.

3.



Special Branch,

Sir,

July 6, 1939

Rumours of unscrupulous tactics on the

part of Mr. Komor in his I.C. work are current

at the moment and it is possible that those

responsible will break into press in the near

future. I think Mr. Hayim has something to do

with it as the feeling between him and Komor is

reported to be anything but friendly,

Reference attached minutes and Mr. Komor*s

request for strengthening of the present Committee,

I am of opinion that the question should be shelved

for the time being, I suggested to Mr. Komor that

it was unfortunate that prominent local members of

the Jewish community could not work together in

relief matters. He was more or less non-committal

in his reply, merely venturing the statement that

he was out for immediate relief and had little

interest in projects which would take a year or two

C

to materialize,

D. C. (Special Branch)



Special Branch.

July 6, 1939.

Commissioner.

Sir,

Rumours of unscrupulous tactics on the 

part of Mr. Komor in his I .C. work are current 

at the moment and it is possible that those 

responsible will break into press in the near 

future. I think Mr. Hayim has something to do 

with it as the feeling between him and Komor is 

reported to be anything but friendly.

Reference attached minutes and Mr. Komor*s  

request for strengthening of the present Committee, 

I am of opinion that the question should be shelved 

for the time being. I suggested to Mr. Komor that 

it was unfortunate that prominent local members of 

the Jewish community could not work together in 

relief matters. He was more or less non-committal 

in his reply, merely venturing the statement that 

he was out for immediate relief and had little 

interest in projects which would take a year or two 

to materialize.

(Sd) Thos. Robertson

D .0. (Special Branch)



Special Branch.

July 6, 1939.

Commissioner.

Sir, 

Rumours of unscrupulous tactioa on the 

part of Mr. Komor in his I.C. work are current 

at the moment and it is possible that those 

responsible will break into press in the near 

future. I think Mr. Hayim has something to do 

with it as the feeling between him and Komor is 

reported to be anything but friendly.

Reference attached minâtes and Mr. ïuémor’e 
5> 

request for etrengthenlng of the present Committee, 

I am of opinion that the question should be shelved 

for the time being. I suggested to Mr. Komor that 

it was unfortunate that prominent local members of 

the Jewish community could not work together in 

relief matters. He was more or less non-committal 

In his reply, merely venturing the statement that 

he was out for immediate relief and had little 

Interest in projects which would take a year or two 

to materialize.

(Sd) Thos. Robertson

D.C. (Special Branch)
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TïH --------------------
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL—POLICE. O*̂<**̂̂

\ s»l«
REPORT ....

bject (in full) Central European Jews - Fourth Committee Meet-irrg------  ' l"■lll",-,

Forwarded herewith Isa copy of the details

of points discussed at the fourth committee meeting 
held in the Public Health Department Medical

Library on June 22, 1939 when the situation arising from 

the arrival in Shanghai of Central European Jews

was examined.

D.C, (Special Branch)



The fourth meeting in connection with the problème 

attending the arrival in Shanghai of Central European Jews 

wae held in the Medical Library, Public Health Department, 

at 3 p.m,, June 22, 1939.

Present

Mr. Paul KDMOR - “I.C." Relief Fund.

Dr. LUCKE |
) - Public Health Department. 

Chief Inspector SELF )

Mr. T. ROBERTSON )
) - Police Department.

Detective Sergeant PITTS)

The minutes of the previous meeting having been 

circulated and read, and no dissension having been voiced 

at the contente, they were approved and confirmed.

At the outset, Mr. KDMOR, in discussing various 

matters of general interest relating to the problem in hand, 

suggested that for the purpose of strengthening the present 

Conmittee and to allow it to make public its findings, it 

should be given some sort of official status and that i te 

chairman should be a Municipal Councillor. Mr. KDMOR requested 

that this suggestion be given the serious consideration of the 

proper quarters.

PUBLIC HEALTH APARTMENT

It having been announced by Mr. SELF that the 

premises at Chaoufoong Road, temporarily utilised as a 

hospital in combatting the scarlet-fever epidemic, having 

been dosed, the speaker pointed out that immediate steps 

should be taken by the responsible refugee committees to 

find other suitable accommodation where communicable diseases 

could be treated without delay.
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In thia connection, Dr. LUCKE stated that it, too, 

would be preferable if arrangements could alao be made for 

the reception of maternity and lunacy caeea.

The P.H.D. representatives and Mr. KOMOR then 

discussed at length the possibility of the constructing of 

a new hospital for the refugees. Mr. KOMOR intimated that 

Sir Elly KADOORIE had promised sometime ago to donate 

$500,000 for the erection of a hospital of 50 beds but that 

the matter was still in abeyance.

Mr. KOMOR then stated that he had made an appeal 

through the press for $50,000 to enlarge the present premises 

at Whashing Road, now being used as a general hospital. He 

also mentioned that he had made an application to the S.M. C. 

for a grant-in-aid in respect of the Whaahing Road Hospital 

and that in the event of any sum being granted, the Council 

would automatically recognise the existence of the hospital 

as being a public necessity.

Upon being asked whether the Health Department 

could effectively help to eradicate the mosquito nuisance 

in the Refugee Camps of the Northern Area, Mr. SELF stated 

that all possible steps were being and would be taken to 

stamp out this menace, but that the S.M.C. would not provide 

wirenetting for the Campe«

Mr. SELF expressed hie pleasure at the fact that 

sanitation arrangements in all camps were satisfactory, 

while he mentioned that simple health lectures would continue 

to be given in the camps by persona nominated by the Refugee 

Committees at regular intervale.
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POUCE DEPARTMENT

Mr. KOMOR, in reply to a question put by 

Mr. ROBERTSON, stated that over 7,000 refugees had 

registered with the °I.C.” Relief Fund and that their 

full particulars were now on record for Police 

inspection at any time.
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In this connection, Dr. LUCKE stated that it, too, 

would be preferable if arrangements could also be made for 

the reception of maternity and lunacy cases.

The P.H.D. representatives and Mr. KOMOR then 

discussed at length the possibility of the constructing of 
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Sir Elly KZDOORIE had promised sometime ago to donate 

$500,000 for the erection of a hospital of 50 beds but that 
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also mentioned that he had made an application to the S.M.C. 

for a grant-in-aid in respect of the whashing Road Hospital 

and that in the event of any sum being granted, the Council 

would automatically recognise the existence of the hospital 

as being a public necessity.
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stamp out this menace, but that the S.M.C. would not provide 
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POLICE DEPARTMENT

Mr. KOMOR, in reply to a question put by 

Mr. ROBERTSON, stated that over 7,000 refugeea had 

registered with the "I.C.* Relief ïünd and that their 

full particulars were now on record for Police 

inspection at any time.
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SUBJECT

CentEaX lJ«w«. -..^.^.C<^Ut^e Meeting

The Commissioner presents his compliments 

and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the 

subject referred to above

Copy of a Police report

2.

3.

4.
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Forwarded herewith Is a copy of the details 

of points discussed at the third committee meeting 

held in the Public Health Department Medical Library 

on May 25, 1939 when the situation arising from the 

arrival in Shanghai of Central European'Jews was 

examined.



The third meeting in connection with the problems 

attending the arrival in Shanghai of Central European 

Jews was held in the radical Library, Public Health 

Department, at 3 p.m, May 25, 1939•

Mr. PAUL KOMOR - "I.C." Relief Pund.

Dr. LUCKE ')
> - Public Health Department. 

Chief Inspector SELF J

Chief Detective-
Inspector ROSS

Detect ive-Sergeant 
PITTS

> - Police Department.

The minutes of the last meeting held on May 11, 

1939 were read but objection was voiced by the Health 

Department representatives to that portion of the last 

sentence of the first paragraph under the heading "Public 

Health Department," reading upon receipt of

which............. the question of payment." It was

therefore decided that the paragraph in question should 

be amended to conclude ".............debiting the said

Committee with the appropriate amount." The remainder 

of the minutes were approved and confirmed.

PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT

Hospital

In discussing the temporary hospital located at 

Chaoufoong Road, Mr. KOMOR stated that a proposal had 

been made to the effect that the emergency nature of this 

hospital be changed to permit it to operate on a proper 

and permanent basis, and that the school situated on the 

site be transferred to the Kinohow Road Camp*  Before 

any steps oould be taken in this direction, however, the 

approval of the London Mibsicn, owners of the property, 
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would be first required. The speaker also mentioned 
that in the event of the new measures being approved and 

eventually taking effect, sufficient accommodation would 
exist in the hospital for 300 beds.

In commenting on these remarks, Dr. LUCKS pointed 
out that the reeponsible Refugee Committees would, in 
the future, be well advised to reserve at least 100 
beds for emergency and infectious cases.

Sfiar^çt

In order to impress upon the Committee the 
urgency of establishing the hospital in Chaoufoong Road, 
Mr. SELF read out figures relating to the scarlet fever 
epidemic, details of which are î-

May 4 . .................. 32 cases

May 5 ....;......... increase of 32 oases
May 6 .......... increase of 21 cases

May 7 ................... increase of 21 cases,

after which date the number of cases steadily mounted 
until May 22, when 124 patients were being treated. On 
the first day of the outbreak, 32 eases of communicable 

disease having been recorded, it was quite impossible 
to find suitable accommodation in 8.M.C. hospitals.
The matter was immediately discussed with the Commissioner 
of Public Health who came to the decision that the 

premises at Chaoufoong Road must be utilized as a 
hospital.

In view of these measures, Mr. SELF stated, he 

was glad to report that since May 11 only 9 further 

cases had been notified, whereas had these steps not 

been taken, this epidemic might have become completely 
out of control.
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Mr. SELF reported on the excellent condition of 

the General Hospital at Whasing Road but stated there 
was still room for considerable improvement in regard 
to cleanliness in the Communicable Diseases Hospital 
at Chaoufoong Road. Mr. KOMOR noted these remarks 

which, he said, would be attended to.

Mention was made by the Health Itepartment 
representatives that the Kinchow Road Schools had been 

cleared of all furniture by the Public Works Department 
and would now be utilized as combined refugee camps and 

schools.
Dr. LUCKE requested that the local Jewish Refugee 

Committees do all in their power to have the schools 
opened as quickly as possible in order to permit the 
many Jewish children to attend and thus minimize their 
opportunities of contracting sickness by continually 

playing in the streets. Mr. KOMOR promised that this 

matter would receive early attention.

POLICE DEPARTMENT

Posters

In reply to a question put by C.D.I. ROSS, 

Mr.KOMOR stated that the reaction from the posting of 

notices urging newcomers to register with the MI.C,” 

Relief Fund Committee, had not been as successful as 
anticipated, but in order to press home the advantage 
that the notices had undoubtedly brought, he was having 
another poster printed and displayed in prominent spots 

which would state that those refugees who had arrived
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in Shanghai more than three months ago must register 

all personal detai Is with his Committee not later than 

June 21, 1939, failure to comply with these instructions 

to definitely entail the withdrawal of all future 

financial aid. C.D.I. ROSS remarked that, from a 

Police viewpoint, the arrangement was most satisfactory.
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S'hai, Lay ?7, 1939.

To ths Secretary.
Shanghai Municipal Council, 
Shanghai.

In reply to your letter of 25th inst.' I have much 
pleasure in accepting the Council's invitation to serve on 
the Committee including Municipal officials, which is engaged 
in the study of the Jevish refugee problem.

I am, Sir,

Yours faithfully, 
"I.C." T3LI2F FUILD 

Paul Komor.
Hon. Secretary à Treasurer.
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W 25, 1939

Paul Koaor, àsq.,
Honorary secretary and treasurer, 
"I.C." Relief Fund, 
190 Kluklang Road, 
Jhanghai.

ilr,

The vounoil very much appreciates the work

which la being done in the general public interest in 

studying the local effect of the Jewish refugee problem.

Tour services in this study would prove of in

estimable value to the publia, and accordingly I have to 

extend to you the Council*s  invitation to serve on the 

Committee, including Municipal officials, which is 

engaged in this study.

I am, Jir, 

Your obedient servant

G.
secretary.

HN/
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l(ay S3, 3®.

The Seerotar”-

S. L. C.

1'r. Paul Kohor, Honorary Secretary anft 

Troaafuror, I.C Relief fund, has expreaaed the 

opinion that it would strengthen his hand somewhat 

were the Couaoil to Invite him in writing to serve 

on the Comittee with officials from the various 

Counoil Departments to study the Central European 

Jewish Refugee problem.

I roconmnd that such a written invitation 

be given to Kr. honor, who has at all tlmos oooperatod 

fully with the Pollee in thia natter.
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May 23,1939.

Commissioner.

Sir,

Mr. Paul Komor, Honorary Secretary 

and Treasurer,*I.C."  Relief Fund, has expressed 

the opinion that it would strengthen his hand 

somewhat were the Council to invite him in 

writing to serve on the Committee with officials 

from the various Council Departments to study the 

Central European Jewish Refugee probl on.

Mr. Komor has at all times cooperated 

fully with the Police in this matter and I suggest 

it would be beneficial to give him a written 

invitation.

D. C. (Special Branch)
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^-^'•■■<^üentral European Jews - Arrival in .Shanghi

Made b ......... Second Meeting of Committee
------------------

---- J?.i.t.tB................ Forwarded by.

Forwarded herewith are details of the meeting 

1939 in the Medical Library, Public 

the problems 

of Central

held on May 11,

Health Department in connection with 

arising from the arrival in Shanghai 
European Jewish refugees.

I
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The Second. Meeting in connection witn tne proolems 

attending the arrival in Shanghai of Central European 

Jews was: neld in the medical Liurary, luolic health 

Department, at 3 p.m., may 11, 1939. 

Present j-

Mr. KOMOR - “I.C.*  Relief Jj'und.

Dr. LUCKE, )
) Public health Department.

Chief Inspector SEIF )

Chief Detective )
Inspector ROSS j Police Department.

Detective Sergeant UTTS )

it oeing deemed unnecessary to appoint a 

chairman at this stage of the proceedings, tne ousiness 

in hand was dealt with as expeditiously as possiole, 

with D.S. PITTS recording tne points raised and discussed.

PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Dr. LUCKE drew Mr. KOMOR*s  attention to tne 

fact that several thousand refugees nad ueen inoculated 
against cholera and that a similar numoer of inoculation 

Certificate Cards had oeen issued oy tne S.m.C. to tne 
"I.C.*  Relief Fund Committee. Since each card cost 
50 cents, the S.M.C. intended debiting the said committee 
with the appropriate amount# upon receipt of which the 
Committee could discuss witn tne uoupcil the quest ion... 
bf paymept.

Disinfection Services
It was pointed out by Mr. SELF tnat disinfection 

services operated by the Council in respect of conmunicable 

diseases were carried out free of charge, but since many of 
the refugees were not ratepayers, it had been decided by 

the Council that the "I.C.*  Relief Fund Committee should
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be asked to pay for such services at reduced rates. 

Mr. KOMOR accordingly took due note of these remarks 

and stated that the question of payment would be one 

upon which he would communicate with the proper 

quarters in the Council.

Ambulance Service

Mention was made by Mr. SELF of the fact that 

charges for the use of the Shanghai Fire Brigade 

Ambulance used in removing to their hospital refugees 

suffering from scarlet fever were debited the Public 

Health Department. Mr. KOMOR was advised that his 

Committee would be debited with these expenses in 

due course.

Jewish Refugee Isolation Hospital in Chaoufoong Road - 
Scarlet Fever Épidémie

The recent scarlet fever epidemic among the 
refugees and the necessity for isolating patients 

suffering therefrom were discussed at length. 
Mr. KOMOR stated that the disease had fallen like a 

bombshell with no previous warning and that measures 
had been immediately enforced to prevent a greater 

spread and that when the epidemio assumed major 

proportions, premises at Medhurst College in Chaoufoong 

Road had been brought into use as an Isolation Hospital 

at the suggestion of the Publie Health Department.

Mr. SELF stated that it would be preferable if 
arrangements could be made for this Hospital to be kept 
open, at least, throughout the summer, as the building 

itself was far better than the S.M.C. Isolation Hospital 
approximately 

and would ac commodat e/300 patients. This point was 

corroborated by Dr. LUCKS who said that 113 cues were 

being tended in the Hospital at the present time.
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It was stressed by Dr. LUCKE, after he had been 

informed that the number of refugees in Shanghai at the 

end of June would possibly amount to 11,000 or more, 

that the crowded and unsanitary surroundings in which 

the refugees were finding themselves, might lead to a 

further spread of disease and that in the event of 

accommodation in the Chaoufoong Road building being 

insufficient to cope with various summer infectious 

diseases, temporary measures should be adopted by the 

erection of matsheds or other similar constructions:;. 

In making these remarks, the speaker intimated that the 

contingency of a cholera epidemic taking hold of the 

refugees during the coming months was one that must not 

for one moment be neglected and that measures on the 

lines mentioned higher should be enforced to prevent 

any serious spread.

That the Japanese were interesting themselves in 

the refugee problem was manifest, said Mr. K0M0R, two 

Japanese in uniform - presumably naval officers - having 

visited and inspected the hospital on May 10.

Simple Health Measures
Mr. SELF pointed out that the newcomers would be 

well advised to pay as much attention as possible to simple 
health measures and he asked MT. K0M0R to request the 
refugees to purchase, for instance, ice, ice-cream, 
mineral-waters, etc., from only reputable licensed 
establishments. Kb. KOMOR replied that simple and 
essential health rules had already been drawn up for 
distribution among the refugees.

Dr. LUCKE then requested that Chinese hawkers be 
strictly forbidden to enter any refugee camp in order to 
minimize the spread of infection and disease through the 
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unhygienic condition of foodstuffs peddled by them. 

He also asked that arrangements be made to have 

policemen placed at the gates of such camps to prevent 

the Ingress of hawkers.

POLICE DEPARTMENT

Reference was made to the fact that the notices 

requiring all newcomers to register with the Jewish 

Relief Committees had been drawn up and posted in spots 

frequented by the newcomers. Mr. KOMOR was asked by 

C.D.I. ROSS to note, during the coming weeks, whether 

any marked increase in registrations was recorded.

Mr. KOMOR then asked whether he could hold known 

or suspected criminal elements in his office until the 

arrival of the Police for purposes of questioning. 

He was assured he could.

In order to minimize the chances of bad elements 

being enlisted in the S.M.P. (Specials) and the S.V.C., 

Mr. KOMOR requested that details of all applications 

for enrolment be unofficially passed to him before 

approval, so that he might be given the opportunity of 

investigating applicants' characters and antecedents. 

He remarked that the Japanese authorities had been 

heard to state that refugee volunteers would not be 

permitted to reside north of the Soochow Creek.

The question of endorsing travel documents to 
allow refugees to enter Shanghai from Germany was 
examined by C.D.I. ROSS, who explained that the Berlin 

Police demanded such endorsements from the Municipal 
Police before permitting families to join their relatives 
already arrived in Shanghai. Mr. KOMOR stated he did 

not know why such endorsements were needed and since
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they were only required for those travelling via Siberia, 

this was a matter on which the official views of the 

local German Consular Authorities might well be sought 

by the Police.

The meeting terminated at 4.25 p.m. after 

Mr. KOMOR had declared that, as far as he could see, 

there was little chance of Shanghai successfully 

absorbing the influx of newcomers for the next decade. 

The majority of them were professional people and not 

artisans and having no capital to commence business 

in an already saturated market, were handicapped from 

the start.
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Ihrther to a report dated May 9, 1939 relating 

to the forwarding of copies of printed notices urging 

Jewish refugees to register forthwith with the “I.C.*  

Relief Fund, I have to state that the Council*s  Seal was

added on May 9 and all copies handed to Mr. KOMOR the 

same day.

These notices have now been posted in Jewish

Refugee Camps, Centres, Homes, Offices, Cafes, etc. and 

steps will be taken to ascertain whether the contents of 

same will, in due course, bring the desired results.
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Further to a report dated April 28, 1939

1 forward herewith 100 

exhibited in prominent 

Centres, Offices, etc.

copies of a notice to be 

spots in Jewish Refugee Camps, 

The draft of this notice 

having been already approved by the Commissioner of 

Police and Secretary of the Municipal Council, it is 

respectfully requested that the Council’s seal be 

imprinted on each copy of the notice as early as 

possible so that arrangements may be made forthwith 

for the posting of same.

Translation of the notice follows »-

NOTICS

•At an examination of our registration cards 

the attention of the local Police authorities was

drawn to the fact there were no photographs (of 

holders) on some of the cards and that only meagre 

particulars of applicants were entered. On the 

other hand it was also ascertained that no 

identification cards were attached to such 

registration cards. The Police suggested that 

care should be taken to have all registration 

cards, without exception, filled in in the 

fullest possible manner, that photographs be 

attached to each registration card and that each 

immigrant be issued with an identification card.

•Cases where either photographs or 

identification cards are absent will be treated
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Subject.
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with a certain amount of suspicion as, in the 

opinion of the Police, the persons concerned 

may have good reasons for avoiding registration. 

Forthwith any change of address must be 

immediately notified and it is particularly 

stressed that this be done without fail.

"An earnest request is therefore again 

made that every newcomer obtain an identification 

card for which purpose, as is well known, two 

copies of photographs are required. Those 

failing to comply with these conditions cannot, 

in the case of necessity, rely on future support 

and assistance from the Relief Committee.

SIGNED: Paul KOMOR."

(Special Branch).
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The Commissioner of Police.

JS'/ISH REFUGEES - IDENTIFICATION FOR POLICE
PURPOSES

The Council has duly- noted your report of April

29 and feels that the position of Mr. Komor might well be

strengthened by the attachment of the Council’s seal to his

proposed Notice
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April 29 39

The Secretary,

S. M. C.

CENTRAL EUROPEAN JEWISH REFUGEES.

A copy of a report of a preliminary meeting 
of a combine! Committee ia attached.

I consider the notice prepared quite satis
factory, but do not consider the Council stamp 
necessary if you think this undesirable.

Sd. K. M. Bourne.
Countsaloner of Police.
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Subject. Central European Jews - Preliminary;.Co^ittee Meeting

Made by. Pitts .Forwarded by.

In connection with recent correspondence

between the Commissioner of Police and the Secretary 

of the Shanghai Municipal Council on topics relating 

to the arrival in Shanghai of Central European Jews, 

a preliminary meeting was held at 3.15 p.m., April 27, 

1939 in the Medical Library, Public Health Department, 

the following persons attending :-

Mr. P. KOMOR,

Chief Inspector SELF, Public Health Department, 

Chief Detective Inspector ROSS, Police Department, 

Detective-Sergeant PITTS, Police Department.

The meeting was convened for the frank

exchange of views of those present on problems 

affecting the new-comers and to devise ways and 

means that would enable

(1) The Police to exercise a greater control over 

the movements and activities of the immigrants 

than hitherto found possible with the primary 

object of preventing crime, and

(2) The Public Health Department to prevent the 

outbreak of epidemics among the new arrivals 

by the application of simple prophylactic 

measures.

The contents of recently submitted Special 

Branch reports covering the various phases of the 

Jewish Refugee problem being known to the Police and 

Health Department representatives, it was not deemed
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necessary to review the local situation at this 

meeting, although Mr. KOMOR did explain in greater 

detail certain points about which the others present 

were not perfectly clear.

Discussion was held on purely informal lines 

since the meeting was of a preliminary nature, the 

first point of importance to be brought up being that 

affecting the Police.

C.D.I. ROSS and D.S. PITTS explained how, 

under present conditions existing here and in the 

nearly complete absence of proper information relating 

to the past activities of possible criminal elements 

among the Refugees, the Police were handicapped and 

would remain so in their endeavours to frustrate any 

movements, criminal or political, that might manifest 

themselves to the detriment of the peace and good 

order of the Settlement. Potential factors for an 

increase in crime having been proved to exist in 

Shanghai following the plight in which the newcomers 

find themselves, Mr. KOMOR was asked to consider the 

advisability of requesting ALL arrivals to register 

with the I.C. Committee, 190 Kiukiang Road, to assist 

the Police as far as possible.

It was suggested that full possible details be 

secured at the time of registration, that each 

immigrant be required to hand in photos of himself
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(herself) when registering and that all changes of 

address be notified the I.C. Committee as quickly 

as possible.

Mr. KOMOR, in reply, stated that the cards 

being at present utilized were sufficient to meet 

Police requirements (NOTE: This is correct, the cards 

having already been seen by the writer) and that he 

would be pleased to do all in his power to accede to 

the Police requests, which would not only be of 

assistance to the community at large but to himself 

and his staff in sifting the good from the bad of 

the newcomers.

Mr. KOMOR then intimated that he would have 

notices posted up in all Refugee centres, camps, 

offices, etc. on lines similar to the attached draft, 

a translation of which is also forwarded. If this 

notice meets with the approval of the Commissioner of 

Police, arrangements will be made to have copies 

posted up forthwith. On the German original, it will . 

be observed that Mr. KOMOR believes that the |

application of Council's seal would lend additional i

weight to the scheme, a point, it is respectfully |

suggested, that merits the consideration of the 1
proper quarters. 3

From the viewpoint of the Public Health -1
Department, Chief Inspector SELF discussed the ®

necessity of all Refugees being Inoculated forthwith S 

in order to avoid any unnecessary trouble with the II
ÜI g
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Japanese authorities north of the Creek in udiich 

area the greater proportion of the newcomers live.

The question of the supply of vaccine and 

certificates of cholera inoculation and the actual 

work to be carried out were also discussed as were 

matters relating to the installation of flush-systems 

for the latrines at the Refugee camps and the 

wirenetting of certain buildings now housing large 

numbers of the new arrivals. Certain other points 

in regard to health measures to be adopted during 

the coming hot weather were also examined.

The meeting terminated at 4.30 p.m. it having 

been decided that the next meeting would be held at 

the same venue at 3 p.m. May 11, 1939, tàien minutes 

will be taken.

D. S.

D.C. (Special Branch).



TRANSLATION FROM GERMAN

NOTICE

At an examination of our registration cards the 
attention of the local Police authorities was drawn 
to the fact there were no photographs (of holders) 

on some of the cards and that only meagre particulars 
of applicants were entered» On the other hand it 

was also ascertained that no identification cards were 
attached to such registration cards. The Police 

suggested that care should be taken to have all 
registration cards*  without exception*  filled in in 
the fullest possible manner, that photographs be 
attached to each registration card and that each 
immigrant be issued with an identification card*

Cases where either photographs or identification 

cards are absent will be treated with a certain amount 
of suspicion as*  in the opinion of the Police*  the 
persons oonoerned may have good reasons for avoiding 
registration*

An earnest request is therefore again made that 
every newcomer obtain an identification card for which 
purpose*  as is well known*  two copies of photographs 
are required» Those failing to comply with these 

conditions cannot*  In the case of necessity*  rely on 

future support and assistance from the Relief Committee*

SIGNEDl P. KOMOR*
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BEKAÏÏNTKîACHUNG

Bei einer Überprüfung unserer Kartotheken 1st es der 
hiesigen Polizeiverwaltung aufgefallen,da4^bei man - 

chen Karten die Fotografien fehlen und die Einzelhei- 

ten nur sehr dürftig ausgefüllt sind,andererseits wurde 
auch f estegestellt,da^ bei solchen Karten auch die Emi- 

granten - Legitimationskarten fehlen.Die Polizei legte 
uns nahe,dafür Sorge zu tragen,da^s ausnahmslos sâmtliche 

Meldekarten ohne Lücken mbglichst vollstandig ausgefüllt 
werden und da^j? die Fotografien beigestellt werden,ferner 

dass jeder Emigrant eine Legitimation erhalt.Solche Falle, 

bei denen die Fotografien oder die Legitimationskarte feh
len,werden mit Miâ^trauen betrachtet,denn nach Meinung der 

Polizei hat der Betreffende einen Grund diesen Anforderungen 
nicht nachzukommen.^7

Es wird daher nochmals dringend gebeten,dai9 Legitimations

karten eingeholt werden,wozu bekanntlich zwei Fotografien 

notwendig sind.Wer dieser Anforderung nicht nachkoromt,kann 

spater im Notwendigkeitsfall auf die Unterstützung oder den 

Beistand des Committees bei den Behbrden nicht rechnen.
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•<ith reference to the attached correspondence 

from l.r. Paul I1C1.CR, Hon. Secretary of the "1.2. 

Relief Committee," in connection with articles

appearing in the "Hwa P”o" of June 13, ■ nd in 

"The China Weekly Review" of February 4 and June 10, 

the view is expressed by the D.C. (Special Branch) 

that no good purpose would be served by this office 

in adopting measures to curto.il the publication of 

articles giving details of the past experiences of

newly arrived Jewish refugees. Any such line

of action might have the opposite result of the 

effect desired -'nd might stimulate the loc’l reading 

public's interest for further similar stories from

new arrivals.

Cnee the arrival of refugees in Shanghai has

assumed an aspect of lesser importance, it is 

thought thrt the local press will treat the problem 

with a corresponding lack of interest end cease to 

publish relevant articles.

The views of the 1>.G. (Special Branch) have been 

communicated to hr. KCldOR, who has expressed his 

satisfaction with the manner in which the contents 

of his letter were received.

D. S.

D.C. (Special Branch)

v I
.V‘; I

curto.il
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190 KIUKIANG ROAD 
TELEPHONE: 1 C637 
TELEGR.-ADR. : “KOMOR"

Shanghai, 14th June, 12SE ’!

'Jo the Commissioner of Police 
Shanghai municipal Police 
when gha i.
Dear Sir,
Ever since German Emigrants .ave

3. I* HliJ '

our endeavour to prevent the Press from exploiting them for political 
propaganda or "news story" purposes.

Emigrants are instructed, on arrival here, KOT to give any interviews 
to the Press and to refr-.-in irom any political expressions or views 
and activities.
It is in the nature of things, that with such a mass of Emigrants any 
individual control is almost impossible but, I am glad to say, that 
instances of disregard of our instructions in the above connection 
have been few and even when such cases arose, it was mainly due to the 
efficiency of Press-reporters and news-story writers, that stories 
found their way into the local papers.
I must also say that the foreign language press, when approached, have 
shown appreciation of the reasons wny we thought it undesireable that 
Emigrants stories should appear in their columns and 1 might state 
that these reasons are simply, that the Emigrants still are German 
subjects and under the protection of the German-Consulate General and, 
besides, they have friends and relatives at home to whose advantage 
it would certainly not be if .Emigrant undertook political propaganda 
here directed against the Keich.
It has been our policy to tell all Emigrants, that vhat they left 
behind them in experiences, was no concern of ours and was best left ; 
alone, and that our sole concern was that, seeing that they were here, 
they got a fresh start as far as it was in our means to help them to 
that end.

Nevertheless, ^.rom time to time "interviews" do appear and I have 
been requested by the German Consulate General to give this matter gg 
earnest attention, when a case arises.
Thus, I am informed that the "ïïwu Pao" Chinese paper brought, on the 
13th nst. an interview by a doctor who related his experiences» Al sc 
that the "China Weekly Review" sometime ago (date not known) brought 
an article which the German authorities here consider to have been « 
nt least superfluous.

-Ï 
«y intention in writing to you today is, to request you to please use 5 your good influence with the Press in the sense, that all sensational | 
stories be eliminated and interviews with Emigrants given no room in i 
the papers. g

-2- i
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“l. C.”
C *1ANGHAI

1 90 KIUKIANG ROAD 

TELEPHONE: 1 6637 
TELEGR.-ADR. : "KOMOR" 14th June, 19 39

The situation, as regards the Emigrant. , is srrave enough without 
inviting entirely unnecessary complications which may make the task 
of the Committees even more difficult than it already is.

1 am, Lear bir,

ïotfz’V faithfully, 

'«•waHM*'*"********* .... ........................
Secretary ft Treasurer

f



Hwa Pao published on June 13. 1939, the following article 
written by one ”Mou Hwa” 'J? JI )s

The following is a statement made by a Jewish refugee 

about the trying experiences, the insult and the ill-treatment 

he had received on his way to Shanghai after his deportation 

from Germany. His statement exposes the tyranny of the 

Fascist nations-

•I am a doctor by profession- and had practised as one 

in Germany for more than 20 years. A policy of ill-treating 

Jews was vigorously enforced in Germany, and we suffered 

terribly though we have always been law-abiding.

'•The anti-Jewish movement of the Gennan Government 

began in March or April last year. The first step taken was 

to sever all economic connections with *̂ews.  Ho persons were 

allowed to make purchases from Jewish shops. This wicked 

and poisonous policy had no satisfactory result, because the 

Jewish shops were still crowded with clients. This state of - 

affairs lasted until after summer, and it was generally 

believed that it would be allowed to continue. Unfortunately, 

yet more wicked and poisonous methods were to follow.

•On September 19, all the Jews .; were ordered 
by the Government to suspend operatiorusHo leave the country 

from that date. Any Jew who failed to comply with these 

Instructions after October 1 would be arrested and forcibly 

deported.

•You all realize that we are all business men. All 
our property was kept at the place where we lived. We of course 
know that we were powerless so long as the German Government 
was determined to exert this cruel pressure upon us, but Where 
were we to go in our penniless state? ' •

•At the expiration of the period, many Jewish merchant*̂. . 
' ■*were arrested. False charges were brou^it against them and '—t.-. 

they were forced to make confessions under torture*  - Heaven 
' ■» - \
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knows that all the charges were false, but how were we to 
make complaints? Many Jews were thus sent to a concentration
camp where life was hundred times worse than in hell. For me, 
I prefered death rather than to walk into the concentration 
canp.

••As I know that there could be no hope to make a 
living in Germany, I made up my mind to leave. I then took 
with me a few essential things and the sum of money one 
is permitted to take out of the country. All the rest of 
my property was confiscated. Fortunately, with God’s help, 
I met with no difficulties and arrived in Shanghai. I went 
on board the ship under an escort of German Police, aid was 
placed under strict surveillance on the way.

••I shall never forget some of the tragic scenes • 
^ou know that a number of Jews are married to German women. 

The Jews are deported but their wives are allowed to remain 
in Geimany and as a result you can imagine some of the tragic 
scenes. Some German women stood by their husbands in 
happiness or suffering, but most of the Jews do not like to 
see their beloved wives wandering about the world with them 
and undergoing hardships, so they abandoned their wives and 
their children. At the farewells at the wharves, the cries 
that rent the air will be set down in the most tragic page in 
the history of mankind, All the while the whips of the 
policemen were pitilessly deseanding upon them like rain drops. 
Many pairs of sweethearts were thus parted forever amidst 
these cries and curses*

’•When I 3e ft Germany, I sent a letter by air mail to 
the Governor of Hongkong petitioning him to permit me to 
practise medicine in Hongkong, but when I passed through Hongkong 
I learned that my petition had not yet bean settled. Owing to 
the shortness of my stay, I was unable to go through the 
necessary procedure. Therefore, I came to Shanna!. I will

;



go to Hongkong when my petition comes up again*
“I feel greatly honoured at being able to come to 

China*  I know that only China is sympathetic towards the 
homeless Jewish wanderer. In Shan^iai we shall endeavour 
to eke out a living*  China is great and her enthusiasm 
in the war of resistance is winning our highest esteem. We 
wish to do something in China. We shall never forget to 
avenge the cruelty of the Fascist nations which had driven 
us to a living death.”



■ China Weekly Review (10-6-39)

SHANGHAI RECEIVES MORS VICTIMS OF ANTI-SEMITISM; CUBA REJECTS 900

Shanghai’s Jewish refugee population touched the 10,500 
mark last Sunday when the Lloyd Trieatino liner Conte Verde 
brought an additional 465 of these unfortunates here. The new 
arrivals were met by representatives of the local Refugee Committee 
and housed in the various camps which the conmittee has been 
instrumental in establishing during the past few months. By 
the end of this year, according to present indications, the local 
Jewish refugee population will be increased to fully 20,000.

The tragic fate of the Jews, fleeing from Nazi persecution 
in Germany, including the territories Nazified during the past year, 
was poignantly emphasized last week when more than 900 of these 
unfortunates were denied entry to Cuba after they had apparently 
received visas entitling them to enter the country.
Cuba Turns Them Down

They had shipped out from Germany in the Hamburg- 
America liner St. Louis and arrived at Havana on May 31. 
Approximately 100 were permitted to land out of a total of 
nearly 1,000. The Cuban authorities declared the papers of the 
remainder were not in order, and the St. Louis was obliged to 
return to Germany. One of the refugees, a man, slashed his 
wrist and jumped overboard in an effort to end his life. The 
ship’s officers, fearing mass suicides, placed special guards 
over other refugees who were in a state of hysterical breakdown 
when they le-rned they were to be returned to Germany. Cuban 
police launches escorted the St. Louis outside the harbor limits 
to frustrate would-be suicides.
Well-Calculated Policy

An illuminating dissertation on the Jewish refugee 
problem and the wave of anti-Semitism which has arisen in Europe 
was contributed to the Mar. 18 issue of the Saturday Evening 
Post by Demaree Bess, European correspondent of the Christian 
Science Monitor. In the view of Mr. Bess, the current persecution 
of the jews on the Old Continent cannot be understood as an 
emotional aberration. On the contrary, he contends,it has become 
a cold and deliberately-calculated policy of the totalitarian 
states designed to serve well-under-stcod economic and political 
a iras.

In the case of Germany, anti-Semitism has been a device 
for expropriating the properties of Jews and thereby easing the 
economic situation of the Third Reich. Fascist Italy, on the other 
hand, having proclaimed itself the champion of the cause of the 
Arabs against Britain and France, finds anti-Semitism a useful means 
of winning Arab sympathy, since Jews and Arabs are pitted against 
each other in Palestine where Britain, at least up to the recent 
publication of the White Paper, appeared in the role of protector of 
the Jews. By exploiting this Arab-Jesish antagonism, Mussolini aims 
to weaken both Britain and France in their Near Eastern possessions 
and throughout the Arab world generally.
Explaining the still cautious anti-Semitism of the Japanese 
Government-which appears especially incongruous in Japan, because 
there are practically no Jews in the country-Mr. Bess wrote»

*Thus far, the Japanese have made practical application 
of their new anti-Semitic code only in Eastern Europe. Being 
men of one-track minds, Japanese rulers are concentrating their 
full attention now upon strengthening their position in China. 
But Japanese leaders realized, sooner than some other statesmen, 
that the fate of Eastern Asia is closely related to events in 
Europe. The most formidable obstacle to Japanese control of 
China-aside from the Chinese themselves-is Soviet Russia. The 
Russians, in spite of their own internal difficulties, have managed 
to keep up an underground war against the Japanese forces in 
China, playing an active part in the Chinese guerrilla movement, 
which threatens even yet to wear down by slow degrees the Japanese 
conquerors.



“Japanese armies stand face to face with Soviet armies 
along the borders of Manchuria, Outer Mongolia and Korea. And 
Japanese agents also are active in European countries along 
Russia’s western borders. They are doing what can be done to 
encourage movements designed to break up European Russia, including 
the movement for an independent Ukraine. And anti-Semitism is 
a convenient instrument for stirring up anti-Soviet feeling in 
most of the countries of eastern Europe....! lived and worked 
in Russia for four years, from 1933 through 1937, and know from 
personal observation that Jews are not today especially prominent 
in the administration of that country. But the Nazis, and their 
friends in other countries, have successfully plastered upon the 
Soviet government a reputation of being Jewish. And Japanese 
agents, working anon» anti-Semitic groups in eastern Europe to 
assist various anti-Soviet movements, finally realized, like Mussolini 
that they could make better progress if their government were 
definitely committed to a policy of Jew-baiting.*.



'China Weekly Review(4-2-39)

JEWISHREFUGEES SHOULD BE WBLCOlffiD-^ND ASSISTED HERE I

'he Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury» the sole American 
daily in te local afternoon field, distinguished itself ignobly 
on Monday>f this week by raising a cry for the closure of Shanghai 
to futurevould-be Jewish emigrants fleeing from the bestial fury 
of the faïist persecutors of their race in Europe.

*Somehow it is going to be necessary to stop this influx,’* 
the papersaid in a leading editorial, recommending an immediate 
session o the Consular Body to deal with the “alarmingly growing 
problem.’* The Post thus ranged itself alongside all those who 
express hnanitarian sentiments where the Jews are concerned, but 
balk at jving practical aid - if that aid shows signs of costing 
them sonwhing.

The Post said there was something “almost terrifying * 
in the n<s that an additional 1,000 Jewish refugees will arrive 
here sho;ly on the Conte Biancamano. It does not seem to have 
occurred^ the Post that it is much more terrifying tobeavictim 
of Nazi ite and to have no place to which to escape, to know of 
no count/ willing to do more than express-like the Post-pious 
words ofSympathy.

Since our contemporary is apparently concerned about a 
possiblepublic expense angle of the local refugee problem, let it 
be pôintl out that the recent Jewish arrivals in Shanghai have 
been taJn care of, for the most part, by Jewish organizations and 
individils, with such additional aid as could be garnered from 
other s.rces. Refief organizations abroad have helped, too. 
The refjees have cost our municipal treasuries exactly, nothing. 
Why, th, the almost hysterical alarm?

Shanghai is one of the few spots on earth to which 
pitifulrictims of Europe’s totalitarian terror can still emigrate 
freely. The Post wants to close this last remaining door.

If Shanghai were threatened with an influx of forty or 
fifty 'ousand refugees from Germany and Austria there might be 
ground or apprehension, but the 1,200 who have arrived and the 
1,000 ’re who are allegedly enroute, will not cause any special 
complitions. Surely a municipality which has been able to weather 
one of.he most notorious “salary grab*  scandals ever staged 
anywhe, should be able to handle the problem of temporarily providing 
supporfor a few hundred, or even a few thousand refugees from 
Nazi frorism.. But,as stated in the foregoing, neither the In- 
ternatmal Settlement nor the French Concession has spent a 
dollajret-on the care of Jewish refugees» Also, neither settlement 
has sained itself financially to care for the millions of Chinese 
refug<s who were driven into the foreign-administered areas by 
Japame frightfulness. The support of these millions of unfortunate 
Chines has been shouldered entirely by charitably inclined people 
in Asrica and Britain, and by the Chinese people here and their 
goveinent in Chungking. The authorities of the International 
SettTent haven’t even had sufficient energy or humanitarian instinct 
to pvide a “flop-house” for homeless people to sleep in at night- 
inst'd of on the sidewalks-in this winter weather.

We, obviously, have no desire to direct this subject into 
mercJary channels, but it is a fact-which strangely enough has not 
occifed to the Post. - that the Shanghai foreign Settlements owe 
muclof their prosperity to refugees. Shortly after the establishment 
of le Settlements in the middle of the past century, the Taiping 
Rebtlion broke out and drove thousands of Chinese refugees into 
the'oreign areas, thus providing, almost overnight, the dense 
popLations which mate these areas a paradise for real estate specula
tor. This situation, characterised by further influxes of Chinese 
relgees, was repeated at the time of the Bon*  Rebellion in 1900, 
antfagain at the time of the first revolution the1911, and after 
thi the political disturbances were almost continuous through the 
enof the warlords from 1911 to 1927, and each one drove Chinese 8
relgees into the foreign Settlements with consequent increases |
inieal ietate. valuts^andirentals of property. Then along about ।19! the Russian revolution sent more refugees here-whité men this 1 
ttt-and again Shanghai benefitted. Charitably-inclined foreigners J 
ant Chinese maintained soup-kitchens for a time but it was not many 



months 'kfore the Russians had dug in and found a new home for 
themeelîs here-contributing again to the prosperity and well
being o the city-particularly the French Concession, the chief 
stre't ? which-Avenue Joffre-resembled a cow-path before the Russians 
develop} it into a first-class retail center.

And now, the Jewish refugees from Germany (rather Austria) 
arrive^nd Shanghai again will-or should -benefit in even greater 
measuréthan has been the case in the past, because these refugees 
do not ome from the lower peasant strata, but from the trained and 
culturt middle and upper-middle classes. Most of them, if 
treate<properly, should be able to establish a foothold in a com- 
parati'ly short time. If handled intelligently, this new element 
in the>opulation might be of greatest value in offsetting the 
demoràzing influence of the Japanese invasion. It is questionable 
whethethe Consular Body has any power to interfere with the 
landir of Jewish refugees at this port, even though the consular 
officis might wish to do so. A more sensible and humanitarian 
suggedon would be for the Consular Body to advise the authorities 
of thôettlements to bestir themselves and help the unfortunate 
refug© to establish themselves here.
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bleuie by.... 1?«S,_.Pi118. .Forwarded by.

No information is forthcoming from responsible
Jewish refugee or Consular Body circles that would
in any way tend to confirm the contents of the
attached news report appearing in the Mainichi
on June 7, 1939

According to enquiries made at the Mainichi
offices, the report emanated from a certain news

D.C. (Special Branch)

agency, the name of which, the management of the
paper declined to disclose



MAINICHI 7. é • J?

KEiy FACTORY TO BE ESTABLISHED FOR REFUGE! JEWS

Nine thousand Jews have already 
arrived in Shanghai and two thousand more are expected 
in autumn» Some of them have some means to earn a 
livelihood independently , but the majority are poor» 

It is said that a factory will 
be established to give employment to Jews. The authorities 
of the International Settlement and the French Concession 
are studying ways and means to assist them» The Consular 
Body is reported to be considering support for Jews. It is 
believed that a new factory will be established in the 
near future»
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. File No........ . . i.

HANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. £> $
Special Bran4h>T/*S2 f fya/i/o/i//

report 7..
Date. November 20, rips*

Subject (inpeff) of the Jewish faith who have recently arrived
in Shanghai

.Forwarded by.Made by D.S. Pitts»

.7ith reference to previous reports on the subject of
Germans of the Jewish faith who have recently arrived in
Shanghai, I have to report that Dr. Horst Lange, M.D. who

is a graduate if the University of Berlin and had seven years 

hospital experience as first assistant, and later his own 
practice, specialising in internal diseases, tuberculosis and 
collapse of the lungs, has opened up offices as a rnedical 
practitioner at Room 408, 264 Kiangse Road.

/



on the registration uf iu-igragts uj to.,January 14th, 1941.
r

dumber of parsons filed i.t the reooruc of the 1.0........15,469

Lien................... 8490
women......  3853
Children.... 1126 born mi or after 1.1.1927, inlucing children 

o o r n in o na ng ha i
15,469

-o-o-o-o-o-. ;-o-o-o-o-'J-o-

Recidences: Hongkew and Ho-th of the creek......  12 154
Settle, nt -n.; ••xtr-sottlo-'.-ont..............  1,230
french Concession ........................................... _ 2,085

15,469
— 0-0-0-0-^. -0-0-Q-0-0-0-0 -

Arrivals: 1932 - 1937....................... 18
1938   1.374
19o9   12,089
1940   1,955
194]............................ 33

15,469
figures of 1939 anc 1940 induce the number of 

children born in these years.

-O-0-0-0-G-..-0-0-0-0-0-0-

Religion: 14544 have registered as Jewish
323 as Homan Catholics,
444 as Protestants,
25 with other religions

131 nav-tiig no reli ion
15,469

-o-o-o—o—o—o-o-o-o-o-o-o-
Prom the total number of person registered with the I.C.... 15,469

311 have left Shanghai again, as per their reports
' ana 235 have been reported dead 546
so that the total number of persons in the care of the l.C.

on January 14th, 1941, was 14,923
—O—O—0—0—O—O-O-O-O—0-0—o—

For the 15.469 immigrants ........  15,322 I.C.- Caras have been issued.
The number of persons without cards 

is 384 
giving a total of ~ 15,70o

against a number of records of 15,469
showing a difference of 237, which might be explain
ed by the fact that a number of persons ‘Who lost their cares have 
been granted ne?.1 cards with new numbers, as the old numbei s could 
not be stated.

_o_o~o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-
On January 14th, 1941, a total of 146 persons have been blacklisted
by the different Committees, and 6b persons put in tne oara-mdex 
for criminal immigrants.-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-



Jaauary aO

P. Komor, ,
Hen. seoretary,
The International Committee for the Organisation of

JSuropeen Refucceg in China,
Sassoon Hov.ee, 
shanghai.

Sir,

I hav? t.o n-;vUnwiwrtg0 with thanks receipt of your 

Inttor dated Jnnunrv 17, addressed tn the Revenue Office, 

3ubnit'-J.nj tablne of*  atatistios relating to European 

Lamisrants registered with your Committee, who have taken 

up residence in Shanghai and to Inform you that the 

statistics have been noted with considerable interest.

I am, sir,
Your obedient servant,

Acting Deputy Secretary.

TC.

4^4^
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iulC vH'-.'-i-xj i m x’IVxl Ul*  nUi’ÏU.1.'JiàJ 
OHIi-U

Shanghai, January 17, 1941.

Shanghai municipal touucil, 
iievenue iiepar trient, 
Shanghai.

1 ocy to 'Kina you herewith statistical 
figur e shic:’ 1 believe '.ill prov<:' of interest to you. 
.a lo ve one . :■.: nt pains in arcertainin??: from our 
Gard-lnuex tie oistrllmtion of rn-sic .its as shown in 
tie state.. :nu, eut 1 wocla ooserve s •• t ot/ing so the 
frequent -nd ra ;ici c’muges of addresses, it ' ill not 
be possi -le i . the future- co arrive at exact figures 
as to the proportion of Refugees living in the three 
uistric c." vnumerateti.

So long as there is no neo important 
influx of Refugees, tlii:-. uro nor t ion may be accepted . 
■~t gn; manent because, whilst one party may cove from 

french Concession to 'lôrigken, another party at
,, e s-.m tice nave?' froc; ’lonyke-.; to the french' Con
cession so that actually trie fluctuation of residents 
cannot show very .'rot discrepancies.

xxl 1 ci tic sauits, x would observe tha t uhe 
figures shown cannot lay claim to absolute accuracy 
ùCûuuse r.-; 'i s era cion not oeiiip compulsory nor yet the 
notifier cion or changes of address, necessarily there 
ugh oe same inexactitude in our records.

Trusting that this report Mil prove 
useful, 1 beg to remain, dear Sirs,

Yours fa i thful ly, 

(Sd) P. Komor 

Hon. Secretary.



I. C.
SASSOON HOUSE 

SHANGHAI. 
CABLES; “1CYGRAM" 

P. O. BOX 2140 
TELEPHONE 16637 

xK/Fa.

Shanghai.

| .ickaiiwfcd^id, fotm—Jp 'c. %.
I C-intral Reg. Q f ./

THE INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE 

ORGANIZATION OF EUROPEAN IMMIGRANTS

IN CHINA

Shanghai Municipal Council, 
Commissioner of Police,

bear sir,

I beg to hand you herewith statistical 
figures which I believe will prove of interest to 
you. We have gone to great pains in ascertaining from 
our Card-Index the distribution of residents as shown 
in the statement, but I would observe that owing to 
the frequent and rapid changes of addresses, it will 
not be possible in the future to arrive at exact fi
gures as to the proportion of Refugees living in the 
three districts enumerated.

So long as there is no new important in
flux of Refugees, this proportion may be accepted as 
permanent because, whilst one party may move from the 
French Concession to Hongkew, another party at the 
same time moves from Hongkew to the French Concession 
so that actually the fluctuation of residents cannot 
show very great discrepancies.

All the same, I would observe that the 
figures shown cannot lay claim to absolute accuracy 
because registration not being compulsory nor yet 
the notification of changes of address, necessarily 
jthere might be some inexactitude in our records.

—ZIa--- -— Trusting that this report will prove
useful, I beg to remain, dear Sir,

No. 17 1-41 2000

Yours faithfully,
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ta ta»..r.Mlatr»U.9a bMmati Janiaagr lAtfr-ltal

ÏWlfrlT ** naraana file*  la ate rnwii af ate 1.0. ..... 14.461

Moi............ 8490
Vmmmi •••••.••••..5851Children....... fiat tern mi ar after 1.1.1927,including children

tern in etangtai 19.489

Résidences» tengkaw and lorte af the frank..... 12.154Sotlessent and Sxtrtewttl«Mmt.....  1.230kronen Conoomicn.... ........  . 2.081
11.469

Arrirals: 19 >2 - 1957....................... 18

lia........................... *
M.4tl

figures af 1959 ted 1940 inelnda tea water af ahildren ten in these years.

Beligiont

11.469

frem tea tetal mater af persan ragiaterad with tee I.C... 19.469 

ill tern left teaagtei again,aa pa* ’ tenir reports, 
ted IM tare teen repartad daid 146

as teat tea tetal muster af persona in tea ears af tea I.C. 
an iaanassr 14te,1941,was............ 14.911



>age 2

for the 15.46? iai^lgrunts ........ 15.522 X.C.Carda hare boonisStted.
The number of persona without oardg is 384

tiring a total of l>.?06
against a nonber of records of
chewing a difference of 2J7**bioh  ni^ht be explained It the f—l that a number of persons too lost their cards hare 
basa granted new cards with now numbers, as the old numbers oould not bo stated.

«*  O*  CH 0**  ~0<"»0 «OMW

On January 14th,1941, a total of 146 parsons hare been blaekliatod 
by the different Comnittoes, and 65 sarsroa pat in the Card-index 
for orisalnai indgrante.

—tî—0.-0—O-O—o—o—o—o—o—
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(T. 35in^b SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL CE.

SHANGHAI FCUf’E i
B- REGISTRY. (

Subject (in
recently arrived

REPORT 

’ 1 /fri tb -vho haV^

Made by.

pp

_______ ______________________________________________________ f-------------------------------------- --------

9 ._f ft_ t s . _____Forwarded ----- ...............................................................""'

Further tu r^oort of Nov omb o r 11, 19oo on >.,iie _ ___________

e.-nbj^ct of Brians of the Jowl sh faitTygiio have recenrly^___________ _

_^:2êVQd 1eSbani'ai> 1 have to stat" that three of these________
çvo n t lemon h a sQready commenced business as follows:____________

Max Dehlo. Fas opened up offices as a medical___________

: ractntioner at doom o06, Continental Building, 10^__________

____Kiukianp Road. Several advertisements to this____  

_ effect have apearel in the local Russian press during

the fe’v days •

Dr. ’,V. Neubauer, f.D. (universities .--nd Clinics of

Hamburg) has opened up offices as a medical practitioner

_____ at Flat 14, Denis Apartments, 77b Bubbling /Veil \o ed?___

Ho is residing at Room 1B& Astor House Hotel.

___ _____ Dr. George Glass, Ivi.D. (Universities and Clinics of

Berlin) has opened up offices as a medical practitioner

__ ________ at Flat 63, Denis Apartments, 778 Bubbling, Wel 1 load._______

----------------------------------------A_____________________________________________ Uih-bU_____ ;

—______________________________ D . S.-- —————————-- ——-------------------- - ------ *_____ ____ ___________________

Officer j/c Special Branch,

2-_/L__________________________ _
vWÏ? ~~------------------------------ ----- 7

---------________________________________________________ 1. i/gf
------------ *' ______________________________________ ____________________hw*  —------ -----——— --- —- -—..w....... . ....  - , .....■■..y

‘4
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G 35m»U-J|w ‘ / File No.

• / SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

srs'at' °peci ill Branch.
REPORT

Date ./ovember _ 1.1, /f£ 3.
Subject (in full)... ?.e/m^n3 °- the Jewish faith who have recently arrived in 

__________ Shanghai. /)

Made by---------------.m~ f/f.* Forwarded by__________ _____________

;i th reference to the endorsement of the Officer i/o 
Kjpeoral Branch appearing on the attached translation from 

'Journal de Shanghai" dated November 7, 1933, I have to 

report that tv;o batches of Germans of the Jewish faith 
have arrived in Shanghai recently. The majority of these 

persons are physicians or surgeons who have coma here with 
the object of escaping fro*:  what they term the "harsh11 regime 

® ___ present existent in Germany, and to/^et up practices in

some of the larger towns in China. ./ithout exception 
these gentlemen all appear to be fairly well off financially 

and some of them hope to commence business in the near 

future « _

________It has been learned that a further draft of german __ _ __ 

physicians of the Jewish faith contemplate proceeding to  

■China, but the local Berman Consulate-General authorities _

have cabled Berlin that it would be unwise for any ^further__

Jewish practitioners to come here sinee there are too. many_____

£ doctors of all nationalities striving to make a living at____ ___

/ pr e s en t. ______________ ________ __ _______ ,_________ _ ______w The following is a list giving some details of the
rf x

newly arrived German doctors, etc. of the Jewish faith»_______ .._ _

- ex s.s. "Conte Rosso" - October 2, 1933 -________________

v Max DAT-H.a, aged 32, physician, travels on German Pass- ——
port No. 263/30 issued by the Police at __

Zudenscheid on July 29, 1930, and which

_______ bears the visa of the Chinese Consulate-_______—
General at Berlin dated August 4, 1933. _ ____ -

__________________ Is accompanied by his wife Gerda DAHLE, ___-
aged 23.



_ I
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Fm. 2 A I
■GT35U1-1’ I / File No.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL—POLICE.
Station, 

REPORT 
Date_____ ..______

Subject (in fully _____________________ _____________ _______________________________________________

Made by Forwarded by

* ^dolf Ï/AGIBR, uged 41, born at Darmstadt, apothecary, 
_______ tjruvels on German Passport Ho. 3 issued

visa of Chinese Consulate-General at

______________________ on August 1, 1929 (issuing office un-__________
known)r gives as reference ’Kornutz, 158

_  _________ * Kiangse Road, ’ accompanied by his wife

Ama, aged 42, mid a son aged 6.____ __________

■ v Jrnst ÎLdlNUr.1, aged 26, born at Berlin, physician,«

German passport 104 issued by the Police
x>t Freiburg on Hay 8, 1929 and bearing

Berlin dated August 22, 1933» Accom
panied by wife Ruth j-LeuDTlIdlLI.

F

I

* ./alther aged 39, born at Rothenditwold (?) ___

_ ____________________ on ?ebruary 15, 1894, specialist in____________
women's diseases, passport No. 16786______

issued by Police at Hamburg on August_________

_______________ 8, 1930 and bearing visa of Chinese_________

Consulate-General at Hamburg dated

august 2, 1933. Gives as reference

'C.C.Chiu, Vice-President of Ministry
Sr

of Education, Nanking.’

J Horst LALTG2, aged 31, born at Danzig, German passport
No. 281R/114/33 issued by Police at

Berlin on April 6, 1933 and bearing the
sê.

visa of the Chinese Consulate-General

at Berlin dated August 21,1933. Gives

tr” 
p-,;

as reference 'Dr. F. Reiss, 21 Museum

Road, Shanghai;’ is accompanied by his
P 
'WAJ _ ___________________ wife Gertrud, aged 33 and his son Kiana,________ .

1 aged 3.



r
d. 35in-n-£ ,„.JV ... F tie No.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Statton, 

REPORT
Date.__ ______________19

Subject (in full). ___ ___ _____________________ _______________________ _____________

Made by... .Forwarded by

 - ex s.s. "Conte Verde" - November 6, 1933 -  

’ Herbert WUNSCH, aged 25, born at Berlin, dentist, 
Genian Passport No. R122/288 issued 

by the Berlin Police on ^pril 12,1933 

and bearing visa of the Chine^e Con-___________
sulate-General at Berlin dated October

   5, 1933. Gives as reference 'Max__________ 
_____________ Perleberg, 112 Boute Vallon.*  .

* Hugo JACUBO'JSKI, aged 41, dentist and specialist of 
Jarid mouth surgery, german Passport 
No. 576/27/28 issued by Berlin Police 

on December 18, 1928 and bearing visa 

of Chinese Consulate-General at Berlin 
dated September 28, 1933. Gives as a 

reference fA. de Kryger, 344 Rue Boux-- 
geat.’ Accompanied by his wife Horsha, 

 aged 38 and his son Heinz Joachim, aged______
10. —.------------------ . ...... ......................................................... ... . ....    —■- -    ———————----------------------------- ..... ■ ■■ , - - - ■ .  ,, W ■■ ■■

V Wolfgang HESS, aged 49, born at Halberstadt in 1884, 

________________________physician and medical practitioner, 
â

CZECHO-SLOVaKIAN PASSPORT No, 21025 

issued by Police at Prague on August 31, 

________________1933 and bearing visa of Chinese Consul-________

ate-General, PARIS, dated September 8, 5

1933. Is now residing at No. 1776

_______________________ Ave nue Jo f f re ,_________________________________

•41



( Fm. 2 ( z _
' <i.”35<n-n-7»' X. 7 File No. .......

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Station,

REPORT 
, Date ___ „jo- 4 - ’

Subject (in full)___ ____ _________

Made by---------------------------- -------Forwarded by_____________ ________________________________

’ Heinz BRUHL, aged 32, born at Berlin in 1901, 
_ physician and^ Docÿor of Medicine, 

German Passport l?o. 365 issued at 

Marburg and bearin ~ Chinese visa 
_of Consulate-General at Berlin dated 
_____________________September (?), 1933. Gives as a ref- 

erence 'Jr. Kornatz.'
< Rudolf STkllTLiS, aged 20, born at Hankow, Uhina, med- 

ical student, Gexnan Passport No. 14 

issued by Berlin Police on September 8, 1933, 
_____________________ and bearing visa of Chinese Consulate- 

____ _________ _______ General at Bg^lin dated September 15, 

1933. ... Is intending to proceed to 
Nanking and gives as a reference 'Dr._______
Hou You-ing, House No. 98, Lane 214, 
Yates Road.*  æs at present staying

 at Hotel Victor, 46 Range Road. __  
* VZaltherSICHBNGRUN, aged 33, born at Dortmund, phys-

ician, German Passport No» 2640 issued 
by the Police at Hamburg on March 30, 

, 1933 and bearing visa of Chinese Con-
sulate-General at Hamburg dated October 

_______________________ (?) 1933. At present residing at the
' J

_____ Foreign Y.M.C.A. 150 Bubbling Well Road._____ 

____Richard LOVISNBBRG, aged 35, born at Hamburg, physician, 1 

________________________ German Passport 20177 issued by Hamburg______ _ 1 

________________________Police on September 18, 1930 and bearing______ B 

__________________ _____ Misa of Chinese Consulate-General at__________ » 

________________________ Hamburg dated September 30, 1933, Acoom-_____ J



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.

Station^
REPORT

Date io- 5 -
/wzz/

-----------------------  ----  ------ Forwarded by_____________;______________________ ___ ____ ___  

_ -------------------panied by wife Sophie aged 30 and son

  Peter aged 4.At present residing at  

._ __________ ___  __ the Astor House Hotel.

?ritz Otto HffTM, aged 33, born at V/ilda Posen, doctor 

of Medicine, German Passport issued at 
__ Klein Mace now on March 31, 1933, and

bearing visa of Chinese Consulate-

, __ ____________General at Barlin dated May (?) 1933._____ _____
_Intends to proceed to Banking,

All ships from Europe will be watched and should any 
of these steamers be carrying further Germans of the Jewish ___

faith who intend to settle down in China in the hope of 
setting up businesses, a further report will submitted.

Officer i/c Special Branch.



’ 4 ................. ■ ' ' 1

• Journal de Shanghai. I /November 7, 1933

ARRrfAL .OF, GERMAN-JZ’.TISH EMIGRANTS IN SHANGHAI.

The first group of 26 families of German Jews 
arrived in Shanghai by the s.s. Conte Verdi yesterday. 
According to the new Aryan Laws promulgated by the 
National-Socialist Government in Germany, only persons of 
pure Aryan stock are allowed to embrace any of the liberal 
professions in Germany.

Among the arrivals yesterday are several doctors 
who are well known in the world of science, such as Dr. 
Rosenthal, Dr. Lowenberg, Dr. Hess, Dr. Elchengrun and 

Dr. Keinwald. They have selected China as their land of 
exile because of articles published by Berlin newspapers 
stating that China with a population of 400,000,000 has 

but few doctors beyond those practising in the large cities.
Many of these German doctors will be staying in

Shanghai for some time.

SALE 0? LOTTERY TICKETS ISSUED BY CIGARETTE
COMPANIES AS FREE GIFTS.

Zon Wei Yong, 22, a cigarette dealer, No. 79 Rue

z* Hue, and Lo

before
o Tiang, his

Cê Second District

appeared on remand
t yesterday

employ

They were charaéd by the French Police wi.th having 
cigaja^Cte companies 

hblders to
on sale lottery tickets issued by./placed

for distribution! as free gifts entitling 
participate in a drawing for prizes.

4

The Court imposed a fine/of $40 on the cigarej^biC 

dealer and a fine of $20 on employee
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Arrival of German Jewish Refugees in Sheng* n
Àrrl*B1 Ôerann Jewish ReftigfO» in Shanghai in Wf et »«G< -*t  
Central European Refugooo * Arrival of criminal eloraonto. •8*1  

SUy ?,lfller • Activities on behalf of Jewish Refugees*

1
Central Swopean Refugees • Alleged political mootings* •4*
•do* •do* •do*  • Lists of arrivals# -fi.
•do* •do* •do*  • Control • "International 

Committee*  formed#
•do* •do* •do*  • statistics of refugee flrrço» -7.

* Artideo
1

orplotting experiences of refugees in local frees 
• Protest nade hr W« Koraor*  non. seo.» "!• c»4 •ft*
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.rytvol f Grrrao® Jnlsh Rofuo^a in Shanghai in 19Ù3» .o.
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Jenlab Refugee®. -9-

Central (.uro^nn Refugee» • Regulation® governing entry 
into uhnnrh.ol» enrfor^ennntf? 
on doovœnta and fa®® in 
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SUBJECT: CENTRAL EUROPEAN REFUGEES - Issue of 
Immigration Certificates, endorsement of 
Documents of Identification and cables 
confirming issue of immigration Certificates.

During the months of November and December 

1941 this office issued fifty Immigration Certificates 

to persons coming within the scope of the.Council‘s 

regulations applicable to the immigration into Shanghai 

of Central European refugees; a further 34 certificates 

issued previously were prolonged for another six 

months during the period in question.

In addition eight'Documents of Identification 

were endorsed by the Deputy Commissioner (Crime & 

Special Branches) as having been seen by this office 

and observed to be in order. Two receipts have been 

issued in respect of cablegrams signed by the Deputy 

Commissioner (Crime & Special Branches) covering 

the confirmation of the issue of five Immigration 

Certificates •

Signed receipts are attached hereto for sums 

amounting to $2233.00 to show that the prescribed 

fees collected for the issuance of Immigration 

Certificates, renewal of Immigration Certificates, 

endorsement of Documents of Identification and the >

signing of cablegrams have been duly paid into the

Revenue Department of the Shanghai Municipal Council

Since the inception of the new system 4394.

Immigration Certificates have been issued, 800 have

been renewed 153 Documents of Identification,have 

been endorsed and cablegrams covering Ahe” coot*irmatïoBÏ:é;

of 92 iwmigf.tlon Certlflctc. "of the issue



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

Station. File No............. .......... Date..................................................

SUBJECT:

while a sum of $109,003.00 has been handed over

to the Revenue Department as fees secured.

D.S.I.

A.C. (Special Branch).



Special Branch,

November 14, 1941.

Received from the Special Branch of the 

Shanghai Municipal Police the sum of $1000.00 in 

respect of twenty two Immigration Certificates Nos. 

4408, 4420-4440 and the renewal of eighteen 

Immigration Certificates Nos. 2456-2458, 2867, 2887, 
3117, 3118, 3420, 3430, 4136-4138, 4151-4153, 4201-4203.

Assistant Inspector

Revenue Department, 

Shanghai Municipal Council

November 28, 1941.

Received from the Special Branch of the 

Shanghai lâxnicipal Police the sum of $775.00 in 

respect of twenty two Immigration Certificates Nos. 

4405-4406, 4441-4460 and the renewal of nine 

Immigration Certificates Nos. 2045, 2323, 2410, 2487, 

2694-2695, 3028, 3154, 4162.

Assistant Inspector 

Revenue Department, 
Shanghai Municipal Council



Special Branch..

December 31, 1941

Received from the Special Branch of the 

Shanghai Municipal Police the aum of $458.00 in 

respect of six Immigration Certificates Nos.

4461 - 4466; and the renewal of seven Immigration 

Certificates Nos. 2696-2697, 3215-3216, 3529; 3976-3977; 

the endorsement of eight Documents of Identification 

Nos. 241, 243, 249, 253, 272, 289, 290, 305/41; and 

in respect of receipts Nos. 28 - 29 for telegraphic 
confirmation of the issuing of the permits named thereon.

Assistant Inspector

Revenue Department, 

Shanghai Municipal Council.



FM. 2
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT ■fr ■; -

....S£.e.c.ia.l..3rs.nch. Station. File No........................  Date.....Cc.tolxer...l.»...194L.......

Central European Refugees - Issue of 
Lm'aigration Certificates and Endorsement 
of Documents of Identification

During the month of September, 1941, 

this office issued 34 Immigration Certificates 

to persons coming within the scope of the Council’s 

regulations applicable to the immigration into 

Shanghai of Central European refugees; a further

in questionM

eleven certificates issued previously were

prolonged for another six months during the period

In addition twelve Documents of

Identification were endorsed by the D.C. (Crime

& Special Branches) as having been seen by this

office and observed to be in order Two receipts

^ £ C

s'. Ï

Certificates

endorsement

e signing

the Revenue

Council

have been issued in respect of cablegrams signed

by the D.C. (Crime & Special Branche») covering

the confirmation of the issue of three Immigration

Signed receipts for $1212.00 are

attached hereto to show that the prescribed fees

collected for the issuance of Immigration Cert-

ificates, renewal of Immigration Certificates

of Documents of Identification and

of cablegrams have been duly paid into

Department of the Shanghai Municipal

ti
Since the inception of the new 'w|

/



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

...............................................  Station. File No......................... Date..-..................................................

SUBJECT:

system 4344 Immigration Certifie- tes have been 
issued, 766 have been renewed, 145 Documents of

Identification have been endorsed and cablegrajas 
covering the confirmation of the issue of 93 
Immigration Certificates signed, while a sun of 
$105,495.00 has been handed over to the Revenue 
Department as fees secured.

D.S .1 •

A.C. (Special Branch).



pecial Branch 
-eptember 19, 1941

Received from the special jZt nch of the 
-hanghai municipal police the sum of ,937.00 in reâpect 
25 Ir.L .igration Certificates 1'os. 4346-4340, 4362-4372, 
4376-4379, 43:1-4386, the renewal of 10 Immigration Cert
ificates Nos. 1508 (i), 1508(ii), 1631, 2338, 2339, 

a:5‘15, 2516, 3006, 3007, 3008, the endorsement of 12 
Documents of Identity Nos. Children's ÔÔ3/41 andl84, 
201, 202, 203, 208, 209, 210, 213, 214, 217, and 237 
and receipt No. 27 covering telegraphic confirmation 
of the issue of the Immigration Certificates named 

thereon.

Special Branch

September 30, 1941

Received from the special Branch of the 
•Shanghai Municipal Police the sum of £275 in respect 

of nine Immigration Permits Nos. 4387-4395, the renewal 
of one Immigration Certificate No. 2036 and receipt Mo. 
028 covering telegraphic confirmation of the issue of 

Immigration CertifAcate.s _named _thereon....

Assistant Inspector,
Revenue Department,
Shanghai Municipal Council



___FM. 2____
G. 8 50-1-41'

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 
fr. -

REPORT ?

ÀiP.e.ç..i.al...ï?X.s,n.çh........ Station. File No.......................... Date....... September . £ 1941

SUBJECT: Central European Refugees - Issue of 
Immigration Certificates and Endorsement 
of Documents of Identification

During the months of July and August

1941 this office issued 133 Immigration ’Certificates 

to persons coming within the scope of the Council’s 

regulations applicable to the immigration into

Shanghai of Central European refugees ; a further

.5 certificates issued previously were prolonged

r another six months during the period in question

Signed receipts for $4,200.00 are

attached herewith to show that the prescribed

fees collected for the issuance of such Immigration

Certificates and the renewal of Immigration Cert

ificates have been duly paid into the Revenue

Department of the shanghai Municipal

Since the inception of

system 4310 Immigration Certificates

Council

the new

have been

issued, 755 have been renewed, 133 Documents of

Identification have been endorsed and cablegrams

covering the confirmation of the issue of ninety

Immigration Certificates signed, 

$104,283.00 has been handed over 

Department as fees secured.

A.C, (Special Branch).

while a sum of 

to the Revenue

D.S.I.



4

Special Branch

July 11, 1941

Received from the Special Branch of the
------------ Shanghai Municipal Police the sum of $1,300.60 in

- --------_------respect of 42 Immigration_Certificates Nos. 4224, 

-------- _______ 4226-4233, 4235-4245, 4248-4250, 4252-4270 and the

a renewal of ten Immigration Certificates Nos. 1469,
1522, 1536, 1623, 1624, 1699, 1848, 1849, 1914 and

I-----  2937.f - . ...-

Assistant Inspector,

Revenue Department, 

Shanghai Municipal Council.

Special Branch
July 29, 1941

_____ Received from the Special Branch of the 

_____ Shanghai^Municipal Police the sum of $1,675.00 in respect 
O___of 50 Immigration Certificates Nos. 3814-5, 4234, 4246-7,

  4271-4295, 4297-4308, 4311-4318 and the renewal of 17

________ Immigration Certificates Nos. 922, 1519 (i), 1519 (ii).

1589, 1663, 1934, 1935, 1945, 2001, 2141, 2246, 2247, 2248,
2311, 2333, 2339 and 2379. __



Special Branch,

August 22, 1941

_ Received /rom the Special Branch of the 
Shanghai Municipal Police the sum of $750.00 in respect

of 22 Immigration Certificates Nos. 4309-4310, 4319-4338 

and the renewal of eight Immigration Certificates Nos. 
1237, 1942-3, 1970-1, 2254, 2382-3.

Assistant Inspector,

Revenue Department, 

Shanghai Municipal Council.

Spcial Branch, 
August 29, 1941

Received from the Special Branch of the

shanghai Municipal Police the sumof $475»00 in. respect 

__ of 19 Immigration Certificates Nos. 4339-4345 and

Kos- 4350-4361. --------------------------------------- ,------------



—4

FM. 2
G. 850-1-41

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ft

REPORT

Sp.®P.i al...Branch. ■Station. File No. Date......July-2.,... 19.41

SUBJECT: Central European Refugees - Issue of 
Immigration Certificates and Endorsement 
of Documents of Identification

During the month of June 1941 this office

issued 329 Immigration Certificates to persons 

? coining within ‘the scope of the Council's regulations 

applicable to the immigration into Shanghai of Central

European refugees; a further 39 certificates issued 

previously were prolonged for another six months 

during the period in question.

Signed receipts for $9,200.00 are attached herewith

Issuance of Immigration Certificates and renewal of

Immigration Certificates have been duly paid into the

Revenue Department of the Shanghai Municipal Council

Since the inception of the new system 4177

igration Certificates have been issued» 720 have

secured.

to show that the prescribed fees collected for the

2 194

.1V
A.C. (Special Branch K

been renewed» 133 Documents of Identification have been 

endorsed and cablegrams covering the confirmation

of the issue of 90 Immigration 

while a sum of $100»083.00 has

the Revenue Department as fees

Certificates signed» 

been handed over to

isW'-'



Special Branch

June 10, 1941

Received from the Special Branch of the 

Shanghai Municipal Police the sum of $5,050.00 in respect of 
197 Immigration Certificates Nos. 3369, 3438-9, 3687, 3812-3, 

3891-3965, 3967-3970, 3970a, 3971-3982, 3985-6, 3990-4069, 

4070, 4076, 4075, 4081-4094 and the renewal of five Immigration 
Certificates Nos. 880, 897 (£), 897 (ii), 1933, 2095.

Assistant Inspector, 

Revenue Department, 
Shanghai Municipal Council.

Special Branch

June 24, 1941 «■ ■ - ------------------ ——-  <

Received from the Spec^a^. Branch of the 
Shanghai Ifiinicipal Police the sum of $4,|ô0’.00 in respect of 

 128 Immigration Certificates Nos. 3788, 3799, 3800, 3983-4, 

 3989, 4071-4, 4077-9, 4095-8, 4100-2,4105-8207, 4210, 4215-7, 
 4220 and the renewal of 34 Immigra tJLon Certificates Nos. 489, j

 620, 842-3, 885, 1470, 1513, 1515-8, 1696-8, 1779-80, 1948-9, 

1986-7, 2018, 2026-7, 2034, 2060, 2104,,2151-3, 2162-5 and 
2323.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

Sv '

/ Z itT

^®ci^;Branch
.Station. File No.. Date..........W-31...1941

SUBJECT: ‘■'entrai European Refugees - Issue of 
Immigration Certificates and Endorsement 
of Documente of Identification

to

During the month of May 1941 this office 
issued 453 Immigration Certificates to persons 
coming within the scope of the Council’s regulations 
apllicable to the immigration into Shanghai of 
Central European refugees $ a further 26 certificates 
issued previously were prolonged for another six 
months during the period in question.

In addition seven Documents of Identification 
were endorsed by the >• C. (Special and Crime Branches) 
as having been seen by this office and observed 

be in order.
Signed receipts for $11,982.06 are attached 

hereto to show that the prescribed fees collected 
for the issuance of Immigration Certificates» 
renewal of Immigration Certificates and the 
endorsement of Documents of Identification have 
been duly paid into the Revenue Department of the 
Shanghai Municipal Council.

Since the inception of the new system 3848 

' Dsmigration ' Certificates- have- been ' lssuW,<68W"' ;C\'

- "have been renewed, 153 Documents of Identif ieation 

endorsed and cablegrams covering the confirmation 

of -the issue of 96 Inmigration CertUie«wOW^ < ■ 

while a sum of $90,883.06 has 

the Revenue Department at fees soeur

A»C. (Special Branch). <

v



Special Branch

May 13, 1941

Received from the Speciàl Branch of the 
Shanghai Municipal Police the sum of *5,350.00  in respect of 

201 Immigration Certificates Nos. 2967-2969, 2978, 3049, 3144-6, 

3353, 3435-6, 3440-1, 3444, 3446, 3450-3493, 3461a-3467a, 3471a, 

3495-3499, 3501-4, 3506-19, 3521-5, 3530-3626, 3630-4, 3637-40 

and the renewal of thirteen Certificates of Immigration Nos. 

1026, 1202, 1215-6, 1520 (i) (ii), 1521 (i) (ii) (iii), 1760-1, 
1784 and 1801.

Ass i^tarrt^^spector

Rev enu e Department, 
Shanghai Municipal Council.

Special Branch

May 27, 1941

Received from the Special Branch of the 
Shanghai Municipal Police the sum of #2,007 in respect of 
69 Immigration Certificates Nos. 2445, 3500, 3520, 3526-9, 

3627-9, 3635-6, 3641-9, 3651-3664, 3666-3686, 3695-3702. 
3704-3708, the renewal of eleven Immigration Certificates 
Nos. 804, 1405, 1406, 1804, 1910, 1926, 1927, 1950, 1951, 
1952, 1964 and the endorsement of seven Documents of 
Identification Nos. 143, 177, 178, 179, 180, 185 and 186/41

issistant 'Inspector, 
Revenue Department,

Shanghai Municipal Council

7 « * s

< . x, ’■*  **■"'  JM* 0*1

' .. 7



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

.Spe.ci.al..Br.ançh............. Station. File No....................... Date.........W...?.»

SUBJECT: Central European Refugees - Issue of 
Immigration Certificates and Endorsement 
of Documents of Identification.

During the month of April 1941 this

office issued 520 Immigration Certificates to 

persons coming withinrthe scope of the Council’s 

regulations applicable to the immigration into Shanghai 

of Central European refugees $ a further 32 certificates 

issued previously were prolonged for another six 

months during the period in question.

In addition five Documents of Ident-

ification were endorsed by the D.C. (Crime & Special

Branches) as having been seen by this office and 

observed to be in order

Five receipts have been issued 

in respect of cablegrams signed by the D.C. (Crime & 

Special Branches) covering the confirmation of the

issue of five Immigration Certificates.
. Signed receipts for |13930,00 are

attached hereto to show that, the prescribed fees 
collected for the issuance of Immigration Certificates» 
renewal of Immigration Certificates, endorsement of , > ’ ' • • zDocuments of Identification and the signing^of c.âblé«<„,

- . ; : Wgrana have been?duly paid into the Revenue Department “ 
!t. ■' - ’ *"
of the Shanghai Municipal Council’»,

•’ Since the inception l|of thaU
4 .’is-*>*-*«  H&V

1 'Wÿ*!
»

A

0Ê8

. - V'ÎÏ.MV,' , :
lo'rsed .and oablegfaa» covering



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

........................ Station. File No. ...................... Date......................... ■....................... ..

1'
SUBJECT: 2

the issue of 90 certificate» signed, while a sum of
$78,901.00 has been handed over to the Revenue

? Department as fees secured.



^cial Branch

April 16, 1941

Received from the Special Branch of the 
Shanghai Municipal Police the sum of S4,230.00 in respect 

of 144 Immigration Certificates Nos. 2830, 2893, 2904-24, 

2926-66, 2970-7, 2979-3017, 3021-31, 3033-6, 3038-46, 3053-8, 

3061-3, the renewal of 20 Immigration Certificates Nos. 961, 

962, 1463, 1498-1500, 1508 (i), 1508 (ii), 1565, 1604, 

1604a, 1604b, 1657, 1693, 1730, 1734, 2014-7, the endorsement 

of five documents of Identity Nos. 152, 157, 158, 160 and 

161 and receipts Nos. 24, 25 and 26 covering telegraphic 

confirmation of the issue of the Immigration Certificates 

named thereon.

Assistant Inspector,

Revenue Department,

Shanghai Municipal Council.

Special Branch, |
April 25, 1941. 

Received from the Special Branch of the Shanghai 
Municipal Bblice, the sum of $5475, in respect of 211 permits 
of Immigration, Nos. 2685-87, 2820-1, 2925, 3018-20, 3037, 
3047-48, 3059-60, 3064-3143, 3147-3218, 3320-3328, 3330-3358, 

3360-3366 and_renewals of 8certificates, Nos. 870, 1460-61, 
1539-401737-38, and 2036. 

Assistant Inspector,
Revenue Department, _ 1,



Special Branch.
April 30, 1941.

Received from the Special Branch of the 
Shanghai Municipal iolice, the sum of $4225, in respect of 165 
Immigration Certificates, Nos. 3329, 3359, 3367, 3219-3319, 3370 
3395, 3399-3422, 3424-3434 also renewals of 4 certificates, Mos. 
1947, 2031, 2032, and 2811.

■Revenue Department,



Special Branch. May 5, 1941

Central European Refugees - Issue of 
Iimaigration Certificates and Endorsement 
of Documents of Identification*

During the month of April 1941 this 

office issued 520 Immigration Certificates to 

persons coming within the scope of the Council's 

regulations applicable to the immigration into Shanghai 

of Central European refugees} a further 32 certificates 
issued previously -were prolonged for another six 
months during the period in question.

In addition five Documents of Ident-
ification were endorsed by the D.C. (Crime & Special 
Branches) as having been seen by this offlee and 
observed to be in order.

9

five receipts have been Issued 
in respect of cablegrams signed by the D.C» (Crime & 
Special Branches) covering the confirmation of tike 
issue of fire Immigration Certificates.

signed receipts for $13WO .00 are 
attached hereto to show that the prescribed fees 
collected for the issuance of Inaigratioli Certificates*  
renewal of Immigration Certificates*  endoreomest of 
Documents of Identification and the signing of cable-

, 'A.,. ’

of the shanghai Municipal CouneU. 
simce the incoptiM

3390 Immigration Certificates hsvobonMl«Miftfe



2

the issue of 90 certificate» signed, while a sum of 

$78,901.00 has been handed over to the Revenue 

Department as fees secured.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 7.
f y M

REPORT

■Station. File No...................... bate. A?rll2\..1941-.

SUBJECT. CEKTHAL EUHOPBAH KBiTOSES; Issue of 
Immigration Certificates, endorsements of Documents 
of Identification and signing of telegrams confirming 
issue of Immigration Certificates.

During the month of March, 1941, this office 
I issued 321 immigration certificates to persons coming

I within the scope of the Council regulations applicable 

to the immigration into Shanghai of Central European

Sir

question

a. c. (sp. BA

order

refugees; a further 26 certificates issued previously

were prolonged for another six months during the period in

In addition, 1 document of identification was

endorsed by the D.C. ( Crime and Special Branches ) as

having been seen by this office and observed to be in

Eight receipts have been issued

blegrams signed by the D.C. ( Crime and

vering the confirmation of the issue of

jrtificates

in respect of

Special Branches)

65 immigration

Signed receipts for $10176 are attached to

show that the prescribed fees collected for the issue

and renewal of immigration certificates, the endorsement 

of documents of identity and the signing of cablegrams

have been duly paid in to the

Shanghai Municipal Council

Since the inception

immigration certificates have

S

Revenue Department of the

of the new system, 2875

been issued, 623 have been

renewed, 121 documents of identity

grams covering the confirmation cf

endorsed and cable

the issue of 85

certificates signed, while a sum of $64971 has been

handed over to the Revenue Department as fees secured*  
' W'f

>C*  ( Special Branch*)
Ollillll



Special Branch 

March 14, 1941.

Received from the Special Branch of the 
Shanghai Municipal lolice the sum of $4,950.00 in respect of 

188 Immigration Certificates Nos. 2324-5, 2423, 2430-2, 2482-3, 

2571-2, 2582-3, 2593-2609, 2614-2649, 2651-2682, 2690-2709, 

2711-2764, 2767, 2774-2787, 2799, 2800 and the renewal of ten 

Inmigration Certificates Nos. 981, 1646-7, 1748-52, 1772-3.

Revenue Department,

Shanghai Municipal Council.

Special Branch <

...arch 28, 1941 Î................. ' ' -........  I
IReceived from the Special Branch of |

the Shanghai municipal iolice the sum of $5,226.00 in respect i

133 Immigration Certificates Nos. 2569, 2570, 2588-9, 2610-3, i

2650, 2683-4, 2688-9, 2710, 2765-6, 2768-73, 2788-2798, 2801-19, 

2822-29, 2831-42, 2842a, 2843-2892, 2894-2903, renewal of 

sixteen immigration Certificates Nos. 1469, 1510, 1516, 1517, 

1518, 1589, 1740-4, 1511, 1512, 1513, 1514 and 1515, the 

endorsement of one Document of Identity No. 140/41 and iri 
rêspect of receipts Nos. 19-23 for^ telegraphic confirmation |

of the issuing of permits named thereon.

..... —-
As s is tant Inspector,__ ___
Revenue Department,__ ______

skanghai_Municipal Counc 11 ...



- rvl.IIl '««IM! ’SLICE I SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. e -Vf | 

• v s a I), REPORT . - *

Date......March.. 13.,. .1941 ,.■Special..Branch.^.......... Station. Pile No.....................

SUBJECT: CENTRAL EUROPEAN REFUGEES? Issue of 
Immigration Certificates1and endorsements of 
Documents of Identification.

During the month of February, 1941, this 

office issued 338 Immigration certificates to persons 

coming within the scope of the Council regulations 

applicable to the immigration into Shanghai of Central 

Europeans refugees? a further 65 certificates issued 

previously were prolonged.for another six months during 

the period in question.

In addition, 5 documents of identification 

were endorsed by the D.C. ( Crime and Special Branches ) 

as having been seen by this office and observed to be in 

order.

Recently, telegraphic confirmation of the 

issue of immigration certificates has been found necessary 

In certain cases and cablegrams have been signed by the 

D.C. (Crime and Special Branches). An additional charge 

of $25 was authorised by the Council in the case of each 

permit issued and thus confirmed. In this respect, 18 

receipt^ were issued during February, covering confirmation ; 

of the issue of 20 permits.

’ . 1

.Signed receipts for #10580 are attached 
herewith to show that the prescribed fees collected for 
the issuance and renewal of immigration certificates, 
the endorsements of documents of identity and the signing 
of cablegram hate been duly paid in to the Revenue 
Department of the Shanghai Municipal Council, J

■ ■ ; ;*■  l.p v- .-,,p.w
è,-Pttn • >■. Xlw 44w, .; lâ Sft.Wj
... * ■ p" . :L p.
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FM. 2 *
G. 850-1-41

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

.............. Station. File No....................... Date..............................................
"l . :

SUBJÊCT:
I 2.

cablegrams covering the confirmation of the issue of

20 permits àigned, while a sum of $54795 has been 

handed over to the Revenue Department as fees secured.

D. P. S.

A.C. ( Special Branch )•



February 14, 1941

Received from the Special Branch of the Shanghai 

Municipal Police the sum of ?5,229.00 in respect of 172 

Immigration Certificates Nos. 2063-2066, 2243-2289, 2293- 
2323, 2326-2361, 2357A, 2363-2378, 2380-2393, 2398-2418, 

2425-2426, the renewal of 37 Immigration Certificates Nos. 
688, 818 (i) and (ii), 850 (i), (ii), (ill), (iv) and (v),

894 (i) and (ii), 977, 1311A, 1313, 1400, 1401, 1487, 1493,
1494, 1591, 1592, 1594, 1596, 1606, 1607, 1627, 1628, 1631,
1658, 1685, 1690, 1691, 1700, 1701, 1708, 1709, 1710, 1711

and the endorsement of four Documents of Identification Nos. 
127, 128, 129 and 134/41.

Assistant nspector,

Revenue Department, 
Shanghai Municipal Council

February 28, 1941

Received from the Special Branch of the Shanghai
Municipal Police the sum of $5,351.00 in respect of 166

Immigration Permits Nos. 2419-2422, 2424»2428, 2429, 2433- 
2481, 2484-2504, 2507-252568, 2573-2581, 2584-2587, 2591-2 

2179-2182, 2219, 2291, 2292, 2362, 2394-2397, the renewal of

28 Immigration Certificates Nos. 947 (1), (ii), 1186-1188, 
1257,

1558,
1671,

1287, 1307, 1308, 1310, 1419, 1480, 1481, 1529, 1530, 

1561, 1598-1598, 1616, 1640, 1660, 1661, 1663, 1668- 
the endorsement of One Document of Identification No.

117/40, and in respect of receipts Nos. 1-18 for telegraphic 
confirmation of the issuing of permits named thereon

Assistant Inspector 
Revenue Department;

S.M.C.



r
b. 40M-1-40

. File No......-----
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. .

Jpecial branch '^.-l. Station,
REPORT Date.-.l^^^^i^

Subject...?.?. 2t r 01 iU r ° P? an i.on...Cert.if i cat es
and endorsement of Documents of Identification.

Flade by?.*.? •V.?:.t’.l'*? ...     ..Forwarded by...........

During the month of January 1941 this office
issued 98 Immigration Certificates to persons
coming within the scope of Articles (1), (2a), (2b) 

and (2c) of the Council's regulations applicable 
to the immigration into changhai of Central European 
refugees; a further four certificates issued 
previously were prolonged for another six months 
during the period in question.

In addition ten Documents of Identification 
were endorsed by the D. C. (Crime & Special Branches) 
as having been seen by this office and observed as 
being in order.

In this connection signed receipts for |
i 

$2,560.00 are attached herewith to show that the 
prescribed fees collected for the issuance of 
Immigration Certificates, renewal of Immigration 

Certificates and the endorsements of Documents of 
Identification have been duly paid into the Revenue 
Department of the Shanghai Municipal Council.

oince the inception of the new system 2216
Immigration Certificates have been issued, 532 have 

been renewed and 115 Documents of Identification

over to the Revenue Department as fees secured.

endorsed, while a sum of $44,215.00 has been handed



January 17, 1941

Received from the Special Branch of the Shanghai Municipal 

lolice, the sum of $1450, in respect of 54 permits of immigration 

NOS. 1970, 1971, 1974, 1975, 1976,2079, 2080, 2106, 2107, 2134- 

2137, 2154- 2178, 2225- 2240, and renewals of 4 certificates, 
Nos. 1445, 1546, 1562 and 1563-.

Assistant Inspector,

Revenue Department,

S.U.C.

January 31, 1941

Received from the Special Branch of the Shanghai
Municipal police the sum of $1110.00 in respect of 44 Immigration |
permits Nos. 2104, 2183-2218, 2220-2224, 2241-2242 and ten |

I
Documents of Identification (endorsements) Nos. 108, 112, 116, |
118, 119/40, 122, 123, 124, 125 and 126/41. j



g.7om iZ4o SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. S. B REpiSf
. A S B D

■special 
REPORT U>«L ■ .................■-•----- -,

January, 6^.....Jg41f
z. { Central European Refugees - Issue of Immigration Certificates ®

and Endorsement of Documents of Identification

Made by.......P.’.?*. 1 ’ ......... ..... ...Forwarded by............9.Î...I rawford

During the month of December 1940 this office 

issued 245 Immigration Certificates to persons 

coming within the scope of Articles (1), (2a), (2b) 

and (2c) of the Council’s regulations applicable 

to the immigration into Shanghai of Central European 

refugees; A further 57 certificates issued previously 

were prolonged for another six months during the 

period in question.

In addition seven Documents of Identification

were endorsed by the D. C. (Srime & Special Branches)

as having been seen by this office and 

being in order

In this connection signed receipts

observed as

for $7,557.00

are attached herewith to show that the

\ SPBCiAkJS

fees collected for the issuance of Immigration

and the endorsements of Documents of Identification

have been duly paid into the Revenue Department

Since the inception of the new system 2118

Immigration certificates have been issued, 528 have

been renewed and 105 Documents of Identification

endorsed, while a sum of $41,655.00 has been handed

over to the Revenue Department as fees secured

D

A. C. (Special Branch)

certificates, renewal of Immigration certificates

prescribed

, V A4',

of the Shanghai Municipal Council



________________ Decemoer 6, 19** O.

__  Received from the Special Branch of the Shanghai 

Municipal Bailee..the., sum of $2300, in respect of 63u immigration 

certificates Nos.» 168a.1888.1896-193O.19a2-193o.l9o7-1957 , also 

renewals of 30 certificates, Nos. 1029-1035,1203,1205-1208^1219- 

1223 ,1228,11 29,1236,1238,1239 ,1280,1281,1283,142a ,1426,150a,16u2. h ......... ......... .

t Jy jfl 1>_J

Assistant Inspector.

Revenue Department.

S.M.C.

December 20, 1940 

Received from the Special Branch of the

Shanghai Municipal Police the sum of $2,977.00 in respect of .
106 Immigration Certificates Nos. 1809-1813, 1931, 1936, _____ i
1958-1969, 1972-1973, 1977-2041, 2048-2051, 2055-2062, 2067-J

2070, 2074, 2076, renewal of thirteen (13) Immigration

Certificates Nos. 788, 834, 875, 929, 929 (i), 929 (ii), ;

1155, 1227, 1285, 1286, 1375, 1433, 1545 and endorsements

of two Documents of Identification Nos. 111/40 and 115/40 f

Revenue Denartment. ?

Assistant inspector,



J
I

December 29, 1940

________ deceived _fjom the Special Branch of the  

Shanghai Municipal Police the sum of $1680.00 in 

respect of 59 Immigration Certificates Nos. 2042, 2045-6, 
2052-4, 2072-3, 2077-8, 2081-2103, 2105, 2108-2132, 

eight renewals Nos. 939 (i), (ii), (iii), 1210, 1456, 

1557, 1564, 1593 and endorsements of five Documents 
of Identification Nos. 110, 113, 114, 120 and 121/40.

Assistant Inspector,___
Revenue Department,__

Shanghai Municipal Council.

-4
__ December 31, 1940f-

Received from the Special Branch of the

Shanghai Municipal Police the SUm.Of $60.0.-OÛ-ln--
respect of 18 Immigration Certificates Nos. 2071, 
2133, 2138-2153, the renewal of six Immigration

Certificates Nos. 844 (1), (it)» (iii)t.1648^1650

Revenue Department, 
Shanghai Municipal Cound.1



'i 
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G. 40M-1-40
___ - 

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Li. LJ.....Z ...

Special Bran ch - -S * 1
REPORT K • ■■■^T “7“...... *,  n

Dumber ,p40

Subject......Central European Refugees - Issue..of Immigtation Certificates and_____
Endorsement of Documents of Identification.

Made h...................... .?.?.S«J.’...?Alts............ Forwarded by..........Crawf ord.

During the month of November 1940 this

office has issued 164 Immigration Certificates to 

persons coming within the scope of Articles (1), 

(2a), (2b) and (2c) of the Council’s regulations 

applicable to the immigration into Shanghai of

Central European refugees; a further 51 certificates 

issued previously were prolonged for another 

four/six months during the period in question.

On the instructions of the D.C. (Crime &

Special Branches) dated November 8, 1940, Immigration

Certificates and renewals of same issued after that 

date are valid for six months instead of the four 

months previously agreed upon.

In addition four Documents of Identification 

were endorsed by the D.C. (Crime & Special Branches) 

as having been seen by this office and observed to 

be in order.

In this connection signed receipts for 

$5,379.00 are attached herewith to show that the 

prescribed fees collected for the issuance of 

Immigration Certificates, renewal of Immigration 

Certificates and the endorsement of Documents of 

Identification have been duly paid into the Revenue

Department of the Shanghai Municipal Council.

endorsed, while a sum of $34,098 has been handed over

Since the inception of the new system 1873 
Immigration Certificates have been issued, 471 have -s 
been renewed and 98 Documents of Identification

to the Revenue Department as fees secured 
»r«.0h) D-s-1



ecio-1 bi’ • ~ 3.?*

?,c.-n^er 1, 40

bv ’. • . ‘.rc.;e:-in .etu, - l.-eue of 1.1 igfcaticn Certificates and

n?orsera nt of Documente of Identifier tior..

I. -eittffi 1 <. Jra'ef

lOL’tj of rcvp'fbex' i 340 lhi:>

■1'ficc has itjuev. .64 I t i^rtt ten Certifie .tri? tc 
, .:t. eue cc its 11 vibxn the score of ■'■.,r + j. c 1 (3);
(à _ ', (2b) -tx (•-•€, of il’f council's r'. ulnt.innç 

r; J icable tc the i igrr tion into ihnn.-rhei of 

Central European refugees! a further 51 certificates 

issued ; reviooelv ere prolonged for another 

four/eix months during t’ie period in question.

Ci fie instructions of the D.C. (Crime &

ipeoiul Bi' acheo ) dated - ov iber 3» 1940, Immigration 
Certificates and renew-.le if 3a.«ie issued after that 
date are valid for six months instead of the four 

months previously agreed upon.

In addition four L'ocu ente of Identification

•.verc (indorsed by -.ho ^..c. (Crims & special Branches)
as ’aaving been seen by th it office end. observed to 
b ; in order.

In this connection signed receipts for

SB,379.00 are attached herewith to show that ths
jiSbcribed fees collected for the issuance of 
immigration Certificates, renewal of Immigration 
Certificates and the endorsement of Documents of 
Identification have been duly paid into the Revenue
Department of the Shanghai Municipal Council.

cince the inception of the new system 1873 _j|
Immigration Certificates have been issued*  471 have'W 

> -s ’
been renewed and 98 Documents of Identification
endorsed, while a sum of $34,098 has been handed 

.......... ~.
to the Revenue Departraent as feeewaecured <



?

‘ ’ ■ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE* 88*!  'ShEcWTW

REPORT

Subject.. c.entral..jiur.Qp.eaa..bL£f.ug.e.qs.». ISJauje„.pl...I^.igra.ti^jj„„VL^.L41^vZŒs.?....

Made by. .D.x..3*Killin.gb.eck Forwarded by.

During the month of October,1940, this office

has issued 110 Immigration Certificates to persons coming

within the scope of Articles

the Council regulations applicable to the immigration into
Shanghai of Central European refugees; a further 39

certificates issued previously were prolonged for another

four monthe

In

endorsed by

during the period in question

addition, 8 documents of identification were

the D.C. ( Special Branch ) as having been

seen by this office and found to be in order

this connection signed receipts for ”3333

are attached herewith to show that the prescribed fees

collected for the issuance of Immigration certificates

renewal of immigration certificates and the endorsement

of documents of identification have been duly paid into

the Revenue Department of the Shanghai municipal Council

Since the inception of the new system, 1709

partaient as fees

certificates have been issued and 420 renewed while a

of #28,719*0. Revenue
secured
has been handed over to the

Ji |

Wrf ?»



Special Branch, xxxx
November 5, 40.

Central European Refugees. Issue of Immigration Certificates.

D.P.S.Killingbeck D.I.Crawford•

During the month of October,1940, this office 
has issued 110 Immigration Certifiestee to persona coming 
within the scope of Articles (1), (2a),(2b) and (2c) of 
the Council regulations applicable to the immigration into 
Shanghai of Central European refugees; a further 39 
certificates issued previously were prolonged for another 
four monthe during the period in question.

In addition, 8 documents of identification were 
endorsed by the D.C. ( Special Branch ) as having been 
seen by this office and found to be in order.

In this connection signed receipts for $3333 
are attaehed herewith to show that the prescribed fees 
collected for the Issuance of Immigration certificates, 
renewal of Immigration certificates and the endorsement 
of documents ef Identification have been duly paid Into 
the Revenue Department of the Shanghai Municipal council.

Since the inception of the new system, 1709 
certificates have been Issued and 420 renewed, while a 
sum of $28,719.00*  beta been handed ever to the Revenue 
Department as fees secured*

D.P.S*

D.C. ($p*  Br. ).



V
October 11, 1940.

Received from the Special Branch, Shanghai Municipal Police, the 
sura of $1329 in respect of forty immigration perraits Nos .1590,1608, 
1609, 1616, 1621-1650, 1652-1657; renewals of thirteen permits Nos. 
797, 318, 3.3, 914, 936 (4), 947, 956, 957, 960, 989 also four 
documents of identity endorsed Nos.097, 098, 099 and 100/40.

Assistant Inspector, 
r Revenue Office,
; s. m. c.

& _ October 25, 1940.gf " " --- - ■——— ■“ - '   . -----  - ■
i____  Rec eived from the Special Branch, Shanghai Municipal
Im

l lolice. the sum of .i>1604, in respect of 54 immigration permits,r .— - -   x . - -   -... . —~  - -.......
I ZTos. 1610-1612/1658-1676,1679-1684,1686-1706,1708-1711,1716,

t— - -renewals -of _10 permits,Nos. .688.t82.5.».8^3L»9Q31i}J903(iiJj9_12jL . .
__ _ _____ RB5,R73,.9JZ4^.9i5,__@j^ of identity,______ ' 

j „ _______Nos. 101,102,104,105/40. ______________ ___________ ___ I
jZZZZZZZZZZZZ^j^^ZZZZZZ. I 

'i_________ ____________ Assistant Inspector,________
f____________ _____  Revenue Department,________
_____________ _S.M.C.

--------—___ The 8um &f $400, in respectof 16 immigration permits,Noa,_16j51r.-

i______ ___ _____________ _________________ ___ .______________ October 31, 1940. ______________

I------- -------------- ReceiveJ._from._the.-Speci^ Sh3nghai.Municipal Police, .



------------ the aim nf $1375, in resp&ct of 42 immigration permits, Nos. 1200, 
1726-1761, 1764-1768, also renewals of 13 permits. Nos. 942, 1002-

____  1010 and 1186-1188.  . ........ .....

Assistant Inspector,
_ Revenue Department,

. Received from tne Special Brancn of tne Snanghai 

Municipal Police, tne sum of $1400, in respect of 2o pcimits 

of immigration, Nos. 1762,1763,1769,1771-1732, also renewals 
of 31 permits, Noa. 961,962,983^984,991,1036,1037,1039,1040, 

_ 1103,1170-1176,1189,1202,1204,1211,1212,1213,1214,1210,1216,

1237,1438,1446,1471 and 1472

Assistant Inspector

Revenue Department, 
Shanghai Municipal Counit/.

November 29, 1940

Received from the Special Branch of the

Shanghai Municipal Police the sum of $2604.00 in respect of 
97 Immigration Permits Nos. 1793-1808, 1814-1887, 1889-1895

renewal of 7 Immigration Permits Nos. 106, 1042, 1043, 1183-5 
and the endorsement of four Documents of Identification Nos.

032/40, 095/40, 106/40 and 109/40

Assistant Inspector, 
Revenue Department,

Shanghai Municipal Council.



G. 40M-1-40 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ~ x ,

special Jranch -..51 .Station
REPORT '‘ut* —* 

D^Z..9cl9.ker...j-.i.....zp40 '

Subject ...Central..BUrppean..RefugLee.s...-..I.S8.ue...of ...jtogigratipn. ..Certificates

Made by__  P*-. .............. Forwarded by....... *.

Since the last report on this subject was

submitted on September 2, 1940 this office has 

issued 132 Immigration Certificates to persons 

coming within the scope of Articles (1), (2a), 

(2b) and (2c) of the Council’s regulations 

applicable to the immigration into Shanghai of

Central European refugees; a further 22 cert

ificates issued previously were prolonged for 

another four months during the period in question*

In this connection signed receipts for 

$3,850.00 are attached herewith to show that 

the prescribed fees collected for the issuance 

of Immigration Certificates and the renewal of 

Immigration Certificates have been duly paid into 

the Revenue Department of the Shanghai Municipal 

Council.

Since the inception of the new system 1599 

Immigration Certificates have been issued and 

381 renewed while a sum of $25,386.00 has been 

handed over to the Revenue Department as fees 

secured. A Q 't+l'A ~

.. Ï

D. S. I.

D. C. (Special Branch).



oeptemoer 27, 1940 
................. ... ...... ~~~. . ... . .............................. ‘ ‘ ‘ ' ..... ...........
——.—- ■ .... -------—- -—-—- —

Received from the Special Branch of the _________
Shanghai Municipal Police tne sum of 4750 in ___ _ ;•

respect of 26 Immigration Certicates Nos. 

1589, 1594-1604, 1604a, 1604b, 1605, 1605a, 

1605b, 1606-7, 1613-5, 1617-162O, and the 

renewal of four Immigration Certificates Nos.
—i 

645, 906, 933 and 939.

Zp Zz, Ajy
, /Jz ' --------- -- <

Assistait! Inspector, ’’

Revenue Department,

Shanghai Municipal Council.

i

September 30, 1940

Received from the Special Branch of the

Shanghai Municipal Police the sum of 425 in respec 

of the renewal of one immigration certificate, No.

P 844

Inspector, 

Revenue Department, 

Shanghai Municipal Council!
a

* ?
'W.^



Special Branch - S.l.

September 13, 1940

Received from the Special Branch of the Shanghai 

Municipal Police the sum of §2,625.00in respect of 
96 Immigration Certificates Nos. 1415, 1460, 1461, 

1478, 1479, 1485-7, 1493-1548, 1550-1557, 1561-1565, 

1569-1587 and the renewal of nine certificates Nos. 

781, 836, 871-2, 882, 897, 909, 964 and 1210.

Assistant Inspector, 
Revende Department,

Shanghai Municipal Council.

September 20, 1940

Received from the Special Branch of the 

Shanghai Municipal Police the sum of $450.00 in 

réspect of 10 Immigration Certificates No.s. 1558- 

1560, 1566-8, 1588, 1591-3 and the renewal of eight

certificates Nos. 885, 901, 902, 905, 913, 969,___  |
980 and 1019. ______ 

____ Assistant inspector, 

_____ Revenue Department, 
Shanghai Municipal Council



* 7 ^SHAXSHAI WUNICIPAt POUCE
F> 2 i s.^!WGiSTRY ;

o- 4o^.4o SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE, $. A

5Pecia*JSB ch 
report ggzX..c.^iinimTrx.:Ær^roJ

Subject....Central ^uropean Refugees - Issue of Immigration Certificates and.....

Endorsement of Certificates...ofMIdentification»_

Made by....... .......... D*S*I.«...Pitts   Forucarded by...jP.y.S*  I*...Lqgan ......... ......... ............ .......

Since the last report on this subject

was submitted on August 2, 1940 this office has issued 

210 Immigration Certificates to persons coming within

the scope of Articles (1), (2a), (2b) and (2c) of the 

Council’s regulations applicable to the immigration 

into Shanghai of Central European refugees! a 

further 28 certificates issued previously were pro

longed for another four months during the period in 

question*

In addition eight Documents of 

Identification were endorsed by the D*  C. (Special
Branch) as having been seen by this office and observed * 

to be in order» « 
In this connection signed receipts ?

for $5,958*00 are attached herewith to show that j
the prescribed fees collected for the issuance of I
Immigration Certificates, renewal of Immigration I

Certificates and the endorsement of Documents of j

Identification have been duly paid into the

Revenue Department of the Shanghai Municipal Council*  

Since the inception of the new

system 1467 Immigration Certificates have been issued, 

359 have been renewed and 86 Documents of Identification ■' ■■ , 
endorsed (up to and including August 31, 1940), while

a sum of $21, 536*00  has been handed over to the



1

August 9, 1949

Received from the Special Branch of the Shanghai 

Municipal Police the sum of $3,,200.00 in respect of 123 

Immigration Certificates Nos. 1204, 1269-1286, 1288-1293, 

1296-1298, 1300-1311, 1311A-1371, 1376-1393, 1398-1401 

and the renewal of five Immigration Certificates Nos. 

704, 819, 831, 864 and 894.

Assistant Inspector,

Revenue Department, 
Shanghai.Munieipal Council

August 16, 1940

Received from the Special Branch of the Shanghai 

Municipal Police the sum of §700.00 in respect of 24 

Immigration Certificâtea Nos. 1287, 1299, 1375, 1394, 1395, 

1402-1413, 1416-1418, 1423-1426 and the renewal of four 
Immigration Certificates Nos. 826, 830, 867 and 875.

Assistai Inspector,
Revenue Department,

Shanghai Municipal Council



I 

August 30, 1940.

Received from. the Special Branch, Shanghai Municipal Police the 

sum of $2058 in respect of 63 Immigration Permits Nos.950, 1195, 

1414, 1419, 1420, 1421, 1422, 1427, 1428, 1429, 1430, 1433, 1434, 

1435, 1436, 1437, 1438, 1439, 1440, 1441-1459, 1463-1477, 1480-1484, 
i486, 1489, 1490, 1491, 1492, renewals of 19 permits Nos.326, 771, 

783, 788, 796, 824, 817, 853, 856, 862, 873, 886, 887, 926, 948, 
998, 999, 1000, and 1011, also endorsements of 8 documen s of 

identity Nos.079, 081, 082, 086, 087, 092, 093, and 094/40.

Assistant; Inspector,
Revenue -Department,
S. M. C.



G.- 40M-1-40 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POL

Special BranJ
REPORT

Date..........^.US.t..2A.i940.

J*2

Subject..... Rentrai. European.Ref^^^^

____ _______ Endorseme nt of Documen. ts. ...of.. Id e nt if i cat.i on.

Made by. D.S.I. Pitts .Forwarded by. I. Crawford

oince the last report on this

subject was submitted on July 4, 1940 this office 

has issued 244 Immigration Certificates to persons 

coming within the scope of Articles (1), (2a), (2b) 

and (2c) of the Council’s regulations applicable

to the immigration into Shanghai of Central European

■Refugees ; a further 27 certificates issuedOJ patice 

Inf3-m<Uio previously

during the

were prolonged for another four months

period in question.

In addition 11 Documents of Identi-

ication were endorsed by the D.C. (Special Branch)
F as having been seen by this office and observed to 

be in order

In this connection signed receipts 
are

for $6,786.00 tx attached herewith to show that

the prescribed fees collected for the issuance of

Immigration Certificates, renewal of Immigration

Certificates and the endorsement of Documents of

Identification have been duly paid into the

Revenue Department of the Shanghai Municipal Council

Since the inception of the newr system 1257 Immigration Certificates have 

331 have been renewed and 78 Documents of

been issued

Identifi-

while a sum of $15,578.00

the Revenue Department as

(Special Branch).

cation endorsed (up to and including July

has been handed

fees secured

D.S.I.

31, 1940)

over to

”3“-

ST WW

Si



July 13, 1940

Received from the Special Branch of the Shanghai 

Municipal Police the sum of $3450.00 in respect of 132 

Immigration Certificates Nos. 1014, 1015 and 1026-1155, 

and renewals of six Immigration Certificates Nos. 106, 

605, 617, 618, 715 and 850.

Assistant Inspector,

Revenue Department, 

Shanghai Municipal Council.

July 19, 1940

Received from the Special Branch of the Shanghai

Municipal Police the sum of $1125.00 in respect of 38 
Immigration Certificates Nos. 960, 
1190-1194, 1201, 1215 and 1216 and

1156, 1159-1185, 1189 

renewals of seven
ïv 
i Immigration Certificates Nos. Nos 

705, 709 and 772.
653, 686, 687, 690

Assistant Inspector, 
Revenue Department, 

Shanghai Municipal JJouncil

July 26, 1940

________ Received from the Special Branch of the Shanghai

___MunicipalJPolice the sum of >1675.00 in respect of 57_.
Immigration Certificates Nos. 912, 1186-8, 1196-9, 1203.

1205-1214, 1217-1236, 1238-1255 and renewals of ten

W. _MA»_20fi and .267^

Assistant Inspector, 
Revenue Department. S.M.C

Immigrâtion Certificates Nos♦ 110. 226>640>719>735.748»----—



July 31, 1940

Received from the Special Branch of the 

Shanghai Municipal Police the sum of $536 in respect 

of 17 Immigration Certificates Nos. 1157-8, 1202, 

1237, 1256-1268, renewal of 4 Immigration Certificates 

Nos. 715A, 842, 843 and 847 and endorsement of eleven 

Documents of Identification Nos. 058, 063, 066, 071, 
073, 074, 075, 076, 077, 078 and 080/40.

Assistant Inspector,

Revenue Department,

Shanghai Municipal Council.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Sp e c i al Branch..- 

REPORT ’X'"7' T,,lv J 40.
Date...... .........................'9

Subject. Q en t ra.l .Bur ope.an._Refuge_gg. ..-.„Ig sue ...of ...Immigrat ion.. Ce r t if ic at. es...and.....

Endorsement of .documents of Identification................... ................

Made by... . ...........D.S.I.....Pitts j>_.......... Forwarded by.... .P_._I....Qrawford •....... ..... ................

Since the last report on this subject was 

submitted on June 11, 1940 this office has issued 

85 Immigration Certificates to persons coming 

within the scope of Articles (1), (2a), (2b) and 

(2c) of the Council’s regulations applicable to 

the immigration into Shanghai of Central European 

Refugees? a further 18 certificates issued 

previously were prolonged for another four months 

during the period in question.

In addition 10 Documents of Identification 

were endorsed by the D.C. (Special Branch) as 

having been seen by this office and observed to 

be in order.

In this connection a signed receipt for 

$2610 is attached herewith to show that the 

prescribed fees collected for the issuance of 

Immigration Certificates, renewal of Immigration 

Certificates and the endorsement of Documents of 

Identification have been duly paid into the 

Revenue Department of the Shanghai Municipal 

Council.

1

Since the inception of the new system 1013 
Immigration Certificates have been issued, 304 
have been renewed and 67 Documents of Identificati 
endorsed (up to July 1» 1940), while a sum of 

fapGB.OO has been handed over to the Revenue Depart 

as fees secured. \

1 D.C. (Special Branch)

1t ( 0’S , ‘

D.S.I

tt



Shanghai Municipal Police*
June 18,1940» 

Received from the Special-Branch of the

Shanghai Municipal Police,the sum of$1229,in respect

of 42 immigrât ion _ cert if icates, Nos ...900,902,927,933, 

936,937,942-949,951-959,961-.977,980 and 982, renewals 
pf.7 .certificates.Nos. 428,538,571,573,606,607. and 624 
also endorsements of 4.documents of identity,Nos.053, 

057,Q62 and 064/40. ....

if Inspector
Revenue Department, 
Shanghai Municipal Council.

. June 28,1940,_
Received from.the Special Branch of the

Shanghai Municipal.Police,..the sum of $1256,in respect of
43*$^4® immigration certificates,Nos.978,979,981,983-1013,1016,
1017,1018,1020-1024,duplicate.copy.of certificate no,1001, i - -a

j___ renewals of 7 certificates Nos.589,608,616,628,636,688 and|

__ _ _ 833,also endorsement of 6 documents of identification,Nos.| 
|_______ 007,065,067,068,o69 and 072/40. /

Inspector,
-Keyenue. Department,
ShanghaiJ^nicipaLCouncil

June 29,1940
Hee.ely.ed frQmthe.Special Branch of the

Shanghai Municipal Police,the sum of $185,in respect
of...inmigration certif lcateNo»lQ25andrenewalsof.---- ------
jEtarilXleaAfifiJSï^ ------------------------—

Assistant



F. 207A
G. 1000-10-39

0

Shanghai Municipal Police.
June...  13,...pg 40

The Secretary & Commissioner General,

S. M. C.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 
forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No : - S.B. D.5422 (c)-10A

Subject : - Central European Jews « Issue of Immigration 
■ Certificates and Endorsement of Documents of

Identification.

Enclosures Copy of a Police report.



Special Branch, 

June 11, 1940.

Central European Jews - Issue of Immigration Certificates and 
Endorsement of Documents of Identification.

On May 7, 1940 this office has issued 41 Immigration 

Certificates to persons coming within the scope of 

Articles (1), (2a) (2b) and (2c) of the Council’s 

regulations applicable to the immigration into 

Shanghai of Central European Jews; a further 36 

certificates issued previously were prolonged for another 

four months during the period in question.
In addition 8 Documents of Identification were 

endorsed by the D.C. (Special Branch) as having been 

seen by this office and observed to be in order.

In this connection a signed receipt for $393 

is attached herewith to show that the prescribed fees 

collected for the issuance of Immigration Certificates, 

renewal of Immigration Certificates and the endorse

ment of Documents of Identification have been duly 

paid into the Revenue Department of the Shanghai 

Municipal Council.

Since the inception of the new system 928 

Immigration Certificates have been issued, 286 have 

been renewed and 67 Documents of Identification endorsed 
(up to June 1, 1940), while a sum of $6,182.00 has 

been handed over to the Revenue Department as fees 

secured.



May 15, 1940*

Received, from the Special Branch of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police,the cum of $107, In respect of 9 immigration 
Certificates, Nos.893,894,896,897,899,901-904, renewals of 18 

Renewals of certificates Nos. 44,808,807,234,419,481,443,450,  
458,486,558 and. 679 and. 2 certificates of Identity endorsed, 

ho©.010 and 011/40.

(S4.)
Assistant Inspector, 
Revenue Department, 
shanghai Municipal council.

May 50, 1940.
Received from the special Branch of the shanghai 

Municipal Police, the sum of $241, in respect of 84 immigration 
certificates,Nos. 898,905-907,909-911,915-921,984-928 «nd 
928-932, renewals of 23 certificates Nos.62,178,179,326,397, 

475 
470,485*496,514,533,556,555,557,561,568,570,585,586,599,  
622,654 and 655, also endorsement of 6 documents of Identity, 

Nos. 041,048,052,054,055 and 056/40,

(84,)

Assistant Inspector, 
Revenue Department, 
Shanghai Municipal Council,.

June 1, 1940, 

Received from the Spatial Branch of the Shanghai 

Municipal Police, the sum of $45, in respect of 8 certificates 

of immigration, Noa.908,923,934,985,988,989,940 sat 941, also 

renewal of eartifieate Ke«468,



POjirïss^
■Q'I taliont

Date___ ....... to

FM, 

6 9Û“ '39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

Spec
REPORT

Subject.............Central . ...
Endorsement ofL.Doeumentei of Identification.

Made by. ___ _______ Forwarded by...______________________ ......................................................................................

Since the last report on this subject was submitted

-"on May 7, 1940 this office has issued 41 Immigration

Certificates to persons coming within the scope of

Articles (1), (2a), (§b) and (2c) of the Council’s

regulations applicable to the immigration into

Shanghai of Central European Jews; a further 36 ;
C'-wm- oj P .iCl,

^nf3‘tttation.
certificates issued previously were prolonged for

toother four months during the period in question*

In addition 8 Documents of Identification were

°- Rr ) i ndorsed by the D. C. (Special Branch) as having been

seen by this office and observed to be in order.

In this connection a signed receipt for $393 |
is attached herewith to show that the prescribed fees I 

collected for the issuance of Immigration Certificates, 

rehewal of Immigration Certificates and the endorse- 

ment of Documents of Identification have been duly 

paid into the Revenue Department of the Shanghai 

Municipal Council*

Since the inception of the new system 928 

Immigration Certificates have been issued, 286 have 

been renewed and 57 Documents of Identification endorse*
(up to June 1, 1940), while a sum of $6,182.00 has



a'
. ..May. 15, 1940.

.. Received, from. the special Branch., of ..the. .Shanghai. 

Municipal lolice,the sum of.^!07,in respect of 9 immigration 

. 0ertifivates,Nos.893,894,896,097,899,901-90.4,renewals., of 12 

Renewals of certificates Kos.4.4,206,207,234,419,421,443,450, 

jl.5.8,466,5.5.8_.a.nd 679 and.2 certificates of identity endorsed, 

Eos.010...and .011/40.

t Inspector,

Revenue Department

Shanghai, Mun ic ipal Counci 1

May 30,1940.
Received from the Spj^lal Branch,of the Shanghai

:—__— Municipal Police,the sum of ..$^41,in respect of 24 immigration
J------------ certificatea,Hos. 898,905-907,909-911,913-921,924-926 and
I|_-------- 928-932,renewals of 23 certificates Nos.62,178,179,326,397,
L-------- 470,485,495,496,514,533,536,555,557,561,568,570,583,586,599,
L---------- 622,654 and 655,also .endorsement of 6 doctunents of identity,

|------ Nos. 041,642,052,054,055 and 056/40*  

RevepueDepartaent,__ _ ____ ..._____ ;
^angh^Wnljsll^l-Ço«n^L!_______ j ;

;____ ____ _________ ,___ _________  1__________ June 1,1940, • ■ ■'
---------- --- ;-------— .Received from the Special Branch .Qf the Shanghai--------
_—-------------- MunicioaLPniico, f.hg anm n-p respect of 8 tificates-----—
—----- - of iamigration.Bos.908.923,934.935,938,939,940 and.941,also______
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G, yOi^-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

S. 1, 
REPORT

! ^/7e/M*EG4.3.TRY  j
POLICE. r\

: No. d- Ü. U,-— —-.... .....  î
Specials Branch —.... .......

Date. A 40.
Subject- Central European..Jews..-..Issue of Immigration Certificates and 

...............  .3iif.o.rs.aia§.n.t...QX..DQ.ç.ufâÇ.at'.s„.Qf Identif’i_catipn..........  

Made by....... JX....S..... ii-tta....................... Forwarded by______ 2.«...I.I.......G.Ï ’.aw£.Qrd..............

Since the last report on tiiis subject was

submitted on April 1, 1940, this office has issued 

153 Immigrât!oçCertificates to persons coming 

within the scope of Articles (1), (2a), (2b) and 

(2c) of the Council’s regulations applicable to 

the immigration into Shanghai of Central European

Jews: a further 94 certificates issued previously 

have been prolonged for another four months within 

the period in question.

In addition 11^ Documents of Identification 

have been endorsed by the D. C.(Special Branch) as 

having been seen by this office and observed to 

be in order.

In this connection a signed receipt for

INDEXED BY 
(SH.) REGISTRY

DATE 7 / /-/ 
- ----------------

$1,251.00 is attached herewith to show that the 

prescribed fees collected for the issuance of 

Immigration Certificates, renewal of Immigration 

Certificates and the endorsement of Documents of !

Identification have been duly paid into the Revenue ] 

Department of the Shanghai Municipal Council. ;

Since the inception of the Ne# system, 887

Immigration Certificates have been issued, 250

have been renewed and 49 Documents of

endorsed (up to May 3, 1940), while a

$5,789.00 has been handed over to the

I ■ ■ ■ ■ ..

•/

Department as fees secured

sum of

Revenue

D. C.(Special Branch)

Identification

j ..ÆfeW#



April 16*1940.

Received from the Special Branch of the Shanghai

Municipal Police,the sum of $857*in  respect of 100 immigration 

Certificates,Nos.704,709,733,735,736,738,741^744,745,749,750, 

752,753-782,784-791,794-817,819-822,824-836,837,339-843,345  

and 848, Renewals of Immigration Certificates (70),Nos. 38,53, 

71,73,80,90,101,104,106,108,112,129,133,139,149,150,153,154,  

168,174,178,179,201,224,235,238,244,254,255,256,275,276,279, 

285,295,297,309,311,328,333,337,339,345,349,359,364,365,366,

368,374,381,390,398,400,402,406,415,437,442,444,456,457,467, 

471,487,525,532,548,549 and 560,also endorsement of 7 Documents 

of Identity,Nos. 012,015,031,037,038,039 and 040/40.

mt Inspector,A

Revenue Department,

Shanghai Municipal Council.

228,299,325,369,429,493 and 497,also duplicate ofcertificate

 April 24,1940. j 

 Received from the Special Branch of the Shanghai Mun 
Municipal Police,the sum Qf $202,jja respect of28 immigration 1 
certificate8»lSos.783,792,818,823,838,849-862,864,866-873, _ |

Renewals of 11 immigration certificates Sos.94,155,156,163,



...ay 3, 1940

—f
Received from the Special hranch Of ^g S}ianghai Municipal ■ 

S’ft) Z — -

lolice the sum of in respect of 25 Immigration Certificates 

ITos. 793, 844, 846, 847, 863, 865, 874-892, Immigration 

Certificates Renewal Nos. 218, 263, 307, 331-2, 353, 367, 382, 

449, 452, 483, 552 and 553, and endorsements of two Documents *

of Identity Nos. 043 and 044/40. i



owe
i". Vol(M-3S

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

8. 1
'Report

police.», a

Spr il 1

Subject.... Central. Eur Sh Jews; - . Issue of Immigration Certificates and

..3.ndQr.s.euie.nt...Qf Pp.çjnn.ent.s...of...identifia

Made by. D».S..._ P.itt.S... . Forwarded by. D. I, Crawford

Since the In,st report on this subject was

submitted on February 29, 1940, this office has

issued 107 Immigration Certificates to persons coming
Cm: m '
Si- :

vithin of Articlesthe scope

Council’s Regulations applicable to theof the

Central European Jewsion into

prolonged for another four months within the period

in question

In addition 13 Documents of Identification have

been endorsed by the D. c.(Special branch) as having

been seen by this office and observed to be in order

In this connection a signed receipt for $1,028.00

is attached herewith to show that the prescribed fees

collected for the issuance of Immigration Certificates

renewal of Immigration Certificates and the endorsement

of Documents of Identification have been duly paid into

Department of the Shanghai l&tnicipal Councilthe Revenue

the inception of the new system, 744Since

Certificates haveImmigrât ion

38 Documents of Identification endorsedbeen renewed and

1940), while a sum of $4,538.00 has(up to March 31

to the Revenue Department as feesbeen handed over

secured

D. C.(Special Branch)

I

been issued, 156 have

Shanghai of
■k further 96 certificates issued previously have been

(1), (2a), (2b) and (2c)

5
*



March 12, 1940

deceived from the Special Branch of the Shanghai Municipal 

Police the sum of $412.00 in respect of Immigration Permits Nos. 

607, 635-639, 640-652 and 656-672, Immigration Permit Renewals Nos. 

5, 6, 14, 46, 47, 65, 89, 99, 102, 105, 127, 132, 158, 165, 177,

189, 190, 191, 192, 204, 209, 216, 227, 232, 233, 264, 271, 286,

287, 302, 317, 318, 324, 327, 338, 341, 376, 393, 399, 408, 414,

424, 438, 439 and 446, and Documents of Identifications (endorse

ments) Nos. 016, 017, 018, 020, 021, 022 and 025/40.

sistant Inspector,

Mevenue Department, 

shanghai Municipal Council.

March 26, 1940

Received from the Special Branch of the Shanghai Municipal | 
Police the sum of $529.00 in respect of Immigration Permits nos.__ f 
653-5, 673-700, 702-703, 705-708, 710-729 and 732, Immigration j 

Permit Renewal Nos. 26, 551, 530, 489, 441, 420. 417, 372, 363,___ { 
355, 350, 342, 343, 320, 315, 308, 306, 293, 294, 282, 266, 258, j 
247, 243, 226, 215, 203, 200, 199, 182, 251, 167, 166, 159, 151, j 

152, 145, 135, 117, 107, 103, 90, 78, 66, 86, 55 and 269, and j 
Documents of Identification (endorsement») Nos. 023, 028, 029 and j 

030/40

sistant Inspector,

Revenue Department,
Shanghai Municipal Council



* /
March 30, 1940

Received from the Special Branch of tte Shanghai Municipal 

Police the sume of $87,00 in respect of Immigration Permits Nos, 

701, 715, 730, 731, 734, 737, 739, 740, 743, 746, 747, 748, 751, 

Immigration Permit Renewals Nos, 84, 212, 403, 407, and ■documents 

°f Identifications (endorsements) Nos, 034/40 and 035/40,



Ü. 90KV/-39
S.FileL

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POL 5^
Special branch -

REPORT

Subject.

D^.±,W..¥.æ-:y....^.».rp4û-i 
central European Jews - ±ssue of Immigration certificates and. 

endorsement of .documents of identification.

Made by. Pitts Forwarded by.

ince -che last report on this subject was

submitted on February 6, 1940, this office has

issued 78 Immigration Certificates to persons 

coming within the scope of .articles (1), (2a), 

(2b) and (2c) of the Council’s Regulations 

applicable to the immigration into Shanghai of

central European Jews

issued previously have

four months within the

a further sixty certificates

been prolonged for another

period in question

In addition five Documents of Identification

issued by the I. C. Committee have been endorsed

the D (Special Branch) as having been seen

by

is

this office and observed to be

In this connection a signed

attached herewith to show that

in order

receipt for #695.00

the prescribed fees

collected for the issuance of Immigration Certificates

renewal of Immigration Certificates and the endorsement

of Documents of Identification have been duly paid

into the Revenue Department of the Shanghai Municipal

Council

' ’by

Since the inception of the new system, 637

Immigration Certificates have been issued, 60 have 

been renewed and 25 Documents of Identification 

D. S

endorsed (up to February 29, 1940), while a sum of
4.$3,510.00 has been handed, over to the Revenue Department

%:.

as fees secured

t e ht-j. 
I

D. C. (Special Branch) OS®!



Received from the Special Branch of the Shanghai Municipal

Police the sum of $500 in respect of 100 Immigration Permits
Nos. 486, 488, 489, 494, 560 (two copies), 561-575, 577-606 
608-620, 622-625 and Renewals Bos. 2,3,, 13, 22, 35, 44, 48, 
74, 77, 87, 88, 102, 114, 130, 141, 148, 164, 169, 171, 193-6
257, 265, 272, 319, 348, 389, 393, 396 and 542

sistant inspector,

revenue department, 
Shanghai Municipal Council. 'i

L ~ .. I

î

I I
■ February 29, 1940 . Ij   g

’ iReceived from the Special Branch of the Shanghai 1

Municipal Police the sura of $195 in respect of 10 Immigration |
~ Permits Nos. 621, 626-634, Renewals Nos. 17, 24, 41, 52, 61, 79» !

__ _____ •'1Î' ■ f

96, 111, 118, 122, 175, 176, 196, 197, 205, 221, 222, 240, 252r



I

i
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE^»,.

REPORT

Subject.... Central.Europe.^..Jews.-..Issue .of..Immigration..Certificates

........ End.o.rsem.ent..of.Po.cui:ient§...o.f ..Identification..........................................

Made by... D...S,.....Pitts...... .........Forwarded by. P.....i.......ç.ray;.ford

Since the last report on this subject was

submitted on January 4, 1940, this office has issued

122 Immigration Certificates to persons coming

within the scope of Articles (1), (2a), (2b) and

(2c) of the Council’s Regulations applicable to the

immigration into Shanghai of Central European

Jews.

In addition seven Documan ts of Identification

issued by the I.C. Committee have been endorsed

by the A.C. (Special Branch) as having been seenCnmw* oj Pvic"
Sir :

by

Council

secured.

A. C.(Special Branch).

this office and observed to be in order.

In this connection, a signed receipt for

ijr.) $617.00 is attached herewith to show that the

prescribed fees collected for the issuance of

Immigration Certificates and the endorsement of

Documents of Identification have been duly paid

into the Revenue Department of the Shanghai Municipal

Since the inception of the new system, 559 

immigration Certificates have been issued and 20 

Documents of Identification endorsed (up till 

January 31, 1940), while a sum of $2,815.00 has 

been handed over to the Revenue Department as fees

D. S

£

MM-’

¥

*'1 '? é



4k
January 16, 1940

Received from the Special branch of the Shanghai Municipal 
Police the sum of $395*00  in respect of immigration Certificates 

Nos. Ill, 417, 424, 435, 440, 442-446, 449-453, 455-471, 473-483, 
485, 492-493, 495-498, 500-518, 520-523, 525-526, 528-529, 530-531 
issued by the Special branch.

Revenue -Department
ant Inspector*AS

Shanghai Municipal Council

J anuary 23,1940.

V

Received from the Special Branch of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police,the sum of $145,for 29 Tmnrjg-ratioh permits 
Nos.447,448,472,484,49)-491,499,519,524,532-535,537-548, 
550-551,554. i

ant Inspector,

— Revenue Department-------—
Shanghai Municipal Council.

January 31, 1940

Received from the Special branch of the Shanghai Municipal

Police, the sum of $77 in respect of 14 Immigration Certificates 
" ■... ~~ ~~552 ■ ' ~Nos. 454, 527, 536, 549, 5&3, 555, 556, 557, 558, 559, and Renewals
27, and 70 and 7 Documents of Identity Nos. /39, 029/39, 4/40 

47/39, 40/ 39, 3/40 and 46/39

étant Inspector 
Revenue -^ëpt, ^ M. C



r m _ b tlé /V 0 . --i-wJL - V'
39 > SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. f

s. 1, </>
REPORT Date 4j I9 40.

Subject. .....Central..European. Jews..i$.sue...o.f..Im .̂............
................ . Endorsement of.Do.c.ments...Qf.Jdenti.f-ic.ation.. ....................... .__________  
Made by P.»S.«...Pitts ___ __  ___ Forwarded by .Crawford.....................................

Since the last report on this subject was

Cow rn?. oj Pelire.
Sir :

D. C. (Sp. B>

».

•)

submitted on November 30, 1939, this office has issued 

239 Immigration Certificates to persons coming within 
the scope of articles (1), (2a), (2b) and (2c) of 
the Council’s Regulations applicable to the immigration 

into Shanghai of Central European Jews.
In addition eight documents of identification 

issued by the I.C. Committee, have been endorsed by 
the Deputy Commissioner (Special Branch) as having 
been seen by this office and observed to be in order.

In this connection, a signed receipt for 
$1,203.00 is attached herewith to show that the 
prescribed fees collected for the issuance of 
Immigration Certificates and the endorsement of
Documents of Identification have been duly paid into 
the Revenue Department of the Shanghai Municipal 
Council.

Since the inception of the new system, 437 
Immigration Certificates have been issued and 13

Documents of Identification endorsed, while a sum of 
$2,198 has been handed over to the Revenue Department 
as fees secured.

!>• C.(Special Branch).



dbr*~

1

December 30» 1939.

Received from the Special Branch» Shanghai Municipal 

Police the sum of $15 in respect of three Immigration 

Permits*  Nos» 422, 439 and 441»

^“Xssistant Inspector 
Revenue Department of the

Shanghai Municipal Council*

December 30, 1939.

deceived from the Special Branch of the Shanghai Municipal 

Police the sum of $8.00 in respect of endorsements for 
eight Documents of Identification Nos* 035/39, 036/39, 

037/39, 038/39, 039/39, 043/39, 044/39 and 198/39.



December 11, 1939.

Received fromathe Special Branch of the Shanghai Municipal 

Police the sum of $390 in respect of 78 Immigration Permits, 
Nos. 197-204, 206-210, 212-238 and 240-277.

t Inspector.

Revenue Department of the 

Shanghai Municipal Council.

December 29, 1939.

Received from the Special Branch of the Shanghai Municipal 

Police the sum of $790 in respect of 158 Immigration Permits, 
Nos. 239, 278-416,*418-421, 423, 425-434 and 436-438.



G TH

File Na.-...... ■ * •
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE . _

Section I, Special Jÿranch.
REPORT November'30, 39. /

Subject Central European Jews - Issue of Immigration Certificates and

G, 90M-i>39

Endorsement of Documents of Identification

Made by..........?*-?•• .Forwarded by.

I have to report that since the announce

ment by the Shanghai Municipal Council of the Rules 

and Regulations now applicable to the immigration 

into Shanghai for Central European Jews, this office 

has issued 198 Immigration Certificates to persons 
coming within the scope of Articles (1), (2a), (2b) 

and (2c) of these Regulations.

In addition five Documents of Identification

issued by the I. C. Committee, have been endorsed 
by the Deputy Commissioner (Special Branch) as 

having been seen by thia office and observed to 

be in order.

In this connection, a signed receipt for 
$995.00 (nine hundred and ninety five dollars) is 

attached herewith to show that the prescribed 

fees collected for the issuance of Immigration

Certificates and the endorsement of Documents of

Identification have been duly paid into the Revenue 

Department of the Shanghai Municipal Council.

D. S.

D. C. ( Special Branch ).



November 20, 1939»

Received from the Special Branch, Shanghai Municipal Police, 
the sum of $525.00 in respect of 105 immigration permits,Nos 
1-74, 76-101, 103-105, 107-108.

isistant Inspector, 
Revenue Department,

S. M. C,

November 27, 1939.

Received from the Special Branch, Shanghai Municipal Police, 

the sum of $255.00 in resnect of 51 immigration permits, Noe 

75, 106, 109-132, 134-154, 160-163.

Revenue Department,



November 30, 1939.

deceived from the Special Branch,_Shanghai Municipal Police, 

the sum of ^>210.00 in respect of 42 immigration permits, Kos. 

102, 133, 155-159, 164-196, 205 and 211.

Be venue -department, 
S.M.C.

Beceived from the Special Brunch, Shanghai Municipal Police, 

the sum of 45.00 in respect of endorsements for five Documents 

of identification Bos. 002/39, 005/39, 023/39, 032/39 and 
033/39.

November 30,1939

JLX1S JD6 C LOT 1BSS

Revenue -department,

ant Inspector,





G. 850-1-41

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLI

REPORT

S. B. REGISTRY*

Special . Branch.....Station. File No.

SUBJECT: Arbitration Court for Central European
Refugees

Up to the present, i.e. Xipril 1, 1942, there

have been two Arbitration Courts for Central European 

Refugees functioning in the area north of the Soochow

creek. One was originally sponsored by the "Internati

onal Committee for the Organization of European Immigr

ants in China", and was established late in 1939 at the 

Alcock Road Refugee Camp, 66 Alcock Road. The other 

was established in February 1942 by the "Juedische 

Gemeinde*  and the circumstances leading to its establish

ment are described in Special Branch Kile No. D.5422 C-12.

«Ath the closure of the "I.C." , the "Committee 

for the Assistance of European Refugees in Shanghai*  

took charge of the Arbitration Court at Alcock Road. 

In view of the fact that the committee is now faced 

with the problem of collecting funds to keep some 6000 

persons from starvation (see report submitted by this 

section on March 19, 1942.), it is manifest that all its

time and energy is taken up by this work which 

more vital importance. The "Committee for the

of European Refugees in Shanghai" has decided,

is of
Assistance
therefore

to close its Conciliation Board at Alcock Road, and has

of the
Road

Juedische GemeindeThe Arbitration Court of the
lawyer, who®areis administrated by the following four

members and active workers of the said commun i ty 9

namely

over all pending cases to the Arbitration Court 
Juedische Gemeinde located at 416/22 Tongshan

handed



FM. 3 
G. 300-1-41

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

Special...Branch...Station. File No......................... Date...&Sïil...1.»...1.94.2*

SUBJECT: Arbitration Court. continued.

Dr. Kurt REDLICH,

Dr. Bernhard KOHN,

Dr. Joseph SCHAEFER, and

Dr. Otto KORITSCHONER.

As the Arbitration Court deals almost

exclusively with cases of a civil nature its agenda 

is of no particular interest to the Police. Its 

activities will, however, be watched and should

anything of interest to the Police arise, subsequent 

reports will be submitted

Officer i/c Special Branch.
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ARBITRATION BOARD FOR EUROPEAN EMIGRANTS J 4^
SCHIEDÔGERICHT FUER EUROPAEISCHE EMIGRANTEN ÿ __

66 ALCOCK ROAD 
tel. 50183 <

s h ang h ai,..am....5.;.„ae. rz...1.9/12..,..... „.

To the ’i;
Gayside Police Station, f
70 Euirhead road, *
L o c a 1. V

Gentlemen:

deferring to the interview you had some months ago
with our secretary, we beg to inclose some copies of the new ’
regulations of this ..oard, which will enter into effect on the ;;
10 th inst. 1I

e remain, Gentlemen,

0 opies

^jC. ^UC^L 

lïTV<^

M-B- 80. 1. 500

wiht* » i' ■-H.
Yours faithfully

Arbitration Board fer Eux pesùi I&mi^rfmta 
Schiedsgericht iu<r Europ.

in SHAN/dZj<I 1/
66 Alcock Road/^feL snfé 14

1/
hr,A.Grossmann / 1
CHAIRKAH ' |

1
1 

i
^5 ?, r3^ j

¥ . I

v r ' '41

‘ J”

" v ’ 1 * . ’ » <
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RULES REGULATING ARBITRATION
IN DISPUTES OF EUROPEAN JEWISH EMIGRANTS

ARTICLE I. The Committee for the Assistance of European Jewish Refugees in Shanghai (hereinafter to be designated 
as COMMITTEE) expects all emigrants to submit their legal disputes to arbitration before taking up 
proceedings before the competent authorities.

To deal with such cases, the COMMITTEE has organised the “Arbitration Board for European Emigrants” 
(hereinafter to be referred to as “BOARD”).

ARTICLE 2. The Board, organised under the present rules, is created for the purpose of handling all disputes which 
cannot be settled amicably, or are not of a nature that, in accordance with the prevailing iaws in Shanghai, 
can be decided only by the competent authorities, provided both parties to the dispute are emigrants.

ARTICLE 3. The Board may refuse to accept to handle certain cases without stating reasons to the parties.

ARTICLE 4. The Board consist of a Chairman, a certain number of umpires and arbitrators, and an adequate permanent 
staff for conducting its current affairs.

ARTICLE 5. The Chairman of the Board ist the Legal Adviser to the Committee. He has to supervise the organisation 
and functions of the Board and, in particular, to draft and amend the rules regulating procedure before the 
Board and detailed regulations in connection thereof, to conclude employment contracts with the auxiliary 
organs of the Board and, finally to keep the lists of umpires and arbitrators always up to date.

ARTICLE 6. The umpires and arbitrators will act on an honorary basis without any financial or other remuneration. 
One umpire and two arbitrators have to act in all individual cases to decide the dispute in the spirit of the 
present regulations. Lists will be drawn up for the umpires and arbitrators respectively.
Parties applying for or submitting to arbitration, as well as arbitrators electing the umpires, may elect 
their arbitrators and umpires respectively only from among persons figuring on the said lists, to the total 
exclusion of all outsiders. The Chairman will be competent to decide the qualification to be considered 
for the insertion in the lists of umpires and arbitrators respectively.

The Chairman, umpires and arbitrators cannot exercise any activity with regard to advising or representing 
emigrants in connection with cases to be submitted to the Board.

ARTICLE 7. The permanent organ of the Board will be the permanent secretary, who will conduct the current 
affairs of the Board, the meetings of the parties in view of an amicable settlement in the spirit of Art. 9 and 
prepare the hearings where he will conduct proper minutes. He is not allowed to exercise any legal practice.

ARTICLE 8. The Board, while observing the laws prevailing in Shanghai, may apply such law as it may be presumed to 
have been the intention of the parties to apply at the time the act-in-the-law or transaction out of which 
the dispute arises, was respectively done or concluded. Should it prove impossible to ascertain such law, 
or should same be inapplicable in Shanghai, then and in such case the dispute is to be settled in accordance 
with Chinese law, and or prevailing local custom.

ARTICLE 9. A party desirous of referring a case to arbitration shall arrange first that as well as the adverse party 
should appear before the Board for conciliation. Should the attempt of conciliation prove futile, then in 
such case, provided the dispute is of certain amount of money or value which can be expressed in money, 
proper proceedings of arbitration will be taken up in the spirit of the present rules; in other cases the 
procedure to be followed should be left at the discretion of the parties themselves.

ARTICLE 10. Plaintiff, in referring the case to arbitration in the spirit of the present rules shall address a petition in 
duplicate to such effect to the Board, briefly explaining his or her case, and at the same time nominating 
his or her arbitrator, indicating his or her proofs and containing a short prayer, The consent of the 
arbitrator nominated in the petition in written form shall be attached to the petition.

ARTICLE 11. One copy of the Plaintiff’s petition is to be served to the adverse party within three (3) days from date 
of receipt thereof by the Board. The Defendant is to give a written answer to such petition within 
eight (8) clear days from thw date of service of the same, giving a short description of his defense, indicating 
his proofs and nominating his arbitrator, whose consent to act is to be attached to the answer in written 
form.

ARTICLE 12. Should the circumstances so require, the Board may order the parties to prepare and file further briefs 
for the explanation of their respective cases before a date for the hearing Is to be set.

ARTICLE 13. After the petition and answer of the parties have been duly filed, the arbitrators shall jointly elect an 
umpire who will conduct the hearings, and shall have a decisive vote for the decision to be passed in the 
event of the arbitrators’ failure to agree.

Should the arbitrators for three (3) days as from date of filing of the last documents by the parties fail to 
come to an understanding as to the person of the umpire to be jointly elected by tnem, such umpire 
shall be appointed by the Chairman of the Board.

ARTICLE 14. The Umpire, after having been duly elected or nominated, will set a date for the hearing, possibly 
within eight (8) days from the date of his appointment. The parties are to be summoned in writing to 
appear at the hearing and to produce all evidence available and referred to by them In connection ,,, 
their case.  ' '''• ’-* **



ARTICLE 15. Once elected, arbitrators and umpires must attend the case from the beginning to conclusion. If for 
some grounds an arbitrator and/or umpire Is compelled to Suspend his activity and Is replaced by a 
substitute, the entire procedure, if already begun, shall be resumed ana recapitulated.

ARTICLE 16. Arbitrators and Umpires shall be deemed to be barred from acting in such capacity by the same 
reasons, mutatis mutandis, as, according to the Chinese Code of Civil Procedure, entitle parties to demand 
the withdrawal of a judge.

ARTICLE 17. Proceedings before the Board shall, as a rule, be verbal and contradictory.

ARTICLE 18. The Umpire, before opening the hearing, shall see to it that both parties sign a submission, in a form 
accepted as valid by Chinese law, accepting in advance as final and binding whatever decision may be 
rendered by the Board herein.

ARTICLE 19. The parties appearing before the Board shall, as a rule, handle their case personally. It will be 
however, at the discretion of the Board to allow them to be represented by duly qualified attorneys.

ARTICLE 20. As a rule, proceedings before the Board herein entail no costs for the parties, except in cases where 
the nature of the dispute or the value involved would afford the Board sufficient reason to charge costs, 
the latter would be accounted for in accordance with local custom.

The same principle will be applied as for the conciliation proceedings herein—above.

ARTICLE 21» Accurate minutes shall be kept of all proceedings. Original exhibits, if any, shall be handed back to 
the parties upon termination of the proceedings.

The final award of the Arbitration Board shall always be made in writing, exposing the reasons for the 
decisions taken.

ARTICLE 22. It shall be the care of the winning party to see to it that the award is duly executed.

ARTICLE 23. The present rules will be published in English and German languages. In case of discrepancy, the 
English text will be deemed to be authentic.

The English and German texts of the present rules, as well as the lists of the Umpires and Arbitrators, 
should be always available for the parties and other interested persons in the premises of the Board. All 
other and further publications, if any, concerning the Board, should be available at the same place.

ARITCLE 24. The present rules will enter into effect on March 10. 1940, on which date rules and regulations enforced 
before will cease to be valid. Cases filed prior to that date will be handled in accordance with the present 
rules, unless already decided by an award.
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RULES REGULATING ARBITRATION
IN DISPUTES OF EUROPEAN JEWISH EMIGRANTS

ARTICLE I. The Committee for the Assistance of European Jewish Refugees in Shanghai (hereinafter to be designated 
as COMMITTEE) expects all emigrants to submit their legal disputes to arbitration before talcing up 
proceedings before the competent authorities.

To deal with such cases, the COMMITTEE has organised the “Arbitration Board for European Emigrants” 
(hereinafter to be referred to as “BOARD”).

ARTICLE 2. The Board, organised under the present rules, is created for the purpose of handling all disputes which 
cannot be settled amicably, or are not of a nature that, in accordance with the prevailing iaws in Shanghai, 
can be decided only by the competent authorities, provided both parties to the dispute are emigrants.

ARTICLE 3. The Board may refuse to accept to handle certain cases without stating reasons to the parties.

ARTICLE 4. The Board consist of a Chairman, a certain number of umpires and arbitrators, and an adequate permanent 
staff for conducting its current affairs.

ARTICLE 5. The Chairman of the Board ist the Legal Adviser to the Committee. He has to supervise the organisation 
and functions of the Board and, in particular, to draft and amend the rules regulating procedure before the 
Board and detailed regulations in connection thereof, to conclude employment contracts with the auxiliary 
organs of the Board and, finally to keep the lists of umpires and arbitrators always up to date.

ARTICLE 6. The umpires and arbitrators will act on an honorary basis without any financial or other remuneration. 
One umpire and two arbitrators have to act In all individual cases to decide the dispute in the spirit of the 
present regulations. Lists will be drawn up for the umpires and arbitrators respectively.
Parties applying for or submitting to arbitration, as well as arbitrators electing the umpires, may elect 
their arbitrators and umpires respectively only from among persons figuring on the said lists, to the total 
exclusion of all outsiders. The Chairman will be competent to decide the qualification to be considered 
for the Insertion in the lists of umpires and arbitrators respectively.

The Chairman, umpires and arbitrators cannot exercise any activity with regard to advising or representing 
emigrants in connection with cases to be submitted to the Board.

ARTICLE 7. The permanent organ of the Board will be the permanent secretary, who will conduct the current 
affairs of the Board, the meetings of the parties in view of an amicable settlement in the spirit of Art. 9 and 
prepare the hearings where he will conduct proper minutes. He is not allowed to exercise any legal practice.

ARTICLE 8. The Board, while observing the laws prevailing in Shanghai, may apply such law as it may be presumed to 
have been the intention of the parties to apply at the time the act-in-the-law or transaction out of which 
the dispute arises, was respectively done or concluded. Should it prove impossible to ascertain such law, 
or should same be inapplicable in Shanghai, then and in such case the dispute is to be settled in accordance 
with Chinese law, and or prevailing local custom.

ARTICLE 9. A party desirous of referring a case to arbitration shall arrange first that as well as the adverse party 
should appear before the Board for conciliation. Should the attempt of conciliation prove futile, then in 
such case, provided the dispute is of certain amount of money or value which can be expressed in money, 
proper proceedings of arbitration will be taken up in the spirit of the present rules; In other cases the 
procedure to be followed should be left at the discretion of the parties themselves.

ARTICLE 10. Plaintiff, in referring the case to arbitration in the spirit of the present rules shall address a petition in 
duplicate to such effect to the Board, briefly explaining his or her case, and at the same time nominating 
his or her arbitrator, indicating his or her proofs and containing a short prayer, The consent of the 
arbitrator nominated in the petition In written form shall be attached to the petition.

ARTICLE IL One copy of the Plaintiff’s petition is to be served to the adverse party within three (3) days from date 
of receipt thereof by the Board. The Defendant is to give a written answer to such petition within 
eight (8) clear days from tlu date of service of the same, giving a short description of his defense, indicating 
his proofs and nominating his arbitrator, whose consent to act is to be attached to the answer in written 
form.

ARTICLE 12. Should the circumstances so require, the Board may order the parties to prepare and file further briefs 
for the explanation of their respective cases before a date for the hearing is to be set.

ARTICLE 13. After the petition and answer of the parties have been duly filed, the arbitrators shall Jointly elect an 
umpire who will conduct the hearings, and shall have a decisive vote for the decision to be passed In the 
event of the arbitrators  failure to agree.*

Should the arbitrators for three (3) days as from date of filing of the last documents by the parties fail to 
come to an understanding as to the person of the umpire to be jointly elected by them, such umpire 
shall be appointed by the Chairman of the Board.

%
ARTICLE 14. The Umpire, after having been duly elected or nominated, will set a date for the hearing, possibly 

within eight (8) days from the date of his appointment. The parties are to be summoned in writing to 
appear at the hearing and to produce all evidence available and referred to by them In connection with 
their case.



ARTICLE 15. Once elected, arbitrators and umpires must attend the case from the beginning to conclusion. If for 
some grounds an arbitrator and/or umpire Is compelled to suspend his activity and is replaced by a 
substitute, the entire procedure, if already begun, shall be resumed ana recapitulated.

ARTICLE 16. Arbitrators and Umpires shall be deemed to be barred from acting in such capacity by the same 
reasons, mutatis mutandis, as, according to the Chinese Code of Civil Procedure, entitle parties to demand 
the withdrawal of a judge.

ARTICLE 17. Proceedings before the Board shall, as a rule, be verbal and contradictory.

ARTICLE 18. The Umpire, before opening the hearing, shall see to it that both parties sign a submission, in a form 
accepted as valid by Chinese law, accepting in advance as final and binding whatever decision may be 
rendered by the Board herein.

ARTICLE 19. The parties appearing before the Board shall, as a rule, handle their case personally. It will be 
however, at the discretion of the Board to allow them to be represented by duly qualified attorneys.

ARTICLE 20. As a rule, proceedings before the Board herein entail no costs for the parties, except in cases where 
the nature of the dispute or the value involved would afford the Board sufficient reason to charge costs, 
the latter would be accounted for in accordance with local custom.

The same principle will be applied as for the conciliation proceedings herein—above.

ARTICLE 21. Accurate minutes shall be kept of all proceedings. Original exhibits, if any, shall be handed back to 
the parties upon termination of the proceedings.

The final award of the Arbitration Board shall always be made in writing, exposing the reasons for the 
decisions taken.

ARTICLE 22. It shall be the care of the winning party to see to It that the award is duly executed.

ARTICLE 23. The present rules will be published in English and German languages. In case of discrepancy, the 
English text will be deemed to be authentic.

The English and German texts of the present rules, as well as the lists of the Umpires and Arbitrators, 
should be always available for the parties and other interested persons in the premises of the Board. All 
other and further publications, if any, concerning the Board, should be available at the same place.

ARITÇLE 24. The present rules will enter into effect on March 10. 1940, on which date rules and regulations enforced 
before will cease to be valid. Cases filed prior to that date will be handled in accordance with the present 
rules, unless already decided by an award.
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h • J OVl^QQf f 
Att jrney-a t-Lciv: Sxxanjxiai, den 3.November 

12, Rue du Consulat

Herrn
Dr.A. Gr-ssmann
A t toruey-a t-Law 
20 Canton Rd.
5tin floor

Sear 3e ear ter Herr nolle re ,

Ihr® belden Sch =■ iben vOm 7.cr. sind hent« frueh ein- 
t izan^^n. '’u nrlnen Tedauern sehe Ich mlch aus den nachs*-ehend  
auf-efnehrten Gruenden nicht Ln der Lage, Threr Tinladunz 
Fol~e zu le Isten.

. ) Ich. habe eme selt lantern festlie7en.de anderwe itir.e 
Verpflichtung der der vorgeechlarenen 7eit,

2») icn tiabe ueine Vollmacnt, fuer die 13 Herren, die ihr 
Einverstaendnis mit dem Ihren Auf tra vebern zugegan- 
genen Dokument er<.laert x;aben, zu verhandeln.

0.) Solche Vollmacht haben nur Herr Ledlen und ich gameln- 
sam, und Herr Ledien ist zu selnem und me Lnem Erstaunen 
nicht zu der vorgeechlagenen ”esprechung einreladen 
worden.

A.) Die Frage Ihrer eigenen Vollmachten und Ihrer Function 
in dieser Sache muesste vorab geklaert werden. Treten 
Sie fuer Ihre Auf tra.ggeber als Anwalt Oder als Mitglied 
des neu konstltuierten Sen iedsgerichtes auf? Aus Ihrem 
Schreiben wind das nicht ersichtllch. Heben Sie Voll- 
machten, die etwa als noetlg. erkmnten Aenderungen an 
der Schiedsrerichtsordnung selbst vorzunehmen? Sine 
unverbindliche niekuselon waere fuer uns ohne Intéressé.

5 .) Wenn Sie mich sehen wollen, so echeint es mlr das 
Gegebene, dass Sie zu meinem Ruero kommen und nicht 
umrekehrt.

6 .) Der Ton des elnen Ihrer Sch^lben glbt der Vermutung 
Raum, dass Sie elner eachllchen Besprechung der An- 
gelegenheit v.enlg geneigt sind.

7 .) Es befremdet uns, dass die Herren Hayim, peelman, 
Kelen und Kann es nicht fuer noetig halten, slch fuer 
unsere Vorstelluhgen zu interessxeren und slch offenbar 
welgern, ueber eine vnn ihnen als Mltglieder dee Ober- 
committee doch wohl rutgeheiesene ausserordentlich ein- 
schneldende Maesnahmê ueberhavpt Ln Tro er t.e rungen eln- 
zutreten.

festlie7en.de


Herr Ledïen ur/d IcYi sdrvd ^ereV., r>HQh. YA'av-
Etellunr d^r unter A) eroerterteix Yr'a-e t\V. TYatatl vcy N^œ\\tvc\(k~ 
lun^^n elnr/Atreten \xnd Sle enU-eder ïxï rvsYrv^Tîv ^vx^ro odor 
terlo 4uo loco ?.u oïnor z.\i vere driYoaveriderL 7elt tax tvA leri odYet 
dar?AUÎ ^edaeïvt ?n nehce^. v;aere » ^leviLoe^rxixx^ Yrx
nle:And^c Intereese lle^en u/na.
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■ip?. . K*  Jo'VL^Yxott >

Lcn YAn THxt, oYlP'.en P/J^tueA\rv>Yv^TX e 
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ARTICLE 8. Prior to filing respectively the petition and the answer to same, as per Art. (7) hereof, 

both parties shall make sure of the consent of their respective nominees to act as their 
arbitrators and, having obtained such consent in written form, shall attach such document to 
the application and/or answer respectively filed by them.

ARTICLE 9. The Arbitrators so elected by the parties shall jointly elect an Umpire who will cond
uct the hearings and will have a decisive vote for the decision to be passed in the event of the 
Arbitrators’ failure to agree.

Should the Arbitrators, for three (3) days as from date of nomination of the second 
Arbitrator, fail to come to an understanding as to the person of the Umpire to be jointly 
elected by them, such Umpire shall be appointed by the Chairman of the COMMITTEE.

ARTICLE 10. After the Defendants’ answer has reached the Chairman’s office and the Umpire has 
been duly elected or appointed as per Art. (9) hereof, the said Umpire shall set a date for the 
first hearing which shall take place within the next eight (8) clear days as from date of elec
tion or appointment of such Umpire.

The said Umpire shall then summon the parties to appear on the date so fixed, toge- 
their with their respective witnesses taking care that all the evidence available be produced at 
the hearing. The Umpire shall also see to it that both parties sign a Submission, in a form 
accepted as valid by Chinese Law, accepting in advance as final and binding whatever decision 
may be rendered by the Arbitration Court herein.

ARTICLE 11. In certain instances where the nature of the case indicates such measure, the Umpire 
may direct the parties to deposit with the Arbitration Court the object of the dispute. In 
such cases, the Submission to be signed as per Art. (10) hereof shall contain an explicit 
provision to the effect that, in execution of the award rendered, the Court may immediately 
deliver the said object to the winning party.

In all other cases it shall be the care of the winning party to see to it that the award 
is duly executed.

ARTICLE 12. The COMMITTEE shall draw up and publish two (2) lists containing the names of 
potential arbitrators and umpires respectively; parties applying for or submitting to arbitra
tion as well as arbitrators electing their umpire may elect respectively their arbitrators and 
umpire ONLY from among persons figuring on the said lists, to the total exclusion of all 
outsiders.

The totality of the persons enumerated in the said lists will form the ARBITRATION 
COMMITTEE, to whose Chairman, nominated by the Chairman of the COMMITTEE, the 
latter will delegate powers to act on his behalf.

ARTICLE 13. Once elected, arbitrators and umpires must attend the case from beginning to 
conclusion. If, for reasons of health or on other weighty grounds, an arbitrator and/or 
umpire is compelled to suspend his activity in a given case and is replaced by a substitute, the 
entire procedure, if already begun, shall be resumed and recapitulated.

Arbitrators and Umpires shall be deemed to be barred from acting in such capacity 
by the same reasons, mutatis mutandis, as, according to the Chinese Code of Civil Procedure, 
entitle parties to demand the withdrawal of a judge.

ARTICLE 14. The Chairman of the COMMITTEE shall, at his discretion, determine the auxiliary 
organs of the Arbitration Court herein (e. g. official scribe etc.), shall nominate the persons 
to function in such respective capacities, and determine the extent of their respective 
remuneration, if any.

The said Chairman will also see to it that printed forms for the Submission as per 
Art. (10) hereof and for the declaration of consent of nominees to act as arbitrators be placed 
at the disposal of parties intending to file applications for arbitration or complying with 
notice to elect an arbitrator.

The Chairman of the COMMITTEE will furthermore be in charge of elaborating 
detailed rules for the enactment of the present Regulations and will make it his care to have 
them put into operation.

ARTICLE 15. The present Regulations shall be valid unless and until amended and/or wholly or 
partly superseded by order of the COMMITTEE.

W.T. 3 10*39 1.000



RULES REGULATING ARBITRATION 
in 

DISPUTES OF JEWISH EMIGRANTS

ARTICLE! 1. The “Committee for the Assistance of European Jewish Refugees in Shanghai’ 
(hereinafter to be designated as the “COMMITTEE”) expects all emigrants to submit their 
legal disputes, insofar as same cannot be amicably settled, to the arbitration of the Court as 
organized under the present Rules.

Non-observance of the above will entail the forfeiture by the responsible party of 
all the privileges, facilities, support etc., extended to such party by the COMMITTEE, besides 
other and further sanctions which the said COMMITTEE may see fit to apply.

ARTICLE 2. The Arbitration Court organized under the present Rules is created for the purpose 
of deciding all disputes in the nature of CIVIL cases, existing and arising between or among 
emigrants, but may also take decisions where only one of the parties is an emigrant, provided 
the other party, not an emigrant, give his/her consents in a legally valid form for the matter 
to be submitted to the said Arbitration Court.

The latter shall handle and take decisions in all and any cases where the value of the 
litigation is not below CNC $ 50.00

ARTICLE 3. As a rule, proceedings before the Arbitration Court herein entail no costs for the 
parties, except in cases where the nature of the dispute or the value involved would afford 
the Court sufficient reason to charge costs ; the latter would be accounted for in accordance 
with local custom.

The question of costs shall be decided at the initial hearing prior to the commence
ment of the proceedings proper and, should the tribunal take a decision to the effect that 
costs are to be charged, a Ruling shall be rendered, fixing the approximate amount of such 
costs, to be deposited with the said Court in advance. The said Ruling is to determine whe
ther both or one and if so, which of the parties shall deposit the amount representing costs, 
if any.

The final award to be given by the tribunal shall determine the extent and proportion 
of the parties*  liability for costs, if any.

ARTICLE 4. Proceedings before the Arbitration Court herein shall, as a rule, be verbal and 
contradictory. Should the nature of the case, however, so require, the Court may decide 
that the parties should prepare briefs in writing in order to explain their case in full to the 
Court.

Accurate Minutes shall be kept of all proceedings. Original Exhibits, if any, shall 
be handed back to the parties upon termination of the proceedings, unless the nature of the 
case indicates otherwise.

The Final Award of the Arbitration Court shall always be made in writing, exposing 
the reasons for the decisions taken. The Chairman of the Arbitration Committee (as per 
Art. 12 hereinbelow) shall, if be deems it necessary, be at liberty to publish the said Award, in 
part or in extenso, in a form at his discretion.

ARTICLE 5. The parties appearing before the Arbitration Court shall handle their case person
ally, without the assistance of lawyeres, unless the value of the litigation is over CNC $ 500.C0

Whenever the value involved exceeds the above figure and the parties are, conse
quently, allowed to be represented by lawyers, it will be at the discretion of the Court to 
consider attorneys’ fees as part of the costs and decide as to which of the parties shall bear 
such costs as per Art. (3) hereof.

ARTICLE 6. In rendering the decision, the Arbitration Court shall apply such law as it may be 
presumed to have been the intention of the parties to apply at the time the act-in-the-law or 
transaction, out of which the dispute arises, was respectively done or concluded. Should it 
prove impossible to ascertain such law or should same be inapplicable in Shanghai, then and 
in such cases the dispute is to be settled in accordance with Chinese Law ând/ôr prevailing 
local custom.

ARTICLE 7. A party desirous of referring a case to arbitration in the spirit of the present Rules 
shall address a Petition in duplicate to such effect to the Chairman of the COMMITTEE, 
briefly explaining his/her case and at the same time nominating his/her arbitrator. One copy 
of such Petition is to be served on the adverse party within three (3) days from date of receipt 
thereof by the Chairman’s office. The Defendant is to give a written answer to such Petition, 
within eight (8) clear days from date of service of same on him ; in such answer, the Defend
ant shall also name his arbitrator.
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Headquarters, 
Shanghai Municipal Police.

Movewber là, 19 39.

T°. Secretary & Commissioner General,

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No: - £>422.

: ~~ Establishment of "Court of Arbi trot ion**  by 
jail .Mfg.an.ttgA

Enclosures Copy of a Police report.
Copies of two.printed forms:-

(1) Rules Regulating Arbitration.
(2) Submission to Arbitration.



Miso. 412/39,

Wayside Station, 
November 13th, 1939.

Establishment of "Court of Arbitration*  
by Jewish Etaigrants.

I have to report that the "Committee for the 
Assistance of European Jewish Refugees in Shanghai" has 
established an "Arbitration Court*  at 66 Alcock Road. 
The Chairman thereof is Dr. A. Grossman, 20 Canton Road, 
and the Secretary Dr. Hans Norbert Freundlich, 66 Alcock 
Road. The Committee in question commenced to function 
on October 12th, 1939, and to date has disposed of many 
cases.

Attached is a copy of t he form to be filled in by 
prospective claimants together with the rules governing 
the Court procedure, which are self-explanatory.

It might be noted that the positions of Arbitrators 
and Umpires are entirely voluntary and the list of such 
is made up of any Shanghai foreign resident (Jewish or 
otherwise) who is prepared to act as such. I am informed 
by Dr. Freundlich that the list of Arbitrators at present 
contains 30 names.

Certified true copy



RULES REGULATING ARBITRATION 
in 

DISPUTES OF JEWISH EMIGRANTS

ARTICLE 1. The “Committee for the Assistance of European Jewish Refugees in Shanghai’ 
(hereinafter to be designated as the “COMMITTEE”) expects all emigrants to submit their 
legal disputes, insofar as same cannot be amicably settled, to the arbitration of the Court as 
organized under thepresent  Rules.*

Non-observance of the above will entail the forfeiture by the responsible party of 
all the privileges, facilities, support etc., extended to such party by the COMMITTEE, besides 
other and further sanctions which the said COMMITTEE may see fit to apply.

ARTICLE 2. The Arbitration Court organized under the present Rules is created for the purpose 
of deciding all disputes in the nature of CIVIL cases, existing and arising between or among 
emigrants, but may also take decisions where only one of the parties is an emigrant, provided 
the other party, not an emigrant, give his/her consents in a legally valid form for the matter 
to be submitted to the said Arbitration Court.

The latter shall handle and take decisions in all and any cases where the value of the 
litigation is not below CNC $ 50.00

ARTICLE 3. As a rule, proceedings before the Arbitration Court herein entail no costs for the 
parties, except in cases where the nature of the dispute or the value involved would afford 
the Court sufficient reason to charge costs ; the latter would be accounted for in accordance 
with local custom.

Tne question of costs shall be decided at the initial hearing prior to the commence
ment of the proceedings proper and, should the tribunal take a decision to the effect that 
costs are to be charged, a Ruling shall be rendered, fixing the approximate amount of such 
costs, to be deposited with the said Court in advance. The said Ruling is to determine whe
ther both or one and if so, which of the parties shall deposit the amount representing costs, 
if any.

The final award to be given by the tribunal shall determine the extent and proportion 
of the parties’ liability for costs, if any.

ARTICLE 4. Proceedings before the Arbitration Court herein shall, as a rule, be verbal and 
contradictory. Should the nature of the case, however, so require, the Court may decide 
that the parties should prepare briefs in writing in order to explain their case in full to the 
Court.

Accurate Minutes shall be kept of all proceedings. Original Exhibits, if any, shall 
be handed back to the parties upon termination of the proceedings, unless the nature of the 
case indicates otherwise.

The Final Award of the Arbitration Court shall always be made in writing, exposing 
the reasons for the decisions taken. The Chairman of the Arbitration Committee (as per 
Art. 12 hereinbelow) shall, if he deems it necessary, be at liberty to publish the said Award, in 
part or in extenso, in a form at his discretion.

ARTICLE 5. The parties appearing before the Arbitration Court shall handle their case person
ally, without the assistance of lawyeres, unless the value of the litigation is over CNC $ 500.00

Whenever the value involved exceeds the above figure and the parties are, conse
quently, allowed to be represented by lawyers, it will be at the discretion of the Court to 
consider attorneys’ fees as part of the costs arid decide as to which of the parties shall bear 
such costs as per Art. (3) hereof.

•
ARTICLE 6. In rendering the decisiorh the Arbitration Court shall apply such law as it may be 

presumed to have been the intention of the parties to apply at the time the act-in-the-law or 
transaction, out of which the dispute arises, was respectively done ot concluded. Should it 
prove impossible to ascertain such law or should same be inapplicable in Shanghai, then and 
in such cases the dispute is to be settled in accordance with Chinese Law ând/or prevailing 
local custom. «

ARTICLE 7. A party desirous of referring a case to arbitration in the spirit of the present Rules 
shall address a Petition in duplicate to such effect to the Chairman of the COMMITTEE, 
briefly explaining his/her case and at the same time nominating his/her arbitrator. One copy 
of such Petition is to be served on the adverse party within three (3) days from date of receipt 
thereof by the Chairman’s office. The Defendant is to give a written answer to such Petition, 
within eight (8) clear days from date of service of same on him ; in such answer, the Defend  
ant shall also name his arbitrator.

*



ARTICLE 8. Prior to filing respectively the petition and the answer to same, as per Art. (7) hereof, 
both parties shall make sure of the consent of their respective nominees to act as their 
arbitrators and, having obtained such consent in written form, shall attach such document to 
the application and/or answer respectively filed by them.

ARTICLE 9. The Arbitrators so elected by the parties shall jointly elect an Umpire who will cond
uct the hearings and will have a decisive vote for the decision to be passed in the event of the 
Arbitrators’ failure to agree.

Should the Arbitrators, for three (3) days as from date of nomination of the second 
Arbitrator, fail to come to an understanding as to the person of the Umpire to be jointly 
elected by them, such Umpire shall be appointed by the Chairman of the COMMITTEE.

ARTICLE 10. After the Defendants  answer has reached the Chairman’s office and the Umpire has 
been duly elected or appointed as per Art. (9) hereof, the said Umpire shall set a date for the 
first hearing which shall take place within the next eight (8) clear days as from date of elec
tion or appointment of such Umpire.

*

The said Umpire shall then summon the parties to appear on the date so fixed, toge- 
their with their respective witnesses taking care that all the evidence available be produced at 
the hearing. The Umpire shall also see to it that both parties sign a Submission, in a form 
accepted as valid by Chinese Law, accepting in advance as final and binding whatever decision 
may be rendered by the Arbitration Court herein.

ARTICLE 11. In certain instances where the nature of the case indicates such measure, the Umpire 
may direct the parties to deposit with the Arbitration Court the object of the dispute. In 
such cases, the Submission to be signed as per Art. (10) hereof shall contain an explicit 
provision to the effect that, in execution of the award rendered, the Court may immediately 
deliver the said object to the winning party.

In all other cases it shall be the care of the winning party to see to it that the award 
is duly executed.

ARTICLE 12. The COMMITTEE shall draw up and publish two (2) lists containing the names of 
potential arbitrators and umpires respectively; parties applying for or submitting to arbitra
tion as well as arbitrators electing their umpire may elect respectively their arbitrators and 
umpire ONLY from among persons figuring on the said lists, to the total exclusion of all 
outsiders.

The totality of the persons enumerated in the said lists will form the ARBITRATION 
COMMITTEE, to whose Chairman, nominated by the Chairman of the COMMITTEE, the 
latter will delegate powers to act on his behalf.

ARTICLE 13. Once elected, arbitrators and umpires must attend the case from beginning to 
conclusion. If, for reasons of health or on other weighty grounds, an arbitrator and/or 
umpire is compelled to suspend his activity in a given case and is replaced by a substitute, the 
entire procedure, if already begun, shall be resumed and recapitulated.

Arbitrators and Umpires shall be deemed to be barred from acting in such capacity 
by the same reasons, mutatis mutandis, as, according to the Chinese Code of Civil Procedure, 
entitle parties to demand the withdrawal of a judge.

ARTICLE 14. The Chairman of the COMMITTEE shall, at his discretion, determine the auxiliary 
organs of the Arbitration Court herein (e. g. official scribe etc.), shall nominate the persons 
to function in such respective capacities, and determine the extent of their respective 
remuneration, if any.

The said Chairman will also see to it that printed forms for the Submission as per 
Art. (10) hereof and for the declaration of consent of nominees to act as arbitrators be placed 
at the disposal of parties intending to file applications for arbitration or complying with 
notice to elect an arbitrator.

The Chairman of the COMMITTEE will furthermore *be  in charge of elaborating 
detailed rules for the enactment of the present Regulations and will make it his care to have 
them put into operation.

ARTICLE 15. The present Regulations shall be valid unless and until amended and/or wholly or 
partly superseded by order of the COMMITTEE.

W.T. 3 10-39 1,000



SUBMISSION TO ARBITRATION
SCHIEDSGERICHTS-UNTERWERFUNG

I, the undersigned____________________
Ich Endesgefertigter

in connection with my dispute with 
erklaere in meiner Sache gegen 

hereby irrevocably declare my submission to the decision of the 
hiemit unwiderruflich, mich der Entscheidung des Schiedsgerichts

Arbitration Court for European Emigrants in Shanghai, 
fuer Europaeische Emigranten in Shanghai zu unterwerfen, 

which decision, under exclusion of legal proceedings in the 
welche unter Ausschluss der Anrufung der gesetzlich in die- 

ordinary courts of law otherwise having jurisdiction over the 
ser Sache zustaendigen staatlichen Gerichte von mir als end- 

case, shall be deemed by me final and binding. 
gueltig und bindend anerkannt werden wird.

I furthermore declare that the Rules regulating procedure in the 
Ich erklaere weiters, dass mir die Vorschriften ueber das Verfahren

Arbitration Court for European Emigrants in Shanghai are known 
vor dem Schiedsgericht fuer Europ. Emigranten in Shanghai genau 

to me in every detail, having been duly explained to me, and shall 
erklaert worden und mir daher bekannt sind und dass ich dieselben 

be strictly observed and adhered to by me, as well as the award 
genau beachten und einhalten werde, ebenso wie die vom Schieds- 

to be made by the said Arbitration Court, througout the entire 
gericht zu faellende Entscheidung, und zwar waehrend des gesamten 

procedure as well as thereafter, upon completion of same. 
Verfahrens wie auch Abschluss desselben. 

nacn
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I do hereunto set my hand this ...... .......... day of
Urkund dessen meine eigenhaendige Unterschrift, am (Monat)

of the Year 
des Jahres

Witness-Zeug?

1 W.T. 500 10-39



Memorandum.
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' 1Judicialpolice Office,

Shanghai Special District Court, 

November 14, 1939.

DBputy Commissioner of Police (Divs’'.

Sir,
Re; Establishment of Arbitration Court.

I^respectfully beg to state that in consequence

of newspaper reports that an arbitration Court has been

established by Shanghai Jewish refugees (German, etc.), 

at No. 66 Alcock Road, I have been instructed by the ।

President of this Court to have detailed enquiries made 

regarding the correctness or otherwise of these reports, 

the purpose this Court is intended to fulfil, and its method 

of functioning.

In view of the political nature of the 

enquiries to be made and the possibility of infringement 

of the rights of the legally established Chinese Court, 

may I request that these enquiries be made by the Municipal

Police and a report be forwarded to me for transmission 

to the president.

I enclose one newspaper cutting which please 

return in due course.



German Jews Reported Setting 
Up Own Court a On Alcock Rd.
Special Code “Promulgated” By “Judicial

Body” Declares Chinese Law Inapplicable; 
Appoints Tribunal Officials

The alleged setting up of a judi
cial court by German Jewish Re
fugees here may be regarded as a 
deliberate attempt to undermine 
Chinese sovereign rights and if 
proved true, will not be tolerated, 
a high Chinese court official told 
The China Press last night.

Pending a thorough investi
gation of the situation, how
ever, the official stated, Chin
ese judicial authorities here will 
take no steps against the 
Jewish emigres. It was reveal
ed that full reports were being 
drafted for submission to the 
national Government and to the 
Shanghai Municipal Council.

The official pointed out that 
the German Government hav
ing already relinquished its ex
tra-territorial rights in China, 
were not entitled to rights simi

lar to those of other nationals 
here.
Reports that such a court had 

been set up by ths Jewteh refugees 
were first circulated in the Chin
ese press on Saturday. The re
ports indicated that the tribunal 
was located at 66 Alcock Road in 
the Eastern District.

Own Laws Alleged
According to the reports, the 

court was first discovered by a 
Chinese attorney at law, Mr. Tsai 
Hiu-peh, who in a letter to the 
Chinese Lawyer’s Association gave 
details of the institution.

In his letter, Mr. Tsai stated 
(hat besides identifying the court 
with a large wooden sign hung over 
the front entrance at the above- 
mentioned address, the German

(Continued on Page 5, Col. 4.)

German Jews Said 
Setting Up Own Courts 

On Alcock Rd. I
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5J

Jews had also drafted a code which 
allegedly governs the operation of 
the tribunal.

Among rules “promulgated” by 
the court are the following:

1. That Jewish refugees he^ 
are fO^blddento take their' cases
to -Chinese courts here and thosè 

. vflio vïôîâtr*thîs  rule will be given p 
due punishment;

2. That a special fee will be/ 
levied against any Jewish refugee"M 
who invokes the service of the < 
court—— ■ ■.......... -■

; witlrtne court are permitted to aî> ‘ 
pear on behalf of^ITents"^^
~ T^ThatChinese judicial codes 
will be" inapplicable in the court; '

Lof th»’ court we tiïë 1
i dourt—end -receive—^ ?
I t
>"** .W Tepgrt^mhat the court at !
(present convenes only between the 
i hours of 10 and 12 am. on Tues
days and Fridays and that more 
H n a dcz:n cases had alreadjr 
been tried by the new institution.
Î Infringement Claimed
- The German-Jewish establish- j 
ment, being located at areas within 
the control of the International ; 
Settlement, ’ infringes directly oh j 
the jurisdiction of the First Special ■ 

( District Court which was set up 
under an agreement between the ■ 
Consular Body here and the Chin- r 
ese Government nearly a decade ’

I' Repeated .attempts have been Î 
s made by the Japanese-controlled 

“fiftianghai \ Special i
to take over the^contB wfc ! 
court but thus far thé Ct&ular 
B&iy hàs yet refimd to give its i 
consent. Rumors that force would 
be used to gain such à control were ; 
met-by the stationing ^of British
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G, ___y Mise. File 2Vo...412Z39
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.. .Wayside.. station, 

REPORT D«M...lIovt+.„13th.,../9 39.
Subject........Establishment of "Court of Arbitration" by Jewish Emigrants.

Sir,
I have to report that the "Committee for the 

Assistance of European Jewish Refugees in Shanghai" has 
established an "Arbitration Court" at 66 Alcock Road. 
The Chairman thereof is Dr. A. Grossman, 20 Canton Road, 
and the Secretary Dr. Hans Norbert Freundlich, 66 Alcock 
Road. The Conmittee in question commenced to function 
on October 12th, 1939, and to date has disposed of many 
cases.

Attached is a copy of the form to be filled in by 
prospective claimants together with the rules governing 
the Court procedure, which are self-explanatory.

It might be noted that the positions of Arbitrators ?
and Umpires are entirely voluntary and the list of such 
is made up of any Shanghai foreign resident (Jewish or 
otherwise) who is prepared to act as such. I am informed 
by Dr. Freundlich that the list of Arbitrators at present
contains 30 names.

D.I.
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ARTICLE 8. Prior to filing respectively the petition and the answer to same, as per Art. (7) hereof, 
both parties shall make sure of the consent of their respective nominees to act as their 
arbitrators and, having obtained such consent in written form, shall attach such document to 
the application and/or answer respectively filed by them.

ARTICLE 9. The Arbitrators so elected by the parties shall jointly elect an Umpire who will cond
uct the hearings and will have a decisive vote for the decision to be passed in the event of the 
Arbitrators’ failure to agree.

Should the Arbitrators, for three (3) days as from date of nomination of the second 
Arbitrator, fail to come to an understanding as to the person of the Umpire to be jointly 
elected by them, such Umpire shall be appointed by the Chairman of the COMMITTEE.

ARTICLE 10. After the Defendants  answer has reached the Chairman’s office and the Umpire has 
been duly elected or appointed as per Art. (9) hereof, the said Umpire shall set a date for the 
first hearing which shall take place within the next eight (8) clear days as from date of elec
tion or appointment of such Umpire.

*

The said Umpire shall then summon the parties to appear on the date so fixed, toge- 
their with their respective witnesses taking care that all the evidence available be produced at 
the hearing. The Umpire shall also see to it that both parties sign a Submission, in a form 
accepted as valid by Chinese Law, accepting in advance as final and binding whatever decision 
may be rendered by the Arbitration Court herein.

ARTICLE 11. In certain instances where the nature of the case indicates such measure, the Umpire 
may direct the parties to deposit with the Arbitration Court the object of the dispute. In 
such cases, the Submission to be signed as per Art. (10) hereof shall contain an explicit 
provision to the effect that, in execution of the award rendered, the Court may immediately 
deliver the said object to the winning party.

In all other cases it shall be the care of the winning party to see to it that the award 
is duly executed.

ARTICLE 12. The COMMITTEE shall draw up and publish two (2) lists containing the names of 
potential arbitrators and umpires respectively; parties applying for or submitting to arbitra
tion as well as arbitrators electing their umpire may elect respectively their arbitrators and 
umpire ONLY from among persons figuring on the said lists, to the total exclusion of all 
outsiders.

The totality of the persons enumerated in the said lists will form the ARBITRATION 
COMMITTEE, to whose Chairman, nominated by the Chairman of the COMMITTEE, the 
latter will delegate powers to act on his behalf.

ARTICLE 13. Once elected, arbitrators and umpires must attend the case from beginning to 
conclusion. If, for reasons of health or on other weighty grounds, an arbitrator and/or 
umpire is compelled to suspend his activity in a given case and is replaced by a substitute, the 
entire procedure, if already begun, shall be resumed and recapitulated.

Arbitrators and Umpires shall be deemed to be barred from acting in such capacity 
by the same reasons, mutatis mutandis, as, according to the Chinese Code of Civil Procedure, 
entitle parties to demand the withdrawal of a judge.

ARTICLE 14. The Chairman of the COMMITTEE shall, at his discretion, determine the auxiliary 
organs of the Arbitration Court herein (e. g. official scribe etc.), shall nominate the persons 
to function in such respective capacities, and determine the extent of their respective 
remuneration, if any. ♦

The said Chairman will also see to it that printed forms for the Submission as per 
Art. (10) hereof and for the declaration of consent of nominees to act as arbitrators be placed 
at the disposal of parties intending to file applications for arbitration or complying with 
notice to elect an arbitrator.

The Chairman of the COMMITTEE will furthermore be in charge of elaborating 
detailed rules for the enactment of the present Regulations and will make it his care to have 
them put into operation.

ARTICLE 15. The present Regulations shall be valid unless and until amended and/or wholly or 
partly superseded by order of the COMMITTEE.

W.T. S tQ-30 1,000
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RULES REGULATING ARBITRATION
in

DISPUTES OF JEWISH EMIGRANTS

ARTICLE 1. The “Committee for the Assistance of European Jewish Refugees in Shanghai’ 
(hereinafter to be designated as the “COMMITTEE”) expects all emigrants to submit their 
legal disputes, insofar as same cannot be amicably settled, to the arbitration of the Court as 
organized under the present Rules.

Non-observance of the above will entail the forfeiture by the responsible party of 
all the privileges, facilities, support etc., extended to such party by the COMMITTEE, besides 
other and further sanctions which the said COMMITTEE may see fit to apply.

ARTICLE 2. The Arbitration Court organized under the present Rules is created for the purpose 
of deciding all disputes in the nature of CIVIL cases, existing and arising between or among 
emigrants, but may also take decisions where only one of the parties is an emigrant, provided 
the other party, not an emigrant, give his/her consents in a legally valid form for the matter 
to be submitted to the said Arbitration Court.

The latter shall handle and take decisions in all and any cases where the value of the 
litigation is not below CNC $ 50.00

ARTICLE 3. As a rule, proceedings before the Arbitration Court herein entail no costs for the 
parties, except in cases where the nature of the dispute or the value involved would afford 
the Court sufficient reason to charge costs ; the latter would be accounted for in accordance 
with local custom.

The question of costs shall be decided at the initial hearing prior to the commence
ment of the proceedings proper and, should the tribunal take a decision to the effect that 
costs are to be charged, a Ruling shall be rendered, fixing the approximate amount of such 
costs, to be deposited with the said Court in advance. The said Ruling is to determine whe
ther both or one and if so, which of the parties shall deposit the amount representing costs, 
if any.

The final award to be given by the tribunal shall determine the extent and proportion 
of the parties*  liability for costs, if any.

ARTICLE 4. Proceedings before the Arbitration Court herein shall, as a rule, be verbal and 
contradictory. Should the nature of the case, however, so require, the Court may decide 
that the parties should prepare briefs in writing in order to explain their case in full to the 
Court. ;

Accurate Minutes shall be kept of all proceedings. Original Exhibits, if any, shall 
be handed back to the parties upon termination of the proceedings, unless the nature of the 
case indicates otherwise.

The Final Award of the Arbitration Court shall always be made in writing, exposing 
the reasons for the decisions taken. The Chairman of the Arbitration Committee (as per 
Art. 12 hereinbelow) shall, if he deems it necessary, be at liberty to publish the said Award, in 
part or in extenso, in a form at his discretion.

ARTICLE 5. The parties appearing before the Arbitration Court shall handle their case person
ally, without the assistance of lawyeres, unless the value of the litigation is over CNC $ 500.00

Whenever the value involved exceeds the above figure and the parties are, conse
quently, allowed to be represented by lawyers, it will be at the discretion of the Court to 
consider attorneys’ fees as part of the costs and decide as to which of the parties shall bear 
such costs as per Art. (3) hereof.

ARTICLE 6. In rendering the decision, the Arbitration Court shall apply such law as it may be 
presumed to have been the intention of the parties to apply at the time the act-in-the-law or 
transaction, out of which the dispute arises, was respectively done or concluded. Should it 
prove impossible to ascertain such law or should same be inapplicable in Shanghai, then and 
in such cases the dispute is to be settled in accordance with Chinese Law and/or prevailing 
local custom.

ARTICLE 7. A party desirous of referring a case to arbitration in the spirit of the present Rules 
shall address a Petition in duplicate to such effect to the Chairman of the COMMITTEE, 
briefly explaining his/her case and at the same time nominating his/her arbitrator. One copy 
of such Petition is to be served on the adverse party within three (3) days from date of receipt 
thereof by the Chairman’s office. The Defendant is to give a written answer to such Petition, 
within eight (8) clear days from date of service of same on him ; in such answer/the Defend
ant shall also name his arbitrator.



SUBMISSION TO ARBITRATION
SCHIEDSGERICHTS-UNTERWERFUNG

I, the undersigned_______ ____ __ _
Ich Endesgefertigter

in connection with my dispute with 
erklaere in meiner Sache gegen 

hereby irrevocably declare my submission to the decision of the 
hiemit unwiderruflich, mich der Entscheidung des Schiedsgerichts

Arbitration Court for European Emigrants in Shanghai, 
fuer Europaeische Emigranten in Shanghai zu unterwerfen, 

which decision, under exclusion of legal proceedings in the 
welche unter Ausschluss der Anrufung der gesetzlich in die

ordinary courts of law otherwise having jurisdiction over the 
ser Sache zustaendigen staatlichen Gerichte von mir als end- 

case, shall be deemed by me final and binding. 
gueltig und bindend anerkannt werden wird.

I furthermore declare that the Rules regulating procedure in the 
Ich erklaere weiters, dass mir die Vorschriften ueber das Verfahren

Arbitration Court for European Emigrants in Shanghai are known 
vor dem Schiedsgericht fuer Europ. Emigranten in Shanghai genau 

to me in every detail, having been duly explained to me, and shall 
erklaert worden und mir daher bekannt sind und dass ich dieselben 

be strictly observed and adhered to by me, as well as the award 
genau beachten und einhalten werde, ebenso wie die vom Schieds- 

to be made by the said Arbitration Court, througout the entire 
gericht zu faellende Entscheidung, und zwar waehrend des gesamten 

procedure as well as thereafter, upon completion of same. 
Verfahrens wie auch Abschluss desselben.

nach
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I do hereunto set my hand this 
Urkund dessen meine eigenhaendige Unterschrift, am

of the Year 
des Jahres

Witness-Zeuge



Arbitrators and Umpires

der Schiedsrlohter und Vorsitzenden.

Mr* H. AUFWERBER, o/o
n H. BERENTS,
w N. CONCOFF, n

n M. DIAMANT, tt

•t A. EMOEDI,
tl F. GENSBURGER, II

Dr. A. GROSSMANN,
Mr. K, HAAS, II

it J. HARTZENBUSCH,
u A. HERTZKA,
tt A. HERZBERG, tl

it H. KAMMERLING,
tt E. KANN,ii E. KAUFFMANN, II

tt A. KELEN, II

It ' E. KELEN, II

It P. KOMOR,
II L. LILLING,
It A. MEMELSDORF,
Dr. K. MARX,
Mr. J. MILCH, II

It F. MOLLITZ, II

II II

H F. FOR, tl

II H. SANDOR,
II T. SANDOR,
II A. SATOR,
It 0. SCHOENAUER, It

It J. SEBA,
Il ZM. SPEELMAN, tt

It J. STEPAN, II

II G. VAJDA,
II J. VORNER, tl

It J. ZIRINSKY, tt

Levy & Co, 113 Kiukiang Road
2 Peking Road
Levy & Co, 113 Kiukiang Road
China Finance, 9 Boul.Edward VII
461. Avenue Joffre
Orient Lloyd, 13 Edward Ezra Road 
20 Canton Road
Compt.Anglo-Continental, 2 Peking Road 
730 Avenue Foch
410 Szechuen Road
Hamburg-Amerika-Linie, 20 Canton Road
2 Bedford Teerace 
113 Kiukiang Road 
Reuter,Brockelmann & Co., 452 Kiangse Road 
Molnat? & Greiner, 330 Szechuen Road

It It It

190 Kiukiang Road
133 Yuen Ming Yuen Road
190 Peking Road
1 South Tiendong Road
China Fibre Container Co,273 Halchow Road
Getz Bros., 66 Nanking Road
"Sapt." 255 Peking Road
Molnar & Greiner, 330 Szechuen Road
81 Jinkee Road
81 Jinkee Road
131 Museum Road
P.W.D. 193 Hankow Road
1690 Avenue Joffre
Intern.SavingsBoul .Edward VII
S'hai Paint Co,509 R.Tenant de la Tour 
330 Szechuen Road
Liebermann-Waelchli,8-10 Rue du Consulat 
United Paper,220 Szechuen Road .



Jewish Mediation Court in the Eastern District - 
Issue discussed at Sub-committee meeting of 
Shanghai Bar Association

recent
Following the/formation of a mediation court by Je wish-X -

refyge^s at the intersection of Tongshan and Alcock Roads, 

the Shanghai Bar Association, 572 Rue Amiral Bayle, appoihted 

a sub-committee of four lawyers, namely,

Lieu Shih Fong ( ) >
Loo Tsin ( ),
Zau Zuan Ting ( ) and
Lee Pao Sung ( ), to study the issue.

Between 2.15 p.m. and 5 p.m., on December 2, 1939, the

sub-committee held a meeting on the Association premises, which 
a

was attended also by rtwœo local German legal practitioner^, Mr.
w

ÏOVISOSS and one Chechoslovakian lawyer, Mr. GIOSMANNj ichsuh

the sub-committee a report, in which it 

formation of a law court in China by Jews



Discussions took place and it was finally decided

tmait to bring the matter before the notice of the Ministry 

of Justice of the National Government for action.



1

Jewish Mediation Court in the Eastern District -

Issue discussed at Sub-committee meeting of

Shanghai Bar Association

Between 2.15 p.m. and 5 p.m., on December 2, 1939, 

the sub-committee of the Shanghai Bar Association to ->tudy 

the illegal functioning of the mediation

court formed by Jewish refugees at the corner of Tongshan and 

\lcock Joabs.
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Die neue Schiedsgerichts 
Ordnung

FUER STREITIGKEITEN ZWISCHEN EMIGRANTEN
ARTIKEL 1.

ARTIKEL 2.

ARTIKEL 3.
ARTIKEL 4.

ARTIKEL 5.

ARTIKEL 6.

Deus “Committee for the Assistance of European Jewish Refugees in Shanghai”, im 
Folgenden kurz COMMITTEE genannt, gibt hiemit der Erwartung Ausdruck, dass 
allé Emigranten ihre Rechtsstreitigkeiten vor Anrufung der zustandigen Behbrden 
einem schiedsgerichtlichen Verfahren unterziehen.
Zur Behandlung solcher streitfalle hat das committee das “Schiedsgericht fttr 
europaische Emigranten in Shanghai”, im Folgenden kurz ‘ Schiedsgericht” genannt, 
geschaffen.
Das nach den folgenden Grundsatzen eingerichtete Schiedsgericht dient dem Zweck, 
allé jene Streitigkeiten zu behandeln, die weder friedlich geregelt werden konnen 
noch nach zwingender hiesiger Gesetzesvorschrift ausschllesslich der Entscheidung 
durch die zustandigen Behorden unterliegen, wobei es nur angerufen werden kann, 
wenn beide Streitteile Emigranten sind.
Es steht dem Schiedsgericht frei, die Behandlung bestimmter Streitf&lle abzulehnen. 
was einer Begründung den Parteien gegenüber nicht bedarf.
Das Schiedsgericht besteht aus dem Obmann, einer bestimmten Anzahl von Vor- 
sitzenden und Schiedsrichtem und dem entsprechenden standigen personal fuer die 
laufenden Geschàfte.
Obmann des Schiedsgerichtes ist der Rechtsbeistand des Committees. Ihm obliegt 
die Ueberwachung der Einrichtung und Geschaftsführung des Schiedsgerichtes und 
besonders die Herausgabe und Abànderung der schiedsgerichtlichen Verfahrens- 
bestimmungen sowie die damit zusammenhàngenden Ausführungsnormen, weiters der 
Abschluss von Dienstvertràgen mit den Hilfsorganen des Schiedsgerichtes und 
schliesslich die ordnungsgemâsse Fiihrung der Listen der Vorsitzenden und 
Schiedsrichter.
Die Vorsitzenden und Schiedsrichter wirken ehrenamtlich und ohne jegliche Ent- 
schadigung. im einzelnen Faile treten je eln Vorsitzender und zwei Schiedsrichter 
zusammen, um den Streit im Sinne der Schiedsgerichtsordnung zu entscheiden. Die 
Vorsitzenden und Schiedsrichter werden in Listen zusammengefasst.
Parteien, die ein Schiedsgerichtsverfahren beantragen Oder sich einem solchen un- 
terwerfen, haben ebenso wie Schiedsrichter, die einen Vorsitzenden w&hlen, ihren 
Schiedsrichter bezw. Vorsitzenden unter Ausschluss aller anderen Perscw^en nur 
den oberwahnten Listen zu entnehmen. Ueber die Qualification der in die Listen 
der Vorsitzenden und Schiedsrichter aufzunehmenden Personen entscheldet der 
Obmann.
Dem Obmann ist ebenso wie den Vorsitzenden und Schiedsrichtem jede Betâtigung
untersagt, die eine Beratung oder Vertretung von Emigranten im Zusammenhang
mit Schiedsgerichtsfâllen beinhaltet.

ARTIKEI 7 dauemdes Hilfsorgan des Schiedsgerichtes wirkt ein SekreUr der die laufenden
<• Geschafte zu führen, die Vergleichsverhandlungen mit den Parteien gemass Art

9 abzuhalten und die Streitverhandlungen vorzubereiten hat, bei denen ihm die 
ProtokollfÜhrung obliegt. Der Sekretftr darf keinerlei juridische Privatpraxis aus- 
Uben.

ARTIKEI ft Das Schiedsgericht hat unter Bedbachtung der in Shanghai geltenden zwlngenden 
Gesetzesvorschriften dasjenige Recht anzuwenden, das die Parteien bei dem Vor- 
gang oder Rechtsgeschàft, aus dem der Streitfall entstanden 1st, offenbar angewen- 
det haben wollten. 1st die Feststellung dieses Rechtes oder seine Anwendbarkeit in 
Shanghai nicht moeglich, so 1st der Streitfall nach chinesischem Recht und 
herrschenden Ortsbrauchen zu entscheiden.

^ARTIKEL 9. Wer ein Schiedsgerichtsverfahren einzuleiten beabsichtigt, hat vorerst seine und 
, seines Gegners Ladung sum Schiedsgericht zwecks Abhaltung eines Vergleichster-

mines zu erwirken. 1st der Vergleichsversuch ergebnislos geblieben, so ist/falls 
es sich bei dem Streite um Geld oder Geldeswert handelt, nunmehr das oidentllche 

¥ Verfahren im Slnne der Schiedsgerichtsordnung einzuleiten; in sonstigen UBen 
jedoch ist es den Parteien Uberlassen, ob und wie sie ihre AnsprUche weiterverfolgen.

ARTIKEL 10. Der Klàger, der eine schiedsgerichtliche Entscheidung seines Failes wünscht, hat 
zu diesem Zweck an das Schiedsgericht einen schriftllchen Antrag (Klage) in dop*  , 
pelter Ausfertigung zu richten, worin er seinen Fall kurz und erschôpfend auseinan- 
dersetzt, seine Beweismittel anführt und ein bestimmtes Begehren stellt. Glelchzeitig 
hat,er seinen Schiedsrichter namhatt zu machen und deesen schriftllches Elnver- 
stàndnls htezu der Klage beizuschllessen.

ARTIKEL 11 Exemplar der Klage ist der Gegenpartei (dem Beklagten) binnen duel Tagen ■’ nach Win Schiedsgertcht zuzusteHen. Der Beklagte hat binnen acht Tagen 
von dieser Zustellung an eine schriftliche Gegenku&serung (Klagebeantwortung) ein*  
zubringen, hierin seine kurae und erschdpfende Bachverhaltedarstellung zu geben, 
seine Bewelamtttel anzuführen und seinen Schiedsrichter nambaft zu madtaa, deesen 
sciuifthches Eanverstkndnls hieau ebenialls beizuft&Ueasen 1st

ARTIKEL 12. ErfonSerltohenlaUs kann den Pwteta «uTtvÙHl, ver Anbetau-tnung «er atreJtveriiandlung noch Wtere vorbereitcrKte SchrittaSWzur Aufldarung 
des Failes eUwubringwu 4? -«aw»*  1



ARTIKEL 13. Nach Eingang der Klage und Klagebeantwortung haben die Schiedsrichter gemein- 
sam einen Vorsitzenden zu wàhlen. Diesem obliegt die Verhandlungsleitung und 
seine Stimme gibt den Ausschlag, wenn sich die Schiedsrichter fiber die Entscheidung 
nicht einigen kdnnen.
Sollten sich die Schiedsrichter nicht binnen drei Tagen nach Eingang der letzten 
Parteieneingaben ueber die Person des Vorsitzenden verstândigen, so ist ein solcher 

a o’TiLfK'T 4 vom Obmann des Schiedsgerichtes zu ernennen.AKllKLL 14, Der Vorsitzende hat nach seiner ordnungsgemassen Wahl bzw. Emennung die 
mündliche Streitverhandlung anzuberaumen. und zwar nach Môglichkeit für einen 
Terrain innerhalb der nâchsten acht Tage nach seiner Bestellung. Zu dieser Ver • 
handlung sind die Parteien schriftlich zum personlichen Erscheinen zu laden, und 
haben samtliche ihnen erreichbaren Beweismittel, derer sie sich bedienen wollen, 
gleich mitzubringen.

ARTIKEL 15. Die einraal bestellten Schiedsrichter und Vorsitzenden sind verpflichtet, den betref- 
fenden Fall vom Anfang bis zum Ende durchzuführen. Wenn ein Schiedsrichter 
Oder Vorsitzender aus entsprechenden Gründen gezwungen ist, seine Mitwirkung 

t in einera anhângigen Verfahren aufzugeben, so wird ein Ersatzmann für ihn bestellt 
und das gesamte bereits begonnene Verfahren neu erdffnet und wiederholt.

ARTIKEL 16. Schiedsrichter und Vorsitzende sind von der Ausübung dieses Amtes ausgeschlossen, 
wenn sinngemass dieselben Umstânde vorliegen, die die partei nach chinesischem 

imiTTzn Hecht zur Ablehnung eines Richters berechtigen würden.
ARTIKEL 17. Für das Verfahren vor dent Schiedsgericht gelten die Gnindsâtze der Mündlichkeit 

n_TVT? und des beiderseitigen Parteiengehbrs.
ARTIKEL 18. vor Erôffnung der Verhandlung hat der Vorsitzende die Parteien eine nach chinesi- 

schem Gesetz rechtswirksame Uhterwerfungserklarung unterschreiben zu lassen, worin 
sie die Entscheidung des Schiedsgerichtes, wie immer diese ausfalien mag, im Vor • 
aus als endgültig und verbindlich anerkennen.

ARTIKEL 19. Die Parteien sollen grundsatklich ihre sache vor dem Schiedsgericht persdnlich 
führen. Es kann ihnen jedoch nach dem Ermessen des Schiedsgerichtes gestattet 
werden, sich durch voll qualifizierte Rechtsanwàlte vertreten zu lassen.

ARTIKEL 20. Das Schiedsgerichtsverfahren ist für die Parteien grunds&tzlich kostenlos. Wenn es 
jedoch die besondere Art des Failes Oder die Hôhe des Streitwertes rechtfertigt, kann 
das Schiedsgericht Kosten in ortsüblichem Ausmass zur Vorschreibung bringen. 
Dieselben Grundsatze gelten für die Vergleichsverhandlung gem&ss Art. 9.

ARTIKEL 21. ueber das gesamte Verfahren ist genau Protokoll zu führen. Etwa von den Parteien 
beigebrachte Originalbelege sind ihnen nach Schluss des Verfahrens zurückzustellen. 
Die endgültige Entscheidung des Schiedsgerichtes (Schiedsspruch) 1st stets schrift- 

nmrvnr lich und unter Angabe der Entscheidungsgründe auszufertigen.
ARTIKEL 22. fût die ordentliche Vollstreckung des Schiedsspruchs hat die obsiegende Partei 

selbst zu sorgen.
ARTIKEL 23. Die vorliegende schiedsgerichteordnung ist in englischer und deutscher Sprache zu 

verdffentlichen. in Zweifelsfâllen, die auf Textversohiedenheit beruhen, ist der 
engllsche Wortlaut als authentisch zu betrachten. 
Die beiden Texte der Schiedsgerichtsordnung sowie die Listen der Vorsitzenden 
und Schiedsrichter haben stets zur Einsicht der parteien und andeter Interessenten 
in der Geschüftsstelle des Schiedsgerichtes aufzuliegen. Dortselbst sind auch allé 
sonstigen Verlautbarungen des Schiedsgerichtes elnzusehen.

ARTIKEL 24. Die vorliegende Schiedsgerichtsordnung tritt am 10. M&rz 1940 in Wirksamkeit, zu 
welchem Zeitpunkt allé bisherigen Bestimmungen ausser Kraft treten. sie gilt auch 
für die vor dem 10. Mârz 1940 anhangig gemachten Streitfülle, soweit sie an diesera 
Tage nicht schon durch Schiedsspruch erledlgt sind.
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New Refugee Court 
Investigated

Chinese Bar Association 
Studies Question of Its 
Legality

It was learned yesterday that the 
special committee of five well- 
known Chinese lawyers, formed by 
the Shanghai Bar Association to 
study the question whether or not 
it is right for German Jewish 
refugees in Shanghai to have a 
court of arbitration of their own, 
has held a meeting at which for
eign legal experts interested in the 
question were also present. The 
report published by the Chinese 
press yesterday stating that the 
committee did not favour such a 
move and had already reported to 
the association so that the authori
ties might be petitioned for suppres
sive action was denied by a reliable 
foreign source.

The meeting was held on Satur
day last under the chairmanship of 
Mr. Liu Shih-fang, one of the five 
lawyers on the committee. After 
listening to the arguments presented 
by two foreign legal experts in 
favour of the new court, the com
mitteemen held discussions taking 
all arguments presented by both 

i sides to the dispute into serious 
I consideration. Some letters address- 
j ed to the committee by Chinese 
I lawyers were also studied.

While it was reported that the 
committee did not favour the move 
on the ground that the new court 
does infringe upon the judicial 
system in this country, a foreign 
authority on the question stated 
yesterday that at the meeting he 
did not hear of unfavourable com
ments made. He thought that such 
meetings might be held again to 

, discuss the matter but at present 
i he hesitated to make a forecast on 

the final decision as Mr. Liu, the 
chairman, was in Hongkong.

The question interests not only 
legal practitioners but also judicial 
authorities for the new arbitration 
court has already begun functioning 
th Alcock Road. It was first 
discovered by a Chinese lawyer 
who opposed it. This lawyer wrote 

; to the Shanghai Bar Association 
1 urging that the matter be investi-

... . #
■1 ‘" 1 iiiiiii’iiui
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Emigre Court 
Here Rapped 
By Tribunal

Mr. Premet pleaded that accord
ing to Article 6G7 of the Chinese 
Civil Code any cafe owner is res
ponsible for coats and 
effects entrusted 

t customers during 
[ cafe. 
’ Appearing for
■Mr. Lou contended that the plain- 
! tiff must share this responsibility,

personal 
to him by his 
their stay in the

Mr. E'senfelder,

Functions of the “Special 
Arbitration Court” instituteci 
by German Jewish refugees 
were attacked in the First 
Special District Court yester
day morning in an action foi 
damages caused by the loss oi 
a coat filed by Mr. Henry C 
Bacharach against Mr. Louis 
Eisenfelder, owner of the Cafe 
Louis, 1255 Bubbling Well 
Road.

as instead of entrusting the coat 
to the boy it would have been bet
ter to have placed it on a chair. 
To this Mr. Premet replied that 
the chairs in a cafe were not coat 
hangers, but were,'for the use of 
customers as seats.

“Arbitration Court” Hit
The question of the “Special 

Arbitration Court” arose when Mr. 
Premet produced taro letters. One 
was addressed to him by Dr. 
Robert B. Michaelis, attorney, re
questing Mr: uBachafach to with
draw his case before the Chinese 
court and to bring it before the 
“Special Arbitration Court.’* The

The case was adjourned for judg
ment to Saturday.

On December 24, 1939, Mr. I 
Henry C. Bacharach, German | 
refugee, ard his wife went to j 
the Cafe Louis for tiffin. A, boy | 
tock Mrs. feacharach’s chat, a J 
black woollen ccat with astrak- | 
han trimmings, and hung it in g 
the cloak room. Claiming the | 
coat after tiffin, Mrs. Bacharach 
was informed that it was miss
ing.

Sues For Damages i- 
Protracted discussions having J 

proved futile, Mr: and Mrs. 
Bacharach placed the case In \ 
the bands Of their attorney, 
Mr/ Paul. Premet, who filed a 
petition in the court claiming 
damages from Mr. Eisenfelder, 
also a German refugee, of 

$1,OOQ plus costs as compensa- I 
«•*  f* i

other summoned the plaintiff to 
drop the case and to agree to sub
mit the dispute before the arbi
tration board or “further steps 
will be taken against him.”

In reading the above letters 
to the judge, Mr. Premet as
sumed that the magistrate 
would certainly not accept that 
a party threaten the other when 
the latter submits a litigation 
to a regular court instituted in 
China.

Upon the request of Mr. 
Premet, the judge asked the 
defendant if the- letters in 
question were written according 
to his instructions and with his 
knowledge. Mr. Elsenfeld repli
ed in the affirmative.
The judge severely reprimanded 

the defendant for instigating 
these threats because, the magis
trate said, it is the right of any
one to come to the Court.
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Probe Requested

Refugee Court
Inquiry Asked 
By Legal Body

Recommendation that national 
judicial authorities be petitioned to 
restrict the operation of the so- 
called ‘Arbitration Court” of the 
Committee for the Assistance of 
European Refugees in Shanghai has 
been made by a special committee 
organized by the Shanghai Bar As
sociation.

In its report published Friday, 
the special committee indicated 
that following an extensive 
study of the rules and regula
tions of the Jewish refugees’ 
“court,” it has come to the con
clusion that the functions of 
the court constituted an at
tempt to infringe upon 
China’s sovereignty over judi
cial matters.

Meeting Held

While Chinese court officials had 
made no comment on the situation, 
quarter»» close to judicial circles in
dicated yesterday that the report of 

| the Bar Association committee 
I would be carefully scrutinized. It 
! was believed likely that the na
tional authorities in Chungking 

। would be petitioned for instruc- 
I tiens regarding the matter.

In addition to naming its organi
zation as a “court,” the report fur
ther pointed cut. officials of the 
“arbitration court” performed du
ties which were identical to those 
provided under the Chinese Laws 
for a legal tribunal. “This,” it 
was added, “is an outright infringe-

It was also learned yesterday that 
a meeting was call'd by the Spe
cial Committee last Saturday after
noon at which both Dr. Grossmann 
and a dissenting lawyer, Mr. A. 
Jovishoff, who opposes the “court” 
for not being in compliance with 
the Chinese law. were present.

ment of the nation’s judicial 
power.”

Grossmann Explains

Interviewed by a-representative, of 
The China Press, Dr. A. Grossmann, 
legal adviser to the refugee com
mittee, indicated that he was not 
in a position to males a statement 
until he had seen the report. He

27600

At the meeting, it was reported, 
Dr. Grossmann and Mr. Jovishoff 
were called upon to explain their 
opinions. Communications to the 
Association from legal circles here 
were also studied and discussed be
fore a draft cf the report was 
proposed.

discovered By Lawyer
said he doubted whether a report 
had been rendered by the Bar As- 
sociatiou Committee in view of the 
fact that the Chairman of the Com
mittee, Mr. Liu Shih-fong, was not 
in Shanghai.

The establishment of tho Arbi
tration court” first becam? general
ly known tn Shanghai last month 
when a, Chinese lawyer. Mr. Philip 
T«ai. called the attention of the 
Chinese courts and the Bar As- _ ~ J - d. • -jsociation to the set-u|>.

In an earlier interview with
THE CHINA. PRESS, however, I Acting upon Mr. Tsai’s 4 report, 

theBwc Association organlzed tlie 
r committee v of ftve members who 
have been studying thQ situation 
for more than<tw$we^W.

, Beside fW W___
J eral 
expressed their O'WJ

Dr. Grossmann pointed out that 
his organization had no inten
tion of violating the Chinese 
law- He stated that the squall» 
ed “court” was merely an“arbi- 
tration committee’' following 
a procedure even endorsed and 
recommended by Chinese law.

If authoritative Chinese quarters 
could show that th? “court” *hal

j lates Chinese law, 
I he believed hte
' be W : ioiIWWW’: ^cljIW8 to sujnnv 
■changes as are required. ....

.......Wtov- 
M»alsa '

/
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Lawyers Here 
Say Refugee 
Court Illegal
Local German Attorneys 

Refute Statement Of
Grossmann

The verbal crossfire centering on 
» the European refugees’ so-called 
“Arbitration Court” continued to 
flare yesterday when two German 
lawyers, in a letter to The China 
Press, hotly contested the legality 
of the “tribunal.”

The letter, signed by Mr. Hans 
Ledien and Mr. A. Lovishoff, Ger
man attorneys, sought to refute 
the statement made to The China 
Press Tuesday by Dr. A. Grossmann, 
jegaf aàviser to tlw Cdtotolttee fm 
the Assistance of • European R 
''■rÆfflsg’t.

zLfpnqp of the controversial 
“court ° asserted that the 
. rin/‘rpallv '‘court” but that it 
is merely an ordinary “arWtation 
cornftiittw.®'1'-He-’ftirttwr stibw ' that’ the refugee jxrtnmiwee 
never intended, and has no toten- 
tion hoar, to impair 
of the Chinese courts in Shanghai. 

In their letter to The China Press, 
which appears on the editorial pag 
today, Mr. Ledien and “r-J^^®; 
who claim to represent 16 of their 
colleagues, charged that in est 
ablishlng the ‘court, those re 
sponsible were seeking to 
noh-existont extra-territorial rights. i 

The two lawyers claimed that; 
compulsion has been used in forcing । 
refugees‘to'avoid the Chinese courts 
and to submit their disputes for| 
arbitration by the "court. The 
letter, quoted a “literally 
tton ofan article of the. .to«rta 
regulations which, according to the 
tvro lawyers, says: .

/‘‘Non-observation of ^this . prin
ciple (submission to the arbitration 
court) results in the (i^vjdual) 
concerned forfeiting all privileges, 

> grants-in-aid and subsidies on the 
part of th^ Committee which, more
over, may*  also bring to application 
against him further appropriate 
measure of punishment.”
* The two German lawyers funner 
Maimed that in the preamble çrtbe 
Regulations expressly states -that 
Settling of disputes ^throUgK? |he > 
ItaB (Chinese) courts 
Avoided as it „ is diwuIt, ;

1 
rh^.not

By and their c< 
ection whafcoe

'-.iw-j- st 
: fWppoaed • to;-/?— 
•'SaSted/tor- -the'«walled "courtp
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The China Press welcomes the 
I views of its readers on subjects of 
I the day, but publication in the car- 
Irespondence column does not mean 
I necessarily that the views expressed 
I by correspondents are those of 
China Press.

above considerations and

The

Editor, The China Press
Sir,—Upcn instruction 

bshalf of the Committee 
Assistance of European

and 
for 
Jewish 

Refugees in Shanghai, and in the 
capacity of the said Committee’s 
Legal Adviser, I thank you for the 
[opportunity afforded me of answer- 
[ing the letter of Messrs. Ledien and 
Jovishoff, published in your issue 
of the 14th inst., dealing with the 
“Arbitration Court for European 
Emigrants,” and avail myself 
such opportunity to bring the 
lowing to the knowledge of the 
public.

For almost a year, the Committee 
[referred to has, as everyone knows, 
been carrying on benevolent activi
ties on an unusually extensive 
scale: thousands of refugees, arriv- 

I ing here utterly destitute from 
their flight from Central Europe, 

[have been and are still being sup- 
I ported in every respect,—f-d, hous- 
led, clothed, etc.; the Committee’s 
I own hospital, with a numerous 
I medical staff, cares for the ailing 
[among them; children’s schooling 
[is being established; adults are

on 
thfc

of 
fol-

The 
motives have prompted the organi
zation of the “Arbitration Court” 
in question, which is intended as 
neither more nor less than a resort, 
affording an opportunity (to the 
extent permitted by private means) 
to individual emigrants, of defend
ing or enforcing their rights with
out the difhculties and handicaps 
described above. It will be patent 
to any unbiased mind that there 
can have been no question of es
tablishing a model legal institution,: 
but an undisguised emergency re-: 
sort, laying no claim to the height, 
of juridical efficiency, and merely 
filling a practical need. Whether 
the work has served its purpose 
may be gathered from the follow
ing data: during the first month of 
the “Arbitration Court's” activity, 
viz., between October 13 and Nov
ember 13, 1939, in 76 sessions, 62 
individual cases were handled, and 
only once according to regular ar
bitration procedure, with 3 arbitra
tors, all the other 75 cases earner 
to compromise negotiations in the I

(2) It was by no means the in
tention of< the Committee to apply 
“duress” or anything similar in na
ture to the emigrants to compel 
them to bring their disputes before 
the “Arbitration Court”. The Com
mittee was léd by the considera
tion that a refugee can not have 
a valid reason to refuse to go to 
arbitration if an opportunity is 
given to him to do so in a cheap 
and quick way, through an organ
ization which gives him further an 
opportunity to choose his own 
arbitrator and before which he can 
use his own language. In case, 
however, where *the  Committee 
would come to the conclusion that 
it is in bad faith that a refugee 
who is living on the means of the 
Committee goes unnecessarily to a 
law court and causes unjustified 
expenses for himself and his op
ponent, it would be the 
duty of the Committee 
interests of all the other 
to refuse any further

premises of the “Arbitration Court.” 
One case was, it is true, decided by 
an award to the satisfaction of both 
parties, 26 cases were definitely’ 
compromised then and there, 8 
cases are still pending. In the re
maining 27 cases the parties have 
not again enlisted the services of 
the “Arbitration Court.” but it may 
be reasonably assumed that, upon

taught English; loans are granted ;^ue 5Xpo$jtioh to and instruction 
to launch the settlers on their new from the -Arbitration Court,” these
existence, etc., etc.

In the course of time it became 
apparent that,—as was to be ex- 
pjeted what with the mass of 
roughly sneaking 18,000 human _
IariS’ Ï been*  examined" by” the “Arbitration 

» i.. an "court,” i

cases have, for the most part, been 
I settled extra-judicially.
! Besides these 62 casts, during the 
.same first month, at least a similar 
■inumber of unregistered claims have

ing among these, largely of 
I ordinary nature, would make 
I creas.’ngly imperious demands 
I the attention and energies of 
[Committee for the Assistance 
I European Jewish Refugees 
[Shanghai. Since, in the vast ma
jority of cases, the litigants know; 

[neither local laws nor language and 
[have no way and, especially, no?
pecuniary means, if unaided, of en*j  

[forcing their respective claims, the 
| Committea has deemed it its duty 
Ito assist emigrants seeking legal 
[remedies, nay more, out of defer- 
|ence to the wishes and solicitude 
[for the moral and pecuniary inter- 
jests of its donors, the committee 
[deems it its bounden duty to see 
[to it that the funds entrusted to 
| it are not squandered in an un- 
! businesslike manner in the pursuit 
[of dubious claims, perchange with 
[legal aid of questionable value,— 
land above all prevent certain sordid 
land ugly differences reflecting dis
credit upon the whole emigrant 
population, from being revealed to 
the public.

an: Court,” wherein partly a comprd- 
h1* jmis’e was reached after brief deli-on 
the; 

of' 
in

obvious 
(in the 
refugees) 
support, 

financial or material, as the case
may be, to such people.

The “Arbitration Court” consists, 
after all, of old Shanghai residents 
of different nationalities, no dis
crimination being made as to re
ligious creed, nationality or race, 
and I am of the opinion that it * 
could be only rightly presumed that 
such personalities are actually fit 
for the purpose for which they were: 
\ chosen and which they accepted to 

fulfill on a purely honorary basis.
(3) I do not think that the ex

clusion of attorneys in cases below 
$500 can be considered as harmful 
to the emigrants, although it may 
undoubtedly represent 
loss in the Income of 
tomeys.

The Committee has 
view, however, that Attorneys’ fees 
are not justified to be caused in 
cases of small importance and, 
especially, not in cases which, as 

; experience has shown, can very 
easily be settled without any inters 
ference cr representation by at
torneys. After all, the interests of l 
18,000 emigrants must be placed [ 
higher than the interest of a small [ 

J circle of intellectual' workers. Ii 
would mention in this connection 

double ,that oniy 18 “attorneys” have seen

a certain 
certain at-

taken the
beration or unjust claims were 
waived, or first claims were recog
nized. Official statistics have been 
published to the above effect up to 
the end of October only, so that 
in consideration of all above said, 
and in further consideration of the 
fact that at least 120—130 cases 
weie handled before the said 
“Court,” besides the facts that the 

li amounts paid voluntarily by the 
j parties in token of 
gratitude reached the 
amount of expenses, I feel myself 
entitled to say that the institution! 
in question has been proven to bej 
practical and useful. ,
As for the exceptions raised by,, 

the above gentlemen, I wish to say tbelow $50, the Committee has' a 
the following; [ i ‘ ‘ * ... ...

(1) It is absolutely incorrect 
that the intention of the Committee] , was not to apply Chinese law or| 
eliminate the Chinese authorities! , 
Article 6 of the regulations spea^j 
for Itself, and in this connectidM . 
r have to mention that in majari^ i 
of cases the disputes handled by the 
“Court” arose out of acts-in*the-  
law done or concluded inthe last 
European residence of thé 
Emigrants, so that ft is obvious that 
theft*  intantian war, not. tn annitt'their Intention was not to apply 
Chinese law, for such transaction^ 
but foreign law, namely, the law of 
the country on thé territory of 
winch the said place is situated*  
With regard to the above, I would ' A J like to mention that y the applica- 

f\ V^Uon of foreign law by the Chinese 
( "v Courts is not. Only permitted, but

v even prescribed in certain cases, 
which X do hot need to mention
here.

fit to raise exception against the 
Respective article of the rules of 
arbitration, although there are over Righty who are registered with the 
Committee.

- -(4) As for the question of cases
Spécial organization to deal with.

(5) In view of the press "attacks 
launched against the,Committee in 
connection with the «aid “Arbitra
tion Courts", the Committee aaw fit to' take up the matter with the 
[competent Chinese circles (Shang
hai/Bat Association, and representa
tives of the Chinese Courts), and I 
would reserve for myself to Inform 
the public on behalf of the Com
mittee about the result of the re*  
spcctive parleys as soon as same 
will be concluded.

I do not think that it wcuid be 
opportune to go into more details, 
at least for the moméUt, butl re
peat that the Commitee is ready to 
give all competent people oroom- 
petent legal authorities, as well as 
any person addre$4n * Y fide 
enquiry, full détail! 
with thé matter in 
t remain, with many 

thanks, 4 ' '1, t ,
Toute 
'v.0, 

ShanghaLNov

I
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j Tribunal Set
I Up By Jewish

Emigres Hit

। Local Foreign, Chinese 
Legal Practitioners 

Attack Move
A statement to the editor, written 

by two of the dissenting lawyers who 
object to the regulations governing, 
the Arbitration Court of the Com
mittee for the Assistance of 
European Jewish Refugees in 
Shanghai, will be found on the 
editorial page of this issue. To
morrow this journal will publish a 
statement by Dr. A. Grossmann, 
legal adviser to the Committee on 
the same page.—Ed.

of the 
by the

China

While an official of the Com
mittee for the Assistance of Euro
pean Jewish Refugees in Shanghai 
denied that a judicial tribunal had! 
been set up for the emigrants, a 
group of foreign legal practitioners 
yesterday launched a scathing at
tack on the ineffectiveness 
tribunal recently established 
relief organization.

Interviewed by The
Press, Dr. A. Grossmann, legal ad
viser to the Committee, stated that 
the so-called "court” is only an 
arbitration committee composed of 
about 50 prominent Shanghai re
sidents which seeks to accomplish, 
he said, what is openly encouraged 
under Chinese judicial procedure.

Dr. Grossmann further pointed 
out that cases which are expected 
to go before the arbitrators would 
be settled in accordance with 
Chinese law and local customs and 
that all lawyers would be admitted 
by the arbitrators in disputes where" 
the sum involved, exceeds $500. I 

j Co-operation Intended **
■■ ï-fcf

“It is not the spirit of the regula
tions.” Dr. Grossmann went on,“to- 
violate the sovereignty of China/ 
;but on the contrary, to co-operate 
with the Chinese Courts in , the! 
administration of justice?1 He*  fur
ther pointed out that the régula-! 
tions provided that all awards of 
the arbitrators would be made! 
through the Chinese courts.
i Meanwhile, however, the arbitra-*  
tion courts faced a two-front attack., 
Chinese legal circles continued to 
claim that the institution Is a deli
berate attempt to undermine Chin
ese sovereign rights and a group of 
European lawyers maintained that 
;the court, bound byits regulations, 
(would be ineffective in carrying out 
its express objective*

ithe lat^t^totft available -«waft 
■that Chinese Ws would be upheld 
by the arbitrators. They, assarted 
that one of the regulaÔonsprovldT 
edtha6'‘thelaw 
apparer“-"-^-‘-‘- 
not tifti

w.-,



Object To Preamble
Another statement found objec

tionable by the Chinese lawyers was 
included in the preamble which 
states that the regulations were 
drafted with- an aim to avoid any 
proceedings in the Chinese courts 
which may prove detrimental to the 

prestige of the refugees and which 
are often costly and cumbersome.

Interviewed by this journal, one 
of the 18 dissenting European law
yers stated that “considerable harm 
will be done if the present hastily 
formed rules for arbitration of dis
putes between refugees should be 
put into effect unaltered.” He in
dicated that his group had sought 
revision of the rules but that thus 
far they had met with no success. 
/‘‘We are in favor of voluntary 

we 
be 
by 

and

O^bitration,” he Stated, “but 
miist reject arbitration to 
brought about under duress, 
threats of economic boycott 
further unspecified penalties.”

Duress Alleged-
In . support of his argument, the 

lawyer asserted that such a proce
dure was expressly provided in the 
regulations. This provision states 
tfcaPany refugee who attempts to 
ignore the t principle under which 
the court is organized will “lose any 
kind of subsidies, grahts-in-aid and 
help from the committee” and in 
addition may be given other un- 
specihed penalties. v

Summing up the group’s objec
tion, the lawyer asserted that the 
refugee committee apparently had 
no power over th1? matter. He dis
close^ that a communication from 
the ^Chairman of the Committee 
stated that it was “impossible” for 
himjb act and that the matter 
should be referred to Dr. Gross
mann, adviser to the Committee.

“That is one of our main objec
tions” this journal was told. “The 
reguBtions were drafted by Dr. 
Gro&nann single-handedly. As nc 
Wà» however qualified, can be 
qpal to the task of drafting some

th the nature of a bode en- 
by himself, the results could 
ssibly turn out to ÿe satis-

I

.IÜ :■ ■ ■ - . ■ .
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Letter To The Editor
Jewish Refugee Court —

The China Press welcomes the 
views of its readers on subjects of 
the day, but publication in the cor
respondence column does not mean 
necessarily that the views expressed 
by correspondents are those of The 
China Press.

Editor, The China Press

Sir,—Concerning the report which 
: appeared in your esteemed paper 
yesterday regarding the special 
court set up by the Refugee Com
mittee, we wish to inform you that 
we wholeheartedly endorse the 
stand taken by you. While your 
report contains/’4 some inaccuracies 
we feel that it is not for . Us to 
correct them and that anyhow, 
these inaccuracies are of very4 
minor importance in view of thé 
issue at stake.

appreciating the good in- 
of the Refugee Committee 
to point out that the re-

this gentleman 
have not con- 
aforementioned 
way requested 
but instead

While 
tentions 
we wish 
gulations in question abound in 
grave errors and omissions and have 
roused vigorous opposition not only 
among our Chinese colleagues, but 
also among the lawyers immedia
tely concerned. In their ranks are 
to be found men thoroughly familiar 
with local conditions and not a few 
who have formerly served with dis
tinction as public notaries or high 
government officials. The Com
mittee has entrusted the task of 
drafting the said regulations ex
clusively to a single lawyer, i.e. its 
legal adviser. Both 
and the Committee 
suited any of the 
lawyers or in any 
their co-operation, 
have put the new regulations into 
operation entirely at their own dis
cretion. As no man, however 
qualified, can be equal to the task 
of drafting something in the nature 
of a code entirely by himself, the 
results could not possibly turn out 
to be satisfactory. Plainly speak
ing, they are very unsatisfactory 
indeed.
Therefore no less than 18 lawyers 

have deemëdit their duty to draw 
the attention; at the committee to 
the very material shortcomings of 
the new regulations. The result of 
their efforts has been embodied in 
a document which has gone for
ward to the Committee .about a 
week ago. So far, the members of 
the*  Committee have displayed a 
singular unwillingness to discuss matters personally and instead have 
referred the appointees of the ; 18 
applicants, to the Committee's legal 
adviser, who is just^the gentleman 
responsible for the regulations such 
as they are. -'Al
The objections voiced by the l8 

lawyers ore in part identical with 
J those which, according to your re
port, have been raised by Mr. Tsai 
and we are ,glad to note , that we 
ate; not„ the^ohly ones Who^to 
discovered a fly in the otatment: 
AM-the aide-memoire forwarded to 

f the Wnmittwia a



While the 18 lawyers are in favor I 
of voluntary arbitration, they must 
emphatically reject arbitration to 
be brought about under duress, by ! 
threats of economic boycott and 
further unspecified penalties.

Moreover, the Committee makes 
arbitration compulsory in all civil 
law-suits, yet on the other hand 
declares the arbitration court to be 
competent only for claims amount
ing to more than $50. What about 
the others?

According to the regulations the 
umpires and arbitrators among | 
whom there is only one lawÿèr, i.e. 
the Committee’s legal adviser, have 
to decide according to Chinese or 
foreign law, depending on the cir
cumstances of the case. Are these 
men omniscient? How is it possible 
for laymen, however well intention- 
ed, to apply the respective laws?

Further, lawyers are not ad
mitted in this arbitration court un
less the object of litigation amounts. 
to more than $500. Why? Are the 
laymen afraid of co-operation by [ 
qualified experts? Attention must 
also be drawn to the fact that tne 
lawyers concerned did not even 
have an opportunity to express 
their views regarding this point 
before this particular regulation 
was drafted and put into opera
tion.

It is also peculiar, to say the least, 
that the regulations are drafted in 
English and that in case of doubt 
the English and not the German! 
version has to be consulted, though 
the native tongue of practically all 
the umpires and arbitrators is any
thing but English. An element of 
comic relief is introduced insofar 
as, to the best of our knowledge 
the English “original” has not been 
published.

It must also be considered ob 
1e< tonaoie that the refugees arc 
being forced to submit to arbitra
tion in a court whose judges they 
do not know personally and whose 
decisions are considered final and 
binding. According to the regula
tions, there can be no appeal or^ 
re-trial of any kind.

There are many other points of 
equal and lesser importance dealt 
with in the document in question 
and more might toe added. We; 
would like to point out only that } 
according to Chinese Law arbitra-*  
tion may not be enforced. ? The ré
gulations get around this j difficulty 
by providing that the litigants have 
to sign a declaration to the effect 
that they will submit to the arbitra- 
tion court’s decision regardless offl 
the outcome. .The court may also 
require them.p$o make a deposit 

-which may behanded over to the 
winning party; This we hold to be. 
contrary to Chinese Law and also 
to the best interests of the refugees 

•themselves.

? ", O,
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German Jews Reported Setting 
Up Own Courts On Alcoek Rd.
Special Code “Promulgated” By “Judicial

Body” Declares Chinese Law Inapplicable; 
Appoints Tribunal Officials

lar to those of other nationals 
here.
Reports that such a court had 

been set up by ths Jewish refugees 
were first circulated in the Chin
ese press on Saturday. The re
ports indicated that the tribunal 
was located at 66 Alcock Road in 
the Eastern District.

Own Laws Alleged
According to 

court was first 
ChT.ese attorney 
Hiu-peh, who in a letter to 
Chinese Lawyer’s 
details of the institution.

tn his letter, Mr. Tsai stated 
that besides identifying the court 
with a large wooden sign hung over 
tlie frontsentrance at the above-, 
mentioned address, the German
Jews had ateo drafted a code which 
allegedly governs the operation of 
the tribunal. $

Among rules “promulgated” by 
the court are the following:

1. That Jewish refugees here i 
are forbidden to take their cases > 
to Chinese courts hex‘e and those i 
who violate this rule will be given i

the reports, thej 
discovered by a 
at law, Mr. Tsai 

the 
Association gave

j due punishment ;
2. That a special fee will be

rs 
the 
ions

> levied against any Jewish refugee 
| who invokes the service of the

-3. That only lawyers 
? with the court ate peri 
pear on behalf of cl

That^hlnese jt 
* Thst judges

stered 
to ap-

; the 
es*

* The alleged setting up of a judi-. 
cial court by German Jewish Re
fugees here may be regarded as a 
deliberate attempt to undermine 
Chinese sovereign rights and if 
proved true, will not be tolerated, 
a high Chinese court official told 
The China Press last night.

Pending a thorough investi
gation of the situation, how
ever, the official stated, Chin
ese judicial authorities here will 
take no steps against the 
Jewish emigres. It was reveal
ed that full reports were being 
drafted for submission to the 
national Government and to the 
Shanghai Municipal Council.

The official pointed out that 
the German Government hav
ing already relinquished its ex
tra-territorial rights in China, j 
were net entitled to rights simi- j



Infringement Claimed
The German-Jewish establish

ment, being located at areas within 
‘ the control of the International 
Settlement, infringes directly on 
the jurisdiction of the First Special 

, District Court which was set up 
under an agreement between the 

J Consular Body here and the Chin- 
, ese Government nearly a decade 
, ago.
| Repeated attempts have been 
made by the Japanese-controlled 
“Shanghai Special Municipality” 
to take over the control of thé 
court but thus far the Consular 
Body has yst refused to give its 
consent. Rumors that force would 
be used to gain such a control were 
met by the stationing of British 
troops in the Court compound on 
North Chekiang Road,



«
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December 10, 1939, Morning Translation
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' <\i

Chinese-American Daily News and National Herald 5-

LOCaL LAYERS .INVESTIGATE ILLEGAL LaV ON?ice

at the time when the local Bar association 
is discussing measures to deal with the establishment of 
an arbitration Qourt by ythe Jews, the so-called Vee Chuan 
Law Office has made its appearance at
House No.l Cni San Tsung ( ), Yu Yuen Road. Its
principal business is to bring criminal and civil cases 
to the puppet District Court. Mr. Chao Shuan-ting (x£ & ) und four other lawyers at a conference
yesterday decided to submit a petition to the Court 
requesting the sealing up of this illegal law oiffice. 
In the meantime, investigations arc being made into 
this law office as to the question of whether it is 
organized by lawyers from other places or by unscrupulous 
lawyers in this locality,

‘ According to well-informed quarters, it
is learned that this law office was organized by one 
named Chang who is a di8misscd lawyer from the
local Bar Association*

«



December 8, 1939. Morning Translation.

Ta Mei Pao, Chinese-American Daily News, Shun Pao and 
National Herald s-

BAR ASSOCIATION CONSIDERING JEWISH ARBITRATION 
COURT

Recently German-Jewish refugees established 
an Arbitr'tion Court at No. 66 Alcock Road, Eastern District 
The est?,blighaent was first discovered by lawyer Tsai 
Siao-bah ) who, considering th?t the existence
of this Court constitutes an impairment of the judicial 
rights of China, wrote to the local Chinese Bar 
Association asking it to request the Ministry of Justice 
of the National Government and the Second And the Third 
Branches of the Kiangsu High Court to bring about an 
immediate suppression of this establishment with a view to 
preserving the integrity of the judicial rights of this 
country. <.s this is a matter of great significance, the 
Bar Association, upon receipt of this letter, has entrusted 
lawyers Yuan Ming-an )» Liu Shih-fang ),
Li Pao-sen (-S ), uhao Jul-ting ) ano Loo
Tsing h® members of the Standing Committee o**  the 
Bar Association, with the task of formating a Special 
Committee to study the problem of the Arbitration Court 
of the local Jewish refugees.

A meeting was held recently by these lawyers, 
as a result of which they came to the conclusion th-'t as 
German nationals are no longer entitled to the privileges 
of Consular Jurisdiction in this country, they are now 
subject to the jurisdiction of the Chinese Courts both in 
criminal and civil cases. The Jewish Refugees Relief 
Committee In Shanghai is but a private organization and 
yet it has established an arbitration organ under the n^me 
of a Court to .exercise judicial rights for the compulsory 
execution of its judgments, a right that Is only allowed 
to judicial organs. It is, therefore, quite clear th^t the 
existence of this Court impairs the judicial rights of 
China.

Consequently, as a result of this decision, a 
report on the above facts has been compiled by the lawyers 
and will be submitted to the Bar Association so as to 
enable the latter to request the competent authorities to 
being about a suppression of thia establishment.



November 14» 1&39 Afternoon Translation

2

Hwa *ao  (comment) s-

THE SO-CALLED JFHSH COURT IN EASTER7 DISTRICT

On their expulsion from Germany, the Jewish 
refugees could find no suitable place for their 
accommodation. Fortunately, thanks to the magnanimity 
of China, they were able to settle down in this country. 
Obviously tney should show their appreciation for the 
Kindness shown them by this country. However, a case 
occurred not long ago in which a certain Jewish refugee 
not only refused to pay his ricsha fare but assaulted 
the ricsha coolie and abused him »s a "Chinese pig." 
Eventually he was sentenced to a term of imprisonment 
by the Court. ------------—......—

Ï— ■■ ■ “ According to newspaper reports yesterday,
taking advantage of the existence of peculiar 
circumstances, these fugitives have established in 
Alcock Road in the Eastern District a Court which h-j 
handled 14 c°ses.

The assault of a ricsha coolie is an
individual affair, but the establishment of a Court 
constitutes an act of an organized group. A CourtA C ou rt
c=-n be established only when there exists a national 
liw for its observance. Except for the laws of the 
German Concentration Camp which they have observed, 
where ~ie the laws and the country of the Jewish refugees? 
It is therefore ridiculous for a people without country 
to establish a Court.

Instead of working for the recovery of 
their own land, the Jewish refugees have taken advantage 
of the existence of peculiar circumstances to establish 
a Court. The Jews are indeed a people of "elastic" 
nationalism because they c»n become =>e timid- as ° l®>mb 
when they are under the control of a severe master but /
when they hcve come to the arms of a kind master, they !
can do things in utter contempt to the judicial rights 
of the letter. Suah nationalism can be called "the i
way of slaves."

.4



Central China Daily News*  Sin Wan Pao: / j. //. 3^ (71 /Li)

SUPPRESSION OF JEWISH REFUGEE COURT DESIRED

Recently a Court of Mediation was established 
by Jewish refugees in the Eastern District. . The establishment 
was first discovered by Tsai Shiao-bah ( ), a well-
known local Chinese lawyer, who immediately voiced his 
opposition to the organization.

At 10.30 a«m. yesterday the Chief Clerk of the 
Shanghai First Special District Court sent for the Chinese 
lawyer and enquired about the particulars of the Court, of 
which he had some knowledge. The Shanghai Municipal Police 
will be requested resolutely to suppress this Court.



n.

November 11» 1939 Morning Translation

Sin W->n lao, Shun Ito, Central China Daily News, 
Circulation Doily News» Hw® Mei Won Poo» Sze Tei Won laoj-

JEwISH REFUGEES ESTABLISH COURT IN EASTERN DISTRICT

Jewish refugees have established a Court 
in the Eastern District. It dx>e£ not apply Chinese law.

Tsai Shiao-b°h ( )» a local Chinese
lawyer, yesterday sent the following letter to the
Chinese Bar Association, asking it to make an investigation!-

P "It is learned that certain Jewish refugees
recently established a Court at No. 66 Alcock Road in 
the Eastern District. It has been dealing with cases 
and has drawn up regulations containing 15 articles,
of which the following are the important ones i-
(1) Jews are prohibited from taking lawsuits to Chinese 

Courts. Offenders will be fined.
(2) A charge for mediation will be collected.
(3) Lawyers registered with this Court will be permitted 

to practice in this Court.
(4) Chinese law is not to be applied.
(5) The Judges and employees of this Court will be 

formally appointed and will be paid wages.
*The above organ!z°ticn impairs China’s

laws. I hereby suggest that nn investigation be made 
sc that the Court might be suppressed.”

It is learned that the Court established
by the Jewish refugees in the Eastern District sits 
at the following hours » 10 a.m. to noon on Mondays 
and Fridays. In disputes over debts amounting to over 
#500, a lawyer registered with the Court must be engaged.



November 11» 1939. Morning Transl^ti n.

Sin W-n l?o, Shun lao, Central China Daily News» 
Circulation Doily News» Hw® Mei W«n Poo» Sze Tei Wan J-no»-

JEWISH REFUGEES ESTABLISH COURT IN EASTERN DISTRICT

Jewish refugees have established a Court 
in the Eastern District. It not apply Chinese law.

Tsai Shiac-bah ( )» a local Chinese
lawyer» yesterday sent the following letter to the 
Chinese Bar Association» asking it to make an investigation»-

"It is learned that certain Jewish refugees 
recently established ° Court at No. 66 Alcock Road in 
the Eastern District. It has been dealing with cases 
and has drawn up regulations containing 15 articles# 
of which the following are the important ones •-
(1) Jews are prohibited from taking lawsuits to Chinese1* 

Courts. Offenders will be fined. |
/2) A charge for mediation will be collected.
(3) Lawyers registered with this Court will be permitted 

to practice in this Court.
(4) Chinese law is not to be applied.
(5) The Judges and employees of this Court will be 

formally appointed and will be p°id wages.
"The above organization impairs China’s )

laws. I hereby suggest that »n investigation be made!
sc that the Court might be suppressed." I |

It is learned that the Court established
by the Jewish refugees in the Eastern District sits 
at the following hours * 10 a.m. to noon on Mondays 
and Fridays. In disputes over debts amounting to ever 
«500» a lawyer registered with the Ccurt must be engaged.

I

; t



November 15, 1939

MaINICHI

JEWS ESTABLISH THEIR OVN COURT:JAPANESE AUTHORITIES 
PAY'SËRÏOUS rtTïENTION ■ ”

The Jewish population of 
Shanghai has now reached 20,000 and 9,000 of these 
are residing in the Japanese controlled area. Groups 
of Jews are residing on Seward Rodd and Yhngtszepoo Road, 
forming whole Jewish streets there. The Japanese marine 
authorities and the Japanese Consular Police arc keeping 
careful watch on their activities. It has come to notice 
that Jews have established their own court somewhere on 
Seward Road and the court in question is reported to hav< 
already dealt with more than ten cases of a civil nature.

It is strange that such a court 
has been established without the knowledge of the Chinese 
authorities and the Powers which orc interested in Settlement 
affairs because no foreign court is recognized in Shanghai 
except the Consular Courts.

The Japanese authorities pay 
careful attention as the constitutional nature of the court 
will give rise to necessary action by them. The court is 
reported to .have been established by the Jewish autonomous 
Association which was formed in April this year with self- 
styled refugee judges holding the degree of Doctor of Laws. 
Self-styled Jewish lawyers arc reported to be practising 
law at the court. further investigation into the affair 
will be made.

The International Settlement 
authorities resolved last month that no adult Jew possessing 
less than G$400 and less than G&160 for each child be 
permitted to land at Shanghai*  but this is only a formality. 
A Jewish family which possesses about G$800 will be able 
to bring any number of Jewish families to Shanghai by 
passing on its money to the other families in turn.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POI^CE ___________

i •REPORT
Foreign Affaire Section, 

Bran«h’ ........ Station. File No.

SUBJEGT: Further re Educational Establishments 
Conducted by Jewish Refugees in the

Wayside Area.

In continuation of the survey over the 
above institutions, the following report is 
submitted on the 

"Ort* 1 Trainingschool for craftsmen, at 
47b Jansen Road, This school was founded by the 
"Ort" society in Shanghai, presided over by Mr. B. 
Topas of the B. Topas Trading Co., 119 Central 
Arcade on Sept. 1st, 1941. The name *Ort*  is an 
abbreviation derived from the Russian version of 
"Society for the promotion of labour".

The object of the stehool is to teach 
Jewish refugees such crafts as electrotechnic,
carpentry and locksmithery together with the 
necessary elements of arithmetics, geometry and 
physics. Attendance of the school is free of charge, 
The present number of pupils, all male, amounts to 
100 between the ages of 14 and 50. The term lasts 
6 months after which time the attendants have to
pass an examination. If they succeed they are 
issued with a certificate.

The school’s head instructor is Mr. Louis 
Kempe, a civil engineer, who is assisted by two 
teachers. Mr. Kempe, German Jew, age 56, residing 
at 440/12 Baikal Road, arrived at Shanghai on May 

24th, 1939. In the beginning of August 1939 he 
established an identical school at 1090 Pingliang 

/
Road which premises then served as a Jewish Refuge/••n. 
Camp. Ths school closed down in August 1941'whMf.
; ■ , -, 

-, -‘



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT 
- 2 -

........ .............. .........—Station. File No.—................... Date..................................................

SUBJECT: 

the camp was transferred to 691 Bast Seward Road. 
With the assistance of the "Ort*  Society Mr. Kempe 
then opened the above described school at 475 Jansen 
Road.

A separate report will be submitted on 
the activities of the "Ort*  Society.

ï

' A „
Officer i/c foreign Affains» 
Special Branch.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE, s. s. REGISTRY.

REPORT
foreign Affaira Section, 
Special Branch. ...... , Sffâfâ. File .\'o

SUBJECT: Bducatjonal Institutions Conducted by Jewish 
Refugees in the Wayside ArëÊÜ “

The following is the first report on a 

survey over the educational institutions conducted
by Jewish refugees in the Wayside area. Tbe school

dealt with in this report is of minor importance only

as regards the number of pupils. The most important

of this kind is the Shanghai Jewish Youth Association 

School, located at 627 Bast Yuhang Road, which will be 

reported upon in due course.

The Gregg School of Business.at 9 Mbnkhams 

Terrace.

The above school which derives its name from

the Bnglish Shorthand system taught there, was 

established in October 1941 by its present owner, 

Mr. Wilhelm Deman, German Jew, age 46, married, a

teacher by profession. The following subjects are 

taught in daily Glasses by Mr/ and Mrs. Demanr Typing,

shorthand, commercial Bnglish, commercial science, 

commercial law*  filing, bookkeeping and general office 

work. The participants in these classes are Juveniles 

of both sexes. The present number of pupils amounts 

to 12, all of them Jewish refugees. They are paying 

a monthly tuition fee of CRB$30.00 each*

Apart from these classes which are conducted 

at day time, Japanese and Chinese language classes

\MDEXED BY 
REGISTRY

are conducted on 5 evenings of the week. These 
courses, which are attended by 35-40 persons of 
varying age, are conducted by a Japanese and a Chinese 

■ ' w •respectively. 7
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT 
- 2 -

DateStation. File No,

SUBJECT:

Mr. Deman and his wife arrived here in May 
1939» when he obtained employment as a teacher with 
the *Comnity  for the Assistance to Central European 
Refugees*.  From January 1940 until the end of 1941 
Mr. and Mrs. Deman were in charge of the so-called 
*Junior Club and Vocational Training Centre*  at 100

the ShanghaiRoad, which was sponsored byKinchow

Jewish Youth Association The Training Centre ceased
to exist when the lease on the premises at 100 Kinchow
Road expire^' It was then that Mr. De man decided to
open a school of his own During the first term of the
school*s  existence 45 juveniles attended the classes
and they got their certificates after an attendance
of 6 months*  Presently the number of pupils is
much smaller» as stated above*  and it appears that
Mr. Deman finds it difficult to carry on with his
institution

j-

Officer i/c Foreign Affairs 
Special Branch*
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SUBJECT:

CENTRAL EUROPEAN JEWo.
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•z-—"S C.R. PUfi Nn 8422B.* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. Üe N°'

Wayside ■> I
—.—n .Station, -.- 

REPORT T -J„ / ‘; <-
1%-ig 40’-

Subject ïxivate Club operating in a licensed restaurant in House 31, Lane

810 r.ast Seward Road.

Made /'y--. Inspect or . ? .G....Tl Odd........ Forwarded by

Sir,

With reference to the attached, from observation 

kept ana visits made by members of this station it has 

been established that gambling on a small but organised 

scale has been carried on in House 31, Lane 810 East

Seward Road.

The Licensee Mrs. ,. Schwersenz was questioned

but denied all knowledge that gambling was being

permitted explaining that she had placed there as 

manager a Mr. Lobatz ( Application Ho. A/39/2345 ) and 

had not visited the premises for some time.

When informed that being the holder of the 

license she was responsible she decided to sever her 

connections with the establishment, remove her 

furniture etc and discontinue business.

The premises are now closed.
'■*»M"**-a«»«***iS**'*̂^

The Restaurant License is being returned to the

Revenue Office.



G. 90M-1-39r
File No.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICÉ.
- - ~ ' * -, Or, : -i &***£>  |

1 M

Date.£a&iaxy..A.>____ 19 40.REPORT

Subject. HongKew Hr 1 o.t.e..Jiub. Qp.er.at..i jalg..i.a...a..Re.â.tft.uraxit..^t„.L.ane. .8.1.0.,. H<uae...31.......

............. Bast.-Seward Road.

Made by. 9..S. Misc.nenko Forwarded by U.S. I.

I have to reoort that on January 3, 1940,

during an inspection of unlicensed lodging houses in 

Lane 810, Bas + Seward Road, D.P.S.Danemanis and the 

undersigned observed a large sign-board, strung across 

the entrance to tne lane, advertising in Oein£.n the 

"Hongkew Private Club” and "'laining Rooms" at House 31, 

Lane 810, Sast Seward Road.

Upon entering the house it was ascertained

that the ground .floor of the premises comprising one 

large room, contains eight oink cloth covered gambling 

tables accommodating 32 persons. A rear portion of

tne same room contained a small counter with shelves 

on which several oottles of soft drinks, a large 

quantity of playing cards and two boxes filled with 

multi-coloured chips, were displayed. An inspection 

of a similar room on tne first floor of the premises 

revealed that it was equipped with eight green cloth 

covered jambling tables providing additional sitting 

accommodation for 32 players..

It was further disclosed that the person 

responsible for tne management of the above club, Mrs. 

’gva Schwersen<a, german, is holding a ^Restaurant without 

Liquor*  licence in respect of the premises. When

interviewed by D.P.S.Danemanis and the undersigned 
regarding the advertised gambling, Mrs. Bva Schwarsen# 
stated that various card games including skat, bridge, 
poker and rummy are played in the club and that a 
minumum fee of 25 cents is charged for the use of playing 
cards and chips. She also added that the above fees



, ..... .................... ..........Station,
REPORT 

Date...............................—19

Subject. ............................................................  ...2............ .................. ............. ..........................

Made by.................... Forwarded by...... ....................... ..................... ................. .....

vary according to the nature of tne card games played.

Trie general appearance of the piemises is more 

of an up-to-date gambling establishment than that of

a restaurant. It is evident from the absence of menu - 

cards, the usual restaurant utensils, and that with
I 

the exception of tea and coffee, no meals are served | 

n tne orenises. 1
t 
$ 

lira. Hva Schwersena forms the subject of f

Special Branch Tile No.D.5422 B. in connection with an 

application for a permission to open a ’’Bridge Club1*

in a restaurant at House 31, Lane 810, Bast Seward Road,

at he r residence, House 4, 150 Baikal Road, the primary

obj ect of which was to foster sociability among the

Jewish refugees. ■

The establishment of a "Hongkew Private Club"

|l contravenes tne licence condi 

? restaurant.

/P Oz
Go

D.C.(Special Branch).

tu, .. _......... ______________ _____ _ _______

tion pertaining to a

I
1

D. S.



YU/
FORM NO. 3_ File No..............

SHAItàlU rilliut

Subject (in full). Mrs. EVA SCEMEBSENZ -opening. of .Bri<^e CluL iP-.^.n^^^^ ..- ■■■■; f...

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

>

Made by.....IL...-Sz. . . . .Pî t».t§.•. .Forwarded by.

With reference to the contents of the attached

report submitted on June 23, 1939, Mrs. SCHWERSENZ has 

again visited this office, bringing with her the proposed 

Rules and Regulations of the Bridge Club in question. 

À copy of same is forwarded herewith.

She is assured of the support of 34 members, 

as per the names on the attached list, and is confident 

that her efforts will eventually meet with a still 

bigger response.

It is Mrs. SCHWERSENZ's intention, should 

permission be granted for her to commence operations, 

to open the Club in her residence at House 4, 150



hsm> shanghai municipal police.
• Section 1, Sp.eci.al_.B r an c h

REPORT 
Date........ July—-.7^ -zp39.

Subject....... Mx.s.,...S.yA.SC.Hil®R®NZ..“..op.eni.ng..Q.f..Bridge..Cl.ub..in..Hongkew.,.................

With reference to the contents of the attached 

report submitted on Tune 23, 1939, Mrs. SCHWERSENZ 

has again visited this office, bringing with her the 

proposed Rules and Regulations of the Bridge Club 

in question. A copy of sane is forwarded herewith.

She is assured of the support of 34 members, 

as per the names on the attached list, and is 

confident that her efforts will eventually meet with 

a still bigger response.

It is Mre. SCHWERSENZ’ intention, should permission 

be granted for her to commence operations, to open 

the Club in her residence at House 4, 150 Baikal Road.

The primary abject of the Club is to foster 

sociability among the Jewish refugees. Nothing is 

known by this office to her detriment and it is 

respectfully suggested that she apply for a club 

licence through the proper channels.

D.C. (Special Branch)
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k -s
STATUTES

1. It is hereby announced that an^asifociation is established which xxrzx I 
carries the name of 1

Hongkew Private .Qluh

and which has its seat in Shanghei-Hongkew.The club has to be re
gistered with the Police Authorities and, if need, be /nth the Mu
nicipal Offices in Shanghai as well,and the club is allowed to start 
its activities only by that time,when all orders of the Authorities 
are fulfilled and the’ratifications.•’’eqvired. by the Authorities,are- 

1 given.
2» The purpose of the Hongkew Private Club xs to foster the sociable- * ’ ness*;  in’particular, the foetaxing and furthering of the game of

bridge,skat,chess,mah-jongg,of domino and all other card- and hoard 
games,as far they are permissable according to the regulations 
of the authorities.Illegal games and political conversations ar 
speeches ore prohibited.

5. Ladies and gentlemen desirous to acquire the membership must present 
their proposal to the hoard which decides upon the admission or tho 
refusal of th*  proposal.The me’mb•=>■?ship is established by accepting 
the menhership certificate made out by the hoard and the payment of 
an entrance fee of Sh.$ 1.—

4» The .members pay a monthly fee of Sh.J.1.25 which emo vint io payable \ 
on the first day of each month.^rom thi? amount the club pays 
Sh»..' -.25 towards the Kilk 3*und  of the I.C. • .2

< 5. The members are authorised to use the club localities during the
| club hours. Guests who must be introduced by & member of the club
J aré allowed admission, only twine and they must enter their nene

into the guest book.These guests pay each time on entrance fee of
Sh.) -.50 from which amount Sh..„> -.10 are paid towards the Kilk
Tijmi of the I.C.

6. The membership expires:
* o. .by death
j b.by leaving.This can only be effected at the end of each
« quarter of a year,and the members must notify the board
i in writing accordingly at least 1 month in advance
j c.by ewpuleton which con be pronounced by the board under
| the condition that the member,to be excluded., does not pay
i immediately his arrears despite written request for payment| or behaves, in a maimer that is mischievous to the esteem
| r of the club
] d.by immediate expulsion from the part of the manager in the
» case that the member,to be excluded,has offended against

2 last sentence or in the case that the member ie guilty 
of unfair play

7. The board consists of at least 3,but the most 5 members and it is 
to be elected, the first time by the constituting meeting and later 
on by the genera], meeting of the members.Its duration of office 
is 3 years and the members of the board are acting as honorary 
members,.The hoard orders a manager who will represent the club in 
internal as well as external  is also his duty to look 
after the games and to clear differences regarding the rules of 
the respective games.He is responsible for the management of all 
games. ;

offairs.lt

8. The board orddra a games committee for the special care of the 
game of bridge,and it is their duty:

a.to arrange internal matches between the club members _ s>.
b.to arrange matches with other clubs Ç
c.to choose 2 couples for the purpose of participating in . *

the World Bridge Olympiade which takes place ones yearly

offairs.lt


■I

1'1

1 .Es. wird hierdurch eine Vereinigung erriohtet ,welche den namen
Hongkew Privât Klub

fuehrt und ihren Sitz in Shanghai-nongkew hat.Der Klub ist bei der 
Polizeibehoerde und erforderlichenfalls bei der Municipalverwaltung 
in Shanghai anzumelden,und darf seinen Klubbetrieb erst dann eroeff- 
nen,wenn allé behoerdlichen Vorschriften erfuellt und die erf order
lichen behoerdlichen senehmigungen erteilt sind.

J
2 .Zweck des Hongkew Privât Klub ist die Pflege der Oeselligkeit,insbe- i

sondere die Pflege und Koerderung des bridge-,Skat-,Schach,Man Jongg-, 
Domino und aller anderen Karten- und Brettspiele,soweit die sesetze I
und behoerdlichen vorschriften in Shanghai diese Spiele erlauben. s
ungesetzliche Spiele und politische unterheltungen oder Peden ueber ।
Politik sind verboten. i

3 .Damen und ilerren bevntregen die id.tgliedschaft durch Sinreichung eines 
nntrages beim Vorstand,der ueber die Aufnahme Oder die nblehnung ent- gscheidet.Die Aitgliedschaft wird durch Annanme der vom Vorstand sus- S
gestellten kitgliedskarte und Znhlung einer Aufnahmegebuehr von Sh.$ 
1.— begruendet.

4 .Die mitglieder zahlen einen monatlichen ueitrug von Sh.$ 1.25,der am 
l.xage jeden ^onats zu zahlen ist.niervon fuehrt der Klub Sh.u -.25 
an den «âlchfonds des I.'J.eb.

5 .Die Mitglieder sind zur ^enutzung der i-JLubraeume waehrend der Klub- 
stunden berechtigt.Sueste,welche von einem mitglied eingefuehrt sein 
muessen,huben nur zweimalig zutritt und muessen sich in das Saeste- 
buch eintragen.Sie zahlen jedes Pal ein Sintrittsgeld von Sh.à -.60; 
hiervon werden Sh.à -.10 en den ^.ilchfonds des I.C.abgefuehrt.

6 .Die klitgliedschaft erlischt:
a. durch 1'od.
b.durch Austritt.Dieser kann nur zum Snde eines jeden Vierteljahres 

erfolgen und muss mindestens 1 ^onat vorher dem Vorstand schrift- 
lich angezeigt sein.

c.durch .-vusschluss.Dieser kann vom Vorstand verfuegt werden,wenn 
das auszuschliessende Mitglied einen nueckstand trotz schrift- 
licher Mahnung nicht sofort bezahlt Oder durch sein verhalten 
dus Ansehen des Klubs schaedigt.

d.durch sofortigen ausschluss seitens des Meschaeftsfuehrers,falls 
das a-uszuschliessende mitglied gegem j, 2 letzten Satz verstoesst 
Oder sich unfaires Spiel zuschulden kommen laesst.

7 .Der Vorstand besteht a us mindestens 3,hoechstens 5 mitgliedern und 
wil’d erstmolig von der konstituierenden Versammlung,spaeter von der 
Oeneralversammlung der Mitglieder gewaehlt^Seine Amtsdauer betraegt 
3 Sabre, ihre laetigkeit als 'Vorstand ueben die Vorstandsmitglieder eh- 
renamtlich aus.Der Vorstand bestellt einen üeschaeftsfuehrerjwelcher 
den Klub ncch innen und aussen vertritt.Diesem liegt auch die Aufgabe 
ob,den Spielbetrieb zu leiten und zu ueberwachen sowie abtrHiligkaxkscH 
Mat Differenzen ueber anzuwendende Spielregeln zu ent'scheiden.ilr ist 
fuer den ganzen Spielbetrieb verantwortlich.

8 .Der Vorstand bestellt eine zxxaKdKKX Spielkommission zur besonderen 
Pflege des Bridgespiels,deren Aufgabe ist:

a.Veranstaltung von internan Wettkaempfen zwischen den hlubmitgliedern 
b.Veranstaltung von Wettkaempfen mit anderen Klubs
c.Auswahl von 2 Spielpaaren zwecks xeilnahme an der jêehrlich statt- 

findenden Welt-Bridge-Olympiade•
9 .Die Beschluesse des Vorstandes,welcher monatlich eine Vorstandssitzung 

abhaelt,werden mit Stimmenmehrheit gefasst.
10 .Die ordentliche üeneralversammlung der Mitglieder wird 1 mal im Jahr

14 Tage vorher einberufen.Ihre Aufgabe ist:die Pruefung des Seschaefts- 
berichtes und Entlastung des Vorstandes sowie Auffuellung des Vorstandes 
beim Ausscheiden von Vorstandsmitgliedern bezw.heuwahl des Vorstandes. 
Die Oeneralversammlung ist mit Stimmenmehrheit,bei Satzungsaenderung 
und Aufloesung des Klubs mit 2/3 Mehrheit der erschienenen Mitglieder 
besahlussfaehig•

ll.Bei Aufloesung des Klubs wird das vorhandene Vereinsvermoegen laut 
Beschluss des Vorstandes verwendet
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL PC LICE. S. S. ~

.. I9

REPORT
S.l. 3i

Subject ^rs* ®va SCHWERSSNZ - opening of Bridge club in Hongkew
19

Made by. 8*  ^ittS .Forwarded by.

Mrs. Bva SCHWERSENZ, Gernan Jewish refugee,

aged 45, residing at House 4, Lane 150 Baikal noad

has been interviewed in regard to her proposal of

forming a Bridge Club in the Hongkew district.

As matters stand at present, she is not in

any financial position to establish any type of

club for purposes of playing bridge and she does

not intend to do so until such time that she is

certain that her efforts will meet with a response

from at least 40 to 60 persons who would be prepared

to become subscribing members of the club

She has already inserted an advertisement

an outlinein the

is forth-scheme and if sufficient supportof her

when detailsshe will visit this office againcoming

brought to our notice

operations, however, without first securing the

approval of the Commissioner of Police

of rules, regulations, stakes and fees will be

Mrs. SCHWER3EKZ will not commence any

local German Jewish press giving

-I
■lV



‘ /‘l. c.”
SHANGHAI 

I91>IUKIANG ROAD 
TELEPHONE: 16637 
TELEGR.-ADR. : “KO MOR"

/V-2
Shanghai, 14th

J

The Commissioner of Police
Local*

Dearair,

As we arèinformed,Mrs. ava Sehwersenz 

intends to establish a hridge-Club in hongkew 
This is to certify that there is no objection 
from our part against this project.

lours faithfully,

Ho®. & T***Mm'



File N0..5422(C)
SHANGHAI MUNiqrfAL POLICE. / ■

BuhWJa&XtU... Station/**^
REPORT D^^....!fuly..5tll..... 7,3/ /

Subject (in full). Vienna Swimming Club..-. Gala evening on .July. 1, .1939.............

Made ........... and........................ Forwarded by.....Chief. Ingpe.o.tpr..Budl..ey.* ...................

Sir»

A representative of this station attended, the 

above event, it was conducted in an orderly manner and 

no untoward incident took place.

1 am,

Sir»

Yours obediently.
Va. ,
0 ff icer-in-charge.

D. o. «B»



Yü/

G, SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POL
S.l, Sje&fcaïJt

5 bject Elite*

REPORT

Made by. B-S- PittS< Forwarded by.

•|ce. s> fc. *t<«<rrRY

Prom 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. each evening, the
Metropol Swimming Pool at 46 Gordon Road is utilized 
by an association that calls itself the first Vienna 
Swimming Club, whose principal aim is to assist German 
refugees in spending their leisure hours under 
circumstances that approximate to conditions that 
normally existed in the larger cities of Germany and
Austria before they were forced to emigrate.

The promoters of thia Club aret-
(1) Chaim Abraham HERZ, German Jew, residing at 

55 Verdun Terrace, Avenue du Roi Albert, and
(2) Ernst KOHMAS, German Jew, residing at 11, 

Bedford Terrace, Avenue du Roi Albert.
Both are known to the «X.C.* Relief fund

as persons of good character.
During the evening periods at the Pool, the

charge for admission is 40 cents per head and all 
foreigners of any nationality and respectable Chinese 
are allowed to use the facilities offered.

The Midsummer’s Sight feast, proposed to be 
held on July 1, 1939, is being sponsored solely to 
assist the »I.C.” Ittlk land. It is hoped that at 

least 300 or 400 persons will attend the evening, 
during the course of which swimming events, a cabaret, 

dancing and a lottery will be held.
It is intended that lottery tickets will be



e ■SOM'/t9 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
.........Station, 

REPORT(2) Date.. .. -........
Subject. .. .......................... ........... ...................................................... ...... .................... ..... ....... .................

Made by............... Forwarded by........................ ................ ...................... ...........

and that 10% of the proceeds will be devoted to 
the purchase of prizes» Tickets bought will be 
placed in a drum and the winning umbers drawn late 
in the evening. After deduction of expenses 50% 

of the proceeds will be handed to the »I.C.» Belief 
Fund»

The promoters have conducted similar evenings 
in the past in Vienna and would welcome the 
attendance of a representative from the Police to 
see that everything is properly carried out.

D.C. (Special Branch) ,

&

-3—&

• ■ ■ ‘ j’

D. S.

5

X~



First Vienna Swimming Club
Gordon Road 46.

Shanghai, June 8th iyS9< V r pjj

To the 
headquarter Municipal Police, 
Shanghai.

Pear Sir,

On July 1st 1^3% at the PirstVienna Swimming Club! it is our 
intention to hold a ?/’.id Summer Night^east for She i.C{ Hie pund.

tit is suggested that part of the entertainment be a small Lottery^ 
and we hereby beg jour permission for this to take place

Thanking you in advance for your kindness

’.7e remain,
Pear Sir, 

Yours truly,

.ÎS'^ 
vsy? rsw? 

x g w-*3«f *' V



Shanghai, June 2nd 1939

The First Vienna Swimming Club 
46 Gordon Road
Local

Dear Sirs:-

We beg to acknowledge receipt of your 

letter of Lay 31st informing us that you intend 

to arrange a Midsummer Night's feast with a lottery.

We should be grateful to you that you are 

willing to spend 50% of the proceeds for the "I.C. - 

Milk Fund".

We wish a good success for your under

taking and remain, dear Sirs,

Yours faithfully

"I.C.* Relief Fund "

(Sgd.) P. ïâaor f
A IHon. Secretary & Treasurer. 1

?

I:.



son^"-39 Fil-e No............. ,
7 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 5^^Ç&)

C.3.6, Spec.ial.. Branch. "simn, * '

REPORT ■ x „„
Daze....A.UgJU.s.t...2£*.  .19 ô9

Subject___ ^»...?01LB.BERGEa anà..F....XÏ®C3L..-..Re..AtAac.hed.L.e.ttex..B.eq.ue^.tiJig..f’.arm.is.siûn

.......................................................... .....t.9...0per.a.te.. a. Handcart................. ....................................................

Forwarded by.................... B^ii^L.....Wl.tt.inaky-...... ....................Made fy.........................and.

With reference to the attached letter submitted by

a r.

L. Rohrberger and F. Kimmel requesting permission to 

operate a licensed handcart, the following particulars 

have been obtaineds-

1) Hr. Luzer Rohrberger, German Jew, married, labourer,

was born in Sanok, Poland, on the 11-8-1907 and arrived in

Shanghai, accompanied by his wife and 5-year old son, on

A-

the 25-4-39 on the s/s “Conte Biancamano". He resides 

together with his family at Lane 50 House 24 Ward Road.

2) Mr. Fischel Kimmel, German Jew, married, merchant, 

was born in Zarnowica, Poland, on the 15-10-1900 and arrived 

in Shanghai, accompanied by his wife and 2 children, toge

ther with L. Rohrberger. He also occupies a room at Lane 

50 House 24 Ward Road.

It was elicited, that having insufficient funds to 

open a restaurant or similar establishment, they struck 

the idea to operate a “handcart transportât ion company*  ■

which would serve the needs of their fellow-countrymen, 

who would rather engage them to transport their belongings 

from one place to another, thus giving them a chance to 

earn a livelihood, than to engage Chinese coolies.

The handcart is going to be a two-wheeled vehicle 

with side-boards, painted, and of the push-type, which is 

used in European countries for similar purposes.

L. Rohrberger and F. Kimmel intend to work themselves, 

for the present, but state that as soon as they will have 

» little money, they will engage one or two Chinese coolies

• 'Si SJ/K-S-.... “SsÉ ' if
_ _ .......... , ....



'''=~sor*:v9 y' File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.  Station, 
REPORT

Date.........—......................19

Subject.. 2

Made by—............................................ ............ Forwarded by.............. ............................. ................. ......... ........ ......... ......

to assist them. The "company" will be situated at 138 

Ward Road» the Jewish Refugee Centre» and will limit their 

activity to tiongkew and V/ayside districts only. The 

charges for transportation will be on the average 30 cents 
per piece (luggage etc.) to any address in the districts 

mentioned and 40 cents pei' piece for large articles of 

furniture such as wardrobes, dressing tables etc.

Should their project meet with the approval of the 
q.M.U./S.M.P. and permission be granted to obtain a licenc 

fcr their vehicle, the parties intend to commence opera

tion on or about the 30-8-39.
•‘•here is nothing in Police records of a detrimental 

nature to the characters of either Rohrberger or Kimmel.

D.C., Special Branch

The applicants have the support of the Jewish 
Committee and applications made to the Committee 
for the removal of articles will be given to those 
two men. It is estimated that at the end of two 
or three months they will be in a position to engage 
Chinese labour.



I



• ♦ ’ t MEMORANDUM. % ----- ---------- .............. ..................

JEWISH REFUGEE CENTRE 
138 WARD ROAD

Telephone : 59347

17.August 1959
Shanghai,.................................................................... j

To

Leo ROHB’RGER and Fischel KIJEWEL take C8r of transport 
for the home s ♦



t. siom-i-'^J bile A^o.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

o. 1, Special; Branch.
REPORT December. 12 ' ' 39.

* y
Subject.. .Rudolph Marchfeld - Application .for permit for the manufacture and___

sale of toy balloons. 
*

Made ^....D.-S-.I-.-lii-de....... .... ....Forwarded by......... P?... I ...Crawford .....

On December 12th, 1939, Dr. H. Frank, attorney- 
at-law, of 81 Jinkee Road, accompanied by Mr. H. 
Lipstadt of 144/4, Wayside Road who acted as 
interpreter, called at the Special Branch and 
presented the attached copy of a letter dated Decembe. 
4tb, 1939, addressed to the Secretary of the Council 
on behalf of Mr. Rudolph Marchfeld, of 280 North 
Szechuen Road, requesting permission for the street 
sale of toy balloons by ambulating vendors.

Dr. Frank explained that Mr. Marchfeld is a 
German refugee who is endeavouring to establish a 
toy balloon manufacturing works at the above address. 
It is anticipated that about six foreign supervised 
Chinese will be employed at the factory which, it 
is hoped, will commence operations early next year. 
It is furthex- proposed to engage some twenty foreign 
and Chinese vendors who will ambulate the streets 
and visit bars, restaurants and night clubs, etc. 
offering the balloons for sale. Each vendor will be 
furnished with an identification disc.

The balloons will be filled with hydrogen or 
some other lighter than air gas and it is accordingly 
suggested that a copy of this report be passed to 
the Fire Department.

D. S. I.
D. C.(Special Branch).



DR. HERBERT FRANK
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW 

(9-12 
CONSULTING HOURS )3 _e

AND BY APPOINTMENT

TELEPHONEE: 13773

the Secretary

shanghai.. .Ds/eiflb.er ...4 th ...1.939...
81 . JINKEE ROAD

ROOM 21 1

Shanghai Municipal Council

On behalf of my client,?àr. R.harchfeld,T-Tongkew,Rorth
Sechuan Road,I beg the Secretary and Commissioner General 
kindly to grant the licen^for staeet-selling of rubber- ( 
ballons byy ambulatory sellers^ „<<(. ’ * <■ vrV f>#<• f -7 ?

The ballons shall be sold in a fashion like news
papers on the street respectivly in Bars, Restaurants, Right 
Clubs etc . .

In the particular business will be employed about 
twenty persons.

As my client explained to me he is fully responsible 
for the manufacturing and selling this particular article by 
his own means.

I will appreciate if you let me know in case it requihs*  
to have licen^to sell this article in accordance with regula
tions and by laws of the Shanghai Municipal Council.

In case of my application aad^fice’nj^I will be 
very thankfull if you would send me a letter to this effect 
at your earliest convenience.

Thanking you in anticipation
I remain, Sir,

Rourc~fYour obedient
servant



CTH ”7

Subject.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL
Section I,

REPORT

File No •« V
POLICE. _ ^"^4. !

_ January 13, 40. I
Date....... . ;..... r g

Central European Refugees - Proposed Trade Union a^d

Employment Agency.

Made by. D..V..S* Pltts*........ ............ Forwarded by. .............

In accordance with instructions received,

the sponsor of the proposed Jewish Refugees*  Trade 

Union and Employment Agency, Mr. A. SCHAEPER, was 

called to Headquarters during the morning of January 12, 

1940 and informed that the establishment of a Trade 

Union on lines as detailed in the attached report 

dated December 23, 1939 would not be permitted.

He was told, however, that no objections 

existed to his conducting an employment agency provided 

it was run in a purely business f-eehior’-'.



Date January 9, 1940*.

(Special Branch) Office Notes

D.C. (special Branch) /<? [

Sir,

The dictatorial nature of the attached letter 

■would point to a person endeavouring to gather together 

a number of people who on signing a pledge form would 

more or less be under his power which as far as I believe 

is the method employed in Germany. In these.circumstances 

it would be better to discourage anything of this kind 

but I would suggest that the applicant be informed verbally 

that there is no objection to an employment agency which 

would be on a purely business basis.



? 
ADVERTISEMENT .

TRADESMEN .

On the ...................... January 1940, 9p.ro.» • meeting founding

a Jewish Trade Union will take place in Bandmann’s Restaurant 

805/3 East Seward Road. Everybody try to be present. Bring 

your Tradesman*s  certificate with you.

The Founder.



On my application to found a JEWISH TRADE UNION, 
permisssion has been granted on .... January» 1940.

To thoae fellow workers who have been members of the i / t

JEWISH CENTRAL TRADE UNION OF GERMANY in the lod' Reich, I do j

not need to explain the aims of this newly founded organization, 

as they are identical. You will realize that I do not propose 

to make impressive speeches, because it will be through deeds
I 

and not through words that the members of this organization *
Æit -

should benefit. If, on the question 'do we in S'hai need 
J 

a Trade Union' emphatically say that we do, the reason is that 
the work of the Jewish Tradesman in S'hai iWsooften severely 

critisized. IfxkkixxKXXiixxzmx Whether this criticism is 
justified I vwnture to doubt, in any ease the J.T.U. will in 
future be the agency to control the finished produce of the 
Jewish Tradesman. We tradesmen shall make it our aim to obtain 
only good results. Furthermore we must endeavour to preserve 
solidarity amongst ourselves.

Another aim of oÇr organization will be to further 
our members' education. An English language school and an

I Accountancy wk Course will be established, provided there will |
» 

enough members applying for these benefits. There will also be 

an employment agnecy for apprentices and assistants» Our 

members will be able to obtain advice from commercial advocate.

Finnally we shall try to find friends and sympathizers



4

f ' \/CW i < v: ^< '

who through contributions to our fund shall be given the privilege 

to be inscribed on the list of members as promoters of the J.T.U. 

in S8hai.
As a monthly subscription, I have suggested to the authori

ties the sum of $ 0.50 , however the meeting can » of course, reduce 

or increase this subscription fee.

Before concluding this address I wish to express my 
profound 

gratitude to the S.M.C. for permitting us to found the

J.T.U. in 3» hai.

Finally I wish to state that the J.T.U. will be only 

too pleased to co-operate with the Jewish Relief Committee and 

the Jewish Community in all questions of workmanship.
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With reference to the attached communication 

received from Mr. A. Schaefer asking for permission to 

establish a "Slub of Workmen" for Jewish emigrants in 

Shanghai, the following particulars have been obtained:- 

Hr. Abraham Schaefer, îerman-Jew, tailor by 

occupation, born in Kattowitz, Poland, on the 20-3-1883, 

arrived in Shanghai on the 9-7-39 on the s.s. "Conte 

Rosso". His present address is Lane 12, House 45, Yuen- 

chang Road.

On having been interviewed Mr. Schaefer stated 

that the proposed "Club of Workmen*  will actually 

consti+ute a tradesmen union and an employment agency 

for Central 'Suropean refugees in Shanghai. No plans 

have as yet been drafted regarding the rules and conditions 

governing the proposed union and agency, but it is tne 

intention of Mr. Schaefer to introduce same 4ntA1 -fagi-iag 

with the support and the approval of prospective members 

of the organization.

"’he union and employment agency will be located 

at Lane 12,House 45, vuenchang Road and the establishment 

of sane will be widely publisnec through the medium of the 

"Shanghai Jewish Chronicle*  and it is expected to find 

a ready response in tne ranks of the presently scattered 

and disorganized mass of tradesmen whose support and 

assistance is necessary to bring the organization into 

existence.

One of the main objects of the establishment will 
be to classify and acquaint the workmen with the latest 
improvements and developments in their respective trades
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as wetl^supplying them wi + h educational material in 
the form of books and nagazines. In order to provide 
the Jewish youth with an opportunity to learn a trade 
and means to earn a 1iving,classes for the benefit of 
apprentices will also be established.

The proposed membership fee will be 50 cents 
per month and it is anticipated tnat tne number of 
members enrolled will provide sufficient funds to provide 
+he upkeep of the organization.

According to Mr. Schaefer, he has the whole- 
A

heated support in his andertaking of Mr. L.Steinhardt, 
managing director of the "Jewish Community", located at 
Lane 50, house 28 Vard Road.

O. lif-X.
D. S. I.

D.C. (Special branch).
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M 9/13. COMMISSIONER OF pOLICE^^

A. Schaefer,
12 Yuenchang P.O ad,

House 45, 
Shanghai, 14th Dec. 1939.

S. II. C., SHANGHAI.

I teg to inform yvu that the "Club of workmen" 
fox- Jewish Emigrations Shanghai has Deen established.

The task of the Club is taking care of the 
interests of our workmen and theix- education to expects. 
The directory will be elected as soon as possible and 
I shall give you the names of the members of the directory.

Please , allow the establishing of this Club.
Awaiting your kind reply, I remain,

Yours respectfully,
A. Schaefer

P.S.
Policy will be forbidden!
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Mr. Josef TAUNZMN, German Jewish refugee, a 
partner in Messrs. SING^R-H?kUtIz;GN, 2 Peking Hoad 
(Room 417), applies for permission, as per the 
contents of the attached .letter, to project 
advertising matter onto the window of 205 Nanking 
Road as from November 15, 1939. Advertising will be 
effected by the medium of film slides projected onto 
the window from inside the premises.

The type of matter to be advertised relates 
solely to purely commercial concerns and will be 
after the style of advertisements shown on the screens 
of local cinemas before performances commence.

The applicant asks that he be permittee to 
operate from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. and 5 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
daily.

The location of the window in question is shown 
in the accompanying rough sketch. The window faces 
east on the south side of Nanking Hoad and is placed 
at the west end of that part of the pavement adjacent 
to the Shanghai Power Company premises. The pavement 
is much wider at this point than nearby spots and is 
utilized considerably by pedestrian traffic at all 
hours of the day. In other words the position of the 
window is such as to command the attention of all 
passers-by.

The possibility of a congestion of foot traffic 

in the vicinity of this area is one th#, presents
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itself but the novelty of street advertising of this 
kind is likely to be such for only a short time.

Mr. PAUNZB1'*,  the applicant, a commercial artist 
by profession, has for some months been screening 
trade advertisements at the Douniei’ Theatre and has 
undertaken the drawing of a number of advertisements 
for such local companies as |

Messrs. U.B. Brewary, j
Messrs. James Neil & Company, Ltd. |
Messrs. Reiss, Bradley & Company, Ltd.

A Viennese, 22 years of age, he arrived in 
Shanghai from Burope in the s.s. '‘Conte Rosso* 1 on 
November 1, 1938. Nothing is known to his detriment.

D. S

D. C.(Special Branch)





113 rmn/nmr ru&rtuw n mV I U'f VJE 11
Phone 19326

ADVERTISING - STUDIO
2 Peking road,room 4171

Shanghai,

L.C. Special branche
Police Headquarters 

Snanghsi .

Lear Sirs,

I have the intention to project advertising matter onto 
the window of Liza Hardoon,205 Nanking road every day from 11 a.m. 
to J p.m. and from 5 p.m. to 9 p* 211*

The projection will be effected from the inside of the
2 above firm’s pre mi ses, maximum size 175 c“

Looking forward to a favourable decision,! remain

hespectfully



April 29,1940*

I ’Ï

D. C. (Special Branch) r J/*

Sir

ïhe writer of the attached letter has been

interviewed. He states the films he proposes to show

in shop windows will all be advertisements. The films

to be shown in restaurants clubs, etc, will be in

connexion with new fashions and local sporting events,

etc It is also proposed that films relating to

health week, safety first week and Public Health

matters be shown in conjunction with the authorities

concerned

The applicant, Walter Alexander, was born

in Breslau, Germany, and is registered under card

I.C. 6107 He states he has had previous experience

of displaying advertising films in Holland. Nothing

is known to his detriment in Shanghai

Prom a police point of view the showing of

films in shop windows is not desirable as it would

cause crowds to collect in already congested thoroughfares

and would also doubtless attract pickpockets and other

undesirables

The remaining suggestions in the attached

letter would appear to be the concern of the Pire

Brigade and Revenue Department except that if the

scheme is approved all films will have to be censored

by the Police

I

P.A.to D.C.(Sp.Br.)
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ALL KINDS OF PHOTO 
AND FILM PICTURES
COMMERCIAL-FILM

REPAIRING OF ALL PHOTO 
AND CINEMA APPARATUS. 
ALSO WATCHES. CLOCKS 
AND MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS

BEST EUROPEAN WORKMANSHIP

W. A. PHOTO CO.
FAR-EASTERN BRANCH 

150 ROUTE DES SOEURS. FLAT B

TEL. TEtAAA^

SHANGHAI,....u.p,r.i.1.. 2.3 .rd.,........Z j zh » - - ;

Shanghai municipal -olice 
special branch 6th floor 
attention to -r. UBon 
s’oochcw nd. 

local .

fear Sir,

In connection with our business we 
tne «.mateur-S'i Im in the service of the publicix.tead to j^ut

and social propaganda.
l.Abhort advertising reels (about 50 feet 14 -5 

minutes) shall be shown in shop-windows. These 
performances will be interrupted by sufficient 
pauses in oraer to avoid crowds.
in suitable localities (café-restaurants, clubs, 
etc.) as intervals between music and dance we 
intend to take and perform short-reels of 
new-fashions, sport- and- local-events 
only as entertainment for the guests 
that a special entrance iee is to be 
In the service of the public j^ropaganda we 
Ou-fer to take suitable short-reels of 
he-alth-week, safety-week, vaccination-service 
etc. and to perform these shorts in our 
programme.

similar performances have already been 
without special safety-measures, because the materialmade -------- *

(small film of fc or 15 mm.) is not inflammable. At performances 
in restaurants etc. it is unnecessary to darken the*room  
completely; therefore there is no danger of a black-out.
Our mo ject • - -- 
Are working

is no competition for the theatres,-as we only 
with silent film.
Naturally we shall deliver all reels to the Censor 
i-t tne present time we are making a film for the 

bhan<?hai-anti-iuberculosis-ASsociation, which we make free 
of charge, for serving the public. »/e must however earn money 
with our business and therefore ask you for your permission 
of the %l?ove mentioned project.

With hope to receive your favourable reply, 
we remain, Dear bir, 

fours respectfully

i-Horo co.
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Gustav Wohl, writer of the attached letter 

applying for the registration of the Jewish Trades 

Union, is a German Jew who arrived in Shanghai on ’

June 28th, 1939, and now resides at 1166/11 »

Broadway East. He was formerly a chemist and j

electrical engineer.

When interviewed at Special Branch 

Headquarters, Wohl stated that having conceived 

the idea of forming a Jewish Trades Union, he 

acted on his own initiative in convening a 

meeting which took place .in his home a few days 

ago when the following personal friends were 

present.

1. Gerhard Hecht, dental surgeon and 
mechanic, 1120/56 Broadway East.

2. Leo Furst, formerly in the advertising 
business, 818/19 Tongshan Road.

3. Emanuel Kohn, tailor, 936/15 East 
Seward Road.

4. Kurt Sternberg, formerly a bookbinder 
1090, Tingliang Road.

5. Leo Reiss, formerly a corn dealer and. 
glassware representative, 100 
Kinchow Road.

Wohl proposed that these persons should 

endeavour to secure financial assistance in 

establishing a tailoring business and a factory 

for the manufacture of electrical fittings on 

an extensive scale. He also proposed that they
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should form a Jewish Trades Union for the purpose 

of classifying the number and qualifications of 

emigrants and placing them in suitable employment 

in their own establishments or elsewhere.

According to Wohl the project was discussed -

at some length after which it was decided to 

ascertain the attitude of the Shanghai Municipal 

Council before taking action of a definite nature.

'.'/lien questioned regarding the financing, 

formation and activities of the union, Wohl was 

vague in the extreme, tie said that subject to 

the Council's approval the proposed union would 

be extensively advertised in the Jewish press 

and it was anticipated that possibly as many as 

a thousand persons would join. He said that a 

membership fee would be levied but could not state 

the amount. 1/hen, for the sake of*  argument, the 

sum of $5.00 was suggested, he replied it thus 

would be far too large and that the fee might be [

one dollar. He could not say whether this would 

be an entrance fee or a monthly subscription.

He explained that in the case of an e 

unemployed emigrant joining the union his qualifications 

would be tabulated and efforts made to place him 

in suitable employment at \ normal wages. If 

such efforts fail an emigrant employer would then 

be approached with the suggestion that he should 

create a position for the union member at a wage
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equivalent to a normal salary less the cost of 

the employee’s upkeep in the Refugee Camp in which 

he resides. The union would then arrange for the 

charity organizations controlling the refugee camps 

to pay the cost of the employee’s upkeep to the 

employee, through the employer. Thus, claims 

'•^ohl, the union member will maintain his self- 

respect by earning his own living under a system 

which entails no additional cost and will be 

beneficial to all concerned. It appears to be 

taken for granted that the union member thus 

employed will earn sufficient to support himself 

completely independent of the camps and without 

further assistance from charity.

Questioned regarding the several obvious 

difficulties in the scheme, Wohl admitted that 

none of the relevant authorities had been 

approached but expressed faith in its reception and 

the ability of his colleagues and himself to carry 

it out successfully.

Wohl was advised that the Council has already 

refused to sanction a somewhat similar scheme 

(S.B. 5422B) and that if, in the light of this 

refusal, he and his colleagues consider it 

advisable, he might present a more concrete scheme 

for the Council's further consideration.

Priliminary enquiries regarding Gustav Wohl
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have cast some doubt upon his integrity although 

nothing definite is yet known.

The records of the Shanghai Municipal 

folice and the International Committee contain 

nothing detrimental to any of the persons concerned.

/. . ft,
D. S. I.

D. C.(Special branch).



'Jewish Trades-Union-
1166 Broadway East House 

Shanghai-Hongkew

Mo
1 9 JtJN io 

Shanghai,June 18th,1940

ÀXfERRED TC JJCUC'i i'URCâ 
THE NECESs, HJT AGTiQN DIRECT

11

Local

Dear Sirs,
Enclosed you will find our minutes of f^un^ation 

and we kintfly beg to register our union as an institution 
of general utility.

The day of foundation will be the day on ’which 
you will be kind enough to grant the license.

As it is of public interest that we soon start ;
our work we should be much obliged to you if you woul'’ |

k soon send us the permit for which we have applied. 'if

We h:ive the honour to remain, j
Yours respectfully, |

JEWISH TP^ES-TPTTOn

! /(Chairman) |
Registered । j

Enclosure |

W
• 4^ I



5422 (B)-9.

August 41

Max Waeht*  Esq. and 
Dr. Erast Hammerschlag, 

305/5 Kungping Hoad,
â-aJLSJULAJL

Gentlemen
I have to refer to your letter dated July 

6, 1941 in regard to a proposed project of monthly 

pussies.
I regret to inform you that the nature of 

the project precludes me from giving official sanction 

to same.
X am, Gentlemen

Your obedient servant.

K.M. BOURNE 

Coaaissioner of Police
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subject: Communication from Messrs. Max NACHT 
and Ernst HAMMERS OHIAG - request for 
permission to organize puzzles.

With reference to the attached communicati'on

from Max NACHT and Dr. Ernst HAMMERSHHLAG, both

German Jewish refugees, I forward herewith a

translation in English of this letter. Enquiries 

made by this office reveal the following details 

in regard to the manner in which the project 

described in the letter is to be conducted:

The project is something very closely resembling

"brain-teasers,n "quiz*  and "intelligence quota (IQ)"

puzzles which are now a popular feature of many 

puzzles are:

erican and British magazines. The sponsors of 

the present scheme intend offering monetary prizes 

for the best solutions of problems, subjects of which 

11 vary monthly. Examples illustrating these

a) Why is Great Britain bound to win the war? 
b) Whom do you consider the most popular man? 
c) How many bricks have been used in the 

construction of the.....••••Hotel?

Prizes would be awarded by a committee composed

of reputable local residents of allied nationality.
There would be a first and second prize and several \ 

minor or lesser awards*  Upon the committee would 
rest the responsibility of determining the best |
solution received. In this connection solutions to 
puzzles falling into category (c) would have to be 
in the hands of the committee beforehand whilst those 
in categories (a) and (b) would be determined by 

the committee on the solutions tendered.
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According to NAGHT and HAMLEERSCHLAG Shanghai 

residents are fond of solving puzzles and according 

to their beliefs their plan will meet with considerable 

support to the extent of between 15,000 and 20,000 

participants each month. They would charge a fee 

of $3.00 per entrant per problem which would result 

in monthly gross receipts of from $45,000.00 to 

$60,000.00. Working on these figures the sponsors 

reckon $6,000.00 - $8,000.00 could be utilized for 

overhead expenses in the way of office, publicity, 

staff, etc., $30,000.00 - $36,500.00 for prizes 

and of the balance of $9,000.00 - $15,500.00, 65% 

or $6,000.00 - $9,000.00 would be paid into the 

British War Funds. What happens to the remaining 

35% of the balance has not been satisfactorily 

explained.

Publicity and propaganda drawing the attention 

of the public to the scheme would be conducted through 

the press, radio, cinemas, public transportation 

concerns and other popular forms of advertisement.

The Chinese populace would be invited, by these means, 

to participate in the scheme

I have spoken to Mr. K..BUMSTEAD, attached to

the British Embassy Press Attache’s Office and whilst 
he admits he has been approached by NAGHT and HAMMER- '

SCHLAG with the scheme, he states he knew nothing 
of these individuals and was only interested in the • 
plan from the angle of raising funds for -the Brïtish-âÿÉ|

War Fund

The scheme, as ..outlined above, seems

I
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ambitious one and it is extremely doubtful whether 

the support hoped for by the sponsors would be 

forthcoming.

HAMMERSCHLAG and NACHT do not enjoy the best 

of reputations in Police and Jewish refugee circles. 

Both were arrested in October 1940 suspected of 
false 

issuing/French Police Immigration Certificates. They 

were eventually released after being cautioned. NACHT 

also, has been warned on numerous occasions by this 

office in regard to his activities among the 

refugees. He has been mixed up with Japanese 

sponsored refugee groups in Hongkew (securing 

of refugee votes for Japanese councillors during 

Municipal Elections) whilst his activities against 

the organized and recognized Juedische Gemeinde 

which nearly caused a breach of the peace earned 

him a warning from the Special Branch.

Prom what is known of these two gentlemen their
main concern in the proposed scheme is simply that
of lining their own pockets. Their interest in

the British War Fund, it is believed, is merely a
subsidiary one*

D.S.I
A.C. (Special Branch).

Sir, 'MR. KQMOR IS OF THE OPINION THAT KO 
PERMISSION SHOULD BE GRANTED BY THE POLIOS 
FOR THE OPERATION OF THE PROPOSE» SCHEME 
WHICH HE DESCRlHES A3 A "RACKET

3



MAX 1TACHT Shanghai,/ July 8, 1941 
305/5TCungping Road.

Dr. Ernst Hammerschlag

To the Shanghai Municipal Police, etc.

The undersigned hereby beg to enquire whether the 
execution of the below described plan requires a licence 
from the Police.

It is intended to start a new project, which is 
based on mental exercises, and will contribute a consider
able sum monthly to the British War Fund.

The following modus operand! will be adopted. Once 
monthly a puzzle will be published, the nature of which 
will vary from month to month. The public will be aquain- 
ted with the puzzle through the medium of the press, movies 
newspapers, etc. For the payment of a charge of approx. 
$3.- any person may compete in solving the given pazzle. 
The persons that will guess the previously arranged answers 
will receive cash prizes.

The said plan xx would be a recreation and mental 
exercise for the Shanghai public and it does not constitute 
gambling. The proposed mental exercises will be reasonably 
easy to solve, will be interesting and the explanations 
of the puzzles will lead the mind of the public into 
channels desirable by the British War Fund.

The plan has been discussed with Mr. Bumstadt, the 
assistant of the British Press Attache, who was very 
interested, but proposed that the opinion of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police be solicited.

We beg you to pay special attention to our enquiry 
as the execution of this plan will definitely make the 
public more conscious of the British War Fund, contribu
tions to which will then become bigger.

Yours etc

signed) Dr. Ernst Hammerschlag and Max Wacht



Shanghai» July 8, 1941»
, 305/5 Kungping Road.?IAX 1ÏACHT u
Dr. Ernst Hamners oh lag

To the Shanghai Municipal Police, etc.

The undersigned hereby beg to enquire whether the 
execution of the below described plan requires a licence 
from the Police.

It is intended to start a new project, which is 
based on mental exercises, and will contribute a consider
able sum monthly to the British War Fund.

The following modus operandi will be adopted. Once 
monthly a puzzle will be published, the nature of which 
will vary from month to month. The public will be aquain- 
ted with the puzzle through the medium of the press, movies, 
newspapers, etc. For the payment of a charge of approx. 
33.- any person may compete in solving the given puzzle. 
The persons that will guess the previously ari'anged answers 
will receive cash prizes.

The said plan is would be a recreation and mental 
exercise for the Shanghai publie and it does not constitute 
gambling. The proposed mental exercises will be reasonably 
easy to solve, will be interesting and the explanations 
of the puzzles will lead the mind of the public into 
channels desirable by the British War Fund.

The plan has been discussed with Mr. Bumstadt, the 
assistant of the British Press Attache, who was very 
interested, but proposed that the opinion of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police be solicited.

We beg you to pay special attention to our enquiry 
as the execution of this plan will definitely make the 
public more conscious of the British War Fund, contribu
tions to which will then become bigger.

Yours etc.

signed: Dr. Ernst Hammersohlag and Max Nacht.



a.X NACHT 
x,£>mst Hammerschlag

SHANGHAI

3 05/5 Kungping Road

An die 
Shanghai Municipal Police .Headquarters
Special Branch
Foochow Road
Local

Die Unterzeichnets~ erlauben sloh hierdureh hoefllchst anzufra 
gen,ob die Ausfuehrung nachfoigenden Planes von der Erteilung 
elner Licenz abhaengig let.
Es wind Deaosichtigt ,ein fuer Shanghai neuartiges Proiekt au 
starten, das auf der Grundlage von Denfcsportaufgaben dem 
British War Fund allmonatlich eine beachtiiche Summe erbringen 
duerfte.
Der Gegenstand des beabsichtigten Unternehmens 1st foigender- 
massen gedavht.Es soli allmonatlich eine Denkpreisaufgabe ge
ste lit werden,deren Thema wechsein und das mit alien Mitteln der 
Propaganda - Pre see ,Rundfunk,kino usw - bek«nnt gemaoht warden 
son.An der Loesung der Aufgaoen kann sloh jedermann gegen 
4a h lung eines Minimumoetrages letwa 3-SH $) betemgen.Die- 
jenigen,die die vorher feststehende Oder durch Stimmabgabe zn 
ermitteinde Loesung finden bezw.ihr «« naechsten kommen.solien 
Gewinnpreise naoh festzulegenden Riehtlinien ausgezahlt erhal- 
teu.
Es handsIt sich oei unserer Idee um ein reines UhterhaItunge- 
uud Verstandeesplei,das nichts mit einem irgendwie gearteten 
Glue ckssp lei (gamollng) zu tun hat,Dle von uns zu stelienden ~ 
Aufgaben naemliuh soiien jeweilig fuer den sioh in die Materie 
Vertiefenden loss oar sein.zudem anregend und unterhaltend wlr- ken sowie zur Erlaeuterung von Zweox und. Ziei des British War 
Fund-GedaukoxiS oei trayon. Die Me nt alita et der Shanghai laender 
wlrd glelohfalls von uns bel den zu stelienden Aufgaben welt- 
gehend beruecksichtlgt warden.
Bel einerzRuec*sprabhe  mit dem Aaslstenten des British Press Attachée Ær.Bumstadtïwurde uns anheim geste lit ,zuvor die prln- 

, zipielie Ste 1 lungaarhme der Shanghai Municipal Police einzuho-
> iwn.lm Uejnrïgdu fand unser Pro^ekt starkes Interesse.

Wir jurften hoefllchst bel unserer Anfrage be senders beruecksl- 
ohtlgen zu woilen,dasB bel Ausfuehrung unseres Planes der 

>Spendenanreiz fuer den British War Fund einen neuen,besonders 
s naohhaltigen Antrieb erfanren wird.

di
M^t vorzueglicher Hoohadhtung

gedavht.Es
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» SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. z f
U.S.6, 

REPORT Da„ AU£U8t j9 41/^J

Subject (in full)__ Walter..œpyeinentg„.9.f........................................................................ .......... ..........

Made by.........A?».?»...A>ÎT9.^<?.ÇA®.?A>............... Forwarded by.......................V*  AA».ï*...ï?W.9.

waiter Fraenkel, German Jew, born in 

Schneidermuhle, Germany, in 1892, who is credited with 

several criminal convictions in Germany, vide Special 

Branch File No.JD. 6422( C) 2, is now residing at 828 East 

Seward Road.

A.C. (Special Branch).

2-r
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G65H,SB SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

A - •
C. 3.6, specLal. ..Branch-...;

REPORT „ . ’ ’ Z /.fo

Subject (in lull).......SAL0M0N ». H?ns... ■’..^.Y.ements of........ ...................................... ............ ..............

Made by... L*P •3• ma.n 1®.................... Forwarded by....... .C ?awfi QSFd

Hans SALOMON, alias Solomon, German Jew, 

C.R.O. F-3226, charged with misappropriation and fighting, 

is now residing at 129 Baikal Road.

P Q C G- ^'A')
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.

C. 3. 6 , Soec.i al. Branch.
REPORT At

Date.4& «Tuary.l1&^4O‘Z- -Z'Z

Subject (in full)___^rnst,.K\in.‘3îANK...r..Md.VfinientA...0.f.

Made by..... D-..P..,S.,...^.aR.e.æ-anija................. .Forwarded by......Ik T^.-CX-aWLkOrd^.................-.............. . ........ .

''Srnst KAUTWAHN, German Jew, age 29, subject 

of G.R.^ile D.5422, according to which he is alleged 

to have recently secured a position with the China 

Advertising Co., Hongkong Road, receive! 3240.- after 

3 days employment ano then disappeared, is at present 

residing at 560/20 Point Road.

A.C.(Special Branch).

INDEXED BY 
(S.B.) REGISTRY

DATE-2o
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

FURTHER REPORT

Subject............Central European Jews - O4^»al Element»

Made by.........P..*.S«I.._MçÇahey, .Forwarded by

Sir,
with reference to remarks of D.D.O. *D*  Division, Mrs. 

Werthheimer was shown the attached photograph which she recog
nized and stated that she too was in possession of a larger 
photograph of Hans Solomon. She obtained that photograph from 
Mrs. Stephani Berger of 167 Chaouf00ng Road, complainant in 
Wayside F.I.R.416/39.

â). It has been ascertained that Hans Solomon arrived in
Shanghai per the Lloyd Triestino S.S. *Conte  Biancamano*  on 

p . December 28, 1938.
A' Regarding the S.V.C. uniform in which he was dressed

when being photographed it cannot yet be ascertained to whom 
it belonged.

Enquiries are proceeding.
Yours obediently,



Fm. 1

Memorandum.
POLICE FORCE, 

MUNICIPAL COUNCIL,
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—L».--2  < / Mise.File No. 214/39.
G 55M ' 38t SHANGHAI—MUNICIPAL POLICE.

. J7* */side .. Station,

Sir,
V/ith reference to attached Special Branch File Reg. Ko. ; 

D. 5422 (C) of 10.5.39, enquiries have been conducted by
D.S.I. Gigai’son and the undersigned resultant in F.I.R. 416 of 
?!ay 23rd being made out against Hans Salomon, for the 
Misappropriation on or after April 10, 1939 of two silver 
powder boxes valued 3240.00, by a Mrs. Stephani Berger, German 
Jewish refugee residing at Room 3, 167 Chaoufoong Road.

At first Hrs. Helene Werthheimer was located tlirough Dr. 
Weinberger of the Ward Road Refugee Camp at Room 12, House 17, 

'#►. Lane 24, Ward Road. This lady explained that she owned a gold 
Ü diamond set ring which she wished to dispose of and had had it :

/ valued at 3250. at a Nanking Road jewellers. Being acquainted 
h/ll jS with Mrs. Berger at 167 Chaoufoong Rond she visited that

• / address and. was introduced to Hans Salomon who, after arranging
4'a commission basis, took 1rs. Werthhiemer ’ s diamond ring on 

z May 1st with the promise of selling same at a better price than ?
i 

original valuation.
About two days later Salomon visited Mrs. Werthheimer and ;I 

reported having sold the ring for $350. but that he had, he 
believed, been swindled out of the money and requested time to 
square up.

At this time Salomon was residing at House 24 Astor Terrace! 
therefore on May 8th Mrs. Werthheimer visited him at 6.30 a.m. ,^l 
requesting her money. Salomon stated his regrets and asked if 1

V I 
she would accept his cheque for the amount. Mrs. Werthheimer | 

accepted bearer cheque Ho. P.o37820 drawn on The Chartered • *^1 
•

Bank of India Australia and China for the sum of $350. signed 
' ■«

Hans Salomon. She presented the cheque at the bank same date ÿl

REPORT oa 39
Date.N^I....... ..................19

, Central European Jews - Criminal Element. 
Subject......................................................................................................................................... ............................................. .......

Made ............................. Forwarded by...------...........................................................................................
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____LM- 2 y File No..............
G 55M133 % SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.......... . ........................ Station,
REPORT 

Date.19

Subject....................................................................................................................................................... ....................................... ............

Made by....................................................................... Forwarded by_____ Ï..................................

and received a memo stating "Refer to drawer" account standing 
at $3.12. Becoming alarmed ml’s. Werthheimer rushed to 24 
Astor Terrace and discovered Salomon had left that address
leaving behind a blue woollen suit with white pinstripes in

lieu of rent. He has not since returned to 24 Astor Terrace.
mi’s. V/erthheimer did not report to Police but did inform 

Hr. Paul Komer, Secretary of the I.C» Relief Fund.
Although tliis returned cheque appears suspicious a crime 

has not been definitely established.
However, detectives have a definite offence against Hans 

Salomon respecting the two silver powder boxes the property of 
Hrs. Berger of 167 Chaoufoong Road which is being investigated.

Information has also been obtained of an association of
Hans Salomon with a 1-rs. Elizabeth Krautler, present address 
unknown, who is alone in Shanghai as her husband has been ।

I detained in a concentration camp in Germany. This lady is |
believed to have possessed over £300 : 0: 0) Sterling on arrival j 
in Shanghai. It is also known that a quarrel took place between i 
these two and that i-irs. Krautler ordered Salomon out of her i 
home. Probably he has defrauded her of some sterling.

Enquiries are being continued.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 7Z>

S.l, Special1 Brancl)Kxxxaci j; Hi, 
........................................ .... I"-* —'» i

REPORT ~ -wrrrr",
.’.cTp '"r* (

Subject Central European Jews - Criminal Elements

Made by..........________ .Forwarded by.

Forwarded herewith is Cheque No. P037820

drawn on the local branch of The Chartered Bank of

India, Australia & China by one Hans SALOMON for 

the sum of $350, payable to cash.

SALOMON is a German Jewish refugee who 

arrived in Shanghai only recently. 1 am unable to 

secure exact particulars of this man as there are 

at least three Hans SALOMONS in Shanghai at present. 

This individual, however, lived until recently in 

the Old Building of the Astor House but has now 

decamped and his thereabouts are not known.

The cheque in question was handed by SALOMON *
I 

to a Mrs. Helene WERTHHEIMER, German Jewish refugee, 

who resides with her husband at 24/25 Ward Road, 

following a certain transaction in which SALOMON |
produced the three attached paying-in receipts |

correctly endorsed by the Bank officials to show !

that he had money in his possession.

The cheque was presented on May 8, 1939 but j 

was dishonoured and marked “Refer to drawer.* The i 

account has been closed, only $3.12 standing to ;
SALOMON'S credit. J

Mrs. WERTHHEIMKR has not been approached in j
i 

this matter, recorded details having been secured j 
from Mr. Paul KOMOR of the *I.C.*  Relief Fund and | 

the Bank officials.
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_ File No..............
■ » SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

...................................Station,
REPORT 

_ 2 - Date................................... iQ

Subject...................................................... ................ ................ .............................. ............................................ ............................

Made by .......... ....... ......... ...............................Forwarded by. ______ _____ ____ ______ . .. . ..............................

It is learned, however, that one Hans SALOMON 

was, until April 6, 1939, living with his wife HAETE 

in Room 1, House 25, Lane 24 Ward Road. This is 

probably the same individual who issued the cheque.

A photograph of this man is also forwarded 

for purposes of identification.

Mr. ’.VERTHHEIMER is not acquainted with the 

local procedure of laying complaints with the Police 

and she handed the attached documents to Mr. KOMOR 

who requests that same be returned to him in due 

course.

D.C. (Special Branch).

1

D. S.
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HSîf > SHANGHAI MUNÏCTFÀL

Section 1,
REPORT

5. «. REGISTRY
POLICE. "°- .

s PQglgl..jgyXK^L^W^</ p"
Date.................ip 39.

Subject.......Central ..European Jews> -....criminal and suspected criminal elements.

rhe following details have seen secured from 

official sources in regard to criminal and suspected 

criminal elements among the Central European Jewisn 

refugees now domiciled in Snangnai i-

ERWIN SCHUETAh ; oorn on may 18, 1914 in jeriedricnstnal, 
Oppeln (upper silesia). Last residing 
in Germany at 18 Sonnenstrasse, 
nreslau. Arrived in Shanghai on 
December 1, 1938. Passport - 
652/38 issued by the nreslau Police 
on August 24, 1938. Valid for 
one year. 
Left and re-entered Germany illegally, 
was under suspicion of naving 
committed criminal sexual offences 

| involving an Aryan female. is 
connected with a case of illegal 
gambling, not yet concluded and was 
a member during 1928 and 1929 of tne 
Reichsbanner (Storm iroopers of tne 
Social Democratic Party).

RUDOLF LEISER t oorn on April 14, 1914 in nreslau. 
Last residing in Germany at 10 
Dessauerstrasse, nreslau. Arrived 
in Shanghai on November 1, 1938. 
Passport - L.414/38 issued oy the 
Breslau Police on ept emu er 1, 1938. 
Valid for one year. 
Left and re-entered Germany illegally - 
sentenced to three weeks imprisonment 
at the Lauenstein (Saxony) District 
Court. Was under suspicion of having 
committed criminal sexual offences 

X involving an Aryan female, and is 
connected in a case of illegal 
gambling not yet concluded.

rokrrt EERITZ t Details as to birth, date of arrival, 
etc. unknown. ne presented, however, 
to the Hongkong harbour Police when 
en route to Shanghai, German Passport 
no.554/161 issued in nerlin on April 
16, 1934 - valid for five years - 

y which he admitted having sought as a 
* forged document in merlin. it is 

now in possession of local German 
Consulate-General.
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File No.

.Station,

Subject.

REPORT

- 2 -
Date.

Made by. Forwarded by.

FRITZ riIRSCH : oorn on December ±2, 190b at niegnitz,
Silesia. Last resided in Germany 
at 11, (iloganerstrasse, Liegnitz.
Arrived in Shanghai on January 15, 
1939.
Passport - 770/38 issued oy Liegnitz 
Police on Mecemoer 3, 1938. valid for 
one year.
Waa a memoer of the Reicnsoanner and the 
Zionist League in Liegnitz and was also 
fined Rm. 70.00 oy tne Liegnitz 
Police for the violation of ousiness - 
licence regulations.

On tne instructions of ju.i. CRAWFURL, officer 

i/c Section 1, Special .branch, details of criminal and 

suspected criminal elements among tne jewisn refugees 

are being recorded on cards for purposes of speedy 

reference and are oeing kept in this office.

D. S.
D.C. (Special branch)

. S- c.



CONFIDENTIAL.

For information of all members of the Force only.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME BRANCH HEADQUARTERS.

May 9, 1939. DAILY INFORMAT! O N S H E E T. No. 2723

.^I4lh UimtlUpuiteg.
Foreign Criminals.

The following persons are reported to be uttering worthless cheques, their Modus 
Operandi being to enter a restaurant and having partaken of food, to tender in payment a 
cheque for an amount considerably in excess of the sum of the bill, requesting that the 
amount thereof be deducted and the balance returned in cash. To date no cases of this 
nature have been reported in the International Settlement hut there are several cases on 
record in the French Concession.

(1) . Max RUBINSTEIN, German Jew, age 44 years, in possession of German 
Passport No. 4703/38. Has been issuing cheques signed in the name 
“Theo, de Vieux.

(2) . Wilhelm KLINGSBERG, German Jew, age 28 years, in possession of German 
Passport No. 4421/38.

(3) . Willy BEIN, German Jew, age 39 years, in possession of German Passport 
No. 3312/39. Is reported to be living at No. 61 Chusan Road.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.

REPORT
c«v„c.<B.*a*su....  ..Station, 

DateJfeX...... 5.a.. 19 39
Subject___ FURTHER TO CENTRAL EUROPEAN JEWS - CRIMINAL ELEMENTS.

Made by D.S.I. KONOVALOFF „ ... D.I. GLOVER-------  ------- .Forwarded by............................ .

With reference to the attached report made by

D. C. CRIME 
Ififormatioo

D.S. Pitts the undersigned made enquiries at the 

French Ppllce, Crime Branch, Lokawei Station where 

it has been ascertained that no complaint regarding 

the issue of two worthless cheques for the sum of $30.00 

and $60.00 had yet been received from the management 

of "Cafe Abraham”, 3 Route Pere Robert, by the French 

Police.

The French Police will not take any action against 

the offender BEIN until they received any complaint to 

the effect from the victimized concern. It was agreed 

that if such a complaint would be received by the French 

Police they will communicate with the Headquarters, 

S.M.Police for the necessary assistance in locating the 

offender(s) and obtaining the cheques in question.

Enquiries made at Crime Registry showed that |

no complaints had yet been registered in regard the 

Issuing worthless cheques or committing any other 

offences in the International Settlement by the mention

ed four persons i.e. Theo.de VIEUX, KLINGSBERG, RUBINS- ( 
TEIN and BEIN. I

In view of the aforegoing it appears that no actionj 

could possibly be taken against this gang, at present.

The undersigned would respectfully suggest that the 

names of the members of thia gang and their modus operan- 

di be published in the Daily Information Sheet for 

information of all detectives with a view to watching 

their further activities.

.. 1 ___ ........................... ; ?

" ' - '■ '■ bbjC^ ’ ' -b;b . ’ ■ " bb/'bb;;;;^^

; ■ - "/ ■ ,' ■ 7 '■ : b. :
■■b.<b / ■ ■ ; -b? b- ■ -b■ b

■ ' ? - bb rbb; ^ïb
a"i' *•  ‘ • ■ - •

Theo.de
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.................................. Station y
REPORT 

f9\ DatS..............................
Subject

Made by.......... ... .........  Forwarded by............. .......... ............................ .......................... ................

I would also respectfully suggest that their acti

vities and modus operand! be given publicity in local 
Russian newspapers without mentioning names as to 
minimize their chances in practicing this time-old trick.



■it-u
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D*C* Special Branch.
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File No.............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
üpecial..^ranch..-, à,

Subject.................................................................... ..4®y.8...’...Vir.iæiPAl„Slement_s,

REPORT 
Date...J*$Xil..&Lt. / p39.

•Vi th reference to a report dated Karch 31,

1939 relating to, among others, Nax RUBINSTEIN, 

I forward herewith three cheques, for which there 

are no funds in the bank concerned for meeting 

the amounts appearing thereon.

Ag far as the information available allows one

to judfee, the cheque for $12,000 has not been

presented, but the two smaller amounts, ie., ^30
and $60 were handed in to the Cafe Abraham^ 3 Route

Pere Robert by one Willy BEIN, after this individual

had partaken of food there. Re paid for his meals 

out of the chequesand received the change in cash.

According to details to hand, there is a gang of 

newcomers playing this time-old trick, the members 

being Theo, da VIEUX, KLINGSB3RG, RUBINSTEIN and 

BEIN. Their modus operandi is to enter the smaller 

type of restaurant, spend upwards of $20 or so on 

food, hand in cheques for amounts varying between 

$30 and $100 and ask for the balance in cash.

It will be observed that the three cheques 

apparently emanate from the same book and in the 

case of those numbered 2390 and 2391, the owner of

the Cafe Abraham has already complained to the local 

Jewish Refugees1 Committee about his inability to 

have the cheques cashed at the bank. •

The signature on Cheque No. 2396, "Simon

Hartstein" is believed to be fictitious and the 

work of either BEIN or RUBINSTEIN. \ «4^
( ' / ‘ 

--- -- -- -------- - ---



j SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
.Station, 

REPORT 
Date.  i.g

2 
Subject......................... ........ .............. ..... ................................... ...................... ......... .......................... ........ ..............................

Made by............. ... .... ..Forwarded by................______ ........    .................................... ...........

Details of Max EUBINSTEIN have already been 

submitted, while BEIN’, who is a fireman by profession, 

born in Berlin on March 26, 1900 and in possession 

of German passport No*  3312/38 issued in Berlin 

on September 30, 1939, is reported to be living 

at present at 61 uhusan Hoad.

D.

D. C. (Special Branch). j
j
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REPORT ‘  777

Subject..........................^.e.ntral..;j’urppe.an..J.3wish....-ef2age.es....-_ .Criminal.. El ement s.

ï'he following information has been secured 
from official sources in regard to the criminal 
activities of newly arrived Jewish refugees during
their residence in Germany:

ROSENBAUM, Arthur, German Jew, at present residing 
at 305 Hngliang ioad with his wife 
Erica.
Was charged at Luenen, Germany with 
"Forgery of Public Documents*  and 
sentenced to three months imprisonment 
cn July 27, 1937; sentence served in 
Dortmund.
He is in possession of German passport 
No*  19002 issued on October 29, 1938 in 
Hamburg.

LEVY, Siegfried, German Jew, present wheareabouts 

unknown; possibility exists that he has 

not yet arrived in shanghai.

Born in Altona, Hamburg on November 20, 

1888. Vas a former member of the 

Social Democratic Party and a leader 

of the District Reichsbanner (military 

formation). Was taken into preventive 
custody by German State Police (Gestapo) 

on charges of high treason and sexual 

offences between Jews and Aryans. 

Subsequently released and not imprisoned.
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J SHANGHAIMUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No........ .

REPORT
2

......................................Station,

Date................................ ig

Subject.

Made by............ ... ............ .Forwarded by..................      .. ..................

MAYER, Fritz Siegfried, German Jew, born at 

bausendorf, Wittlich, at present 

residing at 708 ^hashing Road, In 

possession of German passport No, 

183 issued on October 26, 1938 by 

the Wittlich Police. 

Known to be a strong sympathiser in 

doctrines of German ooimnunist Party, 

but has never been proved to be a 

member. Was detained in custody 

for ten days by the Wittlich Polic® 

on a charge of offences against 

the German State.

FRAENKEL, Walter, German Jew, born at bchneider- 

muhle on May 8, 1892, at present 

residing with his wife, Kathe, at 

Room 1, 109 Macgregor Road. In 

possession of German passport No. 

760/38 issued on October 31, 1938 by 

the Police in Schneidermuhle. 

On December 3, 1925 was charged at 

• the Schneidermuhle Di strict Court

with offences relating to the adulter

ation of food and fined RM.300 or 

in lieu thereof, 30 days imprisonment.



G, bOM-l-39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No..

REPORT
Station,

Date.

Subject..

Made by. Forwarded by.

Vas charged on April 27, 1929 in the

same court with operating a slot

machine during prohibited hours

One day's impr i sonment

On April 28, 1931 was charged in the

Schneidermuhle Criminal Court with

rape. Sentenced to four months’

impri sonment

Cn March 3, 1935 was charged in the

Schneidermuhle District court with

offences relating to unlawful compet-

ition in the conducting of business

affairs Fined 'IM. 50 or in lieu

thereof 25 days’ imprisonment

3

Arrangements have been made for this office

to be supplied with the criminal records of all

refugees when such details are forwarded, from

time to time, from Berlin and Vienna. This is

necessarily a slow job and will take a considerable 

time to complete, but as it comes through, the 

information gathered will be duly submitted

D S.

D. C. (Special Branch)



‘JJ/ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL
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S.1, SPÎ2l|iirfc#lSD«>W^
REPORT ?,'.„ o c \

DP1*J  J.- . ■ J? -ffily '39
Subject (in full)..... Ernst KAUFFMAN - German Jewish refugee LWa'fàôter--- 1

Further to a report dated. March 31, 1939

t
I 
f
I

relating to criminal elements among the newly ' >■
J.

arrived Jewish refugees, I forward herewith a *
i 1

photograph of Ernst KAUFFMAN, particulars of whom '
have already been submitted. }-

D. S. *

D.C. (Special Branch).
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opec i al...j"1 ■■“■«■■■■'»y, 
REPORT 091 »

Subject............Ai.riy.al..in...§.h.^ghai .oX.Jewish Refugees - Criminal..Elementa..................

blade by..... ............................................ Forwarded by...... .................... ...............................................

/

Information secured this afternoon from the "I.C.*

Committee, 190 Kiukiang Road in regard to the activities 

of undesirable characters among the recently arrived 

Jewish refugees i s as follows:

zx Arthur HIRSCH: German Jew born in Berlin on November

25, 1894. Single, in possession of Reich

Passport No. 2372 issued in Vienna on 

November 9, 1938. Has a bad reputation in

Vienna and is now suspected of being a 

pimp and procurer, working between the

Olympia Cafe in Wayside District and
th|e Rosemarie (?) Cafe in Broadway. Is

said to be endeavouring to entice young

Jewish newcomers to enter a life of

prostitution. Arrived here on December 
20, 1938 from Europe and is or was residing 
at 24/11 Ward Road.

RUBINSTEIN: German Jew born in Berlin on November 
25, 1895. Married, ir^osaeeaion of German 

Passport No. 4703/38 issued in Berlin on

November 14, 1938. Arrived in Shanghai
frora Europe on December 31, 1938. Said 
to reside at 79 Wayside Road. Is alleged

I

to be fdnd of gambling at Had-Al al and has 

received sums for subsistence, etc. from the

I. C. Committee. Complaints have been 

received by this Committee that this person

$ A ■
. *  ................. ......... ..... ..     . , 



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Subject.

REPORT

2

...................  ..Station,

Date.................................... i g

Made by.
Forwarded by

has been issuing worthless cheques signed 

by one "Theo, de Vieux" for several small 

amounts of $40 and upwards in return for 

sume of cash ranging from $12 to $20. The 

bank*e  name is unknown at present, but it 

is reported to be a small establishment 

located in Route Pere Robert near the 

corner of Route Vallon*

AK- A fa !

ïïrnet KAUFFMAN, German Jew, born on April 3, 1911, 

single, in possession of German passport 

No. 4421/38 issued in Berlin. Is alleged 

to have recently secured a position with 

the China Advertising Company, Hongkong 

Road, secured an advance of $240 after three 

days*  employment and then disappeared.

Wilhelm KLINGSBERG, German Jew, single, born on December 

12, 1912, passport No. 26432 issued on 

September 17, 1938, recently secured a 

position with the shanghai Commercial Art 

Studio, 39 Peking Road and later disappeared 

after securing a monetary advance.

No official complaint has been made to the Police 
and enquiries show that none is likely to be made*  The 
information secured is submitted for what it is worth 
under the usual reserve, showing that the bad characters 
among the newcomers are now beginning to assert themselv®*

D.c. (special Branch)
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REPORT

gnraign-AfXairs...... SidffiM. File No. D a t e ■ - J.uly.. S3 , X 2.4?. >.

SUBJECT; He ASSOCIATION of CHIE?£tENANTS and SUB

TENANTS in Shanghai

With reference to the application from a group of

German Jewish Refugees, consisting of the following per-

Eugen Blumenthal. 277/ 3 Dent Road,chief-tenant, 
house.cosista of II rooms, 9 of them sub-let.

George Cohn, 805/ 18 E.Reward Road, chief-tenant, 
house consists of 3 rooms. He is also an Insur
ance agent.

3. -fritz Growald, 381 Gard Road, merchant and Chief- 
tenant of 1'5"rooms.

4. Raul Neugasser, 110 Alcock Road, house of two 
rooms. Has no sub-tenants.

5. Rudolf Reiss, 125/3 Wayside Road, agent for insu
rance So. and manager of a lodging house of 14 
rooms,

to organize an Association of Chief-tenants and Sub

tenants for the purpose of settling misunderstandings 

which frequently occurs between the two parties, the 

undersigned made enquiries and interviewed the admini-

stration of the Jewish Community and hr. Beretz of the 

International Coramitteed.C.) , who are of the opinion

that such association would be very useful in settling 

minor oases between Chief-tenants and Sub-tenants without 

refering to the Police Station or to the Arbitration 

Court of the Jewish Community, which is overcrowded with 

cases of disputes between small merchants over the own- 

nership of various property.

The undersigned interviewed the above named persons 

and has come to the conclusion that an organization like 'Î 
the proposed one would be useful and would relieve the i 

Police Stations from unnecessary enquiries in minor cases!
' -v 1

between Chief-and Sub-tenants, 1
4 ■ S

The statute of the organization is herewith*  attached I
■«. .. s

i
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
2.

.i',.araign..^f±airs$WiW File No. Date. JHly..2^*..I942

SUBJECT:
and contains nothing objectionable from a Police point 

of view, although a similar application was refused, in 

August 1941, it is worth mentioning that the house and 

room problem was not so acute as at the present time 

owing to the rental o'f houses and rooms being changed 

from Ü.ÏÏ.0. to O.R.B. currency.

ïhe activities of the organization will be watched 

and the above group of persons was warned against any 

illegal proceedings and if in doubt to refer to the 

recognized Arbitration Courts or to the respective Police 

Stations.

Officer i/c of foreign Affairs Section,



8 T A TU T E

of the Association of Chief-Tenants and Sub-Tenants in Shanghai.

1. The object of the Association is the co-operation of Chief
tenants and Sub-tenants for the promotion of peace and harmony, 
and creation and maintenance of living houses, and finding 
accommodation for those who have innocently lost their rooms 
or because they have come into distress. There will not be 
any political or religious activity.

2. Any honourable Chief-tenant or Sub-tenant may become a member 
of the Association. The Managing Comnittee of the Association 
decides whether someone is admitted as a member, after a 
written application for admission has been brought in. The 
Managing Committee decides finally and need not give any 
reason for its decision.

3. The Managing Committee of the Association consists of 6 
persons. The Chairman and 2 persons of the Managing Committee 
must be Chief-tenants. for the Association all the resolu
tions of the Managing Committee are binding. In ease of 
equality of votes, the vote of the Chairman is decisive. The 
Managing Committee represents the Association in internal and 
external affairs and is elected by the meeting of the members 
for a term of a commercial year. The commercial year is the 
calendar year and terminates at the end of the calendar year. 
The first commercial year ends on the 31st. of December of 
the calendar year following the foundation of the Association. 
If in the course of the commercial year a member of the 
Managing Committee retires, the Managing Committee has to 
appoint a deputy. The first Managing Committee is appointed 

by the founders of the Association.
4. There will have to be a meeting of the Association at least 

once every month. The dates of meeting will be fixed by the 
Managing Committee and will be published in the press. The 
resolutions of the meeting are decided by public voting with 
the single majority of the present members, unless another J 

majority is cogently prescribed by law. In ease of



of votes an application is deemed to have been refused. Only 

those members are entitled to participate in the meetings and 

to vote who have fulfilled their obligations to the Association 

especially paid their subscription. The course of the 

meetings and the resolutions passed have to be recorded in a 

minute-book.

5. In the Association there are two sections:- a Section of 

Chief-tenants and a Section of Sub-tanants. The leaders of 

these Sections are appointed by the Managing Committee. The 

Managing Committees of the Sections may ask members of the 

Association for support in their work. The Sections may hold 

meetings separately. The resolutions of the Sections are 

not binding for the Association unless they have been approved 

by the Managing Committee of the Association.

6. The Association levies subscriptions that will be fixed by the 
Managing Committee. The Managing Committee is authorised to 
grant a respite for payment of subscriptions, to reduce or to 
remit them, if such a measure is justified by the circumstances

7. The membership is extinguished by

a. voluntary withdrawal 

b. exclusion
A member may withdraw voluntarily by presenting a written 
declaration of withdrawal. This becomes effective 3 months 
after presentation. Exclusion is made by the Managing 
Committee and is permitted, if a member commits a defamatory 
act or is in arrears with the subscriptions for mo re than 3 
months in spite of his having got a written demand of payment.

8. Two months before the end of the commercial year the meeting 
of the members has to elect two examiners, who have to examine 
the management of the Managing Committee and who have to 
report about their examination at the first meeting of the 
new commercial year.

9. The Association will be at work in order to avoid disputes 
between Chief-tenants and Sub-tenants, if it is possible, and 

to have them settled by the arbitration-boards established by 



3

competent authorities, and that furthermore no notice to quit 

will be given without the previous consent of the Association, 

«nd that the necessary steps shall be taken in order to avoid 

the transfer of houses by which Sub-Tenants would be deprived 

of their tooths.

10. The Association will strictly observe the prescriptions and 

lawsof the Municipal Authorities and of those of the State 

and do its work in the common public interest beneficial to 

all.

11. A majority of 2/3 of all the members may only decide upon 

the dissolution of the Association. For this purpose the 

Managing Committee has to call an extraordinary meeting of the 

members stating the order of the day. If in a meeting called 

in for this purpose there are not enough members present, the 

Managing Committee has within a period not later than a fort

night after tiis meeting call a new meeting.

12.If the Association is dissolved, its capital will be remitted 

to an organization of public or private welfare which is to be 

designated by the Managing Committee.

SHANGHAI, July 3rd., 1942.
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Foreign Affairs YYTO July 23,1942

He ASSOCIATION of CHIEF&TENANTS and SUB

TENANTS in Shanghai»

With reference to the application from a group of 
German Jewish Refugees, consisting of the following per
sons: I. Eugen Blumenthal. 277/13 Dent Road,ohief-tenant, 

house oosists of II rooms, 9 of them sub-let,
2. floor ge Cohn. 805/ 18 E,Reward Road, chief-tenant, 

house consists of 3 rooms. He is also an Insur
ance agent*

3, ffrlts Growald. 381 Ward Road, merchant and Chief
tenant of lbrooms.

4, Paul Neyasser. 110 Aloock Road, house of two 
rooms. Has no sub -tenants.

5, Hudolf Reisa. 125/3 Wayside Road, agent for Xnsw 
ranoe So. and manager of a lodging house of 14 
rooms.

to organize an Association of Chief-tenants and Sub
tenants for the purpose of settling misunderstandings 
which frequently occurs between the two parties, the 
undersigned made enquiries and interviewed the admini
stration of the Jewish Community and Mr. Peretz of the 
International Committeed.C.), who are of the opinion 
that such association would be very useful in settling 
minor oases between Chief-tenants and Sub-tenants without 
refaring to the Police Station or to the Arbitration 
Court of the Jewish Community, which is overcrowded ad th 
oases of disputes between small merchants over the owns» 
nershlp of various property.

The undersigned interviewed the above named persons 
and has come to the conclusion that an organlsation like 
the proposed one would bo useful and would relieve the 
Police Stations from unnecessary enquiries in minor case, 
between Chlef-and Sub-tenants,

The Statute of the WgSnization is herewith attached 
i
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and oontains nothing objoutionablc froia a Police point 

of view, although a similar apylication was refused in 

August 1941, it is worth mentioning that the house and 

room problem was not so aoûts as at the pro sont timo 

owing to the rental of houses and rooms being ohango< 

from C.IUC, to C.IUB. currency.
The activities of the organisation will bo watched 

and the above group of persons was warned against any 

illegal proceedings and if in doubt to refer to the 

recognized Arbitration Courts or to the respective Police 
Stations,

. - t 

!

' Û.S.I,

Officer i/o of foreign Affairs Section. v*  M
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of the <v socintion of Chief-Tenants ^nd Sub-Trnants in Shanghai.

1. The object or ttor ssoci tion le the co-op?r tion of cm pf- 

t mante and BuMen-nts for the promotion of pe .ee >nd h rmony, 

nd crev-tion » nâ n Int me ne c of living houcor. nd finding

■ ecommodation for tjiooi :,ho li vu innocently lost their rooms 
or because they h vo com-, into dietrens. There will not be 
'■ny ’’Olitical. or religious activity»

2. Any honourable Chief~tm'nt  or mb-tenant mpy become « member 

of the Association. The ?-!nn,'ging Cornaittee of the Association 

decides whether soaoonn is admitted !,s member, after a 

written application for aduiosion his been brought in. The 

Managing Com^dttee decides finally nd need not give >ny 

ro-son for its decision.

*

3. The Xon ging Coiamittee of the Association consists of 6 

prson". The Chairurn end 2 persons of the Managing Committee 

met b<? Chief-ten nts. S'or the Association «11 the resolu

tions of the Mn-ging Comitte? ore binding. In erse of 

equality of votes, the vote of th Ch lrm-n is decisive. The 

M n ging Com’, ittee represents the Association in internal ‘nd 

extern 1 affairs and it- elected by the meeting of the members 

for a term of « coesnrrcial year» The commercial ye.r is the 
calendar yee.r and terminâtes at the end of the calendar year»

i The first comwrciol year ends on the 31st. of December of

the calendar yeer following the foundation of the seoci^tion. 

If in the course of the commercial ye r a member of the

i Mcneging Committee retires, the aa-naging Committee has tos
appoint a deputy. The first Managing Cownittee Is appointed 

by ths founders of the Association* j

4. Thcrc will here to be a meeting of the Association at least 

once every month* The dates of Heating will be fixed by the 1 

Managing Committee and will be published in the urnes» The {

resolutions of the meting ere decided by public voting with I

the single majority of the present members, .unless -Another . | 

majority in cogently prescribed by law. Incase "of ’ egtMÛityv |

, • . ' 1

' pz '■ .
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of vot^s n application is deemed to have been refused. Only 

thocc members are entitled to participate in the meetings "nd 

to vote who Ivre fulfilled their obligations to the association 

ee'ciilly paid their subscription. The course f the 

meetings and the resolutions p*seed  h ve to be recorded in a 

minute-book.

5. In the Association there "re two sections»- « Section of 

Chief-tenants and a Section of Sub-tenants. The lenders of 

these Sections ar? appointed by t^e Managing Joïnmittce. The 

Managing Committees of the Sections m^y »ak members of the 

Association for support in their work. The Sections hold 

meetings separately. The resolutions of the Sections nre 

no  binding for the Association unless they hare been approved 

by the Min«ging Committee of the ‘Floatation.

*

6. Th? ssoclation  levies subscriptions that will be fixed by the 

Managing Committee. The Managing Committee is authorised to 

grant a respite for payment of subscriptions» to reduce or to 

romit them, if such measure is justified by the circumstances

*

7. The membership ie extinguished by

a. voluntary withdrawal
b. exclusion 

A member ary withdraw voluntarily by presenting written 
declaration of withdrawal, Thia becomes effective 3 months 
-fter presentation. Exclusion is mad" by the Managing 

Cosw.4t.tee «'nd is permitted, if a member commits a defamatory 
"ct or 1» in arrears with the subscriptions for raorethan 3 

months in spite of his having got a written dmn?nd of payment.

8. Two months before the end of the conmerwial year the meeting

'■ I of the members has to elect two examinera, who have to examine ;

the m n^gement of the Managing Committee and who have to | 

report abost their emaalnetlem »t the first meeting of the \ 

new commercial year. j
I 9. The Association will be at work in order to avoid disputes |
V; ■ ' 'j
V\ between Chief-tenants nd Sub-tenants, if it is possible, and *

\ a to have them settled arbitrations boards •wtablisM by |

■ . )
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competent authorities, and that furthermore no notice to ,.uit 

■ffill be given without the previous consent of the Association, 

end th’t the necessary steps sir'll be taken in order to ovoid 

the fr-nsfrtr of houses by which Cub-Tenants vould be deprived. 

or their rooms.

10.The ’ssociotion will strictly obsetve th? 'rescriptions end 

1 wsor the Vunicipr-1 Au'horitics nd o. those or the State 

nd do its work in the common nubile interest beneficial to 

all.

11,A m-jority of /3 of all the members may only decide upon 

th? dissolution of the Association. j?or this purpose the 

M-n^ging Committee has to call ?n extraordinary meeting of the 

members stating the order of ihe day. If in a meeting called 

in for this purpose there are not enough members present, the 

M n?ging Committee has within *’ period not later than a fort

night after his meeting call a new meeting.

12. If the 'association is dissolved, its capital will be remitted 

to an organization of public or private welfare which is to be 

designated by the Managing Committee.

SHANGHAI, July 3rd., 1942.
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of the a sociation of Chief-Tenants -nd Rub-Tenants in Shanghai.

1» The object o' the Association is the co-operation of Chief- 

tenants and Sub-ten nts for the promotion of pence end harmony, 

end creation 'nd maintenance of lining houses, end finding 

accommodation for those who h^ve innocently lost their rooms 

or because they have come into distress. There will not be 

-ny political or religious activity.

2. Any honourable Chief-tenant or Sub-tenant may become a member 

of the Association. The Managing Committee of the Association 

decides whether someone is admitted as ' member, after a 

written application for admission has been brought in. The 

M• naging Committee decides finally end need not give any 

re- son for its decision.

3. The Managing Committee of the Association consists of 6 

persons. The Chairmen ;ind 2 persons of the Managing Committee 
must be Chief-tenants. For the Association ell the resolu

tions of the Managing Committee are binding. In case of 

equality of votes, the vote of the Chairman is decisive. The 

Managing Committee represents the Association in internal end 

external affairs and is elected by the meeting of the members 
for a term of a commercial year. The commercial year is the 
calendar year and terminates at the end of the calendar year. 
Th? first commercial year ends on the 31st. of December of 
the calendar year following the foundation of the Association. 
If in the course of the commercial year a member of the 
Managing Committee retires, the Managing Committee has to 

appoint a deputy. The first Managing Committee is appointed 

by the founders of the Association.
4. There will have to be a meeting of the Association at least

-* s”’ ' *
once every month. The dates of Meeting will be fibed by the 

Managing Committee and will be published In the press*  fhs 

resolutions of the Mooting are decided by ynMie voting with 

the single majority of the present members, unless another |
• I 

majority is cogently prescribed by Is». In equality |
• ’W>-. Vh....  ' . >.î



of votes m application is deemed to have been refused. Only 
those members are entitled to participate in the meetings end 
to vote who have fulfilled their obligations to the Association 
e»T ecially paid their subscription. The course of the 
meetings and the resolutions passed h ve to be recorded in a 
minute-book.

5. In the Association there «re two scctionet- a Section of 
Chief-tenants and a Section of wib-tenants. The leaders of 
these Sections are appointed by the Managing Committee. The 
Man ging Committees of the Sections may -sk members of the 
Association for support In their work. The Sections may hold 
meetings separately. The resolutions of the Sections are 
not binding for the Association unless they have been approved 
by the Managing Committee of the Association.

6. The Association levies subscriptions that will be fixed by the 
Managing Committee. The Managing Committee is authorised to 
grant a reerite for payment of subscriptions  to reduce or to 
remit them, if such measure is justified by the circumstances

*

7. The membership is extinguished by

a. voluntary withdraws!
b. exclusion

A member mpy withdraw voluntarily by presenting « written 
declaration of withdrawal. This becomes effective 3 months 
«fter presentation. Exclusion is made by the Managing 
Comr ittee 'nd is permitted, if a member commits a defamatory 
act or is in «rre«re with the subscriptions for morethan 3 
months in spite of hia having got a written demand of payment.

8. Two months before the «nd of the commervi'l year the meeting 
of the members has to elect two examiners, who have to examine 

the m>Kfgement  of the Managing Committee and who have to 
report abcmt thsir examination at the first meeting of the 

new commercial year.

*

9. The Association will be at work In order to avoid disantes f 

between Chief-tenants «nd Sub-tenants, If it le yoewOKle» and 

to have them settled be  arbitration-boards SStabllebM by j *



competent authorities» and that furthermore no notice to »uit 

will be given without the rrexloue consent of the Association, 

«'nd th't the necessary «tops shill be taken in order to «void 

the transfer of houses by which ■'-u'b~Tenants rould be deprived, 

o” their rooms.

10. The ’seociotion will sM-irtly .bs .1-ve th- ■ r.-criptions  end*

1 vrgof the Sftinicip-l Atrhorlties -nd of those of the State 

nd do lie work in "he oonmoa public interest beneficial to

oil.

11. a ia- jority of /3 of all the cambers m-y only decide upon 

the dissolu-ion of the r codât ion. 50?  this purpose the*

Mnyging Cornr.ittee h--s to coll «n r-rtr ordinary meeting of the 

ffltœbrra stating thr ord«r of ’he d”.y. If in a meeting called 

in for this purpose there «.re not enough mmbero present, the

• Shn-ginr: Covraittee h s within *’ period not later than « fort
night ■•'fter tile meeting call a new meeting.

12. If  ’he ssociation is dissolved, its capital will be remitted 

to an orgrniz.ntion of -nubile or private welfare which is to be 
design"ted by the- Managing Committee.

*

SHANSHd, July 3rd., 1942
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June, 22 ï.{2

Shanghai :’.uixiclpal Police 
Ke adouar bars,
16S Fooc’no-.- Rd. 2nd.floor
L p c a- 1

Dear Sirs:-

Rofcrx*ing ‘ to the application of the "Relief Committee 
of Chief-Tenants, c/o.Kr. Eugen Blumenthal, 2?7 III Dent Rd.”, 
v.'fc beg to Infor.; you that ow Board of Directors has decided as 
fol lev's Î

. The "Jv.edische Gciviuinde'' has no objection to the 
establishment and the registration of the ‘above organization- 
if the following conditions will be observed:

1) The Committee has to inform all its members, that they 
have to anr.iy in ai i cases to the Arbitration Board of 
the "Juodische Ge-.-einde”, respectively of the ” I.C.

2) All changes concerning the owner ship of houses ox’ rooms 
and the prices-of sale are to be announced to the 
"Juodische Geineinde".

J) Notices of rooms can given.only with the approval of 
the " Relief Committee of Chief-Tenants". «■

he have informed the Committee in this way.
'.o remain,, dear S-irs,

Respectfully Yours
z< Communal Assoclation-iof Central European Jev.’P

/ (Juedische Gemeinde)
I’ ' ;

; x a r d e g Fresiciont
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
iNo.s. b. y-.... y $

REPORT (nate.......~..... ' "f

.....9p.e.Ci.al..Br.an.C.h...............Station. File No......................... Dafe....Augus.t..JiQ.,...1941.......

SUBJECT: Application for registration of 
’’Association of The House-Possessors 
in Shanghai.”

I*- ' X

$ith reference to the attached communication 

relating to a request -fOT'Tegistration of the 

"Association of The House-Possessors in Shanghai" 

received from Messrs. E. BLUMENTHAL, W. TISCH and 

L. KAUF, the English version of the statutes of 

the organization as enclosed with the original 

letter are literally impossible to understand.

A german version has been supplied by the sponsors 

of the association - the individuals mentioned 

above - but the aims and objects of the group are 

far from clear.

BLUMENTHAL, TISCH and KAUF, all German Jewish 

refugees and none of good standing in the refugee (

community, are imbued with the idea that they can 

assist householders and tenants in the Hongkew 

area in settling their many quarrels regarding J 
rent, sub-letting, etc., etc. by the formation of 

the association which will take upon itself the 

duties of arbitrators for the purpose of settling 

amicably the affairs of members of the association. . ( 

Since a properly constituted Arbitration Court

already exists among the Jewish Community in
Shanghai I do not see the need for another one 
to be established, especially when its real 
raison d’etre is merely to line the pockets of 
the three persons mentioned above.

The Jewish^Community Arbitration Court naturally 

settles - or trietf^to settle -

I
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

....................................................... Station. File No............ ........... Date..................................................

SUBJECT: 2

civil nature and their fees ^^és are purely nominal. 

If a litigant has nothing he is charged nothing for 

services while a refugee in possession of funds who 

is involved in a dispute is charged according to 

his means.

The entire scheme is a nebulous one and in the

opinion of this office no good purpose would be

served in allowing itnto be registered as an organized 

association with the Police, thereby creating a 

precedent which might possibly be followed by 

numerous other Jewish refugee petty organizations 

for registration with the Police.

/



Eugen Blumenthal 
^77/3.Dene Real

Shanghai Rurjucipul Council

Local
Administration Bui i u i ng

Sehr geehrle Herren,
wir uberreichen hiermit das tutut der Vereinigung der Huusbesitscr 
in Shanghai in deutscher Spruche und bitten urn die Genehmigung zur 
Griindung dieser 7erinibunb.

Der Zweck der Vereinigung ist, dahin zu wirken, dan die Yerhaltnisse 
der 'ohnungoaugelegenheiten, die oft zu Strait und vielen Bosohwerden 
.-.nlass gegeben huben, in gemeinnitzigem Sinne und in Intéressé der 
Dieter und Vermieter, gcr^gelt werden. Berner, dan aie ungesunde Spe
culation, aie mit zu der j.rhdhung der is.ieten gefiihrt hut, verhindert 
wird. Dir wollen auch, dun der schlechte Ruf, in welchem die Huusbe- 
sitzer durch : pekulanten gekommen bind, beseltigt wird und fur einen 
gesunden ..ohnungsmurkt sorgen. '..’ir wollen such Recntslragen von all- 
gemeiner ’'edeutung, die nicl.it gltlich beigelegt werden konnen, durch 
die terichte zur Bntscheidung bringen, wozu der Einzelne, wegen der 
hohen uerichtskosten, niclit in d.er Luge sein wiirde. In viexen i'allen 
von Streitigkeiten ist es uer ..osten wegen nicht moglich die Gerichte 
anzuruxen, was uuzu gei’iihrt hat, daw vielfuch unzulussige Ligenmacht 
geübt worden ist. 7nsere Vereinigung will auch dahin v.irkun, auch 
letzterez verhindert wird und so eine Entlastung der Poxizei und Ge— 
richte herbeiluhren. -,ir woilen also kurz gesugt die xlisstunde, aie 
unzweixelhal t im ; erhultnis von /ieter zu Vermieter emgerissen sind 
beseitigen, unu deshuxb sind wir uer aoxG.it, aac die urunduag unserer 
ereinigung von ullgeceinem xnteresse unu Lutzen ist.

buneben wozlen wir cxC.. ueselligkeit unu WohlvutigKuit uoen.

ir worsen nur ehrenhuite Hi tgiieder uul'n-..'hmen, die in jeder Beziehung 
einwandsfrei sind und werden in dieser und $edcr anderen Hinsicht 
selbstverstündlich Ihre Anordnungen befolgen.

chachtunxsyoll

Shanghai, den 18.8.41

nicl.it
aoxG.it


S a t z u n g

1. Der Zweck der Vereinigung besteht in der i'ôrderung der gemeinsamen 
Interessen der Mitglïeder im gemeinnützigen und sozialen &S©ne. Dieser 
Zweck soil in..Uebereinstimmung mit den ôffeàtliohen Gesetzen und Vorschrif- 
ten verfolgt werden. Poli’cische und religiose Tàtigkeiten feind ausgeschlos- 
sen. i

2. Lie Vereinigung ist eine Zusummenfassung von Personen, welche Haus- 
besitz als .-.igentümer, Pachter Oder dgx. in Shanghai haben. Sie führt den 
Namen

Vereinigung der Hausbesitzer in Shanghai 
Association of housepossessors in Shanghai

3. Pie Mitgliedschaft kann von solchen Personen erworben werden, welche 
ein Haus in Shanghai als ûigentümer, Pachter oder nul ü±und eines sonsti- 
gen Rechtes besitzen. Ueber den Erwerb der Kitgiiedschait beschlics^t auf 
schriftliohen Antrag des Gesuchstellers und Bericht des Vorstandes die 
Mitgliederversammlung. Mitglieder konnen zu jeder Zeit austreten , wenn 
sie 2 Monate vorher dem Vorstande durch eingeschriebenen Brief ihre Kün— 
digung erklaren. Pie Mitgliedschaft erlischt lerner, wenn und sobuld ein 
Mitglied aufhort Hausbesitzer in Shanghai zu sein, es sei denn, dass das 
betreffende Llitglied erklart, daB die Mitgliedschaft aufrecht erhalten 
werden soil. Per Ausschluss eines Mitgliedes kann auf schriftliohen, mit 
Gründen versehenen Antrag des Vorstandes oder von 4 Mitgliedern von der 
Mitgliederversammlung beschlossen werden, wenn ein Mitglied wegexi eines 
ehrenrührigan Vergehens bestraft ist oder ernsthaft die Interessen der 
Vereinigun6 verletzt hat oder ohne ausreichende Entschuldigung mit der 
Zahlung des Beitrages fur mehr als ein halbes Jahr im Verzuge ist. An- 
triige auf Aussehluss sind allen Mitgliedern eine Woche vor der Versammlung, 
welche über den Ausschluss beschliessen soil, brieflich uitzuteilen. Dem 
betroffenen Mitglied ist der schriftliche Antrag auf Ausschluss unverziig- 
lioh nach Eingang, die Ladung zur Mitgliederversammlung mindestens 10 Pa
ge vor dereh Datum durch eingeschriebenen Brief zu übersenden. Das Mitglied 
ist vor der Abstimmung schriftlich und auf sein Verlangen auch mündlich 
zu hôren.

4. Der Vorstand besteht aus dem Vorsitzenden, dem Sohriftführer und dem 
Kassenwart. Er vertritt die Vereinigung ausserhalb der Mitgliederversamm- 
lung und wird jâhrlich fur die Dauer eines Jahres von uer Llitgliederver- 
sammlung gewahlt. Warend des Amtsjahres kônnen ilitglieuer des Vorstandes 
durch die kitgliederversammlung aus wichtigen Grunden mit der Mehrheit des 
Art.33 Chin. Zivilgesetzbuches abberufen werden. Zwei Monate vor dem Ende 
des Geschaftsjahres sind von der Mitgliederversammlung 2 Prüfer aus der 
Zahl der Mitglieder zu wahxen, die über die Tàtigkeit des Vorstandes zu 
berichten haben.

5. Eegelmassige Mitgliederversammlungen linden einmal in jedem Monat 
statt. Per Vorstand ist berechtigt, jederzeit eine auBerordentliche Ver
sammlung einzuberufen, und dazu verpflichtet, wenn 10 Mitglieder dies 
schriftlich unter Angabe der Tagesordnung beantragen. Die Einladung zu 
Versammlungen erfolgt grundsatzlioh durch Brief Oder Karte, fails nicht . 
ein bestimmter Tag fur die Versammlung bestimmt wird. Aile Beschlüsse der 
Mitgliederversammlung und der wesentliche Gang der Verhandlungen sind vom । 
Vorstand in einem besonderen Buch aufzuzeichnen, welches von den Mitglâà-  
dern jederzeit eingesehen werden kann.

*



y {
6. Aile Beschlüsse der Mitglied^rversammlung werden in oifener Abstim- 
mung und durch einfache Kehrheit der anwesenden kitglieder bewirkt, es 
sei denn, dad in dieser Satzung Oder iin chinesischen Zivilgesetzbuch
etwas anderes vorgescnrieben ist.

7. Die Beitrage der Mitglieder werden von der Mitgliederversummlung be-
stimmt. Der Vorstand ist verpflichtet die Beitrage einzuziehen und be- 
rechtigt, au!' begriindeten Antrag, Ratenzahlung, Ermassigung, Siundung 
oder ^rlass zu gewanren.

8. Im Balle von personlichen Streitigkeiten zwischen Mitgliedern soli 
von dem Vorsitzenden des Vorstandes oder von einem durch ihn beuuftragten 
îuitgliede der Vérsucn einer Schxichtung gemacht werden. Balls dieser 7er- 
suon miulingt, sûj.1 ein Schiedsgericnt von 3 Mitgliedern eine entgiiltige 
Entscheidung fallen, wobei von jeder Partei ein Scniedsrichter und der 
Obmann von beider Schiedsrichtern gewahlt warden. Wenn eine Partei nach 
schriftlicher A ut-torde rung es unterlaot den Schiedrichter zu benennen, 
ist dieser vom Vorstand zu bestimmen. Die Entscheidung ist nach schriit- 
licher und mùndlicher Anhorung der Parteien schriftlich mit Tatbestand 
und Gründen zu geben und dem Vorstand und beiden Parteien mitzuteilen.

9. Hinsichtlich der Abanderung oder Erganzung dieser Satzung, aer Auf- 
losung der Vereinigung sov/ie aller sonstigen in dieser Satzung nicht 
geregelter Pragen gelten die Bestimmungen des chinesischen Zivilgesetz- 
buches. Das Vermogen der Vereinigung fallt im Balle ihrer Aullôsung 
ohne Liquidation an eine Einrichtung der ôifentlichen Wohlfahrt, die 
von der Mitgliederversammlung^wird. Beim jehlen einer solchen Bestimmung 
entscheidet der Vorstand.

p bestimmt

Shanghai



Eugen Blumenthal 
277/3 Dent Road.

Shanghai Municipal Council

Local 
Administration Building.

Dear Sirs,
?e hereby beg to hand you the statutes of the Association 

of Housepossessors in shanghai, in the German language, ad ask 
you to allow the formation of this association.

The aim of the association is to settle all sorts of 

misunderstandings and conflicts as arise between landlords and 
tenants, without ha.ving to bother the authorities. Another of its 
aims is to stop rent profiteering. Me shall endeavour to change the 
bad repute which was given the housepossessors by various 
speculators. We also want to be able to settle questions which 
cannot be decided by amiable negotiations by court action, which 
a single person would not be able to do, in vie., of the expense 
in connection with, law-suits. In many cases people tried to 
avoid the expense of taking matters to court and have consequently 
taken action which is neither legal nor fair. Our association 
will also save the Police and Courts a lot of bother. In short 
we shall try to stop all disputes between landlords and tenants, 
and therefore consider that flat formation of such an association 

would be to everybodys benefit.

;.'e also intend to further companionship and charity.
All our members will be persons of good repute and 

will consequently carry out all your instructions.

Yours faithfully, 

signed: Eugen Blumenthal

Shanghai, August 18, 1941. Willy Tisch

Leopold Rauf.



STATUTES

1» The aim of the association is to promote mutual

understanding among its members. This shall be done in 

accordance with the existing laws and regulations. Political 

and religious activities are banned.

2. The members of the a sociation will consist of persons

who are owners, lessees, etc. of houses in Shanghai. The name 

will be

Association of Housepossessore in Shanghai.

3. Member can be any person who possesses a house in

Shanghai, as owner, lessee, or in some other rightful capacity.

A new member will oe cccsi-te-' ..•.ter written application has 

been passed by the committee and the member-meeting. Members 

can resign after having given 2 mouths notice by registered mail 

to the chairman of the association. The membership automatically 

ceases when a person stops being a housepossessor, in such cases 

a special application to retain membership muts be forwarded.

A .member may be expulsed upon a suggestion from four other 
members of the association, if the reasons are found sufficient 
by the member-meetingj or if he owts; mvxc than half a year's 
membership fees. Upon receiving a proposal to expulse a certain 
member, he (the mesiber) must receive notice of such a proposal 
at least ten days prior to the member-meeting, on which occasion 
he may state anything he knows in his defence.
4. The committee consists of the Chairman, the Secretary
and the Cashier. They are elected for a period of one year by the 
member-meeting» The member-meeting may in the course of the year 
in accordance with Article 33 of the Chinese Civil Code, by majority 
elect a new committee. Two months before the end of the year two 
members of the association will be appointed as controllers, and 
will report on the activity of the committee.
3, ' • Ï'



C. a neraber-meeting will be held onee every month.
The couriittee has the right to call s.t any tine a. special 

meetinr, and has to do so, ’■.•hen it is requested by ten members. 
Unless it is the regular meeting, invitations for the special 

meeting vill be sent by letter or post card. All decisions 

of the member-meeting and important announcements of the 

committee will be entered in o specially provided book, which 

can at c-ny time be perused by the members.



Eugen Jlinventhal 
277/1 Ecad,

Shanghai Municipal Council
■L Q e _a_JL
Act .in is oration Building.

Dear Siro,
We hereby beg to hand, you the statutes of uxe Association 

of lioubohosaessors in Shanghai, in the German language, oh ask 
you to allow the formation of this association.

The aim of the association is to settle all sorts of 

misunderstandings and conflicts as arias between londlords and 
tenants without having to bother the authorities. Another of its 
aims is to stop rec. . 1. •azl? endeavour to change the

baa repute which was given the housepossessors.by various 
speculators, We also want to be able to settle questions which 
caunot be decided by amiable negotiations by court action, which 
a single person would ant be able to do, in vie of the expense 

in eo'.ucction with law-suits. In many cases ^eoyle tried to 
avoid tl:.c expense of taking matters to court and have consequently 
taken cticr. which is neither legal nor fair. Our association 
will ul.-o save the Police .•v4 a lot of bother. In short
we ./shall try to stop all disputes between landlords and tenants, 
and t-icrefore consider that a formation of such an association 
would be to everybodys benefit.

c also intend to further companionship and charity. 
All our members will be persons cf good repute and 

will consequently carry out all your instructions.

Yours faithfully, 
signed! Eugen Blumenthal

Shanghai, August 18, 1941. Willy Tisoh
Leopold Sauf.



STATUTES .

1. The aim of- the association is to promote mutual

understanding among its members. This shall be done in 

accordance with the existing laws and regulations. Political 

and religious activities are banned.
2. The members of the a. sociation will consist of persons

who are owners, lessees, etc. of houses in Shanghai. The name 

■.■.ill be
Association of Housepossessors in Shanghai.

3. Member can be any person who possesses a house in

Shanghai, ae owner, lessee, or in some other rightful capacity. 

A new member wil. be accepted after his written application has 

been passed by the committee and the member-meeting. Members 

can resign after having given 2 months notice by registered mail 

to the chairman of the association. The membership automatically 

ceases when a .erson stops bein.. a housepossessor, in such cases 

a sped-1 application to retain membership muta be forwarded.

A member may be exjtulsed upon a suggestion from four other 
members of the association, if the reasons are found sufficient 

by the member-meeting; or if he owes more than half a year’s 

membership fees. Upon receiving a pro. osai to expulse a certain 
member, he (the member) must receive notice of such a proposal 

at least ten days prior to the member-meeting, on which occasion 

he may state anything he knows in his defence.

4. The committee consists of the Chairman, the Secretary

and the Cashier. They are elected for a period of one year by the 

member-meeting. The member-meeting may in the course of tlie year 

in accordance with Article 33 of the Chinese Civil Code, by majority 

elect a new committee. 'Two months before the end of the year two 

members of the association will be appointed as controllers, and 
will report on the activity of the committee.



5. a member-meeting will be held onee every month.

The committee has the right to call at any time a special 

meeting, and has to do so, when it is requested by ten members. 

Unless it is the regular meeting» invitations for the special 

meeting will be sent by letter or post card. All decisions 

of the member-meeting and important announcements of the 

committee will be entered in a specially provided book, which 

can at any time be perused by the members.



Fiu r»o 
Regis.

Ml ftaLlCÏ fORGTt 
rT |Q1 THE NECESSARY ^cjlON DIRECT

Shanghai, the 31 at of'Wly

Shanghai Municipal Council . 5£r’»<*mAT  r
L o k a 1 AUG 4 194?
Administsation Building

. RECEIVED
Dear Sirs,

we take the liberty to notify to you the formation of the

Association of the House - Possesors in Shanghai

which happened in a meeting on June 26 th 1941. Referring to the statute 
and the list of the members herewith enclosed, we beg leave to apply 
respectfully for your authorisation of our establishment.
The board of directors ( comittee) consists of:
1. Eugen Blumenthal 277/3 Dent Road Chairman
2. Willy Tisoh 81o/37East Seward Road Secretary
3. Leopold Kauf 81o/37East Seward Road Cashier

We have the honour to be, dear Sirs, Yours very faithful servants

Association of the House-Possesors in Shanghai



£ist Of Members ( /
„ — •— « —e— •

Mar.E. Blumenthal 277/3 Dent Rd.
11 W. Tisoh 810/37 East Seward Rd.
It L. Kauf 810/37 East Seward Rd.
It Weinstein 8o5/36 East Seward Rd.
II E. Neugasser 277/3 Dent Rd.
II Dr.Guthwirt 241 Chusan Rd.
It Warsohawsky 810/68 East Seward Rd.
It Naohmann 810/35 East Seward Rd.
II David 252 Wayside Rd. *

It Gottlieb 810/43 East Seward Rd.
It Sohaeohter 69 Chusan Rd.
tt F. Zellermeyer 117o East Braadwgcy
II Soheie 8o5/34 East Seward Rd.

Hr s. Bri t zmann 810/87 East Seward Rd.

Mr • Goldstaub 765 Tongshan Rd.
it Fiedler 765 Tongshan Rd.
« Weiss enberg 7 6t> Tongshan Rd.
it Sogwersenz 810/27 East Seward Rd. ■fl

Mrs*  Rosenberg 810/27 East Seward Rd.

Mr • Abraham 737/16 East Broadway
tt Heymam. 81o/28 East Seward Rd.
tt Sondland 81o/14 East Seward Rd. K

tt Waohsnar 8o5/2o East Seward Rd. b.
tt Lindenstrauss 335 Wayside Rd. / Bi|

« e 0. Weil 912 East Seward Rd. II
n H. Preis 226 Eungping Rd. h
tt Beioh 82o East Seward Rd.

n Lewinskà 8o5/35 East Seward Rd.
II

I

it L. Weiss 416/53 Tongshan Rd.

ne S. David 54 Chusan Rd.

it Moral 56/44 Chusan Rd. ' ; . O''

it Prunelle 805/36 East Seward Road *
it Fraenkel 818/47 Tongshan Rd.
tt Reiss 125 Wayside Rd. 1 A

A
-—«—.



ST^UTE OP THE ASSOCIATION OF HOUSE POS^ESORS IN SHANGHAI

1. Object of the association of house-possesors in Shanghai is the fur
therance of the members'commun interests in the meaning of the public uti
lity and socialism, this purpose is to be pursued in accordance to the pub
lic laws and regulations. Political and religious activities are excluded.

2. The association is a community of persons who possess one or more houses 
in Shanghai either for property or for lease or to like. It bears the name: 

ASSOCIATION OF HOUSEJ-POSSESORS IN SHANGHAI.

3. The member-ship can be acquired by such persons who have one or several 
houses in Shanghai as owners,leasers or in consequence of an other title. 
After a proposal in writing by a member-applicant and report of the mana- 
gingoommitee the member-meeting has to decide upon the acquisition of this 
member. Members are allowed to retire at any time if they declare their 
notice two months before to the managing oommitee by means of a regdsteed 
letter. Moreover the membership goes put if and provided that a member has 
ceased to be a house-possesor in Shanghai. Except this member may declare 
to keep his membe r-ship. If a member:
1. is punished because of a slanderus offence or
2. seriously hurt the association’s interests or
3. is owing the shares for mere than 6 Months without sufiioial apology.
The managing oommitee or 4 members may make an written offer to the member
meeting for excluding this member.Such a proposal is to be informed all 
members by letter one week before the member-meeting,that has to decide 
upon the exclusion. The written proposal is to be sent to the chairman. 
After having received it the chairman has to send a copy of it to the mem
ber in question at once, further the invitation to the member-meeting at 
latest lo days before,both written by registered letter. The member is to 
be listened in writing or in demand by word of mouth before the voting.
4. The managing mommitee consists of:

a. the chairman
b. the secretary 
o. the cashier

It represents the association outside the member-meeting and it elected 
yearly by the member-meeting for long a year.During the official year mem
bers of the managing committee can be recalled by every member-meeting if 
important reasons are at hand and a majority according to § 53 of the Chi
nese Civil Code is deoiding.it. Two months before the end of a business 
year the member—meeting has to elect two examinators amidst the members 
having to repott upon the activity of the managing oommitee.

5. Regular member-meetings take place once in every month. The managing 
oomittee is authorized to convoke an extraordinary member-meeting at any 
time and obliged for it if lo members propose it by written and enclosing 
the order of the day. the invitation for member-meetings on priciple hap
pens by letter or card except a fixed day has been appointed for the member 
meeting. All resolutions of the member-meeting and the substantial course 
of the discusions are to be noted down by the managing committee into a 
special book for looking into by each member at any time.

6. All resolutions of the member-meeting are effected in public voting by 
single majority of the present members. Except such oases for which this 
statute or the Chinese Civil Code prescribe an other voting.

7. The shares of the members are fixed by the member-meeting. The managing 
committee has to solleot the shares; it can allow payment by installation g 
reduction,delay in payment or full remission to the member who is makigg “ 
a proved proposal. g

8. In case of differences of personal mannôr between members the chairman • 
or a member charged by the chairman may try to settle the difference. After; 
having failed the trial an arbitration board consisting of 3 members myy 
come to a definitive decision. Ï

deoiding.it
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» S. B. REGISTRY

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. „ n• Vo. S’. B U......

REPORT \

8^4^..Special..Branch... ISfâffîX. File No........................ Date April .15t.h,...19.42*i - ---------—1—
! subject; r, periU.- Activities of. 

| With reference to the report on the "Conmunity
, of Central European Jews" and the Functions of the 
' "I.C. Committee*  , forwarded by the undersigned on

April 13th, 1942, enquiries have been conducted re

Mr. Robert Peritz, mentioned in the report as ’a new 
member of the Governing Board of the •Community".

The following are extracts from Special
Branch files:-

D.5422 (C)-2 from a report on "Central 
European Jews-criminal and suspected 
criminal elements, dated May 23rd, 1939: 
Robert Peritz: Details as to birth, date*  
of arrival, etc. unknown. He presented, 
however, to the Hongkong Harbour Police, when 
en route to Shanghai, German Passport Mo. 544/161 issued in Berlin on April 16th,1934 
- valid for 5 years- which he admitted having 
bought as a forged document in Berlin. It 
is now in possession of the local German Consulate-General."

dated Feb. 20th,1942.
M.1436.Y' Report on a •Communication from 
Robert Peritz, requesting permission to 
establish an office as a commission-agent 
for turf-accountant*.  Remarks of A. C. 
(Sp. Br.) read:- *not  officially approved*.
The following particulars have been obtained 

by the undersigned in the course of enquiries:- J
Mr. Robert Peritz, German Jew, married,

residing at 21/3 Baikal Road, was bom in Berlin on
March 2nd, 1895« 6 years prior to his arrival in
Shanghai, i.e. in 1932, he emigrated to Italy. For
the most part of his stay in Italy he resided in । 
Mailand where he operated a lodging house. Forced by j 

anti-Jewish legislation to leave Italy in 1938, he^ 1

made his way to Hongkong, 
detected that his passport 
After • shortdetentlon by

There the Harbour police



i
6. 850-1-417

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT 
* a -

Station. File No. Date.

I SUBJECT:

he travelled on to Shanghai where he arrived on the 

1-11-38 on board the R.M.S. •Empress of Russia". After 

his arrival here he acquired the lesseeship of premises 

at 258 Yulin Road, in respect of which he applied for 

a "Foreign Lodging House” licence in April 1939. At 

the same time he, together with Mr. F. Ruhemann, opened 

a tavern and garden-restaurant at 151 Thorburn Road, 

which became known as the "Palm-Garden*.  This business

t proved to be a failure and ceased to exist on August 
i
i 31st, 1939. in the end of 1939 Mr. Peritz also 

relinquished the lesseeship of the premises at 258 

Yulin Road.

: During the campaign proceeding the Municipal

Elections of 1940 Mr. Peritz was active on behalf of 

the Japanese faction and was furthermore concerned 

with the distribution of landing permits which were 

offered to Jewish refugee voters.

Until recently Peritz is said to have been

in financial straits. Enquiries, re the contents of 

the above mentioned Sp. Br. file N. 1436, show that 

Mr. Peritz is connected with an office of "Turf 

Commission Agents" which is conducted under the name 

of "Robert & Co? at Mo.AlOft Broadway Mart at the corner 

of Broadway East and Mui rhe ad Road. It is said that 

Mr. Peritz furnished the licence (?) for the establish
ment whereas Messrs. Mannheim and Schreiber supplied * 

the necessary funds. The latter two are conducting 

the business. Enquiries at the Revenue Dept., S.M.C. 

failed to throw any light on the nature of the licence.
* .•» 

no existing licence pertaining to/enterprlse of this

___



G, 850-1-41

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT 
- a -

Station. File No. Date.

SUBJECT:

kind*

From information gathered it appears that Mr.

Peritz does not like to advertize hie connection with 

■ "Robert & Co*,  which can be ascribed to his present

position as a member of the Governing Board of the

•Jewish Community*.  Interesting in this connection

is the fact that the name *Robert*  is Mr. Beritz’ 

Christian name.

It is reliably learnt that Mr. Peritz is to be 

entrusted with the supervision of the *1.0. Committee*.
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D.5422(C)

Arrival of German Jewish Refugees in Shanghai in 1933. -0-

Arriv 1 of German Jewish Refugees in shanghai in 1937 et seq. -1-

Central European Refugees - Arrival of criminal elements. -2-

Elly tidier - Activities on behalf of Jewish Refugees. -3-

Central Eurooenn Refugees - Alleged political meetings. -4-

—do— -do- -do- - Lists of arrivals. -5-

-do- -do- -do- - Control - "international
Committee**  formed.

-do- -do- -do- - Statistics of refugee c-mpn. -7-

Articles exploiting experiences of refugees in local Frees 
- Protest made by Mr. Komor, Hon. uec., "I. C,” -8-

Article in "kainichi" re cflV blis'emnt of new factory for 
Jewish Refugees. -9-

Central European Refugees - Regulations governing.entry 
into Shanghai. endorsements 
on documente and fees in 
respect of endorsements.

Arbitration Board for European Emigrants,
-12"General Report on Jewish Refugees.



P, 5422 (C) -__ 10/

CENTRAL EUROPEAN REFUGEES% IMMIGRATION AFFAIRS ECT.

INDEX

0. Central European Jewish Refugees - Immigration and Endorsement 
of Documents - Regulations and Fees Etc.

1. Control of Immigration - Revision of Regulations

2. LANDING PERMITS
Permits by Japanese Authorities - Re-KANN
Disregard of landing regulations by Lloyd Triestino
French Authorities cease issue of permits
Ref. - R.H.I.Hirschfeld - uncompliance with regulations 
Permits for Jewish refugee Children from Europe 
Refugee arrivals from Siberia without permits

3. Regulations covering entry of Non-Jewish refugees

4, Expulsions - Proposed expulsion from Hongkew Area

5. Registration in Hongkew Area.

7. Refugee arrivals from Japan - 350 from Kobe per S.S.Tatuta

■**  , 8 . MISCELLANEOUS

Staatenlose passports to be recalled by German Consulate 
Telegrams exchanged between H’Kong and S,M,C, Secrtfcaries 
Control of Refugees coining to S.M.P. Headquarters
Visits of S.JJ.P. (S.B. ) detectives to Off. of Refugee Committe*  
Letters in N.C.D.N. re- difficulties of Immigration 
Complaint by Harbor Master’s office - Re-Mr.Pitts examination 
of passports on ships.
Re-mission of Taxation - Not granted 5.12.41.



SHANGHAI MUNieîi’AL POLICE.

REPORT y

Special Branch Station. File No. Date......July.. 28, 1941

subject; Central European Refugees Immigration Affairs -
questions affecting refunding of deposits

Under Article N2a of the Council’s regulations 

applicable to the immigration into Shanghai of 

Central European refugees a sum of US$400 is required 

to be deposited with the Committee for the Assistance 

of European Jewish Refugees in Shanghai» In more 

normal times the money is handed over to the person 

on whose behalf it is deposited only after he (she) 

has arrived in Shanghai and returned this office's 

Immigration Certificate and registered his (her) 

personal particulars with this office, or, returned 

to the depositor in the event of the immigrant being 

unable to came to Shanghai after the Immigration 

Certificate has been returned to this office»

The money, in the care of the Committee, is only 

released after the issue by this office of a statement 

to the effect that the Police are satisfied with the 

bona-fides of the case»

Recently numerous persons Who have deposited 

money with the Committee to enable certain refugees 

to come to Shanghai have approached this office with 

requests that they be allowed to repossess themselves 

of the sums deposited. The reasons, which are

factually correct, can be listed as followss-

1» The Russo-German war makes travel via Siberia
impos sible

2» The Lisbon-U.S.A.-Shanghai route is almost 
impractible.

3. Mailing facilities between Shanghai and say 
Germany, Austria, Poland, Czechoslovakia, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Rumania, Hungary, etc. are
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extremely limited and uncertain so that 
while the refugees themselves are unable to 
come to Shanghai, the return of the certificates 
as required by this office is a problematical 
one. It may take the best part of twelve 
months for a certificate to be returned under 
prevailing conditions while the amount of 
mail lost or destroyed at the outbreak of 
hostilities between Russia and Germany cannot 
be underestimated.

In these circumstances, therefore, instructions 

are respectfully solicited as to whether the amounts 

deposited with the Committee may be returned to the 

depositors without the initial return of Immigration 

Certificates.

In this connection it should be mentioned that

many of the depositors are good types whose fears 

of losing the monies they have deposited have been 

increased by the recent freezing of credits as 

applied by the United States and Japan. (The monies 

deposited with the Committee are held by the Chase 

Bank, an American concern).

A.C. (Special Branch)
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The Chairman,

131 Museum Road, Room 433

Shanghai, April 9, 1941.

Shanghai Municipal Council

Dear Sir,

'.Ve learned that a petition has been sent to

you by Dr. Michaelis as chairman of the Association of Central-

European Lawyers at Shanghai, concerning Permits for the entry

of ^uro ean Refugees into Shanghai

The undersigned respectfully submit that se are

no members of the above Association nor connectée in any

way with the said peti tion

,iQ are, Dear Sir your obedient servants

(Signed) Dr. H. Frank 
Attorney-at-Law

Ledien
Attorney-at-Law



Dr. S. EICHBERG
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW 

AND
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT V.D.
CONSULTING HOURS: 3-6 P.M.

AND BY APPOINTMENT

40 NINGPO ROAD 
ROOM 3O4z TEL. 14549 
RESIDENCE TEL 77958

shanghai, 10th Kpril 1941.

F. A. Pitts, Esq.,
c/o S.M.Police Headquarters,
Special Branch,
185/215 Foochow Hoad, 
Lo cal,

Dear Mr. Pitts;

Referring to our last conversation concerning Dr. R. B. 
Michaelis, I want - like some of my local colleagues - 
to stress the factythat I am not and never have been a member of 
the "ASSOCIATION OF CENTRAL-EUROPEAN LAWYERS" headed by said Dr. M. 
Having no connection whatsoever with that organization I am wholely 

independent in my opinions.
I beg to remain,



Marsh 88, 41,

Dr. Robert 3. Miohaeles, 
1074 Bubbling Well Hoad, 
Shanghai.

Sir,
I hare to refer to your letter of March ®, con- 

earning the entry of European Refugees into the Interna
tional settlement and to state that careful consideration 
has been given to the points raised therein.

I have to Inform you that the regulationa govern
ing the entry of European Refugees wore designed to prevent 
the entry into the Settlement of all destitutes, irrespective 
of race or creed, and can assure you that in granting entry 
penal to no discrimination is made by the Oounoil against 
persons of Jewish or any other faith or nationality,

lhe proposals made by you as to revision of the 
regulations end procedure to bo followed have been carefully 
considered end noted and, whilst thanking you for your 
interest in thia setter, X have to etate that the Council 
is satisfied with the existing arrangements and considers 
that there is not adequate justification for asking any 
change at present.

Others than the Oemnittoo for the Assistance of 
Jewish Refugees in Shanghai are not precluded from acting 
on behalf of persons desiring to gain admission into the 
Settlement. Entry permits arc issued provided that the 
Oounoil*s  requirements are fulfilled.

I am, Sir,

Tour obedient servant,



S.B. 0.5422(0-10

March 26, 41.

Secretary & Commissioner General

S. M. C.

Reference: 

subj«t

I forward herewith copy of a report on the above 

mentioned subject.
I suggest that Dr. Michaelis be informed that 

present arrangements are working quite satisfactorily and 

no discrimination is shown against persons of Jewish or 

any other faith or nationality.

PAC/.

K. M. BOURNE 
Commissioner of Pblice



(jmmtïîpal (UntmctL

COUNCIL CHAMBER, 
SHANGHAI.

March 27,......................19 41.

ïhe Commissioner of Police.

Subiecf- Letter from Dr« Robert B. Michaelis dated 
9/3/41 ‘ré ’Influx ’of ’Jewish Refugees’........................

It would be appreciated if you could now forward your comment 
on the above matter sent to you on. . .¥?rch 11,# 1941. _ .

Acting Deputy—Secretary.



(Crime Branch) Office Notes

Commi ssioner.

March 25, 1941.
Date- ............j

M p
V s ,M I*» ........ ....... ..........

Letter dated March 9 from tt.-B. Michaels.

1 suggest Wi the writer be informed briefly

that the present arrangement for the entry into

Shanghai of üUropean refugees is working satisfactorily

and no discrimination is shown to the detriment of

D. C. (Crime & Special Branches).
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REPORT

Special...Branch ..z..Sr.kf....Station. File No.................... Date....^ch.24,.1.941...

SUBJECT; CENTRAL EUROPEAN REFUGEES - Communication 
dated March 9, 1941 from R.B. MICHAELIS 
addressed to the Chairman of the Council.

Before commenting on the contents of the

attached communication it is just as well to point out

that according to enquiries made in the competent local

circles Dr. R. B. MICHAELIS, the writer of the letter

in question, is considered in these circles as being 

Something akin to a “shyster*  lawyer who, for a long

time past has worried the Committee for the Assistance 

of European Jewish Refugees( in Shanghai, with every

possible kind of suggestion, the main object of which

was to secure for himself a salaried post. He has

Pf Pgl} 
Sir;

Zldorma r v, /

failed in his objective in this direction and his

communications are now even ignored by the responsible 

"Members of the Committee

Dr. MICHAELIS, a Jewish refugee, appears

to have based his contentions on a wrong supposition

long-windedly describee the Counci.1’8 regulations 

applicable to the entry into Shanghai of European

refugees as discriminating against the Jewish race. Such 

is very definitely not the case, 

to EUROPEAN REFUGEES and no mention

The regulations refer

of Jewish refugees

in paragraph 5 whichis made in these regulations except 

states that applications for entry permits must be made 

through the medium of the Committee for the Assistance
' ' ' . ' ■, ' : -■< ' \ \

of European Jewish Refugees in Shanghai. This wm done 
' X . . x ' . ' X x; .. ..Xx7X:XXifci

typly because the majority of refugees are of 

e or religion but it does not alterthe factthat
A;.'- X X'\’. ■' 3. : ' - HX :;X/ X- ■ ' X; < XX,

W
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no discrimination against Jews exists. Another point 

that should be drawn to your attention is the fact that 

he states "practically these regulations have been 

applied only to persons of Jewish race and of German, 

, Austrian or Polish (or -ex) nationality....*  This

j is by no means correct. Permits have been applied

-ar i

for and issued in respect of, for instance, Russians, 

Lithuanians, Latvians, Hungarians, Rumanians, Czechs,

Bulgarians, Danes, Norwegians, Yugo-slayians, Spaniards,

etc., etc.

i Whether the regulations in question are

legally correct is not for this office to comment on,

but it seems hardly feasible that the Council would

have framed such regulations without first taking

! steps to ensure their legality.

•before taking into consideration the

f ■ remarks of Dr. MICHAELIS vis-a-vis his proposals for

new entry rules, his remarks in regard to the duties

of members of the Old Jewish Community in Shanghai

in relation to newcomers (refugees) should be examined.

li He says that old residents fail in their willingness to
.ft;.’’; assist newcomers. This may or may not be so but it isX. ■ i

a fact, based on personal experience, that, the great

majority of "old-timers" would, were they in a position j

''' ■ to do so, ban all further immigration into Shanghai J
ft: - ■" < ' " .

■ '• i
of refugees sineethey realize most forcibly that

coming to this city are many of the worst types of

Central European refugeei With already disastrous .
results j,n many respects to\àban^ai;ï ' ■•■'S' ■?!

ŒSk ' . ■ -. ...
■ .'■ • •"’SW
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The statement of Dr. MICHAELIS that 

the Committee for the Assistance of European Jewish 

Refugees in Shanghai exists more or less soleÿ as 

executor and administrator for the American Joint 

Jewish Distribution Committee» from whom much of 

the funds for the upkeep of indigent refugees 

emanates, is again by no means correct. This 

Committee is carrying out a task under extreme 

difficulty that, in other countries, would surely 

necessitate governmental control. When this 

committee was formed it had upon its membership roll 

such men as Sir Victor Sassoon, Mr. E. Kann, Mr. 

M. Speelman, Mr. E. Hayim, etc., all of whom are 

internatioanlly known in the world of finance. 

The American organization, mentioned higher, 

comprises some of the most influential Jews in 

the United States and it was natural for them to 

place their funds and affairs in the hands of a 

committee in Shanghai that was known for its 

fair-dealing and ability to make the most of a 

bad situation in the most adverse of circumstances.

The I.C. Committee, sponsored by Sir 

Victor Sassoon with a gift of $150,000.00 (rehabili

tation fund) to enable needy refugees to recommence 

business, toes excellent work and has assisted the 

Police and other departments ofathe Council on many 

occasions but, certain friction exists between this 

organization and the Committee for the Assistance of 

European Jewish Refugees in Shanghai*  Instead Of 

pulling .^tegithsr they^aire 'ooàiià.àii-lly.- .having'' ’ ”**
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petty quarrels which tend to disorganize and offset 

the good work done by the two committees.

The proposed new entry rules mentioned 

by Dr. MICHAELIS have been carefully noted but in 

almost every instance they are already taken care of 

by the existing regulations which are applied with 

the necessary elasticity that each individual case 

demands. His proposal that the Council appoint an 

advisory committee to examine applications for entry 

permits has, in effect, been already carried out 

with the Committee for the Assistance of European 

Jewish Hefugees in Shanghai acting in the capacity 

of examination committee with Mr. E. Kann at Its 

head. It seems superfluous to add that Mr. Kann 

has conducted his duties most faithfully and carefully 

and, what is more, in a voluntary capacity.

And so we get to the crux of the letter 

addressed to the Chairman of the Council. Dr. 

MICHAELIS suggests that all applications be made*  

through the agency of attorneys-at-law. He, 

significantly enough, is a lawyer himself, and it 

seems certain that he himself desires to create for 

himself a position that will enable him to live in a 

•style that, perhaps he was once accustomed to. The 

fact that applications are already occasionally made 

through the medium of certain accredited lawyers and 

shipping agencies and permits issued in respect thereof 

provided such applications meet with the Coanoil*s  

requirements is freely admitted but what charges these
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lawyers or agencies make of their clients is no 

concern of this office and further, no concern of Dr. 

MICHAELIS.

j Until refugees such as Dr. MICHAELIS

realize that "both the Council and the local refugee

'i Committees are doing their very utmost to ameliorate 
i
' the lot of the many unfortunate immigrants in Shanghai 

i and that the centralization of refugee matters into 

the hands of one competent committee ds far better 

than placing such affairs into the hands of several 

organizations, new prpposals as outlined by Dr. 

MICHAELIS will continue to have a disorganizing effect 

j upon the working ability of the present constituted

I committees and sub-committees.



?OLIC FORCEZ (
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DR. ROBERT B. Ê^CHAE^IS

1074 Bubbling Well Road, 

Shanghai, March 9, 1941.
ff 3 M '

To the Chairman, 
The Council for 

Shanghai.
the Foreign Community of Shanghai,

Sir:
Re: Influx of Jewish Refugees

I beg leave to draw respectfully the Council’s attention to 

the following matter, speaking as a private person and not as 

a member of any Committee or Organization:

I.

The Municipal Gazette of February 17th, 1939 contains the 

publication of a communication of the Senior - Consul in Shanghai 

answering to the Council’s letters concerning the "Influx of Jew

ish Refugees". In the issue of October 27th, 1939, a notice 

followed regulating the entry of European refugees into the Fo

reign Settlement. - The Annual Report for the year 1939, on 

page 28, informed the public another time about the question of 

"Jewish Refugees" and the unfavourable conditions of these refu

gees gaining a livelihood in Shanghai. There has been said that 

the Council announced in August 1939 its decision forbidding 

any further entry into the Settlement of refugees from

Europe and issued regulations in October, permitting exceptions 

to the general prohibition of entry.

Practically these regulations have been applied only to per

sons of Jewish race and of German, Austrian or Polish (or ex-)

nationality. - A legal motivation of the rules has not been 

published, so far as I know.
II.

My intention in writing this letter - less as a German citizen 

and a former judge, of probably Jewish descent, but as a simple rati 

payer in this city - is to suggest firstly a re-examination of the

legality of the regulations mentioned sub I.

Regulations, Bye-laws etc. and the most part

Studying Treaties, land 

of the existing bodies.
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these lines, I cannot find any other discussable legal basis 

for those prescriptions but Landregulations IX and X, establish

ing a Police force in the Settlement (“therein”) and authorising 

the Council to carry out the Regulations. I will put aside the 

signification of the word "therein" and similar other questions 

of definition and forthwith admit that the uncontrolled and 

unlimited entry of persons without sufficient means of livelihood 

and of no possibility to earn a modest life may be an imminent 

danger for public order and therefore a reasonable ground for 

the competent authorities to adopt Police measures; and I beg to 

emphasize that undoubtedly neither the Council nor one of their 

members or officers deliberately intended to establish a racial 

discrimination under non-Chlnese people in Shanghai. But in fact, 

as they are issued and applied, the regulations are a law of 

racial and national discrimination. Eroepted the entry of Chinese 

from the adjacent districts into the Settlement, these regulations 

have, so far as I know, only one preceding in the story of this 

city, viz. the notification issued in 1917 concerning German and 

Austro-Hungarian nationals. In that case, there were no racial 

discriminations,neither de lege nor de facto; and for the national 

e discrimination reasons have been given based in Chinese suzerainty

and in the fact that China had declared war to Germany and 

Austro-Hungary in August 1917, even these reasons not being 

generally approved in that time.

Regarding the regulations of 1939 for the entry of Jewish 

Refugees, it seems to me thet one can raise even more the question 

whether they are legal and whether, in their form existing and 
s or-" ar , ;-xr: ,?.y .tn fteieruju.

as practically executed, they are an amendment to the Land- 
'if we . • ;«eure vermits, 1 préposé a

regulation» or aseort of Bye-law, 4b’ both^of these foaaaft jnot made l
by ths Jauncll, each ease’ to be U

• in conformity with -the procedure preaaribedin Landregulations [|
:$r»it should remet» at the anly disurètiaa. Æ

? XXVIII and XI. Furthermore < beg remark re*pectfully>}that  the If
/" feii qualification. ■ *a  fwa - should fl

regulatlons, tntheir present form-, aoarcnely'rare :ix>fi^ ;ani<K^<iance |(
b tue life of texes, rate», dues .and feae asm* Uy issued^ ;
hi with the international character of this city, with the free and h :

p amicable collaboration of the inhabitants of all nationalities !..

11 '■ .• ■«. Ml
| ■: ■ ' . ' ' ■ ' ■ ■ - .. ■ ■ ' -,v V ■ ■ •■■■■ ■ -,
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and races and with the mercantllej?urpose of an "open” port, 

besides several other points of view more, legal as well as

practical.

Ill

Stating that I don’t deny the possibility ana even necessity 

of any entryvrules, and in order to avoid to appear merely as

a critic, I may utter some constructive proposals for possibly

planned new regulations:

1) As a principle permits should be declared necessary for 
foreigners of all nations and races. There may be .
constituted, aborigine, general exceptions for citizens ’
of those countries whO do not compel their nationals to 
emigrate abroad without sufficient means or generally 
assist their nationals in Shanghai when coming in need 
or similar. General bonds of this kind by Consular 
notifications could be admitted.

2) Issue of permits for persons not excepted according to 
No. 1 above should not only be granted in consideration 
of the financial questions, but also in respect to the 
following points:

a) Near relationship: Spouse and minor children of 
persons already living in Shanghai should not be 
hindered to immigrate by any restrictions, for 
parents facilities should be granted.

b) The special capacity, the experience in certain 
lines or professions important for this country 
and for Shanghai and similar particulars of the 
immigrant should bo taken in consideration.

c) A proof of good conduct (criminal record, certi
ficates etc.) and of health should be requested and 
also the age of the ep plicants be taken in some 
account.

d) Linguistic knowledge, especially of the Bnglish and/or 
the Asiatic languages are to be regarded.

e) The possibility of further emigration into the 
interior of China or abroad, in given oases, may 
be taken in consideration.

f) Special bonds or affidavits may be admitted in 
suitable eaeee.

Those points are only examples and general remark», in 
order to explain ay suggestions in general.

3) >roooduro of issuing per*!to,  X propose 
nation of applications by an advisory 

» appointed by r ‘ 
treated by three mmnberobf such committee 
refueln 
of the

the 'Connell, ea ch <

the List of taxes, rates, dues and toon
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The existing regulation'tras its basis on the reason that 

it is generally the task of the old Jewish Community in Shanghai 

to supply the means for new-comers of Jewish race. I fully 

agree that it should be so, but the facts, unfortunately, are 

other. The financial situation in general in the past years 

and the high number of immigrants may be some reason. But 

apart from that, Jewish circles somewhat fail irytheir 

willingness to help, and with the exception of some donators 

and several benefactors from amongst Jewish and non-Jewish 

old Shanghai residents, the means come in the very greatest 

part from abroad, and the Committee for the Assistance of 

European Jewish Emigrants is chiefly not more than the 

executor and administrator for the American Joint Jewish 

.distribution Committee. The statements of accounts which

have been published prove these facts. On the other side,

the I.C. (International Committee for the Organization of

Immigrants in China), generally occupied with all matters of

passports, identification-cards, visas, transmigration, 

registration with the Consulates and so on, in my knowledge, 

has no dealings with the issue of permits for immigration. 

On these reasons, an advisory committee, not restricted to tn 

one single Jewish Committee, should be appointed by the Council, 

and besides the Jewish Committee^ independent citizens' 

collaboration Would be useful too.

I am sorry to must add in this concern -that relatives of 

persons living in Germany or Austria and being in sorrow about

W
-- 

••
:

-Vfk

their families*  members often come in my office telling me; 

"This or^that person 'procures' permits for 300 $ or 400 $ 

or similar" and so on, I will not insist on these things, and 

the ia “ 

well as departents "o^esttHiM^toee--,'aherçU not be*  

Nevertheless ^inty ,

very earnest, matter 0^^St<-«^bguenees--'tOall'the partiaaÆ’- 

concerned as' weir as for the welfare of thia^eitys' Thue, each ’ 

application deserves a careful consideration in a clear legal |

<1
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way of procedure. I think that-'these cases are certainly not 

of inferior importance than f.i. civil claims for the recovery 

of some hundred dollars or criminal persecutions or applications 

for licenses etc.

I beg to remark that this letter, adcressed to you with all 

due respect, does not pretend to be complete in this matter, and 

I should be glad, if my modest suggestions could contribute to 

serve not only the interests of the parties concerned, but ebove 

all those of this city.

I am, Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

(Signed) Dr. Robert 3. Michaelis



REF. NO. K 38/1 1

ouncil (üljamber/ */l

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

SfltanaÂai,... .........february.24,

The Commissioner of Police.

Cemtral European Refugees 
Telegraphic Confirmation of Immigration 

R Certificates Issued. B

The recommendation contained in your report of 

February 22 is approved, that an extra charge of $25 be 

made in respect of the additional clerical work involved 

in telegraphic confirmation of the issue of Police Immi

gration Certificates in addition to the cost of cables.
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February 32, 41.

Tn« Secretary & Co^niasicner General.

Reference: lour file K.3S/1. 

Subject: Jew!eh Refugee*.

1 forward hares ith^opy of a report on the 

subject of telegraphic confirmation of the issue 

of Police Certificates and in view of the increase 

in clerical work involved I have to recomiend that 

an extra fee of $£& be made in addition to the cost 

of the cable.

K.M. BOURNE

Conal.aloner or Police.

1



COP

Special Branches.i.

February 19, 1941.

Central European Refugees - Confirmation of issue of 
Inmigration Certificates required.

Requests nave been received by this office 

during the p*st  few days that wo confirm that certain 

Immigration permits have teen issued by cabling the 

Japanese Consulate-General in Prague and Berlin. 

These requests have been received from Central European 

refugees who have applied for and received Immigration 

permits.

This measure is apparently necessary as cablegrams 

have been received by the refugees concerned in 

Shanghai from the Jewish Aid Committees located in 

Berlin and Prague to the effect that transit visas 

(for Manchukuo and Japan ? ) will only be issued by 

the Japanese authorities in Prague or Berlin after 

cabled confirmation has been received from the 

Shanghai Municipal Council that the necessary permits 

have been issued.

The object of this move is not clear but it 
s 

would seem that it is another of the many obstacles 

placed in the way of intending emigrants.

If the D.C. (Crime 4 Special Branches) does

decide to sign these cablegrams, all fees for which

of course will be paid by the refugees in Shanghai

it is confidently anticipated that many similar 

requests will be made at this office.

Attached hereto are cablegrams to be signed

and a cable received by Mr. Paul MOW, Czechoslovakian ■ » j

refugee in Shanghai, from the Jewish Aid Committee " H
• , - o.. f

in Prague. This cablegram states In brief uJttmtmUm,* , ■
mentioned, above
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February 20, 1941,

(Grime Branch) Office Notes

Commissioner,

Reference attached report by -0,3.1. Pitts, 

the work in connection with the issue of inmigration 

certificates is considerable and now requests are 

bëing received for police telegraphic confirmation 

of issue. Vi/hile these requests are not unreasonable 

the work involved merits the levying of extra fee and 

in this connection I suggest a charge of $25.00.



fm.___ 2 \ / bile No.............
* <o«SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Special Branch..- S.1.........station,
REPORT „ , 1n ..

Date* ebruary 19, 9 41

Subject.. .Central .Surppean..Re.^ ‘..of
Certificates Required

Made D.S .1 ... Fitts............................ Forwarded by..... ,TabrUm..................................

Requests have been received by this office

during the past few days that we confirm that certain

Immigration permits have been issued by cabling

the Japanese Consulate-General in Prague and Berlin

These requests have been received from Central European

refugees who have applied for and received Immigration

permits

This measure is apparently necessary as cablegrams

have been received by the refugees concerned in

Berlin and Prague to the

(for Manchukuo and Japan

the Japanese authorities

Shanghai from the Jewish Aid Committees located in

effect that transit visas

? ) will only be issued by

in Prague or Berlin after

cabled confirmation has been received from the

Shanghai Municipal Council that the necessary permits

^CIAL LMANCH

have been issued

The object of this move is not clear but it

would seem that it is another of the many obstacles

placed in the way of intending emigrants.

If the D.C. (Crime & Special Branches) does

decide to sign these cablegrams, all fees for which

of course will be paid by the

it is confidently anticipated

requests will be made at this

refugees in Shanghai,

that many similar

office

Attached hereto are cablegrams to be signed

and a cable received by Mr. Paul KOHN, Czechoslovakian

refugee in Shanghai, from the Jewish Aid Committee

in Prague. This cablegram states in bripf th.

details mentioned above 
A.C. (Special Branch).

D.S.I
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Shanghai international Radio Office

DFK 1026

PPLAG BS43 26/24 17 1900

DLT KP17.2O PAKON SHANGHAI

JAPANKONSULAT Pf^AG ERTEILT TF^ANSITV ISUM BERGLER,

ALL I NA NUPuGUf\ vVENN MUN IT IPALBEHOEFW NUMMEPt UNO 
AUSSTELLUNGSDATUM POSTWENDEND AN KONSULAT KABELT 
ANSONSTEN AUSf^lSE UNMOEGLICH

KEHILAH Jbi'

For any inquiry respecting this radiogram, please present the duplicate copy to THE SHANGV 
INTERNATIONAL RADIO OFFICE, Sassoon House, Jinkee Road or Pha”'

Phon*  11130 for a messenger to collect ÿour outgoing radiogram -

I
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January 10, 42.

B. Kann, F.sq.,
Vice-Charman, 

Committee for the Assistance 
of European Jewish Refugees in Shanghai.

Sir,

I have to acknowledge, with thanks, receipt of 
your letter of January 5, 1942, giving details of the 
transfer of the Immigration Office to the Central Office 
of the Committee for the Assistance of European Jewish 
Refugees in Shanghai and note with regret your resigna
tion from this Committee.

I have to express my sincere appreciation for the 
most able assistance and help you have given the Police 
Department at all times in all phases of immigration 
affairs and learn with pleasure that the co-operation that 
has existed between your Committee and the Special Branch 
has been such as to minimize the many difficulties that 
have been encountered since the inauguration in October 

/ 1939 of the Council’s regulations governing the entrance
into Shanghai of European refugees.



Fm. t

Memorandum.
POLICE FORCE. k 

MUNICIPAL COUNCIL,

Shanghai).............9.».1.».42............19 4........
To..... D.^C.^-inrime.-A .SpecialJSranchesJ

_Sir, .......

Attached is suggested draft 

of lettef in reply to Mr. Kann’s 

communication of January 5.

Mr. Kann has» at all times, 

been of the utmost assistance, to 

the lolice vis-a-vis Jewish

refugees since the influx of these



I have to acknowledge, with thinks, 

receipt of your letter of January 5, 1942 giving 

details of the transfer of the Immigration Office 

to the Central Office of the Committee for the 

Assistance of European Jewish Refugees in Shanghai 

and note with regret your resignation from this 

Committee.

I have to express my sincere appreciation 

for th® most able assistance and help you have given 

the Police Department at all times in all phases of 

immigration affairs and learn with pleasure that the 

co-operation that has existed between your Committee 

and the Special Branch has been such as to minimize 

the many difficulties that have been encountered 

since the inauguration in October 1939 of the 

Council’s regulations governing the entrance into 

Shanghai of European refugees.



Committee for tke Assistance of European Jewisk Refugees in 
IMMIGRATION S>£RART^ENT

EMBANKMENT BUILDING ENTRANCE A ROOM 177

Skangkaî

M. SPEELMAN, CHAIRMAN 
E. KANN, VICE-CHAIRMAN SHANGHAI, bth January 1'9

Shanghai kuniÊipal ■‘•olice, 
jpecial Branch,
Shanghai.

Senti©men,

Immigration ;

In consideration of the immigration into shanghai having come 
to a stop, the usefulness of maintaining a special department with
in the above Committee has become problematical. I have therefore 
arranged with the chairman, hr K. Speelman, to embody the Immigrat
ion Dept, of the above Committee into the Central Office ( Avenue 
Edward VII ), which latter will henceforth attend to immigration 
problems if and when such arise.

I view of the foregoing I have to-day t-nnerea my resignation 
fiom tne above Committee. I avail myself of this opportunity to 
offer sincere thanks to your department for the splendid co-oper
ation which you have kindly given to me and my work all the time 
and to assure you that your kindness is being highly appreciated.

Yours very truly



2 K 58/1

(Jnunril (ÆlpmSrf*/  ",
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

. ......... Jajauary..22^z^41.t..._

The Commissioner of Police.

European Refugees

;/ith reference to your report of January 13 and 

enclosure, there is no objection to the deposits made 

by European refugees being, released in certain cases 

where the uersons concerned ore unable to produce the 

Police Immigration Certificates issued in their favour.

f/ ' Acting Deputy Secretary.



K 38/1

ft

Wl POLICÉ 
. res». :..

........../ f
) —_______

Noven'ûür 3, l‘MO«

Z. Rarifl, Saq. ,
Tic e-C ha irnian ,
□{Kuaitloc for die cuistance of

Europcbu Jsjvïish Hufugecs in Shanghai,
113 Klukiaag Road, 
sn-'ejoîui.

Dear '«*•  naiin *

In reply to your letter of November 4, I have 

to Inform you tn&t dao request of your ûocumlttee has bean 

acceded to and tae period of validity of entry permits 

granted to Suropaan refugees has been extended fror. 4 nonths 

to d months•

Tour a sincerely,

B, I. hAbii

Acting Deputy Secretary.

GPRî



xjw» t

November 40.7

Secretary & Commissioner General,

S. M. . C.

Reference: Your file K. 38Z1

Subject : Validity of Landing Permits.

In view of the slow transit of mail to ana from 

Europe at tlie present time, I have to recommend that 

the validity of landing permits be extended to six 

months.

Sd. K. M. Bourn-.
Consulssloner of Police•



..... ■ ' ~ I
FORM NO. 3 A7O.. —

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE./

SjjACial... ja&tQBhSUgiM^ T R Y
REPORT 

D<jw.‘JifoxaOTejWSr"Ï9^40 t
Subject (in jull)_ ____Ceatral European.Refugees; valid ity OT^^aM* ’*̂  ~~........... C-.......

Immigration. Certificates*.

Made Z>y.P.*.?.*.S,K.illingb.e.c|? ............... .....Forwarded by P*  I*.Crawford,.

Wi$h reference to the attached communication 

from Mr. 3*  KANN, addressed to Mr. B.T. HASH,as the 

original permit conditions were suggested by D.S,I, Pitts, 

in conjunction with the S,M.C, Secretariat, I respectfully 

suggest that any further negotiations in the matter be 

left over until such time as D,S»I, Pitts resumes duty 

after short leave.



as
4 JÛV 1940

Gommittèe for tke Assistance of European oewis 

IMMIGRATION DEPARTMENT
EMBANKMENT BUILDING ENTRAKTCE'A ROOM 177

M. SPEELMAN, CHAIRMAN 
E. KANN, VICE-CHAIRMAN SHANGHAI,... 4.tfc N.Q.Vembftr.. 1,9.40.

Copy:

E.T. Nash, Esq., 
Deputy Secretary, 
S.M. Council, 
Shanghai.

Dear Mr. Nash,

Re validity of landing permits:

Landing permits issued by the S.M. Police have a validty of 
four months from date of issue. This usuance sufficed originall; 
However, since beneficiaries of permits are mostly domiciled in 
Great Britain, Prance, etc.,it nowadays takes fully two months be- 
fore mail from here reaches the addressee. Not infrequently chan
ges of the address forcibly take place, when there is extra delay 
As steamer accomodation is rather difficult to obtain, and as 
people coming out are travelling via the Cape, it takes more than 
two months to accomplish the journey. It is obvious that under 
prevailing circumstances four months duration is insufficient for 
landing permits.

I therefore take the liberty of requesting re-consideration 
of this particular problem, suggesting that henceforth landing 
permits should be issued for six months, so as to enable benefi
ciaries to avail themselves of the privilege of coming out here.

Enclosing copy of this letter for the S.M. Police and thanking 
you in anticipation for your kind consideration, I beg to remain,

Very sincerely Tours, 
sgd. E. Kann



P.

K 38/1
ftlMMMM NNMPtl Much

S. B registry 
IV*  £ A DZ^-L±- 

’uw.

June 27, 40*

iMiron Kieen Xalaha, ^rflkxS
110 ssoehuen Road, #$1/Tt .

hanghal. ■W*' ’L JA'.fë^ ■.»'
w*V ‘ •■'■/'

Gentlsjafin, ■.; ■'

1 have to refer to my letter of June 4, Inviting 

your kind cooperation in the matter of the control of 

refugee® travelling aboard your ships and destined to 

shanghai•

It la regretted that your umpany finds Itself 

unable to assist the .furxi^ipal felloe in this mtter upon 

t'ae lines proposed in my letter.

It le understood, however, that your fosapany is 

prepared to permit the follee to board your ships for thia 

purpose. The folio® will ba accompanied on such occasions 

by representatives of the fomlttee for the ^sistanee of 

European Jewish Befugees. X have to request that you will 

be so good aa to instruct your ships in accordance with

I this understanding.

X have to thank you for the extension of all 

possible faeilitiee to the foliee in this matter*

I an*  dentleaen, 
| Tour obedient servant, ® '



June 26 40

Comm 
Si- :

Dear Nash, 

On receipt of your telephone message 

yesterday morning, I instructed M.S.I. Pitts 

to call on Mr. Nakashima of Messrs. Dairen Kisen 

haisha and I attach herewith a report of the 

interview which seems to indicate that the D.K.K. 

.bine are not prepared to cooperate with the 

Committee for the Assistance of European Jewish 

fii as requested by you 

! 4, 1940.

,o Mr. Ikeda’s queries 

figures of the approximate 

whose behalf permits hare 

answer to the second query

as to inspection of travelling papers is contained

Refugees and the

in your letter of Ji

With regard

.the Police can supply 
r>. C.{Sf.Br.) |

j// ...number of refugees on

been obtained and the

B. T. Nash» Bsq.»

Assistant Secretary»



l£r. Nash:-

J WISH REFUGEES ARRIVING ^CM DAIREN,

The Dairen Kisen Kaisha would appreciate if the following 

information could he given to them with reference to the Jewish 

refugees who will be arriving after July 1st.

1» The approximate number of refugees that are expected.

2. Why the Police find it necessary to inspect the 

travelling papers of the refugees prior to their 

landing in Shanghai.

June 26th, 1940.

... . ■ • ' . .. ■ . . •<-'



FM, 2
G, 90M-1-39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

File No,

Special Branch...-. ..Stationy
REPORT t„„q

Subject.

Date.....June .26,....... ,940

.Cen.tw>l..Eur.pp.ean. ..Refugees. .-..D.» „K.„K... Line

Macle by. D.S.I. Pitts .Forwarded by. D. •...Qrawford

In accordance with instructions received from the 

D. C. (Special Branch), Mr. NAKASHIMA of the local 

office of the D.K.K. Line was interviewed during 

the morning of June 25, 1940 in connection with 

the suggestion made by the Special Branch that the 

shipping compgay assist the Police in making 

arrangements to control the influx of Jewish refugees 

arriving on the company’s ships from Dairen. (Vide 

report of May 23, 1940).

The entire situation affecting refugees was 

explained to Mr. Nakashima and he was asked whether 

he could make arrangements for the ships arriving 

in Shanghai to prepare a detailed list of refugees 

and to hPve the passports of the passengers concerned 

detained and handed over to an authorized member 

of the Jewish committee who would meet the 

steamers. Mr. Nakashima then stated that he had 

already interviewed the captains of the steamers 

plying between Dairen and Shanghai and the 

conclusion had been reached that the ships’ personnel 

was too limited to undertake these extra tasks,

especially in view of the fact that an—ar traffic 

occupies the entire time of the crew. It was then 

suggested that perhaps the Dairen office could 

prepare the lists, but the answer received was that 

the number and details of passengers were not known 

until the ship had left Dairen en route to the <-

South,



FM, 2
G. SOM-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No...

.Station,
REPORT

2
Date. ‘9

Subject.

Made by. .Forwarded by.

Mr Nakashima was then asked whether he would

consider having a n$ice placed in a prominent

position in the ship indicating that refugees

were not to disembark in Shanghai until they had

been met by a member of the Committee who would

advise them of the necessity of registering with the

Police, etc., etc Mr. Nakashima said he would

have to secure the views of the head office in

Dairen before he could act on this suggestion.

As matters

the D.K.K. Line

then stood it was apparent that 

evinced little desire to co-operate

with the Police on refugee matters with the result

that Mr. Nakashima was requested not to make any

further move until Mr. Nash, Assistant Secretary

of the Shanghai Municipal Council, had communicated

with him again.

D.S.I

V D. C. (Special Branch)



K 38/1

P»

f3HAN8HAI 1WHCIPAIF8UCE । 
s. B. REGISTRY I

. /Va S. B. D.

.Date......—1—~~--------------J

June 4,

Dairen Kiaeu Xalsha, 
110 Szaohuen Road, 
Shanghai.

Gantiomen,

I have to Invite your kind oo-operatton in the 

mtter of the control of refugees travelling aboard your 

ships and destined to Shanghai.

I shall be grateful if you will notify the 

responsible officers of your ships arriving in ^hanihai 

carrying refugees to prepare n separate list of such 

refugees in possession of permits Issued by tho Municipal 

police.

It is also requested that the passports of all 

such refugees be collected and that they be handed over to 

the representative of the Oownlttee far the Assistance of 

European Jewish Refugees «too will mot ships carrying 

refugees upon their arrival in Shanghai» 'She representative 

of the Jewish Cosaltteo will issue a receipt for tho pawparts 

to the individual oeuors and will instruct then regarding tho 

necessity of their registering with tho Municipal police.

Thanking you for your kind assistance in this 

mtur*



j
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COOdTTKB FOR THB ASSISTANCE OF

KJRQPIAN JEWISH REFÜOŒS IN SHANGHAI.

IMMIGRATION DEPARTMENT.

Shanghai, July 19, 1940.

B.T. Nash, Esq., 
As el s tent Secretary. 8.M.C.

Dear Mr. Nash,

I take the liberty of transmitting to you 

on the appended sheet some salient points relative to 

Immigration problems since restrictions were Instituted.

I avail myself of the opportunity to transmit 

to the S.M. Council on behalf of my Committee sincere 

thanks for the help and the courteous consideration which 

have invariably been extended to us.

Very sincerely yours,



Shanghai, July 17, 1940

TMMTQBATIOW ST. 'ICS

Applications i From th*  time the new immigration restrictions 
hew*  beenputintofore*,  !•*•  between end of November, 1939, and 15th 
July 1940. about 3,700 application*  were filed with th*  Immigration 
Dept, of th*  Committee. Very frequently an appliestion compris**  sev
eral person*,  so that th*  number of persons on whose behalf entry into 
Shanghai was sought, may bo put at about 4,000. Out of thia total 
about 55» of the application*  submitted referred to th*  Japanese occu
pied territory) about 40» to th*  International Settlement) and about 
£9 to the French Concession.

Permits Qrantedt The number of penalts granted is, as far as 
can be ascertained by th*  Inmigration Dept., about 8,600. This means 
that such landing permits bonefitted about 4,000 persons. It also 
signifies that, thanks to the kindness of the authorities concerned, 
about two»thirds of the applications filed have hitherto been granted. 
The remainder of the applications are at this juncture still under 
consideration by the authorities concerned. A certain percentage had 
to be declined.

Actual Arrivals; Up to July 12 beneficiaries of about 500 per» 
mits only actually arrived hero, representing about 900 persons. This 
teans about 20% only of the total number of landing permit*  issued 
since end of November, 1939. The causes for this comparatively small 
number of entrants are manifold: firstly, the difficulty of finding 
means of communication from Central Surope; the hardships in connect» 
ion with obtaining visae via Siberia-lLanchukuo; the dearth of foreign 
currencies for paying steamer fares; obstacles often put into th*  path 
of intending emigrants by the Central European authorities under the 
stylo of tax complications, etc.

London Migrants* A fairly Lange number of refugees, ifco had 
been granted an asylum in England. ar*  now expected to leave that 
country. During th*  past two months the Cesuaittee has had a good many 
applications from that direction, almost all of which ar*  based on 
the prescribed landing money of U.3.| 400 for each adult person. This 
means that, in contradistinction to the original influx of impover
ished masses ( in the majority of ease*  ) we new witness * tendency 
on the part of immigrants to bring funds to Shanghai) not merely in 
the shape of landing money, but not infrequently in the form of com
paratively good-sited monetary reserves.

Remarks: An ‘ever-growing number of refugee*  at present domicil
ed at Shanghai is making use of our port a*  halting-station on their 
way to U.S.A.
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TO FACILITATE ASE QUOTE
THIS NUMBER K 38/1 
AND DO NOT DEAL WITH MORE THAN 
ONE MATTER IN( THE SAME LETTER 1

CONFIDENTIAL
(Council (Chamber.

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING.

rny 10, ^<0.

R. W. Yorke, Esq,

Dear Yorke,

I am putting on record the attitude that I am 
adopting regarding the matter of which you spoke to me.

By understanding reached with the Japanese, we are 
exercising assumed powers to prohibit certain Jewish parties 
from "entering" Shanghai, Actually we have no means, 
exclusively our own, to do this. We have never pretended to 
the rights of a passport office or believed that, in our own 
right alone, we are empowered to "authorize the entry” of any 
party into the port of Shanghai. Ih our certificates we have 
made the distinction of saying in a negative way that we have 
"no objection” to entry, rather than that we have "authorized 
entry", and the certificates given refer to entry into the 
"International Settlement South of the Soochow Creek" and not 
to entry into "Shanghai".

Accordingly, where we learn that the Japanese 
authorities will not permit entry into Shanghai on the 
strength merely of our certificate of "non objection", I 
think we should refrain from challenging their decision.

Should it develop, however, that we learn that the 
Japanese authorities are in any general way denying èntry to 
Jewish refugees who appear to us to be qualified to enter, 
it may perhaps be our province to pass such information on 
to the Consular Body, leaving it to them to take the matter 
up with the Japanese authorities should they see fit.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL
.Special Brein/MaS.. Jkî£L S. S tcttj^oif j

REPORT j n..>. t AO
‘9 *'"ÿUate......y.

Subject................ -Çep.ïral. European.

Made by..... ........................................  Forwarded by.........

Arriving in Shanghai on June 23, 1940 from

Germany via Siberia and Dairen were Hr*  Walter

German Aryan and his wife Mrs. Erna

FIESKEJ German Jewess. The latter was not in poss-

ession of landing money, neither had she a landing

permit

The couple are practically destitute and at

present are being accomodated by the Jewish

Committee in the Embankment Shelter

the lolice have

attempt to make

have the effect

lacking

Despite the fact that both persons are refugees,

no control over the man since any

him register with the Police might

of causing trouble

German authorities

This is by no means the first

type since it is learned from good

with the local

case of this

sources that

German Jews have been arriving here from Hongkong

and Singapore on small coastal steamers during the

past three weeks without either landing money or

permits, the persons concerned having been placed

on board the steamers by the British Government

authorities in those ports*  Details, however, are

In connection with the first paragraph Mrs

Erna FLESKE’S passport bears a large red

D.S.I.

D.C. (Special Branch)

1



Committee for tke
IMMIGRATION DEPARTMENT

EMBANKMENT building entrance a room 171
7 2_____

M. SPEELMAN, CHAIRMAN 
E. KANN, VICE-CHAIRMAN shanghai, 24th June 1940

Special Branch,
S.M. Police.

Dear Sirs,

Re Deposit of Landing Money:

In view of the fact that numerous remittances are cabled here 
in favour of prospective immigrants, and not in*t  the name of our Com
mittee, I wrote on June 11 to the Shanghai Municipal Council, solicit
ing a ruling on this particular question. Under date of June 19 ( Ref.< 
No. K. 38/1 ) I received the following answer:

” Provided your Committee furnishes to the Police a letter, 
when applying for a permit, stating that the Committee is 
satisfied that the money is deposited in Shanghai and that 
it is available for the use of the entrant concerned upon 
his or her arrival in Shanghai, the requirement in question, 
will be regarded as having been met. *

( sgnd. E. T. Nash )
I think it useful to cammunicate the foregoing to you for re

cord’s sake.

Immigrants Deposit Money: Hitherto the landing money was de
posited in a special account with the Hongkong & Shanghai Banking Corp 
From 'to-day the said account will be carried by the CHASE BANK. This 
means that, if and when money is being cabled from abroad for landing 
permits, the order should read : * Advise and pay Chase Bank, account 
Speelman.”



FM, 2 _
G, 90M-1-39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

^"^Special Bra
9. B. REGISTRY

REPORT up<Date\..

Subject. .........Ce.Qtral-.Sur.ojp.ean .Ref uge.e.s...... Landing.. Mpnies..Be£o.sited.in

London.

Made by......... .?*.?  *...................... Forwarded by................................................... *

With reference to the contents of a report

dated June 18, 1940 on the above subject, it is

now learned from the Hongkong & Shanghai Banking

Cojnmr. oj Police

Info-mitten.

direct

D. C. (Sf. f ■

Corporation

from London

that authorization has been received

to the effect that landing monies

deposited on behalf of refugees who have arrived

in Shanghai may be returned to the persons concerned

Accordingly the monies have already

jeen paid out to the majority of the refugees

concerned after their proper identification



1

June 19, 1940.

E. Kann, Esq.*»
Committoe for th® Assistance of

European Jewish Refugees in Shanghai, 
Immigration Department, 
Kmbankment Building, 
Entrance A, voom 177, 
Shanghai.

Dear Mr. Kann, 

X have to refer to your letter of June 11, on the subject 

of the requirement that refugees eligible to apply for entry 

permits must deposit with your 'JoaMttea specified money. 

Provided your Committee furnishes to the Police a

letter, when applying for a permit, stating that the Committee j

is satisfied that the money is deposited in Shanghai and that <

it is available for th® use of the entrant concerned upon his or j

her arrival in Shanghai, the requirement in question will be |

regarded as having been met. .

Of® I

.4^4

Yours sincerely,

KT. NASI

Assistant Secretary.

!

\ < ...<"14 J
y rjv D ,''D '■ ' 1

k', / J"

1 ■ ■ \

'W'lf '"1 \~'.4



LLOYD TRIESTINO.
COPY

2 1 JUN 
I. VOM»

Shanghai, June 19th,1940»

The Secretary^ Commissioner General
Council Chamber,
Administration Building, 
Shanghai Munici cal Council, 
Shanghai.

Dear Sir,

We are in receipt of your letter No. 5^4 °*  

the 18th instant, in reply we would say that the matter 

with the Hongkong & Shanghai Banking Corporation has in the 

meantime been satisfactorily arranged and that payments of 

Land 5ng Money are effected to refugees direct.

We are taking this opportunity of thanking you for 

the interest you have been kind enough to take in the 

matter.

Yours faithfully, 

LLOYD TRIESTINO.



' '5

I
K 58/1

Tune 18, 1940.

Messrs. Lloyd Triestino, 
26 The Bund, 
SHANGHAI.

Gentlemn,

I have to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 

June 14, regarding landing money paid in by your Coapany 

to the Hongkong & Shanghai Bank in London in respect of the 

entry into ’Shanghai of certain Jewish refugees.

I have to suggest that you address me authorising 

the Council to communicate with the local branch of the 

Hongkong ft Shanghai Bank requesting that the money in question be 

paid by the bank to the refugee beneficiaries direct against 

their receipts or else in one lump sus to Mr*  M. Spoelman, 

Chairman of the Committee for the AssistafiM of European 

Jewish Refugees in Shanghai.
X am. Gentlemen, 

Tour obedient Servant,
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' 3- ^/r^Q,3TRY
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POI^g-g. B.

k Svfecial B f $- ^peciai xs
REPORT

,40

Subject .Central. European Refugees -. Landing Monies deposited in London.

Made by........j?.A.â.*I.*...ï'i.ttS ................  F orwarded by..............

In regard to the Communication dated June 14 

from Messrs. Lloyd Triestino addressed to the 

Secretary and Commissioner General of the Shanghai 

Municipal Council, I have to report that the 

immigrants concerned all received their passports 

on June 7, the day following their arrival in

Shanghai in the s.s. Conte Verde. They then

proceeded to the shipping company to secure cheques

for the sums they had deposited in Europe and were 

told to wait. By the time they were in possession 

of the cheques, Italy had declared war on Great 

Britain and the Hongkong & Shanghai Banking 

Corporation had received instructions not to trade 

with the enemy.

The money referred to and deposited in London 

on behalf of certain of the refugees to whom it 

is payable in Shanghai is, according to the Hongkong 

& Shanghai Bank, payable only to the Lloyd Triestino.

The bank has cabled London asking for instructions

as to whether the deposits can be paid direct to the

refugees concerned whether the monies shall be

further report will be

confiscated. As soon

D.C. (Special Branch ).

as the reply is received a 

submitted by this office.

D.S.I
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' D. 5422(c)-10 y__ y

I

June 18 * 40.

Secretary & Conmissioner General, 1
S. M. C. !

i
Reference: Letter from Mr, E, Kann ’

dated June 11, 1940 <
i

Subject : Deposit money required ’
in revised inmigration 1

regulations.

Provided the Committee furnish a letter, when 

applying for an immigration permit, stating that the 

Committee are satisfied that the money has been deposited ■

in Shanghai and that it is available for the use of the j

immigrant concerned upon hie or her arrival in Shanghai, 

there are no Police objections.

If thia procedure ia followed as a general rule no 

possible error can be made.

Sd. K. Al. Bourne. 
Commissioner of Police.



J^Ijangljai JiHmricipal (ÆnintrtL

COUNCIL CHAMBER, 
SHANGHAI,

June 17,............................. Ig 40.

The Commissioner of Police.

Sub i ect .?r0B? B*.  Kppn. dated. Il/6/40 .
requesting' for'a'ruling ’co’ne’rning’ deposit’money 
required in revised immigration regulations.

It would be appreciated if you could now forward your comment 

on the above matter sent to you on. II.’. 1?^?!..........

DeputySecretary.



^SHANGHAI liUNiCIPAL POLICE^"?

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. S

-Lopec la Qh-.l&tat^on, । 

Jy°g„iZ?........ i9* Q '

Centra^l European Refugg.e.s....-..Bepp.s.iting..pf Landing Money.

REPORT

Subject

Made by.....................D .8.I,...PittS ?.........Forwarded by............. ........ .?.?....Ç.rawford..

With reference to the attached letter dated

June 11, 1940 from Mr. Kann addressed to Mr. Nash, 

the entire contents of the communication can be 

summed up in a nutshell. VÆiere money is deposited 

in Shanghai - in a bank or in a travel agency - 

for the purpose of securing immigration permits, 

the application that is made to the Police through 

the Committee for the said permit should be 

accompanied by a letter from the Commit to the 

effect that the Committee is satisfied that the

money has been deposited in Shanghai and that it 

is available for the use of the immigrant concerned 

upon his or her arrival in Shanghai from Europe.

If this procedure is made a general rule 

where the depositing of money is concerned, no 

slips can be made and the investigation that the 

money is in Shanghai will devolve upon the shoulders 

of the Committee and not the Police.

D. S. I.
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COMMITTEE FOR THEz ASSISTANCE 

of European Jewish Refugees in Shanghai.

P.O. Box 1131, 
S’hai, June 15, 1940.

E.T. Nash, Esq., 
Assistant Secretary, 
Shanghai Municipal Council.

Dear Mr. Nash,

I beg to own receipt of the copy of a letter, addressed by 
the Lloyd Triestino to the Secretary and Commissioner General of 
the Shanghai Municipal Council under date of June 14, 1940. The 
said letter deals with the problem of landing monies aggregating 
2,005 pounds sterling, handed in by the London representative of 
the said shipping company to the Hongkong & Shanghai Banking 
Corporation in London, to be paid here to 14 Jewish emigrants 
(named on a separate list) who landed here on June 6 by the s.s. 
"Conte Verde”. The money was to be paid over to the refugees upon 
presentation of a letter, addressed by the local office of the 
Lloyd Triestino to the Shanghai Branch of the Hongkong & Shanghai 
Bank.

The disbursements referred to are, at least temporarily, 
not being made available to the beneficiaries, due to the outbreak 
of the war between Great Britain and Italy and the subsequent 
provisions of the Trading with the Enemy Act. Meanwhile the 
emigrants are stranded here penniless, being deprived of their all 
through no fault of their own.

The situation has this noon been carefully considered at a 
meeting held by my Committee. Then and there it was unanimously 
resolved to approach the Council with the suggestion to request 
the Lloyd (who apparently cannot effectively deal with the Hongkong 
and Shanghai Bank) to write to the Shanghai Municipal Council, 
asking that it communicates with the said bank, requesting that 
payments of the amounts due to the parties clearly specified should 
be made to the refugee beneficiaries direct against their receipts, 
or else in one lump sum to my Committee, respectively to its 
chairman, Mr. M. Speelman. We shall see to it that, in co- \ 
operation with the Lloyd, disbursements shall promply be made to ' 
the right parties.

My Committee is of the opinion that this procedure would 
satisfy all legal requirements. It would, of course, be clearly 
understood that the Shanghai Municipal Council, if it consents to 
act as intermediary, would do so without prejudice and without 
liability of any kind.

I desire to thank you for your kind attention and beg to 
remain,

Very sincerely Yours,

E. Kann.



MEMO.
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LLOYD TRIESTINO

26 The Bind,

PASSENGER EEPARTMENT
Shanghai, June 14, 1940.

The Secretary & Commissioner General, 
Council Chamber, 
Shanghai Municipal Council, 
Shœygh^.

Dear Sir, 

LANDING MONIES - REFUGEE TRAFFIC

We beg to infoxm you that in accordance with an 
arrangement concluded in February last with the "Trading of the 
Enemy Branch" (Treasury and Board Trade) London, Landing money 
collected in England had to be paid by the Hongkong & Shanghai 
Banking Corporation, Shanghai, against presentation of a letter 
and a signed Certificate as per specimens attached.

It occurred, however, during the last few days that 
the aforesaid Bank refused to honour their own advice from 
Landon, with the result that sone of the refugees, whose list 
we enclose, protested in violent terms against the attitude of 
our Company.

Wo have to point out in this connection that we act 
between your institution and refugees as intermediaries only in 
accordance with regulations in regard to claims preferred to us 
for reimbursements of Landing monies. In the case of such funds 
collected in England, however, we are actually not in possession 
of these and your kind intervention that these sums are paid to 
claimants will be much appreciated.

Tours faithfully, 

’ LLOTD THIESTIIO.

Encl.



SILBERMAO, Hermann £ 100--

G0LD6CHEIDER, Mr. & Mrs. and 
Mrs. Perla HORM £ 300.-

HUTTER, Mr. & Mrs. Hermann £ 100.-

SCHIFF, Mr. Hans £ 100.-

KULKA, Mr. Erwin £ 100.-

SCHRECKER, Mr. Robert £ 100.-

KÜLKA, Miss H. £ 100.-

STIASNT, Mr. & Mrs. W. £ 200.-

ZABIELOWITZ, Mr. £ 116.-

KLEPETAR, Mrs. £ 116.-

TAUBE £ 116.-

KORKIK, Mr. £ 100.- plus £ 15

TeItscher Frits and Family £ 346.-



THE HONGKONG A SHANGHAI BANKING CORPORATION

9, Gracechurch street.

LONDON, E.C. 3.

8th April, 1940.

Messrs. Italian Lines Ltd., 
14, Lower Regent Street, 
LONDON, S.W. 1.

Dear Sirs,

With reference to your letter of 30th March 

we confine that we have instructed our Shanghai Office 

direct to pay the Lloyd Triestino Co. Shanghai, against 

their receipt the sum of £ 100.- (One Hundred Pounds) 

being Landing Money account Mrs. lise Paula KAIM on 

production of thia letter.

Yours faithfully,

(Signed)

Sub-Manager.



LLOYD TRIESTINO

26, The Bund. 

Shanghai,

PASSENGER DEPARTMENT-

No.

Certificate of Landing.

The Agency General of the Lloyd Triestino, Shanghai,

confirms that

holding Passage ticket Serie .... No......................

\ arrived in Shanghai by the s.s.........................................

on........................................... ..
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QÇGENT TffSe
COMMITTEE FOR THE ASSISTANCE OF EUROPEAN

JEWISH REFUGEES IN SHANGHAI.

Immigration Department.

Embankment Building, 
Entrance A Room 177, 

S’hai, June 11, 1940.

E.T. Nash, Esq., 
Assistant Secretary, 
S. M. Council.

Dear Mr. Nash,

With reference to the newly revised immigration regulations, 
may I ask for a ruling concerning the following points

Paragraph 1) requires a deposit of U.S. dollars 400 per 
person with our Committee. In the majority of cases this is 
done, but there are numerous instances, where the landing 
money is cabled by relatives to, or favour of, a bank, or a 
travel agency (American -Express, Cook’s, Orient Lloyd, etc.), 
to be held at the disposal of the beneficiaries upon their 
arrival here. In such cases our Committee obtains a confirma
tion from the bank or travel agency, but, strictly speaking, 
the funds are not at the disposal of our Committee, since the 
latter cannot obtain de facto possession or control over the 
money remitted.

The reason for the procedure just cited is undoubtedly 
ignorance on the part of anxious relatives, who do not know 
the exact name of our Committee, whose name for cabling purposes, 
besides, is far too long. Whenever we have a chance, we instruct 
people to wire to pay to "WAYFOCNG a/o Speelman”, which - accord
ing to arrangements with the Hongkong & Shanghai Bank - is 
signifying that the Committee’s account (used exclusively for 
deposits of landing monies) should automatically be credited.

Will you kindly tell me whether you desire all remittances 
through banks and travel agencies, with the proviso that proceeds 
should be held at the disposal of prospective arrivals, dis
continued as contravening the spirit of the new regulations, or 
else whether they may be accepted as bona fide? I am not 
pleading for the one or the other modus operand!, but, .being 
anxious to strictly comply with the Council’s ideas, 1 hereby 
take the liberty of asking for a ruling.

Thanking you for your attention, I beg to remain,

Very sincerely Yours,

E. Kann, 

Vice-Chariman



COMMITTEE FOR THE ASSISTANCE OF EUROPEAN JEWISH REFUGEES >IN SHAlfè^Ajn\

'1th idnp 1940
5 if 4. ' I

F.T. Nash, lîsq., 
Assistant Secretary, 

.M. Council.

Dear JTr. Nash,

ith reference to the newly I’evised immigration
regulations, may I ask for a ruling concerning the following 
point :

Paragraph 1) requires a deposit of J.S. dollars
400 per person with our Coimittee. In the majority of cases 
this is done, but there are numerous instances, where the Isrin 
landing money is cabled by relatives to, or favour of, a hank, 
of a travel agency ( American Express, Cook’s, Crient Lloyd,etc), 
to be held at the disposal of the beneficiaries upon their 
.arrival here. In such cases our Committee obtains a confirm- 

z atloîi from the bark or travel agency, but,strictly speaking, 
the fur.ds are not at the disposal of our Committee, since the 
latter cannot obtain de facto possession or control over the 
money remitted.

The reason for the procedure Just cited Is un
doubtedly Ignorance on the part of anxious relatives, who do 
not know the exact name of cur Committee, whose name for cabling 
purposes, besides, is far too long. Whenever we have a chance, 
we instruct people to wire to pay to ’VAYFONG- n/c Spealman ", 
which - according to arrangements with the Hongkong à .Shanghai 
Dank - is signifying that the Committee*s  account ( used ex
clusively for deposits of landing monies ) should automatically 
be credited.

ill you kindly tell me whether you desire all
remittances through banks and travel agencies, with the proviso 
that proceeds should be held st the disposal of prospective 
arrivais > discontinued ae contravening the spirit of the new 
regulations, or else whether they may be accepted as bona fide 
I am not pleading for the one or the other modus operand!, but, 
being anxious to strictly comply with the Council’s ideas, I 
hereby take the liberty of asking for a ruling.

Thanking you for your attention, I beg to remain
Varyas inc erely xaurs,

E- KK W



ENTRY OF EUROPEAN 
REFUGEES.

On October 22, 1939, the Shanghai 
Municipal Council issued regulations 
relaxing the total prohibition of entry 
into the International Settlement of 
refugees from Europe.

These regulations have now been 
revised and effective from July 1. 
1940, such entry of refugees will be 
governed by the following regula
tions :—

1. No entry will be permitted un
less an entry permit has been ob
tained from the Police of the 
International Settlement. The 
granting or refusing of a permit 
is at the discretion of the Police.

2. Only refugees coming within the 
following categories are eligible 
to apply for such entry permits : 
(a) Refugees who possess, and 

deposit with the Committee for 
the Assistance of European 
Jewish Refugees in Shanghai, 
not less than U.S.$40O in the 
case of an adult, or not less 
than U.S.$100 in the case of a 
child of less than 13 years of 
age, or the equivalent of such 
sums in some foreign currency.

(b) Refugees who are immediate 
family relations (i.e. parents, 
husbands, wives or children) of 
refugees of certified financial 
competency resident in Shang
hai.

(c) Refugees who have a con
tract of employment with a 
resident in Shanghai.

(d) Refugees who intend to con
tract marriage with a resident 
in Shanghai.

3. Entry permits granted are valid 
for a period of four months only.

4. The responsibility of verifying 
that an entry permit has been 
issued by the Police, before a 
passage booking is made, de
volves upon the shipping or 
railway companies or other travel 
agents.

5. Applications for such entry 
permits must be made to the 
Police through the Committee 
for the Assistance of European 
Jewish Refugees in Shanghai and 
addre^ed to the Committee at 
Room 177, Embankment Building. 
North Soochow Road, Shanghai.

Note,—At the present time these 
regulations are only applicable to that 
part of the International Settlement 
which lies South of the Soochow 
Creek. Refugees desirous of residing 
in that part of the International Set
tlement which lies North of the Soo
chow Creek must comply with the 
regulations of the Japanese authori
ties.
Shanghai Municipal Council, 

June 1, 1940.

MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, 
SECRETARIAT, 
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, 

.“if-..
SHANGHAI,..................... 193
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. >. â.

Special
REPORT

^entrai. European..Jews-..Increase inPerait...F.ee...-...Shanghai......

. Jew i.s.h. Chran.i ç.l.e. »

Made by  ...............D... S.. .I...ÿ.itts.....Forwarded by..............D.t...I.,...Q.rawf.Q.rd•

With reference to the attached communication 

dated June 5, 1940 from the Shanghai Jewish Chronicle 

relative to a letter received from Dr. Eichberg in 

regard to the increase in fees of Immigration 

Permits, I have to point out that a copy of the 

said letter from Dr. Eichberg has not been seen by 

this office.

A rather mild critique of the increase in the 

fees appeared in the June 2 issue of the Shanghai 

Jewish Chronicle, but it did nobody the slightest 

harm and did not adversely reflect on either the 

Police or the Municipal Council.

Dr. Eichberg,who is in charge of the Immigration 

Department of the Committee for the Assistance to 

Jewish Refugees in Shanghai, is extremely zealous 

in the discharge of his duties and by his manner, 

« possibly offends certain persons here.
?;

The Shanghai Jewish Chronicle have always oo-
I - ■Q'S '
I ... * operated io the utmost with this office and as far
j j Z / 9 ’i
J ’ -J as can seen this newspaper has done no wrong in
I 1 _----------
I presenting the increase in the light of a sub-editorial.

D. S. I.



SHANGHAI JEWISHCHRONICLE
HAMILTON HOUSE

ROOM 122

TEL. 16597

June 5th, iV-Xi 
SHANGHAI,..........................................

The Comissiuner of Police

„,r. m o o e r t s o n

1 o c a 1

Da r r x.. e. .>o «1t s on,

Lex t• x<<3 got r latter xrom Dr.liichberg oï the

i lixiigrr-t ion~Dep->r taxent, bl-uing ue for des es icing the

I increase of the permit-tax r;ü too high. Dr. Die hearg 

informée. us th-«t r copy ol his letter vo<s sent to the 

police.

.«a should line to tana this opportunity, deer iir.nobartson, 

ro express to you, ns the Chief! of the Tolice, our 

feelings of profoundast respect md highest esteem md 

to nature you of our gre--t gmtitude for nil uhf-t has 

been dona by the b.^.Tolice for the benefit of the 

emigrants. >
Ibeing nfrnid th-t the letter of nr.nichberg may throw 

f wrong light upon our paper, v/e want to express you 1

once more of our high acknowledgment ml sympathy for the É

activity of the o .^.x. Pol ice. , 3

ue beg to remain, |





Entry of European Refugees,

On October 22, 1959, the Shanghai Municipal Council

issued regulations relaxing the total prohibition of entry into 

the International Settlement of refugees from Europe.

These regulations have now been revised and effective

from July 1, 1940, such entry of refugees will be governed by

the following regulations:-

1. No entry will be permitted unless an entry permit 
has been obtained from the Police of the Inter
national Settlement. The granting or refusing of 
a permit is at the discretion of the Police.

2. Only refugees coming within the following cate
gories are eligible to apply for such entry 
permits:

(a) Refugees who possess, and deposit with the 
Committee for the Assistance of European 
Jewish Refugees in Shanghai, not less than 
U.S.$400 in the case of an adult, or not 
less than U.S.$100 in the case of a child 
of less than 13 years of age, or the equiva
lent of such sums in some foreign currency.

(b) Refugees who are immediate family relations 
(i.e. parents, husbands, wives or children) 
of refugees of certified financial com
petency resident in Shanghai.

(e) Refugees who have a contract of employment 
with a resident in Shanghai.

(d) Refugees who intend to contract marriage with 
a resident in Shanghai.

3. Entry permits granted are valid for a period of 
four months only.

4. The responsibility of verifying that an entry permit 
has been issued by the Police, before a passage 
booking is made, devolves upon the shipping or rail
way companies or other travel agents.

5. Applications for such entry permits must be made to 
the Police through the Committee for the Assistance 
of European Jewish Refugees in Shanghai and 
addressed to the Committee at Room 177, Snbankment 
Building, North Soochow Road, Shanghai.

Note.- At the present time these regulations are only

applicable to that part of the International Settle® nt which j
■ J

lies South of the Soochow Creek. Refugees desirous of residing j
■ ■ |

in that part of the International Settlement which lies North of 

the Soochow creek must comply with the regulations of the

Japanese authorities.

Shanghai Municipal Council, 
Juno 1, 1940.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICI^ s fi
Section I, Specik^^j^anch.Aj^^^

REPORT D... Tj

Central European jews - Immigration affairs.

Made by. Killingbeck........... Forwarded by...................... P/__ p* __

In amplification of the paragraph marked.

"Shipping Companies", contained in the attached report 

dated May 2, 1940 and the further remarks in report 

dated May 23, on the above subject it is still apparent 

that proper attention is not being given the conditions 

governing the issue of S.M.C. immigration certificates 

by the shipping companies catering to the immigrants.

The period of validity of certificates is

four months from the date of issue only and the 

responsibility of ascertaining whether the prospective 

immigrants will arrive in Shanghai prior to the expiry 

of such period devolves upon the shipping company 

concerned at the time of booking.

In numerous instances renewals of certificates

which have expired are not granted by this office but 

in some cases the refugees concerned have been granted 

passage from Europe, apparently in the hope that

application for renewal of the immigration certificates 

would be successful. If shipping companies were 

made fully cognisant of their responsibilities under 

the Council’s regulations governing immigration, this 

practice would no doubt cease.

Valuable assistance has been given to this 

office by the Lloyd Triestino Company which has



G, 90M-I-39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.

.Station,
REPORT

Date.

Subject.
z

Made by. .. .Forwarded by.

separate list of such refugees in possession of ।
I

permits issued by the Council and to collect all i 

passports from them. These passports are handed 

over to the representative of the Committee for the 

Assistance of European Jewish Refugees on the arrival 

of the steamer in Shanghai. This representative 

issues & receipt for these documents to the respective 

owners and instructs them of the necessity of 

registering with the Police.

It is respectfully suggested that were

Ifessrs. 1). £. K. asked to adopt similar measures with 

refugees in possession of S.m.C. permits arriving 

on their vessels, a more efficient check could be 

kept on refugees arriving via Siberia.
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May 29, 40.

M. Shlbata, Esq..
H. I. J. I*.  Consulate-General, 
SHAWÎUI.

Dear Mr. Shlbata,

We have found that undesirable characters anong the 

Jewish refugees are gaining admission to the Settlement South 

of the Sooohow Creek under Clause X of the regulations, which 

requires the possession of a stipulated sum of money, but 

which does not at present require a Police permit In addition 

to possession of money.

We are therefore proposing Immediately to publish 

amended regulations requiring a Polios permit In all oases 

of admissions South of the Creek.

X understand that this merely conforms with the 

practice of the local Japanese Authorities of admitting only 

those refugees idio In your discrétion are granted permits,
j 

Irrespective of any other requirements you nay Impose. !
Tours sincerely, |

i
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roua fo*œ

COMMITTEE FOR THE ASSISTANCE OF EUROPEAN REFUGEES 
IN SHANGHAI.

IMMIGRATION DEPARTMENT.

Embankment Building, 
Entrance A Room 177, 

S’hai, May 28, 1940.

E.T. Nash, Esq., 
Assistant Secretary, 
S. M. C.

Dear Mr. Nash,

Immigration.

Thank you for your kind communication of date. In reply 
I have to state that I have not had any reply from Mr. Ishiguro 
relative to my mention of the wholesale issue of landing-permits.

Meanwhile I have had occasion to address the Japanese 
authorities (on May 23) on a kindred subject. My Committee had 
a cable from the Refugee Committee, Berlin, stating that hence
forth Japanese visae would be given only on landing permits 
emanating from the Japanese authorities in Shanghai, and not on 
other permits. As this was a change from the practice in force 
previous to May 15, I suggested to revert to the old modus and 
asked the assistance and co-operation from the Japanese Consular 
authorities here.

I have now had a reply, dated 25th May, copy of which is 
enclosed herewith for your information. Contents are not very 
satisfactory to my Committee, yet I feel that there is hardly 
anything else I could usefully undertake in the matter.

I enclose a second carbon copy which you might wish to 
transmit to the S.M. Police for its files.

Very sincerely yours,

E. Kann.



' CAF '*S:  

“HILFSFOND”
TEL. 41083

OUR NO.........................................

RE......................................................... CW of nn original letter Shanghai, ..25 th. May19 40 
iron the Consulat® cj al
dated 2,'ûth ia-z.

jcar "r.

with reference to ÿour letter adureaeed to our Consul 
Xr. Ishigvro under the date of 23rd lay concerning the transit visa 
through ! -mchoukuo and "a; ->nese territory for the refugees» he instructed 
se before **is  departure ta-dsy for Ranking to reply as follows.

I would llha to ®5s,.haeise tivit our Cons’ilate-Qeneral 
io not in axy concerned with granting «.f the passport visa by the 
aiure-’S-id nnthcritiau, - ho act at their o n discretion or» as need be, 
at the instructions from their Ferae Cuvcrr rnt8. i aa aost i'irsly eon • 
vincec that these anthcritl.ee are Moot impartial In their discharge of 
official task in this lîre e in othei*  the merits of the permits be 
ii*t  believed to be wei^he on x’air basis irres. eetiv®*  of the issuing 
authorities in fhang'-.«i.

Aa to the trip via Vladivostok and Japan which is referred 
to in the penultimte par-^raph of your letter, you will easily see that 
tiio tranoit visa through Jnpan should be obtained from the Japanese au • 
thoritiee stetionc ! in -'topean cities*

noylng that you will u derstana the eituaticn» I beg to 
rerriin*

xouro sincerely» 

sgd. M. Shibata

anthcritl.ee


TO FACILITATE REPLY PLEASE QUOTE 

THIS NUMBER____ .........................................-.............

AND DO NOT DEAL WITH MORE THAN

ONE MATTER IN THE SAME LETTER

(üniœrîl (Ehamber.
k

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

May.. 7.»________ .....

The Commissioner of Police.

Jewish Refugees

With reference to your report of May 4, 

authority is accorded to increase the fee for Police 

permits issued in connection with the entry of Jewish 

Refugees into Shanghai from |5 to $25 with effect 

from June 1, 1940, having regard to the increasingly 

heavy expenditure in Police services on behalf of the 

Jewish Refugees.

Secretary & Commissioner General.
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Hay 7, 1940.

The Committee for the assistance 
of European Jewish Refugees in Shanghai, 
Room 446, Cathay Hotel, 
Shanghai.

/
Gentlemen,

In view of the very large sums being expended 

by the Council in Police services on behalf of European 

Jewish Refugees, I have to inform you that the fee for 

t>olice permits for the entry into Shanghai of refugees 

will be increased from $5 to $25 with effect from 

June 1, 1940.

I am,Gent1emen,

Your obedient Servant,

: f (Sgd.) G. Godfrey Phillips



i

D. 54P2(e)-10.

M»y 4, 40.

The secretary & Commissioner General.

Subject; Jewish Refugees.

I forward herewith and endorse copies of 

two Police reports on the above mentioned subject 

and have to recommend that the permit fee of fs.oo 

be increased to $25.00 with effect from June 1, 1940.

Sd. K. M. Bourne. 
Commissioner of Police.



May 3, 1940.

Commiealoner of Police.

Sir,

I forward herewith a report submitted by 

D.S. Pitta on the situation re European refugees 

up to April so, 1940. I endorse D.S. Pitta*  remarks 

regarding subterfuge resorted to in many oases and 

the coat of maintaining staffs to investigate 

applications and control Immigration. The Council 

has incurred an expenditure In police services alone 

of approximately $18,000 slnoe the Introduction of 

the regulations governing immigration, the work 

involved is daily increasing, and further staff will 

be required in the near future. The Income derived 

from permit fees during the same period was $5,738. 

I recommend that the permit fee be increased to $25.00.

(Sd) R.W. Torke

D.C.(Special Branch)



d.
r

**'*-





W 3,1940.

Commissioner of Police.

Sir,

I forward herewith a report submitted by 

D.S. Pitts on the situation re European refugees 

up to April 30, 1940. I endorse D.S.Pitt’s remarks 

regarding subterfuge resorted to in many cases and 

the cost of maintaining staffs to investigate 

applications and control immigration. The Council 

has incurred an expenditure in police services alone 

of approximately $12,000 since the introduction of 

the regulations governing immigration, the work 

involved is daily increasing,and further staff will 

be required in the near future. The income derived 

from permit fees during the same period was $5,738. 

I recommend that the permit fee be increased to $25.00.

D.C. (Special' Branch)



ENTRY OF EUROPEAN 
REFUGEES.

In August last the Shanghai Munici
pal Council announced that it was 
compelled to forbid any further entry 
into the International Settlement of 
refugees from Europe. The Council 
now announces that this prohibition 
will not apply to those coming within 
the following categories : —

(1) Persons who possess, available 
for use in Shanghai, not less than 
U.S.S400 in the case of an adult, 
or not less than U.S.$100 in the 
case of a child of less than 13 
years of age, or the equivalent of 
such sums in some foreign cur
rency.

The responsibility of verifying 
the possession of such requisite 
sums before passage bookings are 
made devolves upon the shipping 
or railway companies or other 
travel agents, who must obtain a 
certificate from the Committee 
for the Assistance of European 
Jewish Refugees in Shanghai as 
to the availability in Shanghai of 
such sums.

(2) Persons who obtain an entry 
permit from the Council on the 
grounds that
(a) they are immediate family 

relations (i.e., parents, hus
bands, wives or children) of 
refugees of certified financial 
competency resident in Shang
hai ; or

(b) they have a contract of em
ployment with a resident in 
Shanghai ; or

(c) they intend to contract mar
riage with a resident in Shang
hai.

Applications for such entry permits 
must be made to the Council through 
the Committee for the Assistance 
of European Jewish Refugees in 
Shanghai and addressed in writing 
to Room 446, Cathay Hotel. The grant
ing or refusing of a permit is at the 
discretion of the Council. Applica
tions submitted through the Com
mittee for the Assistance of European 
Jewish Refugees will be investigated 
by the Special Branch of the Police 
Department before permits are issued.

Note.—At the present time these 
regulations are only applicable to that 
part of the International Settlement 
which lies South of the Soochow 
Creek. Refugees desirous of residing 
in that part of the International 
Settlement which lies North of the 
Soochow Creek must comply with the 
regulations of the Japanese authori
ties.
Shanghai Municipal Council,

October 22, 1939.
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Çentral Suropean Jewish Refugees - Immigration Affairs»Subject..

Made Forwarded by................... P-s—.I.».....QX&Ylf..Q.rd.

Over six months have elapsed since the 

introduction on October 22, 1939 of the Council’s 

current regulations relating to immigration into 

Shanghai of Central Suropean Jews, and it seems 

that the time is now opportune to review the

situation with the object of either restricting 

future immigration or tightening-up the regulations 

to prevent the ingress of possible undesirables.

On the whole the system adopted by the Police 

In controlling Immigration matters has worked well, 

but the regulations as framed at present are so 

open to abuse that unless very strict check Is kept, 

refugees can, to all Intents and purposes, enter 

Shanghai under almost precisely the same conditions 

as they did prior to the introduction of the 

regulations. This will be explained later in this

report.
Up to April 30, 1940, this office issued 878

Immigration Permits allowing unhindered ingress into

Shanghai of 1327 persons of both sexes and all ages.
No-less than 70 Permits, however, in respect of 

114 persons, have been cancelled for various 

excellent reasons, so that in effect 808 Permits 

in respect of 1213 persons have been issued. In 

this connection it is confidently expected that quite 
33^$# of these 808 permits will also be cancelled

$
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owing to the failure of the prospective immigrants 

to arrive in Shanghai within the period, of validity 

of the permit, which is four months only. Permits 

are renewed in certain cases and refused in others, 

but good reasons always exist for refusal to prolong 

the validity. 

ARRIVALS

Since the inception of the current regulations, 

460 refugees, including children, have arrived in 

Shanghai. Of this number 193 have arrived here on 

the strength of permits issued by this office, 265 

without permits but in possession of the equivalent 

of either U.S.$400 Qtf £100 (U.S.$100 for children) 

and 2 without either money or permits VORUENWALD 

and BENISCH). Thus it will be observed that those 

entering without are considerably in excess of those 

with Permits. During the past two months, persons 

entering without permits have been four times as 

many as those In possession of permits and this |

proportion will increase now that the shipping ;

companies realise that two rulings are contained in > 

Article (1) of the regulations copy of which is 

attached.

ABUSES (ARTICLE *1*)
As matters stand at present, a family of say, ' 

four, (parents and two children), arrive in Shanghai 

having deposited U.S.$l,000 with the shipping
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company for use in Shangnai. Nothing is known of 

them until they arrive here. After a few weeks in 

Shanghai, they can, instances already exist, and do 

deposit U.S. $400 with the Committee in order to secure 

a permit from the Police for the immigration of an®CBrer 

person under the second ruling of Article (1). It 

does not require a keen brain to see that such methods 

can be carried out times without number unless strict 

control is exercised by this office*

Other aspects, too, indicate that the spirit 

of this Article is being abused. No proof is forth

coming, but it is learned in certain instances that 

the deposit money is paid to the shipping company 

in Europe by Jewish Aid Societies and after the arrival 

here of the immigrant, all or part of the money is 

returned to the society concerned. ihe persons 

arriving here recently, too, in possession of this 

landing money, appear in many instances to be far from 

respectable types and from a cursory examination, 

Shanghai can offer little in the way of prospects for 

them.

As far as can be judged Shanghai derives no 

benefit from the presence of certain of these people 

and it is very respectfully suggested that Article 

(1) be amended In such a manner to exclude refugees 

depositing landing money in Europe against their 

arrival here.

The money should be deposited in Shanghai in 

the first place and a permit issued by this office
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only after their personal particulars, etc. are known. 

This measure would enable us to keep a firmer control 

over immigration affairs. it is quite possible that 

the next Lloyd Triestino steamer from Europe will 

disembark some 200 refugees, 160 or more of whom 

nave landing money and about whom we know nothing, 

it is also suggested that the deposit sum of

U.S.$400 be raised considerably. U.S.$400 has not 

the purchasing power that it had in October 1939 and

an amendment should be made accordingly.

ABUSES (ARTICLE 2(B))

Under Article 2(B), immigrants are allowed to 

enter Shanghai provided they have a contract of 

employment with a resident of Shanghai. It is obvious 

that the Council, when framing this regulation, did 

not realise how it was going to be abused and it is 

only by careful checking and proper investigation by 

the detectives of this office that at least 1,000 

more permits have not been issued under Article 2(B).

Many refugees in Shanghai are in the unfortunate 

position of having relatives in JSazi occupied territories. 

The local persons go to almost any length in their

attempts to procure permits for these relatives and the 

only way for many of them to secure these Permits is 

under Article 2(B). Experience has taught the members 

of this office that possibly through sympathetic motives, 

certain local concerns, some of good standing, some not, 

do give what appear to be valid contracts of employment
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to persons now in Europe to secure the necessary 

permits for their immigration. But, and this is 

the point, the employer has no intention at all, as 

has been often proved, of employing the other party to 

the contract. Needless to say permits are not issued 

to such applicants.

Again, it has been learned that refugees here 

with some money will go as far as to pay hard cash - 

say $100 to $300 - to secure what purports to be an 

employment contract from any concern prepared to lend 

itself to such business. The application is presented 

to this office and of course is rejected, but the 

lengths to which the local refugee will go to convince 

this office that the contract is a 'salid one has to 

be seen to be believed.

The issue of a permit has, it is realized, the

effect of releasing men and women from concentration 

camps, but the point at issue must not be overlooked 

even on humanitarian grounds.

A few local concerns have offered perfectly 

legitimate working contracts and it is known that when 

the immigrant concerned arrives, he enters his job 

immediately, but when some companies, not long 

established, offer $800 per month to an immigrant to 

undertake a clerical position and $450 to a woman to 

act as a typist - to quote but two instances - then 

it is high time something was done to prevent the 

ingress of such prospective immigrants when better
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qualified persons are now unemployed in Shanghai.

It is not out of place here to mention that 

the Japanese authorities are now issuing Permits quite 

freely. Since the recent Municipal Election, over 

600 Japanese permits have been issued, the total now 

being over 870. InfornB tion to hand indicates that 

anybody can now secure a Japanese Permit provided a 

gift of anything from $100 to $350 is paid to certain 

responsible officers. 

FEES - SUGGESTED TWCREASE

Whilst on the subject of Permits, it appears 

that the Council should authorize an increase in the 

cost for such permits. At present a fee of $ 5 per 

permit is charged successful applicants. A permit is 

a valuable document and only issued after considerable

I £ investigation and trouble and when it is realized that
j
I a permit to enter Australia,for instance, costs £2-10-0

and that the immigrant must possess £200 Landing Money, 

it seems that the Council charge of the equivalent of 

l/8d is out of all proportion.

Twt^foreign detectives and a clerical staff 

are engaged on Jewish affairs alone and the

expenses Involved In their salaries, cost of stationery, 
i 

office equipment, etc., is nowhere near covered by

■'fees secured from the issue of permits.

i The cheapest fare from Europe to Shanghai via

Suez is at least $4,600 and where permits are issued
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the persotas concerned have to pay this fare. They 

should be able to pay another 1100 for a permit and 

this figure - $100 - it is respectfully suggested, 

should be authorized as the fee for each permit. 

SHIPPING COMPANIBS

In regard to general affairs relating to 

Immigration, this office would be enormously assisted 

if the Council would communicate with local shipping 

concerns, especially D.K.K. ,M.M., N.Y.K., E&Q. and 

Lloyd Triestino, advising them that permits are 

valid for four months only and requesting that no 

immigrants be embarked unless it is certain they arrive 

In Shanghai prior to the validity of such permits 

expiring. This is necessary since it has been noted 

that certain refugees have arrived as much as ten 

days after the expiry of permits. 

REFÜGBBS IN SHANGHAI - CBNSÜ3

In previous reports, it will be remembered, it 

was stated that there were approximately 19,000 refugees
I 

in Shanghai. In accordance with instructions received, 

another check has been made, and the conclusion is 

reached that no more than 17,000 refugees reside here, 

Including arrivals since the Introduction of the new | 

regulations. The previous higher figure of 19,000 was j 

obtained from sources closely connected with the |
$ 

Refugee Committee, and it is now leasned that the J

more refugees this Committee can state and domiciled

i

■f  _____■ ,,....3
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in Shanghai, the more money it can secure from Europe

and the United States in assisting it to carry on

its charitable work

Residential figures follow i-

Settlement, North 
Settlement, South 
French Concession

of 
of

Creek
Creek

12,400
1,700
2,900

D S

D. C.(Special Branch)
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COMMITTEE FOR 
OF EUROPEAN JE*ÿ|H

THE ASSISTANCE -
REFUGEES IN SHANGHAI*-'?  „ r i/ 6 -J W »

1 South Tiendong Road,

Shanghai, February 12, 1940.

E.T. Nash, Esq., 
Assistant Secretary, 
Shanghai Municipal Council.

Dear Mr. Nash,

With reference to your kind letter of 2nd 
inst. I wish to state that your request to assist the police 
in their insistence regarding residence South of Soochow 
Creek was communicated to a full committee meeting. Needless 
to say, all our members fully concurred with your views. It 
was decided to do everything in our power to co-operate to 
the fullest extent by (a) bringing the restrictions as to 
residence once more to the notice of the local refugees, and 
(b) attempt to bring all new arrivals with permits issued by 
the Settlement authorities direct from the steamer to the 
police, provided this is technically feasible.

Capt. A. Hertzberg, who has recently been 
engaged by our Committee, has been instructed to see Mr. 
H.A. Pitts in connection with this problem, and I have every 
reason to assume that he has meanwhile done so.

In conclusion I should like to assure you that you 
can count upon the active co-operation of our Committee at all 
times. May I ask for the courtesy that the contents of this 
letter be communicated for record’s sake to the Shanghai 
Municipal Police?

Thanking you for your attention in the matter, 
I beg to remain,

Very sincerely yours, \

K. Kann.
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February 2,

3. <ann. m.»
Boon §01. 118 Xiuklang 3o«d, 
Shanghai.

Dear üEr. <ann,

Tor your records and far the information of 

your Ccwaittee, T «netose copy of ^r. Ishiguro’e letter of 

January 19 and of my reply of today’s date, regarding the 

natter we dlseuaced with the Police laat night.

I think you will agree that it le your 

Coamlttee’s responsibility to do all in its own power to 

assist the Police in their insistence regarding residence 

Smith of ooochow creek. If there rare those who are 

breaching the regulations in this particular, your 

Comlttee should I feel endeavour to remedy the breast).

I have to thank you for the promise of your 

Oamlt tee’s cooperation In this natter, in order to allay 

the misgivings of the Japanese Authorities.

Tours sincerely.



(Special Branch) Office Notes
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At 4.30 p.m., February 1, 1940 an informal 

meeting was held in the office of mt. E. T. JSASH, 

Assistant Secretary of the S.K.C. for the purpose 

of discussing certain points outlined in a report 

submitted by this office on January 29, 1940 and 

finding means to prevent abuses by immigrants of the 

prevailing system.

Present at the meeting weres-

Mr. E. T. 11ASH,

Mr. R. W. YORKE, Assistant Commissioner of 
Police (Special Branch),

Mr. E. KAUB, Chairman of the Committee jjor 
the Assistance of European 
Jewish Refugees in Shanghai, and

J. S. PITTS, Special Branch.

MT. KÀNB, from his personal knowledge of local

Jewish immigration affairs, confirmed the contents

of the report mentioned above and in order to lighten 

the work that now falls on the shoulders of the 

Special Branch in dealing with applications for 

immigration permits, the registering of applicants, 

immigrants, new arrivals, etc., etc. » Mr. KABB, on 

behalf of the committee, assumed responsibility for 

meeting all new arrivals and bringing them to this

office as quickly as possible. This measure, if

successfully carried out, will relieve members of 

this section of the task of visiting the various 

steamers arriving from Europe with refugees.
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In addition Mr. KAHii informed those present 

that the French Concession Authorities had written 

him stating that they were now prepared to receive 

applications from hia committee for the immigration 

into the trench Concession of refugees.

Details of the French Concession regulations 

applicable to immigrants have been secured by the 

A.C. (Special branch) and a translation of same is 

attached hereto.

Arrangements will be made by this office with 

the competent drench Police authority for a 

periodical exchange of information on matters 

relating to refugee immigration.

The question of the lack of co-operation on 

the part of Messrs. Lloyd friestino led to Mr. iiASH 

f stating he would again communicate with local
I c 
| shipping companies in an effort to induce them to
I 

give the refugee question fuller consideration.

The meeting terminated with Mr. KANü, on behalf 

of his Committee» expressing his thanks to Mr. bASH 

and Mr. YOHKE for the manner in which they had 

assisted his organization in allowing entrance into 

। Shanghai of refugees from Europe. In this connection

Î he stated that the number of deaths from natural

causes among refugees already resident here exceeded 

the number of persons who were being permitted to 

enter under immigration quota - in other words»
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the total of refugees in Shanghai had not increased

since the introduction of

O-

A.C• (Special Branch)
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Translation J’rom French

Shanghai, February 3, 1940.

Admission into the French Concession of European 
Jewish Refugees - decisions made' by the' French 

Consul-S'eneral on be cember~3 C, 1935'.

In order to be admitted into the French Concession 

as residents, European Jewish refugees must be in 

possession of a pennit issued, after investigation, by 

the Chief of Police.

This permit will only be issued to those persons 

who come within the following conditions :~

A. New Emigrants

1. On arrival in «shanghai, in the case 
of adults, a sum equivalent to at 
least U.S.$400 per person must be 
available and in the case of children 
under 13 years, a sum equivalent to 
at least U.S.$100 per person.

2. Having in Shanghai near relatives 
(father, mother, husband, wife, child) 
possessing sufficient financial means.

3. Being in possession of a contract of 
emploi®ent with a Shanghai business 
house.

4. Being about to contract marriage with 
a Shanghai resident.

B. Persons wishing to bring 
emigrants to Shanghai.

!• Being a near relative (direct lineal 
ascendants or descendants, spouse, 

i fiance or fiancee, brothers or sisters)
i of the prospective emigrant.

2. Being able to prove the possession 
of sufficient funds to take care of 
the new emigrants, thus:

a) by presenting proof of having j
deposited in a bank in his (her) | %<
name a sum equivalent to at least 
U.S.$300 for the prospective 
emigrant, this sum to be increased 
by U.S.$200 for each additional 
person.



Concession business funds from 
which the profits are estimated 
as being sufficient to care for 
the persons concerned.

c) by presenting a contract of 
employment, valid for at least 
one year, with a Shanghai 
business housej the contract 
will only be considered if the 
beneficiary has a minimum

' monthly salary of $150, for the 
admission of one person into 
Shanghai. For each person 
further, this amount must be 
increased by $50.



Shanghai 3 février 1940

Décisions prises à la date du 30 Décembre 1939» 

par le Consul Général de France pour l’adxioEion dans lu 

Concession Française de réfugiés juifs d’Europe.

i

Pour être admis K habiter dans la Concession Fran

çaise, les réfugiée juifs d’Europe devront être munie d’un 

certificat délivré, après enquête, par le Directeur des 

Services do Police.

Ce certificat ne peut être délivré qu’aux deman- # A 
leurs remplissant les conditions suivantes i

V g 'il s’agit de nouveaux émigrés

I°- A l’arrivée à Shanghai disposer, s’il s’agit 

d’adultes, d’une somme équivalant au moins à 400 dollar® 

américaine, et s’il s’agit d’enfants au dessous de 13 ans, 
d'une somme équivalant au moins à 100 dollars américains.

2e- Avoir à Shanghai de proches parents (père, «ère, 
mari, femme, enfant) disposant de moyens financiers suffi
sante.

3*-  Avoir en main un contrat de travail d’une maison; 
de commerce de Shanghai. ।

4®- Btre sur le point de se marier avec un» person- 

ne résidant & Shanghai*
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nir des émigrés à

Is- Etre proche parent (ascendants ou descendants en 

ligne directe, époux ou épouse, fiancé ou fiancée, frères 

ou soeurs) des personnes à faire venir.

2°- l’aire preuve de moyens suffisants pour subvenir 

aux besoins des nouveaux emigrants, soit t

a) en présentant une attestation de dépôt en banque 

à non nom l’une somme équivalant au moins à 300 dollars 

américains pour une personne è faire venir, cette somme 

doit être augmentée de 200 dollars américains par personne 

en plus.

b) en possédant sur la Concession un fonde de commer

ce dont le bénéfice sera estimé suffisant pour subvenir aux 

besoins des Intéressés.

o) en présentant un contrat de travail établi pour 

au moins un an par une maison de commerce de Shanghai| dans 

ce cas, le contrat ne peut être pris en considération que 

si le bénéficiaire a une solde mensuelle minimum de ISO 

dollars, pour l’admission d’une personne à Shanghai, pour
-t 

chaque personne en plus, cette solde doit être augmentée de

50 dollars./.
T
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February s, 1940

G. Ishiguro, JâBÇL» »
H » I•3.M. Consul, 
B.Ï.J.*!.  Consulate-General 
ShWBRbRl.

<L C0MMÎs5^^>

Bear Mf. Tshiguro

I have to refer to your letter of January
19, ’which T ae^cntw ledged on the sane date, regarding the 

worklnr of the council*®  regulations for the entry of oirope®n 

refugee® into Shanghai for residence south of Soochow Creek.

,<s you know, the regulations provide for

entry and residence south of Soochow Creek in two eetegories, 

the first those who satisfy ths Shipping Cospan’es as to the i

possession of a stipulated bus of woney. and secondly those 5

who obtain the Council**  permit» issued by the wolloe.

Treating first with those In the second
category» !•*.,  admitted under the OouneiVs permits, I here . 

to infers you that to date fifid pensits have been issued.

I mj assure you that there is no leniency shown on the part î 

of the Police in the issue of these pern its, since e thorough 

Police investigation io node into each cpplleaticn reecnnended 

by the Jewish nefugee Coanittoe, in order*to  ensure mt tbere j 

ere no false deolerotiuno» The sueresoful tjpUMrt in elwcys 

notified by the Police mt tbs migrant met reeido Booth of'*'
•&r ■ ■ • Iy&

soochow Creek, and the Police take steps to mere mt |l 

migrants in Win category do so reside. O 

first category abawnsnti< 

of stipulated funds, it is 



governing entry by virtue of this qualification that the 

entrent, except that he compiles with the regulations of 

the Jspane^s Authorities, must reside South of Boochow 

Creek. As you are aware, provided the shipping rompantes 

ensure the pos«esslon on arrival In Bhanghnl of the sun 

stipulated to Qualify fen*  entry, the Oompanles are themselves 

authorissd to accept eueh inmigrants for antry Into Shanghai. 

It is estimated that 77 persons have been admitted In this 

category.

Since receipt of your letter, I have
conferred with the Police and with representative® of the 

Jewish Refugee (remittee, as a result of which measures to 

ensure residence South of >oochov ''reek will be tightened 

up. The Jewish Refugee Committee will make arrangements 

with the iihlpplng Companies to ensure that refugees arriving 

Shell forthwith report to the Police, who thus will better 

be able to cheek their residence and movements.

You may be Interested to learn that the
representstive of the Jewish Refugee Oomnlttwe has stated 

that It le a reasonable assunption that the total of Jewish 

refugees In Shanghai has not Increased, as compared with the 

tine before our regulations were Introduced.

Youre sincerely

£. I. NASH

Assistant Ssorstsry
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January 31» 40.

Secretary & CocsBissioner General*  

s* •£*•

Your endorsement January 20» 1940
Letter from Japanese Consulate General 

^iropeac Refugees*
«»•»««»»«••«»*»•«••*«*•**••••••«»**»••*»•••**«**

In regard to the above I attach a report from 

Special Branch to which Z have nothing to add except 

that it would aprear regulations under paragraph I of 

the terms of admittance to Shanghai*  South of the creek 

should be mde more stringent*

Sd. K. M. Bourne.

Commissioner of Police.

clk/.
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Central European Jews - Letter from Japanese 
Consulate-General dated January 19» 1940.
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The attached copy of a communication from 

the Japanese Consulate-General dated January 19, 1940 

addressed to Mr. S.T. MASH*  Assistant Secretary of 

the Shanghai Municipal Council « has more or less 

been expected by this office for some time. (See 

report attached and flagged of December 9» 1939). 

The communication gives rise to several interesting 

points vis-a-vis the immigration into Shanghai of 

Central European refugees and the following points 

are respectfully brought to your notice in order 

to clarify the situation and to assist in answering 

the attached communication.

The Regulations relating to the Entry of 

European Refugees are somewhat elastic in 

interpretation. Article (1)*  which appears in two 

paragraphs, contains two distinct rulings neither 

of which leys onus on the Council. Mevorthaloss» 

this office has made it a duty to acquaint Itself 

with the details of inmigration of persons coming 

within the two categories of this article.

From the scanty correspondence appearing on 

our files in thio particular connection it appears 

■naifMt that Messrs. Lloyd Triestlno» more than 

any other organisation» are responsible for.the 

state of affnrie complained of by the Japanese 

authorities. in the s.s. *Conte  Bianeanano*  arriving 

here on Beoenfoer SO*  1989» « refugees lisenhasked*  

Of this number only 10 wore in poasooolon of permits 
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issued by the Municipal Council. The remainder 

were allegedly in possession of U.S.$400 each, 

supposedly deposited with the shipping ooatpany in 

Trieste for the use of the inmigrants concerned 

upon arrival in Shanghai. Each and every one of the 

ten arrlyals ln possession of a permit is definitely 

residing South of the Creole, Of those not in 

possession of permits some have called at this office 

for purposes of registration and others have not. 

Of those who have*  quite twenty were*  when they 

landed*  residing Bor th of the Creek. They were 

informed that they must remove immediately to an 

abode South of the Creek and acquaint this office 

as soon as possible with Bnlr nen addresses*  Bot 

one has yet complied with this order*  As matters 

exist at present we have no authority to compel 

immigrants to mm to this office for purposes of 

registration*  neither have we the authority to proceed 

Morth of the Sooehow Crock and compel an immigrant 

who arrives here under Article (1| and who la 

residing in that area to remove his residence south 

of the Creek.

Vo ensure that immigrants arriving with s*h*C*  
permits reside south of ths Creek hut it is extremely 

difficult for us to undertake filar responsibilities 

in respect of immigrants entering under Article (1). 

As matters hare progressed this office never knows»



until shortly before the arrival o f a steamer how 

many immigrants are arriving without permits.

In the s.s. "Conte Verde", arriving here from 

Europe on January 18, 1940, 38 refugees landed. 

Of this number 11 were in possession of permits issued 

by this office. At present only four of these 

people have been to this office for purposes of 

registration all four are living South of the Creek. 

Details of residence of the remaining seven are 

at present not known. 26 embarked at Trieste 

having deposited U.S.$400 each with the shipping 

company for use in Shanghai while one man, Erich 

BENISCH, German Jew, (details in possession of this 

office) was permitted to embark without the necessary 

U.S.$400. He was questioned in the ship by me and 

he admitted that Messrs. Lloyd Triestino had allowed 

him to embark without the necessary landing money. 

I interviewed the purser of the s.s. "Conte Verde**  

out no satisfactory explanation was forthcoming in 

respect of BENISCH being allowed to sail.

The steamer was due to remain in Shanghai for 
* ___

no less than three days dnd to prevent BESHSCH from 

landing in Shanghai would entail a continuous and 

independent Police guard, a duty which would have 

costfee Council money and time. BENISCH was allowed 

to land and enquiries are proceeding as to how and 

where he proposes to live. Ma passport is in thia 



office until such time as he reports for registration 

Thia case is quoted as an instance of the lack of 

co-operation on the part of Messrs. Lloyd Triestino.

The contention of the Japanese Consulate- 

General that leniency is being displayed by this 

office in the issue of entry permits must be strongly 

refuted. For the sake of clarity, it is perhaps 

advisable to state the modus operand! of applying 

for permits. The applicant first approaches the 

Committee at 177 Embankment Building with a written 

application for the immigration of a certain person. 

If the Committee approves the application, it is 

forwarded to this office. Possibly more than 30J» 

of the applications are rejected for various reasons 

by the Committee. At this office a thorough 

investigation is made into each application and if 

the particulars given are found to be in order, 

in accordance with facts and in accordance with the 

Council's rulings, a permit is issued. The 

successful applicant is informed verbally that the 

immigrant must reside South of the Creek and this 

point is stressed to each and every parson who comes 

here. To date, 666 permits have been issued and 

no evidence is available to show there have been 

false declarations in respect of this quota. 

Applicants are dealt with as expeditiously aa 

possible and all refugees are treated aa courteously 

as possible. If their applications are refused •
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and they often are - the applicantsare informed in a 

sympathetic manner. This is done to enlist their possible 

future help in matters concerning the Police.

Another aspect presents itself very clearly. The better 

class refugee who has been in Shanghai for any length of time 

resides anywhere but North of the Creek where the poorest and 

most wretched of the Jews are now concentrated. According to 

a check made by the competent Jewish associations, of the 

19,000 refugees (approximate) domiciled in Shanghai, about 

"W are financially well-off. And by financially well off is 

meant the possession of at least U.S.$2,000. This type of 

person is invariably a resident of the Settlement, South of 

the Creek, and once being accustomed to many of the better 

things of life in Europe, has not the slightest desire to 

settle down in an area (North of the Creek) which is barren 

in many ways of the ordinary amenities of ordinary civilization 

as is generally expected in any large city. It is not surprising, 

therefore, that the application for the immigration of relatives 

of this particular type of people is addressed to the Special 

Branch and not the Japanese authorities. If their declarations 

meet the Council's requirements as contained in the Regulations, 

they are fully entitled to permits. The same remarks apply to 

those people who make applications under Articles (2b) and (2o).

The second paragraph of the letter from the Japanese

Consulate-General, does not reflect on the Shanghai Municipal 
Police. The fact that refugees who ought to be residing South of 
the Creek have been discovered living North of the Crook confirms 
the previous reports submitted by this Section and the blame for 
this state of affairs cannot bo attributed to the Police. The 
volume of work involved in the registration aœ^êontrol of those 
immigrants occupies the full time of two Polies Officers and a . 
clerical staff but it can bo safely said that the amount of i
information secured in regard to arrivals sad prospective arrivals ; 
will, at some future occasion, bo of inestimable value to tho !

- ■ . ' ... . . ... \ ■- ■■■

7 ' ' '' ' < • Iiilll ■ > i<
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Force and the Council*

Certified true copy
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The attached copy of a communication from

the Japanese Consulate-General dated January 19, 1940

addressed to Mr. E.T. MASH, Assistant Secretary of 

jthe Shanghai Municipal Council, has aore or less 

been expected by this office for some time. (See 

report attached and flagged of December 9, 1939). 

The communication gives rise to several interesting 

points vis-à-vis the immigration into Shanghai of

Central European refugees and the following points

are respectfully brought to your notice in order 

to clarify the situation and to assist in answering

the attached communication.

INDEXED by 
(S.B.) REGISTRY

DATE^/ z

The Regulations relating to the Entry of 

European Refugees are somewhat elastic in 

interpretation. Article (1), which appears in two 

paragraphs, contains two distinct rulings neither 

of which lays onus on the Council. Nevertheless, 

this office has made it a duty to acquaint itself 

with the details of immigration of persons coming 

within the two categories of this article.

I*rom  the scanty correspondence appearing on 

our files in this particular connection it appears 

manifest that Messrs. Lloyd Triestino, more than 

any other organization, are responsible for the 

state of affairs complained of by the Japanese 

authorities. In the s.s. “Conte Biancamano- arriving 

here on December 20, 1939, 64 refugees disembarked. 

Of this number only 10 were in possession of permits
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issued by the Municipal Council. The remainder 

were allegedly in possession of U.S.$400 each, 

supposedly deposited with the shipping company in 

Trieste for the use of the immigrants concerned 

upon arrival in Shanghai. Each and every of the

ten arrivals in possession of a permit is definitely 

residing South of the Creek. Of those not in 

possession of permits some have called at this office 

for purposes of registration and others have not. 

Of those who have, quite twenty were, when they 

landed, residing North of the Creek. They were 

informed that they must remove immediately to an 

abode South of the Creek and acquaint this office 

as soon as possible with their new addresser. Not 

one has yet complied with this order. As matters 

exist at present we have no authority to compel 

immigrants to come to this office for purposes of 

registration, neither have we the authority to proceed 

North of the Soochow Creek and compel ah immigrant 

who arrives here under Article (1) and who is 

residing in that area to remove his residence South 

of the Creek.

We ensure that immigrants arriving with S.M.C. 

permits reside South of the Creek but it is extremely 

difficult for us to undertake similar responsibilities 

in respect of immigrants entering under Article (1). 

As matters have progressed this office never knows,
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until shortly before the arrival of a steamer how 

many immigrants are arriving without permits.

In the s.s. “Conte Verde*,  arriving here from 

Europe on January 18, 1940, 38 refugees landed. 

Of this number 11 were in possession of permits issued 

by this office. At present only four of these 

people have been to this office for purposes of 

registration ■ÏhjA all are living South of the Creek. 

Details of residence of the remaining seven are 

at present not known. 26 embarked at Trieste 

having deposited U.S.$400 each with the shipping 

company for use in Shanghai while one man, Erich 

BENISCH, German Jew, (details in possession of this 

office) was permitted to embark without the necessary 

U.S.$400. He was questioned in the ship by me and 

he admitted that Messrs. Lloyd Triestino had allowed 

him to embark without the necessary landing money.

I interviewed the purser of the s.s. "Conte Verde" 

but no satisfactory explanation was forthcoming in 

respect of BENISCH being allowed to sail.

The steamer was due to remain in Shanghai for 

no less than three days and to prevent BENISCH from 

landing in Shanghai would entail a continuous and 

independent Police guard, a duty which would have 

cost the Council money and time. BENISCH was allowed 

to land and enquiries are proceeding as to how and 

where he proposes to live. His passport is in this
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office until such time as he reports for registration.

This case is quoted as an instance of the lack of 

co-operation on the part of Messrs. Lloyd Triestino.

The contention of the Japanese Consulate- 

General that leniency is being displayed by this 

office in the issue of entry permits must be strongly 

refuted. For the sake of clarity, it is perhaps 

advisable to state the modus operand! of applying 

for permits. The applicant first approaches the 

Committee at 177 Embankment Building with a written 

application for the immigration of a certain person. 

If the Committee approves the application, it is 

forwarded to this office. Possibly more than 30,1 

of the applications are rejected for various reasons 

by the Committee. At this office a thorough 

investigation is made into each application and if

the particulars given are found to be in order, 

in accordance with facts and in accordance with the 

Council’s rulings, a permit is issued. The 

successful applicant is informed verablly that the 

immigrant must reside South of the Creek and this 

point is stressed to each and every person who comes 

here. To date, 555 permits have been issued and 

no evidence is available to show there have been 

false declarations in respect of this quota. 

Applicants are dealt with as expeditiously as

5
L........_.........

possible and all refugees are treated as courteously 

as possible. If their applications are refused -

■ : - • ... : A ■
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and they often are - the applicants are informed 

in a sympathetic manner. This is done to enlist 

their possible future help in matters concerning 

the Police.

Another aspect presents itself very clearly. 

The better class refugee who has been in Shanghai 

for any length of time resides anywhere but North 

of the Creek where the poorest and most wretched of 

the Jews are now concentrated. According to a 

check made by the competent Jewish associations, of 

the 19,000 refugees (approximate) domiciled in 

Shanghai, about 7^ are financially well-off. And 

by financially well off is meant the possession of 

at least U.S.$2,000. This type of person is 

ipvariably a resident of the Settlement, South of 

* the Creek, and once being accustomed to many of the

better things of life in Europe, has not the slightest 

* desire to settle down in an area (North of the

Creek) which is barren in many ways of the ordinary 

amenities of ordinary civilization as is generally 

expected In any large city. It is not surprising, 

therefore, that the application for the immigration 

• of relatives of this particular type of people is

addressed to the Special Branch and not the Japanese 

j authorities. If their declarations meet the Council’s
I 

requirements as contained in the Regulations, they 

are fully entitled to permits. The same remarks 

apply to those people who make applications Ander
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Articles (2b) and (2c).

The second paragraph of the letter from the

Japanese Consulate-General, does not reflect on

the Shanghai Municipal Police. The fact that

refugees who ought to be residing South of the Creek

have been discovered living North of the Creek

confirms the previous reports submitted by this

Section and the blame for this state of affaire

cannot be attributed to the Police. The volume of

work involved in the registration and control of

these immigrants occupies the full time of two

Police Officers and a clerical staff but it can be

safely said that the amount of information secured

in regard to arrivals and prospective arrivals willj

at some future occasion, be of inestimable value

to the Force and the Council.

D S

A. C.(Special Branch)

L.
A*

St. 1
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Mr. E.T. Nash, 
Assistant Secretary, 
Municipal Council, 
Shanghai.

;4°

JAPANESE CONSULATE GENERAS^

Shanghai, January 19, 1940*
S. e*.  ! rûUS » f •1 !

\ f • ■■ ’> >
Î * O. i;' *>..« ..... - —

Dear Mr. Nash,

It has recently been brought to my Knowledge that there 

is not a slight and regrettable tendency of the European refugees 

admitted into the International Settlement south of the Soochow 

Creek trickling north into the Japanese-controlled district. I 

am really concerned with the rumour afoot that leniency of the 

S.M.C. authorities in issuing the permits is being taken advantage 

of by those refugees whose real intentions are to seek entrance 

into the area north of the Creek.

Also, I would like to draw your attention to the fear 

justifiably entertained by the Japanese authorities in Shanghai 

and Tokyo that the continuation of this tendency will certainly 

undermine the Japanese arrangement vis-a-vis of the entrance of 

the European refugees. I am sure that you will concur in my 

opinion that discovery by the Japanese Navy of the refugees in 

the area under its occupation who ought to be residing in the 

Settlement area south of the Creek is certain to cause a situation 

quite awkward for the S.M.C. and the Japanese authorities to face.

In connection with the foregoing and in reference to 

our previous understanding to exchange occasional views and 

information concerning the refugee question, I would much appre

ciate your kindness in furnishing me with the exact number of 

the recipients of the certificates issued by your authorities 

and the estimated number of the refugees who have been allowed 

entry into the Settlement area south of the Creek by reason of 

possessing U.S.$400 or its equivalent. You might be interested 

to know that the Japanese authorities have issued certificates 

to 25 refugees to date.

Yours sincerely,

S. Ishiguro



ENTRY OF EUROPEAN 
REFUGEES.

In August last the Shanghai Munici
pal Council announced that it was 
compelled to forbid any further entry 
into the International Settlement of 
refugees from Europe. The Council 
now announces that this prohibition 
will not apply to those coming within 
the following categories : —

(1) Persons who possess, available 
for use in Shanghai, not less than 
U.S.$400 in the case of an adult, 
or not less than U.S.$100 in the 
case of a child of less than 13 
years of age, or the equivalent of 
such sums in some foreign cur
rency.

The responsibility of verifying 
the possession of such requisite 
sums before passage bookings are 
made devolves upon the shipping 
or railway companies or other 
travel agents, who must -Obtain a If T 
certificate from'tfie Committee >11 
TdT 'th^'TCssistance of European « 
Jewish Refugees in Shanghai as || 1 
to the availability in Shanghai of 
such sums.

(2) Persons who obtain an entry 
permit from the Council on the 
grounds that
(a) they are immediate family 

relations (i.e., parents, hus
bands, wives or children) of 
refugees of certified financial 
competency resident in Shang
hai ; or

(b) they have a contract of em
ployment with a resident in 
Shanghai ; or

(c) they intend to contract mar
riage with a resident in Shang
hai.

Applications for such entry permits 
must be made to the Council through 
the Committee for the Assistance 
of European Jewish Refugees in 
Shanghai and addressed in writing 
to Room 446, Cathay Hotel. The grant
ing or refusing of a permit is at the 
discretion of the Council. Applica
tions submitted through the Com
mittee for the Assistance of European 
Jewish Refugees will be investigated 
by the Special Branch of the Police 
Department before permits are issued.

Note,—At the present time these 
regulations are only applicable to that 
part of the International Settlement 
which lies South of the Soochow 
Creek. Refugees desirous of residing 
in that part of the International 
Settlement which lies North of the 
Soochow Creek must comply with the 
regulations of the Japanese authori
ties.
Shanghai Municipal Council,

October 22, 1939.
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It will be recalled that on board the s.s. 

Conte Biancamano which arrived in Shanghai from 

Europe on December 20, 1939 45 Central European 

Jewish refugees were disembarked without the 

necessary landing permits. On their behalf, 

however, U.S. $400 per head (U.S. $100 in the case 

of children), had been deposited with Messrs. 

Lloyd Triestino in Trieste, supposedly available 

for the immigrants*  needs upon their arrival 

in Shanghai. The money was duly returned to the 

immigrants by the shipping company concerned 

after their landing in Shanghai.

Now during the past three weeks when certain 

of these newcomers have visited this office for

purposes of registering their particulars - it

should be mentioned that some have still failed

to put in an appearance - general conversation

and enquiries have elicited that the depositing 

of the U.S.$400 in Trieste by a number of the 

refugees constitutes nothing short of a "racket*,  

the object of which was to evade the restrictions 

on immigration as framed by the Shanghai Municipal

Council

SUrther investigation has revealed the 

following particulars in this connection»-

U,.,,
,--- .■

,,c-
Wi
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The "Association Belge pour 1‘Snigration 

de Réfugiés," 52 Rue Philippe de Champagne, Brussels, 

assisted a group (number unknown) of refugees, 

marooned in Italy and threatened with deportation 

to Germany, to proceed to Shanghai, by paying 

their fares and providing them with requisite 

funds for landing here, viz. U.S. $400 each. They 

arrived in Shanghai on December 20, 1939 in the 

s.s, Conte Biancamano.

A letter from the Brussels Association 

dated December 7, 1939 addressed to Mr. BARBASCH 

and simultaneously to the Committee for the 

assistance of Jewish Refugees, Shanghai, suggested 

that U.S. $300 out of the U.S.$400 be collected 

from each of the beneficiaries and used as a 

» guarantee fund for a further batch of refugees.

Certain of the refugees concerned who signed 

promissory notes in Europe for U.S.$300 have 

returned U.S.$300 to the organization in Brussels 

whilst others have refused to part with the money 

now in their possession.

The letter referred to above was shown to 

Mr. KAO a few days ago. Mr. KANN wrote to 

Brussels immediately and emphasized that since his 

Committee had not been consulted it could not
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handle the situation. The relevant paragraph of Mr. 

KANlT’s letter is quoted verbatim.

"Now another aspect of the problem as it 

concerns ourselves: In close co-operation with 

the authorities we have been instrumental to

carefully frame the regulations pertaining to 

immigration. It is our duty to not merely adhere 

to the spirit of the rules, but also watch over 

their execution. Therefore our Committee is 

quite unable to carry out your well-meant proposal 

to employ all the funds returned by the first lot 

of refugees, sent by you for guarantee-money of 

the next batch. We cannot possibly do this."

In the ordinary course of business Mr. KA.NN 

supplied copies of his letter to his colleagues 

on the Committee here. Thereupon Mr. SPEELMAN, 

entirely on his own initiative, communicated with

Mir. M. TROPER, head of all the refugee charity institu

tions, domiciled in Paris as per a copy of the letter

which is attached hereto.

Prom my association with the local committees 

I cannot say they would not lend themselves to a

little underhand practice occasionally but I do

feel that the responsible party for this obvious

breach of the regulations is Messrs. Lloyd

Triestino. This Company has, in one way and 

another, since the inception of the new regulations,
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apparently gone out of its way with its high

handed methods, to cause this office additional 

work despite all its protestations that it would 

cooperate to the full.

Your attention is respectfully drawn to 

that part of the attached report (flagged) which 

lays down .............................................Mtravel agen ts.

who must obtain a certificate from the Committee 

for th e_. a s s istance of European Jewish Refugees 

in Shanghai........................ . ■ ♦. •

If the shipping company refused passages to 

every prospective immigrant not in possession of a 

permit issued by this office, as it should do, 

then evasion of the regulations would not occur.

In this connection it is not out of place 

...» to point out that the s.s. Conte Verde is due to

arrive in Shanghai on January 18, 1940 with 25 

refugees for whom U.S.$400 per head has again 

been deposited in Trieste. In other words these 

travellers have no permits and the possibility 

exists that the same arrangement has been made on 

their behalf.

It is respectfully suggested that all local 

shipping companies(Lloyd Triestino are the only 

offenders) be again officially advised of the

’♦ । ; 1 \ fl? 1 / .rt,.
s; «P :,Y
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necessity of conforming to the letter and 

spirit of Article (1) of the Regulations.

D. S.

A. C. (Special Branch)
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COMMITTEE TOR HE ASSISTANCE OF EUROPEAN JEWISH 
REFUGEES IN SHANGHAI

7, Avenue Edward VII - Shanghai -

Letter No. 9. Shanghai, 12th January 1940

Mr. M. Tropar, /
American Joint Distribution Committee, C-’i <, / • ’

19, Rue de Téhéran, ! , • |
PARIS -VIII

Dear Mr. Troper,

I enclose herewith correspondence exchanged with 
Mr. Kann regarding immigration. Mr. Kann’s straightforward let
ter to the Association Belge pour l’émigration des Réfugiés, 
Brussels, puts the whole position as clearly as possible.

You will understand that we have undertaken a 
moral obligation towards the Authorities of the International 
Settlement of Shanghai and that consequently, we cannot bo a 
party to anything which would be an attempt to evade the res
trictions which have been worked out by a Committee of which 
Mr. Kann himself was a member.

It is to be regretted that Brussels did not 
inform us in time so that we might have arranged perhaps with 
the Lloyd Trlestino to hand this money in trust to us, but in 
any case, it is absolutely Impossible for us to lend ourselves 
to anything which might be construed as an attempt to evade 
Municipal restrictions on emigration.

We all feel very much for these people from 
a humane point of view, but our personal reputation is at stake. 
I may add to Mr. Kann’s remarks, that the attitude of these 
people is beneath contempt.

Yours very sincerely,

(M. Speelntan)
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As the result of conversations held with Mr. KANN

and with Messrs. Lloyd Triestino, satisfactory arrangements 

have been made to ensure that thia office secures full 

details relating to all future arrivals coming within 

the scope of the Council’s regulations in regard to the 

immigration of European Jewish refugees

A representative of the Committee for the Assistance

of European Jewish Refugees has been instructed by Mr

KANN to meet steamers from Europe bringing refugees and 

to advise the immigrants thereon that within a week of

their disembarkation in Shanghai their presence will be

rthing

required at the Special Branch where they will report 

with their passports and Immigration Certificates. The 

.Representative will prepare a list of arrivals which will 

forwarded to this office within 24 hours of the ship’s

These measures will enable us to secure full details

of the immigrant concerned, allow us to cancel the 

certificate and generally allow us to keep an eye on

all newcomers whose particulars will then be on record

at Police Headquarters

Mr. KANN will also have published in the local

German Jewish press notices on the above lines» which 

will then enable those successful applicants for 

certificates to take such steps as are necessary to have 

the newcomers brought to this office as required.

Messrs. Lloyd Triestino have also expressed their

willingness to assist this office in every way possible



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
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to facilitate the return of Immigration Certificates 

a nd the securing of all pertinent particulars of

D. S.

D. C. (Special Branch)





Date...... ûecember 11,1939.
(Headquarters) Office Notes

J.G.(Special Branch)

Sir,

I would propose that when these people do arrive 

in Shanghai (those with certificates and those without 

who have deposited the required sum), that MT. Kann be 

requested to delegate a representative, if necessary, with 

a member of the Shanghai Municipal Police, to meet the 

ships carrying those people, in order to obtain the return 

of the certificates issued, and the fullest details of the 

arrivals’ personal particulars and that they be notified to 

inform the Police of any change of addresses. I have no 

doubt Mr. Kann’s Committee will meet all ships in their own 

interests and the police member could accompany them to all 

outward appearances in an unofficial capacity. This I would 

venture to say is most essential if the permit system is to 

be a success from the police point of view,as the introduc

tion of the system though primarily intended to control the 

influx of immigrants was also to give the Police the 

opportunity of seeing that no criminal elements were allowed 

entry. „

P.A.to D.C.(Sp.Br.)
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Since the introduction by the Shanghai

Municipal Council of the new regulations relating 

to Central European Jewish refugee immigration, 

278 Immigration Certificates have been issued by 

this office. The issue of this number of 

permits will allow, should full advantage be taken 

of them by the persons named thereon» unhindered 

ingress of 405 people of both sexes and all ages.

The first certificate was issued on October

20, 1939 and already two persons, at least, have 

arrived in Shanghai on the authority of these 

permits.

It is emphasised to each and every successful 

applicant for these certificates that the issue of 

| such entails that the immigrants concerned MUST 

reside South of Soochow Creek, a point which is 

0 stressed in words on the certificate itself. m 

addition, all successful applicants are verbally 

instructed upon receipt of these permits that the 

new arrivals must come to this office upon arrival |
i 

here and bring with them their passports, their |
certificates (which will be cancelled) and details |

of their residence in Shanghai.

The big influx of new immigrants has not yet
1 

started, but it will do so before long. Of that, 1 

according to enquiries made at local shipping

companies - Messrs. Lloyd Triestino in particular - 

there is no doubt*  Now, it is of interest to 

note that of the two persons who have already arrived
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in Shanghai under this heading, neither has yet 

approached thie office in accordance with our 

instructions. Two isolated cases are not 

going to make a great deal of difference, but 

when steamers begin arriving with only, say twenty 

to thirty immigrants on board, and these persons 

fail to come to this office as required, then 

difficulties are going to be experienced» These 

certificates must be cancelled or their retention 

by the immigrants will lead to numerous abuses.

further, and this a very important point , 

there will be no check, unless they register with 

us, that they will reside South of the Creek, as 

they guarantee they will when the applications 

for permits are made on their behalf. if these 

newcomers begin living in Japanese controlled 

territory, it will not be long before trouble of 

some kind is experienced with the Japanese authori

ties and as is customary, the Municipal Police 

will be on the receiving end of the nasty knocks.

The points outlined above have a definite 

bearing on the question in hand which will be 

fully explained later in this report, but another 

aspect of the refugee problem is beginning to rear 

its head in a way that demands attention from the 

Municipal authorities. During the past eight 

months, approximately 60 Jewish refugees have been

charged with offences against the law. This
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number in itself is not large but it offers

conclusive evidence that the newcomers are finding 

their feet and, from our point of view, manifesting 

their criminal traits. The cold weather is

quickly approaching and since there is now at 

least treble the number of refugees there were 

here a year ago, and with jobs scarce and diffi-

a

culties being presented on all sides for the securing 

of positions among the Jews, it does not take 

a very keen mind to visualize what might happen

in the very near future. In other words, crime
i

has already found a foothold among them and it is

our duty to stamp it out as far as possible.

In tne past year, the I.C. Relief Fund, the 

Refugeecommittee under the very able guidance of 

Mr. Paul Komor, has done splendid work in assisting

* the Police in tracing wrong-doers and generally

aiding the Force in every possible manner whenever 

help was required. During this period this

organization has had compiled an excellent set 

of dossiers recording all personal particulars of 

thousands of refugees and though they have been 

of great use to us already, there is not the 

slightest doubt that they could be of far greater 

service to us in the future.

Bearing this fact in mind, it is with regret 

that it is learned that this committee will soon 

be disbanded - December 15 is the date mentioned -
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because the parent body, the Committee For the 

Assistance of European Jewish Refugees, of which 

Mr. Komor’s committee is an offspring, cannot 

possibly afford to finance it any further. 

There is a very remote possibility t. at means 

will be found to carry on this co?nmittee’s good 

work, but as things are at present, such a 

possibility is very slight.

Thus, if this committee ceases to function, 
I the Police will have no means at their disposal

|j' for immediately securing particulars of any new

refugee in whom the Police are interested unless 

steps are taken quickly to enforce new ar^^rals 

to register with this office as applicants for 

permits have been verbally warned to. T^is 

point cannot be stressed too much, for the need 

for such a system must be obvious.

The required details can be secured by this 

office, although extra staff will be needed to 

cope with the situation, since the amount of work 

involved in dealing with the reception and checking 

of applications and the issuing of permits is at 

present as much as can be properly handled. The 

advantage to the Force of the particulars to be 

recorded would be inestimable and would allow a 

hold to be placed on any possible evil-doers 

among the newcomers*  
ft

Whilst on this particular subject, the
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following point is submitted for your attention 

and instructions s-

While talking with the management of Messrs. 

Lloyd Triestino a few days ago in regard to the 

situation relating to the immigration of refugees, 

I was informed that U.S.$25,OOP had been deposited 

in the Company’s office in Trieste at a rate of 

U.S.$400 per head, on behalf of immigrants to 

Shanghai and that on about December 20, 1939 at 

least sixty newcomers would be arriving here.

The amounts will be handed back to the arrivals 

upon disembarkation in Shanghai. Article (1) 

of the Immigration Regulations distinctly lays 

down that ... “the responsibility of verifying the 

possession of such sums before passage bookings 

are made devolves upon the ................... travel agents,

who must obtain a certificate from the Committee

for the Assistance of European Jewish Refugees in 

Shanghai as to the availability in Shanghai of 

such sums."

In cases where the deposit of U.S.$400 is 

made in Shanghai, this office is advised by the 

Committee, but in the cases referred to above, no 

record has been received. In other words, we 

shall, unless steps are taken to prevent it, have 

not one iota of information relating to these 

particular immigrants after their arrival and among 

their number may be persons whom we can ill afford
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to lose sight of*

D.C*  (Special branch)
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Paul Komor. Esq., 
Hon. Secretary, 
The International Committee for The 
Organization of European Immigrants 
in~China, 
Saaoon House, 
1X1XOLJL1.

Sir
With reference to your letter dated March 10, 1941, 

I have to thank you for your offer to second a member of 

your Organization to assist this department in the work 
of the issuance of permits to finigrants but I regret 

that owing to the confidential nature of Police Headquarters, 
I am precluded from accepting the services of assistants 

who are not Police employees.

Arrangements are being made to augment the staff of 

this section in the near future.

Again thanking you for your suggestions which is much 
appreciated.

I am. Sir,
Your obedient servant
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from Er. Paul KCMOR dated March 10, 1941.

!

With reference to the contents of 

the attached communication which very kindly offers 

to detach a member of the "I.C." staff to work 

unpaid in this office, the matter has been given 

close attention and it is thought that at the present 

time the acceptance of such an offer would not be 
i 

I advisable. Vühile it is true that the greater part 

i of the work conducted by this office refers solely 

| to immigration and Jewish affairs, investigations 

are frequently made into matters of a political nature 

totally outside the province of refugee questions.

Were an outside member be permitted 

C to assist in the affairs of this office it would be

■ natural for him to see the many important and secret 

files that are continually passing through, details^ 

of which it might be highly desirable that nobody 

but the officer making the investigations should see. 

Agents occasionally uisit this office and here again 

it might not he desirable that such individuals be

f . been by outsiders. Another point that is worthy of

I your attention is the fact that an outside member
7— would not^e amenable to Police discipline.

While the volume of work in this office

has increased enormously during the past few months 

and is likely to increase even more in the next few
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months owing to the extreme anti-Jewish measures now 

being enforced throughout all Nazi-occupied territories,

the staff of this office, namely D.S.I. Pitts and 

D.S. Killingbeck remains unchanged. Despite the 

fact that permission was secured from the D.C. 

(Crime & Special Branches) to issue but the minimum 

of Immigration Certificates in January of this year,

thereby enabling us to go forward considerably with

our back work, the state of affairs at present is

such as to render it absolutely impossible to be

anything but at least two months behind current

work and it is with this point in mind that a 

respectful request is madd for the transfer of 

another detective to this office in order to 

relieve the present pressure which, if maintained,

will inevitably result in a state of chaos under 

existing staff conditions.
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P. O. BOX 2140 
TELEPHONE 16637
PK/Fa.

ORGANIZATION OF EUROPEAN IMMIGRANTS

shanghai... loth March 194X.
j. " V .

fa 5 /y

Sir,

It occured to me quite sometime ago, in fact when 
the issuance of permits to Emigrants was first put in
to practice, that this additional work must put a con
siderable burden on the already overworked Police Force.

In order to contribute, to some extent, to the work 
done by the o.M.P. for the Emigrants, my organisation 
would be glad to second a member of its staff, without 
cost to the Council, as assistant in the work entailed 
through the rermit Department or in any other work that, 
in this connection, may be thought to be serviceable 
by you.

Assuring you of the earnest wish of this organis
ation to co-operate with you in every possible manner,

I beg to remain,

5ir,

Mo. 17 1-41 20»0
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Copy

r 28th, 1939

Sirs,

With reference to the measures taken in August 

by the Japanese Authorities prohibiting the further flow 

of the Eurooean Refugees into Shanghai, I wish to inform 

you that the Japanese Authorities are prepared to make a 

limit-eel number of exceptions to the above-mentioned 

measure, in ar-cord^nce th my letter addressed under the 

even daxe to Mr. Ellis Hayim, Chairman of the Committee 

for the Assistance of the Euronean Refugees in Shanghai, 

a cony of which is appended hereto.

In connection with the procedure adopted by 

the Japanese Authorities, I have to request your kind 

co-op-ration and to ask your Company to take responsibi

lity for making passage bookings only to those Refugees, 

so far as those who seek entry into the Jaoanese-occuoied 

part of the International Settlement are concerned, who 

are in possession of the Entry Permit issued by this 

Consula te-General.

Yours respectfully,



Co oy.

October 28th, 1939.

Dear Str,

With reference to the Memorandum oc +he 

nose Authority ? handed to you on 9th in whi^

our tenon?,cry measures to stem the further influx of the 

jchirooe^n Refugees into the Jananese-occunled onrt of the 

International Settlement of Shanghai were enunciated 1 

wish to confirm that the Japanese Authorities vill adhere 

to the general principles laid down in the Memorandum.

In consideration, however, of the desire of 

the Refugee residents in the above-said part of Shanghai 

to send for their relatives in Europe, the Japanese 

Authorities. m»y make, from humanitarian standpoint, excep

tions to the general rule, thereby permitting the entry 

thereinto of Refugees in limited numbers.

With the above object in view, the application 

for Entry Permit v-m he considered if sent through 

your Committee in accordance with +he procedure staged 

in the appended cony. Tn this connection T have to ask 

your kind co-operation in transmitting the application 

with necessary verifications by your Committee.

I may add that the procedure is not to be 
published, but instead is being sent to you and the ship
ping companies concerned.

Sincerely yours, 
(Sgd.) Y. Miura

Consul-General for Japan. 

Silis Hayim, jSsq.uire,

The Committee for the Assistance of 
European Jewish Refugees in Shanghai, 

Cathay Hotel,
SHANGHAI.
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Copy

Temporary Procedure Regard wg-En try into the Japanese-

Occupied Part of the International Settlement of Shanghai 

of Central European Refugees.

Only those inconinc Central European Refugees

vho are in nosr.e~sir>n of an Entry T>emit issued "by the 
Japanese Consulate-General vill be permitted to enter 

the Japanese-occupied part of the International Settle

ment of Shanghai.

The application for the above-said Entry "emit

by reason of family relations or other considerations 

should be made by a Refugee of financial competency and 

residing in the Japanese occupied part of the International 

Settlement of Shanghai and so registered with the Japanese 

Naval Authorities, on behalf of an incoming Refugee or 

Refugees who desire to take up residence in the afore-said 

part of Shanghai, through the Oomnitlee for the Assistance 

of European Jewish Refugees to the Japanese Consulate- 

Generai in Shanghai. It should be understood, however, 

that the decision on issuing ^he above-said ^emit rests 

entirely with the discretion of the Japanese authorities, 

which will weigh the merit of each application and take 

into consideration the general situation including the 

number of applications.

An incoming Refugee who is thus remitted to

reside in the Japanese-occupied part of the International 

Settlement of Shanghai should register through the Refugee 

Committee for the Assistance of European Jewish Refugees 

with the Japanese Naval Authorities.



TO FACILITATE REPLY PLEASE QUOTE 

THIS NUMBER.. ....K 38/1............ -
AND DO NOT DEAL WITH MORE THAN 

ONE MATTER IN THE SAME LETTER

(îauntil QHutmbcr.
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

October 23, 39

Commissioner of Police.

Entry of European Refugees

For your records I enclose herewith a copy of 

the Council’s Regulations on the subject of the entry 

into the International Settlement of refugees from Europe. 

These Regulations became effective on October 22, the 

date of publication in the press.

Enclî

GPR:
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“I. C.M 
SHANGHAI

190 K1UKIANG ROAD 
TELEPHONE 16637

TELEGR.-ADR.: “KOMOR"

. / Cu

To the Com. de stone < of olice 
Shanghai ■ unicigal Police 
Shanghai

Sir

I beg to acknowledge the receipt oL‘ your favours 
13th in st. , hel'.K 38/1 an à Miso.343/3 9 (si) .for the 
contents of which I. thtnk you.

1 note th.-,t the , a._ is meant .Cor entry porait fees y
an! not, as 1 presume! from your previous letter, for travel 1 
visa fees out of Shanghai .

I a® also grateful for your willingness to consider 
each case on its merits as regt .rds waiving the charge of :

■ 1,_ for .Police endorsement of identification documents.

In regard to your survey of crime in which Migrants j
from Central durope have been toe victims 1 quite appreciate 
thé point you make and especially realize the handicap to 
which the force is subject to owing to the restrictions 
prevailing in tne .festei’n area.

It is for this reason that 1 suggested, tentatively, to j.
Mr.Pitts, the foi-mat ion of a group of picked men from amongst |
the Migrants, who would voluntarily assist the folioe more !
especially in night_patrols. I feel that, perhaps, a. trial ’ 
in this direction might prove useful but do not, of course, ; 
presume to advise you in this connection. ’•

I avail myself of this occasion to express my • 
appreciation of the co-operation which I have experienced /
from all of the 'olice officials with whom I have had contact }|
in Migrant matters of which your letters under review are H
also xvelcome evidence. |

1 pja> sir ' |
Your'1 obe lient servant

fund

N*  Secretary * Tre*«orer

i.



October i3t

K 30/1 P,

Pmil Konor, Faq.,
Hoa. "ocretary & Treasurer, 

Relief Fund,
190 Kiuklang Road, 
Shanghai.

sir,
1 have U acknowledge receipt of your letter of 

October 7, further on the uubjoct of the Folios charges in 

respect of certificates permitting entry of Central Euro

pean Refugees into Shanghai, and la respect of ^olloe en

dorsements on identification documents Issued by the Jewish 

authorities»

Since financial competency will be required cither 

in respect of the new entrant or his local relet ires in 

respect of any further entry which any be permitted under 

the conditions yet to be agreed, the Police fee of 

be applicable in all oases.

m respect to the possibility of miring the 

charge of 11 for Police endorsenent of identifiention 

documents, the Police will giw sympathetic consideration 

to each oaae and deal with it on Ito writs.

X an*  Sir,

Your obedient Serrant,

Cl GaJSrey
Secretary h Owmsioeloaer General.
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,Qj .T-7 
Commissioner of Police. VJ-.'a{,? - - ........ ‘ /
Sir, *----——  .......

The suspension of Article I as intimated in 

letter dated October 11 from the Japanese Consulate-General 

does not appear to interfere in any way with the entry 

into Shanghai of persons coming within the three categories 

mentioned in your communication of October 12 to Secretary 

& Commissioner General, and there now seems no cause to 

delay these people who are more or less stranded in Trieste



October 12, 39.

The Secretary & Commissioner General, 

S. M. C.

Letter dated October 7 from Mr. Paul Komor.

Police travel endorsements or certificates will 

only apply in the following cases i- 

1. Dependents o refugees who are now clearly self- 

supporting.

2. Any person who has been as ured employment in Shang

hai and guaranteed by his or her prospective em

ployer that no charge on local charity will ensue 

from such refugee's entry into Shanghai.

3. Prospective brides where there is conclusive evidence 

that the future husband is financially in a position 

to contract marriage.

In these circumstances the question of application 

in forma pauperis does not arise.

In regard to the waiving of fee for Identification 

endorsement, I think sympathetic consideration should be 

given. To deal with each application on its merits should 

not prove any difficulty and X recommend that the granting 

or refusing might be left to the discretion of the Policv 

Department with the right of an applicant to appeal to 

the Council should he so desire.

Sd. K. M- Bourne.

Commissioner of Polie e



x. • • •
Spécial Branch,

October 12, 1939.

Commissioner.

Sir,

Letter dated October 7 from Kr. Paul Komor•

Police travel endorsements or certificates 

will only apply in the following cases i- 

1. Dependents of refugees who are now clearly self- 

supporting.

2. Any person who has been assured employment in 

Shanghai and guaranteed by his or her prospective 

employer that no charge on local charity will ensue 

from such refugee’s entry into Shanghai.

3. Prospective brides where there is conclusive evidence 

that the future husband is financially in a position 

to contract marriage.

In these circumstances the question of application 

in forma pauperis does not arise.

In regard to the waiving of fee for passport 

endorsement, I think sympathetic consideration should 

be given. To deal with each application on its merits 

should not prove any difficulty and I [suggest the 

granting or refusing might be left to the discretion of 

the Police Department with the right of an applicant 

to appeal to the Council^against an alleged unfair 

decision^*

D. C. (Special Branch)
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JAPANESE CONSULATE-GENERAL

SHANGHAI

October 11th, 1939,

Dear Sir,

Concerning the draft of the Provisional Arrangement, 

I would like to convey to you the intention of the Japanese 

Authorities to approve it with a conditional clause appended 

as follows:-

"The Japanese authorities approves the Provisional 

Arrangement with the following understanding: That part of 

Article I which provides for the entry of the Refugees of 

certain financial competency will be suspended enforcement for 

the time being so far as those incoming Refugees who intend to 

reside in the Japanese-occupied part of the Settlement are con

cerned until such time as the Japanese authorities will com

plete the investigation and adjustment of the living conditions 

of the Refugees residing therein."

The draft Arrangement as I have at present is 

enclosed herewith and I shall be glad if you will furnish 

me with a complete draft.

Sincerely yours, 
(Sgd,) S, Ishiguro 

Consul

Ernest T, Nash, Esquire,
Assistant Secretary, 

Shanghai Municipal Council 
SHANGHAI.

/ ■I
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• CABLl 
“HlLFSFONDr‘

TEL. 41083

COMMITTEE FOR THE ASSISTANCE;
OF EUROPEAN JEWISH REFUGEES IN SHANGHf

Disbursement and Housing Committee

J SOUTH ^FIEh DONG RD.

OCT 9 19'39

RECEIVED
OUR NO...... ..............................

RE .................................................
_ 9th October
Shanghai..............................  1939

E.T. Nash, Esq., 
Assistant Secretary, S.M.C. 
Shanghai.

Dear Mr Nash,

I desire to thank you for your letter of 7th inst. Imme
diately after receipt we had a committee meeting where the problem 
was discussed.

The I.C. ( International Committee ) is a subsidiary of 
our association and completely under its control. It was decided 
to handle the procedure of new immigrant permits direct through the 
intermediary of our committee, instead of the I.C. Until further 
notice I was asked to act as liaison officer with the police depart
ment and I shall take the liberty to call on Mr. Thos. Robertson of 
the Special Branch of the S.M.C. Police one of these days to get 
acquainted. Later on we might possibly create a special department 
in our Secretariat for the purpose. Meanwhile I should like to 
give the assurance that all questions relative to permits will be 
handled by our committee not merely with deep understanding and 
impartiality, but also with the utmost despatch.

Enclosing a copy of this letter for the Special Branch of 
the S.M.C. Police, I beg to remain,

Tours very truly



K 38/1

October 7, 1939.

E, Kann, Esq.,
501 Continental Bank Building, 
113 Kiuklang Road, 
Shanghai.

Dear Mr. Kann,

In anticipation of the ultimate approval of our

Police

natter

of the

XM1I 
uni

draft conditions governing the entry into Shanghai of Central 

European Refugees I should like to reach early agreement with 

you as to the procedure between the Jewish Committee and the 

Police ^apartment (on behalf of the Council) In respect of 

oases involvlngthe Council's authority.

Accordingly, I have taken the matter up with our 

Department and enclose a Special Branch report on the 

dated October 8, the proposals wherein have the approval 

Commissioner of Police and are satisfactory to the

Council. You will rmouber that the Jewish Oonnittoo Mentioned 
in the text ^"Cornaittoo for the Assistance of European Jewish 

Refugees", whilst the Polioo suggest that the *1.0.•  Committee 

should be the oortifyiiig body, would you please have this 

natter taken up with the Jewish authorities, in order that it 

say be definitely established which Committee is to act and 

which is to bo designated in the tent to be published. It my 

bo helpful if any details to bo settled as the outcome of the - 

Police proposals contained in the enclosed report are d 

between you or eons other representative of the Jewish 

authorities and the bead W the Spooial Branch.

Yours slneevoly, 
■1,7 . 1/7

iWWa

<1

Hl ’ '

a. ,'n ■ :->Sèt



r K 38/1

October 7, 1939

Paul Koffior,
Hon. Secretary It Treasurer,
*I.C." Relief Mind, 
190 Kluklang Road, 
Shanghai.

Sir,
With reference t > your letter of October 4 and 

further to my acknowledgement of the same date, I have to 

state that it is hoped that agreement will shortly be 

reached between the throe Authorities concerned regarding 

the conditions under which Central European Refugees may 

be permitted entry into Shanghai.

X have to state that there will be no objection 

to Police endorsement of Identification doounats issued 

by the Jewish authorities. Such endorsements will bo node 

at a cost of U each, with a charge of |5 for a travel 

certificate.

X an, sir,

Tow obedient Servant,

Secretary and CcaaaleoloMr Oeacre!.

GPRt



October 6 39

Secretary & Causais si oner General,

S, M, 0.

ADMISSION OF JEWISH REFUGEES. 
LETTER FROM MR. PAUL KOMOR.

In reply to your letter dated October 4t 
1939, in regard to the above, and further letter 

on the same date having reference to a letter from 

Mr. Paul Komor, I attach a report from the Special 

Branch indicating the method of application to be 

adopted for those persons coming under paragraph 2 

of the Regulations headed "Provisional Arrangement 

Regarding the Entry into Shanghai of Central European 

Refugees". I endorse this recommendation.

In regard to Mr. Komor’s request that the 

Police should endorse Identification documents, there 

will be no objection to such Police endorsement, and 

as already reccnmendod in my letter - File D 5422/c, 

dated August 3rd., such endorsements will bo made 

at a cost of $1 each, with a charge of $3 for a travel 

certificate) coo Secretary & Commissioner General*a  

letter K 38/Ï dated August 11, 1939.

rJ. K. M. Bourne.



D-C. Special Branch.



Special Branch» 

October 6, 1939. 

Commissioner.

Sir,

Jewish Refugees•

In the matter of applications on behalf of 

dependents of self supporting Shanghai residents, 

the procedure need not be complicated. Applications 

in writing, German or English, should be made through 

I. C. to Special Branch where the merits of each 

application would be investigated without undue delay 

and if favourable the necessary certificate or endorse

ment of no police objection to entry could be given.

I suggest the channel of I. C. as this body 

has been most helpful to the police in all matters 

appertaining to the refugee question.

As regards prospective entrants outside this 

category, these are accorded entry if in possession 

of requisite funds and therefore do not come within 

the scope of police investigation.

D. C. (Special Branch)
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TO FACILITATE REPLY PLEASE QUOTE 

THIS NUMBER.......IL...3.8./1....................
AND DO NOT DEAL WITH MORE THAN
ONE MATTER IN THE SAME LETTER

(Council (Chamber.
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

jQctob-g

The Commissioner of Police.

Jewish Refugees
Letter from l.ir. PaulTomor dated October

I enclose copy of a letter of to-day's date from

hr Paul Pomor. ,,;ith the first port I am prepared to deal

direct, since I assume that the answer is that until such

time as the conditions permitting further refugees to come

to hhsnghai are framed, no exceptions to the general prohibition

can be remitted

.;ith regard to the matter of Police endorsement of

documents of identification I shall be glad to learn your

views, in order that I

GPR:



./

K 38/1

Shauglri i Ocixber 4-tb, 1939.

nic 3p Score tar y
'"'h,' 3h-:n ph--1 Yunici-'-l Council 
Shun. "Dai.

Dear Sir:-

_. I bog to undone o copy of u letter which I
tresgc;. o 0 otr ;ir.:'ion?r of Police on. the 25 th 

De'denber, 1939.

'th? con-ent.'', s"?--?;- ?nr themselves -nd I need 
only remark that.so far, I have not received a reply.

Tli.-?-delay to which the decision in this matter 
to :• :>b ■ ■ cj;; to i .v?r ' m-rctiill , ’ ?J_ fleets so many
v'-.'y unfortunate ’■ar'-onn d uro ai-solutel'- at their ’«its. 
ends d kno' what to ?o. ■ .

I ->v 'il ays.JP of- this opportunity also to point 
' a'. ''-h» t y have in ;t received p reply from the Commissioner 
"f ^olloe in ohe rv'tt .r af endors in y the Documents of Icenti- 

’.'icati'-'-n which re ii usd .y this office in .cases where 
such Documents are .weessarj".

,-htlst in certain, instances theseDocuments have 
been given recognition by Consular Authorities and also visas 
.granted on the basis of the same, I would, on general princi
ples, like to know whether the Municipal Police Authorities 
are nrewed to endorse these Documents of Identification or 
not.

Undoubtedly such endorsement would be useful and 
would enhance the value of the Document. Consequently such 
endorsement would be of service to the Emigrants and would 
also make our work, in this respect, somewhat easier.

Yours faithfully, 

”1.0." RELIEF FUND 

(Sgd.) Paul Komor



25th 3e-'tomber, 1939.

To the Commission."'r of "olice
S, L • J'' •
S h n r h - i*

De-,r Sir,

Re: .•.'■■■lie ti ?n Z.'T. Flamm for permit for his
wife o ent r .h '"hoi, i tod 2?nd Ge’-t ember 
1» 9.

Application -A? Arn^st Haas for permit for his 
’ mother-in-law to ^nter Shanghai, dated 19th

Gentember 1939.

I will 'wnr'-ci-te it if you will kindly favour e with, a * 
Incision in the above ayPlications.

I do not think that it is fully realized by you and the 
deciding factors, what it means to those who aprly as above to 
be delayed for days and weeks not knowing whether ultimately 
it will be possible for the parties concerned to cone out to 
Shanghai or whether they are to remain in penury in Europe.

I say in penury, because thousands of neopie in Germany 
who had the intention to come to Shanghai previous to the land
ing restrictions recently Introduced had disposed of all possessions 
and had nothing at all in hand except the passage to Shanghai.

For this passage they had sacrificed practically all their 
worldly possessions and, even if they can obtain a refund of the 
passage money paid, they cannot re-establish their homes and other 
values, which went in payment of that passage, with the aid of 
that refunds.

As I am daily implored to bring about a decision in this 
matter, and as, it seems to me a decision has unduly been dragged 
out to the g;.eat material and moral detriment of those unfortunate 
persons who were barred from leaving at the time when they had 
exnected to I will be placed under the greatest obligation to you 
if you will kindly take such steps as you consider useful and

• s necessary, to bring this question to a head and a final solution.

Yours faithfully,



' J 1
TO FACILITATE REPLY PLEASE QUOTE

THIS NUMBER .1.....38/1.
AND DO NOT DEAL WITH MORE THAN 
ONE MÀTTER IN THE SAME LETTER 

♦
a o • TFibK- tt r xL

ffimittctl (Chamber.
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING.

"g
H

cony of the conditions of admission to Sh-.n.;lr.i of further 

Tov'ish refugees, '-s provisionally agreed between the three

There is need to devise the procedure for issuing 

otrv oervit. So fer os concerns a y. •?li cat ions na.de to the 

Tonic il for neiviitr, it is suggested that the certificate of 

the Committee for the •.ssistnnco of European Jewish Tofugees, 

as to the ap-'lic-.'.nt satisfying ths prescribed conditions, be 

normally accepted, but that the right be reserved to the Police 

to make any verification they my wish in any case so certified.

.Ct is propjo .c' that the Committee for the Assistance 

of European Jewish Refugees should submit such certified appli

cations to the Police Deportment only at periodical intervals, 

say once a week.

You may desire to have discussed with I'r. Kann the 
! 'i

form in which such certified applications should be submitted ;

by the Committee to your Department and what particulars should ; 

be furnished for any Police verification you may consider
1 

necessary. g i
It is proposed that there shall be a periodical exchange | 

of information between the three Authorities as to the permits 

each has issued.

May I have your views please?

GPR:

/ / ..
/ / Secretary & Commissioner General, i

■/ . . ; ■

na.de


. î

Provisional ArrangementRegarding Entry into Shanghai of 

Central European Refugees.

1. Only those Central European Refugees who are recognized 

to be in possession of not less than U.S.$400 and U.SoflOO per head 

respectively in case of an adult and child of less than 13 years of 

age, or its equivalent in foreign currency, to be available in 

Shanghaiy or who are in possession of an entry permit provided for 

under Article 2, and issued by one of the three following Authorities, 

viz: the Japanese Consulate-General, the Council of the International 

Settlement, or the Authorities of the French Concession, will be 

permitted to enter Shanghai*

2. The application for entry permit by reason of

(a) Immediate family relation (i.e. parents, husband, wife 

or children) to Refugees of certified financial compe

tency resident in Shanghai, or

(b) an employment contract with a party in Shanghai, or 

(a) intention to contract marriage with a party resident 

in Shanghai, 

should be made through the Committee for the Assistance of European 

Jewish Refugees in Shanghai to one of the three Authorities, accord

ing to where the local refugee applicant resides, with the under

standing that the decision on issuing permit rests entirely with 

the discretion of the respective Authorities. It is required by 

the Japanese Authorities that those incoming Refugees who wish to 

reside in that part of the International Settlement which is under 

Japanese occupation mast so register, through the Committee for the 

Assistance of Btropoan Jowl A Refugees, at the Japanese Reval 

authorities in Shanghai,



SHANGHAI JEWISH CHRONICLE 
dated September 5, 1939

Aufruf an allé 
EMIGRANTEN

Es wird im eigensten Interesse 
\gebetent da wir Gaeste in frem- 
dem Lande sind, sich aeusserst 
ruhig und diszipliniert zu ver- 
halten. Handlungen und Aeus- 
serungen politischer Natur sind 
unb e ding t zu unterlassen. Ver- 
meiden Sie jedwede Geruechte- 
\Verbrqitung.

Tragen Sie stets unsere Aus- 
weiskarte bei sich und sail die- 
^elbe unbedingt Ihre Unter- 
schrift auf der Bildseite tragen.

Internationales Committee 
Paul KOMOR

.r 7 37

Appeal To All Emigrants

Since we are guests in a strange country it is in our 

own interest to remain quiet and disciplined. Actions and 

utterances of a political nature are to be avoided. Avoid 

also the spreading of rumours.

Always carry with you our identification card, which has 

to bear your signature on the side to which the photograph has 

been affixed.

International Committee

Paul Komor
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Procedure for Certification of "guarantee of employment"» "finan

cial oompetenoy" or "Intention of marriage", in accordance with

Clauses 3A, 3C and 3D of the "Regulations for the Entry of

European Refugees Into Shanghai."

1. Such Certification shall be undertaken by the Refugee 

Admittance Committee, composed of representatives of 

the local Jewish Refugee Committee, the Police Depart

ments of the International Settlement and the French 

Concession, and representatives of the Japanese 

Authorities.

2. Applications for such Certification shall be made in 

the first instance to the local Jewish Refugee 

Committee and addressed to... ............................................

(name and address of representative) ................

3. The local Jewish Refugee Committee will, fortnightly, 

submit such applications to the Refugee Admittance 

Committee, together with documentary evidence in 

support of the applicant's claims»



FM, 2 *
G, 90M-1-39 £

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File

Special- Branch-^......-XlXX&kk
REPORT

Date.. Sep.tejtDb.er.-2... 7 9 39

Subject...........  ......... .^opean Refugees.

Made jty. and .Forwarded by. D.-I. Crawford.

Mr. Nash, Assistant Secretary» 

was interviewed by D.I. Crawford at 2.20 p.m. on 

September 1, 1939, in regard to European Refugees 

and their entrance into Shanghai.

A Committee composed of a represen

tative from the French Consulate, the Japanese 

Consulate and the S.M.C. Secretariat assisted by 

Jewish Refugee Committee members have now drawn up 

a set of regulations for the entrance into Shanghai 

of these people and although not officially approved 

yet,Mr. Hash wanted to outline the regulations in 

case the Police Department had any suggestion to 

offer. A copy would be given to the Police Depart

ment as soon as they are approved.

The regulations as read out by 

Mr. Nash are agreeable to the Police and could not 

be improved upon.



a

Crystal ( 4*  “Ml )> * mosquito paper*  of August 31 »- » • S • 3(R n)

^jâgmig, jmi?,

The question of the influx into Shanghai 
of Jewish refugees has been given careful consideration 
by the authorities of the foreign Settlements» As these 
refugees are being mostly accommodated in Hongkew, they have 

7 on many occasions been interfered with by the Japanese 
* authorities»
, Information has now been received by the
, Hwa Ven Hows Agency (2S Æ)it ) to the effect that the
/ Japanese authorities have agreed to permit the landing of 
I more Jewish refugees on the ground that there is no reason

to bar their entry as a result of negotiations with the 
authorities of the Settlements» According to the notice 
leaved by the Japanese Consulate-General, this decision 
w remohad through humanitarian considerations» There is 
a general belief that thio action is being taken by the 
Japanese authorities aa a demonstration against Germany.

c



Ref. 13.

MEMQRaNDUM.



Regulations into Shanghai»

The following Regulations are issued by the Council of the

International Settlement, the French Concession Authorities, and the 

Japanese Authorities, governing the entry into Shanghai and residence 

in the International Settlement North and South of the Soochow Creek, 

or the French Concession, of uronesn Refugees

1 These Regulations will apply to all European Refugees who on

the date August 19, 1939, had not embarked or entrained for

Shangha 1•

2. The term European Refugee .........

3. European Refugees will not be qualified to enter Shanghai 

and take up such residence unless they can satisfy one or 

other of the follovdng requirements :-

A. Production of satisfactory documentary evidence 
guaranteeing the Refugee employment in Shanghai for a 
period of not less than one year, ualification under 
this Olause will include the Refugee’s wife or husband, 
and children.

B« Production of satisfactory evidence showing the Refugee’s 
possession of not less than U.S.$400, or its foreign 
currency equivalent. Such sum will be deemed sufficient 
to cover two persons, if husband and wife. The possession 
of an additional sum of not less than U.S.$50, or its 
foreign currency equivalent, will be required for each 
child of a Refugee so qualified. Such money must be 
available to the Refugee in Shanghai In the form of t
foreign currency.

C. The immediate family (i.e. parentf , husband or wife, and 
children) of a Refuges resident in Shanghai shall be 
qualified for such residence, provided the resident is 
certified by the Refugee Admittance Committee as finan
cially competent to maintain such family.

; .- - . . • ■..■ . ,x • , q I i■ '•r ' ■'
D. Refugees who intend to contract marriage to a resident 

at-'Shanghai shall be qualified for such reeidetice, Sub
ject to the resident producing satisfactory evidence of 
such intention on his or her pert/ as also on the-part * 
of the prospective entrant, and provided the resident is ’ 
certified, by the^Refugee Admittance Oonmtttee as frihan«-v' t 
daily competent to maintain the prospective entrant, 4 
i ■.'■'r tr .na»Bl»8iv:‘ ci»’ of1 a’-r'*'td,  Tn ,,

4. These Regulations will not apply to Refugees in transit
• ■«nect .pnj 1 aatlo!-’- „■ ’> . y-q-mghni, the decision of |

through Shanghai and staying in Shanghai not longer than J 
» Re fug**»- xdVo'.tanct d'castfct • ■ »aaol transaltte*- through A

one week, provided they are able to produce a permit, to ,-h
wh**  local Ofrwwu of «all loapaaie® to tuelr

take up domicile at a destination other than Shanghai, f
5,k^Applicatlons shall be made in accordance with the following

procedure *



Procedure for making Application for Entry of European 
Refugees into ShanghanT

For the information of Shipping and Rail Companies, the 

folloving procedure is authorized by the Refugee Admittance Com

mittee, Shanghai, to be followed by European Refugees in order to 

obtain permission to sail or entrain for and take up residence in 

the International Settlement or French Concession at Shanghai» 

1. Applications made by Refugees abroad, who claim to Qualify for 

such permission by reason of possession of the amount of money 

stipulated under Clause 3(B) of the "Regulations for the Entry 

of European Refugees into Shanghai", shall be made at the 

Shipping or Rail Company at place of proposed departure. The 

Shipping or Rail Company shall satisfy itself that the applicant 

is qualified to obtain such permission.

2. Applications made by Refugees who claim to qualify for such 

permission by reason of

(1) relationship to Refugees of certified financial 
competency resident in Shanghai, or

(2) an employment contract w'th a party in Shanghai, or 

(3) intention to contract marriage with a party resident 
in Shanghai,

in accordance with the provisions of Clauses 3A,3C,3D of 

the "Régulations for the Entry of European Refugees into Shanghai", 

may be made either at the Shipping and Rail Companies’ offices 

abroad or at their offices in Shanghai.

In respect of such applications made abroad, the Shipping and 

Rail Companies shall forward such applications to their Shanghai 

agents, who will transmit same to the Refugee Admittance Com

mittee in Shanghai for decision. The decision will be communi- | 

cated by the Refugee Admittance Committee to the local Shipping j 

and Rail Companies for transmission to their offices abroad. In ‘ 
| 

respect of such applications made in Shanghai, the decision of 

the Refugee Admittance Committee shall be transmitted through 

the local offices of Shipping and Rail Companies.to their offioés 

abroad. vj ’ F



for ko» tins past Jewish refugees wro swing 

into Shanghai la large nuabe», «ad «till jaore of thm m 

«aqpsoted to follow la the futur».

la the spirit that «U races «re equal, and 

«yaq^athlsing with the plight of the Jewish people, the 

Japan®»» Authorities have thus far placed no restriction 

upon their owing into the area controlled by the Japanese 

forces. Banos in ths northern section of ths International 

3ettlment over 5000 refugees are estlisatod to ho living 

and pursuing their trade. The huasanitartan attitude of 

the Japanese Authorities wmld be Much appreciated, 

especially in view of the fact that this area h*»  not 

returned to norsalôy as yet and the havoc wrought by ths 

hostilities has caused a dearth of houses there. It la 

to be noted with particular attention that even the return 

of the Japanese to this area is not peroitted unrestrictedly, 

not to Mention the free retxam of ths Chinese.

As an influx of refugees in exoeedia^y lar®» 

nuafoers will tare a direst bearing in wsoui ways on 

the plan of reconstruction of the war-torn areas, it has 

lately been a subject of the neat ««Pious owsldmraticNo of 

the Jhpaneae Authorities. m the aeanShUii, it was msAs 

clear that tbs Jewish loaders aarag the Bsfugeo Cowalttoo 

wished to soo, for ths benefit of the r»fu®«as 

arrived in Shanghai, that further*inHar  be discouraged in 

sooni way o*  other, seating into aooowst relevant Batters, 

including the 1 stars st of all the jMrb&e*  mmmmMU the



*20» tasporsry steps to be tatain by the Japanese 

authorities are m ftti&awt,

1) The refugees residing in the northern section 

of the International ^ettleoent under Japanese ocoupstion 

on August are to fill in ell the required particular» 

in two copies of the "directory of Jewish Refugee»* , and 

forward them to the Japanese authorities through the coseaittee. 

( Copie» for one family ere to be put together in one batch. )

S) Upon Inspection by the Japanese authorities, 

one of the copies is to be returned to the person who forward 

than.

3) All the refugees in possession of the returned 

s&py are to be allowed to résida as heretofore»-

4} Those <io continue to reside, or tabs up their 

résidons» anew*  in the said area without possession the card 

may be asked to evacuate thsrefros*

The Ceasdlttee is requested to take eultabl» 

measures in asoordsneo with the above and to use its influence 

in order to effoot satisfactory registration and prevent 

newcomers is the said area*

Shanghai, August Sth, 1SW.
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TO FACILITATE REPLY PLEASE QUOTE
THIS NUMBER........... K..J5.8./JL..... .......
AND DO NOT DEAL WITH MORE THAN 
ONE MATTER IN THE SAME LETTER

(Haimdl (Chamber,
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

___________ AUgUSt-ll^._____ 3g.

The Gormnissioner of Police.

Jewish Refugees - 
Police lindorseiiients on Documents.

..ith reference to your report of .xugust b, you are 

authorised to charge and ,?1 respectively for the two types 

of endorsement on documents required by Jewish refugees.

,;ith regard to the disposal of the funds received 

from this source, the Council has directed that these be 

retained to offset tjolice expenditure in coping with the 

Jewish refugee problem.

. /'



August 3,

The Secretary and Commissioner General

(1) Police investigations Refugee Families 

(2) Endorsements on Identification Certificates

I attach a report from Special Branch and comment by 

Deputy Commissioner (Special Branch) on the above subject.

(1) Refugees in good circumstances who wish to bring 

relatives from Germany require Police endorsement before 

this can be accomplished via Siberia the cheapest route. 

Such enquiries take time and work and I agree that some 

charge should be made.

I suggest $5 for each such enquiry and endorsement.

With regard to endorsement of Identification Certi

ficates issued by the International Committee I am of 

opinion that it is advantageous to the Police that persons 

carry such documents and since the Police simply endorse as 

seen and do not make enquiries unless some irregularity is 

apparent I do not recommend a charge of more than |1 in 

each case*
X suggest the funds so produced be paid monthly to 

the Finance Department, that receipts be issued in each 

case and counterfoil retained and that the disposal of the 

fund thereafter be left to Council’s discretion.



à.l, special Branch 
August 1*  1B39.

Central European Jews - indorsement of Documents - 
Question of Fees

several documents have been presented to this office 

recently by German Jewish refugees who desire that their 

families, relatives and/or friends be allowed to come to 

Shanghai, where the newcomers will be supported uy those 

already established here.

These documents, which offer employment of various kinds 

to those persons domiciled in Germany, need to be endorsed by 

the Shanghai Municipal Police, before the neich authorities 

will penr.it Jews to leave the country by the Siberian route*

Now, in considering each application on its merits, a 

considerable amount of work is entailed in deciding whether 

the applicants are suitable persons to support further arrivals, 

both from a financial and moral viewpoint*

If the required endorsements are to be given, thus 

permitting further refugees to make their way here, ins

tructions are respectfully solicited as to whether a nominal 

charge be made for each endorsement to cover cost of stationery, 

labour and r materials utilized for each investigation.

In addition to this type of application, this 
office has already been approached to endorse a 
Document of Identity issued by the l.C. Relief Fund. 
Thia kind of document is issued upon the expiration 
of "staatenlos*  passports to holders of same. In 
this connection, it is anticipated that in the future

penr.it


several hundred requests will be received by this 

office for endorsement of these Documents of 

Identity»

Your instructions are again solicited as to 

whether a fee should be charged for the endorsement.

given.

A fee of $5.00 is respectfully suggested in 

both instances.

It is pointed out that the French Police, for 

instance, charge emigrant Russians residing in the 

Frenbh Concession a fee for endorsing their Identity 

Cards.

Certified true copy.



August 1, 1939,

Commissioner.

Sir,

Reference attached report, these endorsements are 

not given until applications have been checked, sometimes 

incurring considerable investigation. I agree that some 

fee should be charged for each endorsement - say $3.00. 

It is anticipated tliat passport endorsements alone v.ill in 

a very short time amount to 1,500 or 2,000. It might be 

suggested that the money so received revert back for the 

benefit of the refugees in g eneral.

Certified true copy*  

...d, ?
'sf-

Sd. T. Robertson

D.C. (Special Branch).

■■ ' < liORO Ml- -1 wif

' : "1 ' 1 ; till!Ilf! É |l| 111



Date August 1,1939.

■ (Special Branch) Office Notes J4Q.2-
f ?

Commissioner.

Sir,

Reference attached report, these endorsements are 

not given until applications have been checked^sometimes 

incurring considerable investigation. I. agree that some 

fee should be charged for each endorsement - say $3.00.

i It is anticipated that passport endorsements alone will in 

I a very short time amount to 1,500 or 2,000. It might be

। suggested that the money so received revert back for the

j benefit of the refugees in general.

D. C. (Special Branch)



THH

FM ,2____ "
G, 90M-1-39 «

Subject.

i / File No______
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ''

3.1, Spec i al„Branch.......
REPORT ..Auguet .1 ,.... 39.

Central European Jews - Endorsement of Document:

Question of Fees

, D.S. Pitts ....... ....................
Made by.....-........................... Forwarded by.

Several documents have been presented to thie 

office recently by German Jewish refugees who 

desire that their families, relatives and/or friends 

be allowed to come to Shanghai, where the newcomers 

will be supported by those already established here.

These documents, which offer employment of 

various kinds to those persons domiciled in Germany, 

need to be endorsed by the Shanghai Municipal Police, 

before the Reich authorities will permit Jews to 
leave the country'‘*̂̂* ZV**A 'r*****̂'  ,

Now, in considering each application on its 

merits, a considerable amount of work is entailed 

in deciding whether the applicants are suitable 

persons to support further arrivals, both from a 

financial and moral viewpoint.

If the required endorsements are to be given, 

thus permitting further refugees to make their way 

here, instructions axe respectfully solicited as to 

whether a nominal charge be made for each endorsement 

to cover cost of stationery, labour and materials 

utilized for each investigation.

In addition to this type of application, this 

office has already been approached to endorse a 

Document of Identity issued by the I.C. Relief Fund. 

This kind of document is Issued upon the expiration 

of M3taatenloa” passports to holders of same. In 

this connection, it ie anticipated that in the future



Subject.

FM , 2 
G, 90M-1-39 ’ File No_____

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
.................................. Station,

REPORT
Date......... -............-.....— i9

Made by....................................  Forwarded by...............................___ ____________ ___ ______ _____

several hundred requests will be received by thie 

office for endorsement of these Documente of 

Identi ty.

Your instructions are again solicited as to 

whether a fee should be charged for the endorsement 

given.

A fee of $5.00 ie respectfully suggested in 

both instances.

It ie pointed out that the French Folice, for 

instance» charge emigrant Russians residing in the 

French Concession a fee for endorsing their Identity 

Cards.

D. S.

D.C. (Special Branch)





.2), vu/ 
. .1 pue No.......... .
b*M'39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ^22/’

-&<{, ?
REPORT .... July.„26 9 39.

Subject.. Document...o.f...Identification»..............

Forwarded herewith is Document of Identification 

No. 002/39 issued by the “I.C.*  Office for Relief to 

Emigrants, 190 Kiukiang Road, to Siegfried FREUND, a 

German citizen until 1935, who has now lost his 

nationality.

Attached to this document is a communication 
■\x 

from Mr. P. KORNOR, the Hon. Secretary and Treasurer of 

the issuing office.

Among the many Jewish refugees who have arrived 

in Shanghai, there are some - not more than 2% to 3% - 

who are in possession of "Staatenlose" passports issued 

by the German home authorities. These documents are 

issued to persons residing in the Reich unable to 

substantiate their German nationality and are valid for 

one year only, after which period they are not renewable. 

Persons affected most in this connection are Jews of 

Russian and Polish origin.

When the validity of these documents expires, the 

holders lose all claim to any form of protection from 

the German authorities and in effect become stateless.

The document issued by the “I.C." Relief Fund is 

nothing more than a Certificate of Identification and as 

such does not act as a passport.

The holder of the document in question requests 

that the Police endorse the same and thereby recognize 

its validity.

In the event of the required endorsement being 

granted, similar requests can be confidently anticipated



n» 2 File No----------
sow ’39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

...................  Statton,
REPORT 

(2) Date................................19

Subject. ..................................................................................................... -..........................-....... ......................................................

Made by .........  -.............. -............... -......... ..Forwarded by—.....................      -......

from other persons who from time to time will become 

holders of these documents.

As far as I can see, little good will be done 

in endorsing the document, since it can only be 

utilized in Shanghai for making known the bearer’s 

T identity, while there is little doubt that it will

not receive any recognition from the Consular Body 

until such time that the *I.C.*  Relief Organization 

is a fully accredited body.

In dealing with these newcomers from Europe, 

sight must not be lost of the very essential fact 

that business men in Germany, for instance, are in 

the habit of continually carrying their passports 

with them for identification purposes in their own 

country. Such conditions do not exist in Shanghai 

and while it is perhaps advisable for each and every 

local resident to be able to identify himself (her

self), there appears no necessity for the Police to 

endorse the documents issued by the "I.C." Committee 

unless such a step is deemed desirable from the point 

of view of facilitating the good work of the "I.C.*

. Committee. . x-\

D.C.(Special Branch)

'AvïhS D. S. |

■M*̂*U*4  A*  
&Co Vfc/lu- *4V*M*̂ t  TVVC ,

.... ... . ..................... ... ...._... ....J

I





K 38/1. • ■

< ii OCT 1359 |C/ * POL1Ç& FORCE
WMOOMMKYT

*I.C.*
190 Klukiang Road, 

Shanghai, October 7th. 1939.

Hmiui MuxniPAi
S. 3. REGISTRY i

AÏ S. B.To the Secretary and Commissioner General 
Shanghai Municipal Council, 
Shanghai.

Sir : -
Your Ref, K 38/1, P.

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter 
of 7th Inst, and am gratified to learn that agreement will 
shortly be reached between the three Authorities concerned 
regarding the conditions under which Central European 
Refugees may be permitted entry into Shanghai.

I also note with satisfaction that there will be 
no objection to Police endorsement of Identification docu
ments Issued by the Jewish authorities. Such endorsements, .. 
I note, will be made at a cost of |1.- each, with a charge * 
of $5.- for a travel certificate. ,

May I ask, in connection with the foregoing, *-  
whether in the case of parties without means the said: 
endorsement will be granted gratis as is done by various 
consulates where Passports and other consular assistance 
is granted, in the case of indigents, free of charge.



I

Provisional ArrangementRegarding Entry into Shanghai of 

Central European Refugees.

* '<•1

1. Only those Central European Refugees 

to be in possession of not less than U.S,|400

who

and

are recognized

U.S.|100 per head

less than 13 yearsrespectively in case of an adult and child of 

of age or its equivalent in foreign currency to be available in 

Shanghai or who are in possession of an entry permit provided for 

under Article 2, and issued by one of the three following Authori

ties, viz: the Japanese Consulate-General, the Council of the * 

International Settlement, or the Authorities of the French Con

cession, will be permitted to enter Shanghai. It is required by, 

the Japanese Authorities that those incoming Refugees who wishtO 

reside in that part of the International Settlement which is under 

Japanese occupation mus so register, through the Committee for 

the Assistance of European Jewish Refugees, at the Japanese Haval

authorities in Shanghai

2. The application for entry permit by reason of

(8)

(b)

(c)

I-

... 
ms

immediate family relation (l.e. parents, husband 

wife or children) to Refugees of certified finan

cial competency resident in Shanghai, or

an employment contract with ^4>arty in Shanghai

or

intention to contract marriage with a party re

In Shanghai, 

should bo made through the Committee for the Assistance of

pean Jewish Refugees 1b Shanghai to one of the three Author 

according to where the local refugee applicant resides, 

understanding that the decision on issuing permit rests a 

with the discretion of the respective Authorities*
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January

Secretary & Commissioner General,
S. M, C.

Refugees*  
Arrival before receipt of permits

x
I attach copies of a report from Special Branch 

and recommendation of D.C. (Crime & Special Branch) which 
I endorse*

I feel the value of representations to D.K.K. 
should be left to your discretion.

K.M. BOURNE 

Commissioner of Police.

r
SPECIAL STANCH



January 11, 1941

Commissioner.

Reference attached report, I think «here an 

applicant can prove beyond all doubt that he is the 

person in whose favour a landing permit has been issued, 

he may be permitted to draw on his deposit. I doubt very 

much if we should get any satisfaction by approaching the 

D.K.R. The passports carried by these refugees invariably 

bear a visa for some small South American State so Shanghai 
may be regarded as a port en route although in truth it is 

the destination.

(Sd.) T. Robertson.

D.C. (Crime & Special Branches).

Certified true copy



Special Branch,

January 10, 19

I Central European Refugees - Recent arrivals via Siberia

Hiring the past two months or so it has come to the notice of 

this office that a small number of Central European Jewish refugees 

have been arriving in Shanghai via Siberia and the D.K.K. sea-route 

from Dairen not in possession of Immigration Certificates issued by 

the Police. In certain instances money has been deposited in Shanghai 

with the Committee on behalf of these people and the permits issued by 

the Police. The permits are then sent to Europe to the person(s) con

cerned but in the cases coming to the notice of the Police the per

son (s) concerned are arriving in Shanghai before the permits reach the 

town in question in Europe.

The immigrants then register at this office and naturally re

quest to be allowed to take possession of the money deposited for them. 

As the certificates are not produced their requests for the return of 

the deposits have been met with refusals. In each instance the immi

grantes) have been told to secure possession of the certificates when 

permission will be given for them to secure their funds.

This state of affairs is apparently brought about by the apathe
tical attitude of the D.K.K. Line in regard to the Council's regulations 

dated October 22, 1939. The steamship company is obviously not asking 

refugees to produce their permits before steamer tickets are issued. 

In this connection I would also point out that a few instances have 

occurred recently where refugees have arrived in Shanghai either with 

no permits at all or with permits the validity of which had expired. 

Without exception the immigrants concerned arrived via Siberia and the 

D.K.K. sea-route ex Dairen.

In view of the fact that some of the immigrants who have money 

deposited in Shanghai with the Conmittee urgently need financial aid, 

I would respectfully solicit instructions as to whether the money de- 
\ posited may be returned prior to the return of the permits. Should the 

\ permits not be returned it is manifest that they may be used by other 
\ persona-now domiciled in Central Europe. 
i ^tir^d/wpw copy

‘ ~ r _. ..... ...... '"-t.



January 11, 1941< Date

(Crime Branch) Office Notes

Cor.nl ssioner.

Reference attached report, I think where an 

applicant can prove beyond all doubt that he is the 

person in whose favour a landing permit hag been 

issued, he may be permitted to draw on his deposit. 

I doubt very much if we should get any satisfaction 

by approaching the D.K.K.. The passports carried 

by these refugees invariably bear a visa for some 

small South American State so Shanghai may be regarded 

as a port en route although in truth it is the destination.

D. C. (Crime & Special Branches)



WJNICIPAL m&E 
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SHANGHA(^JVÎUNICIPAL POLICE.
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REPORT J&ai.iatry 10 r

Subject.... Central European..Kdfugees - Recent arrivals via oiberia

Madrid D.S. I. Fitts D. I. Crawford’Stacie by................... ....................................... .....b orxarded by................. ....... .........................

During the past two months or so it has come 

to the notice of this office that a small number of 

Central European Jewish refugees have been arriving 

in Shanghai via Siberia and the D.K.K. sea-route 

from Dairen not in possession of Immigration 

Certificates issued by the Police. In certain 

instances money has been deposited in Shanghai with 

the Committee on behalf of these people and the 

permits issued by the Police. The permits are then 

sent to Europe to the person(s) concerned but in 

the cases coming to the notice of the Police the 

person(s) concerned are arriving in Shanghai before 

the permits reach the town in question in Europe.

The immigrants then register at this office 

and naturally request to be allowed to take possession 

of the money deposited for them. As the certificates 

are not produced their revests for the return of the 

deposits have been met with refusals. In each 

instance the immigrant(s) have been told to secure 

possession of the certificates when permission will 

be given for them to secure their funds.

This state of affairs is apparently brought 
by 

about/the apathetical attitude of the D.K.K. Line 

in regard to the Council’s regulations dated October 

22, 1939. The steamship company is obviously not 

asking refugees to produce their permits before 

steamer tickets are issued. In this connection 

I would also point out that a few instances have
' 1

occurred recently where refugees have arrived in
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Shanghai either with no permits at all or with 

permits the validity of which had expired. 

Without exception the immigrants concerned 

arrived via Siberia and the D.K.K. sea-route 

ex Dairen•

In view of the fact that some of the 

immigrants who have money deposited in Shanghai 

with the Committee urgently need financial 

aid, I would respectfully solicit instructions 

as to whether the money deposited may be 

returned prior to the return of the permits.
AP iShould the permits not be returned it is 

manifest that they may be used by other persons 

now domiciled in Central Europe.

D.S.I.

A.C. (Special Branch).



■-.uropeari -ei ugfeu

January 10

cvijt amv-lt via ibcrla

j-uring the past two months or 30 is has come

to tiic notice or thia office that u auall number of 

central ^urept,on Jewish rei'ugsee have been arriving 

iu Jhtfnghai via oIberia and the . . eea-route 

frœi Dairen not in pocseosion of in igi’at ion 

certificates issued by the police, In certain 

Instances’ money has been deposited in 3hnnghai with 

th co^.-iittee on behalf of these people.and ths 

perm. is issued by the -dice, The p-jraitu arc then 

eent to Europe to the person(s) concerned hut in 

Che cases coming to the notice of the I olice Che 

person(c) concerned are arriving in Shanghai before 

the pemite reach the town in question in Lurope,

The iwiigx' nts then register at thia of ”ice

and naruiuuliy re^ueut to be allowed to take possession

are not produce! their repeats for the return of the 

deposits have been net. with refusals. In pach 

instance the imr.iigrant(s ) have been told to secure 

possession of the certificates v.nen permission will 

bt given for them to secure their funds.

Thie state of affairs is apparently brought
by

about/the apathetical attitude of the I'.K.K. Line 

in regard to the Council’s regulations dated October

£2, 1939. The ateamship compary ie obviously not 
asking refugeesf;to produce their permits before 
steamer tickets are issued. In this connection 
I would also point out that a few instances have t -O

occurred recently where refugees have arrived in



shanghai either with no permits at all or with 

permits the validity of which had expired. 

Without exception the immigrants concerned 

arrived via uiberia and the D.K.K. sea-route 

ex Dairen.

In view of the fact that some of the 

immigrants who have money deposited in Shanghai 

with the Committee urgently need financial
£. 

aid, I would respectfully solicit instructions

as to whether the money deposited may he 

returned prier to the return of the peraits. 

should the permits not be returned it is

manifest that they may be used by other persons 

now domiciled in Central Europe.



December

P. Komcr, Esq.,
"I.C." Organization for Inmigrants 
Sassoon House,
S H A N 3 H A I.

Sir
In reply to your letter of December 18, 1940 on 

the subject of the issuance of permits for children in 

order that they may proceed to Shanghai I have to inform 

you that every consideration is given by Shan^xai Municipal 
Police respecting the issue of such pei’tnita, six pei'uiits 

already having been issued in respect to the children named 
on your list.

Residence of the children’s parents in the Hongkew 

District will not affect the issue of a permit by Shanghai 
Municipal Police.

Due to the prevailing political conditions in Europe, 

especially France, it is extremely difficult, almost impossible, 

to secure a passport to the Far East, therefore I consider 

that in the case of parents at present in Shanghai who wish to 

evacuate their children from France it would be advisable that 

they should first ascertain and make certain that they are 

able to arrange for their children to leave France before 
making applications to the Shanghai Municipal Police for 
permits, for as in the case of the six children for whom
permits have already been issued it is possible that the I

period for the validity of these permits will have expired |

before the children are due to arrive. i



You may rest assured that sympathetic consideration 

will be given to the issuance of permits bÿ the Shanghai 

Municipal Police in regard to children at present in Europe 

whose parents are in Shanghai.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

K.M. BOURN u
Comnissioner of Police.

CCK/.
<

* uSXtO BY 
' ' ) RtQlSTRY I
l.ATg^/ Zx/*,
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./ith reference to the attached communication 

from the International Committee for the Organization 

of Europe; n Immigrants in China, I have to point out 

that there is no objection from this office to the 

issuing of Immigration Certificates for children 

now domiciled in Europe to allow them to join their 

parents now residing in Shanghai. Six certificates 

have already been issued for certain of the children 

mentioned in the attached list. Cases of this nature 

will always receive sympathetic treatment.

I would like to point out, however, that under 

existing conditions in Europe - France especially - 

it is almost impossible to. secure a passage to the 

Far East. Lisbon, in_>*psrïh,  is tlie only port open 

for trayel to the Far East and it is understood that 
x

the Spap^sh Authorities have placed a quota on the
• « AaZ

number of refugees entering Spanish Territory for 

transhipment to other parts of the world. Transhipment 

via the United Kingdom and the United States for 

French domiciled refugees is impossible. The only 

other way open is via Siberia and refugees in France are 

not encouraged to utilize this route which, according 

to information received, is extremely expensive.

The parents concerned in Shanghai would be 

well advised to make certain that their children are 

able to leave France before making their applications 

for Immigration Certificates otherwise it is possible
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that the validity of the same will expire before
the youâters arrive, as has already happened with 

A*
the six certificates (mentioned.higher) issued 

already on behalf of certain of the children.

U.S.I*

A. C. (Spedial Branch)



V- c.”
SASSOON HOUSE 

SHANGHAI. 
Cables: "ICYGRAM"

P. O. BOX 2 «40 
TELEPHONE 16637 

?8.

(Acknowledged, J.

Centra’ Re*.  x
THE-FOR THE 
ORGANIZATION OF EUROPEAN IMMIGRANTS

IN CHINA

Shanghai. 18th Pe cember... 194o.

-W»l
3 e. RE/S- '

, s £y,

To the Commissioner 
Shanghai Municipal Police, 
Foochow Road,

Shanghai.

Dear Sir,

Enclosed please find translation of 
a letter received by me yesterday, contents of which 
speak for themselves.

Although I am not aware of any ob
stacles in the way of the issuance of the necessary 
papers to the children so that they may join their 
natural guardians and protectors, I trust that, if 
there are any, they can be easily eliminated in this 
special case which deserves every assistance possible, 
to facilitate the re-union of parents and children af
ter their long and heartbreaking separation.

I am appreciative of your favourable 
reply and beg to remain, dear Sir,

0$ *
Yours faithfully,

No. 17 9-40 2000



TRANSLATION

Shanghai, 16th Dec. 194o.
“I. C.” .v
Dear Mr. Komor,

The parents of the children named in the attached list 
beg to approach the "I.C." with the request to obtain a special immi
gration permission for their children from the authorities of the 
International Settlement or French Concession.

The children, mostly under 14 years of age, had been 
in various Homes in France which had been financed by the Baronesse 
Rothschild. After the collapse of France, we lived through terrible 
weeks until we succeeded in obtaining some information on the fate 
and present residence of our children. It is evident that our children 
cannot remain any longer in France, where already several institutions 
have requested other institutions in America to find ways and means 
of transporting the children to Shanghai, to their parents. A Committee 
in the U.S.A, is already working in this direction, but its endeavours 
will be without avail unless the Shanghai authorities permit the chil
dren to enter Shanghai.

a few children have Settlement Permits, but most of the 
parents live in Hongkew, and it is impossible to obtain Permits from 
the Japanese authorities. The Shanghai Municipal Police has in several 
cases accepted applications for permits from persons not living in the 
International Settlement, but in the French Concession. The fact that 
the parents reside in Hongkew, would, therefore, not speak against the 
Settlement authorities taking up this special case neglecting the 
usual proceedure. The terrible hardship imposed upon both the children 
which have been separated from their parents, and the parents them
selves should constitute a sufficient reason to give this request the 
special attention of the authorities concerned, in every way and di
rection.

The fact that the children reside, at present, in France 
and that, from the French point of view, it is desirable to remove the 
children from France, might induce the local French Consul General to 
issue the permission for the children to enter Shanghai’s French Con
cession.

In any case, we feel that we must apply to these author
ities through the intermediary of the ''I.C." and that is what prompted 
us to turn to you with the request to do everything within your power 
to bring our children back to us. As may be seen from letters, our 
children have the same desire, i.e. to join their parents again.

Yours faithfully,
5 signed:) Dr. Franz Spitzer,

S.R.R.A.Hosp. No. I, 
24o N.-Thibet Road.

1) Félicitas Beyth, born 11th Oct. 1924, residing Bourboule, Puy de s 
I Dome, Villa des "Hirondelles", France. Has Settle- ‘

■ ment Permit. Mother: Mrs. Irma Beyth, Shanghai, 
Kungping Road, 277/44.

2) Carole Baer, born 17th Jan. 1926, residing Herment, Puy de Dome, 
Hotel Moderne, France. Mother: Mrs. Gertrud Baer, 

; Shanghai, 82o East Seward Road.
i No. 10 11-40 1000 • / •
& 
Ï :
%.
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“I. C.”
I.,
3) Paul Rosentreter, bdrp^tl/Febr. 1931, residing: Foyer des en

fants, 3 Rue de 1'Avenir (Orsay/Seine) et 
Oise, France, perhaps sent to Foyer des enfants, 
Sevres, S.etO. 157 Grande rue. Parents: Rosen
treter, Shanghai, 1o9o Pingliang Road.

4) Cilli Becker, 18th June 1923, Frieda B., 28th Jan.1924, 
Edith B., 13th Dec. 193o, Jenny B. 15th Dec. 1925, residing

Berck-Plage (P.et G.) 27 rue du Docteur Menand 
27, France. Parents: Wolf Becker, shanghai, 
599/11 Tongshan Road.

5) Dora Guttentag,

6) Gertrude Weissmann,

7) Vera Malsch,

8) Irma Rosebeng,

born 24th Nov. 1925, residing Crocq Creuse, 
Domaine des Granges, France. Parents: Bruno 
Guttentag, Shanghai, 8o5 East Seward Road, 
House 4. Relatives E.E.Natt,Almeda, Cal., 
3264 Av. Sterling are willing to care for the 
child.
born 29th March 1926, residing La Bourbole, Fr., 
Parents: Meyer David Weissmann, 144/3o,Wayside.
born 26th Febr. 1926, residing La Bourboule,Fr., 
Parents, Ernst Malsch, 152 Ward Road.
born 26th March 1921, interned at Camp Ben 
Chicao, Algérie, Parents: Dr. J. Rosenberg, 
833/13 Avenue Joffre.

9) Berty Heiberg, *110  born 2nd March 1928, residing La Bourbole, Fr., 
Parents: Isidor Heiberg,9=24 «uinssn Gardens.

1o) Heinz Sinasohn, 
Gunther Sinasohn,

born 26th August 1925,
born 29th Oct. 1926, residing Foyer des enfants, 
Sevres, S. et. 0. France, 157 Grande rue.
Parents: Harry Sinasohn, Shanghai, Monkhsmter.
Noà 4.

11) Hilde Mann, 
Heinrich Menn,

born 14th Jan. 1927, resid. Bouboule,France, 
born 24th July 193o, resid. Aere d.’Arce (Gironde} 
Bsnce, Parents: Eduard Mann, Shanghai, 138 Ward 
Road.

12) Manfred Vos,
Heinz Vos, born 8th June 1924,

born 25th July 1933, resid. Seyre par Nailaux, 
Haute Garonne, France, c/o Foyer des Orphelines 
de Bruxelles. Parents: Josef Vos, 599/25 Tong
shan. Road.

13) Judith Spritzer/

14) Michael Spitzer,^

I

No. 10 11-40 1000

born 14th Oct. 1927, residing Château Montintin .1 
(Commune de Château Chevrix) Gare Magnsc Vicq, ’■ 

. OoHaute Vienne, France.
born 24th July 1931, residing in Paris. Address J 
to be obtained from Mame. Jane Berger, Parish 11fi 
63 Rue Overkampf. Parents to 13 and 14: Dr. | 
Franz Spitzer, 324 Tiendong Road. Information on b 
13 and 14 may be obtained, too, from M. Willy 1 
Spitzer, Limoges, France (Haute Vienne), 29 Bou- 
levard Louis Blanc. !|

>•?

p. t. o

I
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With reference to the endorsement of the B. C.

(Special Branch) appearing on the attached report 

dated September 25, 1940 relating to the illegal 

entry into Shanghai of one R.H.I. HIRSCHEELD, the 

passport of this individual has been handed over to

Hr. A. HERZBERG, Executive Officer of the Committee 

for the Assistance of European Jewish Refugees in

Shanghai, for transmission to the holder in due course.

Signed receipt for the passport is attached

hereto.





FM. z File No.............
«-’•*<»  SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
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Subject. Central European Refugees - Rudolph Herbert Israel H 1RS CHEA ID

Made by....... ? . Î.......... .....Forwarded by.......

With reference to previous reports 

relating to the entry into Shanghai witl/'permit 

of R.H.I. HIRSCHFELD, I attach herewith a communication 

received from the Committee for the Assistance of 

European Jewish Refugees in Shanghai together 

with a copy of a letter addressed to that body by 

the N. Y. K. Line. The contents of both 

letters are self-explanatory and since it is 

desirable that HIRSCHFELD leaves Shanghai at 

the earliest possible opportunity, the arrangement 

as suggested by the Committee seems sound.

Your approval, therefore, is 

required in order that HIRSCHFELD‘S passport, now 

in possession of this office, may be handed over 

to the Committee for later transmission to HIRSCHEELD.

D. S. I.

D. C. (Special Branch).



Committee for the Assistance of EurOpeanJewish Refugees in Shanghai

M. SPEELMAN, chairman

ELLIS HAYIM

». ». J. ABRAHAM

Le/We

7 AVHNTT7K EDWARD VII 

SHANGHAI, CHINA
CABLE ADDRESS “SPEELMAN’*

Bhrnghai, 21st September, 194o

To
The Spécial Branch,
S.M.C. Police
Local

Attention Mr. A. Pitts

Dear Mr. Pitts,

Enclosed please find copy of a letter, which we 
received from the N.Y.K.Line re: Mr. H. Ludolph Hirschfeld.

We are willing to pay the passage Shanghai-Kobe 
for the above mentioned and beg you to hand us the passport 
of the gentleman, so that the N.Y.K. Line can arrange for the 
ticket and the visa for Kobe.

We assure you, that we will not hand the passport 
to Mr,Hirschfeld himself but ask the purser of the boat to 
return the passport after leaving Shanghai.

We shall be much oblige . if you will kindly let

! •» us know your orinion and remain,
V

I 
%

| very truly Yours,
I COMMITTEE FOR ThE ASSISTANCE
I OF FUpOPFAN JDMSX^REFUGEES IN SHANGHAI

X«© VT1Y1



N. Y? K< Line1 Kippon Yusen Kaisya, 31, the Bund

Shanghai, September IL, 1940.

Bef. P.O. No. 320

The Committee for the Assistance of 
European Jewish Refugees in Shanghai, 
7, ^ve Aiward VII.

Attention mr. Lesser,

Dear ~irs,

ir, H. Ludolph Hirschfeld.

The above named arrived here on ~u? ust 4, by our "Asama AaruH from 
Kobe as third class passenger without a landing permit.

The Shanghai Municipal Council Ms taken possession of his passport, 
and is now pressing us through the Japanese Consulate- General to send him back 
to the port where he embarked by one of our steamers.

kr. Hirschfeld came from Germany to Japan to leave for Balboa by our 
"Rakuyo karu" and the money for his passage was paid in Germany. The Passage order 
however, was received to late for the sailing of the above vessel from Kobe on 
August 2, and in our investigations, it is revealed that as the Japanese transit 
visa might expire before the sailing of next steamer for balboa, the Jewish 
Committee in Kobe arranged to send him here without first informing our Kobe 
office, who cuite erroneously issued a third class ticket to him uy our 
"Agama MaruH.

Our "Yasukuni Marurt is sailing for Balboa from Kobe on October 27, 
and we understand that i4r. Hirschfeld will be allowed to land in Kobe by the 
Japanese Water-Police if he gets there within ten days of the sailing of the 
"Yasukuni karu" with all the necessary departure.

Thanking for your prompt attention,

We are, Bear Sirs, 
xours faithfully,

NIPPON YÜSEN KAISYA, Shanghai Branch.

Signature of Bub Manager.
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Central European Refugees - Rudolph Herbert Israel HIRSCHFELD.
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The contents of the communication

€

dated August 31, 1940 from Mr. Ishiguro to Mr. Nash 

relative to the arrival in Shanghai without entry 

permit of R. H. I. HIRSCHFEID have been noted with 

interest. This man has paid numerous visits to 

this office during the past two weeks for the 

purpose of obtaining possession of his passport 

and a number of conversations have been held with 

him. At no time, however, has he stated that

he has a passage booked on the s.s. Yasukuni Maru 

due to leave Kobe on October 28 for Balboa. In 

fact he has offered his services to the community 

as a police officer, which appears to indicate 

that he does not desire to leave Shanghai.

In addition it was observed from his 

passport that he holds a visa valid till May 29, 1941 

to proceed to Haiti. Asked why he had not continued 

his journey to Haiti, Hirschfeld stated that he J

preferred to come to Shanghai, where he thought he 

had a better chance of earning a livelihood.

If this individual does leave Shanghai 

en route to Balboa and Haiti in the near future, 

so much the better, but I fail to see how he is to 

pay the balance of passage money as mentioned in 

the penultimate paragraph of Mr. Ishiguro’s letter, 

as enquiries reveal he is penniless and is only 

living on so-called friends at 27/599 Tongshan Road.

If I may say so, I do not believe he 

ever had any intention of proceeding to Haiti. 

_____ __ _____ ....... ._______________ ______________

1w • ' .

>y
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Fast instances have shown that the possession of 

a visa on a German *J H passport to Haiti, for 

instance, facilitates the securing of Japanese and 

Lanchukuo transit visae which are seemingly difficult 

for refugees to obtain. The securing of such 

transit visae thus makes the passage of the refugee 

concerned easier when his final destination is

Shanghai but ostensibly somewhere else.

Hirschfeld is nothing more nor less 

than a young hooligan, whose bona fides are open to 

suspicion. His continued presence in Shanghai is 

not at all desirable.

U.S.I*

D. C. (Special Branch).
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ianese Consulate-General, 
Shanghai, August 31st, 1940

Dear Mr. Nash,

With reference to your letter dated August 15th 

concerning the arrival here without pennit of Rudolph He-rtiert 

Israel Hirschfeld, I write to reply as follows.

According to the report received by the manager of 

the local N.Y.K. Office from his colleague at Kobe, the said 

party arrived in Kobe from Hamburg, Germany, en route to 

Balboa, Panama. However, his passage order per s.s. Rakuyo 

Maru of the N.Y.K. Line which was expected to reach Kobe in 

time for his departure was overdue. By the time of its arrival, 

the term of Hirschfeld’s passport visa for transit through 

Japan was about to expire. Under the circumstances the said 

party approached the N.Y.K. at Kobe through the Jewish Committee 

in that port for permitting him to travel by m.v. Asama Maru 

to Shanghai.

In the meanwhile the Japanese Authorities allow the 

said party to stay in Japan only for 10 days immediately pre

ceding his departure for Balboa provided that he obtain the 

new transit visa from our Consulate-General, the N.Y.K. under

stand. He has already paid for his passage to Balboa per s.s. 

Yasukuni Maru which is due to leave Kobe on October 28th.« 
Under the circumstances a tentative arrangement is

made between this Consulate-General and the local N.Y.K. office 
that the shipping firm will obtain the passage for Hirschfeld on 
a boat which will bring him to his destination at the earliest 
date, the balance, if any, to be paid by him.

I would like to draw your attention to the fact that 
Hirschfeld is now staying in the International Settlement south 
of the Soochow Creek. The N.Y.K. is acquainted with his address.

Yours sincerely, 
E.T. Nash, Esq., S. Ishiguro,

Acting Deputy Secretary, 
Municipal Council. Consul.

SHANGHAI.
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P.

Wuat is, 1940.

s. Zehlguro , ,
H.I.J.M. Consul for Japan, 
Shanghai.

Dear .‘•’r. isidguro,

I enoloee copy of a police report dated 

.u^uet 13 relative to the arrivai without permit ©f 

Hudolph Herbert Israel Hlrechfeld.

You May be interested to know of thia arrival 

per K.Y.K. boat without a permit, and I shall be 

,'rateful for an expression of your views in the matter.

Your*  sincerely,

f, 1. nasm

ra/ 
«ael.

.assistant secretary.
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Arriving in Shanghai from Kobe

on August 4, 1940 in the 1T.Y.K. s.s. Asama ^aru 

was one Herbert Israel Rudolph i.IRSCffi?ELD. He 

is in possession of German Passport J. 13639 

issued in Hamburg on July 24, 1939, which states 

he was born in Hamburg on January 15, 1921.

ixIRoCHFBID claims he is a Jewish 

refugee, but despite the feet that he is holding 

a Herman "JH passport, the belief is held that he 

is a German Aryan.

At any rate the possession of an 

official German "J" passport officially brands him 

as a Jew and a refugee. Upon arrival in Jhanghai 

he was in possession of U.S.$2.00 and ¥15.00. Ho 

permission to land in Shanghai had been given him 

by any of the local authorities and accordingly 

he was not in possession of a landing permit.

He has no fixed abode and the 

Committee rightly refuse to have anything to do 

with him since nothing was known of him until his

arrival here.

Article 4 of the regulations leys 

down that the shipping company - in this case the 

K.Y.K. Line - is responsible for verifying that a 

permit has been issued by the Police before a passage 

booking is made. In this instance this rule does 

not appear to have been fulfilled. HIRSCHPSID’S 

passport is being held by this office until such
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time that instructions are issued as to how this 

matter should "be dispos ede

(Special branch).



CONFIDENTIAL
May 2% 40

Secretary & Contnisaioner General, 

S. M.C.

JEWISH REFUGEES.

Commandant Fabre has twice spoken to 
me the subject of the ahnisslon of Jewish 
Refugees to Shanghai, and I f or;» ar de d to you 
a recent report on the subject, after a tele
phone conversation on May 24th.

I attach a report from Special Branch 
indicating that the French Authorities have 
taken action accordingly.

| ;

I am of opinion that we have reached. Î

saturation point, and a similar course of 
action may be advisable at once, er in the 
near future.
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CONFIDENTIAL

MW 27, 40.

Central European jews - French police etop issuing immigration

Permits.

In accordance with instruction® received 

from the 'French Consulate-General, the French 

Pol ice have censed issuing Immigration permits 

allowing European Jewish refugees to enter 

the french Concession.

This move wu*  brought about by reason of 

the fact that far too many refugees are now residing 

in the French Concession which from an accommodation 

standpoint is practically fully occupied.

In addition it would appear that the 

French authorities are now exercising their 

powers to prevent any *flfth  column*  activities 

in the Conceeeion that might be caused by the 

further influx of refugees, regarding many of 

whom details are difficult to secure until after 

their arrival here since they land in poeeeeeion 

of U.S.S400, which permits free entry into the 

Settlement (South of the Creek) and virtually 

into the french Concession.
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In accordance with instructions received

from the French Consulate-General, the French

Police have ceased issuing immigration permits

allowing European Jewish refugees to enter 

the French Concession.

This move was brought about by reason of 

the fact that far too many refugees are now residing 

in the French Concession which from an accommodât ion 

standpoint is practically fully occupied, 

m aduition it woula appear trial the 

French authorities are now exercising their 

powers to prevent any "fifth column*  activities 

in the Concession that might be caused by the 

further Influx of refugees, regarding many of 

whom details are difficult to secure until after 

their arrival here since they land in possession 

of U.S.$400, which permits free entry into the 

Settlement (South of the Creek) and virtually 

into the French Concession.



F. 207A 
G. 1000-10-39

Headquarters, 
Shanghai Municipal Police.

May 24,19 40.

To. Secretary & Commissioner General,

S. H. C.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in
forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference Wo:- s.B. P.5422(C)-10

Subject :- Central European Jews - Immigration Affairs.

Enclosures Copy of a Police report.
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Further to a re’port submitted, by this 

office on May 2, 1940 I have to state that in the 

s.s. "Conte Rosso", ex-Europe, arriving in Shanghai 

on May 9, 1940, 213 refugees were disembarked. Of 

this number 47 were in possession of landing permits 

while the remainder, 166, were without permits but 

in possession of the equivalent of U.S.$400.00 

(U.S.$100.00 for children), deposited with the Lloyd 

Triestino offices in Europe.

The above details fully confirm the 

anticipations voiced in the report of May 2, 1940 

and since many of these arrivals, after examination, 

appear to be far from respectable types, the atten

tion of the Council is again drawn to the fact that 

Shanghai would benefit considerably if Article (1) 

of the Regulations were amended to exclude refugees 

depositing landing money in Europe against their 

arrival here. If the money were deposited in 

Shanghai in the first instance, we would be better 

enabled to judge the merits of each individual case.

From the number of arrivals in the last 

Lloyd Triestino steamer it will be observed that 

nearly four times as many immigrants arrived in 

possession of landing money as those possessing 

permits. In other words no means exist for
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controlling the quota of arrivals. Ary Tom, Dick 

or Harry can land here provided he has the necessary 

funds and as many as a shipload can arrive with 

each and every steamer. '

Accommodation is extremely difficult to j

find in Shanghai and with nearly four times as many 

people arriving as for those we issue permits, the 

problem is complicated fourfold.

Responsible, long standing members of the 

|- Jewish Community have expressed their private and 

j unofficial opinions to the effect that future 

J! immigration should either be completely forbidden or j
the Regulations amended in such a manner to allow ’

entry of only a few desirables from time to time.

Over 17,000 refugees are at present in j

Shanghai and when the prevailing economic situation 

is taken fully into consideration, it appears that j

local conditions will not be ameliorated by allowing Î

further people to come. j

If refugees are allowed to enter on j
permits alone, this measure will definitely act as 

a brake on the apparently never ceasing number of 

arrivals; if nothing is done to amend the regulation*  

then within a very short time, there will be no J
living quarters at all suitable for foreigners in I

either the Settlement (South of the Creek) or the i

i • 
i

"""-'I ‘. ... "• . i
/ ’ h ■ j; J

' I ■ I
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French Concession.

These points have been stressed previously, 

but now the situation is becoming an acute problem.

There must be a limit to the number of 

refugees Shanghai can successfully absorb and it is 

the opinion of this office that the Council should 

take steps to impose a quota within the very near 

future.

In the report dated May 2, 1940 under the 

paragraph marked “SHIPPING COMPANIES" (page 7), 

mention was made that this office would be considerably 

assisted if local shipping companies could be advised 

by the Council that permits issued by this office are 

valid for four months only.

As far as is known no communication has 

yet been sent to the companies concerned by the 

Council authorities and it is respectfully asked that 

this matter be taken up without further delay.

In this connection, it is not out of place 

to mention that due to the good offices of the local 

Japanese authorities, arrangements have been made to 

facilitate the passage to Shanghai of refugees coming

' ,,x ■ ’■
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from Burope via Siberia. This will mean that 

D.k.k. steamers from Dairen will soon be arriving 

here with large numbers of refugees. Since it is 

essential that all permits be returned to this office 

after the arrival of the immigrants concerned and 

since it is also necessary that these newcomers 

arriving on the strength of permits issued by this 

office register with the Police, it is respectfully 

requested that the Council, on behalf of the 

b Committee, come to some arrangement with the D.K.K.

Line whereby proper control is exercised over new 

I arrivals. If such arrangements are not made the*  

the entire system, as at present operated, will fail 

and details that are often required by many local 

authorities will be completely lacking.

It is superfluous to add that the Committee 

is not in a position to make these arrangements with 

the shipping company without proper support from the 

Council.

C'’-

D. S.
• I-

il-" t-f D. C. ( Special Branch ).



TO FACILITATE REPLY PLEASE QUOTE
THIS NUMBER K 38/1
AND DO NOT DEAL WITH MORE THAN 

ONE MATTER IN THE SAME LETTER

Council Chamber
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING.

April 26, /9 40

The Commissioner of Police.

Jewish Refugee - R. I. Gruenwald

Further to my K 38/1 of April 25, I enclose copy 

of a letter from Mr. E. Kann.

In view of the desirability of not risking a 

disturbance of the good relations with the Lloyd Triestino, 

I remain very reluctant to have to call upon them to return 

this refugee.

May I suggest that you depute a representative to

discuss with Mr .Kann the possibilities of this refugee being 

maintained South of the Creek or being able to maintain 

himself.

Secretary & Commissioner General

Encl:



COMMITTEE FOR THE ASSISTANCE OF EUROPEAN JEWISH REFUGEES 
IN SHANGHAI

IMMIGRATION DEPARTMENT

Embankment Building, 

Shanghai, April 25, 1940.

E.T. Nash, Esq., 
Assistant Secretary, 
S.M.C.

Dear Mr. Nash,

Re Richard I. Grunwald:

Referring to your inquiry over the phone and your memo of 
date I wish to say that, in my endeavour not to do injustice to 
the party referred to, I have made investigations regarding the 
affair, have obtained a verbal explanation from Grunwald and 
hold his written statement in the German language.

According to Grunwald's assertions an amount of U.S.$690 
was placed at the disposal of his wife by relatives in Sydney 
and New York. Of this sum $290 was to serve as travelling 
expenses and $400 as landing money here.

Grunwald himself was held in prison in Austria, but pardoned 
on condition that he emigrates at once. Thereupon his wife ceded 
her rights to the said deposit with the Lloyd Triestino to her 
husband. But the Lloyd Triestino retained the balance of U.S.$400 
there, an assertion which I have no means of verifying.

In his written statement Grunwald maintains that the Special 
Branch of the S. M. Police took his travelling ticket and his 
passport and is still holding both. He also states that on the 
ticket a remark can be found, according to which the $400 needed 
upon landing in Shanghai, was on deposit with the head office of 
the Lloyd Trieatino.

Since the ticket is supposed to be in the hands of the police, 
I think it would be simple to ascertain whether or not such a 
remark is to be found on the ticket. .In the affirmitive one ought 
not to doubt the bona fides of Grunward. The latter declared in 
writing that the Lloyd in Trieste had told him that he could safely 
proceed to Shanghai.

Now as to remedial measures I should like to suggest the 
following:

(a) Find out from Mr. Pitts whether or not the ticket of Grunwald 
bears a remark as to the existence of U.S.$400 as landing 
money.

(b) If yes, the money ought to be remitted here by cable at the 
expense of the Lloyd, who knows the regulations.

(c) Possibly it might have been intended to use the money for 
bringing out his wife; on this point ! have no reliable 
information, in this case (although not in the sprit of the 
regulations) I should suggest to permit ( as an exception)
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the arrival of Mrs. Grunwald in Shanghai, for with U.S.>400 
both can start anew in life here.

(d) Ask the Lloyd Triestino for a written explanation of the case, 
and if found unsatisfactory, point to the obligation of the 
steamship company to transport Grunwald back to Italy.

I should like to reiterate my verbal statement that my 
Committee would not object to place Grunwald in one of our Homes 
in Hongkew, until he can obtain funds from relatives in America. 
But the Japanese authorities will not permit this. On the other 
hand, we have no sufficient means to care for his maintenance in 
the Settlement.

According to the emphatic assertions of Grunwald he has 
acted bona fide, for (as he says) the funds were there when 
leaving, and he had the assurance of the Lloyd in Trieste that 
everything was alright. I hold the copy of a document from the 
public prosecutor in Austria, stating that Grunwald was liberated 
on certain conditions, one of which stipulates that he must not 
return again. If he does it means hell in the fullest sense of 
the word. As a foretaste they have already knocked out his front 
teeth.

So here we have a tragic case, possibly not entirely the 
fault of Grunwald. There will be no return steamer to Trieste 
until earliest May 12, so that there remains time to sympathetically 
consider the case and investigate its merits.

Needless to say, I shall continue to remain at your disposal 
for further investigation and information.

With compliments I beg to remain,

Very truly Yours,

E. Kann.



TO FACILITATE REPLY PLEASE QUOTE
THIS NUMBER K 38/1
AND DO NOT DEAL WITH MORE THAN
ONE MATTER IN THE SAME LETTER

(Sinmal (Chamber.
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING.

April 25»

The Commissioner of Police.

Jewish Refugee
R. I, GruenwaIcT7

With reference to your report of April 19, 

I enclose copy of a letter dated April 24 from the 

Lloyd Triestino.

I am inclined to favour this refugee being 

permitted to stay, unless you are very strongly opposed.

As you are aware, the Council’s powers to 

prevent residence in Shanghai are very indefinite, and 

in view of the Lloyd Triestino*s  general co-operation 

with our refugee regulations I would prefer not to risk 

trouble with them over this case and a possible challenge 

of the Council’s powers.

There remains, however, the question as to 

whether this man will be a pauper, and I have asked 

Mr. Kann to write me on the subject of his future

Encl :

GPR:
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LLOYD TRIESTINO.

26, The Bund, 

Shanghai, April 24, 1940.

PASSENGER DEPARTMENT

The Secretary & Commissioner General, 
Council Chamber, 
Shanghai Municipal Council, 
Shanghai.

Dear Sir, 

MR. R. I. GRUEOALD.

In x-eply to your letter Ref. K. 38/1 of the 22nd 

instant, we are informed that the above was granted a passage 

by the s/s "Conte Verde" from Genoa on March 8th, on an 

advice to the effect that the Landing money of US$400.00 

had been deposited by relatives in Australia. Later on, 

when already on board, the aforesaid credit however was 

withdrawn by the Bank and transferred to Mr. Gruenwald's 

wife, a transaction over which our Company apparently had 

no control.

In these circurastrnces you will appreciate that 

our Company, while a drift ting a discrepancy, did not 

intentionally permit the embarkation on the s/s "Conte 

Verde’? as regulations appear to have been 

before completing passage arrangements.

Yours faithfully, 

Lloyd Triestino.

complied with

'/
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April Z2t 124Q<

Lloyd Trîeatino 
20 îhe Pure», 
Shanghai.

Gantlenan

It usa baixri reported to the Ocunoll by the Comiselonsr 

of Polio» that your Company penalttsd the embarkation on the s.s. 

•Coate Verde*,  which arrived here oa April 4, of a refugee by the 

name at R. I. Gruenwald, notwithstanding that he had failed to 

ooaply with the regulations gpreming the entry of Karopoan 

refugees into Shanghai •

I have to request a full explanation of the action of 

your Company in permitting a breach of the regulations, in order 

that the Council may consider whether or not it should require ths 

return of the refugee in question to the port of embarkation»

X a*,  ChmtloMn» 
Tear obedient Servent,

1 GsSe? iW

SMntuy k tin—tuloMT OoamL
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April 19,

Secretary & Commissioner General,

SubjectImmigration » Central European Jews

Following the Police reports forwarded on March 10, 

1840, I forward herewith copy of a further report on the 

arrival of a German refugee by the name of R.I. Gruenwald 

on the s.s. "Conte Verde” cm April 4, 1940.

In view of the bad faith shown in this case I have 

to suggest that the Lloyd Triestino be requested to 

return Gruenv.ald to Europe at their own expense.

Sd. K. M. Bourne.

Commissioner of Police.

indexed by t

(S.B )
DATE */ J*/c  i
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With reference to the two reports dated

March 9, 1940 (flagged) submitted by this section 

on matters relating to the immigration of Jewish 

refugees, I have to report that the s.s. "Conte 

Verde" arrived in Shanghai on April 4, 1940 with 

91 immigrants on board.

The arrangements made by the ship»s staff 

for the collection of passports and listing of 

Jewish passengers were excellent and left nothing 

to be desired, save in one important respect, details 

of which follow.

It will be remembered (vide report of March 

9, 1940) that Mr. VALENTINI of the local Lloyd

Triestino office was informed on March 8, 1940 by

D.S. Pitts, that in the event of one GRUENWALD 

arriving in Shanghai without landing-money or an *

immigration permit, he would not be allowed to land.

The relevant facts in connection with this matter I

are outlined in the previous report. It should be 

mentioned here that when informed of the Police

decision in regard to GRUENWALUS travelling on the 

s.s. "Conte Verde*,  Mr. VALENTINI stated he would 

communicate immediately with the steamer*s  captain 

advising him to send this passenger back to Trieste.

As stated above the s.s. *Conte  Verde*  arrived 

here on April 4, 1940 and a list of 90 Jewish emigres
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was handed over to the members of the local Refugee 

Committee with the necessary passports for purposes 

of checking. Ro delay was experienced on the 

steamer and passengers were able to leave very 

quickly.

GRUEWALD*S  name did not appear on the list 

and since there was no reason to doubt that Messrs. 

Lloyd Triestino were doing their utmost to cooperate 

with us and thus eradicate previous signs of bad 

faith, it was not suspected that GRUENWALD was on 

board.

Subsequent enquiries, however, revealed that 

he had arrived on this steamer without the necessary 

landing money, i.e. U.S.$400, or an immigration 

permit.

The fact that his name did not appear on the 

list of Jewish passengers compiled by the ship’s 

officers leads one strongly to believe that Messrs. 

Lloyd Triestino should be held fully responsible 

for this irregularity, which is tantamount to 

deliberately flouting 8.M.C. regulations.

This is the second occurrence of this kind, 
the first instance concerning one BENISGH (See 
report dated January 29, 1940 - flagged).

GRUENWALD was brought to this office on
April 9, 1940 when he admitted that he had no
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financial resources. He stated that he had been 

confined in a concentration camp in Austria until 

early 1939 when he was released and entered Italy, 

where he lived until embarking in the “Conte Verde”. 

His wife, he averred, is still in Vienna. He 

claims that U.S.§400 was deposited with the Lloyd 

Triestino in Trieste but that on account of 

certain difficulties which he is unable to explain 

clearly, the deposit money was transferred to his 

wife. His passage ticket bears the cancelled 

statement that U.S.§400 had been deposited on his 

behalf.

I have gone into this matter very thoroughly 

but none of the local refugee organizations is at 

present prepared to guarantee that GHUENWALD will 

not become a public charge while it is not possible 

for them to place him in any of their homes in 

Hongkew since he has no permission from the Japanese 

authorities to live North of the Soochow Creek. 

The Refugee Committee, headed by Ur. KÀNN, deems 

it desirable th?t he be sent back to Europe.

I have interviewed Mr. VALENTINI of Messrs. 
Lloyd Triestino and he admits that a bad blunder 
has been made somewhere, but I do believe that the 
fault does not wholly lie with the local office.

Richard GRUENWALD is in possession of German
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passport J.125512 issued in Vienna on April 26, 

1939. Its validity expires on April 26. 1940. 

The passport and passage ticket are forwarded 

herewith.

It is respectfully suggested that arrangements 

be made to return GRUENWALI) to Europe at Messrs. 

Lloyd Triestinors expense for, unless a firm stand 

is made in this particular instance, there is every 

possibility of further cases of this nature 

occurring in the future.

D. C.(Special Branch)
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The Secretary M Commissioner General,
Council Chamber,
Shanghai Municipal Council, 
Shanghai.

Dear Sir,

Me are in receipt of your favour No. K 38/I 
of the 12th inst., and regret having to learn that your 
Police Department should have had cause for complaint 
owing to inadequate arrangements in connection with 
the disembarkation of Jewish refugees.

:e have enquired into the matter and would 
wish to assure you that there will be no recurrence of 
the inconveniences referred to and that everything 
will be done to ensure co-operation between our Staff 
on board and your Police Department.

Yours faithfully,

LLOYD TRIESTINO
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March 12, 40,

Messrs. Lloyd Trlestino, 
26 Tha Bond, 
Shanghai.

Gentlemen,

The Police Department haa drawn attention to the 

serions lack of co-operation and organisation displayed by the 

officers of the S.S. "CORTE ROSSO" In connection with the die- 

eaabark&tian of Jewish refugees from Europe arriving in thin 

steamer on March 8.

The efforts of the Jewish Committee and of the 

Police Department were considerably hampered by the aboenee 

of any means to distinguish between the refugees and other 

passengers. Mo separate and detailed lists of the Jewish 

refugee arrivals were available for this purpose, and the 

passports of the refugees had not been collected by the ship’s 

officers*

Xn inviting your co-operation to prevent the 

recurrences of the diffieelties experienced by the Police on 

this occasion, X have 

to devine a procedure 

Jewish refugees which

of the Polios Department.

to

to

request that you will be so good as 

govern the future disembarkation of 

satisfactory to the Special Branch

I (S
I om I 3

Your obedient Servants

Ç. Fl®?3

U. Secretary a Oonnisaioasr taMcle ‘
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Headquarters, 
ShanghaiTilUH cipal "PolTce.

March 10, 19 40

To. Secretary & Commissioner General,

S. M. C.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No : - J) f*/-*  ~fo

Subject Central European Jews - Arrival of
■ - s.s, "Conte Rosso*  on March 8, 1940.

Central European Jews - immigration 
affairs.

Enclosures Copies of Police reports.

FILE

CLK/.
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Subject..

h SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. S. B. RE.G.6 f*Y
^yS. 1, Spec

REPORT .... z p 40

..Central European Jews - Arrival of s.s. "Conte Rosso"

..on..lLç.rçh._8, ...19 40Made by..
—■— .....J.i.t.ts Forwarded by .....^..1.. Craw£ord

I respectfully wish.to draw your attention 

to the complete lack of cooperation and organization 

displayed by the Lloyd Triestino offices and the 

officers of the s.s. "Conte Rosso" arriving here

■—— on March 8, 194C in matters relating to the

s.; - ■ ‘-'r., —■— ---- .disembarkation of Jewish refugees from Europe 

arriving in this steamer.

I had occasion to be present on this ship 

immediately upon berthing and observed that the 

responsible Committee representatives were in 

attendance to instruct refugees on board as to how 

they should proceed with matters relating to 

registration with the Police.

Fo separate and detailed lists of Jewish 

arrivals were available for the use of the Committee 

representatives while the passports of the refugees 

had not been collected by the ship’s officers and 

were thus still in possession of the Jews themselves.

It is difficult to describe on paper the

confusion that reigned. Several German Aryans,

released from British internment camps in Singapore,

were also on board, met by Mr. . S.. .LAHRMAO, local 

Nazi leader. With no lists available showing who 

were refugees and who were not the representatives' 

duties were made even more difficult. With refugees 

In possession of German, Polish, Czechoslovakian and 

Danzig passports and with bonafide residents of
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Shanghai also of those nationalities also arriving, 

the entire question of sorting out refugees from 

non-refugees was extremely complicated. Suffice to 

say that certain of the refugees left the steamer 

without handing over their passports to the 

Committee’s representatives who finished their 

duties between 1 a.m. - 2 a.m., I'arch 9, 1940, at 

which time the last batch of refugees left the ship.

Some 150 refugees arrived but the exact 

number is at present unknown.

I cannot blame the Committee but the Lloyd 

Triestino must be reminded that they are solely 

responsible for assisting the Police and Committee 

in matters relating to the immigration of refugees 

arriving by their steamers.

D. S.
D.C. (Special Branch).

+ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
* 

............................... ..Station^ 
REPORT

Date ............................-i g

Subject.............................. .... ............................................................................ ............................................ ........................................

Made by................................... ..................................Forwarded by............................................................... ................... ......... .



Subject.. ..Sentral..Surop„er>n..

SHANGHA

Made by.....F.li.t.S........................................ .Forwarded by...............................................

During the morning and afternoon of March 8,

1940, Mr. 3. VAL31TTINI of the Lloyd Triestino Line,

telephoned this office and intimated that one

GRWEWALD, an emigrant from Germany, was arriving in

the s.s. "Conte Rosso" between 5 p.m. md 6 p.m. the

same d'ay He was in possession of neither a lending
Cornmr. of Police
Si- ' permit nor the requisite U.S. $400, stated Mr. VALENTINI,

_/ w:io asked whether arrangements could be made to allow

im -to disembark despite the fact that such a procedure

C- (S/>. b v^as not in accordance with the existing regulations 
TT ‘
Xi relating to immigration.

These facts were immediately placed before the

D.C. (Special Branch) who just as quickly passed them

to Mr. E. T. NASH, Assistant Secretary, Shanghai

Municipal Council. Instructions were finally given 

tbAt since no local Jewish Committee would undertake 

the responsibility of supporting GRHSNWALI) he was not 

to be allowed ashore and was to leave Shanghai in the 

same steamer as he arrived.

At 5.30 p.m. D.S. Pitts proceeded to the Shanghai 

& Hongkew Wharf '’nd there met Mi*.  VÂLENTINI. These

two persons went on board the "Conte Rosso" and the 

captain was immediately asked to produce the person 

of GRUENWALD. The captain replied that no such 
--------- ------------- !

E J •- person was on his ship whereupon Mr. VALENTINI
1 (S 3.)
I ,z ! s I I explained that Lloyd Triestino in Trieste had wired
| date/Z/ ^7^1
U., ■«•* ’—him earlier that day that a mistake had been ma.de in

issuing GRUENWALD a ticket. The captain still maintained

ma.de


* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
* 

i z ...................................................... .Station,
REPORT 

Date.-..... ... .19

Subject....................................  ......................................................................................................................  ............
-2-

Made by.......................................    Forwarded by................................... ............. .................................. ...... .......

that no person named GRUE1WALD was on "board.

Further investigation °nd enquiries on "board 

and in the Lloyd Triestino offices then cleared the 

situation, it "being realized "by lir. VÀLENTINI that 

GBUSirJALD had left Trieste in the s.s. *Gonte  'Verde’*'  

on Knrch 8, 1940 and therefore would not arrive 

in Shanghai until some 24-28 days hence.

Mr. VALENTINI was informed that GRUÏÏ1W.ALD 

would not "be permitted to l^nd in Shanghai unless 

he was in possession of a permit or the necessary 

landing money.

This point is brought to your notice as an 

instance of the lackadaisical manner in which Lloyd 

Triestino cooperate in assisting this office in 

matters relating to immigration matters.

J, s.

D.C. (Special Branch)
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E. T. Nash, Esquire, 
Assistant Secretary, 
S. M. C. Secretariat,

________ I
SHANGHAI.

Dear Mr. Nash,

With reference to your letter addressed to our 

Consul Mr. Ishiguro under the date of May 15, he instructed 

me before his rather abrupt departure for Nanking today to 

convey to you his appreciation of your kind and very useful 

Information, and to reply to you as follows.

(1) The number of permits issued to date and still 

valid totals 874, covering the same number of 

beneficiaries.

(2) The provisions of our regulations governing entry 

of refugees North of the Creek are in force unaltered 

since last October.

(3) Besides the recommendation of the Jewish Committee,

the Japanese Naval Authorities conduct the investigation ; 

into the financial competency of the applicants,viz. |

relatives of the prospective entrants. I

Yours sincerely, I

) ft- SHiMTil
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May 15, 40.

S. Ishlguro, Esq.,
H. I. J. M. Consulate General, 
Shanghai» 

rear Mr. Ishlguro,
You will remember that at the time we reached 

an agreement as to the regulations governing the entry 
of European Refugees into Shanghai*  It was suggested that 
from tins to time we might exchange particulars as to the 
number of entries permitted by our two Authorities under 
the regulations. Aeeordlngly, for your Information X have 
to Inform you that the number arriving by virtue of mone
tary qualifications is 439, and the number of valid permits 
Issued up to May 15 is 812 covering 1213 parsons. Of the 
1213 persons entitled to enter under permit, only 240 have 
arrived. The total of arrivals under the regulations up 
to May 15 Is therefore 679.

In requesting that we may be favoured with 
particulars of the entries permitted Korth of the Greek 
under the regulations, I have to allude to references 
in the local refugee newspapers to the possible Issue 
by your Consulate-General of a very considerable number 
of entry permits.

In order that some measure of correspondence 
may be maintained in the effective application of ths 
regulations governing entry of refugees Morth and South 
of the Greek. I should be very grateful if wo mar be 
Informed (1) as to the number of permits Issued by your 
0annulste-Oaneral under the regulations and the nimber 
of persons covered. (2) as to the present provisions 
cf your regulations governing entry of refugees Morth 
of the Greek, and (3 J as to whether you are still maintain
ing the original requirement that the economic sufficiency 
of new entrants or their local relatives should be ensured 
by investigation thereinto by the Refhgce Committee.
a Thanking you fbr your continued kind co-operation
in thia matter.

Yours sincerely,

|»T KAMI
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May 9 40.

Secretary & Commissioner General*

3. M. C.

I forward herewith a letter addressed 

to the Consul for Japan by Mr. 2. Kann exposing 

the wholesale issue of inmigration permits to 

European Jewish refugees by the Japanese Consular 

Authorities. The Police cannot verify all that 

is stated in the letter but it is common conversation 

amongst Jewish refugees that a large number of permits 

have recently been issued by the Japanese Consular 

Authorities. Mr. Kann requests that his letter be 

treated confidentially.

Sd. K. M. Bourne. |
Coienissioner of Police. f

!
I
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Mr. Kann

be treated as

Forwarded herewith ia a copy of a letter 

addressed to Mr. S. Ishigura of the Japanese 

Consulate-General by Mr. E. Kann on behalf of 

the Committee For The Assistance of European 

Jewish Refugees in Shanghai relating to the 

issue of Japanese immigration permits. The 

contents are self-explanatory and no further 

comment is needed.

requests that this communication 

confidenti al.

D.C. (Special Branch)

INDEXED BY 1 
(S B.) REGISTRY

DATE f /
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C'avIMITTEE FOR THE ASSISTANCE OF EUROPEAN JEWISH REFUGEES IN SHANGHAI

I

S. Ishiguro. Esq., 
Consul for Japan, 
Shanghai.

Âïear Mr. Ishiguro

Re: Immigration

Prom the "8-Uhr Abendblatt”, an emigrant evening paper, of 
April 23, I learn that 1,000 immigration permits for Rongkew residence 
are about to be issued. The issue of 20th April of the same paper 
contains a notice, telling applicants when to apply (according to 
the alphabet) to trie Japanese Consul.,te General for delivery of the 
landing permits already referred to. All these applications were sub»4 
mitted without the intermediary of our Committee, so that the latter 
was not enabled to investigate the bona fides of the applicants; nor 
could we examine the prospects of the new arrivals to make a livings 
in Shanghai. > <

While welcoming the idea to help people to get out from I 
Central Europe and enable them to start life afresh in a new land,! 
we feel apprehensive as to the ability of the newcomers to stand onf 
their own feet. Since November last year, when immigration was again 
permitted under certain restrictions, our Committee has carefully ® 
examined the statements made in writing by applicants and has # 
invariably passed on such requests only, which contained a fair g 
chance that the newcomers will not become a burden to either our® 
Committee, or to the Shanghai community at large. s

Recently the Electioneering Association, consisting of reW^ 
a body without juridical standing? has inaugurated a campaign fora ' 
the issue of immigration permits. We have no desire whatsoever teg à 
either criticise, nor to interfere in any way with the decisions i || 
your Consulate General in this respect. On the contrary, we real*/?  
remain thankful for the great kindness you have displayed towardsMh 
unfortunate masses of cltisens who are forced to abandon their h«®«? 
But on the other hand,^l feel dutibound to place on record thatîï fl

(a) our Committee cannot accept responsibility for the bosadl 
fides of both the applicants and tne immigrants, as long as thep S 
applications have not been passing through our hands for examin#l|| 
of the statements contained therein. f

-2-
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(b) that, in the event of emigrants arriving here without
means - especially if tnis happens in large numbers - our Committee 
will moat likely be unable to take them to the Homes and maintain 
them there for a lengthy period ot time.

Bringing to your notice for your kind consideration the
contents of this last paragraph is really the main purpose of this 
letter. The means at our disposal are dwindling as time goes on 
and I fear that we should not be able to cape with the requirements 
of a large mass of people landing here without means and being 
unable to care for their own support.

This does not mean that our (.ommittee does not w«nt to see
an Increase in the size of tne refugee population uere. *s  a mutter 
of fact, we at all times welcome the growth of the emigrants colony 
in China and shall gladly place our advice and assistance at its 
disposal. But what circumstances demand is that newcomers ought to 
be able to stand on their own feed ant not be dependent upon the very 
slender monetary resources of our Committee.

I thought it advisable to bring to your kind notice thàse
actualities and desire to thank you once more for the very helpful 
consideration which you hitherto have been good enough to devote to 
a really worthy cause.

Believe me, dear air. Is-.iguro

Very sincerely yours,

signed: K. Kann
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British India Steam navigation co., Ltd. 
^INCORPORATED IN ENGLAND) J

Telegraphic Address: 

“MACKINNONS”
All communications to bo addressed:— 

MACKINNON. MACKENZIE & Co 
AGENTS: 

B. I. S. N. Co,, Ltd 
SHANGHAI.

PLK4.SK NOTH THAT ALL CURMKMPONDKNCK 

SHOULD Bl£ ADDRESSED : —
POST OFFICE BOX No. 354 

SHANGHAI. 
CHINA.

The Commissioner of Police,

Shanghai Municipal Council,

Shanghai.

Dear Sir,

EUROPEAN REFUGEES

We acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 5th 

instant and would confirm having received a letter from the 

Acting Deputy Secretary, S.M.C., dated October 2nd 1940 

regarding the above subject, which we are passing on to our 

Managing Agents in Calcutta.

We are, Dear Sir,

Yours faithfully,

Shanghai, 7th October 1940. 7~

Pro. Mackinnon Mackenzie & Co.,

PLK4.SK


I

■ I KLG'STRY s
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I October 5, 40.

Messrs. MacKinnon) Mackenzie & Ca,t
Agents,
British India S.N. Co., Ltd.,
27 The Bund, 
Shanghai.

Gentlemen,

I regret the delay in replying to your letter 

dated September 6, 1940 but the matter was referred to 

the Secretary and Commissioner General. I trust you 

have now received the Acting Deputy Secretary’s letter 

dated October 2, 1940.

I am, Gentlemen,

Your obedient servant,

Sd. K. M. Bourne.

Commissioner of Police.

JHS.



Telegraphic Address: BRITISH INDIA STEAM NAVIGATION COM LTD.“MACKINNONS” ^X^^_0^^RPORATED ,N enqland)

All communication» to be addressed.:-^

MACKINNON, MACKENZIE & Co.
Agents: 

B. I. S. N. Co.. Ltd.
shanghai. Shanghai, 3rd October 1940.

PLKASK NOTH THAT ALL (WBRSH>X»»WB
SHOULD BK ADDRKSSKI» :~POST OFFICE BOX No. 354

SHANWH4 1.
<*HI  A.

The Commissioner of Police,
Shanghai Municipal Police,

Shanghai.
Dear Sir,

ENTRY OF EUROPEAN REFUGEES INTO SHANGHAI
We do not appear to have received a reply from 

you to our letter of Sth ultimo, copy attached, and shall 
be glad if you will let us have a reply at your early 
convenience.

AWHE/YMY.

;/ ■ 

' : 'i

We are, Dear Sir, 
Yours faithfully, 

Pro. Mackinnon Mackenzie & Co.,

Agents. «
■I 
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BRITISH INDIA STEAM NAVIGATION CO.,LTD.
(COPY)

SHANGHAI

6th September 1940.

The Commissioner of Police,

Shanghai Municipal Police,

Shanghai.

Dear Sir,

ENTRY OP EÜROPEAN REFUGEES INTO SHANGHAI

We attach copy of a letter we have received from 

our Managing Agents in Calcutta regarding the entry of 

European Refugees into Shanghai and we shall be glad if 

you would kindly furnish us with the information they 

require in this connection.

Yours faithfully,

Pro. Mackinnon Mackenzie & Co., 

(Signed) A.W. Hay-Edie

Agents.



BRITISH INDIA STEAM NAVIGATION CO., LTD.

(COPY) Calcutta

16th August 1940.

Messrs Maokinnon Mackenzie &> Co.,
Agents, B. I. S. N. Co., Ltd., 

Shanghai.

Dear Sirs,

We would refer you to our letter of 1st ultimo 

acknowledging receipt of your telegram of the 28th of June 

last reading :

"Do not accept European refugees to Shanghai 
"without entry permit issued by Shanghai Municipal 
"Police"

We referred this question to the Government of India 

and Government of Bengal, Home Departments, with a view to 

obtaining a definition of the term "European refugees". The 

latter department now advise us that the term appears to be 

rather wide and suggest that as no precise definition is 

known to the Provincial Government, the Shanghai Authorities 

might be requested to define the term used by them. We shall 

therefore be obliged if you will approach the Shanghai 

Municipal Police in order to obtain some definition of the 

term "European refugees" and pass this on to us at your 

earliest convenience.
Yours faithfully, 

Pro. Maokinnon Mackenzie & Co., 
(Signed) .....

Managing Agents.
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October P., 40,

Messrs. Mackinnon, Maotenzle & üo., 
Agents
British India 3. N. Co., Ld., 
37 The Bund,
SHANGHAI.

Gentlemen,

I have to l'afer to your letter of Bopteaiber 6, 
addressed to the Oomraiaaloner of Police, enquiring as 
to trie definition of the term European Refugee for the 
purposes of enforcement of the Council's regulation.» of 
June 1, 1940, copy of which I enclose, relating to the 
entry of European Refugees into the International Settle
ment of Shanghai South of the Sooohow Orotic.

I have to inform you that the regulations in 
question are designed to prevent the entry into the 
Settlement of all destitutes. Including refugees who 
were emigrating from to ope in large numbers.

In practice the application of these regula
tions to persons wishing to travel to Shanghai has beau 
loft to the Shipping Companies at Porta of proposed 
departure. No exact definition of the tom has 
previously been asked for by the Shipping Companies.

All Hatlouai Authorities and Shipping Companies 
have willingly co-operated to ensure that ths Council's 
regulations shall achieve the end designed, namely to 
prevent European destitutes of any nationality whatever 
from entering the settlement and becoming a burden upon 
local charity.

I an, Gentlemen,
Tour obedient Servant,

B T. NASH



I

S.B. D.542?(C)-10.

September <?7 y 40.

Secretary & Commissioner General,

S. M. C.

Subject - European Refugees.

I forward herewith copy of a letter received from 

the British India Steam Navigation Company together with 

copy of a Police report.

As the matter is one of policy the file is referred 

to you fox*  necessary action.

Sd. K. M. Bourne

Commissioner of Police.
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The Commissioner of Police,

Shanghai Municipal Police, 

Shanghai.

Dear Sir,

ENTRY OF EUROPEAN REFUGEES INTO SHANGHAI
We attach copy of a letter we have received from 

our Managing Agents in Calcutta regarding the entry of 

European Refugees into Shanghai and we shall be glad if 

you would kindly furnish us with the information they 

require in this connection.

Certified true copy 

n
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We are, Dear Sir,

Yours faithfully,

Pro. Mackinnon Mackenzie & Co.,

(Signed) 

Agents.
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BRITISH INDIA STEAM NAVIGATION CO.,LTD.

ay Air Mail 16th August 19a 0.

Messrs. Mackinnon Mackenzie & Co., 
Agents, B. I. S. N. Co.,Ltd., 

Shanghai.

Dear Sirs,

We would refer you to our letter of 1st ultimo 

acknowledging receipt of your telegram of the 28th of June 

last readings

"Do not accept European refugees to Shanghai 
’’without entry permit issued by Shanghai Municipal 
"Police"

We referred this question to the Government of India 

and Government of Bengal, Home Departments, with a view to 

obtaining a definition of the term "European refugees”. The 

latter department now advise us that the term appears to be 

rather wide and suggest that as no precise definition is 

known to the Provincial Government, the Shanghai Authorities 

might be requested to define the term used by them. We shall 

therefore be obliged if you will approach the Shanghai 

Municipal Police in order to obtain some definition of the 

term "European refugees" and pass this on to us at your 

earliest convenience.
Yours faithfully, 

Pro. Mackinnon Mackenzie & Co., 
(Signed) ....
Managing Agents.



Special Branch -S.l.

September 26, 1940

<Antral European Refugees - Communication from P. & 0. Line.

The expre^ion ” European Refugees"

as mentioned in the attached communication and enclosure 

is, However one looks at it, a term of considerable 

elasticity. When the Municipal Council framed 

the regulations relating to the immigration into 

Shanghai of "European refugees," it did so for the 

purpose of preventing unhindered ingress into Shanghai 

of Europeans rendered destitute through the machinations 

of militarists dominating the Central European stage. 

This applied particularly and practically to Europeans 

of Jewish faith who had been stipped of their wealth 

and belongings following the incidence of certain anti- 

Semitic decress in areas occupied by the above mentioned 

factions.

The Municipal regulations were

put into effect in October 1939 when Shanghai was 

gradually being inundated by the unrestricted influx

of German and Austrian Jews, many of whom on arrival 

here, were penniless and forced to become inmates of 

refugee camps in order to exist. As a result of the 

effect these unfortunates were having on the local 

economic structure, the regulations were enforced for 

the primary pdrpose of. ensuring that-no. further 

destitute Central European (e.g.’’German, Austrian, 

Czech, Polish, Danzig, etc.) Jews were allowed to 

enter Shanghai.

The regulations did not and do not

apply to non-Jewish nationals of the countries mentioned 

highen. <*&'**-
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In practice, therefore, the expression

"European refugees" as interpreted by this office in

the light of the Regulations, can be summed up as

"PersonX of Jewish faith or race resident in 
a Central European Country or area, desirous 
of setting down in Shanghai in order to 
escape political oppression resulting from 
their religious beliefs."

Certified true copy

« ï. .u'
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The expression "European refugees*  

as mentioned in the attached communication and enclosure 

is, however one looks at it, a term of considerable 

elasticity. When the Municipal Council framed 

the regulations relating to the immigration into 

Shanghai of "European refugees," it did so for the 

purpose of preventing unhindered ingress into Shanghai 

of Europeans rendered destitute through the machinations 

of militarists dominating the Central European stage. 

This applied particularly and practically to Europeans 

of Jewish faith who had been stripped of their wealth 

and belongings following the incidence of certain anti- 

Semitic decrees in areas occupied by the above mentioned 

factions•

The Municipàl regulations were 

put into effect in October 1939 when Shanghai was J
gradually being inundated by the unrestricted influx |

of German and Austrian Jews, many of whom on arrival j

here, were penniless and forced to become inmates of 

refugee camps in order to exist. As a result of the 

effect these unfortunates were having on the local 

economic structure, the regulations were enforced for 

the primary purpose of ensuring that no further 

destitute Central European (e.g. German, Austrian, |
I 

Czech, Polish, Danzig, etc.) Jews were allowed to 

enter Shanghai.

The regulations did not and do not 

apply to non-Jewish nationals of the countries mentioned 
higher.; abd-- 
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In practice, therefore, the expression 

"European refugees" as interpreted by thisnoffice in 

the light of the Regulations, can be summed up as:-

"Persons of Jewish faith or race resident in 
a Central European country or area, desirous 
of settling down in Shanghai in order to 
escape political oppression resulting from 
their religious belief/s."

B. C. (Special Branch).

tNOEKBD BY

OATK^/ / /



Telegraphic Address: 

“MACKINNONS"

All communication» to be addressed:— 

MACKINNON. MACKENZIE & Co. 
Agents:

B. I. S. N. Co., Ltd.

British India steam navigation co., Ltd. | 
^INCORPORATED IN ENGLAND)

! Ackauwledged, formTj

| Ceatnri Reg. ? j j

SHANÜMAI.

PlS4SB ™* T ... 6th September. JLSAO^-
SHOULD HR ADDRESSED \

POST OFFICE BOX No 354 , , J ? iLlOt
SHANGHAI, ' !

emN*.  "* « W*-  ■ ^T !

X. rik i
The Commissioner of Police, ■*” /

U-—-—1------------ - '

Shanghai Municipal Police,

Shanghai.

Dear Sir,

ENTRY OF EUROPEAN REFUGEES INTO SHANGHAI

We attach copy of a letter we have received from 

our Managing Agents in Calcutta regarding the entry of 

European Refugees into Shanghai and we shall be glad if 

you would kindly furnish us with the information they 

require in this connection.

We are, Dear Sir,

Yours faithfully,

Pro. Mackinn on Mackenzie & Co.,

'Xgents.

AWHE/YMY



(copy) CALCUTTA
BRITISH INDIA STEAM NAVIGATION CO., LTD.

16th August 1940.

Messrs MacKinnon Mackenzie & Co.,
Agents, B. I. S. N. Co., Ltd., 

Shanghai.
Dear Sirs,

We would refer you to our letter of 1st ultimo 

acknowledging receipt of your telegram of the 28th of June 

last reading :

"Do not accept European refugees to Shanghai 
"without entry permit issued by Shanghai Municipal 
"Police*

We referred this question to the Government of India 

and Government of Bengal, Home Departments, with a view to 

obtaining a definition of the term "European refugees". The 

latter department now advise us that the term appears to be 

rather wide and suggest that as no precise definition is 

known to the Provincial Government, the Shanghai Authorities 

might be requested to define the term used by them. We shall 

therefore be obliged if you will approach the Shanghai 

Municipal Police in order to obtain some definition of the 

term "European refugees" and pass this on to us at your 

earliest convenience.
Yours faithfully, 

Pro. Maokinnon Mackenzie ft Co., 
(Signed) ....

Managing Agents.
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Headquarters,__ _ — J
Shanghai Municipal Police.
August......... 7>............. 19 41.

To Secretary à Commissioner General,

S. M. C.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference Ho:- D. 6422/0*10.

Subject Central European Refugees - Proposed
Expulsion from the Hongkew Area of

Certain Jewish Refugees.

Enclosures Copy of a Police report.
For information.



Special Branch.

August 6, 1941

Central European Refugees - Proposed 
Expulsion from the Hongkew Area of 

Certain Jewish refugees.

With reference to the contents of the attached 

article appearing in the North-China Daily News 

of August 6, 1941, enquiries reveal that the 

Japanese authorities do not yet contemplate 

taking action as indicated in the initial paragraph 

of the article, the matter at the moment merely 

being ’’Under consideration.” In this connection 

your attention is drawn to a report submitted by 

this office on July 14, 1941 under the heading 

of ’CENTRAL EUROPEAN REFUGEES - Registration of 

Jewish Refugees in Hongkew area.”

It is a fact that the majority of refugee 

criminals are residents of the Hongkew area but 

their crimes have invariably been petty ones whilst 

taking into consideration the Jewish refugee . 

population in Shanghai the number of criminals 

is sn extremely small one. What is exactly meant 

by ths Japanese authorities when they refer to 

"undesirable elements" is not quite clear since 

they themselves have been responsible for allowing 

numerous immigrants to enter Shanghai and Hongkew 

without first being in possession of the necessary 

immigration permits. (See report of July 14» 1941).
’->.5 , k'

The article refers to an?Interview given the

newspaper by a refugee named SCBQBR who it described 

as "a prominent refugee resident of Shanghai** . <1

SCUMER likes to think himself prominent but inactual ; ; < - " 



fact he is a long way from tnat. His reputation 

is by no means of the oest and what reasons ha 

has for stating "that he spoke on behalf of 

twelve to thirteen thousand Jewish and other 

refugees in Hongkew...." is a complete mystery to 

anybody who has the slightest knowledge of local 

refugee affairs. He is not a member of any 

committee connected with any refugee organisation 

in Shanghai.

One point that 3CMMEH mentions is of 

interest. He states that the Japanese Naval 

Landing Party invited the assistance of a sub

committee comprising persons such as Messrs*  

Lewin, Weinberger, Wachsner, Kardegg and Lesser 

in weeding out "undesirables.*  Apart fro® Lewin, 

editor of the "Shanghai Jewish Chronicle,*  the 

other persons mentioned are all members of tbs 

newly formed Board of Directors of the Juedlsche 

Gemeinde, an organization that Is regarded ee a 

Joke in competent refugee circles. Why the 

Japanese authorities imagine that such gentlemen 

as these individuals can assist thea in their 

proposed action is beyond our comprehension for 

from contact made by this office over a considerable 

period with these persons they are by no masNM 

qualified to speak with authority on refugee 

matters.

As matters stand it is strM<ly 

that the Jusdische Gomel nds with which these paraano 

are connected is doing its utmost to 'create for itself
/ '-'.’s



■4

a position that will eventually usurp the functions 

now properly conducted by the I.C. Committee and 

Committee for the Assistance of European Jewish 

Refugees in Shanghai. In other words they - 

the directors - are trying to make salaried positions 

for themselves as a result of political machinations*

The matter will be closely watched and in the 

event of new information coming to light a further 

report will be submitted immediately»



Date- August ...6, 1941

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

REPORT

. Special Branch ....   Station. File No.

subject.- Central European Refugees - Proposed 
Expulsion from the Hongkew Area of 
Certain Jewish refugees.

With reference to the contents of the attached

article appearing in the North-China Daily News 

of August 6, 1941, enquiries reveal that the 

Japanese authorities do not yet contemplate

talcing action as indicated in the initial paragraph

of the article, the matter at the moment merely

being "under consideration." In this connection

area.' (Atiached and

your attention is drawn to a report submitted by 

this office on July 14, 1941 under the heading 

of ’CENTRAL EUROPEAN REFUGEES - Registration of 

Jewish Refugees in Hongkew 

flagged).

—It is a fact that the

^,r.- of poli

1/1 mation

majority of refugee

criminals are residents of the Hongkew area but

their crimes have invariably been petty ones whilst 

taking into consideration the Jewish refugee 

population in Shanghai the number of criminals 

is an extremely small one. What is exactly meant 

the Japanese authorities when they refer to

"undesirable elements" is not quite clear since 

they themselves have been responsible for allowing 

numerous immigrants to enter Shanghai and Hongkew 

without first "being in possession of the necessary 

immigration permits. (See report of July 14, 1941).

The article refers to an intervie*  given the» 

newspaper by a refugee named 'SŒŒKH who is described 
■ -A, '■ AAA-.AA'' A
as "a prominent re^gee ^resident of Shanghai.* ’ 
&iù&;-iikes. -ta jth^/.M.ih«elf ' pymisent-' but.'setuhi
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fact he is a long way from that. His reputation 

is by no means of the best and what reasons he 

has for stating "that he spoke on behalf of 

twelve to thirteen thousand Jewish and other 

refugees in Hongkew...is a complete mystery to 

anybody who has the slightest knowledge of local 

refugee affairs. He is not a member of any 

committee connected with any refugee organization 

in Shanghai.

One point that SŒffiER mentions is of 

interest. He states that the Japanese Naval 

Landing Party invited the assistance of a sub

committee comrpising persons such as Kessrs. 

Lewin» Weinberger, Wachsner, Kardegg and Lesser 

in weeding out ’•undesirables.*  , Apart from Lewin, 

editor of the "Shanghai Jewish Chronicle," the 

other persons mentioned are all members of the 

newlÿ formed Board of Directors of the Juedische 

Gemeinde, an organization that is regarded as a 

joke in competent refugee circles. Why the 

Japanese authorities imagine that such gentlemen 

as these individuals can as sis tv them in their 
P 

proposed action is beyond our comprehension for 

from contact made by this office over a considerable 

period with these persons they are by no means 

qualified to speak with authority on refugee 

matters.

As^matters stand it is strongly suspected 

that the Juedische Gemeinde with which these persons 

are counectelhis doing/utmost to creal^,^^'itseJLf ,
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a position that will eventually usurp the functions 

now properly conducted by the I.C. Committee and 

Committee for the Assistance of European Jewish 

Refugees in Shanghai. In other words they t- 

the directors - are trying to make salaried positions 

for themselves as a result of political machinations.

The matter will be closely watched and in the 

event of new information coming to light a further 

report will be submitted immediately.



AUG 6

Expulsion of Certain Jews 
From Hongkew Proposed
HpHB expulsion of a certain percentage of the Jewish refugee 
1 community in Japanese-controlled areas is being seriously 

studied at the present moment, stated Commander N. Hazama, the,' 
Navy spokesman, at the Japanese press conference yesterday. A&j 
a result of these investigations, he continued it is probable th^t । 
softie of the more undesirable characters will be expelled, althoi^èh 

is as yet uncertain when this will take place. ’ /
The underlying motive of this new 

step on the part of the Japanese 
authorities, Commander Hazama ex
plained, was connected wilfh the de- 
sire for the stabilization of living 
conditions in . £he Jewish ^refugee 
colony north of the Creek- It ap
pears that quite a number of the 
refugees, mostly comprised of the 
undesirable element, entered Hong- ; 
kew without the necessary permits 
and are said to be affecting the 
rentals and food-prices in the Jewish 
area. Fearing that discontent on the 
part of the lawful residents may lead nml i i i à h a 
io active disturbances between the 4 •
two factors, thus further detracting 
from the peace and order of the Hongkew area, the Japanese autho
rities are seeking to preserve the 
welfare of the Jewish refugees by ! 
removing all undesirable characters. I 
the Navy spokesman asserted.

No Measure of Force
He further stressed the fact that 

no measure of force will accompany 
the expulsions. “These will be car
ried out onlv through the initiative 
of the Jewish Residents Association,,’’ 
he stated- 

Questioned as to where the un
desirables, will go after they have 

i been expelled from Japanese-con
trolled areas, Commander Hazama 
replied that this point had not as 

I yet been, considered by the authorit
ies.

Protest Delivered
News of impending Japanese action 

to weed out “undesirables” among 
the Jewish refugee community in 
Hongkew and Wayside has caused 
considerable alarm in that commun
ity, according to Mr. L. Sommer, 
editor of the “Far Eastern Commercialf 
Telegraph” and a prominent refugee I 
resident in Shanghai, who, yesterday, | 
delivered a written protest to the | 
Japanese authorities against the pro- I 
posed action.

In an interview with a represents- | 
tive of the “North-China Daily News,” 
Mr. Sommer pointed out that the pro
posed Japanese step had been forè- 

, shadowed by an article that had ap
peared in the “Shanghai Jewish 
Chronicle,” in which it was stated 

/ that officials of the Japanese Naval
/ Landing Party had invited sonie

members of the Jewish refugee com
munity, including Messrs. O. Levine, 
editor of the “Shanghai Jewish 
Chronicle.” Mr. Weinberger, dis
missed refugee camp chief, Wachner, 
Dr. Kardegt and Dr. Lessner, to act 
as a sub-committee to work with the 

; Japanese Naval Landing Party in 
| weeding out “undesirables.”

In the article, Mr. Sommer went 
on, it was pointed out that Jewish 
refugees without permits to live in 
Hongkew would be deported imme
diately after investigations by the 

> sub-committee, which would also 
report to the Japanese Naval Landing 
Party as to whether or not certain 
Jewish refugees were desirable.

DAILY NEWS, 

IÜ4J.

f SM.C, Not Consulted
According to Mr. ~ Sommer, who 

stated that he spoke on behalf of 
twelve to thirteeen thousand Jewish 
and other refugees in Hongkew, the 
men who had been approached by 
the Japanese to form a sub-committee, 
were not entitled to represent the 
whole of the Hongkew refugee com*  
mmity Most of them, he said, did 
not reside in Hongkew and, he added, 
they had not consulted other Jew-



ahANGHAI IJMES, 
AUG 6 1341.

Undesirable 
Refugees To
Be Expelled

Nippon Navy Spokesman, 
Says Investigations

Now Proceeding
Undesirable Jewish elements now 

residing in Japanese-occupied ter
ritory will be expelled after due 
investigations have been concluded, 
Commander Hazama, the Japanese 
Navy spokesman, revealed yester
day afternoon at the regular week-. 
)y press conference. Expulsion will 
be made regardless of whether the 
Jews concerned hold permits of 
entry or not, he explained.

When asked as to how the 
measure will be carried out, the 
spokesman pointed out that it will 
depend upon the discretion of the 
Jewish Refugee Residents Associa
tion with which the Japanese 
authorities are understood to be 
negotiating on the matter.

Commander Hazama said that the 
increase in rents and cost of com-j 
modifies in the Wayside and Hong- > 
kew areas are partly due to the 
influx of Jews who had not obtain
ed any permits from the proper 
authorities. The presence of un
desirable elements in the district! 
affects peace and order in the Chm-j 
munjty, he declared, adding that 
their expulsion would be beneficial 
to the Jewish community as a whole.

The spokesman also stated that 
each individual case is being treat
ed separately in the course of 
investigations now underway; Asked 
as to when the expulsions would 
begin he answered that it would 
entirely depend upon .the ^results 
of the inquiry $nd the action to be 
taken by the Jewish Refugee 
Residents*  Association,



CH'KA PRESS 
AUG 6 1M1

Undesirables llm^nled

Jews,Without
Permits To
Be Expelled

; i The Japanese Naval landing 
Party is considering expelling un
desirable Jewish refugees from 
Japanese-controlled areas, Com
mander Hazama, Japanese Naval 
spokesman, revealed yesterday/

Commander Hazama stated 
that the expulsion problem is 
now being investigated but did 
not know when the expulsion of 
the undesirable Jewish emigres 

' would occur.

Investigation was said to be 
taking place because many Jewish 
refugees have entered Hongkew 
without permits. This allegedly led 
to the guestion of rentals and food 
in the Jewish area, with fears be
ing expressed that prices would ba 

! forced up because of the influx. 
[It was feared that this in turn 
'would create disturbances between 
legally and illegally entered jews. ।

Commander Hazama stressed the 
fact that Should expulsions be mads 
they would be made by the Jewish 
Residents Association here—notby 
Ithe Japanese. Moreover, no force 
would 'be used in carrying out ex
pulsion orders.
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Headquarters, 
Shanghai Municipal Police.

July 15» 29 41

To Secretary & Commissioner General, 
S. M. C.

The Commissioner of Police presents-his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference Wo : - g.B. D.8149-F.22

Subject : - Central European Refugees - Registration 
of Jewish Refugees in Hongkew area.

Enclosures n t .■■■ Copy of a Police report.
(for information).



Special Branch, 

July 14, 1941.

CENTRAL EUROPEAN REFUGEES - Registration 
of Jewish Refugees in Hongkew area.

With reference to the contents of the attached 

report which appeared in all local foreign newspapers 

the Japanese Naval Landing Party is, as stated, 

making a periodical registration of refugees residing 
in Hongkew. As far as can be seen this registration 
affects this office in two ways only, viz;
1) There are and have been a number of refugees who 

have entered Shanghai by vittue of a Settlement 
Inmigration Certificate. They have all been 
warned that they must reside in the Settlement, 
South of Soochow Creek, but it has been observed 
on occasions that after a short period of residence 
South of the Creek they go North of the Creek to 
take up their domicile. “ As far as possible, we 
have instructed these persons to leave Hongkew 
for abodes South of the Creek and generally our 
instructions have been complied with. We nave 
no power, however, to make them remove from North 
to South of the Creek.

2) As mentioned many times previously certain Japanese 
shipping concerns have transported to Shanghai 
refugees without permits. The majority of these 
refugees are residing North of the Creek and the 
stand is maintained that since they arrived here 
without permission from the Council they should 
be the worry of the Japanese authorities.

Refugees, apart from those at present in

Vladivostock or Japan en route to Shanghai, can now 
only travel to Shanghai via Portugal or Marseilles.

Certified true copy.

CLK/.



Translation of an article-Which appeared in Russian 
newspaper "SLOVO*  on 4-6-41» Edited & Published by

Mr, I.M. Altadukoff, 238 Avenue du Roi Albert

REGISTRATIQN^OF^JOISH REFUGEES

Yesterday it was announced by representatives of 

the Japanese authorities that all Jewish refugees residing 

in Hongkew and Wayside districts must register with the Ja

panese authorities.

The registration will be carried out in order to 

establish the identity of each person residing in the said 

districts, a special attention being paid to the question as 

to criminal antecedents any of the refugees may possibly 

have. Besides, the registration will snow if all Jewish 

refugees residing in Wayside and Hongkew districts had the 

necessary permits to enter Shanghai.

It is expected that the regulations governing the 

admission of Jewish refugees in our port will be revised in 

the near future.

Certified true copy.

CLK/.

i
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REPORT

Spe ç ial .Branch .^Station. File No, Date....... July...1.4*..1941

SUBJECT: CENTRAL EUROPEAN REFUGEES - Registration 
of Jewish Refugees in Hongkew area.

With reference to the contents of the attached

report which appeared in all local foreign newspapers 

the Japanese Naval Landing Party is, as stated, 

making a periodical registration of refugees residing

in EEongkew As far as can be seen this registration

Commr. of Poiice.
Sir:

affects this offiçe in two ways only, viz:

and have been a number of refugees whoThere are
have entered Shanghai by virtue of a Settlement 
Immigration Certificate. They have all been 
warned that they must reside in the Settlement, 
South of Soochow Creek, 
on occasions that after 
South of the Creek they 
take up their domicile.
have instructed these persons to leave Hongkew 
for abodes South of the Creek and generally our 
instructions have been complied with. We have 
no power, however, to make them remove from North 
to South of the Creek.

but it has been observed 
a short period of residence 
go. North of the Creek to ’

As far as possible, we

Informa.ion

As mentioned many times previously certain Japanese 
shipping concerns have transported to Shanghai 
refugees without permits. The majority of these 
refugees are residing North of the Creek and the 
stand is maintained that since they arrived here 
without permission from the Council they should 
be the worry of the Japanese authorities.

C. (Sp. Br.-) The remarks of the last paragraph are interesting

in thay/fefugees, apart from those at present in

Vladivostock or Japan en route to Shanghai, can now 

only travel to Shanghai via Portugal or Marseilles*

D.S.I.

A.C. (Special Branch)



translation of an article which appaaa^d 1» Huasian 
newspaper ^SLOVO**  on 4j*6*»41.  indited ® ublished by 

uir. I.M. Àltadukoff.238 avenue du Roi Albgrt.------------

HEG-ISTRATION Œ? JWISH KEFUgaSS
IK HOKGxŒW

^M’jU*** Yesterday it was announced by representatives of

the Japanese authorities that all Jewish refugees residing

in Hongkew and Wayside districts must register with the Ja

panese authorities

>
\ The registration will be carried out in order to

«.I l-w-v establish the identity of each person residing in the said 

__^^^Tistricts,a special attention being paid to the question as 

^s^asaas^^^ to criminal antecedents any of the refugees may.possibly 

have. Besides,the registration will show if all Jewish refu-

gees residing in Jaysiàde and Hongkew districts had the 

cessary permits to enter Shanghai.

ne-

refugees in our port will be revised in

It is expected that the regulations governing 

I admission of Jewish 

the near future.

the

CMimr. Police.
Sir; 7
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COMMITTEE FOR THE ASSISTANCE^F 
IN SHANGHAI

EUROPEAN JEWISH REFUGEES

7 Avenue Edward VII

Shanghai, Sep temb erX, Jtpdl^

G. Godfrey Phillips, Esq., 
Secretary A Commissioner General 
Shanghai Municipal Council, 
Shanghai.

Dear Sir, 

On Friday afternoon, the 30th of August, a 

cablegram reached me from the Jewish Community at Kobe 

informing me that 350 Polish refugees were on the*A8ama  

Maru" en route to Shanghai and would arrive the following 

day, and requesting us to receive them at the whar^ and to 

make arrangements for their board and lodging while in 

Shanghai.

My Committee was much perturbed and harrassed 

endeavouring to disoovei*  suitable quarters for their 

reception. As we were unable to find sufficient aooomsodation, 

we arranged with the Committee of the Beth Aharon 

Synagogue (Museum Road) to receive 100 of the refugees and 

to allow them to live in the Synagogue premises until we 

could make further arrangements. The Shanghai Jewish Club 

took charge of 29 men. The remainder we arranged to house 

at our Pingliang Home. The following day Sap tain Herzberg, 

our executive officer, rased.ved a telephonic coamunination 

from Captain Inuzuka, throe hours before the expeoted arrival 

of the boat, stating that under no circumstance would the 

Japanese landing Party allow the polish Refugees an assylua 

in Bongtaew, As soon as Obtain Herzborg communicated this 

information to me, I went to see Captain Inuzuka, accompanied 

by Captain Herzberg and Mr. R.D. Abraham.

We had a lengthy discussion, the gist of which is as 

fOllWfl-
Captain muxuka stated:-



2

(a) That the polish Refugees were allowed to stay a

fortnight in Japan on their transit visses - the Refugees had

outstayed their welcome by nearly a year. V

(b) Owing to Uiited States freezing restrictions, the 
i f 'Refugees were not in a position to receive funds destined for

their upkeep in Japan, hence there was no alternatifs but to 
& ■ i

send them away. j

the

the

Captain had no grounds to appeal to the authorities forjeniency

on behalf of Jewish Refugees. 1/
. t "

(d) Japanese regulations were very strict that no person

o) The had not co-operated^ with
Japanese in certain proposed commercial ventures and he^oeZ

Hongkew without a permit. \
h ■ ■.

(e) That the housing problem was already acuta ’and the
\ \

arrival of further Refugees in Bongkew would further aggravate the 
it ï * 

situation. ■

Captain Inuzuka regretted very much that he bohld 

see his way to assist us in our problem. // », \

may reside in

not

We pointed out to him:*  >

(a) That the Refugees were expelled from Japan.by 

Japanese Government and that this being the case, theyittust 
arrange that the Refugees be received In the Homes, /p

(b) If the Landing Party could not see their wayto allow 

tiie Refugees to dwell in Hongkew, then the only othef altersa'tive 

was for the Refugees to remain on the Japanese steamer ~
> J brought them, or take them back to Japan. ( ।

(o) That there would bo no housing difficultés»as we 

would allot the Incoming Polish Refugees into the various Homes 

that we already have in Bongkew. .

(d) The shortness of the notice to provide f$jr'38O 

Refugees was unfair and that injustice to us they 

facilities matters

the

so



I I

Refugee passengers to Shanghai unlesc they possessed landing 

permits, and since the N.Y.K. broke this,rule, under Government 

orders, it was incumbent upon the N.Y.K. to take the refugees 

back to Japan. '

lhe upshot of our discussion was that we should go in 

company with Captain Inuzuka to Captain Yoshimi (at the old^ 

Victoria Nursing Home), the chief of the Landing Party, and * 

lay our case before him. ■

A further discussion followed at Captain Yoshimi‘s offibe, 

when he at last agreed to allow us to house the Refugees in bhe 

Pingliang Road Home from Saturday evening until Monday 4 O’clock, 

until which time we were to "try" to find other quarters. I made 

every effort, but was unsuccessful. The 150 Refugees for whom 

arrangements were made to be housed at this Home, proved to have 

had sufficient funds, and left immediately.

We convened a Committee Meeting on the morning of the 3rd. 

at which Captain Inuzuka was present and we informed him that 

we had done everything in our power to cause as little trouble 

as possible to the Japanese authorities and that we were finan

cially unable to do anything further in finding premises in the 

Central and western districts, and requested him to communicate this 

to the Japanese Landing authorities, at the same time to request them 

to allow us to put up matsheds in our Chaoufoong Road Home (a 

property very kindly loaned to us by the London. .Missionary 

Society) to accommodate further now arrivals.

that same afternoon (3/9/41) we had a message from Captain 

Inuzuka stating that 400 Refugees would arrive here on Monday, 
the 8th of September, and that the Japanese patrols in Hongkew 

would not allow them to remain in Hongkew. Wo replied that in 

such a case we would not send our representative to meet the 

steamer and the Japanese authorities could not as they thought 

fit.

Wo shall cable to Kobe requesting the Committee at Kobe to t

Inform the Refugees not to leave for Shanghai*  as owing to the

Japanese regulations there would be no accommodation for them*



Our search for quarters are limited to the Central and 

Western districts, as both the Ta Tao and French Concession 

authorities refuse to admit our Refugees into their area, 

though we have had offers of land and buildings for this purpose. 

It goes without saying that our task, with these restrictions, is 

most difficult.

Yours faithfully, 

(Sgd) Ulis Hayim.



I

Headquarters, 
Shanghai Municipal Police.
.... August..........29».......19 41 •

To Secretary à Commissioner General,

S. M. C.

Acting
The/Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No : - S.B. D.5422(c)-10

Subject Central European Refugees - Ponding
arrival in Shanghai of sa. Tatuta Maru 
with some 350 Jewish refugees ex Kobe.

Enclosures Copy of a Police report.
For information.



Special Branch.

August 28, 1941.

Central European Refugees - Pending 
arrival in Shansrhci of ss. Tatuta Maru 
with some 350 Jewish refugees ex Kobe.

With reference to the attached report dated 

August 22, 1941 I have to state that the ss. 
Tatuta Maru left Kobe at 11 a.m. this morning, 

August 28, 1941 en route to Snanghai with some 
350 Central European Jewish refugees on board, 

the majority being Poles. This steamer is 

expected to arrive in Shanghai on August 30» 1941.
In regard to the contents of the previous 

report 299 refugees arrived in the ss. Asama Maru, 

255 being Poles. 140 of this number were housed 

in the Museum Road Synagogue, 40 in Chining Road 
in Hongkew, 30 in the Shanghai Jewish Club, 
•Jbulmein Road with the remainder finding accommodation 

for themselves as best they could with friends ànd/or 
acquaintances. Captain Inuzuka was advised by the 

Committee, that despite his instructions to the 

contrary, 40 would be sent to Hongkew since no 

alternative accomnodation existed locally. As far 

as can be understood Captain Inuzuka made no 
objection to this arrangement but three days ago 

he informed Mr. TOPAS» Chairman of the Ashkenazi 
Community in Shanghai that under no circumstances 

would further batches of refugees be allowed to stay 

in Hongkew. This matter has been taken up with the 

Japanese authorities by Mr. de Rosset, Polish Charge 

d’Affaires, though at present no definite decision 
has been reached.



A large proportion of the refugees 

who arrived in the ss. Asama Maru will, it is 

understood, be shortly leaving Shanghai for 

Palestine, Burma, New Sealand, Australia and 

Canada, arrangements having been made by the 

governments of those countries through the local 

British Consulate-General for the immigration 

of a certain number of Polish refugees.

In addition to the 350 refugees 

arriving here on August 30, another batch of 

330 - at present in Kobe - is expected to reach 

Shanghai in the early days of September.

Certified true copy.

C8q/«
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

. 8 50 1^41

; ■. H K T
Pi

REPORT

sPecial..Branch Station. File No. Dale....August 28, 1941

subject: central European Refugees -Pending 
arrival in Shanghai of ss 
with some 350

Tatuta Maru
Jewish refugees ex Kobe.

With reference to

August 22, 1941 I have

the attached report dated

to state that the ss

Tatuta Maru left Kobe at 11

August 28» 1941 en route to

350 Central European Jewish

the majority being Poles

a.m. this morning,

Shanghai with some

refugees on board,

This steamer is

expected to arrive in Shanghai

In regard to the contents

report 299 refugees arrived in

255 being Poles. 140 of this

on August 30» 1941»

of the previous

the ss. Asama Maru

number were, housed

n the Museum Road Synagogue, 40 in Chining Road

in Hongkew, 30 in the Shanghai Jewish Club

Moulmein Road with the remainder finding accomodation 

for themselves as best they could with friends and/or

acquaintances. Captain Inuzuka was advised by the

Committee, that despite his instructions to the

contrary, 40 would be sent to Hongkew since no

alternative accomodation existed locally*  

as can be understood Captain Inuzuka made no

As far

objection to this arrangement but three days ago 

he informed Mr. TOPAS, Chairman of the Ashkenazi

Community in Shanghai that under no circumstances

would further batches of refugees he allowed to stay 

in Hongkew. This matter has been taken up with the 

. Japanese authorities by Mr. de Rosset, PolishCharge

d»Affaires, though at present no def ini te decision

has been reached



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

.............................................. -Station. File No....................  Date..........................................

SUBJECT: 2

A1'
V‘

A larfee proportion of the refugees 

who arrived in the sa. Asama Ms.ru will, it ia 

understood, "be shortly leaving Shanghai for 

Palestine, Burma, New Zealand, Australia and 

Canada, arrangements having been made by the 

governments of those countries through the local 

British Consulate-General for the immigration 

of a certain number of Polish refugees.

In addition to the 350 refugees 

arriving here on August 30, another batch of 

330 - at present in Kobe - ia expected to reach 

Shanghai in the e>rly days of September.

D.S.I.

A. C. (Special Branch).

I

Ms.ru


SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

•V

Station. File No,. Date

SUBJECT: Central European Refugees - Arrival ii 
Shanghai of ss. Asama Maru with some 
Jewish refugees ex Kobe.

At 10.30 a.m. August 22, 1941 I received a

telephone message from Mr. A RODKIN, who

PO/

evicted»

Mr. TOPAS stated

his committee would

represents Polish interests in

for the Assistance of European

in Shanghai. His message was

the Committee

Jewish Refugees

to the effect that

the N.Y.K. ss. Asama Maru was arriving in Shanghai

at about 5 p.m. August 22, 1941 with some 300

Central European Jewish refugees on board, all

of whom had been deported from Japan.# He

averred that following a meeting held during the

last 24 hours by the local Japanese authorities,

his committee, through the medium of Mr. B. TOP AS,

Chairman of the Ashkenazi Community in Shanghai,

had been advised by Captain Inuzuka that

refugees would hot be allowed to stay in 

In the event of the Japanese authorities

these

Hongkew•

ascertaining

that any of these refugees do remain in Hongkew,

the entire 4000 refugees now in Hongkew would be

(Why the figure 4000 is mentioned is

unknown, since^there is definitely more than 4000 

refugees in Hongkew)

to the Japanese authoritiesthat

prefer to have these refugees

As Blatters stand at presentsent back to Japan.

he Committee is totallyunable to find accomodation 
or these new *arrivals  'and though acecraeiation.Aoes.® ■ '

'.exist for a few in' ths Hongkew sartM' ih/'tiis’^efuges^' ;1;



SHANGHAI ‘MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

........Station. Pile No..................... Date-...........................................

SUBJECT: 2

f 
camps, inadequate provision is available for the 

housing of the total number. In this connection 

your attention is drawn to the fact that another 

300 refugees ex Japan are expected to arrive in 

Shanghai on or about August 28 and two or three daÿs 

later a further batch of some 275 is anticipated*  

Mr. de ROS SET, Polish Charge d*Affaires,  has, 

I understand, taken this matter up with Mm 

SjjfgfciHb) Commissioner-General of the Council.

I have to draw your attention once again to 

the point of the Japanese shipping concerns allowing 

refugees to come to Shanghai without landing permits. 

Under the existing Immigration regulations, all 
and residing in 

Central European refugees desirous of entering/the 

Settlement, South of Soochow Creek, are required to 

be in possession of landing permits upon their 

arrival in Shanghai from foreign countries*

The 300 refugees arriving to day are not, as 

far as I am aware, in possession of such permits, and 

since the Japanese shipping company concerned has 

brought them to Shanghai, this company should be 

held responsible for breaking Municipal regulations 

affecting immigration*

D*S*I •

A.C. (Special Branch).



' ' 1

’’ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CROSS-REFERENCE SUP

..^^.'.^^^..OFFICE

FILE NO..... :.................

SUBJECT:

ÊufaPëM fcE^G'££.T

El IMSUf

PARTICULARS OFFICE FILE NO.

INSTRUCTIONS SEE OVER
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h................ File No..:.--------

SUBJECT: .<g Attuçhen Cotmaunication from xi. Oppenheim,

J]iairman o th© u-ox‘

th© a>c-8i»iiuaüü to Jewish Refugees from Eastern-

j3u.ro pe )•

ï'he sender of the commiinicasion hl uppeniieiîa informs

iim lolic© that ha lia;, resigned from his post aS the chair.

man of hie "iSaet jewopm" organization owing to proooure of ’ 

work in many o hier organisations.

fhere is no doubt that A. Oppenheim is very much in

volve .j in ta o sooial life- of the Jewish Community in 3hany- 

hud. :.a is who vice-cl.airman of the Jewish Jiub, Committee

s member of she ÀShuenazi Jewisn Association, member of the ; 
JS.A.C. R.a., Committee of the Jewish Hospital and others.

' However the real reason for his resignation - is not

that he’is ’overcrowded with work, but that he is afraid of 

» x“the bad. characters amongst the lolish Jewish Refugees.
I 

ïrom enquiries made it has been ascertained that on

I the I8-th of hay, when it was announced that the Polish 

Jewish Refugees have to move into Jhe designated area, the ’ 

Salvation Army Shelter, 630 huirhead Road, about I'Oo of thé 
■ ■ ■ •

X' Polish Refuge.es camo to the offiees of the S. A.d.R.A. 137

Peking Road, rather forcibly entered office Bo.3, surroun- ' 

ded A. Oppenheim, and demanded that they should b© accommo

dated in private houses and not in the Salvation Array Shel-

ter, because the-premises had a cement floor and no proper 

roof above the upper floor. Some of these refugees were 

a disturbance in general.

Jir. Kano, who was in the adjoining room, telephoned

Routing and crying and made

to

the. Imperial Japanese liavy Authorities .and several Japanese 

soldiers arrived and forced the refugees out from thé offi- 

oes of the MORA.
■feiR-

Refuge.es
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

* REPORT

2.
............ File No...................... Da^À^y..37-tha..ï9<to_........

SUBJECT: (cont) .

dhc above incident so influencée upon A. Oppen

heim that he bee cue sick and resignuo from the von i of 

chuirma. । of the Eastjewcom, of which organization ho had 

Loen in charge for the last 2 l/s years, since iw founda

tion.

'i’he action of the polish Jewish refugees can be att

ributed to the fact that they received information that 

the sum of 0. R.B. <#> 1,000,000 had been received through 

the International lied dross for the relief of Polish Refu

gees , therefore they could demand that the SACRA should 

afford theii bettex*  accommodation.

i'he Polish Jewish Refugees consist of about 400 stu

dents of Rabbinical Oolledge called "Mirrer Yeshiva” and 

receive their religious education at the "Beth Aharon” 

former synagogue, 50 Museum Road. I'he lessons are given 

by two Rabbi-Professors Oh.Levenstein and Ch.Shmuelovitz, 

who arrived together with the students in 1940 and inten

ded to proceed together to the.U.3.A., but were prevented 

by the outbreak of the Great East Asia War.

AS decided by the Office of the Stateless Refugee Aff

airs the Polish Jewish Refugees will move into the Salva

tion Army Shelter, 630 Muirhead Road on Sunday the 30-th

Officer i/o foreign Affairs Section, 
Crime & Special Branches.



¥
Committee for Assistance of Jewish Immigrants from Eastern Europe

If. (“EASTJEWCOM")

tylBLK ADDRESS "EASTJEWCOMm

»
Shanghai,__ 21g t Hay v' ? • - ■ " * -   194.3--

v

b.M.Police, Foreign section, 
Shanghai.

ucax*  v.irs,

1 herewith have the honour to inform you that owing to 

pressure of work in many other organizations I have been 

compelled to resign from the -kastjevcom” Committee of which 

I have been the President. All future possible enquiries in 

regard to the bus!neen cf nst^e wcom*-  should be adressed

to one cf the a ‘oil owing Vlce-rreeiae ...-os.-

yr. &. Tukanbinsky, c/o Far ‘-..i. ■. m textile Corporation, 
81 dinkee Kind, ”-.-lephoi^ 19371

iir. u. .«axxacn, c/o k. Xapustin «.Co., x.u.'.e 340, House ;
11. dzeuhuer- ..■•.oad, Telephone 17687

1 take thia ophoctunity in extending to you my sincere 

gratitude for the kind attention <md treatment granted by you <

to m personally as well cs to the nee«ls of the ‘•J';astj<5wcoci“ 

Committee for the p.«st 2g j-ears. ( ;
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........?.o.reign.Affalr.s.........S/Mik. File No........ ............. I5-th. 1943.

SUBJECT: Application for Permieslon to hold a Meeting

by the "Moratorium of the Kitchen gund".

Ulame of Organization:-

2. Offioe address:-

3. Chairman: -

4. pate & time:-

5. Place:-

6. Attendance:-

7. Objeot:-

coiæwt.

’’Kuratorium of Kitohen gund".

320 Kiangse Road. Tel. 10098.

Dr. Emanuel Bergglas, 139 Route 
Vallon. Tel. 76554.
21-st of February, at II a.m.

Shanghai Jewish Club, 1623 Avenue 
Road. Tel. 30702.
About 200 persons.

In order to disouss the matter 
how to deal with the Jewish refu
gee beggar nuisance.

During the last weeks Jewish Refugee beggars have been 
observed begging for alms in front of shops or entering 
premisses owned by Jewish refugees on Bubbling Well Hoad 
Nanking Road and also French Concession, especially on 
Fridays, because of Jewish holyday on Saturdays.

In order to cope with this beggar nuisance the "Kura- 
torium of the Kitchen Pund" has come to the decision to 
take measures against such persons, because it is suspec
ted that some of these beggars are of the profesional 
type, and are spending the money so obtained in purchasing 
Chinese wine or gambling. ’

The Kuratorium 
Jewish shopkeepers 
such begging , but 
Fund in order that 
oould receive food ____ ___ ______________  ,
Road, or if possible even to issue the hot food twice 
daily.

One meeting of the same nature was already held on „ 
the 3I-st of January, but owing to very poor attendance 
of the Jewish shopowners (only 8 attended) it was post
poned in order to send an invitation to each shopowner to: 
come to the meeting.

In view of the good cause for which the meeting is in( 
tended there appears to be no objection to granting the jrj 
requisite permission,

wishes to draw the attention of the j 
eto. that they should not encourage 
to contribute the money to the Kitchen; 
more persona of the destitute class ; 
from the steam kitchen , 961 E,Seward

&
Officer 
Crime

i/o foreign Affairs Section, 
Special Branches. ; 2 7 iti

2) BX



ut^Lr. mu IS-th. IMS.

APPlloatjLon for Pemission to hold a Mooting 

hr the "Kuratcrium of the Kitohon /und".

jjlamo of Organisation:-• "Kuratorium of Kitchen fund**.

2. Office address:- 320 Kiangse Road. Tel. 10098.

3, Chairman:- Dr. ^annual Bergglas, 139 Béate 
Vallon. Tel. 76554.

4. Date & tino:- 21-st of /obruary, at II a.m.'

6, Place:- Shanghai Jewish Club, 1623 Avenue 
Bead. Tel. 30702.

6. Attendance:- About 200 persons.

7. Object:- In order to discuss the natter 
how to deal with the Jewish refu*  
gee beggar nuisance.

During tho loot weeks Jewish Bofugeo beggars hare boon 
observed bogging for sins in front of shops or entering 
promisees owned by Jewish refugees on Bubbling Well load 
Hanking Hoad and also Pronoh Concession, especially on 
Fridays, because of Jewish holyday on Saturdays, 

In order to cope with this beggar nuisance the "Kura- 
torium of the Kitchen fund*  has was» to the decision to 
take neasures against such persons, because it is suspoc- 
ted that sone of these beggars are of tho profsaional 
VP*»  and are spending tho money so obtained in purohasim 
Chinese nine or gabbling. 

She Kuratoriun wishes to draw ths attention of the , 
Jewish shopkeepers etc, that tho should not enoonrags 4M 
such bogging , bat to contribute the noney to the Kitchen 
yund in ardor that acre persons of the destitute class 
could receive food from the steam kitchen , 961 B.Soward 
Hoad, or if possible oven to issue the hot food twice 
daily.

one seating ttf! the mm nature was already hold on 
the 3I-et of January, but owing to very poor attendance 
of the JbwUh ohopowners (only • attended) W was post*  
posed in order to send an invitation to each shopownsr to 
case to the nesting.

In viow of the good cause flor whidh tho nesting is iiy 
tended there appears to be no objection to granting «be gj 
requisite permission. j

D.8.I.

Officer i/o foreign Affaire section, 
Orime h Spooial Brenohos,
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Foreign Affaira Secryion 
............................................Station. File No.......... Date.^..........................

S UB J ECT : Begging in the Refugee Community

Due to a gradual impoverishment of Jewish

refugees without a regular income or means of their 

own, as well as the decreased aid granted to them by 

the committees, the number of persons begging has 

risen considerably. The number of persons Who make 

begging their main occupation is estimated between 

150 and 200. The majority are inhabitants of the 

refugee camp at 961 E.Seward Rd where single males are 

houàed.

The beggars regularly visit Jewish shops 

and households in all parts of the town. The main 

begging day is Friday because with approaching 

“Sabbath" they expect their co-religionists to be 

particularly soft-hearted. On such aday a single 

household is visited by as many as 20 beggars. Among 

each other the beggars pass around information regard- 

ing^good" or bad" places according to the results 

achieved on previous visits.

Enquiries revealed that a successful.beggar

may obtain up to $ 30.- on a single day but the avar-

age is of course much lower. Instead of money, at

some places they receive food or old pieces of clothing.

Since it has become known that gifts are sometimes

misused for drinking or gambling, the Jewish Gemdinde

has recently introduced a beggar ticket system( see

report date*  Jan.26th,1943) which has partly remedied

the matter. It is of course unavoidable that the tickets

may be re-sold agdAnst cash.



FM, 3
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
-2-

—..............................................-Station. File No.....................  Date............................................

SUBJECT:
One source of information opined that since 

there were also criminal elements rmong the beggars, a 

certain danger exists that they may utilize their 

knowledge of localities and whether or not people are 

at home for criminal purposes.

0 i/c Foreign Affairs Section 
C & S Branch
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Foreign Affaire Section 
............Branch........................Station. File No......................  Date.

f V 1
26-1-1943

SUBJECT: Beggar Tickets issued, by the Communal 
Association of Central European Jews

Reference the above, enquiries elicited the

following information.

Numerous destitute Jewish refugees have late

ly began begging in refugee households in the Inter

national Settlement as well as in the French Concession, 

preferably the latter as the majority of well-to-do Jews 

resides there. In order to avoid that monetary alms, 

which may be given to beggars, will be misused for 

gambling or drinking, the Jewish Gemeinde has started 

in January 1943 to issue *Beggar  Tickets*  at values of 

5, 10, 20, 25, 30, SOçents and $1.- . These tickets 

are bought bay persons who are willing to support 

beggars, but who want to know that good use will be made 

of the gift. Tickets are obtainable at the Jewish

Gemeinde, 416/22 Tongshan Rd, Room 216 Sassoon House.

and the Doumer Cinema, 9 Rte Doumer F.C, .

When the beggar calls at a residence he is 

given one or several tickets. Having collected as many 

tickets as possible, the beggar returns them to the

Welfare Dept, of the Jewish Gemeinde where he handed a

purchase voucher for the whole amount. With this vouchee 

he can obtain foodstuffs from one of the undermentioned

shops: MJLewin, 799
M.JLeyy _ 8L3 E.Seward Rd
W.F. Hahn 800 S. Seward Rd
Wego 100 Ward Rd
A.Gerber 187 Chusan Rd
Pincus & Son 946 X.Seward Rd.

If the value of returned tickets is very 

small the beggar will be given one meal in the Jdwish

Gemeinde»s feeding room. In special cases the tickets 

will be converted intd cahh*



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
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Station. File No.. Date.

SUBJECT;

Until January 25th,1943 tickets had been sold for a 

total of $ 571.50. The value of tickets already return*  

ed amounts to $"49.20. The administration if the 

beggar tickets is in the hands of the Wilfare Dept, 

of the Jewish Gemeinde, headdd by B.Prager, 57a Way

side Rd.

Further enquiries will be made regarding 

begging in the refugee community,

0 i/c Foreign Affairs Section

C & S Branch
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.Crime. &..S.pea.ia.l .Br.anah.s/a^-0M> ptfe No...................... jyate........Dec...10.,...1942,.

SUBJECT: General Meeting of the Supporters of the 
"Eastjewcom" Organisation on the 6th. of 

December, 1942. 

mV 

z7^/42

At 5 p.m on the 6th. of Deo. 1942, at the Shanghai 

Jewish Club, 1623 Avenue Road, a General Meeting of all 

Supporters of the "Eastjewcom" (Committee for the Assist

ance to Jewish Refugees from Eastern Europe) was held. 

Approximately 250 persons were present. The meeting was 

opened at 5 p.m. sharp by A. Oppenheim, Chairman of the 

"East jewcom", who proposed to eleot a President and a 

Secretary for the present meeting. Two candidates were 

seconded for the President, namely; J. Brick and B. 

Radomishelsky, resulting that J. Brick was elected and 

3. Pineland was elected as the Secretary for the meeting. 

NOTE; It has here to be stated that the assembled persons, 
as noticed by the undersigned, even before the 
beginning of the meeting, could be divided in two 
distinct groups with antagonistic feelings against 
each other, namely the largest group supporting the 
existing Committee (A. Oppenheim), which was for the 
election of J. Brick, and the other group of the 
"Centrjewcom" (headed by L.M. Rogtvin), which group 
was for the election of B. Radomishelsky as the 
president of the meeting and were against the policy 
of the existing "East jewcom", because this Committee 
refused to share their funds in order to help the 
German Jewish Refugees.

J. Brick and S. Pineland then took the chair under
i 

protest of l.M. Rogovin, who stated that it was a shame, 

because B. Radomishelsky being the President of the

Ashkenazi Jewish Communal Association should preside over \ 

this meeting. This protest caused a slight disorder ?
meeting and Rogovin was not allowed to proceed |

with his speech. E. Waikowsky, Secretary of the |

"East jewcom" then made a report on the activities of the 

organisation since its foundation, March giTin^.
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...........................................Station. File No......................  Date.............................................

SUBJECT: 
rough figures of the number of refugees from Poland, 

Lithuanian and Latvia, supported by the "Eastjewcom", 

that at present there were about 1010 suoh persons in 

Shanghai, but only 850 persons receive support from the 

organization and that they were Jews of very religious 

inclinations, therefore have to be fed separately and 

formerly (in 1941) refused to eat the food offered to 

them from a communal kitchen, preferring starvation. 

He further stated that in lûarch 1941 the refugees 

received only a support of $10.00 per month each, but that 

owing to good work done by the committee members and the 

supporters for the good cause by donating money, resulted 

that at present the refugees receive $90 per month and in 

addition $15.00 for quarters. However this sum is not 

sufficient to live on owing to the present high cost of 

living. Besides the refugees receive medical care and

K in the first months of existence of the "Eastjewcom" spent;

about $100.00 per month on medical care, whilst now the 

Committee has to spend about $22,000.00 per month for 

this purpose, and that this is a proof that the refugees 

are underfed and therefore more exposed to contracting * 

sicknesses. That two Charity Balls were arranged for the ; 

benefit of the refugees and the first ball, on the 26th., 

July, 1942, was successful in so far that$460,000.00 was 

denated, however from this sum over $210,000 has not been; 

collected yet, but only "I.o.U." chits are in the 

Committee’s cash box. That the present monthly donations 

are very small - about $15,000 only. Therefore asking 

all supporters to cover their debts with the Committee.

^.77 .7.; .7 777- ' < / 7 ■.77 ;7 : < . . 77 7 : .< ' ■ . <777. . 77<
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- 3

SUBJECT:

The second Charity Ball was not so successful and only 

a sum of $40,000 was collected during the occasion.

A total sum of approximately $1,660,000 was collected 

by the "Eastjewcom" from March 1941 up to December, 1942, 

for support of the refugees from Eastern Europe. This 

sum was collected as follows;-

45 o/o received from the joint distributing 
committee in New York

23 o/o received from various Jewish Communities and 
othei- Jewish organs (Harbin, Tientsin, Hankow etc.)

32 o/o received from local Jewish Organizations and 
private persons

Included in the last 32 o/o from the local Jewry are the 

abovementioned sums from the proceeds of the two Charity 

Balls - $460,000.00 and $40,000.00.

This report of the Secretary of the "Eastjewcom" 

underwent a very strict criticism from the supporters of 

the meeting. 

NOTE: It has to be stated that several members of the 
"Eastjewcom" resigned in August, 1942, being 
dissatisfied that same did not wish to cooperate^ 
with the "Centrjewcom".

N. Klebanoff, one of the former members of the 

"Eastjewoom" then made a speech in which he severely, 

criticised the activities of the "Eastjewoom" and 

especially its president, A. Oppenheim, stating that 

according to the above report made by the Secretary, 

"Eastjewoom" received 45 o/o (approximately $900,000.00)

of the sums collected from the Joint Distributing

Committee in New York, however refused to give $30,000.00 

for children of destitute Jewish parents from Central >
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Europe, when asked hy the representatives of the ’’Joint" 

and that such aotion was a shame on the Committee members 

of the "East jewcom".

The other speakers were D. Rabinovitch, Y.Beerbrayer, 

and L.M. Rogùvin, all three members of the "Centrjewcom", 

and all of them oritioised the activity of the "Eastjewcoft 

A great oommotion amongst the assembled persons started 

when i.M. Rogovin, Chairman of the "Centrjewcom", made 

his speech in whioh he stated that the "Centrjewcom" has 

done more in three months than the "Eastjewcom" in 28 

months and that in avoiding assistance in the feeding of 

destitute children by refusing to give $50,000 as asked 

by the representatives of "Joint" can be regarded as a 

culpable activity of all members of the committee and most 

of all their chairman (A. Oppenheim). L.M. Rogovin did 

not finish his speech because by that time a terrible 

noise was raised by the people who were in favour of the 

committee and for A.Oppenheim in particular. Many of the 

persons got up from their seats end shouts were heard - 

fDown with Rogovin", "Take him out" and similar replicas. 

About 5-7 minutes passed before the President of the 

meeting was able to gain control of the meeting.

p. Rabinovitch then drew a resolution and proposed 

that same to be passed by the meeting which was as 

follows•-
!

That the "Eastjewcom" and the "Centrjewcom" organi

sations each elect two amongst their members -in all 4 

persons - who shall build a so-called "Roof Committee" 
' ' '■ . ■. ■ Z C". ~ ;. ■'■■■■: Z■' .. : 7/ ' Z( •'

.7 ' • 7; z; ' ; ,z7 77 ' ,7,\ 77' ; ''<>7 A'7 . 7\ :7-zz^

' ' ■ ■ ■■ ■ ‘ ' ■■■ ' '' ■' z7-zz, < 7777'77z< - .-z-z 77z7*.._  _ -____ ' , ~ . . _ .
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to be presided by a member from the Executive Committee 

of the Ashkenazi Jewish Communal Association ( the 

highest Russian-Jewish Authority in Shanghai) and 

that this "Roof Committee" should then should then 

decide over questions arising in dividing donations 

collected by the two above-mentioned organizations.

The above resolution was rejected through voting.

A second resolution was offered by the Committee of

the "Eastjewoom" as follows:-

That the future newly elected Committee of

the "Eastjewaom" to be elected on the present

meeting should continue the work of the

"Eastjewoom" in the same manner as before, i.e., 

to continue functioning for the same purpose

for which it was originally organised, namely 

to asist the Eastern European Jewish Refugees 

from Poland, Lithuania and La.tvia. At the

same time the future Committee should oome 

into contact with the "Oentrjewcom", but the 

forms of such contact to be decided upon by 

the future Committee.

and this resolution was accepted at the meeting.

HOggi» It has to be stated that amongst the 250 
persons present only 87 persons had voting ; 
rights and able to produce reoeipts for 
paid donations.
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A letter addressed to the President of the 

meeting from Miss Margolis end M. Siegel, the two 

representatives from "Joint”, was then read by 

U. Gertsenstein, Treasurer of "Eastjewcom", in 

whioh an appeal to the "Eastjewcom" was made to 

consider the needs of the 4000 destitute Jewish 

Refugees from Central Europe and extend also to them 

help, because all refugees were first of all Jews 

and should receive similar treatment by the Jewish 

Community in Shanghai. This letter was taken by 

the Committee for consideration.

The commotion whioh started during the speeoh 

of L.M. Rogovin, prevailed during the whole meeting 

and protests directed against the "Oentrjewoom" 

continued to be heard in the room.

The next question on the programme was the 

election of a new Executive Committee for the 

"Eastjewcom", however after reading of the above 

letter, the followers (about lb in number) of the 

"Centrjewoom", headed by L.M. Rogovin, left the 

meeting, refusing to participate in the election 

because they saw that the majority was against them and 
for the old committee of the Eastjewcom and therefore 

approving the past activities of A. Oppenheim as the
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Chairman.

A. Oppenheim then made a speech in-which he replied 

to the accusation!made by some of the speakers, stating 

that the Eastjewcom Organization was founded for the sole 

purpose to help the Jewish Refugees from Eastern Europe 

and that he had collected donations for this purpose 

only and had no right to share the money with any other 

organization without the consent of the persons who 

donated the money. He further stated that he is not 

against the ’’Centr jewcom" and his opinion was that the 

two organizations can collect money separately and that 

such collection would be more successful than otherwise. 

However being accused by some of the persons at the 

meeting of nearly criminal activities, he does not wish 

to carry on his duties as the chairman any longer and 

does not wish to be a candidate in the new election, 

and left the room together with his committee members. 

BOTE; A. Oppenheim agreed to put his name on the list of 
candidates later being persistently asked by his 
followers and as stated by some members of the 
"Oentrjewcom”. Such procedure was prearranged by 
himself in order to show that he and his activities 
are very much approved by the majority.

An election then took place and the following were 

nominated as the members of the Executive Commit tee of

the ’’Eastjewcom"
1) M. Genkin
2) U. Gertaensteln
3) B. Kopeliovioh
4) A. Oppenheim
5) A. Rodkin
6) G. ShifTin
7) B. Solomonik
8) B. Stein
9) S. Tukaohinsky

10) Dr. Steinman
11) M. Waikowsky
12 ) Waiiaoh
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The meeting was closed at 10.30 p.m. It must be 

stated that all members of the ”Centrjewcom” are also 

supporters of the ’’Eastjewcom” because they have 

contributed money in support of the Jewish Refugees from 

Eastern Europe before the differences arose between the 

two organizations, therefore were entitled to participate 

at the general meeting.

It is significant that since the trouble between the 

two organizations started, both organizations have lost 

contributors, who are waiting until some solution is 

reached in order to ascertaih which particular organiza

tion should be mostly supported. This does not refer to 

the Shanghai Jewry only, but also to the Jewish Communi

ties in outports, who used to send money to Shanghai and 

at present are awaiting the results of the dispute.

It can be stated in general that the "Bastjewcom” 

is supporting only the religious problems of the Jewry, 

whilst the "Centrjewcom” has a broader mind and is for 

the support of the whole Jewry, irrespective of their 

citizenship or origin.

Officer i/c Foreign Affairs', 
Crime & Special Branch



foreign Affaira, 
Grime & Special Branch Dec. 10, 1942,

Generul Meeting of the Supporters of the 
"EastJewoofâ" Organisation on the 6th, of 
December, 1942. 

At 6 p.m on the 6Sh. of Deo, 1942, at the Shanghai 

Jewish Club, 1623 Avenue Hoad, a General Meeting of all 

Supporters of the "East jewoom" (Committee for the Assist-*  

anoe to Jewish Refugees from Eastern Europe) was held. 

Approximately 860 persona were present. The meeting was 

opened at 6 p.m. sharp by A. Oppenheim, Chairman of the 

"East Jewootn", who proponed to eloot a president and a 

Secretary for the present meeting. Two oandldates were 

seconded for the President, namely: J. Brick and B.

nadomiahelsky, resulting that J. Brick was elected and

3, Fineland waa elected as the Secretary for the mooting.

BOTE: it has hero to bo stated that the assembled persons, 
as noticed by the undersigned, oven before the 
beginning of the mooting, could be divided in two 
distinct groups with antagonistic feelings against 
each other, namely ths largest group supporting the 
existing Committee (A. Oppenheim), which was for the 
elootion of J. Brick, and the other group a£ the 
"Oentrjowcom*  (headed by L,M, Rogtvln), which group । 
was for the election of B« Radomishalaky ss the 
president of the mooting and wore against the policy 
of the existing "Eaatjowoem". because this Committee 
rofuaed to share their funds in order to help the 
Goman Jewish Refugees.

J, Brick and s, Pineland then took the chair under 

protest of L.M. Rogovin, who stated that it wan s shame, 

because b. Radomlaholsky being the Bresidoatof the 

Ashkenael Jewish Communal Association ahouM preside over 

thia meeting. this pretest osaaed a alight disorter 
;3 / ■ ■ ' 
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rough figuras of the number of refugees from Poland, 

Lithuanian and Latvia, supported by the "East jewcam", 

that at present there were about 1010 such persons in 

Shanghai, but only 850 persons receive support from the 

organisation and that they were Jews of very religious 

inclinations, therefore have to be fed separately and 

formerly (in 1941) refused to eat the food offered to 

them from a communal kitchen, preferring starvation. 

He further stated that in karoh 1941 the refugees 

received only a support of $10.00 per month eaoh, but that 

owing to good work done by the committee members and the 

supporters for the good cause by donating money, resulted 

that at present the refugees receive $90 per month and in 

addition $15.00 for quarters. However this aum is not 

sufficient to live on owing to the present high cost of 

living. Besides the refugees receive medical care and 

in the first months of exietenoo of the "Eaatjewoom" spent 

about $100.00 per month on medical care, whilst now the 

Committee has to spend about $22,000.00 per month for 

this purpose, and that thia is a proof that the refugees 

are underfed and therefore more exposed to contracting 

sicknesses. that two charity Balls were arranged for the 

benefit of the refugees and the first ball, on the 26th., 

July, 194», ma suooesaful in no far that^MQ,000,00 was 

donated, however froa this sum star $21X>^OOOhas not bean 

ooUoatod yet. but only "I.O.O.*  ohita are in the
> W' -, , J-

-h . 
are very émoi

-.I»: 
all supportera



2he second charity Ball was not so suooessful and only 

a sum of $40,000 was aolleatod during the occasion. 

A total nun of approximately $1,660,000 was collected 

by the Waaatjewcom" from Karen 1941 up to December, 1942, 

for support of the refugees from Eastern Europe. Thia 
sum was collected as follows

46 o/o received from the joint distributing 
committee in Sew York

23 o/o received from various Jewish Communities and 
other Jewish Organs (Harbin, Tientsin, Hankow etc.)

32 o/o received from local Jewish Organisations and 
private persona

Included in the last 32 o/o from the looal Jevry ar*  the 

abovementioned sums from the proceeds of the two Charity 

Balia - $460,000.00 and $40,000.00.

This report of the Secretary of the "Eaatjewoom*  

underwent a very strict criticism from the supporters of 

the meeting.

HOTE; It has to be stated that several members of the 
******* 4» Aurmot"’Eaatjewoom" resigned in August, 1942, being ' 

dissatisfied that same did not wish to cooperate^ 
with the "Centrjewcam". *

H. Klebanoff, one of the former members of the 

•Bast jewoom" than made a speech in which ha severely 

criticised the activities of the "Eastjowoas*  and 

especially its president, A, Oppenheim, stating that
» . ■ < 

aoeerding to the above report made by ths Secretary.

"Eastjewoom” received 4b o/o (approximately $900,000.00) 

of the sumo collected from the feint Dintribwtüig
. ' ....

committee in lew Tart, however refased to gits |10t000.00 

for children of destitsto Jewish
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Europe, when asked by the représentatives of the "Joint" 

and that suoh action was a shame on the Cocraitteo members 

of the "East jewoom".

fhe other speakers ware D. Rablnovitoh, Y.Baerbrayer, 

and L.V. Rogovin, all three members of the "Centr je wo an",

and all of them oritioiaed the aotivity of the "Eaetjewoofi 

A great eoomotion amongst the assembled paraone started 

when L.M. Rogovin, Chairman of the "Centrjewoom", made 

his speech in which he stated that the "Centrjewoom" has ;

done more in three months than the "Eaatjewcom" in 22 |

months and that in avoiding assistance in the feeding of
destitute children by refusing to give 330,000 as asked I 

by the representatives of "Joint" can be regarde*  as a 

culpable activity of all members of the committoe and moot 

of all their chairman (A. Oppenheim). L.M. Rogovin did 

not finish his speech because by that tine a terrible 

noise was raised by the people who ware in favour of the 

committee and for A.Oppenheim in particular. Many of toe 

persona got up from their seats and shouts wore heard * 

|Down with Rogovin**»  "fake him out*  and similar replions. 

About 5-1 lalaatea passed before the President of ths 

■eating was able to gain control of the Meeting.

D. Babinov!toh then draw a resolution ant proponed e
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to be presided bw » member from the Executive committee 

of the ishkenaai Jewish Communal loaoolRtion ( the 

highest 8usai en-Jewish Authority in Shanghai) and 

that this "Roof Committee" should then should then 

decide over questions arising in dividing donations 

collected by the two above-mentioned organizations.

The above resolution was rejected through voting*  

à second resolution was offered by the Committee of 

the "Enstjewoom" as folloess-

That the future newly elected Committee of 

the "East Jew com" to be elected on the present 

meeting should continue the work of the 

"Eastjewomn” in the same manner as before, i.o*,  

to continue functioning for the same purpose 

for which it was originally organised, namely 

to asist the Eastern European Jewish Bofugoes 

from Poland, Lithuania and Latvia*  At the 

same tins the futurs Cornait tee should some 

into contact with the "Contrjeweom", but the 

forme of such eamtaet to bo decided upon by 

the future coaadttoo.

and tide resolution was accepted at the mooting. 

lOBfr g It haste be ata tod that amongst the 
perms-pressât only ar poromas ted voting
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A letter addresses to the Froaldent of the 

meeting ire® Mas Margolis *md  K. Jicgel, .the two 

representatives from ’’Joint’', was then read by 

U. Gortsenstein, ïronsuror of ”£nstjcwoc©”, in 

which an appeal to the “Eastjewoom" was made to 

consider the needs of the 4000 doutituto Jewish 

Refugees from central Europe and extend also to them 

help, because all refugees were first of all Jews 

and should receive similar treatment by the Jewish 

Community .n Shanghai. This letter was tares by 

the Committee for consideration.

The commotion which started during the speech 

of R.K. Rogovin, prevailed during the whole meeting 

and protests directed against the ”CentrJewaom” 

continued to be heard in the room.

The next question on the programme was the 

election of a no*  Zxeeutivo cemoitteo for ths 

"Eastjeweom”, however after reading of the above 

letter, the followers (eboat ifi in number) of the 

"Centrjewoem”, heeded by l.H. Rogovin, left the 

meeting, refusing to participate in the election 

because they saw that the mnj*itr  *ss  against them and 
for the old oommittoc of the Sastjorooh andtherefore . 

approving the poet activities of A*  Qpponheta as tbs



Chairmen

A. Oppenheim then made a apceoh in which he replied 

to the aocusutions made by some oi’ the speakers, stating 

that the Eastjewoom organisation was founded for the sole 

purpose to help the Jewish Refugees from Eastern Europe 

and that he had Gallanted donations for this purpose 

only and had no right to share the money with any other

organisation without the consent of the persons who

donated the money. He further stated that he is not 

against the "Clentr jowoom” and hie opinion was that the

two organisation» oan collect money separately and that 

such ooUeotion would be more successful thu otherwise. 

However being accused by some of the persons at tuo

mooting of nearly criminal activities, he does not wish 

to oarry on his duties as the chairman any longer and 

does mt wish to bo a candidate in the new election, 

and left the room together with his committee members. 

HQgg: A. Oppenheim agreed to put his name on the Hat of 
candidates later being persistently naked by hie 
followers and an stated by come members of tho 
"CantrjewecKa”. Suoh prooedare was prearranged by 
himself in order to show that he and Ma aotlvltlei 
are very muoh approved by tho majority.

in election then took plaoo and tho following were y 
nominated as the members of the Knooutlw Ooesdt'too of

the MKaatJewoamwf



The meeting was closed at 10.30 p.m. It must be 

stated that all members of the "Oentrjewcom” are also 

supporters of the "Sastjewoom" because they have 

contributed money in support of the Jewish Refugees from 

Eastern Europe before the difference» arose between the 

two organisations, therefore were entitled to participate 

at the general meeting.

It is significant that since the trouble between the 

two organizations started, both organizations have lost 

contributors, who are waiting until sone solution is 

reached in order to ascertain which particular organisa

tion should be mostly supported. This does not refer to 

the Shan^iai Jewry only, but also to the Jewish Communi

ties in out ports, who used to send money to Shanghai and 

at present are awaiting the results of the dispute.

It can ba stated in general that the "Eaatjewcom" 

is supporting only the religious problems of the Jewry, 

whilst the "Oentr jewcom" has a broader mind and is fog 

the support of the whole Jewry, irrespective of their 

citizenship or origin.

D.s.i. Gigers on.

Officer i/o foreign Affairs, 
arise & SpooialBranoh
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